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The exponential mapping takes the Lie algebra of the Lorentz group into the Lorentz group. Each 
element of the group is defined as a formal power series, while the product of two exponential 
elements usually involves an infinite sum of commutator terms, such as in the Baker-Campbell
Hausdorffformula. Because of the special arithmetic in Clifford algebras, many Baker
Campbell-Hausdorff-like formulas and identities can be calculated or summed exactly when they 
involve only elements from the algebra. We calculate exact identities for the Baker-Campbell
Hausdorff formula and related formulas in the quaternion and dihedral algebras. These are useful 
in treatments of the Lorentz group, and make possible a truly finite (as opposed to infinitesimal) 
description of a transformation group in physics. 

PACS numbers: 02.10. + w, 02.20. + b 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Lorentz group is the basis for the description of 
physical fields in space-time. A general element of the Lor
entz group combines a pure Lorentz transformation (boost) 
with a rotation in three-space. Mathematically, the boosts 
and spatial rotations are described on an equal footing, yet 
the physical processes they describe are entirely distinct. For 
this reason, it is convenient and often necessary to separate 
the spatial rotation part from the boost part of a general 
Lorentz transformation. The mathematical description nat
urally mixes them, and a complete separation is highly non
trivial. This problem has not been solved previously in any 
generality, because the usual treatments of the Lorentz 
group are almost exclusively concerned with infinitesimal 
transformations. For that purpose, the usual local Lie alge
bra characterized by the structure constants and the com
mutation relations is sufficient, and is generally followed in 
physical discussions. 1.2 

In contradistinction, the description of the Lorentz 
group as a finite Lie transformation group requires the ex
ponentiation of the corresponding Lie algebra. 3

,4 The expo
nential mapping is in principle well known, but exact forms 
are not available for computations. Formulas such as the 
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorffformula4

-
11 are given as an infi

nite series of commutator terms which cannot in general be 
summed explicitly. 

Recently, we have tried to formulate a physical problem 
directly in the Lie group, 12 and have applied the exponential 
mapping to describe the motion of a charged particle in an 
electromagnetic field. 12,13 Those results are, however, given 
only in the first few terms corresponding to the commutator 
expansion of the exponential mapping. 

In this paper, we consider the exponential mapping in a 
Clifford algebra. Since a Clifford algebra is algebraically 
closed, it follows that all exponentials, and therefore the ex
ponential map, can be written exactly in terms of elementary 
functions. One can in this case completely sum all of the 
commutator terms in the exponential. 

The solution of a problem which is obtained directly in 
the Lie transformation group can therefore be given exactly. 
Such solutions have not been available in the past because of 
the considerable difficulty in providing an exact finite de
scription of a Lie transformation group such as the Lorentz 
group. The possibility of giving an exact as opposed to an 
approximate description of certain physical systems follows 
a three-step logic. Some systems believed to possess an exact 
solution in fact do not, since that solution is purely local. 
After noting this limitation, one may obtain a more accurate 
though still approximate solution by adding higher-order 
terms derived from the exponential mapping. An example of 
this procedure is discussed in Refs. 12 and 13. The final step 
is to obtain the genuinely exact solution of the physical sys
tem by including all the terms from the exponential map
ping. The physical consequences of this result are more ap
propriately discussed elsewhere; here we present the 
mathematical identities that make such exact solutions pos
sible, 

II. THE EXPONENTIAL MAPPING IN THE QUATERNION 
ALGEBRA 

In a description of finite automorphisms, it is frequently 
the case that the generators of one transformation are or
thogonal to the other transformation. Examples of this are 
spatial rotations about two orthogonal axes, or a spatial rota
tion compared with a pure Lorentz transformation (boost). 
In these physically relevant cases, the infinitesimal genera
tors of the transformations define a subalgebra of the full 
algebra of the automorphism group. In certain special cases 
it is possible to write down the transformation operators, 
which are exponentials, exactly, 

The first case considered here is when the transforma
tions define a quaternion subalgebra. The algebraic rules are 
given by the usual anticommuting basis elements e l , e2, and 
e3, with product V (see Table I): 

(1) 
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TABLE I. Multiplication table for the quaternion algebra. 

V e, e2 e3 

e, -I e, -e2 

e2 -e, -I e, 
e3 e2 -e, -I 

This paper is concerned with providing an exact solu
tion of the following concrete problem: How can we separate 
an exponential containing e l and e2 into the product of two 
exponentials, each containing e l and e2 separately. Because 
the exponential mapping generates an infinite number of 
commutators, these expressions will contain higher-order 
terms in e3• For the purpose of the physical applications in 
mind, the correction terms in e3 are grouped with e l instead 
of with e2• The expression that is to be solved is therefore the 
following: 

exp(xel + ye2) = exp( /3lel + /33e3) V exp(ye2). (2) 

Here, x and yare scalars; the three scalars /31' /33' and y 
are functions of x and y (there is no /32 in this exercise). The 
above separation uniquely determines/3I,/33' and y: a related 
expression was given approximately in a previous paper. 12 

These functions may be determined by a process of straight
forward algebraic manipulation. Because this procedure and 
the ensuing result is unusual, some of the details are given. 
First, recall the direct expressions for the individual expon
entials in the Clifford algebral2

: 

exp(/3le l + /33e3) = cos /3 + [( /3lel + /33e3)//3 ]sin /3, 

/3=~/3~ +/3~. (3) 

(In the above exponential, it does not matter which two out 
of the three quaternion basis elements appear in the expo
nent.) 

Expression (2) may be expanded out, then separated 
into a scalar component and the coefficients of the elements 
el, e2, and e3, to obtain the following set of equations: 

cosz=cos/3cosy, z=~, (4a) 

(x/z)sin z = (/3//3 )sin /3 cos y - (/33//3) sin /3 sin y, (4b) 

(y/z)sin z = cos /3 sin y, (4c) 

(4d) 0= (/33//3 )sin /3 cos y + (/31//3 )sin/3 sin y. 

Dividing (4c) by (4a) gives an expression for yas a func-
tion of x and y: 

tan y = (y/z)tan z, (5a) 

~y = arctan (y tan z/z). (5b) 

Equation (4a) is used to obtain/3: 

cos/3 = cos z/cos y ~fJ = arccos(cos z/cos y). (6) 

Equation (4d) alternately gives the identity 

tan y = - /33//31' (7) 

which may be used to obtain cos y and sin y by elementary 
trigonometry: 

(8) 

Equations (8) trivially give/31 and/33 in terms of/3 and y 
as 
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/31 = ± /3 cos y, /33 = + /3 sin y. (9) 

The functions cos y and sin y may be written in terms of 
x andy by utilizing Eq. (Sa): 

cos y = ± z/~x2 + / sec2 z, 

sin y = ± y tan z/ ~ x 2 + y2 sec2 z. 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

Finally,/3I' /33' and yare obtained as functions of x andy by 
using (6), (9), and (10). The combination P has been defined 
for convenience. The signs are determined by the behavior at 
the limit of small positive parameters: 

/31 = (cos z/P)arccos P, 

/33 = ( - y sin z/zP )arccos P, 

P= ~X2 cos2 
Z + y2/Z, Z = ~X2 + y2, 

Y = arctan (y tan z/z). (11) 

These functions give an exact result for the exponential 
identity (2). This is one of the few instances where an expo
nential identity of this type is given exactly. 

We should note that an equivalent solution of Eqs. (4) 
can be obtained via Cramer's rule. That method has the ad
vantage of a priori forcing the correct sign upon the result. 

III. THE EXPONENTIAL MAPPING IN THE DIHEDRAL 
ALGEBRA 

Consider the exponential mapping in the dihedral alge
bra N I • 14.15 This algebra is also known as the "generalized 
quaternions" and is defined by the three anticommuting ele
ments e l ,e2 ,e3 , where two of these have square equal to + 1 
while the third one has square equal to - 1. The multiplica
tion properties are given in Table II. (There are six possible 
definitions of N I , all permutation-wise equivalent.) 

The problem addressed is still the same, namely to sepa
rate the exponential (2) exactly in the dihedral algebra. Be
cause of the change in metric, the situation is not as simple as 
in the case of the quaternion algebra. This comes about be
cause the square of xe I + yez has three possible branches, 
each necessitating a separate investigation. From the alge
braic rules (Table II), the square of this element is always 
equal to 

(12) 

The three cases arise as this expression (12) is positive, 
negative, or zero. It is convenient to define the following 
positive, real quantities X and t/J as follows: 

(i)X=~x2-y2, whenlxl>lyl, (13a) 

(ii) t/J = ~y2 - x 2, when I yl > lxi, (13b) 
(iii)y2 - x 2 = 0, when I yl = 14 (13c) 
The exponentials in each respective case are given by 

the following expressions; 

TABLE II. Multiplication table for the dihedral algebra. 

V e, e2 e, 

e, e, e2 

e2 -e3 -I e, 
e, -e2 -e, I 
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(i) exp(xe l + ye2) = cosh X + [(xe l + ye2)/x] 

X sinh X, Ixl> Iyl, (I4a) 

(ii) exp(xe\ + ye2) = cos 1/1 + [(xe l + ye2)/I/I] 

X sin 1/1, Iyl>Ixl, (I4b) 

(iii) exp(xe l + yez) = 1 + x(e l ± e2), Ixl = Iyl· (14c) 

Case (i) is examined first. Following the same procedure 
as in the previous section, one obtains an analogous set of 
expressions after separating terms [note that expression (3) 
now changes to hyperbolic functions): 

cosh X = cosh /3 cos r, (lSa) 

(x/x)sinh X = (/3//3 )sinh /3 cos r - (/33//3 )sinh /3 sin r, 
(lSb) 

(y/x)sinhx = cosh/3sin r, (lSc) 

0= (/33//3 )sinh /3 cos r + (/3//3 )sinh /3 sin y. (lSd) 

Proceeding as above, divide (ISc) by (lSa) to obtain the 
analogous expression to (S), 

(y/x)tanhx = tan r, 

=? r = arctan( y tanh X /X ). 

(16a) 

(16b) 

Equation (lSd) gives exactly the same relations as before: 
Eqs. (7)-(9). From Eq. (ISa), one can solve for /3 to obtain the 
analogous relation to (6), 

/3 = arccosh(cosh X /cos r). (17) 

The expressions for cos r and sin r are obtained from 
tan r (16a) as follows: 

cosr= ±X/~x2-y2sech2x, 

sin r = ±y tanh X /~X2 - y2 sech2 X. 

(lSa) 

(lSb) 

Finally, the expressions for /31' /33' and r are obtained in this 
case from (17), (IS), and (9): 

Case (i) /31 = (cosh X /Q )arccosh Q, 
/33 = ( - y sinh X /xQ )arccosh Q, 

Q = ~X2 cosh2 X - y2/X' X = ,;xr=y, 
r = arctan( y tanh X/X). 

(19) 

These equations (19) provide an exact solution for the 
separation (2) in the dihedral algebra, under the special con
dition Ixl > I YI· 

lt is very easy to go through the same calculations for 
case (ii), when I yl > IxI- The results are the following: 

Case (ii) /31 = (cos I/I/R )arccosh R, 

/33 = - (y sin I/I/I/IR )arccosh R, 

R = b 2 
- x 2 cos2 I/IN, 1/1 = ~y2 _ x 2

, 

r = arctan (y tan 1/1/1/1). 

(20) 

Note that both functions Q and R are defined for all 
values of x and y in each respective case. The remaining case 
occurs when Ix I = I y I· In this case, the solution is the sim
plest, and is given as follows (for simplicity, we have assumed 
x=y>O): 

Case (iii) /31 = arccosh J}-:tx2j v'I+"?, 

2349 

/33 = - x arccosh v'I+"? /.JT+.X2, 
r= arctanx. 
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(21) 

This completes the solution of the exponential identity 
(2) for all values of x,y, when the problem takes values in the 
dihedral algebra. 

IV. AN EXACT FORM OF THE BAKER-CAMPBELL
HAUSDORFF FORMULA 

While the separation of the rotation from the boost in 
the Lorentz group requires the identity derived in the pre
ceding section, the exponential mapping is usually described 
by means of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorffformula.4-11 
We provide exact forms of this and a related formula when 
the elements take values in a Clifford algebra. The derivation 
is much simpler than for the formulas previously derived, 
and again involve only elementary functions. The exact iden
tities which we wish to obtain are the following, with 
a = '!.;= I aA and ~ = '!.;= I ;jej to be determined: 

exp(xe l ) V exp(ye2) = exp(a), 

exp(xeIl V exp(ye2) V exp( - xe l ) = exp(~). 

(22a) 

(22b) 

These are easy to calculate directly. As before, we treat 
the quatemion case first. Expanding (22a) in the quatemion 
algebra and separating gives the identities [here, 
a=(ai +a~ +a~)1/2]: 

cos a = cos x cosy, 

(a/a)sin a = sin x cosy, 

(a2/a)sin a = cos x siny, 

(a3/a)sin a = sin x siny. 

From (23a), the value for a is obtained: 

a = arccos(cos x cos y). 

(23a) 

(23b) 

(23c) 

(23d) 

(24) 

By squaring (23b), (23c), and (23d) and adding, the coeffi
cients are easily computed as 

sin x cos y arccos( cos x cos y) 
a l = , 

(1 - cos2 x cos2 y)I/2 

cos x sin y arccos( cos x cos y) 
a 2 = , 

(1 - cos2 x cos2 y)I/2 

sin x sin y arccos( cos x cos y) 
a 3 = . 

(I - cos2 x cos2 y)1I2 
(2S) 

The coefficients a j (2S) substituted in (22a) give an exact 
form for the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula in the 
quatemion algebra. 

The second exact identity (22b) is also derived here in 
the same fashion. Expanding the exponentials and separat
ing as above gives the following relations: 

cos;= cosy, 

;1 =0, 

(;2/; )sin; = siny cos lx, 

(;3/; )sin; = siny sin lx. 

Equations (26a) and (26b) imply that y = ; 

(26a) 

(26b) 

(26c) 

(26d) 

= (t ~ + t ~ )1/2. This expansion (22b) therefore assumes the 
particularly simple exact form in the quatemion algebra: 

exp(xe l ) V exp(ye2) V exp( - xed 

= exp[ y cos(lx)e2 + y sin(lx)e3 1. (27) 

It is instructive to compare this identity with the usual 
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result obtained from the series expansion. The following for
mula is given in Ref. 5, p. 372: 

exp( - A )exp(B )exp(A ) = expC ~ 0 {B:r n}). (28a) 

{BA n} = [ ... [B,A],A ], ... ],A] n times. (28b) 

Setting A = - xel and B = ye2 in (28) gives a trigonometric 
series which is easily seen to be precisely the result obtained 
above (27); 

'" 1 I - {(ye2 )( - xel)n} 
n~O n! 

'" (2x)2n 
=Y I --(- We2 

n ~O (2n)! 

+ y f (2x)2n + 1 (_ W e
3 

n~O (2n + I)! 
= Y cos(2x)e2 + Y sin(2x)e3· (29) 

This completes our derivation of the Baker-Campbell
Hausdorff and the related formulas (22a) and (22b) in the 
quaternion algebra. 

For completeness, we include the analogous results for 
cases in the dihedral algebra, where ei = + 1, e~ = - 1, 
and e1e2 = e3• The formulas for (22a) and (22b) are given for 
appropriate values of the parameters, as follows: 

exp(xed V exp(ye2) = exp(a1el + a 2e2 + a 3e3 ), 

arccosh(cosh x cos y)sinh x cos y 
a l = 

(cosh2 x cos2 Y _ 1)1/2 ' 

arccosh( cosh x cos y)cosh x sin y 
a 2 = , 

(cosh2 x cos2 Y _ 1)1/2 

arccosh(cosh x cos y)sinh x sin y 
a3= 

(cosh2 x cos2 Y - W12 ' 
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(30a) 

exp(xed V exp( ye2 ) V exp( - xed 

= exp[ y cosh(2x)e2 + y sinh(2x)e3 J. (30b) 

These are exact formulas for the expansions (22a) and 
(22b) in the dihedral algebra. Corresponding formulas for 
regions of the domain where Eqs. (30) are not defined are also 
easily derived. 

In conclusion, we hope to have illustrated how the ex
ponential mapping in Clifford algebras can be expressed in 
closed form using only elementary functions. The identities 
obtained are of importance in solutions of physical prob
lems. In addition to the examples given here for the quater
nion and dihedral algebras, we have indicated that one may 
do this directly for any larger Clifford algebra in general. 
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A review of the applications of the octonions in physics is given. A construction is presented. Both 
the Cayley-Dickson algebras and the Clifford algebras arise naturally under this construction 
from the quaternion algebras. The mathematical properties of the algebras constructed are 
discussed. 

PACS numbers: 02.10. + w, 03.65.Fd 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Clifford algebras are being widely used as mathematical 

tools for the descriptions of physical phenomena. The appli
cations range from the traditional problems to candidates 
for unified descriptions in nature (see Refs. 1-7). 

It is well known that the field lR of real numbers, the 
complex numbers C, and the quaternion division ring H can 
all be generalized as real algebras in two different ways into 
higher dimensions. The generalizations are the Clifford alge
bras and the Cayley-Dickson algebras. The octonions tJ (or 
Cayley numbers) are an eight-dimensional Cayley-Dickson 
algebra. Faulkner and Ferrar8 emphasize that all notions of 
exceptionality in algebra and in geometry are manifestations 
of one underlying structure; that is, nonclassical Lie alge
bras, nonassociative alternative algebras, nonspecial Jordan 
algebras, and non-de Sarguesian projective planes are all re
lated, in one way or another, to the octonions. The purpose 
of this paper is to demonstrate that there is essentially one 
construction and that both families of algebras arise natural
ly under this construction from H. 

Current interest in the use of octonionic structures was 
initiated by Giirsey,9 who noted that specializing one of the 
seven nonscalar Cayley units (to play the role of the imagi
nary unit) automatically achieves a rationale for Su(3)e . That 
idea of Giirsey and Giinaydin 10 is elaborated on in the paper 
of Horwitz and Biedenharn4 where the octonionic multipli
cation rules are reproduced in a minimal ideal of A 0,7 [Su(3)c 
is identified as a subset of the automorphisms of A 0,7 that 
leave this minimal ideal invariant]. A Hilbert space over the 
real Clifford algebra A 0,7 is discussed as a potential model for 
the unification of weak, electromagnetic, and strong interac
tions utilizing the exceptional Lie groups. 

Truini and Biedenharn, II using the concept of a Jordan 
pair, show that two copies of the 3 X 3 matrix algebra with 
entries from the complex octonions (1~ ) can be used to de
fine a quantum mechanics over the complex octonion plane 
having '1ff 6 $ ~ (1) as automorphism group. The group 
'1ff 6 $ ~ (1) is large enough to accommodate a color-flavor 
structure which is not ruled out by experimental evidence. In 
this quantum mechanics, the concept of observable becomes 
the concept of Hermitian pairs, the standard Wigner relation 
in which infinitesimal symmetry generators are directly re
lated to observab1es is recovered, and time reversal can be 
implemented. This structure is neither a projective geometry 
nor a lattice. 

Dixon 12 constructs a symplectic algebra based on 
S $ R $ C $ H $ tJ as a setting for a strong-weak-electro
magnetic unification theory (S is the 3 X 3 matrix algebra 
with entries from R and each of the algebras R, C, H, and tJ 
can be constructed from R via iteration of the Cayley-Dick
son process). The algebra constructed is sufficiently large to 
accommodate four families of quarks and leptons, neutrinos 
with completely chargeless right-handed components and 
Dirac masses, and groups SU(3)e and Su(2). 

We repeat, for emphasis, that each of the division alge
bras C, H, and tJ can be constructed from the reals by iter
ation of the Cayley-Dickson process. Kugo and Townsend 13 
link the existence and properties of each of these division 
algebras with the existence and properties of supersymme
tric field theories in various space-time dimensions. An asso
ciation of C and H with N = 2 and N = 4 supersymmetry, 
respectively, in two and three space-time dimensions, is also 
found in the construction of supersymmetric models with 
spins <! by stochastic methods. 14 Let D denote the dimen
sion of space-time; D = 1 + s, where 1 is the time dimension. 
Lukierski and Nowicki l5 derive a connection between divi
sion algebras and supersymmetry, associating R, C, H with 
D = 3, 4, 5, respectively (1 = 1). The paper of Kugo and 
Townsend shows that spinors in space-time of dimension D 
are associated for signature s - 1 = 1,2,4, 8 (and if 1 = 0, 1, 
2) with the algebras R, C, H, tJ. 

We end our current literature citations with Sudbery,16 
who shows that just as the exceptional Lie algebras can be 
described in terms of the octonions, so can the two excep
tional Lie superalgebras G (3) and F(4). 

Earlier papers have detailed octonionic formulations of 
field equations and quantum mechanics. Buoncristiani 17 
showed that the classical Yang-Mills field equations may be 
written in a simple form utilizing the split octonion algebra. 
The split octonion algebra is also applied in Oliveira and 
Maial8 to the study of relativistic wave equations in curved 
space. Giinaydin, Piron, and Ruegg l9 showed that the non
de Sarguesian projective octonion plane of Moufang20 can be 
orthocomplemented and thus interpreted as a quantum me
chanics. Nahm21 demonstrated that for the Yang-Mills the
ory derived from supergravity with 11 dimensions, upon 
compactification of seven dimensions to a sphere, there ex
ists a natural octonionic generalization. A more detailed sur
vey of the octonions is given in Sorgsepp and L6hmus. 22 

We will give the construction of a class of algebras, ob-
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serve that the Clifford and the Cayley-Dickson algebras are 
contained in this class, and develop the mathematical prop
erties of the algebras in that class. 

II. THE CONSTRUCTION 

By a generalized quaternion algebra Q we will mean an 
R-algebra with a basis! e,i,j,k (= i.J11 where 

e is the identity, 
P=y1e, 
f = Y2e, 
ij = - Ji = k, 

(la) 
(lb) 
(lc) 

Y I, Y 2 = ± 1. We will begin with this class of algebras that 
includes H. For a detailed discussion of the quaternion alge
bras see Ref. 23. 

We define two maps on the algebra Q. The first, denoted 
by a, is an automorphism of Q of period 2. That is, 

(x")" =x, 

(xy)" = x" y" 

for each x, y in Q. The map a is determined by 

e" = e, i" = - i, IT = - i, k" = k. 

The second map, denoted by *, is given by 

e* = e, i* = - i, i* = - i, k * = - k, 

and satisfies 

(x*)* = x, 

(x*)" = (x")* 

for all x in Q. 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

LetY3 = ± 1. We construct an algebra Q (Y3) of dim en
sion 8 over R having Q as a subalgebra [with the identity of 
Q (Y3) in Q] as follows: Q (Y3) consists of all ordered pairs 
q = (ql,q2)' ql in Q, addition and multiplication by scalars 
defined componentwise, and multiplication defined by 

(ql,q2)(q3,q4) 
= (ql,q3 + Y3(Aqtq2 + (1 - A )q2qf), A (q2qt + q4qd 

+ (1 - A )(qlq4 + q2q~)) (7) 

for all q i in Q and some A in lR.. Then e = (e,O) is an identity 
elementforQ(Y3),Q' = /(q,O)lqEQ I isasubalgebraofQ(Y3) 
isomorphic to Q, v = (O,e) is an element of Q (Y3) such that 
v2 = Y3e, and Q (Y3) is the vector space direct sum 
Q (Y3) = Q' + vQ' of the four-dimensional vector spaces Q' 
and vQ'. 

Lemma 1: The map a' induced in Q(Y3) by a, 
, 

(ql,q2)" = (qf, - q~) (8) 

for ql,q2 in QI' is an automorphism of period 2. , 
Proof Compute each of the products ((ql>q2)(q3,q4))" 

and (ql,q2)'" (q3,q4)'" and use the fact that (q*)" = (q")4 for all 
qinQ. 

Lemma 2: The map .' induced in Q (Y3) by·, 

(9) 
, , 

forql,q2in Q, commutes with a'. That is, (q*,)" = (q" )*' for 
each q in Q (Y3)' Furthermore, 

(q.')*' = q (ID) 

for each q in Q (Y3)' 
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Proof , 
((x,y)" )*' = (XU, _ yoe )*' = (x" .,y"), (11) 

((x,y)*')'" = (x., - y)" = (x*",y") = (x"*,y"). (12) 
The process can be repeated. After n - 2 steps the iter-

ated 2n -dimensional algebra will be denoted by 

Q (Y3'Y4, .. ·,Yn)' 
The algebras Q (Y3, ... ,gn) are not necessarily associative. 

If ,1= 1, we obtain the Cayley-Dickson algebras upon iter
ation of this process (for further discussions of the algebras 
arising from the Cayley-Dickson process see Refs. 24-31). 
For A = 0, we derive the Clifford algebras. 

III. MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES 

We have observed that the induced map a' will always 
be an automorphism of period 2. 

The map * in Q is an involution in Q in the sense that 

(q*)* = q, 

(qp)* = p*q* 

(13) 

(14) 

for eachp,q in Q. We determine necessary and sufficient 
conditions that the induced map .' be an involution in 
Q (Y3, .. ·,Yn)· 

Lemma 3: The induced map·' is an involution in Q (Y3) 
if and only if A = 1. 

Proof Compute the first component of each of the pro
ducts 

((ql,q2)(q3,q4))*' and (q3,q4)*'(ql,qZ)·'· 

If· is an involution, we must have 

(1 - A )q~*q! = (1 - A )q3q~. 

If ,1# 1, then 

q~*q! = (1-,1 )q3q~. 

(15) 

(16) 

This must be true for all q2,q3 in Q. Let qz = e and q3 = k. 
Then 

ka* =k (17) 

which is false. Hence A = 1. 
We can rephrase Lemma 3 as 
Lemma 3': The induced map *, is an involution if and 

only if Q (Y3, ... ,Yn) is a Cayley-Dickson algebra. 
There is, of course, the involution in the Clifford alge

bras that Chevalley32 calls the main antiautomorphism. 
There is a nondegenerate, symmetric, quadratic form q 

associated with Q, 

where x = xoe + x;i + x 2J+ x 3k,y =yoe + y1i 
+ Yzi + Y3k . We can extend q to Q (Y3) via 

q((u,v), (x,y)) = q(u,x) + Y3q(V,y). 

(18) 

(19) 

A first step in the systematic study of the properties of 
any algebra is to determine how much associativity is pres
ent. An R-algebra A is called power associative in case the 
subalgebra R[x] generated by any element x of A is associ
ative. An R-algebraA is power associative if and only if, for 
each x inA, 
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(20) 

and 

X 2X
2 =x(xx2

). (21) 

For a proof of this see Ref. 33. All associative algebras are 
power associative as are the Lie algebras, Jordan algebras, 
and the Cayley-Dickson algebras. 

If an algebra A is not power associative, it may satisfy 
the weaker flexible rule 

(xy)x = x(yx) (22) 

for all x, y in A. Note that a flexible algebra satisfies the 
associativity of cubes in (20). For a nice discussion of alge
bras satisfying this weaker form of associativity see Ref. 34. 

We end with 
Theorem 4: If we begin with a quaternion algebra Q and 

a fixed value for A, then for n;;;'3, the following statements are 
equivalent: 

(i) Q (Y3""'Y,,) is flexible. 
(ii) Q (Y3'''''Y'') has associativity of cubes. 
(iii) Q (Y3'''''Y'') is power associative. 
(iv) Q (Y3'''''Y'') is either a Cayley-Dickson algebra or a 

Clifford algebra. 
Proof: We show that if x 2x = xx2 for each x in 

Q(Y3'''''Y'')' then A = Oor A = 1. To do this we show that if 
XEQ (Y3) and x3x = xx2

, then A = 0 or A = 1. 
Let x = (k,e)EQ (YJ). The first component of x 2x is 

(k 2 + Y3)k + Y32(1 - A )k. (23) 

The first component of xx2 is 

(k 2 + Y3)k + Y32(1 - A)(1 - U )k. (24) 

Equating (23) and (24) and simplifying, we get 

(I-A)k=(I-A)(I-U)k. (25) 

Ifl - A =/=0. we get A = O. If I - A = O. we get A = I. Hence 
the algebras that we construct are either the Cayley-Dick
son algebras or the Clifford algebras. 

Corollary 5: Q (Y3'''''Y'') is associative if and only ifit is a 
Clifford algebra. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Each vector space may be made into one of infinitely 
many algebras; these algebras may have few properties in 
common. With a single vector space (physical properties de
scribed mathematically) it is possible to define two or more 
radically different algebras with products (operations or 
transformations) describing different phenomena. 

For a fixed value of A, the above construction. upon 
iteration, gives rise to a collection of algebras of increasing 
dimensions. We have shown that only for A = 0 or A = 1 do 
these algebras have any "reasonable" properties, and in 
those cases we have either the Clifford algebras or the Cay
ley-Dickson algebras. 

There is another construction that lets us associate with 
each Cayley-Dickson algebra a Clifford algebra. If Q is a 
Cayley-Dickson algebra, there is a nondegenerate symmet
ric quadratic form q associated with the vector space Q, 
which can be used to define a nondegenerate, symmetric, 
bilinear form I or Q. It is well known that Q has a basis 
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I e,u l'U2,,,,,U,, 1 where e is the identity of Q and 

UjUj = - UjU j ' i=/=j, iJ = 1,2, ... ,n, 

UjUj = aje, i = I, .... n, 

where OJ is a nonzero scalar andf(u j ,uj ) = Dija j , 

ij = 1,2, ... ,n. 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

As in Lang,35 we can construct a Clifford algebra for the 
vector space spanned by U l'U2,,,,,u,, (identifying the identity 
of the resulting Clifford algebra with the identity of A ). Since 
the dimension of Q is 2" , the dimension of the corresponding 

Clifford algebra will be 2 (2" ~ I). For n = 3, we see that Q is 
an octonion algebra and the Clifford algebra is generated by 
the seven elements el ,e2, ... ,e7 • This very natural identifica
tion of (} with a subset of the Clifford algebra A 0,7 is exploit
ed in Horwitz and Biedenharn.4 
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In the present paper, we introduce partially coherent states for the positive discrete series 
irreducible representations (Ad + nI2, ... ,AI + n12) ofSp(2d,R), encountered in physical 
applications. These states are characterized by both continuous and discrete labels. The latter 
specify the row of the irreducible representation [A IA2···Ad] of the maximal compact subgroup 
U(d ), while the former parametrize an element of the factor space Sp(2d,R )1 H, where H is the 
Sp(2d,R ) subgroup leaving the [A IA2···Ad] representation space invariant. We consider three 
classes of partially coherent states, respectively, generalizing the Perelomov and Barut
Girardello coherent states, as well as some recently introduced intermediate coherent states. We 
prove that each family of partially coherent states forms an overcomplete set in the representation 
space of (Ad + n12, ... ,AI + nI2), and study its generating function properties. We show that it 
leads to a representation of the Sp(2d,R ) generators in the form of differential operator matrices. 
Finally, we relate the latter to a boson representation, namely a generalized Dyson representation 
in the cases of Perelomov and Barut-Girardello partially coherent states, and a generalized 
Holstein-Primakoff representation in that of the intermediate partially coherent states. 

PACS numbers: 02.20. + b, 21.60.Fw, 03.65.Fd 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The real symplectic group Sp(2d,R ), being the group of 
linear canonical transformations in a 2d-dimensional phase 
space, I plays an outstanding role in many physical problems. 
It is an important component of the d-dimensional harmonic 
oscillator dynamical group, 1.2 the semidirect product group 
N (d) 1\ Sp(2d,R ), where N (d) is the d-dimensional Heisen
berg-Weyl group.3 Then the widespread use of the harmonic 
approximation in physical problems accounts for many of 
the Sp(2d,R ) occurrences.4--6 In addition, the complementar
ity relationship between O(n) and Sp(2d,R )1.7 explains the 
appearance of the latter in connection with the O(n) symme
try in various fields, such as O(n)-invariant theories,8 and 
collective models.9- 18 The Sp(2d,R ) irreducible representa
tions (irreps) encountered in all those physical applications 
are positive discrete series, 19.20 characterized by their lowest 
weight (Ad + nI2, ... ,AI + nI2), where [A IA2"'Ad ] is a par
tition, and n is an integer greater than or equal to 2d. In the 
present paper, we shall therefore restrict ourselves to such 
irreps. 

It is well known that Glauber's standard coherent states 
(CS),21 i.e., the CS associated with the Heisenberg-Weyl 
group N (1), can be generalized to other Lie groups in various 
ways. Their most commonly used generalization, due to Per
elomov,22 is applicable to any Lie group. Oppositely, the ear
lier generalization, due to Barut and Girardello,23 is not ap
plicable to compact groups. It was actually proposed by 
these authors only for SO(2, 1), and its locally isomorphic 
groups SU(I,I) SI(2,R), and Sp(2,R). In a recent paper, 17 we 
extended their work to the irreps «(A + nI2)d) ofSp(2d,R ), 
and also introduced a third class of CS, intermediate 
between the Perelomov and Barut-Girardello ones. 

The purpose of the present paper is to extend these three 

-, Maitre de recherches F.N.R.S. 

classes of generalized CS to the discrete series irreps (Ad 
+ nI2, ... ,AI + n12) ofSp(2d,R ). In trying to generalize the 
Barut-Girardello CS to such irreps, we have been led to in
troduce the concept of partially coherent states (PCS). Con
trary to the CS, which are specified by some continuous 
(complex) indices, the PCS are characterized by a set of con
tinuous (complex) indices as well as by some discrete labels. 
The latter specify the row of the irrep [A IA2'''Ad ] of the 
maximal compact subgroup U(d), while the former parame
trize an element of the factor space Sp(2d,R )1 H, where H is 
the Sp(2d,R ) subgroup leaving the irrep [A IA2'''Ad] repre
sentation space invariant. 

In addition to providing an appropriate generalization 
of Barut-Girardello CS, the PCS have some remarkable 
properties, which by themselves account for their study in
terest, and will be reviewed in the present paper. Future de
velopments in this field will include the study of possible 
connections with other works,24 detailed applications to 
some physical problems, and an extension of the PCS con
cept to other physically relevant groups. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, our nota
tion is summarized and some properties of the Sp(2d,R ) dis
crete series irreps listed. In Secs. III-V, three classes ofPCS 
are defined and their main properties reviewed. They are 
respectively termed Perelomov, Barut-Girardello, and in
termediate PCS. In Sec. VI, the PCS representations of the 
Sp(2d,R ) generators are studied. Finally, in Sec. VII, some 
relations between pes and boson representations are estab
lished. 

II. THE Sp(2d,R) IRREPS <A.d + nI2, ... ,A.1 + n12) 

The posItIve discrete series irreps (Ad + n12, 
... ,AI + n12) of Sp(2d,R ) can be realized in a space of boson 
states built from dn boson creation operators "lis' i = l, ... ,d, 
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s = 1, ... ,n, provided n is greater than or equal to U (see Ref. 
1). In terms of these boson creation operators and the corre
sponding annihilation operators Sis = ('1Jis)t, the Sp(U,R) 
generators are then expressed as 

n 

D ij = D J = I '1Jis '1Jjs , 1 <J<j<.d, 
s= 1 

n 

Dij = Dji = I SisSjS' 1 <J<j<.d, 
s= 1 

and 

1 n 

Eij = 2' s.?t ('1JisSjS + Sjs'1JiS) 

n 
= Cij + 2' Oij' i,j = 1, ... ,d, 

where 
n 

Cij = I '1JisSjS' 
s= 1 

They satisfy the following commutation relations: 

[Eij,Ekl] = OjkEjf - OjfEkj , 

[Eij,D1d =OjkDh +ojlDTk' 

[Eij,Dkl] = - OikDjI - OjfDjk , 

[Dij,D1d = [Dij,Dkd =0, 

[Dij,D 1/] = OikEIj + OjfEkj + 0jkE/i + OjlEki' 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

(2.1c) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

from which we note that the operators Cij' satisfying the 
same commutation relations as the operators Eij' generate 
the maximal compact subgroup U(d ) of Sp(U,R ). 

A discrete basis of the irrep (Ad + n/2, ... ,A.t + n/2) re
presentation space can be easily built from the lowest weight 
state I (A )min ). By definition, the latter satisfies the following 
equations: 

Dij I(A )min) = 0, i<j, (2.4a) 

Eijl(A )min) = 0, i>j, (2.4b) 

Ejj I(A )min) = (Ai + n/2)I(A )min), i = 1, ... ,d. (2.4c) 

From Eqs. (2.1c), (2.4b), and (2.4c), we note that it is the 
lowest weight state of an irrep [A tA2"'Ad] of U(d ), so it can 
be characterized by the corresponding Gel'fand25 pattern 
(A )min' 

The whole representation space can be generated from 
I(A )min) by applying polynomials in the D ij, Eij' and Dij 
generators. By using the commutation relations(2.3), it is al
ways possible to write such polynomials in normal form, i.e., 
as 

(2.5) 

where P, P', and P" are some polynomials in the indicated 
operators. As a consequence ofEq. (2.4a), P "(Dij) gives rise 
to a constant, so that we may neglect it in Eq. (2.5). More
over, the action of all the polynomials P '(Eij) upon I(A )min) 
generates the representation space of the U(d) irrep 
[A tA2."Ad ], whose dimension will be denoted by A, and 
whose basis states I (A ) can be characterized by the Gel'fand 
patterns (A ). We can therefore obtain any state in the repre
sentation space of (Ad + n/2, ... ,A.t + n/2) by linearly com
bining the states 
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(2.6) 

where ot denotes the d Xd matrix liD ijll, FN(Ot) is defined 
by 

FN(Ot) = IT (Nij!)-1/2[(1 + Oij)-1/2Dij tv, (2.7) 
i<J 

the quantum numbers Nij' 1 <.i<j<.d, run over all non-nega
tive integers, and (A) over all Gel'fand patterns of 
[A tA2'''Ad ] . 

We conclude thatthe states IN;(A) form a discrete basis 
of the irrep (Ad + n/2, ... ,A.I + n/2) representation space. 
Although they are characterized by a given weight in U(d ), 
they do not belong to a definite U(d ) irrep. In Ref. 26, we did 
however show how to go from the states IN;(A ) to states 
characterized by definite irreps ofU(d) and of its subgroups 
U(d - 1),U(d - 2), ... ,U(I). Therefore, for simplicity's sake, 
we may here restrict ourselves to the basis states IN;(A ). 

The states IN;(A ) do not form an orthonormal set. Let 
M be their overlap matrix, i.e., the matrix whose elements 
are 

MN'(A').N(A) = (N';(A ')IN;(A ). (2.8) 

We note that since 

MN'(A'),N(A) = ° if I (Ni; - Nij)#O, (2.9) 
i<J 

the infinite-dimensional matrix M is block diagonal, and the 
submatrices on the diagonal are finite dimensional. We may 
therefore consider its inverse M- 1

, and define the dual basis 
states (for which we use a round bracket instead of an angu
lar one) by the usual relation 

IN;(A)) = I IN';(A ')(M-t)N'(A'),N(A)' (2.10) 
N'(A') 

The basis states IN;(A ) and their dual ones IN;(A )) form a 
biorthogonal system, i.e., 

(N';(A ')IN;(A ) = ON',NOW),(A l' (2.11) 

where 

ON',N = IT ON' N' (2.12) 
i<j ~ IJ 

They give rise to the following unity resolution relation: 

I IN;(A ))(N;(A)I = I, (2.13) 
N(A) 

where I denotes the unit operator in the representation space 
of (Ad + n/2, ... ,A.t + n/2). 

In addition to the two discrete, nonorthogonal basis 
IN;(A ) and IN;(A )), it is also possible to consider a discrete 
intermediate orthogonal basis, obtained from either of the 
former by the standard orthonormalization procedure. Its 
elements (for which we use a curly bracket instead of an 
angular one) are defined by 

IN;(A)} = ') IN';(A ')(M- t/2)N'(A'),N(A) 
N1t') 

= I IN';(A '))(M1
/
2)N'(A'),N(A)' (2.14) 

N'(A') 

where Ml/2 denotes the square root of the Hermitian, posi
tive definite matrix M, and M- 1/ 2 the inverse ofMl/2. The 
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states IN;(A ) J satisfy the two following relations: 

(N';(A ')IN;(A)j = ON',NOW),(-<-» 

and 

(2,15) 

I IN;(A )l!N;(A)/ = I. (2.16) 
N(-<-) 

For subsequent purposes, it is convenient to introduce a 
matrix notation to denote either of the three discrete basis. If 
we enumerate the Gel'fand patterns (A), associated with 
[A IA2'''Ad ], in a given order (A )IM b ... ,(A ),1, then the basis 
states corresponding to given values ofN can be arranged in 
a row vector, and the corresponding bras in a column vector. 
For the basis IN;(A I), for instance, we obtain in this way 

liN» = (IN;(A h) IN;(A b) .. ·IN;(A),1 »), (2.17) 

and 

(

N;(A hi) 
«Nil = (N;;A bl . 

(N;(A),1 I 

(2.18) 

Row vectors liN)), IINJ J, and column vectors ((Nil, ({Nil are 
similarly defined for the basis IN;(A )) and IN;(A ) J, respective
ly. In this matrix notation, Eqs. (2.11), (2.13), (2.15), and 
(2.16) can be rewritten as 

((N'IIN» = ({N'IINJ J = oN',N lI, (2.19) 

and 

I IIN))( (Nil = I IINJ J {{Nil = I, (2.20) 
N N 

where 1I denotes the A XA unit matrix. 
In the next three sections, we proceed to introduce three 

classes ofPCS, which provide us with three alternative bases 
for the representation space of (Ad + nI2, ... .A.1 + nI2), and 
can each be associated with one of the discrete bases defined 
in the present section. We start with Perelomov PCS in the 
next section. 

III. PERELOMOV PARTIALLY COHERENT STATES 

Following Perelomov,22 generalized CS can be defined 
for the irrep (Ad + nI2, ... .A.1 + n12) of Sp(2d,R ) by acting 
with the operator representing an arbitrary group element 
upon a fixed vector I if;o) of the representation space. They 
are determined by the points of the coset space Sp(2d,R )1 H, 
where His the stationary subgroup of I if;o). For the reference 
state I if;o), it is interesting to choose the irrep lowest weight 
state I (A )min ). When A 1.A.2, ... .A.d are all different, it is clear 
from Eq. (2.4) that the stationary subgroup H of I(A )min) is 
generated by the operators D ij' E ii , and E ij (i > j). Perelomov 
CS can then be written as 

exp {~(1 +Oij)-lutDij + r..UijEij} I(A)min)' (3.1a) 
l" '<1 

in terms of the complex variables uij (i<j), and uij (i <j), 
which completely specify them. When some of the Ai'S are 
equal, the algebra of H also includes some raising generators 
Eij (i <j). In the extreme case where all Ai'S are equal, it 
contains all the generators D ij and E ij' so that Perelomov CS 
can then be expressed as 17 
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Iu) =exp {~(1 +Oij)-lutDij} I(A)min) 

= exp(~ tr u*ot)I(A )min}, (3.1b) 

where u denotes the d X d symmetrical complex matrix, 
whose elements are uij = up. 

Let us now introduce the concept of PCS by slightly 
modifying definition (3.1). Instead of a single reference state 
I (A )min ), we use a whole subspace of the irrep (Ad 
+ nI2, .. ·.A.1 + n12) representation space, namely the repre
sentation space of the U(d) subgroup irrep [A IA2 .. ·Ad ]. In 
close analogy with Eq. (3.1), we then act upon the basis states 
I(A ) of this subspace with the elements of the coset space 
Sp(2d,R )I H, where H is now the Sp(2d,R ) subgroup leaving 
the subspace invariant. Since H is generated by the operators 
Dij and Eij (whatever the values of AI.A.2, ... .A.d may be), the 
PCS are defined by the following relation: 

IU;(A) = exp(! tr u*ot)I(A ), (3.2) 

where u is again a d X d symmetrical complex matrix. In the 
following, we shall refer to the states IU;(A ) as Perelomov 
PCS (PPCS). 

From definition (3.2), it is clear that the PPCS are both 
labeled by the continuous indices uij = Uji , and the discrete 
indices (A ). The latter can only take a finite number of values, 
equal to the dimension A of the U(d) irrep [A IA2· .. Ad ]. In 
analogy with Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18), the PPCS can be ar
ranged in a row vector 

Ilu» = (lu;(A )1)lu;(A b) .. ·lu;(A),1 »), (3.3) 

and the corresponding bras in a column vector 

(

U;(A )11) 
«ull = (u;(: hi . 

(U;(A),1 I 

(3.4) 

We note that when Al = A2 = ... = Ad' A is equal to one, so 
that the PPCS then reduce to the Perelomov CSt For arbi
trary Ai values, the PPCS can therefore be considered as a 
generalization of the Perelomov CS corresponding to all Ai 's 
equal. 

Let us now review some properties of the PPCS. From 
their definition, it is clear that they are generating functions 
for the discrete basis states IN;(A ), defined in Eq. (2.6). By 
expanding the exponential in Eq. (3.2), we indeed obtain 

IU;(A) = IFN(u*)IN;(A), (3.5a) 
N 

or 

Ilu» = IFN(u*)IIN», (3.5b) 
N 

where the summation over NII,NI2, ... ,Ndd runs over all non
negative integers, and FN (u*) is defined by Eq. (2.7) with ot 
replaced by u*. This property largely accounts for the useful
ness of PPCS for practical purposes. It should be noted that, 
in contrast, no such simple property is available for the Pere
lomov CS, except in the case where A I = A2 = ... = Ad' 

Let us next show that the PPCS form a nonorthogonal 
family of states. The overlap of two PPCS, 
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(U';(A ')IU;(A ) 

= «(A ')Iexp(! tr u'O)exp(~ tr u·Ot)I(A i), (3.6) 

can be calculated by rewriting the operator on the right-hand 
side in normally ordered form, 

exp(! tr u'O)exp(! tr u·Ot) 

= exp(! tr aOt)exp(tr bE)exp(~ tr cO), (3.7) 

and by using Eq. (2.4a) with I(A )min) replaced by I(A i). In 
Appendix A, it is shown that the matrices a, b, and c, appear
ing on the right-hand side ofEq. (3.7), are given in terms ofu' 
and u· by the following relations: 

and 

a = u·(1 - U'U·)-I = (I - U·U')-IU·, 

exp b = (I - U'U·)-I, 

c = (I - U'U·)-IU' = u'(1 - U·U')-I. 

Equation (3.6) is transformed into 

(U';(A ')IU;(A ) 

= (A ')Iexp(tr bE)I(A ) 

= exp((nI2)tr b)«(A ')Iexp(tr bC)I(A i), 

where in the last step we used Eq. (2.1c). 

(3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

(3.8c) 

(3.9) 

Since the operator exp(tr bC) belongs to the Gl(d,C) sub
group ofSp(2d,C), and the Gel'fand states I(A) and I(A 'i), 
associated with the irrep [A IA2···Ad] ofU(d), transform un
der the same irrep of Gl(d,C), the matrix element 
«(A ')lexp(trbC)!(A) is an element of a Gl(d,C) represen
tation matrix corresponding to [A IA2"'Ad ] 

«(A ')Iexp(tr bc)I(A ) = D (~.')(~~d)(exp b). (3.10) 

Here b stands for the transpose ofb. From Eq. (3.10) and the 
relation 

exp(tr b) = det(exp b) = det(exp b), (3.11) 

it results that the overlap (3.9) only depends upon the matrix 
exp b, or equivalently, using Eq. (3.8b), upon the matrix 
I - u·u'. Its final form is given by 

(U';(A ')IU;(A) = [det(1 - u.u')] -n/2 

X D [A, ... Ad)([1 .'] -1) (A')(A) -u U . (3.12a) 

We note that, as expected, the overlap (3.12a) reduces for 
Al = A2 =." = Ad to the overlap of two Perelomov CS. I

? In 
matrix notation, Eq. (3.12a) can be written as 
A 

K(u',u·) = «u'lIu·» 

where 

= [det(1 - u.u')] - n12][)[A' ... Ad)([1 _ u.u'] -I), 

(3.12b) 

][)[A, ... Adl(g) = liD (~A.')(~~dl(g)lI· (3.13) 

The nonorthogonal family of PPCS can be used as a 
basis in the representation space of the irrep (Ad 
+ nI2, .. ·,AI + n/2). To prove this property, it remains to 

show that the set is complete (as a matter of fact, it is over
complete as proved hereafter). For such a purpose, we have 
to demonstrate that in the irrep (Ad + nI2,,,.,AI + n12) re
presentation space it gives rise to a unity resolution relation. 
The latter takes a rather unusual form 
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L f IU;(A ')duw)(du) (U;(A )1 = I, 
(A)(A') 

(3.14a) 

or 

f lIu»da(u)«uli = I, (3.l4b) 

in the sense that it contains a A XA matrix measure 

du(u) = IIdu(A')(Adu)lI. (3.15) 

This measure is given by 

da(u) = ~u,u·)du du·, (3.16) 

where 

du du· = II d Re uij dim uij' (3.17) 
i<J 

and 

~u,u·) =A [det(1 - u·u)] -d-IK-I(u,u·), (3.18a) 

or 

J;A ')(A) (u,u·) = A [det(1 - u.u)] n/2 - d - I 

xD (~.')(~~d)(1 - u·u). (3.18b) 

In Eq. (3.14), the integration takes place over the origin-cen
tered unit ball. In Eq. (3.18), A is a normalization constant, 
determined by the condition 

A -I f trda(u) = 1, (3.19) 

i.e., 

A-I=A -I f dudu·[det(l-u·u)]n12-d-1 

[A, ... Ad)(1 .) Xx -u u, (3.20) 

where X [A, ... Ad)(1 - u·u') is the character of 1- u·u' in the 

irrep [AI"'A d ] ofGI(d,C). 
The proof of Eq. (3.14) is detailed in Appendix B. It 

consists in showing that the operator on the left-hand side of 
this equation commutes with all the Sp(2d,R ) generators 
when da(u) is given by Eqs. (3.16H3.18). From the irreduci
bility of the representation (Ad + nI2, ... ,AI + nI2), and 
Schur's lemma, it then follows that the operator is a multiple 
of the unit operator in the representation space of (Ad 
+ nI2, ... ,AI + n/2). The multiplicative constant can be set 

A 

to 1 by adjusting the normalization constant A in accordance 
with Eq. (3.19). 

In the PPCS representation, any state If/;) in the repre
sentation space of (Ad + nI2, ... ,AI + n12) is represented by 
a column vector 

( 

(U;(A )1 If/;) ) 

«ullf/;) = (U;(A:hlf/;) . 

(U;(A)A If/;) 

(3.21) 

From Eq. (3.14), its expansion in terms of PPCS is given by 

If/;) = J lIu) )da(u)( (ullf/;)· (3.22) 

The PPCS overlap matrix K(u',u*) therefore acts as a matrix 
reproducing kernel since 
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«ulltl') = f K(u,u'·)dU(u')( (u'lltl')· (3.23) 

It can also be easily seen that the PPCS are not linearly 
independent, hence they form an overcomplete set, as from 
Eq. (3.22) 

Ilu» = f lIu ' ) )dU(ul)K(u',u·). (3.24) 

It should therefore be possible to extract complete subsets 
from the set of PPCS. 

In the next section, we shall introduce a second class of 
PCS, generalizing the Barut-Girardello CS,I7·23 and asso
ciated with the discrete dual basis states IN;(A )). 

IV. BARUT-GIRARDELLO PARTIALLY COHERENT 
STATES 

Barut-Girardello CS for the irrep «(A + n/2)d) of 
Sp(2d,R ) are defined as the common eigenstates Iw) of the set 
of commuting, non-Hermitian operators Dij' 1 <J<J<.d, cor
responding to the complex eigenvalues wt, 

Dljlw) = wtlw), 1 <.i<J<.d. (4.1) 

Here w denotes the d X d symmetrical complex matrix whose 
elements are wij = wji . As shown in Ref. 17, such states do 
exist for any complex values of wij' and are unique up to a 
normalization factor. 

Let us now tum to an arbitrary irrep (Ad 
+ n/2, ... ,AI + nI2), and ask whether the system of equa
tions (4.1) has a solution in this case. To answer this question, 
let us consider the representation of both sides ofEq. (4.1) in 
the PPCS basis IU;(A '), 

(u;(A ')IDljlw) = wt(u;(A ')Iw), 1 <.i<J<.d. (4.2) 

From definition (3.2) ofPPCS, the left-hand side ofEq. (4.2) 
can be transformed as follows: 

(u;(A ')IDlj Iw) = «(A ')Iexp(! tr uD)Dlj Iw) 

= .d
uij 

«(A ')Iexp(! tr uD)lw), (4.3) 

where, in the last step, we have introduced the differential 
operator 

a 
.d u =(1 +oij)-' 

" aUij 
(4.4) 

Equation (4.2) is therefore equivalent to the following system 
of v = d (d + 1)/2 independent first-order partial differential 
equations for (u;(A ')Iw), 

.d u" (u;(A ')Iw) = wt(u;(A ')Iw), 1 <.i<J<.d. (4.5) 

In addition to the trivial solution 

(u;(A ')Iw) = 0, 

this system also admits the solution 

(u;(A ')Iw) = G1,! ') (w·)exp(1 tr uw·), 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

where G(,! ') (w·) is an arbitrary, nonidentically zero function 
in w·. 

When(A ') runs over the set (A )1'(,1 lz, ... ,(A)A' we obtain A 
systems (4.5), whose collection is equivalent to Eq. (4.1). 
Each one of them admits both solutions (4.6) and (4.7). Ifwe 
choose the nontrivial solution for one system, and the trivial 
solution for the remaining ones, then we get A independent 
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solutions for the collection of A systems, according to which 
of the latter gives rise to the nontrivial solution. These A 
independent solutions may be specified by the Gel'fand pat
tern (A ) associated with the nontrivial solution, and denoted 
by I w;(A )). Equation (4.1) then becomes 

Dij IW;{A )) = wt IW;{A )), 1 <.i<J<.d, (4.8) 

where 

(u;(A ')lw;(A)) = O(,!'),(,!) G(A) (w·)exp(! tr uw·). (4.9) 

It remains to choose the normalization of IW;(A )), and 
thereby the value of the so far arbitrary function G(,!) (w*). 
Let us impose the following condition: 

«(A ')lw;(A)) = 0W),(,!)' (4.10) 

Since the PPCS 10;(,1 '), whose parameters ulj are all equalto 
zero, reduce to the Gel'fand states 1(,1 ') of the irrep 
[A IA 2'''Ad ], Eq. (4,10) imposes that for any (A ), 

G(,!) (w*) = 1, (4.11) 

so that Eq, (4,9) becomes 

(u;(A ')lw;(A)) = 0W),('! I exp(! tr uw*). (4.12) 

We have therefore proved that for any complex values 
of the set of parameters wlj = wp ' the system of equations 
(4.1) has [up to some normalization factors we choose in 
accordance with Eq. (4.10)] A independent solutions, which 
can be written in the PPCS basis as 

IW;(A)) = I f exp(~ tr uw*) 
W) 

(4.13) 

by making use of Eq. (3.14a). The states IW;(A )), being both 
labeled by the continuous indices WI) = wp ' and the discrete 
indices (A ), are PCS. In the following, they will be referred to 
as Barut-Girardello PCS (BGPCS). 

Before proceeding, it is worth mentioning that, in con
trast with Perelomov CS, Barut-Girardello CS cannot be 
defined for an irrep (Ad + nI2, ... ,AI + n12) for which all 
Ai'S are not equal. To completely specify them, we should 
have indeed to diagonalize some extra Sp(2d,R ) generators in 
addition to the set of operators D lj' However no generator E ij 
or Dij commutes with the whole set of operators Dlj' The 
only way to get rid of this difficulty is to go from CS to PCS, 
since in the latter case we only need the set of operators D ij' 

For the BGPCS, we may introduce a matrix notation 
similar to that used for the PPCS. Let us denote by Ilw)) the 
row vector 

Ilw)) = (lw;(A )dlw;(A lz) .. ·lw;(A)A))' (4.14) 

and by ((wll the Hermitian conjugate column vector 

((wll = [lIw))]t. (4.15) 

From Eq. (4,12), we obtain that the overlap matrix of the 
PPCS with the BGPCS, 

«ullw)) = exp(! tr uw*)J[, (4.12') 

is a multiple of the A XA unit matrix [. The multiplicative 
factor exp(~ tr uw·) is the reproducing kernel of a Bargmann 
Hilbert space27 of analytic functions in the v complex varia
bles (1 +8)-1I2 U . l<.i<:)<.d,sinceitcanberewrittenas 

, lj lJ'-..:v 
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exp(~truw*)=exp {? [(I +Oij)-1/2Uij ] 
'<1 

x [(I +O,j)-1/2wt]}. (4.16) 

We also note that, in matrix notation, Eq. (4.13) assumes the 
following form: 

//w)) = J exp(! tr uw*)/Iu) )dOiu). (4.13') 

The generating function properties of the BG PCS can 
be easily established by starting from the relation 

/Iw)) = L /I N ))( (N/lw)), (4.17) 
N 

resulting from Eq. (2.20). On the right-hand side of Eq. 
(4.17), «N/lw)) denotes the A XA matrix, whose elements 
are given by 

(N;(A ')/W;(A)) = «(A ')/FN(D)/w;(A i). (4.18) 

By using Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10), it can be written as 

«N/lw)) = FN(w*)lI, (4.19) 

whereFN(w*) is defined by Eq. (2.7) with Dt replaced by w*. 
Equation (4.17) therefore assumes the form 

/Iw)) = L FN (w*)/IN)), (4.20) 
N 

from which it results that the BGPCS are generating func
tions for the discrete dual basis states /N;(A )), with the same 
expansion coefficients as those appearing in the expansion 
(3.5) of the PPCS in terms of the discrete basis states /N;(A ). 

Equations (4.13) and (4.20), respectively, express the 
BGPCS as an expansion in terms of PPCS or discrete dual 
basis states. We may also ask for an expansion of the BGPCS 
in terms of the discrete basis states /N;(A i), since this would 
give us their explicit form in terms of the D ij generators, i.e., 
the analog ofEq. (3.2) for the PPCS. In Ref. 17, an equivalent 
question was considered for the Barut-Girardello CS asso
ciated with the irrep «(A + nI2)d). Since its solution was 
rather tedious, we shall omit it in the present case, and re
strict ourselves to pointing out an important relationship 
between the BGPCS explicit form and their overlap matrix. 

From the discussion following Eq. (2.5), it results that 
the BGPCS can be written as 

/W;(A)) = I K(A'IIAI(Dt,w*)/(A 'i), (4.21) 
WI 

where KW)(AdDt,w*) is some analytic function in the Dij 
generators. The overlap of two BGPCS is then given by 

(w';(A')lw;(A)) 

= I (w';(A ')IKwIlA I (Dt,w*)I(A "). (4.22) 
(A "I 

By using Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10), it can be transformed as fol
lows: 

(w';(A ')lw;(A)) = KW)(A) (w',w*). (4.23a) 

We conclude that the same matrix K = /IKW)(A 1/1 gives us 
both the BGPCS explicit form (4.21) and their overlap ma
trix 
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((w'/Iw)) = K(w',w*). (4.23b) 

The family of BGPCS is a complete set in the represen
tation space of the irrep (Ad + nI2, ... ,A,1 + nI2), and may 
therefore be used as a basis in this space. As usual, the proof 
of this property is based upon that of a unity resolution rela
tion. In Appendix C, we demonstrate that the latter does 
exist and has a form similar to Eq. (3.14). In other words, it is 
possible to find a A XA matrix measure 

da(w) = /IdU(A 'I(A I (w)/1 = f(w,w*)dwdw*, (4.24) 

such that 

J Ilw))dulw)((w/i = I, (4.25) 

where the integration over each variable wij' 1 <i<J<d, takes 
place over the whole complex plane. 

To prove Eq. (4.25) in Appendix C, we realize the repre
sentation space of (Ad + nI2, ... ,A,1 + n12) as a subspace ofa 
Bargmann Hilbert space of analytic functions. 27 The mea
sure da(w) then directly derives from Bargmann measure by 
carrying out some appropriate integrations. Although this 
procedure enables us to show the existence of da(w), it is not 
suited for deriving its explicit form. In Ref. 17, we presented 
an alternative method to calculate the measure for the 
Barut-Girardello CS associated with the irrep «(A + nl2)d ). 
Its extension to the case ofBGPCS would enable us to calcu
late the weight functionsfiA ')(A) (w,w*). It will however not be 
considered in the present paper. The lack of explicit forms 
for the BGPCS and for their measure is indeed irrelevant to 
the most interesting application ofBGPCS, namely the dis
crete basis state representation, which we shall now proceed 
to discuss. 

As in the PPCS representation, any state I¢) in the re
presentation space of (Ad + nI2, ... ,A,1 + n12) is represented 
by a column vector ((w/l¢) in the BGPCS representation. Its 
expansion in terms ofBGPCS is given by a relation similar to 
Eq. (3.22), 

I¢) = f /Iw))da(w)((w/l¢). (4.26) 

When I¢) is a discrete basis state IN;(A i), it results from Eqs. 
(4.8) and (4.10) that 

(4.27) 

The BGPCS representation of IN;(A) is therefore a column 
vector with zeros everywhere, except in the row labeled by 
(A ) where we have the function FN (w), 

o 

((w/lN;(A ) = (4.28) 

o 
This simple result should be contrasted with the correspond
ing relation for «u/lN;(A i), which makes use of the un
known discrete basis overlap matrix M. 

We conclude this section by pointing out the existence 
of relations similar to Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24), namely 
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((wilt/!) = f lK(w,w'*)dO"(w')((w' II t/!) , (4.29) 

and 

Ilw)) = f Ilw'))dO"(w')lK(w',w*). (4.30) 

They mean that the overlap matrix lK(w',w*), defined in Eq. 
(4.23b), acts as a reproducing kernel, and that the BGPCS 
are linearly dependent, hence form an overcomplete set. 

In the next section, we proceed to introduce a third class 
ofPCS, associated with the discrete intermediate orthogonal 
basis states IN;(A )j. 

V.INTERMEDIATE PARTIALLY COHERENT STATES 

In Eqs. (3.5) and (4.20), we saw that the PPCS and the 
BGPCS are, respectively, generating functions for the dis
crete basis states IN;(A) and their dual states IN;(A )), with 
the same expansion coefficients FN • If we now consider the 
same type of expansions with IN;(A ) or IN;(A )) replaced by 
the intermediate orthogonal basis states IN;(A)J, defined in 
Eq. (2.14), we obtain new states 

Iv;(A)J = IFN(v*)IN;(A)J, (5.1a) 
N 

still characterized by a d X d symmetrical complex matrix 
v = Ilvij II, and a Gel'fand pattern (A) of the irrep [A 1A2···Ad ]. 

Hence they form a third class ofPCS, that we shall call inter
mediate PCS (IPCS). As the other PCS, they can be arranged 
in a row vector, that we shall denote by Ilv J J. Definition 
(5.1a) can therefore be rewritten as 

IlvJ J = IFN(v*lIINJ J. (5.1b) 
N 

We now proceed to review some properties of the IPCS. 
From definition (5.1), it results that the IPCS overlap 

matrix, 

K(v',v*) = IIv'llvJ J, 

is given by 

K(v',v*) = [.; FN(V')FN(V*)]I 

=exp {l: [(1 +Oij)-1/2Vij] 
I<) 

X [(1 + Oij)-1/2vt]} I, 

or, using Eq. (4.16), by 

K(v',v*) = exp(! tr v'v*)l 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

It is therefore a multiple of the A XA unit matrix, the multi
plicative factor being the reproducing kernel of a Bargmann 
Hilbert space of analytic functions in the v complex variables 
(1 + Oij)-1/2 vij' 1 <J<J<d. By comparing Eq. (5.4) with Eq. 
(4.12'), we also obtain the following relation: 

{{v'llvJ J = «v'lIv)). (5.5) 
It is now trivial to show that the set of states Iv;(A ) J is a 

basis for the representation space of the irrep (Ad 
+ nI2, ... ,A,1 + nI2). For such purpose, we shall prove that 

they give rise to the following unity resolution relation: 
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If Iv;(A )jd,u(vll v;(A)1 = I, 
(A) 

(5.6a) 

or 

J Ilv II d,u(v)! [vii = I, (5.6b) 

where 

kJ 

and d,u[(1 + Oij)-1/2Vij ] is the standard Bargmann mea
sure2H 

d,u(z) = 11'- I exp( - zz*)d Re z d 1m z, (5.8) 
corresponding to z = (1 + Oij)-1/2Vij . In Eq. (5.6), the inte
gration over each variable (1 + 0 ij) - 1/2 V ij takes place over 
the whole complex plane. Let us multiply both sides of Eq. 
(5.6b) from the left by the column vector [ [N'II, and from the 
right by the row vector IINJ J. By using the relation 

[[vIINJ I =FN(v)ll, (5.9) 

resulting from Eqs. (5.1 b) and (2.19), we obtain the equation 

[J FN,(V*)d,u(V)FN(V)] I = oN',N Il, (5.10) 

whose validity for any Nand N' will now be proved, thereby 
showing that ofEq. (5.6). 

To this end, let us consider the boson states l6 

i<J 

built from v independent boson creation operators a~ = af;, 
i,j = 1, ... ,d, acting upon the vacuum state 10]. The boson 
creation operators satisfy the following commutation rel
tions with their corresponding annihilation operators aij 
== aji' 

(5.12) 

In Eq. (5.11), we have also introduced non-normalized boson 
creation operators a& = af; = (1 + Oij)1/2 a&, whose commu
tation relations with their corresponding annihilation opera
tors aij = aii assume the simpler form 

[aij,a!,] = OikOJI + Oi/Oik' (5.13) 

In Bargmann representation, the operators a& and aij are, 
respectively, represented by the complex variables vij and the 
corresponding differential operators 

J 
..j" = (1 +oij)-' 

'1 JVij 

which satisfy the same commutation relations 

(5.14) 

[..j"'l'Vkl ] = DikOJI + Di/Oik (5.15) 

as the operators themselves. The function FN (v) is therefore 
the Bargmann representation of the boson state IN]. Hence, 
when disregarding the unit matrix, Eq. (5.10) just expresses 
the orthonormality of boson states in Bargmann representa
tion, and is therefore valid for any Nand N'. This completes 
the proof of Eq. (5.6). 

Asin the other PCS representations, any state It/!) in the 
representation space of (Ad + nI2, ... ,A,1 + n12) is repre
sented by a column vector [ [vllt/!) in the IPCS representa-
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tion. Relations similar to Eqs. (3.22)-(3.24), and (4.26), (4.29), 
and (4.30), can be easily established: 

I¢) = J d,u(v)llvj J! !vll¢), 

!! vll¢) = J d,u(v')exp(pr vv'*)!! v'II¢), 

IIvJ J = J d,u(v')exp(prv'v*)llv'Jj. 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

Note the simple form of these equations, coming from the 
fact that in the present case both the overlap and measure 
matrices are multiples of the unit matrix. 

In conclusion, we have shown in this section that the 
IPCS representation of Sp(2d,R) shares many properties 
with Bargmann representation of boson states. Before dis
cussing this point in more detail, we proceed to study the 
PCS representations of the Sp(2d,R ) generators in the next 
section. 

VI. PARTIALLY COHERENT STATE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE Sp(2d,R) GENERATORS 

Let X denote any operator acting in the representation 
space of the irrep (Ad + n/2, ... ,A) + n/2). When it is ap
plied to an arbitrary vector I ¢) of this space, it gives rise to a 
new vector X I ¢), whose representation is a column vector in 
any of the PCS representations discussed in the three preced
ing sections. In the PPCS representation, for instance, X I ¢) 
is represented by «uIiX I¢). This column vector can be ex
pressed in terms of the column vector «ull¢), reg resenting 
I¢), by acting up~n the latter with aA XA matrix X of differ
ential operators X(A ).(A ')' i.e., 

«uIiX I¢) = X( (ull¢), (6.1a) 

or 

(u;(A )IX I¢) = L X(A).(A') (u;(A ')I¢)· (6.1b) 
W) 

The matrix X is therefore the representation of X in the 
PPCS basis. In the same way, let us denote by X and X the 
matrix representation of X in the BGPCS and IPCS basis, 
respectively. They satisfy the following relations: 

((wIIX I¢) = X((wll¢), (6.2) 

and 

!! vllX I¢) = X!! vll¢)· (6.3) 

We now proceed to derive the matrix representations of 
the Sp(2d,R ) generators in the PPCS and BGPCS basis. 
Starting with the former, we first note that the representa
tion of Dij can be directly obtained from Eq. (4.3) by replac
ing there 1 w) by 1 ¢'). It is given by 

(6.4) 

whereLl u has been defined in Eq. (4.4). To obtain the repre
sentation'fof D"t and Eij' we proceed as in Ref. 17, and start 
from the identity 

(u;(A )IX I¢') 

= «(,1)1 [exp(! tr uD)X exp( -! tr uD)] 

xexp(! tr uD)I¢'), (6.5) 
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where on the right-hand side we apply Baker-Campbell
Hausdorff formula 

exp(Y)X exp( - Y) 

= 
=X + L (m!)-)[Y,[Y,oo·,[y,x]"·]]m' (6.6) 

m= 1 

for Y =! tr uD. 
For the representation of Eij' we get in this way the 

following relation: 

(u;(A )IEij I¢) = «(,1)1 [Cij + (uD + (n/2)I)ij] 

Xexp(! truD)I¢') 

= «(A )1 [Cij + (uAu + (n/2)I)ij] 
xexp(! tr uD)I¢'), (6.7) 

wherein thelast step we used Eq. (4.3) again. The U(d )gener
ator Cij transforms the bra «(A ) I into a linear combination of 
bras «(A ')1, while the operator (uAu + (n/2)Ijij leaves it in
variant. Equation (6.7) therefore becomes 

(u;(A )IEijl¢') 

= L [«(A )ICij 1(,1 ') 
W) 

+ (uAu + (n12)IjijD(A).(A')] (u;(A ')I¢'). (6.8) 

Let us denote by Cij theA XA matrix representing Cij in the 
U(d) irrep [A)Az.ooA d ], i.e" 

Cij = 11«(,1 )ICijl(A ')11. (6.9) 

This is a scalar matrix, entirely determined by the chosen 
Sp(2d,R) irrep. By comparing Eq. (6.8) with Eq, (6.1), we 
conclude that the matrix JEij representing Eij in the PPCS 
basis is given by 

JEij = Cij + (n12)Dijll, 

in terms of the matrix 

(6.4') 

(6.10) 

representing Cij • For the representation of D &' a similar cal
culation, detailed in Appendix D, leads to the following re
sult: 

Equations (6.4), (6.4'), and (6.4") can be rewritten in a 
more compact form by introducing the following notations. 
Let Dt, fi, JE, C, and C denote the d Xd matrices, whose 

At A A A -r 
elements are the A XA matrices lDij' lDij' Eij' Cij' and ,Cij' 
respectively (henfe they are dA X dA matricesj, and let C.pe 
the !ranspose of C when considered as a d X d matrix, i.e., Cij 
= Cji • Then we obtain the following result: 

A 0 ?' 

lDt = Cu + uC + (uAu + n - d - 1 lull, 

D = Aull, 

JE = C + (n/2)IlI, C = C + uAu ll, 

(6.11a) 

(6.11b) 

(6.11c) 
where matrices such as Au 1I must be interpreted as the Kron
ecker product of a d X d matrix A and aA XA matrix 1I. Note 
that Eq. (6.11a) can be put into the more symmetrical form 

fit = !C + HuAu + (n - d - I)I]lIJ u ---- ........ + u ! C + !{u.:1u + nI)lIJ, (6.12) 
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by using the relation 

I UjlLlulk = I Lluk1uij - (d + l)Djk' 
j I 

(6.13) 

coming from the commutation relation 

[Llu,},u kl ] = DikDjI + DUDjk' (6.14) 

We now tum to the matrix representation of the 
Sp(2d,R ) generators in the BGPCS basis. From the definition 
(4.8) of the latter, and the Hermiticity properties of the 
Sp(2d,R ) generators, we immediately obtain the representa
tion of D & in the form 

lD& = wijlL (6.15) 

To calculate the representation of the remaining generators, 
we take advantage of the facts that in Eq. (6.2) we may take a 
PPCS for It,b), and that we already know the representation 
of the generators in the PPCS basis. 

For the representation of E ij' for instance, we start from 
the relation 

(w;(A )IEijlu;(A ') = (u;(A ')IEjilw;(A ))*, (6.16) 

and use Eqs. (6.8) and (4.12) to obtain 

(w;(A ) IEij IU;(A ') 

= [«(A ')ICji 1(..1. )* 

+ (u*.1u' + (n/2)I)jA.<').(A)] exp(~ tr u*w). (6.17) 

By noting that 

(u*.1u' )jiexP(! tr u*w) = (w.1w)ijexp(! tr u*w), (6.18) 

where 

(6.19) 

Eq. (6.17) can be transformed into the following relation: 

(w;(A )IEij IU;(A ') 

= I [«(A )ICijl(A ") 
(A") 

+ (w.1w + (nI2)I)AA).(A") ] (w;(A ")lu;(A '). (6.20) 

Hence the representation of Eij in the BGPCS basis is given 
by 

(6.15') 

A similar calculation, detailed in Appendix D, leads to the 
following representation of Dij: 

lDii = ~ (Llw Ck)' + CkiLlw) 
'J £.. Ik kJ 

k 

+ [.1w(w.1w + n - d - l)]ijI. (6.15") 

In a compact form, Eqs. (6.15), (6.15'), and (6.15") can 
be rewritten as 

lDt = wI, (6.21a) 

(6.21b) 

E = C + (n/2)II, C = C + w.1wI. (6.21c) 
Equation (6.21b) can be put into the more symmetrical form 

D=.1w!C+Hw.1w +(n -d-l)I]IJ 
/0 ~ 

+ ! C + !(w.1w + nl)IJAw • (6.22) 
There are striking similarities between Eqs. (6.11) and 
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(6.21). One can go, for instance, from Dt in the PPCS repre
~entation to D in the BGPCS representation by transposing 
C, and by replacing u and.1u by.1w and w, respectively. The 
matrix elements of][) are however second-order partial dif
ferential operators, whereas those ofDt are first-order ones. 
The PPCS representation of the Sp(2d,R ) generators is there
fore much more convenient for practical purposes. 

To conclude this section, we would like to mention that 
the determination of the IPCS representation of the Sp(2d,R ) 
generators is a very hard problem, which so far has remained 
unsolved. The reasons for these difficulties will become 
clearer in the next section, where we shall relate the PCS 
representations of Sp(2d,R ) with its boson representations. 

VII. RELATIONS BETWEEN PARTIALLY COHERENT 
STATE AND BOSON REPRESENTATIONS OF Sp(2d,R) 

In Refs. 16 and 17, we studied the relations between the 
CS representations of Sp(2d,R) associated with an irrep 
«(A + nI2)d), and its corresponding boson representations, 
i.e., both generalized DysonZ8 and Holstein-Primakoff29 re
presentations. The purpose of the present section is to extend 
such results to the PCS representations associated with the 
irrep (Ad + n/2, ... ,Al + nI2). 

Boson representations of Sp(2d,R) for the irrep 
«(A + nI2)d) were based upon a one-to-one mapping 
between discrete basis states of the irrep representation space 
and the boson states IN], defined in Eq. (5.11). In the case of 
the irrep (Ad + n/2, ... ,Al + nI2), we note that all the dis
crete basis states IN;(A)) [or IN;(A ),or IN;(A ))],correspond
ing to a given set of quantum numbers N, and to all possible 
Gel'fand patterns (A) of the irrep [AIAz"'Ad ], are mapped 
onto the same boson state IN]. Whenever A \,AZ, ... ,Ad are not 
all equal, this mapping is thereforeA-to-one, instead of one
to-one. 

To recover the bijectiveness in the correspondence 
between discrete basis states and boson ones, we can use a 
procedure similar to that employed for the same purpose in 
studying the representation in quantum mechanics of nonbi
jective canonical transformations. 30

,31 Let us enlarge the bo
son space by considering its Kronecker product with a A
dimensional space. The basis states of the latter are assumed 
to be labeled by a Ge1'fand pattern (A ) of the U(d) irrep 
[ A lAz'''Ad ], and are denoted by X(A)' Their representation is 
a column vector with 1 in the row labeled by (A ), and zeros 
elsewhere. The extra label (A ) plays the same role as the ambi
guity spin30

•
31 in nonbijective canonical transformations. 32 

The extended boson states can be written as 

or 
IN;(A)] = IN]X(A» 

IN;(A)] = FN(iit)I(A I], 
where I (A )] is defined by 

1(..1.)] = 10]X(A)' 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 
They are clearly in one-to-one correspondence with the dis
crete basis states of the irrep (Ad + n/2, ... ,Al + n12) repre
sentation space, e.g., 

IN;(A ))++IN;(A)]. (7.4) 

It results from Eqs. (5.1) and (7.2) that, in the mapping 
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(7.4), the IPCS IV;(A ) I are mapped onto the states 

IV;(A)] = I FN(v*)IN;(A)] = exp(! tr v*at)I(A)], (7.5) 
N 

which are the product of a Glauber standard CS21 and an 
ambiguity spin state. The states (7.5), corresponding to 
(A) = (A 1),(A2), ... ,(A )A , can be arranged in a row vector, that 
we denote by IIvn. It is obvious that in the mapping 

Ilvll~llv]], 

the form of Eqs. (5.4) and (5.6) is preserved, i.e., 

[[v'llvll = exp(pr v'v*)lI, 

and 

J Ilvll~(v)[vll = I, 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

where ~(v) is defined in Eq. (5.7). The set of IPCS therefore 
behaves in the same way as the set of standard CS with spin. 

In basis (7.5), the extended boson states are represented 
by the column vectors 

o 

o 
[[vIIN;(A)] = FN(v) , 

o 

o 

(7.9) 

and the boson creation and annihilation operators aj and aij 
by the matrices vjJ and..::1 v lI, respectively. By comparing Eq. 

, '1 

(5.9) with Eq. (7.9), it is clear that the right-hand side of the 
latter may be considered either as the representation of 
IN;(A ) I in the IPCS basis or as that of IN;(A )] in basis (7.5). In 
the same wa~ the IPCS representation of the Sp(2d,R ) gen
erators, il)t, D, and iE, may also be viewed as the representa
tion of boson operators in basis (7.5). By replacing vij and..::1 v v v v I) 

byaj and aij in Dt, D, and E, we therefore obtain a boson 
representation of Sp(2d,R ). The latter is a generalized Hol
stein-Primakoff representation29 since the mapping defined 
in Eq. (7.4) or Eq. (7.6), being unitary, preserves the Hermiti
city properties of the Sp(2d,R ) generators. The equivalence 
between the IPCS and Holstein-Primakoff representations 
accounts for the difficulties encountered in the derivation of 
an explicit form for il)t , il), and iE. 

We can also establish a one-to-one mapping between 
the discrete basis states IN;(A ) or their dual ones IN;(A )), and 
the extended boson states IN;(A I]. The PPCS or BGPCS are 
then mapped onto the extended Glauber CS. Hence by sub
stituting aj and aij for uij and ..::1 u'i in.Ot, .0, and fE, or for wij 
and..::1 w in Dt, D, and E, we obtain two additional boson 

'1 

representations of Sp(2d,R ). Both of them are generalized 
Dyson representations28 since the Hermiticity properties of 
the generators are not preserved under the corresponding 
non unitary mappings. 
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APPENDIX A: NORMALLY ORDERED FORM OF THE 
OPERATOR exp(l tr u'D)exp(l tr u*Dt) 

The purpose of this appendix is to rewrite the operator 
exp(! tr u'D)exp(! tr u*Dt) in normally ordered form, as giv
en in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8). Since both exp(! tr u'D) and 
exp(! tr u* Dt) are elements of the complex extension 

2 • 
Sp(2d,C) of Sp(2d,R ), this calculation can be performed 10 

any faithful representation of Sp(2d,C). 33 We shall use here 
the defining 2d X 2d matrix representation, given by33 

D t - _ E(2d) _ E(2d) 
lj - i.d + j )td + i , 

(AI) 

The matrices E~:), appearing on the right-hand side ofEq. 
(AI), are 2d x2d matrices with I in theath row and the.Bth 
column and zeros elsewhere. 

In this representation, the operators ! tr u'D and 
! tr u*Dt are represented by the matrices 

! tr u'D = (:' ~), ! tr u*Dt = (~ -ou*) , (A2) 

hence 

exp(! tr u' D) = C, ~), 

( I -Iu*) . exp(! tr u*Dt) = 0 (A3) 

To prove Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), we also need the matrix repre
sentation of exp(tr bE). The latter is given by 

(
exp b 0) 

exp(tr bE) = 0 exp( _ b) , (A4) 

since from Eq. (AI) it follows that 

tr bE = (! ~ b) , (A5) 

By using Eqs. (A3) and (A5), Eq. (3.7) is transformed 
into the relation 

u* ) 
1 - u'u* 

= (exp b - a exp( - b)e 
exp( - b)e 

- a exp( - b)) , 
exp( - b) 

equivalent to the following system of matrix equations: 

(A6) 

exp b - a exp( - b)e = I, (A7a) 

aexp(-b)=u*, (A7b) 

exp( - b)e = u', (A7c) 

exp( - b) = 1 - u'u*. (A7d) 

The solution of Eqs. (A7b), (A7c), and (A7d) is given by Eq. 
(3.8). By introducing the latter into Eq. (A7a), we obtain an 
identity, thus completing the proof of Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8). 

APPENDIX B: UNITY RESOLUTION FOR THE SET OF 
PERELOMOV PARTIALLY COHERENT STATES 

In this appendix, we wish to show that the operator 

0= f du du*llu» ~u,u*){ {ull (BI) 
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commu!es with the Sp(2d,R ) generators, when the weight 
matrix £(u,u*) is chosen as 

~u,u*) =A (det V)-d-IK-I(V), (B2) 

where V is defined by 

V = I - u*u, (B3) 

and 

K-I(V) = K-I(u,u*) (B4) 

is the inverse ofthe overlap matrix K(u,u*). To this end, we 
shall first establish the conditions imposed on ~u,u*) by the 
equations 

[Eij'O] = 0, 

[Dij,O] = 0, 

(BSa) 

(BSb) 

and next prove that they are satisfied by the right-hand side 
ofEq. (B2). Equation (BSb) will then imply that 0 also com
mutes with Dij' since V is a Hermitian matrix. 

The action of the Sp(ld,R) generators on Ilu», and 
«ull can be deduced from the results of Sec. VI since it does 
not depend on whether the PPCS form or do not form a 
basis. From Eqs. (6.1) and (6.11), and the Hermiticity proper
ty Eij = EJ, Eq. (BSa) is transformed into the following 
equation: 

f dudu* {[lIu»Cij + (u*.1uo + ; It Ilu»] 

X ~u,u*)( (ull - Ilu) )~u,u*) 

x[Cij + (U.1u + ; l)ijl] «ull } =0, (B6) 

where the differential operators .1u (.1uo) can now be trans
ferred from «ull !llu») to the weight matrix ~u,u*) by inte
grating by parts. This calculation leads to the following par
tial differential equation for ~u,u*): 

[(u.1u)ij - (u* .1uo)ji] ~u,u*) = [~u,u*),Cij]' (B7) 

The same procedure applied to Eq. (BSb) gives rise to the 
additional equation 

{~Uik(U.1uh - (n -:d - 2)uij -.1ud ~u,u*) 
= ~u,u*)(Cu + uC)ij' (B8) 

In deriving this relation, we used Eq. (6.13) to let the differen
tial operators.1u directly act upon ~u,u*). 

By introducing Eq. (B2) into Eqs. (B7) and (B8), the 
latter are transformed into the following two equations: 

- (d + III [(u.1u)ij - (u*.1uo)ji ]det V)K-I(V) 

= det VI - [(u.1 u )ij - (u*.1uo)jd K - I(V) 

+ [K-I(V),Cij]), (B9) 
and 

- (d + l){[ ~ uidu.1u)jk - 2uij -.1 uddet V} K-I(V) 

= det v{ - [~UidU.1uljk - nUij - .1 ud 
XK-I(V) + K-I(V)(Cu + UC)ij}, (BIO) 

which remain to be demonstrated to complete the proof. 
For such purposes, we shall use the partial differential 
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equations satisfied by the overlap matrix K(V). The latter 
can be established as follows. By using the Hermiticity prop
erty Eij = EJ, the matrix «uIIEijllu» can be put into either 
of the two forms: 

«uIIE" Ilu» 

= [C" + (u.1u + (n/2)I)ijl] «ullu» 

= «ull [lIu»Cij + (u*.1u o + (n/2)I)ji lIu»], (Bll) 

hence leading to the equation 

(BI2) 

The same procedure applied to «uIID ijllu» gives the addi
tional equation 

[2: uidu.1u)jk + nUij - .1u~]K(V) 
k " 

= - (Cu + uC)ijK(V), (B13) 

where we used Eq. (6. 131 again." 
From the identity OC-I(V)OC(V) = I, it follows that for 

any first-order partial differential operator f!IJ 

f!lJK-I(V) = - K-I(V)[f!lJK(V)]K-I(V). (BI4) 

By combining Eq. (BI4) with Eqs. (BI2) and (BI3), we obtain 
the following relations: 

[(u.1 u )ij -(u*.1uo)jd K - I(V)= [K-I(V),Cij]' (BlS) 

and 

[~UidU.1uh -nuij -.JudK-I(V) 

A_1 0 ~ 
= OC (V)(Cu + uq", (B16) 

which imply that the right-hand sides ofEqs. (B9) and (BIO) 
are both equal to zero. 

Finally, we note that when ..1.1 = ..1.2 = ... = A.d = 0, the 
overlap matrix reduces to 

K(V) = A (det V) - n121, (B17) 

and Cij is equal to zero. Equations (BI2) and (B13) then, 
respectively, become 

(BI8) 

and 

[~UidU.1uljk - 2uij - .1 uddet V = 0, (BI9) 

thereby showing that the left-hand sides of Eqs. (B9) and 
(BIO) do also vanish, which completes the proof. 

APPENDIX C: UNITY RESOLUTION FOR THE SET OF 
BARUT -GIRARDELLO PARTIALLY COHERENT 
STATES 

The purpose of this appendix is to prove the existence of 
a matrix measure du(w) satisfying the unity resolution rela
tion (4.2S). 

We start by noting that the Sp(ld,R) group can be em
bedded into the larger group Sp(ldn,R ), I whose generators 
are given by 

D !s,jt = D Jt,iS = "lis "/i" (is)<(it ), 

Dis,jt = D jt.is = SiSSjt' (is)<(it), 
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and 

E;s,jt = ~(1/;sSjt + Sjt 1/;s), 

where i,j = I, ... ,d, and s,t = I, ... ,n. As a matter of fact, 
Sp(2dn,R ) contains the direct product of Sp(2d,R ) with the 
O(n) group, generated by the operators 

d 

Ast = - A ts = - i L (E;s.;t - E;t,;.), I.;;;s.;;;t.;;;n.(C2) 
i= 1 

We have therefore the group chain 

Sp(2dn,R):J Sp(2d,R) X O(n), 

«(1I2)dn) (Ad + nI2, ... ,AI + n12) (A1 ... Ad) 

or «(1I2)dn- 13/2), 
(C3) 

where below each group we have indicated the quantum 
numbers characterizing its irreps. 

All the boson states belong to one of two irreps of 
Sp(2dn,R), «(1I2)dn) or «(1I2)dn- 13/2), according to 
whether the total number of bosons is even or odd. Within 
each one of them, the Sp(2d,R ) and O(n),groups are comple
mentary7 in the sense that there is a one-to-one correspon
dence between all their irreps, respectively, characterized by 
(Ad + nI2,···,AI + n12) and (At,,·Ad). The representation 
space of (Ad + nI2, ... ,At + n12) can therefore be realized 
by selecting all the boson states transforming under the irrep 
(At .. ·Ad) ofO(n), and belonging to a definite row ofthelatter, 
e.g., their highest weight states. The discrete basis states 

I 

p = 1, ... ,1- i, 

IN;(A ) of such a representation space are obtained by choos
ing as basis states 1(,.1, ) of the U(d )irrep [Ae"Ad ] in Eq. (2.6) 
those boson states which are at the same time of highest 
weight with respect to O(n). 

In the Bargmann representation,27 the boson creation 
and annihilation operators, 1/;s and S;s, are, respectively, rep
resented by some complex variables Z;s and the correspond
ing differential operators J / Jz;s. The boson states are then 
represented by analytic functions inz;s' i = I, ... ,d, s = I, ... ,n. 
In particular, for the discrete basis states IN;(A ), the latter 
are given by 

;<J 

(C4) 

and span a subspace of this Bargmann Hilbert space of ana
lytic functions. In Eq. (C4), we note the appearance of the 
combinations ~sZ;sZjS' which are actually the scalars with 
respect to 0 (n) that can be built from the Zis variables. 

In Ref. 26, a transformation from the Z;s variables to 
new variables, including the combinations ~sZisZjS' was pro
posed. These new variables were defined by 

n 

wij = L ZisZjs' 
s= 1 

- 2- 112( .) X;a - Z;.2a _ I - lZ;,2a , 

(CSa) 

a = 1, ... ,1, (CSb) 

{

2-tI2( .) 
Yip = Z;.2p _ I + IZ;.2p , 

Zin' P = 1- i + 1 (only when n = 21 + 1), 
(CSc) 

where 1 = [nI2]. When this transformation is performed on 
¢>(). ) (Zis)' it turns out that it only depends upon the x ia varia
bles, so that Eq. (C4) becomes 

¢>N,().I(wij,xia) = FN(w)¢>().I (Xia)· (C6) 

By comparing Eq. (C6) with Eq. (4.19), we conclude that the 
former can be rewritten as 

¢>N,().) (Wij,xia) 

= L ¢>W)(xia)(w;(A ')IN;(A ), (C7) 
WI 

provided wij in (w;(A ')IN;(A ) is interpreted as ~SZiSZjS in ac
cordance with Eq. (CSa). This interpretation is actually not 
restrictive since for any set of complex variables wij' 
I.;;;i<j.;;;d, it is always possible to find some complex varia
bles Zis' i = I, ... ,d, s = I, ... ,n (>2d), such that Eq. (CSa) is 
fulfilled. 

Let us now calculate in Bargmann space the overlap of 
two discrete basis states 

(N'(A ')IN;(A ) 

= f [ij djt(Zjs)] [¢>N',().'I (wij,xia)] * 

X¢>N,().I (Wij,xia)' (C8) 

where djt(z) is the standard Bargmann measure, defined in 
Eq. (S.8). From Eq. (C7), it can be written as 
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(N';(A ')IN;(A ) 

= _~ f [n djt(Zis)](N';(A ')lw;(X')) 
(). I(). ') IS 

X [¢>(A 'I (Xia )] *¢>(A I (Xia )(w;(X )IN;(A ). (C9) 

When performing the change of variables (CS) in the integral 
on the right-hand side, Eq. (C9) is transformed into the rela
tion 

(N';(A ')IN;(A ) 

= _~ f dwdw*(N';(A ')lw;(X ')) 
().I().'I 

><.t;A'I(A)(W,W*)(w;(X )IN;(A ), (ClO) 

where the function.l(A 'I(A I (w,w*) can, at least in principle, be 
obtained by integrating the product of [ ¢>(A 'I (x ia )] *¢>(A I (x ia ) 
with the Jacobian of the transformation over the x· and y. IG Ip 

variables. 
Since the states IN;(A ) form a basis of the representa

tion space, and Eq. (ClO) is valid for any values ofN, N', (A ), 
and (A '), it imposes that in this space there exists a unity 
resolution relation for the BGPCS, given by 

L f dw dw*lw;(X 'llt(A')(AI (w,w*)(w;(X )1 = I. (CII) 
(X)(A') 

Equation (CII) coincides with Eq. (4.2S), whose existence is 
therefore proved. In passing, we have also demonstrated that 
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if we interpret w in accordance with Eq. (C5a), the BGPCS 
Iw;(11 )) span a subspace of a Bargmann-Hilbert space of ana
lytic functions. This subspace, characterized by definite 
transformation properties with respect to O(n), might be 
called a Barut-Girardello space. 

APPENDIX D: CALCULATION OF fit AND Dij 

The purpose of this appendix is to prove Eqs. (6.4") and 
(6.15"). Starting with the former, we note that from Eq. (6.5) 
we may write 

(u;(11 )IDtl¢') 

= «(11 )1 [D t + (Cu)ij + (Cu)ji + nUij + (uDu)ij ] 

Xexp(! tr uD)I¢'). (D1) 

When acting upon the bra «(11 ) I, D t gives zero, C kl trans
forms it into a linear combination of bras «(11 ')1, and (uDu)ij 
may be replaced by 

I UikUljLJ.Ukl = ! [UJ1u - (d + l)]uJij' (D2) 
kl 

where use has been made ofEq. (6.13). Equation (D1) there
fore becomes 

(u;(I1)ID tl¢') = I {I [«(I1)ICik l(I1')ukj 
IA') k 

+ «(11 )ICjk 1(11 ')ukd 

+ [(UJ1u + n - d - l)u] AA),IA ') } 

X (u;(11 ')I¢'), (D3) 

and leads to Eq. (6.4") when definition (6.9) is taken into 
account. 

We next prove Eq. (6.15"). For such purpose, we start 
from the relation 

(w;(11 )IDijlu;(11 ') = (u;(11 ')IDtlw;(11 ))*, 

and use Eqs. (D3) and (4.12) to obtain 

(w;(11 )IDij lu;(11 ') 

= {~[«(I1')ICikl(I1)*Utj 
+ «(11 ')ICjk 1(11 )*ut] 

+ [(u*J1u ' + n - d - l)u*]AA,).IA)} 

X exp(! tr u*w). 

(D4) 

(D5) 

The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (D5) may be 
transformed as follows: 

[(u*J1u ' + n - d - l)u*lii exp(~ tr u*w) 

[I u~utLJ.u· + nut)exp(~ tr u*w) kl ., 

[.f; WklLJ.w,.LJ.Wlj + nLJ. Wij ]exp(! tr u*w) 

= [J1w (WJ1w + n - d - 1)] ij exp(! tr u*w), (D6) 

by applying Eq. (6.13) in the first and last steps. The remain
ing terms in Eq. (D5) may also be converted into differential 
operators with respect to the wij 's by replacing utj and uti by 
LJ. Wkj andLJ. w." respectively. Finally, by using Eq. (4.12) again, 
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as well as the Hermiticity property ct = Cji , we obtain the 
result 

(w;(11 )IDij lu;(11 ') 

= I {I [«(I1)ICki l(I1")LJ. wkj 
(A") k 

+ «(11 ) I Ckj 1(11 ")LJ. wk' ] 

+ [J1w (WJ1w +n-d-1)LAA),IA")} 

x (w;(11 ")lu;(11 '), 

which proves Eq. (6.15") valid. 
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A simple algorithm is developed for evaluating the Kostant partition function for any simple Lie 
algebra. The algorithm may also be used to express the partition function for one Lie algebra in 
terms of the partition function for another, with the latter algebra not necessarily a subalgebra of 
the former. A special role in the algorithm is played by the sum of the simple roots. Explicit, 
closed-form expressions are given for the partition function for a variety of special cases. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We present a series of results dealing with the evalua
tion of Kostant's partition function. This function is used in 
the theory of Lie algebras to determine the (inner) multiplic
ity of a weight in an irreducible representation and the (out
er) multiplicity in tensor products of irreducible representa
tions. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we define 
the partition function in very general terms and give an algo
rithm for its evaluation by introducing a set S and its subset 
T. In Sec. III, we obtain a general formula for Kostant's 
partition function for any simple Lie algebra L by taking for 
S the set of positive roots of L and for T the set of simple roots 
together with a special root called 1. The inclusion of this 
root 1, which equals the sum of all simple roots and is present 
in every simple Lie algebra, is crucial to our arguments. As 
examples we give explicit formulas for the algebras A 2 andA 3 

and point out a minor error in the results of Tarski on this 
subject. 

In Sec. IV, we derive a variety of recursion formulas by 
means of which the Kostant partition function for the alge
bra L can be gotten from the Kostant partition function for 
the algebra L '. It is interesting to note here that the algo
rithm does not require that L ' be a subalgebra of L but only 
that the positive roots of L " with respect to some basis of 
simple roots, be a subset of the positive roots of L. As appli
cations of this approach we give the partition functions for 
R I , CI , andA I + 1 in the form of multiple sums over the parti
tion function for AI even though AI <tRI, AI <t CI· 

In view of the above we concentrate on PAI(k), the Kos
tant partition function for AI' To solve the recursion rela
tions for PAI(k) requires evaluating (1- I)-fold sums whose 
limits have a complicated dependence on k. For arbitrary k 
and I this is a formidable task which we hope to tackle at 
some later date. We are, however, able to solve these recur
sion relations when k is restricted to be monotonic (by which 
we mean that the successive components of k are nonde
creasing or nonincreasing) and this is done in Sec. V. Even 
more explicit results can be obtained by imposing additional 
restrictions on k. Thus, for example, we give in Sec. V closed
form expressions for PAI(k), for I up to 7, when the compo
nents of k are restricted to be all equal. 

Under the extreme restriction, k = 1, we are able to 
show that 

PL (I) = 2/ - 1 

for any simple Lie algebraL of rank l. This result is proved in 
Sec. VI. 

II. PARTITION FUNCTION 

Let N be the set of non-negative integers and consider 
the I-tuples 

k = (kl' k2' ... , k /), k;EN. (2.1) 

Let Sbe a finite subset of N I, the set of I-tuples whose compo
nents are chosen from N. The partition function P s(k) is the 
function whose value on k is the number of ways offorming k 
as linear combinations of elements of S with non-negative 
coefficients. 

To evaluate Ps(k) we introduce T, a subset of S, and its 
complement S \ T, 

S= TuS\T 

and write k as 

k=m+n, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where m and n are some linear combinations of elements 
from T and S \ T, respectively, and by definition 

m;>O, n;>O for all i. 

Specifically suppose that 

" 
n = L jrPr=n(j), jr EN, PrES \ T, 

r= 1 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where x denotes the number of elements in S \ T. It follows 
that the number of ways of writing k as 

k = m + n(j) (2.6) 

for a particular fixed configuration ofthejpj2' ... ,j" is given 
by 

PT(m) = PT[k - n(j)], 

and therefore 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Here ~ stands for summation over all allowed configu
rations ofthejr. In view ofEqs. (2.4) and (2.6) we must have 
k; - n;(j»O for all i, which we shall write as 

n(j)<k (2.9) 

and the allowedjr must satisfy this constraint. There may be 
additional restrictions on thejr depending on the specific 
natureofthesetsSand T. We next obtain a number of results 
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for Kostant's partition function by using Eq. (2.8) for various 
choices of the sets Sand T. 

III. KOSTANT'S PARTITION FUNCTION 

Let L be a simple Lie algebra of rank I with simple roots 
ai' which may be conveniently written as unit I-tuples 

a, = (1, 0, ... ,0), 

az = (0, 1,0, ... ,0), 
(3.1) 

a, = (0, 0, ... ,0, 1). 

Kostant's partition function ,-4 for this Lie algebra L, to be 
denoted by PL (k), is obtained by taking for S the set </> t , 
which is the set of positive roots of L 

PL (k)_P <1> + (k). 
L 

(3.2) 

In other words, P L (k) is the number of ways of writing 

(3.3) 

as linear combinations of the positive roots with non-nega
tive coefficients. The Cartan matrix determines the positive 
roots, their number is finite and any aE</> t may be written 
as a = l::~ ,Siai' siEN, a i the simple roots. 

We next observe that every simple Lie algebra possesses 
the positive root 

, 
1 (1,1, ... ,1)= I a i (3.4) 

i= 1 

and choose for T the following subset of </> t : 
T= {a" a z, ... , aI' 1). (3.5) 

To evaluate the partition function P T(m) we must count 
the number of ways of writing m as non-negative linear com
binations of the elements of T, Eq. (3.5) 

m = m,(I, 0, ... ,0) + mz(O, 1, ... ,0) 

+ ... + milO, 0, ... ,0,1) 

= (1,1, ... ,1) + (m, - 1)(1,0, ... , 0) 

+ (m z - 1)(0, 1,0, ... ,0) 

+ ... + (ml - 1)(0,0, ... ,0, 1) 

= 2(1, 1, ... , 1) + (m, - 2)(1, 0, ... ,0) 

+ (m z - 2)(0, 1,0, ... ,0) 

+ ... + (ml - 2)(0, 0, ... ,0,1) 

=JL(I, 1, ... ,1) + (m, -JL)(I, 0, ... ,0) 

+ (m z - JL)(O, 1,0, ... ,0) 

+ ... + (ml - JL)(O, 0, ... ,0,1), (3.6) 

where 

JL = min[m] (3.7) 

and by min[m] we mean the smallest component mi' There
fore, 

PT(m) = 1 + min[mJ. (3.8) 

Combining this with the results of Sec. II yields the 
following formula for Kostant's partition function: 

where the sum is over alli"iz, ... ,ix EN such that 

DLU)<k, 

and where 

DL U) = I irP" irEN, Pr EL \ T, 
r= 1 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

withXL denoting the number of elements ofL \T </> t \T, 
i.e., the number of positive roots of L left after omitting 1 and 
the simple roots. 

As a simple application of the result Eq. (3.9) suppose 
that L = A z. Since 

(3.12) 

the set Az \ T is empty and we have the well-known answer 

PA, (k" k z) = 1 + min(k" k z). (3.13) 

As another example take L = A 3 • Since 

</> A~ = {a" a z, a 3 , a, + a z, a z + a 3 , 1) (3.14) 

the set A3 \ T contains the two elements p, = a l + a z and 
pz = a z + a 3 so that 

DA , U) = i,PI + izpz = (JI,il + iz,iz)' (3.15) 

Hence, 

PA,(k) = I {I + min(kl -iI' kz - i, - iz, k3 -izll 
jpI::. 

(3.16) 

with the constraints on the summation 

O<il<kl, O<il +iz<kz, 0<iz<k3' (3.17) 

Although the sums in Eq. (3.16) are straightforward, 
the answer depends on the relative size of k \, kz, k3' and 
kl + k3 • The results are summarized in Table I where the 
various cases are labeled as in Tarski l to facilitate compari
son. We agree in all cases except (d); we note that Tarski's 
expression for that case is not positive. 

It should be remarked that the literature on explicit 

TABLE I. The partition function PA., (k). Three more cases are obtained from (b), (c), and (d) by exchanging k, and k3. 

2368 

Case 

(a) k2<k" k3 
(b) k,<k2<k3 

(e) k,<k3<k, + k,<k2 

(d) k,<k3<k2<k, + k3 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 25, No.8, August 1984 

i(k2 + 1)(k2 + 2)(k2 + 3) 
ilk, + l)(k, + 2)(3k2 - 2k, + 3) 

Mk, + l)(k, + 2)(3k3 - k, + 3) 

ilk, + l)(k, + 2)(3k, _ k, + 3) _ (lk 3 + k, ; k2 + 2)) 
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evaluations of Kostant's partition function is extremely 
scant. Weare able to find but one reference, the paper by 
Tarski,2 dealing withA 2, B 2, G2, andA 3• 

With increasing rank I direct use ofEq. (3.9) becomes 
more and more cumbersome. In the next section, we present 
a recursive approach which is often more practical. 

IV. RECURSION FORMULAS 

Let Land L ' be two simple Lie algebras of rank I and I " 
respectively, with t>I', and let cP t ::>cP t·. Note that we do 
not require L ' to be a subalgebra of L but only that its posi
tive roots cP t be a subset of cP t . We require only that the 
coefficients of root S in L, with basis [ai' a 2, ... , a l 1L be the 
same as the coefficients of the root S in L ' with basis 
[a;, ... , a l· 1L" orS = cla l + ... + clal inL andS= cia; 
+ ... + cIa I in L '. Direction and length of Sin Land L ' need 

not be the same. We obtain Kostant's partition function PL 

in terms of PL' from Eq. (2.8) by choosing the setS to be cP t 
and the subset T to be cP t 

(4.1) 

where ~ means summation over allowed configurations of 
their, and where 

XLL' 

nLL'(J) = I irPr' irEN, Pra \L', (4.2) 
r= 1 

withxLL · thenumberofelementsinL \L '=cP t \cP t,i.e., 
the number of positive roots of L that are not roots of L'. 

A word about notation. By definition k is an I-tuple, the 
elements of cP t are I-tuples and the elements of cP t· are I '
tuples. However, when cP L+' is viewed as a subset of cP tits 
elements are I-tuples. A moment's reflection shows that 
these elements of cP t are I-tuples which all have the same 
1- I' components identically zero. Ifwe agree to label these 
I-I' components as 1,2, ... , I-I', then the condition for 
allowed configurationsjr may be stated as 

nLL · (J)<k, (4.3) 

which is our standard constraint, and 

[nLL·(J)); = k; for l<i<I-I', (4.4) 

which ensures that k - nLL · (}1 is an I' -tuple. 
As a first application ofEq. (4.1) we consider L = BI 

and L' = AI' Indeed, the 12 positive roots of BI may be de
composed into 

cP:' = cP A~U BI \AI' (4.5) 

where the I (I + 1)12 positive roots of AI are 

cP Aj = L~ls am' l<s<t<1 + I} (4.6) 

and 

BI\AI = Lt~ am + 2 mt, am' (4.7) 

Therefore, 

(4.8) 
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with 

XB, 

nB,A,(J) = I jrPr' irEN, PrEBI \AI 
r=l+xAt 

and, since I = I' in this case, the allowedjr obey 

nB,A,(J)<k. 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

Since the elements of B I \A I consist of the positive roots of BI 
that are not roots of A I and since both cP A~ and cP :, contain 
as a subset the TofEq. (3.5), we can use in Eq. (4.9) xA , and 
x B , as defined by Eq. (3.11). Note that it also follows from 
Eqs. (3.11) and (4.9) that 

nB,A,(J) = nB,(J) - nA,(J). (4.11) 

Quite explicitly suppose I = 3. Then 

B3 \A3 = [a l + 2a2 + 2a3, a l + a2 + 2a3, a 2 + 2a31, 
(4.12) 

nB,A,(J) =jl(al + 2a2 + 2(3 ) 

+ j2(a l + a 2 + 2(3) + j3(a2 + 2(3 ) 

= (JI + j2' 2jl + j2 + j3' 2il + 2i2 + 2j3)' (4.13) 

and therefore, 

(4.14) 

withjl,i2,j3EN subject to the constraints 

jl + j2<k l , 2jl + i2 + j3<k2' 2il + 2i2 + 2j3<k3' 
(4.15) 

As a second application of Eq. (4.1) take L = CI and 
L' = AI' It is again true thatthe fl positive roots ofCI maybe 
decomposed into 

cPt, =cPA~UCI\AI' (4.16) 
where 

CI\A I = {at + ~~Is am +<~I, am' I<S<t<I-l} 

(4.17) 

and so the analog of Eqs. (4.8)-(4.10), with BI replaced by CI 

everywhere, follows. 
As a last application of Eq. (4.1) we take L = A I' 

L' = AI _ I , so that I> I' and the additional constraint Eq. 
(4.4) becomes operative. It follows from Eq. (4.6) that 

AI\AI _ I = L~II am' l<t<l+ I}, (4.18) 

I 

nA,A,_, (J) = jlal + j2(al + ( 2) + ... + il I am 
m= 1 

= ct/s, st/s, ... , jl-I + il,j) 
Clearly the additional constraint, ensuring that 
k - nA,A,_ I (J) is an (/- I)-tuple, reads 

I 

Ijs =kl 
s= I 
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and may be used to eliminatejl' Therefore, 

PA[(k 1, k2, ... , kd 

=.~.PA[_I(k2- ±js, k3- ±js, ... ,k,-j,) 
h,j~,···h s = 2 s = 3 

with the summation constrained by , 
L js <,k; for 2<,i<,1 
s= i 

and 

Equivalently we may write 

PA[(k1, k2, ... , k,) 

where 

( ' , 
r;=min k 1 - L js,k2- L js,···,k; 

s=;+1 s=i+l 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

These results are still too general to provide explicit 
formulas. In the next two sections we are able to obtain more 
explicit answers by imposing various restrictions on k. 

v. THE PARTITION FUNCTION PA,(k) FOR 
MONOTONICk 

Even in the relatively simple case of PA, (k) the explicit 
formulas had to be classified into seven cases depending on 
the relative size of the components ofk. For higher rank 1 the 
number of such cases increases rapidly. Ifk is specialized to 
be monotonic, by which we mean 

(5.1) 

h-3 

or 

k;>kj for kj, (5.2) 

we are able to obtain results for arbitrary rank I. 
We assume from now on without loss of generality that 

Eq. (5.1) holds and denote the partition function for such k 
by PA[(k). For such k Eqs. (4.24) and (4.25) yield 

PA[(k) =± . rII .... i PA[_I(k2 - ± js' 
Ji~OJi_I~O h~O s~2 

(5.3) 

with 
, 

r[ = kl - L j" 2<,t<,1 (5.4) 
s~ t+ I 

(it being understood that ~~ ~ f + I js = 0). By relabeling the 
summation indices according to 

f 

j; = L js' 2<,t, s<,1 (5.5) 
s= t 

(and then dropping the prime) and reversing the order of the 
sums we convert Eq. (5.3) into 

We now assert that for 1>3 

PA[(k1, k2, ... , k,) = j(3kf _ I - 2kf _ 2 + 3) 

XSf(k 1, k2, ... , k f _2), (5.7) 

i.e., that PA[(k) is independent of kf, depends on k,_ I 

through the factor (3kf _ I - 2k,_ 2 + 3) only, and depends 
on the remaining components of k through the function Sf 
defined by the relation (5.7). To prove Eq. (5.7) we proceed by 
induction on the rank I. First, we have from Table I that 

PA, (k 1, k2, k3) = ~(3k2 - 2kl + 3)(k] + l)(k] + 2), 

which is of the indicated form with 

(5.8) 

Next assume the validity ofEq. (5.7) for rank 1- 1 and 
insert it on the right-hand side ofEq. (5.6) to obtain 

L Sf_ dk2 - j2' k3 - j3' ... , k f _ 2 - jf-2) 
h-2 ~O 

h-2 h-I I 
X L I -(3kf _ 1 -3jf_l -2kf _ 2 +2jf_2 +3) 
h_,~Oh~o3 

1 k, j, h - 3 (jf- 2 + 2) . . 
= - (3kf _ 1 - 2kf _ 2 + 3).L .L .... L 2 Sf_l (k2 - h, ... , k'_2 -1I-2)' 

3 h~Oh~O Ji_2~O 

This completes the proof of Eq. (5.7) by induction and also yields the recursion for Sf for I> 3: 
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(5.9) 

(5.10) 
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where 
mo;_l,l m s _1.2 

(5.12) 

and 

(
s + 3) s 

ms = 2 - 1 - ;~I m s,;' (5.13) 

and we omit the straightforward but tedious proof by induc
tion on the rank I. 

As one application of this result we observe that for 

k l - I _ r -k l _ 2 _ r =1-t-3 (5.14) 

all the binomials in the product over t vanish, except if 
ml_ 3.r = 0 when the binomials equal unity. Consequently 

SI(k, k, k + 1, k + 3, ... , k + (/- 4)(/- 3)/2) 

(

k+ 1(/-1) -1) 
= 2 It, 

k 

where 

It = X' IX' 2···X'1_ 41. 

Specifically 

/4= 1, 

Is = X' 11 = r 1 = 3, 
m}.1 =0 

mo ml,1 m 1 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

f6=X' 1X'2 1 = I I I 1=28, (5.19) 
ml.l = 0 m2,J = 0 m 2,2 = 0 

(5.20) 

etc. 
As another application we offer explicit formulas for 

A 4 , As, A 6 , and A7 in the case when all the components ofk 
are equal: 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

1 1 (k + 11) S6(k, k, k, k) = - (k + 3) - (k 2 + 12k + 26) , 
3 26 11 

(5.23) 

S7(k, k, k, k, k) 

=(k+3J{3(k;/S)_27(k;6
16

) + 2~ (k;/7) 

_ 99(k + 18) 42(k + 19)} 
18 + 19 ' 

(5.24) 
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(5.11) 

and, of course, 

PA,Ik, k, ... , k J = j(k + 3)SI(k, k, ... , k J. (5.25) 

Finally, consider the extreme specialization ofk when 
all its components are unity 

k= 1. (5.26) 

For such k Eq. (5.6) becomes 

1 j2 h-l 
PAP) = I I· .. I PA1 _,(1-j2,I-j3,· .. ,1-jl)' 

j, = 0 h = 0 it = 0 

(5.27) 

The sum overj2 consists of two terms,j2 = 0 andj2 = 1, each 
of which contributes precisely PA ,_, (1) so that we have 

PAP) = 2PA'_I(I), 

which combined with PA, = 1 yields 

PA ,(I) = 21-1. 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

It turns out that the partition of 1 equals 21
- I for any 

simple Lie algebra, not just A I' A general algorithm, proving 
this statement, is given in the next section. 

VI. THE PARTITION FUNCTION PL (1) 

In this section we prove the proposition 

PL (I) = 21
-

1
, 

where L is any simple Lie algebra of rank I. 

(6.1) 

For the sake of convenience we shall call any linear 
combination of positive roots totaling 1 a partition of 1. 
Clearly partitions of 1 can involve as summands only roots 
containing single or zero multiples of the simple roots. Let 
0 1 be the set of I-tuples satisfying 

0 1 = !Ix" X 2, ... , xI)lx j = 0 or 1) 

= ttl X;Cl; Ix; = 0 or I}. (6.2) 

Then 

PL (I) = Pejl), 

where 

(6.3) 

8L =0Inif> t. (6.4) 

The cardinality of the set 8L is less than or equal to that of 
if> t. We suggest the following method for determining 8 L' 

Lemma: LetDL be the Dynkin diagram for L. Then 8L 

is the set of I-tuples obtained by taking the root 1 from each 
subalgebra M of L, where the allowed subalgebras M have 
Dynkin diagrams DM consisting of connected fragments of 

D L • 

Proof Consider a connected fragment DM which con
sists of roots Cl j , Cl j + " ... , Cli + j of L. Then the root 1 for M is 
Cl i + Cl i + 1 + ... + Cl i + j • Since MeL, the root system of M 
is entirely contained in the root system of L. Hence the root 1 
of M is a root of L. Since DM was any connected fragment 
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this proves 

ACOL , 

where A is the set of all roots 1 for all choices of M. 

(6.5) 

Next let p be any element of OL and consider how the 
roots of L are obtained from the simple roots aI' ... , a l . 
Recall that a i + a j is a root provided (au aj ) < 0, where 
(ai' a j ) is the Cartan integer in the ith row andjth column of 
the Cartan matrix. This means that a i and a j must be con
nected by at least a single bound in the Dynkin diagram of L. 
Continuing to build up P by adding in more simple roots we 
see that P = a i + aj + ... + a k is a root only if each am in P 
is connected to at least one other ap in p. Thus we have 
shown that any element in 0 L must be a root in a Lie algebra 
corresponding to a connected portion of DL , or, by an appro
priate choice of the fragment D M' that 

A ~OL' (6.6) 

Combining Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) yields 

A = OL' (6.7) 

and this proves the lemma. 
We now use this lemma to prove our proposition Eq. 

(6.1) by considering what is usually a much smaller set of 
roots than all of f/> t . 

We proceed by induction with the following strategy. 
The Eq. (6.1) is obviously true for L = AI = BI = C I by ele
mentary considerations. Next we find the largest subalgebra 
M of L, generated by a connected fragment DM of D L , and 
determine the roots in the set 

(6.8) 

(Recall that L \M is the set of positive roots of L with the 
positive roots of M left out.) Let y be in this set and call My 
that subalgebra of L for which this y is the root 1. Let the 
complementary fragment of D L' obtained upon removal of 
DM , be called D ~ . Then the partitions of 1 in L generated 

y y 

by yare all of the form 

y + yC = 1, (6.9) 

where yC is a linear combination of roots in M ~, the subalge
bra of L complementary to My. By summing over all such 
linear combinations we obtain PM' (1), hence 

y 

PL(I) = L P M,(I). 
lyJ y 

(6.10) 

TABLE II. The roots y in Oln AI ,AI _, and the corresponding comple
mentary fragments D:;',' 

y 

a, + 0.,_ , + '" + 0.2 

a, + a, ,+ ... + 0.2 + a, 
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TABLE III. The roots y in O,nB, ,B,_, and the corresponding comple. 
mentary fragments D:;',' 

y 

a, + ... + 0.,_ , 

0.,+'''+0.,_, +0., 

A. The A, algebra 

The roots y in OlnAI \A I _ I and the corresponding 
complementary fragments D ~ are given in Table II. Note 

y 

that the last line is itself a partition of 1 and contributes 1 on 
the rhs ofEq. (6.10). 

By the induction hypothesis PAm (1) = 2m 
- I, m < I, and 

by Eq. (6.10) 
I-I I-I 

PA,(I)=I+ L PA ,(I) = 1+ L 2 i
-

I =21
-

1
• (6.11) 

i= I i= 1 

B. The 8, algebra 

Using the labeling 

1 2 I 1-2 1-1 

0--0 - - - 0---0 =*'= 0 BI 

2 1-2 1-1 I 
0- - -0--0=*,= 0 B I _ I 

we have the roots y in Oln BI \BI _ I and the corresponding 
complementary fragments D ~ given in Table III. 

y 

By the induction hypothesis P Bm (1) = 2m 
- I, m < I, and 

by Eq. (6.10) 
I-I I-I 

PB,(l) = 1 + L PB,(l) = 1 + L 2i
-

1 = 21-1. (6.12) 
i= 1 i= 1 

C. The C, algebra 

The proof for CI is identical to that for BI since we can 
use the same choice of roots r and the same series D ~ with 

y 

B replaced by C. 

TABLE IV. The roots y in O,n D, ,D,_, and the corresponding comple
mentary fragments D :;',' 

y 

a, + "'+0.'_3 
a, + ", + 0.'_2 
0.,+,,·+0.'_2+0., 
a, + ", +0.'_2 +0.,_, 
0.,+"'+0.'_2 +0.'_1 +0., 

D' M, 

DD, 

D(A,+A,I 

DA , 

DA , 

• 
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TABLE V. The roots y in O,n E, \E,_ I and the corresponding comple

mentary fragments D~r' 

y 

a, + ... +a6 

a, + ... +as 
a, + ... +a. 
a, + ... + a4 + a 2 

a, + ... + a4 + a 3 

a, + ... + a4 + a 3 + a 2 

a, + ... + a. + a 3 + a l 

a, + ... + a4 + a, + a 2 + a l 

D. The D, algebra, 1>3 

D' My 

DE, 
DA, 

D(A 1 +Ad 

DA , 

D(A,+Ad 

DA , 

DA , 

* 

Since D3 = A3 the proposition is true for I = 3. Using 
the labeling 

1- 1 
1 2 1-3 1-2 

0-0- - O--~O I 
2 1-3 1-2 I-I 

o 
0- -o-?Ol 

we have the roots 'Y in OlnDl \DI _ I and the corresponding 
complementary fragments D ~ given in Table IV. Hence by 

y 

the induction hypothesis and Eq. (6.10) 
I-I 

PD,(I) = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + L 2i
-

1 = 2/-1. (6.13) 

E. The G2 and F4 algebras 

We note that 

;= 3 

(6.14) 

0lncf>:' =cf>L (6.15) 

Hence the sets Oln Gz \Az and Oln F4 \A4 are empty 
and 

Pa,(l) = PA,(I) = 2Z
-

I
, (6.16) 

(6.17) 
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F. The E, algebras, 1 = 6, 7, 8 

Since E5 = D5 the proposition is true for I = 5. Using 
the labeling 

2 

1 3j 5 I-I I 
0-0 -0 - - 0--0 

2 

1 3 S 5 I-I 
~--O 

we have the roots 'Y in Oln EI \EI _ I and the corresponding 
complementary fragments D ~ given in Table V. Hence by 

y 

the induction hypothesis and Eq. (6.10) 
I-I 

PE,(I) = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 2 + L 2i
-

1 = i-I. 
;=4 

(6.18) 

We remark that in obtaining Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18) we also 
used 

(6.19) 

which expresses the obvious connection between the parti
tion function for a semisimple Lie algebra L = L I + L z and 
the partition functions for the component algebras LI and 
L z· 
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The shape function S (x), which arises in the study of nonlinear diffusion for cross-field diffusion in 
plasmas, satisfies the equation S "(x) + Aa(x)sa(x) = 0, ° <x < 1, S(O) = S(I) = 0, a> 0. In the 
cases of physical interest a(x) possesses an integrable singularity at some point in (0,1) but is 
otherwise continuous. Existence of a positive solution to this problem is established. 

PACS numbers: 02.30. - f, 02.30.Hq, 52.25.Dg 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The nonlinear diffusion equation (d /dx)[D (n)(dn/ 
dx)] = a(x)(dn/dt), O.;;;x.;;;;1 has been used'-3 in the study of 
cross-field diffusion in toroidal multipole plasmas. In the 
equation, n is the particle density, a(x) is a positive function 
determined by the poloidal field and D (n), the diffusion coef
ficient, is a nonlinear function of the density. By seeking 
separable solutions Berryman' was led to consider the non
linear eigenvalue problem 

S " (x) + Aa(x)sa(x) = 0, ° <x < 1, a> 0, 

S(O) = S(I) = ° (1) 

for the shape function S. The function S is called a shape 
function because in the separable solution S is the factor 
containing the spatial dependence. The parameter A is the 
separation constant, and a(x) is a positive integrable func
tion, singular at x = Xs and continuous for x =/=xs' 

The purpose of this paper is to prove existence of a posi
tive solution and at the same time develop a computational 
method for the solution of (1). The monotone iterative meth
ods originally developed by Keller and Cohen4 and placed in 
the context of ordered Banach spaces by Amann5 cannot be 
used for problem (1) since a(x) is singular on (0,1). The pre
vious results of the authors on this problem as well as the 
related results6--9 on generalized Emden-Fowler equations 
require a(x) to be continuous on [0,1]. However, these latter 
methods can be extended to the present case by adopting the 
Lebesgue integral and allowing (1) to hold almost every
where on (0,1); that is what will be shown in this paper. 

II. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION: AN ITERATIVE METHOD 

Let G (x,g) be the Green's function for UN = 0, 
u(O) = u(l) = ° and let So(x) = x. Define the sequences 
{SdX)}k~ I' {AdL, by 

Ak = 1/ f (l-g)a(g)S~_,(g)dg, 
Sdx) =Ak f G(x,g)a(g)S~_ dg)dg, (2) 

k = 1,2,3, ... , where the integrals are taken in the Lebesgue 
sense. 

We first show that this sequence is well defined almost 
everywhere. The Green's function is 

G(x,g) = {X(1 - g), 
g(l-x), 

so we have 

SdX)=Ak((I-X) f ga(g)SLdg)dg 

+x f (l-g)a(g)SLI(g)dg). (3) 

k = 1,2,3, .... S,(x) is absolutely continuous since the indefin
ite integral of an integrable function is absolutely contin
uous. Inductive use of (3) shows that the functions 
Sk, k = 1,2, ... are defined and absolutely continuous on 
[0,1], and the sequence {Ak}k~' is well defined. 

We will show that the sequences {Sdk~ o,{Ak}L 1 

converge to a continuous function S(x) and a real number A 
withSk ,,-S andAk/,A ask--.+ 00. We will also show that 
(A,S) is a solution pair for (1) in the sense that S'(x) is absolute
ly continuous and Eq. (1) holds almost everywhere. 

In the next three lemmas we prove properties of the 
sequences {SdX)}k~ 1 and {Ak}k~ 1 which will be used to 
establish the existence of a solution to (1). 

Lemma 1: For k = 1,2,3, ... , S k(O) = 1. 
Proof From (3) and the usual result on calculating inde

finite integrals of integrable functions we have 

S" =Ak{fa(g)S~-dg)dg- fga(g)S~_I(g)dg} 
(4) 

almost everywhere. Since the right-hand side of(4) defines an 
absolutely continuous function, the discontinuities of S '(x) 
are removable. Therefore, as x--+O we have 

S k (X)--.Ak f (1 - g )a(g )S~ _ 1 (g )dg = 1. We note that 

S;; = - Aka(x)S~ _ 1 (x) except at the singularity x = X,. 

Lemma 2: For k;;d, ° <Sk(X) <Sk _ dx}, O<x < 1 and 
O<Ak_I<A k • 

Proof Consider first vo(x) = (So - SI)(X). We will show 
that vo(x} > 0, ° <x < 1, andfo(x) = M I/aSo(X) - SI(X) has at 
most one zero on (0,1) for any M, ° < M < 1. The latter result 
is needed for the induction argument to follow. 
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Note that v;{(x) = A1a(x)Sg(x) > 0 except at x = Xs (the 
singularity), where it is undefined; also vo(O) = 0, Vo (0) = O. 
Therefore, vo(x) > 0,0 <x < 1. ConsideringJo, 
f;{(x) = A la(x)Sg(x) >0 except at x = Xs' where it is unde
fined andJo(O) = 0'/0(0) = Mila - 1<0. Therefore,Jo(x) is 
zero at most once on (0,1). 

For the induction hypothesis suppose 
Vk-l (x) = (Sk_l - Sk)(X»O, o<x< I and thatfk_l (x) 
= M lIaSk _ 1 (x) - Sk(X) has at most one zero on (0,1) for 
any ME(O,!). Since Sdx) <Sk_l (x), (2) implies that 
Ak+ 1 >Ak· Now let vk(x) = (Sk-Sk+ l)(X) and 
fk = M l/aSdx) - Sk+ dx). We have vdO) = vk(O) = ° and 

vk'(k) = (Sk - Sk + 1 )"(x) 

= a(x)[Ak+ lS%(X) -AkSL dx)]. (5) 

The last term in (5) has a zero on (0, I) if and only if 

(6) 

has a zero on (0,1). SinceAk/Ak + 1 < 1 the induction hypoth
esis shows that vk'(x) has at most one zero on (0,1). Moreover 
(5} shows that v;;(x) is positive near x = 0. Thus we have 
vdO) = vk (0) = vd I) = 0, vk'(x) > ° for x near zero and vk'(x) 
changes sign at most, once on (0,1). Therefore, vk(x) >0, 
O<x< 1, and so Sdx)>Sk+ 1 (x), O<x< 1. 

To show fk has at most one zero on (0,1) we can proceed 
similarly. In this case we have 

fk'(x) = a(x) [Ak + I S% - M l/aAks% _ I (x)], 

which has a zero on (0, I) if and only if 

(M lIaAk / Ak+ tlllaSk_ dx) - Sk(X) 

does. Again the induction hypothesis shows that this term 
has at most one zero on (0,1). Nowfk(O) =h(I) = 0, 
fk (0) < O'/k'(x) > 0 for x near zero, so fdx) has at most one 
zero on (0,1). 

Lemma 3: There exists a nonnegative continuous func
tion w(x) defined on [0,1], positive on (O,E), with Sk(X»W(x) 
for all xE[O,I], and all k. 

Proof Let 

T(x) = {x' O<x<~, (7) 
1 -x, ~<x<l. 

Since for k>I SdO) = Sk(I) = 0, Sdx»O, Sk'(x) <0 except 
at X s ' where it is undefined, it follows that 
Sk(x»IISk II 00 T(x), where IISk II 00 = sUPo<x<IISdx)l. From 
(2), 

Sk(x):>AkIISk_111: f G(x,S')a(S')Ta(S')dS', 

and since ° <Sk(X) <So(x) < 1, o<x< 1, it follows that 

1 >Ak IISk _ I II: f G (x,S' )alS )Ta(S' )dS', 

and thus 

IISk-lll: <A k-III f G(x,S')a(S')Ta(S')dS' II; I. 

Hence, 

- S ;:(x) = Aka(x)S% _ I (x) 

<a(x)/lf G(x,S')a(S')Ta(S')dS'II:;;1 (8) 
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except at x = X s ' where both sides are undefined. That is, 
there is a C> 0 such that S ;;(x) > - Calx), 0 <x < 1, x#xs' 
Using SdO) = 0, SdI) = 0, S k(O) = 1, and integrating we 
have 

Sdx»x - C LX L a(r)dr dt. 

Now let x<xo < xS' Since a(r) is continuous on [O,xo], it pos
sesses a maximum on [O,xo], say M. Therefore, on [O,xo], 
Sk (x):>x - CMX2/2. This establishes the existence of w(x). 

At this point we have shown that the sequence 
{SdX)}k~ I is well defined, decreasing and bounded below 
by a positive function w(x). Thus from (2) 

Ak«f (1-S')a(S')wa(S')ds )-1 
so that {A k } k~ I is a monotone increasing sequence bound
ed above; therefore, it is convergent to some number A. Since 
the Sk (x) are absolutely continuous, 

ISdxd -Sdxz)1 = I J:' Sk(t)dt I <i~' ISk(t)ldt. 

From (4) and the fact that ° <Ak <A we have IS k(t)1 <AJ, 
where J does not depend on k. Therefore, 

ISk(x I) - Sk(xz)I<AJ IXI - xzl 

and the sequence {Sk(X)}k~ I is seen to be equicontinuous. 
Thus since 0 <Sk (x)< 1, k = 1,2, ... , we have a uniformly 
bounded equicontinuous set off unctions; Arzela's 
theorem 10 applies and we can assert the existence of a subse
quence of {Sdx)} which converges uniformly to a contin
uous function S (xj(>w(x)) on [0,1]. Since the sequence 
{Sdx)} is monotone, the entire sequence converges uni
formly to S (x). 

Now we want to show that this pair (A,S) solves (1). 
Since the functions A kG (x,S' )a(s )S % (s ) are bounded above 
by an integrable function and converge a.e. (as k- + 00) to 
AG (x,S' )a(s )S a(S' ) we may apply the Lebesgue convergence 
theorem to assert that 

SIx) =,.1, f G(x,S')a(s)sa(s)dS'. 

Therefore, using (3) with Sk and Sk _ 1 replaced by S we find 
that S '(x) is defined and absolutely continuous and that 

S"(x) = -Aa(x)Sa(x) a.e. on (0,1), 

S(O) = S(I) = O. 

In fact this last equation holds for all x #xs' So we have 
proved 

Theorem 1: The eigenvalue problem 

S " (x) + Aa(x)sa(x) = 0, ° <x < 1, 

S(O) = SrI) = 0, 

(9) 

where a > 0, a(x) > ° on (0,1), and a(x) is continuous except 
for an integrable singularity at x = X s ' has a positive solution 
pair in the sense described earlier. Moreover, it is obtainable 
as the uniform limit of the sequence {CAk,Sk)} defined by 

So(x) =x, 

Sk(X) =Ak fG(x,s)a(s)S%-l (s)ds, 
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A k = (f (1 - S )a(S )S % ~ ] (S Ids ) ~ ], 
k = 1,2, ... , and Sk ,,-S, Ak )" A, as k-+oo. 

Notes: 1. If (A,S) is a solution pair to (1), then so is 
(Ac] ~ a,cS); thus the choice of Ak at each step which forced 
S ,,(0) = 1 is simply a normalization. 

2. If a(x) has a finite number of integrable singularities 
on (0,1) the theorem still holds. 

3. Ifa(x)=Oon (O,xs ) then the proof of Lemma 3 fails. In 
this case, the result of Lemma 3 could be established by con
sidering the equivalent differential equation formulation of 
(2), 

{
O, 

S ;:(x) = 
- Aka(x)SL] (x), 

o<x<xs' 

SdO) = Sdl) = 0, S ,,(0) = 1. 

In this way itis seen thatSk(x) = x, ° <x <xs ' for allk. From 
thefact thatS ;:(x)<O, x, <x < 1, we see that a choice for w(x) 
IS 
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W(X)={~(I_X)' 
1 -Xs 

Xs <x< 1. 

In fact, (A = 1/(1 - xs)x~,w(x)) is the solution to 

S" + A8(x - xs)S = 0, 

S(O) = Sill = 0, 

S'(O) = 1. 
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A new method for summation of divergent power series 
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A new method for summation of divergent power series is developed. It only requires the 
knowledge of the form of both the small and large A-power expansion (A being the perturbation 
parameter) and few coefficients of one of them to yield excellent results. Convergence is proved for 
a simple two-level model, and reasonable arguments are given for more complex and interesting 
models. The method is quite general and contains some resummation techniques reported 
previously as particular cases. The anharmonic, mean square, displacement function, the ground
state eigenvalue of the quantum-mechanical anharmonic oscillator, and the ground-state energy 
of the hydrogen atom in a magnetic field calculated in this way are shown to be of striking 
accuracy in the whole range of the perturbation parameter. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Lt, 03.65.Db 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Perturbation theory is one of the most powerful and 
widely extended mathematical techniques in theoretical 
physics. Since the majority of physically interesting models 
which can be treated in this way lead to divergent series, 
much effort was directed to understand the reasons for this 
divergence. Furthermore, several summation procedures 
were developed and discussed during the last years, the most 
commonly employed ones being Pade approximants1.2 and 
the Borel transform. 3 

Frequently, the problem under study leads to two dif
ferent power series expansions in the small and large A re
gime (A being the perturbation parameter), respectively. The 
functions obtained through Pade approximants or Borel 
transform do not fulfill both series except in a few particular 
cases. Several renormalized perturbation techniques were 
proposed recently4-16 to overcome this difficulty. In general, 
these procedures which allow both series to be fitted improve 
convergence largely. Notwithstanding, there remains much 
to be done in the field of divergent power series, especially 
due to the universality of perturbation theory approaches. 

During the last years, the search for approximate eigen
values of parameter-dependent Hamiltonians led to a new 
procedure based on semiclassical and variational meth
ods. 17-Z1 It consists of approaching the eigenvalues by means 
of a variational functional that obeys a differential equation 
similar to that satisfied by the exact eigenvalues. The differ
ential equation is obtained from the virial and Hellmann
Feynman theorem. 17.18 

In this paper we propose a new way to handle those 
problems that lead to two power series expansions, one for 
the small and the other one for the large A regime. It consists 
in building a suitable functional which satisfies both series. 
The procedure, which will be termed the functional method 
(FM) from now on, only requires knowing the form of both 
series and a few coefficients of one of them to yield highly 
accurate results in the whole range of A values. Although the 
form of our functional was suggested by the aforementioned 
variational functional procedure,17-21 the method we pro-

pose here is wholly original, for the point of view is thor
oughly different, as will be shown later. 

Those series which our method can be applied to are 
also Pade and Borel summable, but the present procedure 
offers several advantages. It is easier to handle and gives us 
the proper analytical structure (i.e., the correct power series 
in the small as well as large A regime) of the unknown func
tion that is approximated. Since the functional is built from 
the power series directly, the FM can be suitable for prob
lems which are not associated with a Hamiltonian. This fact 
allows the FM to be useful in many branches of physics other 
than quantum mechanics. Furthermore, when summing one 
of the series, the convergence can be largely improved by 
properly adding the main term of the other one, provided it is 
known. 

In Sec. II we set down the method and show how to 
build the functional that approximates some rather general 
power series expansions. In Sec. III, some previously report
ed resummation techniques are shown to be particular cases 
of (or simply related to) the present method and also to relate 
each other closely. 

Convergence properties of the resulting functional se
ries are discussed at length in Sec. IV by way of a two-level 
model that exhibits two level crossings in the complex plane. 
It is shown that the FM changes the finite convergence radi
us of the Rayleigh-Schrodinger series into an infinite one. 

In Sec. V the method is applied to more complex prob
lems that have real physical interest such as the anharmonic, 
mean-square, displacement function, the quantum-mechan
ical anharmonic oscillator, and Zeeman effect for the hydro
gen atom. In all cases results are in excellent agreement with 
the exact (numerical) ones and far better than those obtained 
through the original power series. The FM is also more accu
rate than other resummation techniques. 

Even though we are not able to prove rigorously in 
which cases the FM series converge, we will reasonably show 
that our procedure is very suitable for obtaining accurate 
results from divergent power series. 

Finally, some other problems which can be handled in 
this way are briefly discussed in Sec. VI. 
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II. THE METHOD 

Let us suppose that we are interested in calculating, as 
exactly as possible, the values of an unknown real function 
E (A ), which can be expanded as 

~ 

E(A)= L EiA i, (2.1a) 
i=O 

00 

E(A)=APe(A)=A P L eiA ai, a<O, (2.1b) 
;=0 

when A is small and large enough, respectively (a and /3 are 
real numbers). In general, the convergence radii of these se
ries are not known, and they may be finite, infinite, or zero. 
We do not make any assumption about this. Even when the 
convergence radius of one of these series is infinite, results 
are not good enough in the whole range of A values, for the 
series is to be truncated up to the last known term. 

In this paper we will show that excellent values for E (A ) 
can be obtained by means of the functional 

F=A Iq2 + if + AqtB(A, q), (2.2) 

where A is a real constant, qis a new variable, andB (A, q) is a 
function that will be determined later on. 

The form of the functional (2.2) is suggested by previous 
works on a variational-semiclassical approximation to the 
eigenvalues of anharmonic and coupled oscillators. 17-21 In 
this scheme, A I q2 plays the role of the kinetic energy and the 
remaining of the rhs in (2.2) is a sort of expectation value of 
the potential energy. But this interpretation is nonsense here 
because we do not suppose that E (A ) is an eigenvalue of a 
given Hamiltonian operator. 

The change of variables q = A - I/(t + 2)W allows us to 
write (2.2) as 

F=A 2I(t+2)IAlw2+A -(S+2)1(t+2)w'+wtB(A,q)). (2.3) 

If F is to fulfill (2.1), then it is necessary that 

S = - (21/3)(a + /3), t = (2//3)( 1 - /3), (2.4) 

and, besides, B (A, q) has to be able to be expanded as A a 

power series. To achieve this, let us consider the equation 

if + 2 + Abqt + 2 = 1, (2.5) 

where b is a real parameter that allows convergence to be 
improved, as will be seen later on. When Ab > 0, there is only 
one real root q(A ) of (2. 5), which is a continuous function of A 
for all A values. This equation plays the role of the stationary 
point condition in the variational functional method. 17-21 

If(2.5) is written in terms ofw, 

A -(s+2)/(t+2)ws+2+bwt+2= 1, 

we see that the two variables 

U= Aqt+2, V=qs+2 

are bounded: 

utA = 0) = 0, utA ---+ 00) = lib, 

VIA = 0) = 1, VIA ---+ 00) = 0, 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

and, furthermore, they can be expanded inA- and A a_power 
series when A is small and large enough, respectively. Then, 
good choices for B (A, q) are 
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00 

B= L b;u;, (2.8a) 
;=0 

00 

B= L b~ v; . , (2.8b) 
;=0 

where the coefficients b; and b; are adjusted in order to 
fulfill (2.1). 

Our method consists in approaching E (A ) by means of 
Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5) (the last equation fixing the proper q val
ue). The coefficients b; are best adjusted through Eq. (2.1a) 
because the term b;u; only yields A j terms withj>i. In this 
way, the addition of the M th term to (2.8a) does not modify 
the coefficients b; (i <M - 1) computed previously. By the 
same reasoning, Eq. (2.8b) is found to be better in order to 
allow F to fulfill (2.1 b). 

When /3 and a are not integer numbers, and negative A 
values are allowed, the proper form of (2.1 b) should be 

00 

E(A) = I A I P L e; I A I a;, (2.9) 
i=O 

but this fact does not require changing the form of Eqs. (2.2) 
and (2.5). 

In order to obtain a general expression for the constant 
A and the coefficients b; in terms of the original power series 
coefficients E;, let us write A and F as functions of u, 

A = u(l - bu)l/a, (2.10) 

(1 - bu) -PlaF = A + 1 - bu + uB (u). (2.11) 

If we introduce (2.1 a) in (2.11) (with F = E ) and expand each 
term of the resulting equation in powers of u, we obtain, after 
equating the coefficients of u; on both sides of (2.11), the 
following recursion relationship: 

± ± (_ b ) i + k - j (if - k )! a) ( ~ ~ ~ a) E
j 

_ k 

j=Ok=O k I j 

= (A + 1) 0;,0 + (b;_l - M;_I,o)(l - 0;,0)' (2.12) 

where O . . is the Kronecker delta and (f) is the coefficient of u; .,J 

in the Taylor expansion of (1 + ut, The zeroth-order equa
tion [i.e., i = 0 in (2.12)] gives us an A value that is (a, /3 )
independent, 

A = Eo - 1. (2.13) 

Coefficients b; are determined in the same way. In this 
case, we have 

A = (1 - v) vI/alb, (2.14) 

V -pia F = (1 - vf elb fJ = A + V + (1 - v) B(v)lb. (2.15) 

After expanding each term in (2.15) as a v-power series, we 
obtain another general recursion relationship: 

± ± (_ W + k - j (. ~ .) ((j - k ) a) e
j 

_ k b (k - J1 a - P 
j=Ok=O I j k 

= Ao;,o +0;,1 + {b; -b;_I(I-o;,o)}lb. (2.16) 

The zeroth-order equation links A, b ~, and eo together: 

b ~ = b 1 - P eo - Ab. (2.17) 

Therefore, if we place (2.13) into (2.17), b ~ is thoroughly 
fixed in terms of eo, b, and Eo. The proper b value is chosen in 
order to achieve highest convergence rates. This fact will be 
discussed at length in the subsequent sections. 
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In all nontrivial problems, we only get a finite number 
of terms in the series (2.1a) and/or (2.1 b). So, we have to 
truncate the expansions (2.8) up to the highest-order coeffi
cient we can calculate from (2.12) and (2.16). For this reason, 
we will have, in a general case, two different approximate 
expansions for B, 

M 

BM = L biui, 
i=O 

M 

B~ = L b; Vi. 
i=O 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

In problems of actual physical interest, it occurs fre
quently that one knows eo in addition to the first M + 1 coef
ficients Ei. In such cases, we can fix bo,bl, ... ,bM through 
(2.12) and then bM + 1 by allowing the resulting functional to 
fulfill (A -PF)(A -+ (0) = eo; i.e., 

bM + 1 =b M
+

1 {bl-P(eo-Ab P)- i~O bi b -i}. 
(2.20) 

As we reasoned before, in practice it is better to use 
(2.18) and (2.19) to deal with (2.1a) and (2.1b), respectively. 
But, since bothBM andB ~ are able to be written aSA- or A u_ 

power series alternatively, then both expansions (2.1) can be 
taken into account by means of either (2.18) or (2.19). 

Were we to know e 1 in the example that led to (2.20), we 
would be able to take this coefficient into consideration too 
by adding a new term to (2.18). But this addition would 
modify the bM + 1 value, for bM + 1 and bM + 2 would be cou
pled in two equations. In general, this way does not lead to 
better results than those obtained by taking into account eo 
only and so, we will not follow it in this paper. 

It is clear that the functional (2.2) and Eq. (2.5) are thor
oughly determined by means of the real numbers a and f3 
[that is to say, by means of the series (2.1)] without reference 
to any sort of Hamiltonian operator. Thus, the method is so 
general that it can be applied to a wide variety of problems in 
many branches of physics whenever they lead to power series 
expansions of the form (2.1). This will be shown in the follow
ing sections. 

Another very important feature of the FM is that it 
makes clear a relation between the variational functional 
method 17-21 and several rearranged and renormalized petur
bation series.4

-
16 

III. RELATION TO OTHER TECHNIQUES OF 
RESUMMATION OF POWER SERIES 

Since divergent power series appear very frequently in 
many fields of physics, several procedures were developed 
during the last years to sum them. Most of these methods 
were applied to the quantum-mechanical anharmonic oscil
lator and the ¢ 2M-model field theory in order to test their 
performance. Good reviews of some interesting divergent 
series and several rigorous mathematical results about them 
can be found in Refs. 22 and 23. For example, Pade approxi
mants l

•
2 and the Pade-Borel method3 were applied to the 

Rayleigh-Schrodinger (RS) perturbation series for the quan
tum-mechanical anharmonic oscillator which is known to be 
divergent for all A values. 24 This one-dimensional model 
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gives rise to two power series like (2.1) with f3 = j and 
a= -~. 

But it is obvious that neither the Pade approximants nor 
the Pade-Borel method can give us, in the general case, the 
correct analytical A dependence in the large A regime [see 
(2.1b)] when they are applied directly to the A-power series 
(2.1a). The only case they lead to the proper behavior is 
a = - 1 and f3 an integer. 

Due to this difficulty, several alternative techniques 
were developed to treat some particular problems. For ex
ample, the variationally rearranged perturbation theory,4-6 
the geometric approximation (GA)/·8 partition tech
niques6.25 and their renormalization,9.JO generalized Wick 
ordering of Hamiltonians, II order-dependent mappings, 12 
and rearranged Hamiltonians written in second-quantiza
tion formalism 13-16 were proved to be very useful. All these 
procedures have succeeded in summing some particular di
vergent series or, at least, in diminishing their divergence 
rate largely. Convergence was rigorously proved for very few 
casesonly.II.12 ,'-

Though the procedure described in Sec. II is reminis
cent of the variational functional method,17-21 it is only 
based on the analytical structure of the series (2.1), and it is 
wholly original as far as we know. Then, it might be profita
ble to know if, under certain conditions, the FM can be relat
ed to other existing techniques such as those summarized 
before. We will try to find some of these connections in the 
remaining of this section. 

A. Geometric approximation 

Let us suppose that a Hamiltonian H can be written as 

H=Ho+AV, (3.1) 

where the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of Ho are known, 

HolJlo = EolJlo. (3.2) 

In the usual Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory 
(RSPT), the eigenvalues E and eigenfunctions IJI of Hare 
expanded as 

00 00 

E= L EiA i, IJI = L lJIi A i. (3.3) 
i=O i=O 

The convergence of the eigenvalue-power series can be large
ly improved by way of the GA that consists ofrewritingH as 

Since the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of H ~ are known, 
then the RSPT can be applied to this new problem without 
difficulty and the first perturbation corrections E; are 

Eo = J-lEo, E; = EI + (1 - J-l) Eo/A, E; = E2/J-l, 

E; = [E3+(jL-l)E2/A J/J-l2. (3.5) 

It is customary to choose J-l in order to make E; null (i.e., 
according to Wigner's rulef·26: 

(3.6) 

With this J-l value, the rearranged power series (up to third
order) equals the (2/1) Pade approximant built from (3.3): 
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&:::=.E ~ + E; A + E ~A 2 

= Eo +,.1, {EI +AE2/(1 -AE3IE2)). (3.7) 

If the integral SI = (1/10 11/11 ) is thought to be a variable 
parameter, then all perturbation terms E; (i> 1) will depend 
on it. Therefore, 

I 

E(l) = I E;(SI) A;. (3.8) 
i~O 

Since the energy eigenvalue E does not depend on SI> then a 
good choice for it will be 

aE(l) 
-- =0. (3.9) 

aSI 

When I = 3, this equation leads to 

SI = - E31E2 = (p- 1)/,.1,. (3.10) 

This is a very interesting result, which poses a connection 
between a variational procedure and a partition technique. 
Other choices for SI correspond to different partitions of the 
Hamiltonian H. 8 

Equations (3.7) and (3.10) show that the stationary
point condition (3.9) (with I = 3) gives rise to the change of 
variables A ~ A I( 1 + ASI), where SI is given by (3.10). On 
the other hand, the variable we proposed in Sec. II was 
u = A I(r! - t + Ab ), which clearly suggests that our method 
should equal the GA when s = t; i.e., when a = - 1 [see 
(2.4)]. Besides, our parameter b seems to play the role of the 
integral SI' In order to verify this, let us consider Eqs. (2.2), 
(2.4), (2.5), and (2.18) with/3 = - a = 1 andM = 2, which 
lead to the following functional: 

F=A Iq2 + 1 + Abo +,.1, 2b j q2 +,.1, 3b2q4, q2 = 1/ 
(1 +Ab), (3.11) 

where 
A=Eo-l, bo=EI-Ab, bl =E2, b2=E3+bE2. 

(3.12) 
Since the exact function E (A ) is b-independent, then it seems 
reasonable to determine the best b ( = b *) value according to 

aF 
- (A,b = b *) = O. (3.13) 
ab 

Thus, we obtain 

b * = - E31E2' (3.14) 

which together with (3.11) and (3.12) gives us (3.7) exactly. It 
is interesting to note that the stabilization condition (3.13) 
leads to b2 = 0 and, besides, that b • is A-independent. This 
last result seems to hold in a general case, as we will see later 
on. 

Previous discussion shows that the GA can be thought 
of as a particular case of our FM when /3 = - a = 1. Fur
thermore, since the functional (2.2)-(2.5) was built in order to 
fulfill both power series exactly, then we can conclude that 
the GA can only give us the correct A dependence for E when 
/3 = - a = 1. For example, it is very useful to deal with 
Coulomb interaction potentials. 7•27 Also, Euler's method,28 
which is often used to continuate Taylor expansions analyti
cally, is a particular case of the FM when/3 = - a = 1. 

Recently, Bhattacharyya29 has proposed a generalized 
Euler's method to deal with power series expansions, but the 
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change of parameter he has discussed is quite different from 
ours. Besides, his procedure does not take into consideration 
the small and large power series in those cases that admit 
them. 

Before going forward, it might be profitable to discuss 
how to determine the best b value (b = b *). If the series rear
ranged through the FM converged for a given A value, then 
their plots vs b (A fixed) should probably possess a plateau, 
the extension of which should increase as Min Eq. (2.18) 
increases. Furthermore, the smaller the A value, the larger 
this plateau. Thus we are forced to find a suitable plateau 
criterion. 

Equation (3.13) exhibits a very attracting feature: the b * 
value seems to be A-independent. This fact leads to a surpris
ing conclusion. Let us suppose thatM - 1 coefficients bi [see 
Eq. (2.18)] were determined according to (2.12). Therefore, 
the functional can be expanded in A-power series as 

M 00 

F= I E;Ai+ I F;A;. (3.15) 
;=0 i~M+l 

If Eq. (3.13) held for all A values, then all F;'s (i;;.M + 1) 
should be stable for the same b * value, 

aF 
a~ (b = b *) = 0, i;;.M + 1. (3.16) 

For example, if we expand (3.11) up to &(..1. 4), we obtain 
F4 = - (E2b 2 + 2E3b ), which is stable when 
b = b * = - E31E2. Equation (3.16) is more suitable than 
(3.13) to compute b * because F; is always a polynomial of 
degree i. 

Usually, F has no stationary points for some M values, 
and the plateau has to be determined by another way. A good 
plateau criterion is always necessary in order to find the best 
mapping parameter, 11.12 and we can obtain it, for example, 
by minimizing the absolute value of the last coefficient in the 
expansion. Also, we can fix b * through an inflexion point 
condition 

a
2

F (A b = b *) = 0 
ab 2 ' , 

(3.17) 

but in this case b * is found to be A-dependent. Throughout 
this paper, b * will be determined according to the two fol
lowing rules: 

(i) Stationary point: We will choose the stationary point 
with the smallest absolute value of the second derivative. 
The b * value obtained in this way is A-independent. 

(ii) Inflexion point: If there were no stationary points, 
we would choose the inflexion point with the smallest abso
lute value of the first derivative. The b * value obtained in this 
way changes within a finite (and always small) interval when 
A runs from 0 to 00. These rules can be summarized in the 
following mathematical expression: 

G(b *) = min G(b), 
Ibi"! 

G(b) = I aF I + Ib 1 I J
2
F I 

Jb ab 2 ' 
(3.18) 

where {b r) means the set of all stationary or inflexion 
points. The coefficient Ib 1 of the second derivative was intro-
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duced to avoid too large b * values, for they do not lead to 
accurate enough results. 

Though we are unable to rigorously prove that the sta
tionary points (3.13) areA-independent, this assertion is sup
ported by a careful numerical search on several quite differ
ent examples, some of which will be discussed later on in this 
paper. 

B. Scaling-variational method 

Let us suppose that we are interested in the ground
state eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian, 

H=Ho+A lxi', HO=p2+ Ixl s
, p= -i~, (3.19a) 

dx 
and that we know a normalized eigenfunction ¢ (x) of Ho with 
eigenvalue Eo, 

Ho¢=Eo¢. (3.l9b) 

Then, a good approach to the lowest eigenvalue E of H can 
be obtained with the upper bound 

E (a) = (¢a I H¢a) >E, ¢a = a l
/
2¢ (ax). (3.20) 

The virial theorem for (3.19) states that 

(¢ I IxIS¢) = 2Eo/(s + 2) = 2(¢ I p2¢ )/s. (3.21) 

Therefore, 

E(a) = 2a2Eo/(s + 2) + sa-sEo/(s + 2) +AEI a-', 

EI = (¢ Ilxl'¢). (3.22) 

In this simple approximation scheme, the most accu-
rate approximation to E is given by the lowest E (a) value. 
The minimum condition aE (a)/aa = 0 leads at once to the 
best a value, 

a- s
-

2 +..1. (s + 2) tEl a-'-2/(2sEo) = 1. (3.23) 

The scaling-variational method just described here is also 
suitable for estimating excited-state eigenvalues because it 
gives us the proper (A,n) dependence of them (see Refs. 30 
and 31 and references therein.) 

On the other hand, the FM leads to 

F= (Eo - I)lq2 + ¢ +Ab~', (3.24a) 

¢+2 +Abq'+2 = 1, (3.24b) 

in the first-order approximation [i.e., M = 0 in (2.18)]. From 
(2.12) it follows that 

bo = EI + (s + 2 - 2Eo) b I(s + 2). (3.25) 

Thus, the three first Taylor expansion terms for Fare 

F=Eo+EIA +F~2 + "', 
F2 = sEob 2/(s + 2)2 - tEjb I(s + 2). (3.26) 

Since it is rather cumbersome to obtain a root of (aF I 
ab )(b = b *) = 0, we will obtain b • by way of (aF21 
ab )(b = b *) = 0, which leads to 

b * = t (s + 2) EI/(2sEo). (3.27) 

When this result is replaced in (3.24b), we obtain (3.23) exact
ly with q = 1/a. So, we have proved that the FM also con
tains the scaling-variational method30,31 as a particular case. 
It is found that (3.27) is also a stationary point of F for all A 
values, according to what was argued before. 
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c. Other partition techniques 

The eigenvalues of the 2k-anharmonic oscillator 

H = p; + m2x 2 + Ax2k, px = - i ! ' (3.28) 

can be expanded in power series like (2.1) with a = - 2/ 
(k + 1) and /3 = I/(k + 1). Equation (2.10) gives rise to the 
following change of perturbation parameter: 

..1.= u(1 - bu)-(k+ 1)/2. (3.29) 

This is exactly the same transformation proposed by Dmi
trieva and Plindov,5,6 who determined b according to the 
virial theorem. 

The change of variables x = (1 - bu) I /4y allows us to 
write (3.28) as5,6 

ii = (1 - bU)!/2H = p; + y2 + U(y2k - by2). (3.30) 

Since the eigenvalues of iio = p; + yare known, then the 
RSPT can be applied to (3.30) without further difficulty, and 
we obtain the eigenvalues of Has u-power series 

'" 
E=(I-bu)-!12 I E;(b)ui, (3.31) 

;=0 

where E; are the perturbation corrections to the eigenvalue 
E of ii. 

Dmitrieva and Plindov's method5
,6 is suitable to deal 

with any Hamiltonian operator of the general form 
H = T + VI + V2, where V! and V2 are homogeneous func
tions of the coordinates, provided the eigenvalues and eigen
functions of T + V! are known. 

A careful examination of the partition techniques dis
cussed by Pascual,4 Killingbeck,9 and Austin and Killing
beck lO shows that they are closely related to the method of 
Refs. 5 and 6 and that they also lead to a mapping parameter 
like (3.29), though these authors did not make it explicit. 

The FM applies to all problems that can be treated by 
means of the aforesaid procedures and to other ones that are 
not related to a Hamiltonian operator. Therefore, the pertur
bation techniques described in Refs. 4-6, 9, and 10 may be 
clearly thought to be particular cases of the FM. 

D. Generalized Wick-ordering method 

In a very interesting paper, Caswell!! extended Wick
order concepts that are well known in field theory and devel
oped an approach to the eigenvalues of anharmonic oscilla
tors and double well potential problems related to them. 
Caswell's method will be briefly discussed here, using the 
quartic anharmonic oscillator [k = 2 in (3.28)] as an exam
ple, in order to show that it is a particular case of our FM. 

The Wick-ordered Hamiltonian :H: with all creation 
operators to the left of all anihilation operators is related to 
H [(3.28)] by 

H= :H: +M - 3AI(2M2), (3.32) 

where the renormalized mass M is connected with the origi
nal oscillator mass m through 

(3.33) 

The RS perturbation series 
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'" ( A )j E=m I E j -3 
j=O m 

(3.34) 

can be rearranged as 

(3.35) 

where the new expansion coefficients E tt are determined in 
such a way that (3.35) leads to (3.34) when M is expanded in 
A-power series. Because of(3.33), the variable A 1M 3 remains 
bounded for all A values. 

It is not difficult to prove that Caswell's perturbation 
series (3.34) and those obtained by Pascual4 and Dmitrieva 
and Plindov5.6 are exactly the same when E is the ground
state eigenvalue of the quartic anharmonic oscillator. 

Caswell I I generalized the Wick-ordering method just 
described by replacing (3.33) with 

M2 = m 2 + fA, 1M, (3.36) 

where the "mass shift" 1 is determined in order to improve 
convergence. Caswell I I proposed the stationary point condi
tion 

.E... {lim A -1/3 EII)(M)} (I = 1*) = 0, 
al A~", 

(3.37) 

whereEII)(M) is the sum (3.35) up to the! th term, in order to 
obtain the best 1 ( = 1 *) value. Frequently, Eq. (3.37) leads to 
complex roots only. In such cases it is necessarily a good 
criterion to choose 1 *. II 

The Wick ordering does not lead to series like (3.35) 
when it is directly applied to any anharmonic oscillator with 
k> 2, but Caswell could generate them by resorting to di
mensional arguments. 

We will now prove that our FM contains Caswell's 
method as a particular case. The change of variables 
Z = q'+2 transforms (2.2) and (2.5) in 

Z +Abz- lIa = 1, 

'" F = zPla I dj(AZ - liar, 
;=0 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

where do =A + 1, d l = bo - b, and d j = b j _ 1 (i> 1). For 
the quartic anharmonic oscillator model discussed before 
(a = - 2/3), Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39) equal (3.33) and (3.35), 
respectively, when 

Therefore, the FM and Caswell's procedure yield identical 
results whenever the parameters 1 and b are determined ac
cording to the same criterion. In Sec. V we will compute the 
ground-state eigenvalue of the quartic anharmonic oscillator 
for different A values using Caswell's method and the FM 
with (3.37) and (3.18), respectively. Results will show the 
influence of the plateau criterion. 

When considering the anharmonic oscillator problem, 
the zeroth-order Hamiltonain can be defined by several dif
ferent arrangements of the creation and anihilation opera
tors 13

-
16 unlike the Wick-ordering one. It was recently 

shown32 that one of these partitions l5 leads to an RS series 
with infinite convergence radius. 
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E. Order-dependent mappings 

Seznec and Zinn-Justin 12 made a numerical test of a 
summation method based on an order-dependent mapping 
which poses a generalization of the techniques that are 
usually employed to analytically continuate power series 
outside their convergence radii.28 The procedure was ap
plied to some models of interest in field theory and to other 
ones closely related to the quartic anharmonic oscillator. 12 It 
consists of changing the perturbation parameter A into an
other one g through a mapping 

(3.41) 

where p is a variational parameter introduced to minimize 
the error of the truncated series. By way of a partition of a 
Hamiltonian operator like those discussed in subsections 
III A and III B, Seznec and Zinn-Justin 12 found that s = 31 
2 is a good choice, but they considered other s values too. 

This technique is closely related to the FM for the map
ping (3.41) coincides with (2.10) exactly whenp = 1/b, 
g = bu, and s = - 1/ a. Besides, the FM requires a = - 2/ 
3 for the quartic anharmonic oscillator. Also, the alternative 
mapping (2.14) we proposed in Sec. II equals (3.41) when 
p = 1/b, g = 1/(1 - v), and s = - 1/a. Therefore, we see 
that the rearranged power series proposed by Seznec and 
Zinn-Justin l2 and by the FM are one and the same whenever 
s is properly chosen and p and b are determined through 
identical criteria. 

Another redefinition of the perturbation parameter was 
recently proposed by Valnberg et al. 33 and Popov and Wein
berg34 together with Pade and Borel-Pade methods, respec
tively, in order to improve the convergence of the perturba
tion series for screened Coulomb potentials. 

To make the discussion clear, let us consider the funnel
like confining potential: 

H (Z, A ) = p2 - Z Ir + Ar, (3.42) 

which is of great interest in quarkonium physics. 35 From the 
well-known Symanzik's theorem2 

H(Z,A) =A 2/3H(ZA -113,1), (3.43) 

Valnberg et al. 33 obtained the following mapping: 

A' = A (1 + yA )-1/3, (3.44) 

which transforms the original RS series into a A '-power ex
pansion. 

The change of the perturbation parameter (3.44) is not 
as good as those discussed in previous subsections for A ' is an 
unbounded parameter. This fact makes it necessary to resort 
to (N + 1/ N) Pade approximants in order to obtain reasona
ble results when A is large enough. Furthermore, though 
these approximants behave properly as A 2/3 in the large A 
regime, they do not give rise to the correct A -1/3 -power se
ries [see (3.43)] because A' cannot be expanded in such a 
senes. 

On the other hand, Popov and Weinberg34 applied the 
Borel-Pade method to theA' expansion and chose yin order 
to remove the nearest singularity of the Borel transform to 
infinity. Although this procedure yields better results than 
the RS series itself, the approximate function obtained in this 
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1/3 .. h manner does not lead to the proper A - expansion In t e 
large A regime. 

The FM shows that in this case the correct mapping 
should be [cf. (2.10)) 

(3.45) 

IV. APPLICATION TO A TWO-LEVEL MODEL 

At present we cannot prove to what extent the FM im
proves convergence of a general power series, but in this 
section we will try to give convincing heuristic arguments 
that the method is useful to enlarge convergence radii. To do 
this, let us consider a simple two-level model that was pre
viously studied by other authors8.36.37 because it exhibits a 
level crossing which is of great importance in atomic and 
molecular physics. 36.37 

The model is posed by the symmetric matrix 

(
3,.1,/2 U) 

H (A ) = U 4 _ 3,.1, /2 ' (4.1) 

where A is a real parameter. The two eigenvalues of H (A ), 

E ± (A) = 2 ± ~(25A 2 - 24,.1, + 16)1/2, (4.2) 

are analytic functions of A within a finite domain determined 
by the branching-point singularities Ab = 12/25 ± 16i/25. 
The matrix elements were chosen to obtain a strong coupling 
between the two eigenvalues that is given by a level crossing 
in the complex plane. The convergence radius of the Taylor 
series for the lower level E _ (A ) = E (A ) [like (2.1a)] is 
R = lAb I = 4/5. (We will not consider here the other eigen
value explicitly for the same qualitative conclusions apply to 
it.) 

The Borel method consists in calculatingE (A ) by means 
of the transformation3.28 

E(A) = L"" g(Az) e- Z dz, (4.3) 

where g(z) obeys the following Taylor expansion: 

00 E- ~ 
g(z)= I -'-. 

i= 0 11 
(4.4) 

In the present case, the region of Borel summability (Borel 
polygon) iSA (R B = lAb 12/Re(Ab) = 4/3.37 

The appropriate functional to deal with the A-power 
expansion for (4.2) is (P = - a = 1; s = t = 0) 

F(A) =A /q2 + 1 +ABM(q), (4.5a) 

where 
M 

BM(q)= L bi ui
, u=Aq2=A/(1 +Ab). (4.5b) 

;=0 

The branching-point singularities of E (A (u)) in the u-com
plex plane are found to be 

Ub =u(Ab)=(12+ 16b± 16i)/(16b 2+24b+25). 
(4.6) 

Since E (A - (0) - 00, then the mapping A (u) introduces a 
pole up = lib into E (A ). The two branching points lie on the 
circle of radius R " 

R' = IUb I = (400 + 384b + 256b 2)1/2/(25 + 24b + 16b 2), 

(4.7) 
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in the u-complex plane. Therefore, the u-power series will 
have, for real u values, the following convergence intervals: 

(i) -R' <u<R' or -R '/(1 + bR ')<,.1, 
<R '/(1 - bR') if R' < 1I1b I; 

(ii) - 1I1b I <u < 1I1b I or - 00 <A < 11 
12b I if R'> 1I1b I· 

When b = - 25/24, the equality R' = 1I1b I holds and at 
this point the transition from real finite convergence inter
vals(b> - 25/24) to infinite ones (b < - 25/24) takes place. 

The A and b values which allow the u-power series to 
converge are shown in Fig. 1 (region marked by hatching). It 
is clear that if b is chosen properly, the functional F should 
give us excellent results for A <0. We have studied several 
functions with a couple of conjugate branching points Ab 
= AI ± iA2 and in all cases the b values that fulfilled IU b I 
= 1I1b I gave rise to u-power series which converged in 

( - 00,A. d and (A I_ 00 ) when A I > 0 and A I < 0, respectively. 
Numerical calculation for more complicated problems (such 
as those discussed in Sec. V), suggests that the convergence 
radii of the u-power series are much larger than those of the 
A-power series. 

The two-level model just considered is suitable to com
pare the performance of the FM with those of the Pade and 
Borel-Pade methods for the (N + I,N) approximants behave 
properly in the large A regime (this is due to the fact that 
p= -a=I). 

The fifth-order A-power series for the ground-state level 

E(A) = 3,.1, /2 -A 2 - 3,.1, 3/4 - 5,.1, 4/16 + 9,.1, 5/64 + ... 
(4.8) 

can be rearranged in a u-power series with the following 
coefficients: 

A = - 1, bo = ~ + b, b l = - 1, b2 = - b - ~, 

b3 = - b 2 - 3b /2 - 5/16, 

b4 = - b 3 - 9b 2/4 - 15b /16 + 9/64. (4.9) 

When orders up to the third one are only included, the FM 
gives 

F(A,b) = {A 3(3b 2/2 - 2b - 3/4) + A 2(3b - 1) 

+ 3,.1, 12j/{ 1 + 2M +,.1, 2b 2J, (4.10) 

which has a stationary point b • = - 3/4. For this particu
lar value, the functional (4.10) leads to the (2/1) Pade approx
imant 

F(A) = (3,.1, /2)(1 - 17,.1, /12)/(1 - 3,.1, /4), (4.11) 

according to the discussion in subsection III A (it should be 
noted that b • = - E3/ E2). It is a very striking fact that this 
b· value leads to the largest IUb I value [Iu b I(b = - 3/ 
4) = 1] and that Ub has no real part [Ub (b = - 3/4) = ± IJ. 

Figure 2 shows the plotsF (A = - 1I2,b) vs b where the 
functional values were computed by means ofEqs. (4.5) and 
(4.9) with M = 2,3,4. Results clearly show that the plateau 
becomes larger as M increases. When M = 4, the functional 
is almost a constant for all b values within the interval 
(- 2, - 112). 

We have calculated E (A) approximately for different A 
values by means of the functional (4.5) with M = 2,3,4. Re-
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suits are shown in Table I together with those obtained 
through the fifth-order perturbation series and the exact val
ues. Even the third-order functional (M = 2) is much more 
accurate than the fifth-order Taylor expansion in almost the 
whole range of A values. 

The fifth-order functional (M = 4) exhibits two station
arypoints:b· = - 3/4andb· = - 1.61, the last one being 
in accord with the plateau criterion discussed in Sec. III. 
Both b • values lead to very good results which are compared 
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FIG. I. Convergence region in theA-b 
plane for the ground state of the two
level model (4.1). 
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TABLE I. Ground state of the two-level model (4.1) for several A values. 

-A -E" _Eb _Ec _Ed 

0.5 0.9318 0.9275 0.9267 0.9302 
1.0 2.0714 2.0432 2.0367 2.2031 
1.5 3.3088 3.2368 3.2195 4.6186 
2.0 4.6000 4.4694 4.4375 10.5000 
2.5 5.9239 5.7243 5.6753 24.2212 

"Third-order functional calculation, b· = - 3/4. 
b Fourth-order functional calculation, b· = - 5/4. 
C Fifth-order functional calculation, b • = - 1.61. 
d Fifth-order Taylor expansion. 

_ Eexact 

0.9262 
2.0311 
3.2022 
4.4031 
5.6199 

mant.J Furthermore, when,B is not an integer or a# - 1, 
Pade approximants do not behave properly in the large A 
regime unless a sort of renormalized power series is used. As 
we saw before, the techniques employed to obtain these ex
pansions are not general enough to handle any power series 
like (2.1), and, besides, they are particular cases of the FM. 
Therefore, the FM seems to be the most useful way to deal 
with this sort of power series. 

The FM has another very important advantage: We can 
introduce a new coefficient bs in order to satisfy 
(1..1, I-IF)(A -+ 00) = eo = - 5/2. This condition leads to [cf. 
(2.20)J 

s {SA ~ _;} bs = b - - + b - L.J b; b . 
21..1, 1 ;~O 

(4.12) 

The functional obtained in this way gives us far better results 
as shown in Table II. In general, the addition of a coefficient 
to B M(q) that allows the functional to behave properly in the 
large A regime improves convergence markedly. 

V_ APPLICATION TO SIMPLE MODELS OF PHYSICAL 
INTEREST 

A. The anharmonic, mean square, displacement 
function 

We said before that by this time we are not able to rigor
ously prove if our FM leads to convergent series or not. 
However, in Sec. IV we gave reasonable arguments that the 
FM may be a powerful tool to increase the convergence radi
us of a given power series. In this section we wiIl study three 

TABLE II. Ground state of the two-level model (4.1) computed through 
different approximation methods. 

-A -E" _Eb _EC _Ed _ Eexact 

0.5 
0.9258 

0.9267 
0.9257 0.9260 0.9263 0.9262 

1.0 
2.0248 

2.0216 
2.0367 

2.0283 2.0326 2.0311 

1.5 
3.1769 

3.2195 
3.1604 3.1915 3.2059 3.2022 

2.0 
4.3440 

4.4375 
4.2978 4.3793 4.4097 4.4031 

2.5 
5.5130 

5.6753 
5.4174 5.5783 5.6293 5.6199 

• Fifth-order functional. First and second value for each A correspond to 
b· = - 3/4 and b· = - 1.61, respectively. 

b(3/2) Pade approximant. 
C Borel-Pade method with the (3/2) Pade approximant for g(AZ) [see Eq. 

(4.3)]. 
dFifth-order functional with Eq. (4.12). 
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physically interesting problems, the first two ones being 
known to lead to RS series with zero convergence radii. Our 
goal is to show more clearly that the FM is far more general 
than the procedures described briefly in Sec. III by applying 
it to quite different problems. 

Great interest has been recently shown in the anhar
monic, mean-square, displacement function38

-42 

(x 2
) = f" x 2 exp[ -,8 'V(x)J dx 

x (L" exp[ -,8'V(x)J dxfl (5.1a) 

where 
,8' = 1/(kT), V(x) = k2X2 + k4X4, (5.1b) 

for it has been proved to be useful to interpret a wide variety 
of experimental data39,41.42 such as the dynamic response of 
the order--disorder and displacive ferroelectrics above the 
Curie temperature41 or the temperature dependence of the 
isochoric dielectric polarizability. 39,42 

Morita and Frood39 have shown that the function 

E(A) = 2,8'k2 (X
2
), ..1,= k4/(,B'k;) (5.2) 

can be expressed in the form of a continued fraction 

E (A) = 1/1 + 3..1, /1 + SA /1 + 7A /1 + '" . (5.3) 

This problem is quite appropriate for our purposes because 
the A-power series 

cc 

E (A ) = I E; A ; = 1 - 3..1, + 24..1, 2 
;~o 

_ 297..1, 3 + 4896..1, 4 _ 100,278..1, s + ... (5.4) 
is strongly divergent for all A values. It is very easy to con
vince oneself that this is true by noticing that both integrals 
in (5.1) diverge so long as A takes negative values no matter 
how small 1..1, 1 is. Besides, though the continued fraction (5.3) 
converges, it is not useful to calculate E (A ) in the large A 
regime for too many terms are required. 

The function E (A ) can also be expanded in powers of 
A -1/240, 

E(A) =..1, -1/2 f e; ..1,-;12 
;~o 

= A -1/2[ 0.675978 2399 - 0.271 5267096..1, -1/2 

+ 0.077 221 4863..1, - I 

- 0.0155666445..1, -3/2 

+ 0.001 780083 54..1, -2 - '" J . (5.5) 

Taking into account the leading term of this series (i.e., 
eo A -112), Booth40 suggested approximations of the form 

n 

E(A)~ I aj(A + a;)-1/2, (5.6) 
;=0 

where the 2n parameters aj and a j are determined according 
to 

(11)-1 ;~ (A = 0) = E;, i = O,I, ... ,2n - 1, (5.7a) 

lim A 1/2E(A) = eo. 
..1._ 00 

(5.7b) 

In this way, Booth40 could obtain quite good results for small 
and large enough A values. However, his formula fails in the 
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TABLE III. Calculation of the anharmonic, mean square, displacement function with different approximation levels. 

A Ea Eb EC Eexact Ed Ee Ef 

10 4 0.9995820 0.9997020 0.9997015 0.9997002 0.9997002 0.9997002 0.9997002 
10-3 0.995914 0.997041 0.997036 0.997024 0.997024 0.997024 0.997024 
10-2 0.965671 0.972 257 0.972 222 0.972 144 0.972 140 0.972 144 0.972 144 
10- 1 0.812166 0.817663 0.817 621 0.817561 0.817279 0.817480 0.817552 
1 0.467546 0.467923 0.467921 0.467919 0.467333 0.467657 0.467829 

10 0.188895 0.188902 0.188902 0.188902 0.188736 0.188818 0.188864 
102 0.064 958 0.064958 0.064 958 0.064 958 0.064 935 0.064946 0.064 952 
103 0.021 1070 0.021 1072 0.021 1072 0.0211072 0.021 105 0.021106 0.021 106 

a.b.c v-form of the functional with M = 1,2,3, respectively. 
d.e. f u-form of the functional with M = 2,3,4, respectively. 

intermediate regime, giving a very poor approach to E (A ). 
This failure is obviously due to the fact that the approximate 
function (5.6) does not obey the A -112-power expansion 
which is required by the exact one. 

Our FM, on the contrary, can satisfy both expansions. 
Using the results of Sec. II we obtain 

F = q-4 + Aq-6B (q), A> 0, (5.8a) 

where 

q-Z + Abq-4 = 1, u = Aq-4, V = q-z. (5.8b) 

It is possible to compute E (A ) approximately by two ways; 
i.e., using the u or the v form of F. In the first case we have 
(A=O) 

bo=EI +2b, 

b l =Ez + 3bEI + b Z
, 

bz = E3 + 5bEz + 6b zEI + b 3, 

b3=E4+7bE3+ 15b 2E2+ lOb 3EI +b 4. 

(5.9a) 

(5.9b) 

(5.9c) 

(5.9d) 

As was said in Sec. II, the firstM coefficients bi inB (q) deter
mined with (2.12) allow the functional to reproduce the ,,1,
power series up to the (M + l)th order and bM + I given by 
(2.20) takes into consideration the behavior of E (A ) in the 
very large A regime. 

In order to show how the results are improved by add
ingterms toBM , we have computed Fwith M = 1,2,3. In the 
first two cases there exist stationary points b * = 9.266 and 
b * = 7.930, respectively, which are A-independent. In the 
third case there are no stationary points but an inflexion 
point that changes approximately from 9.0 to 10.7 as A in
creases from 0 to 00. The best b * value was determined ac
cording to (3.18). Table III shows that our results are in an 
excellent agreement with the exact ones (obtained by Rom
berg integration) in the whole range of A values. Further
more, our functional is much more accurate than Booth's 
formula (5.6)40 for all A values. 

The coefficients in B ~ [(2.19)] can be easily calculated 
through (2.16), the first five ones being 

b b = b 3/Z eo, 

b' - b Z e + 3 b 3/Z e - b 
I - I 2 0' 

b 2 = b 5/2 e2 + 2b Zel + 1i b 3/Z eo - b, 

b 3 = b 3 e3 + ~ b 2 - 2b; +! bo - !b, 

(5. lOa) 

(5. lOb) 

(5.lOc) 

(5.lOd) 

b~ =b7/2e4+ib; -~b2 +3b; --(fibb +lb. (5.10e) 

In this case, it is not necessary to add an extra term to fit E (A ) 
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in the small A regime for A = 0 takes Eo into account. We 
have calculated F with M = 2,3,4 and the results are shown 
in Table III. The best b * values are stationary points placed 
in 15.582, 6.057, and 6.360, respectively. Also in this case, 
our results are much more accurate than Booth's.40 

The FM might be useful in another very important 
physical area. The denominator in (5.1) which represents the 
classical partition function of the anharmonic oscillator is 
also closely related to the integral 

Z(A)=1T- 1/2 f:"" exp(-x2-Ax4)dx, (5.11) 

representing a zero-dimensional ,p 4-field theory. IZ,43-46 It is 
very easy to show that Z (A ) obeys 

Z(A)= i: ZiAi=A -1/4 i: ZiA -i12, 

;=0 ;=0 

where 

Zi = ( - 1)i(4i)!/124iz1(2i)!), 

Zi = ( - 1 )iF (I 2i + 1 J /4)1(21T1/Zz1). 

(5.12a) 

(5.12b) 

(5.12c) 

Since this problem does not differ too much from the anhar
monic, mean-square, displacement function considered pre
viously, we do not discuss it here in detail. The application of 
the FM is straightforward, and it might probably yield re
sults as good as those shown in Table III. 

B. The quartic anharmonic oscillator 
Since the appearance of the fundamental papers by 

Bender and WU,24 Simon,2 and Hioe et ai.,47 much is known 
about the analytical structure of the eigenvalues of the 2k
anharmonic oscillators (3.28). For example, even though the 
RS perturbation series has zero convergence radius, it was 
proved that the Pade approximants converge to the exact 
eigenvalue. Z Furthermore, some renormalized perturbation 
series4-6·9 also seem to be convergent (or at least slowly diver
gent). 

We will consider here the quartic anharmonic oscillator 
only, 

for which the FM gives us 

F=A /qZ + q2 + Aq4B(q), 

v = q\u = Aq6, q4 + Abq6 = 1. 

The Cardan solution for this last equation, 

qZ = (1/3Ab ) 12 COS[(1T - ,p )/3] - 1 J, 
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TABLE IV. Lowest eigenvalue of the quartic anharmonic oscillator calculated by means of several approximation procedures. 

A E" Eb EC Ed E e E' E" Ecxact48 

10-3 1.000 74869 1.000 748 69 1.000 7489 1.000 74869 1.000 74870 1.00074869 1.000 748 69 
10-2 1.00737362 1.00737361 1.0073907 1.00737332 1.0073740 1.00737365 1.00737367 
10- 1 1.0652860 1.0652725 1.0662036 1.065 1651 1.065268 1.0652807 1.0652855 

1 1.392 951 1.392 2297 1.4033233 1.5292635 1.3889615 1.392108 1.3923160 1.3923516 
10 2.452664 2.4490098 2.488624 
102 5.008898 4.9992298 5.095 161 
103 10.660996 10.6394824 10.851511 
10"' 22.9077 22.860 9968 23.320287 

"Second-order u-functional [b· according to (3.18)]' 
b Second-order Caswell's results II (b • = 4). 
C First-order u-functional (scaling variational method). 19.20 

d Second-order Killingbeck's partition scheme.9 

2.851407 

• Second-order Pascual's· and Dmitrieva and Plindov's5.6 renormalized series. 
'First-order functional with eo. 
" Second-order functional with eo. 

t,6=arccos(I-¥A 2b 2), Ab<p-1/2, 

q2 = _ (1/3Ab ) II + 2/sin(2x) J, 
X = arctan! tan l /3(t,b/2) J, 
t,b = arcsin( 1/cos t,6), Ab> j 3 -1/

2
, 

(S.ISb) 

(S.ISc) 

(S.ISd) 

(S.ISe) 

allows us to compute J(q2)1Jb exactly, and so we can calcu
late the stationary points very accurately. 

When only the first three coefficients bi of the u expan
sion (2.18) are included in the functional, and, taking into 
account that Eo = 1 (A = 0) for the lowest eigenvalue (the 
only we consider here), we obtain 

F = q2 + Abril + A 2b lq lO + A 3b2q 16, (S.16) 

where 

bo = 3/4 + b /2, 

b l = -b 2/8+3b/4-21/16. 

(S.17a) 

(S.17b) 

When bi = 0 (i>2), the functional F has no stationary 
points but an inflexion point changing from b *~4.00 to 
b *~4.S2 as A runs from 0 to 00. Taking b * = 4, we obtain 
second-order Caswell's results II exactly. The inflexion point 
lies within a plateau that becomes larger as A decreases. We 
have computed the lowest eigenvalue of the quartic anhar
monic oscillator for different A values using the plateau crite
rion of Sec. III to determine b *. Results are compared in 
Table IV with the exact (numerical) ones4S and with those 
obtained by means of other approximation methods: (i) sec
ond-order Caswell's results (b * = 4)11; (ii) first-order FM 
calculation (scaling-variational method30.31 ); (iii) second-or
der Killingbeck's partition scheme9; (iv) second-order Pas
cual's4 and Dmitrieva and Plindov's5.6 renormalized series. 
The best results are obtained through Caswell's generalized 
Wick-ordering method that is a particular case ofthe FM. 
The great success of this calculation is due to a fortunate 
choice for b *. 

To show the advantage of the FM we will now discuss 
how to improve previous results by taking into account the 
large A behavior of the ground-state eigenvalue E (A ). When 
A - 00, the quantum-mechanical problem (S.13) tends to a 
quartic oscillator that is a very useful model to study the 
vibrations of some molecular rings. 49 Furthermore, it can 
also be related to a zero mass t,6 4 field theory. The main coeffi-
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2.4339912 2.448912 2.4491392 2.4491741 
4.960 7686 4.999270 4.9993984 4.9994176 

10.5534402 10.639717 10.6397794 10.6397887 
22.674157 22.861574 22.8616044 22.8616089 

cient in the large A expansion is eo = 1.060 362 077, which 
can be introduced in F through bM + I [see (2.18) and (2.20)]. 
WhenM=O, 

bl = eo b 5/3 - b 2/2 - 3b/4, (S.18) 

and F shows an inflexion point b *(A = 0)~3.90, 
b *(A - 00 )~4.3S. On the contrary, when M = 1, 

b2 = eo b S/3 - 3b 3/8 - 3b 2/2 + 21b /16, (S.19) 

andF has a stationary point b * = 4.963 for aliA values. Since 
Fwas forced to behave properly when A is small or large, the 
highest errors should appear in the intermediate A regime 
(boundary layer47). Table IV shows that these errors are not 
higher than 3 X 10-5 in the second case (M = 1). Clearly, the 
FM yields excellent results in the whole range of A values 
which are far better than those obtained through other ap
proximation procedures. 

In closing this subsection, we want to discuss another 
very striking success of the FM. When eo is taken into ac
count, F can be expanded as 

F~eoA 1/3 + e; A -1/3 +"', (S.20a) 

where 

e; = b -1/3 - j b -4/3(bo + bib -I + bzb -2) 

- b -2/3(blb -5/3 + 2bzb -S/3). (S.20b) 

When using the proper b *, bo, b l, and b2 values, we obtain e; 
= 0.361 929 which is an excellent estimation for the exact 

coefficient e l = 0.362 022.47 Clearly, this fact explains why 
our approximate eigenvalues are so good even for moderate
ly large A values. In all cases studied, we have found that 
whenever the functional was forced to behave like eo AP in 
the large A regime, then it provided a very good estimation 
for e l • This fact suggests that the functional (2.2) has the 
proper form in order to approximate (2.1). 

Recently, we have shown20,21 that the eigenvalues of the 
anharmonic oscillators can be accurately computed by way 
of an improved variational functional method. But this pro
cedure is not so general nor so accurate as the present one. 

Almost all techniques for summation of series devel
oped during the last years have been applied to the anhar
monic oscillator model, for it is the simplest quantum-me-
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chanical nontrivial problem that leads to an RS series with 
zero convergence radius. On the contrary, only a few of these 
procedures (or none at all) have been applied to more com
plex problems. Since the FM does not take into account the 
Hamiltonian of the problem explicitly, then it is suitable to 
handle even nonseparable Schrodinger equations provided 
the power series expansions are known. This fact will be 
made clear in the next subsection. 

C. The Zeeman effect In hydrogen 

The hydrogen atom in a uniform magnetic field of arbi
trary intensity50 poses a quantum-mechanical problem of 
great interest in physics and astrophysics. The Hamiltonian 
describing the interaction between the electron of a hydro
genlike atom with nuclear charge Z and the magnetic field 
fA supposed to be aligned to the z axis is (atomic units are 
used throughout) 

H(Z,A)=-- -+--+-l{a2 
1 a a2} 

2 ap2 p ap ar 
+~ + Ap2 Z 

(2p2) 8 1p2 + Z2)1/2 ' 
(5.21) 

wherep2 = x2 + y2, m is the magnetic quantum number, 
and A = fA·fA . The paramagnetic and spin terms were tak
en off because they are only trivial additive constants.50 

For small enough A values, the eigenvalues of H can be 
accurately computed through the RS series. Although it is 
not rigorously proved yet, most researchers believe that the 
A-power expansion for this problem has zero convergence 
radius. 

For very high magnetic field intensities (A ---* 00), the 
system behaves like a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator 
with the electron unbounded along the z direction. The scal
ing law H (Z, A) = A 1/2 H (ZA -1/4,1) suggests that at 
least part of the eigenvalue E (A ) could be expanded in powers 
of A -1/4: 

E(A) - LiE (A ) = A 1/2 f ei A -i/4. (5.22) 
1=0 

The other part LiE (A ) exhibits a logarithmic contribution 
that cannot be taken into consideration by our formulation51 

L1E(A) = - pn2A + (InA )In(lnA) 

- 2 [In(ln A W + .... (5.23) 

Notwithstanding, we can obtain sand t by considering 
a = - 1/4 and/3 = 112 (see Sec. II). Therefore, the func
tional should be (Z = 1) 

F = A /q2 + l/q + Aq2B (q), (5.24a) 

(5.24b) 

Since our A - I 14 -power expansion is not complete, we writeB 
in terms of u( = Aq4) only [see Eq. (2.18)]. This example re
veals the semiclassical origin ofthe FM for Eqs. (5.24a) and 
(5.24b) are reminiscent of the classical energy and trajectory, 
respectively. 52 

In this article we only make a brief exposition of the 
application of the FM to the Zeeman effect for the hydrogen 
atom, and a detailed discussion and calculation will be pre
sented in a forthcoming paper. 

For the hydrogen atom (Z = 1), the coefficients of the 
functional are 
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A = - 1 - 1/(2n2), n = 1,2,3, ... , 

bo=EI -2bEo +b, 

b l =E2 + b2EO + 2bEI, 

b2 = E3 + 6bE2 + 3b 2EI, 

(5.25a) 

(5.25b) 

(5.25c) 

(5.25d) 

b3 = E4 + lObE3 + 21b 2E2 + 4b 3EI. (5.25e) 

We consider here the ground state only for which several 
coefficients E, have been exactly computed,23.53 

EI = 1/4, E2 = - 53/192, 
(5.26) 

E3 = 558114608, E4 = - 21 577 397/2211 840. 

Furthermore, the large-field behavior of the eigenvalues can 
be easily taken into account for eo is also well known, 

eo = ~(N + 1), (5.27) 

where N is the Landau quantum number that labels the ener
gy levels ofthe aforesaid two-dimensional harmonic oscilla
tor. As the field increases, the ground state of the hydrogen 
atom (n = 1) tends to the lowest energy level of the oscillator 
(N = 0).54.55 

Also in this example, the stationary points can be accur
ately determined by resorting to the analytical solution of 
the quartic equation (5.24b).56 We have made two different 
calculations of the ground-state energy of the hydrogen 
atom in a magnetic field: the first one by using (5.25b) for bo 
and Eq. (2.20) for bl' This case shows a stationary point 
b * = 1. In the second calculation we have computed bo and 
bl through Eqs. (5.25b), and (5.25c) and b2 by way of (2.20). 
Table V shows that both sets of results are in an excellent 
agreement with the exact (numerical) eigenvalues57 in the 
whole range offield intensities. As far as we know, there is 
not an analytical expression in the current literature for the 
eigenvalues of this problem as simple and accurate as those 
we have presented here. 

Though being an important physical problem, the Zee
man effect for a hydrogen atom is considered here as an 
example. More accurate calculation (taking more perturba
tion terms into consideration) will be presented in a forth
coming paper. 58 

VI. FURTHER COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

We hope that the arguments given in this article are 
reasonable enough to convince one that the FM is a very 
useful tool for improving convergence of a wide variety of 

TABLE V. Ground-state eignevalue of the hydrogen atom in a uniform 
magnetic field of intensity fJB = A. 1/2 (a.u.). 

fJB E 8 Eb Eexact57 

0.03 - 0.499 775 202 - 0.499 775 223 - 0.499 775 22 
0.10 - 0.497 524 28 - 0.497 526 70 - 0.497 526 48 
0.40 - 0.464 519 -0.464 816 - 0.464 6054 
1.00 - 0.332 625 - 0.335132 - 0.3312 
3.00 0.311 02 0.29853 0.3355 

10.00 3.1010 3.0611 3.2522 
100.0 44.686 44.496 45.27 

8 First-order u-form of the functional with eo. 
b Second-order u-form of the functional with eo. 
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power series expansions. Besides the eigenvalues of the two
level model discussed in Sec. IV, our method increases the 
convergence radii of the Taylor expansions off unctions like 
1/(1 + A), (1 + A )1/2, and several others we have studied. 

The examples discussed in the previous sections show, 
beyond any doubt, that the FM is very useful in calculating 
physical properties that can be expanded in power series, 
even though few terms are taken into consideration. 

Some problems like the confining potential models 
H = p2 - 1/r + AI', k = 1,2, (6.1) 

are specially suitable for being handled in this way because 
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are well known in both 
limits (A = 0 and A ~ 00). Therefore, in these cases we can 
compute analytical coefficients for both power expansions 
which are of the form (2. 1) with,8 = 2/(k + 2) and a = - 1/ 
(k+2). 

In Sec. III our method was shown to be more general 
than several other ones proposed before. To make this state
ment even more convincing, let us consider the Stark effect 
of a planar polar rigid rotator. The Hamiltonian (in appro
priate units) is 

1 d 2 

H = - - --2 + A cos 0, 0<0 < 21T, (6.2) 
2 dO 

its eigenfunctions obeying IJIn (0 + 21T) = IJIn (0). In the very 
high field strength limit (A ~ 00), the system becomes a one
dimensional oscillator, and the eigenvalues can be expanded 
in the form (2.1) with,8 = 1/2 and a = - 1/2. Many other 
very interesting physical models like a linear (or symmetric
top) polar molecule (in the rigid-rotator approximation) in a 
uniform electric field59 behave in this way and can be easily 
handled by means of the FM. In all these cases, the potential
energy operator is not an homogeneous function of the angu
lar coordinate, and so it does not obey any scaling law. This 
fact and the periodic boundary conditions make it difficult to 
apply the convergence techniques described in Sec. III. On 
the contrary, all this does not matter when using the FM for 
this purpose, because it only takes into consideration the 
power series expansions. 

Note added in proof Here we briefly prove that the sta
tionary points of F are A independent. 

By differentiating Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), where A is held 
constant and B = B M' with respect to b we obtain 

( JF) = -(I_bu)/3/aa-lb2a+1 {(a+l)bu-aJ-1 
Jb A 

X {Po + PI bu + ... + PM+ 2(bu)M+2J, 
where 

P = iJ· + ~ JJj 
_ (f!... + i-I) J. 

I I a Jb a I-I 

b 2 JJj I 

- ~(a+ 1)af-' 

J j =d;lb j 

[see Eq. (3.39)], and 
Jj=O ifi<O or i>M+1. 

By virtue of Eq. (2.12) and the properties ofthe binomial 
coefficients (~), it follows that P j = 0 if i < M + 2. We then 
conclude that the stationary points of F are the roots of 
PM + 2 and, therefore, A independent. 
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A similar reasoning shows that the inflexion points of F 
remain finite for all A values. 
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The equations of the two- (or multi-) fluid model of plasma physics are recast in Hamiltonian 
form, following general methods of symplectic geometry. The dynamical variables are the fields of 
physical interest, but are noncanonical, so that the Poisson bracket in the theory is not the 
standard one. However, it is a skew-symmetric bilinear form which, from the method of 
derivation, automatically satisfies the Jacobi identity; therefore, this noncanonical structure has 
all the essential properties of a canonical Poisson bracket. 

PACS numbers: 02.40.Vh, 47.65. + a, 03.40.Gc, 52.30. + r 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we present a derivation of the Poisson 
structure for ideal multifluid electrodynamics, using meth
ods of symplectic geometry. As a corollary, we shall also 
obtain the structure for the Coulomb case. These models are 
thus placed in the larger context of modern classical me
chanics as Hamiltonian field theories. For further back
ground and another application of the geometric techniques 
used in this paper see Ref. 1, in which the Poisson structure 
for the Maxwell-Vlasov system is derived. Our results have 
already been presented elsewhere,2 but without derivation. 

Since the completion of this work, other methods have 
been discussed for deriving Eq. (26). Kaufman3 has done so 
from a particle Lagrangian, while Kupershmidt and Holm4 

have used Clebsch variables. In addition, Marsden and 
Weinstein have proved that Eq. (26) can be derived from the 
equivalent result for the Maxwell-Vlasov plasma, Eq. (7.1) 
of Ref. 1, by, essentially, averaging over the particle distribu
tion function (see Ref. 5). They have also pointed out similar
ities with work of Menikoff and Sharp6 on current algebras, 
in which, starting with quantum commutation relations, an 
equivalent semidirect product group is constructed. 

We consider a system composed of one or more fluids. 
Each species, with species label denoted by s, is character
ized by the mass ms and charge qs of the particles of which it 
is composed; let as = qs/ms' The most common situation 
encountered in plasma physics is to have only two species 
present: electrons and singly charged positive ions. In terms 
of the electric field E, magnetic field B, fluid velocities us, 
mass densities Pst and specific entropies CTs ' the equations of 
ideal multifluid dynamics, in rationalized units, are 

aE 
-=VXB- I,aspsus , 
at s 

aB = -VXE 
at ' 

V·E = I, as Ps + Pex, , 

V·B =0, 

(Ia) 

(Ib) 

(2a) 

(2b) 

-I Current address: Harvard Medical School, 25 Shattuck Street, Boston, 
MA02115. 

aus 
- (us.V)us + as(E + US XB) - p,- 1 V Ps , (3a) --

at 

aps 
- V'(Psus) , (3b) 

at 

aCTs 
- Us,VCTs , (3c) 

at 

where the specific internal energy Us( Ps,CTs)' expressed as an 
equation of state, yields the (partial) pressure Ps according to 

(4) 

Equations (1) and (2) are the Maxwell equations, including 
an external static charge density Pex! (x), and Eqs. (3) and (4) 
are the laws of compressible ideal fluid dynamics. We ne
glect dissipation and therefore express entropy convection 
by the adiabatic condition Eq. (3c). 

The set of state variables for this system of k fluids con
sists of the electric and magnetic fields, along with the 3k 
dynamical variables (us, Ps,CTs J, s = I, ... ,k. The evolution 
equations for these quantities are Eqs. (1) and (3), while Eqs. 
(2) may be regarded as constraints. 

The energy of the combined system of fluids and fields 
is equal to the sum of the kinetic and internal energies of the 
fluids, and the energy of the Maxwell fields. The Hamilton
ian can be written 

H(Us,p"CTs,B,E) = I, Hs(U"ps'CTs) + HM(B,E). (5) 

[We shall sometimes, as on the left-hand side ofEq. (5), write, 
e.g., Ps' using the general species index s to stand for the set 
of all k species. Whether this is the case or whether Ps refers 
to the single species s will always be clear from the context.] 

Before proceeding, we replace the velocity variables u, 
by their corresponding momentum densities Ms= Psus' 
Then (5) is, explicitly, 

H(Ms,Ps,CTs,B,E) 

= ~ f (+Ps-
1

I Ms I

2 
+PsUs(Ps,(Ts)) d

3
x 

+ f(~ IBI 2 ++IEI 2)d 3
X (6) 
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and Eqs. (1) and (3) can likewise easily be written in terms of 
Ms. We denote the phase space for each fluid by 
.9' s = !(M" P s ,as) J, the Maxwell phase space by 
.9' M = { (D,E) I ' and the phase space for the combined system 
by .9' = { (Ms' Ps ,as ,D,Ell . 

In the following, Y(S) will be used to denote real-val
ued functions defined on the space S. 

We wish to derive an expression for a Poisson bracket 
( , I :Y(.9') X Y(.9' )-+Y(.9') with the following two prop
erties. 

(i) (Y(.9'), ( , J) is a Lie algebra. 
(ii) The evolution ofa phase functional Y:.9'-+R can be 

written in the form of a Hamiltonian evolution equation 

(7) 

where the Hamiltonian H is given by the energy, Eq. (6). F 
can be, for example, a component of one of the field varia
bles, yielding Eqs. (1) and (3). 

In Sec. II we briefly review some of the necessary math
ematics and establish our notation. In Sec. III we discuss a 
derivation of the Hamiltonian structure for the dynamics of 
ordinary ideal fluids. This discussion is based on an explicit 
realization by Marsden and Weinstein of ideas contained 
implicitly in work of Arnold.7 In Sec. IV we review briefly 
Marsden and Weinstein's treatment of the vacuum Maxwell 
equations. This is an essential ingredient both in their formu
lation of the Maxwell-Vlasov model of plasma dynamics, 
and in the formulation of the multispecies fluid model to be 
discussed in the present paper. In Sec. V, the formalisms of 
the two preceding sections are combined, following the gen
eral plan of reduction of symplectic manifolds with symme
try8 and the coupling of Hamiltonian systems to gauge 
fields.9 This produces the desired form, Eq. (7), for Eqs. (1) 
and (3), and in addition, yields Eqs. (2) as a direct conse
quence of gauge invariance. 

II. IDEAL FLUID DYNAMICS 

The equations of motion of an ideal compressible fluid 
are Eqs. (3) and (4), with k = 1 and a l = O. The Hamiltonian 
is the first integral in (6). Deleting the subscript s for a single 
fluid, the dynamical variables are (M, p,a), and the phase 
space consists of the set of all such triples. Therefore, we may 
define this system by 

: = -(u.V)u-p-1Vp, 

ap at = - V·(pu), 

(8a) 

(8b) 

aa 
-= -u·Va, (8c) at 
H(M,p,a) = J (~ p-IIMI2 +PU(p,a))d 3x. (9) 

We shall now review the construction used to obtain the 
Hamiltonian structure of ideal fluid dynamics. Let G be a Lie 
group, 9 its Lie algebra, and g* the dual space to g. The 
duality pairing is denoted by ( , ). For a function FEY(g*), 
the functional derivative 8F 18# with respect to the variable 
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fJ in g* is defined by 

DF(fJ)'V={V' ~:) for all VEg. (10) 

Here, g** has been identified with 9 so that 8F /8fJEg. We will 
be concerned with the case in which 9 is comprised of vector 
and scalar fields on R3. Then g* may be considered to consist 
of vector fields and scalar fields, with the L 2 pairing, or of 
vector field and scalar field densities. In this case, for 
fEg, gEg*, we may write (f,g) = S gfd 3x and Eq. (10) may 
be rewritten 

(11) 

whereFEY(g*). This is the most convenient form for explicit 
calculations. 

Now consider the orbits &:' fJEg*, of the co-adjoint 
representation of G in g*. In other words, 
&: = {(Adg_I)*(fJ)lgEGI, where Ad;:g*-+g* is the dual 
map to Adg :g-+g. The latter is defined by 
Adg = Te(rg_ I o/g), the tangent map at the identity eEG of 
the indicated composition of right and left translation. The 
Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau theorem states that the &: are 
symplectic manifolds, with a nondegenerate Poisson bracket 
off unctions F, GEY(&:) defined by 

(F,G J(a) = - (a, [~; la ' ~~ IJ), (12) 

where {3 is the variable in &:' aE&:, and [ , ] is the Lie 
algebra bracket on g. This structure can then be extended to 
a degenerate Poisson bracket { , I on all of g*, which is a 
disjoint union of the &:' given by the same formula. 

For the case in which 9 is comprised of vector and scalar 
fields on R3, Eq. (12) may be rewritten 

{F,GJ(a) = -Ja[8FI ,8GI ]d 3
X. (13) 

8{3 a 8{3 a 

We shall refer to Eq. (12) or (13) as the Lie-Poisson bracket. 
A proof of the theorem, as well as a clear exposition of the 
background mathematics, may be found in Chapter 4 of Ref. 
10. 

We claim that a suitable Poisson bracket for the system 
(8), (9) can be derived as the Lie-Poisson symplectic struc
ture on the co-adjoint orbits of a certain Lie group G. The 
spaces of vector and scalar fields on R3 will be denoted by !IE 
and Y, and the spaces of field densities will be denoted by 
!IE* and Y*. 

In order to guess what G might be, we are motivated by 
the physical set-up in the following way. The phase space 
{ (M, p,a) I must be the dual g* to the Lie algebra 9 of the 
group G. The set of momentum densities may be regarded as 
the set of vector field densities on R3, and mass and entropy 
densities are scalar field densities. Thus the fluid phase space 
is the direct product 

An isomorphism between 9 and g* is established by the 
L 2 pairing; it is therefore immediate that 9 = !lExYxY. 
!IE, which may be thought of as containing velocity fields on 
R3, is the set of generators of displacements of the fluid. 
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Hence, the part of G which corresponds to the factor f? in 9 
is the group of diffeomorphisms on R3

, denoted fiJ (see Ref. 
11 for a discussion of fiJ as a Lie group). On the other hand, 
Y is a vector space, so that the parts of G corresponding to 
these factors in 9 are Y itself. 

Throughout this paper, we assume that all fields are 
C "'. One can then show ll that fiJ and G are smooth mani
folds. G may then be regarded as sets of triples of parameters 
labeling positions, densities, and entropies of fluid elements, 
and one obvious possibility is that G = fiJ XYxY. This 
direct product structure implies complete independence of 
the groups involved. Physically, however, we note that the 
dynamical variables are related in the following way. Let 17 
denote a diffeomorphism representing the change in position 
of fluid elements from the set of their initial positions! Xo J, to 
their positions ! x) at some later time. Then for the values of 
the density and entropy of the fluid element at x, we have, 
respectively, pIx) = pOl7(xo) and u(x) = aOl7(xo). In other 
words, we keep track of these quantities by composition with 
17. We postulate then that the group fiJ acts on YXY ac
cording to 

17·(f,g) = (fol7,gol7), where (f,g)EYXY, (14) 

and therefore conjecture that 

G = fiJIX(YXY). (15) 

The semidirect product structure, indicated by IX, is speci
fied by the action (14), linking the field variables. 

The rest of the calculation is the explicit construction of 
the Lie-Poisson structure for g*. First, we recall two facts 
from Lie group theory. Let H = HI rx. Hz be a group defined 
as the semidirect product of the groups HI and Hz, with the 
action <I>:HI X Hz--Hz of HI on Hz specified. Then the in
duced infinitesimal (Lie-algebraic) action <p of the Lie alge
bra f)1 of HI on the Lie algebra f)z of Hz is defined as the 

tangent map of <I> at the identity 

<p - Te <I>:f) I X f)z--f)z . 

Furthermore, the Lie bracket on f) I X f)z is given by 

[(51,5z)'(;I';z)] 

(16) 

= ([51';I],[5z';2] + <p (51';2) - <p (5z,;J!) , (17) 

where (51,5z) and (;I';Z) are in f,h X f)z. The following lemma 
follows from (16). 

Lemma: The infinitesimal action <p of f?on YXY in
duced by the action (14) is 

<p (X,(f,g)) = (X·d!,x.dg). 

Using this and the fact that Y X Y is an abelian Lie algebra, 
we find from (17): 

Lemma: The bracket in the Lie algebra 9 of Gis 

[(X,(fl,g 1))'( Y,(fz,gz))] 

= (XdY - Y.dX,x·dfz - Y.d!I,x·dgz - Y.dgJ!. (18) 

With this, we can now write down the Lie-Poisson 
structure on g*. 

Proposition: For two phase functionals F, G:g*--R, the 
Lie-Poisson bracket on g* is 

! F,G ) (M, p,a) 

= _ f M.( tJF . V tJG _ tJG . V tJF) d 3X 
tJM tJM tJM tJM 

_ fp (tJF . V tJG _ tJG . V tJF) d 3X 
tJM tJp tJM tJp 

_ fa ( tJF . V tJG - tJG . V tJF) d 3X . (19) 
tJM tJa tJM tJa 

Proof Using the result of the second of the above lem
mas in Eq. (13), we compute 

f [( 
tJF tJF tJF) (tJG tJG tJG)] 3 !F,G)(M,p,a) = - (M,p,a). -,-,-, -,-,- d x 
tJM tJp tJa tJM tJp tJa 

= f (M P a) . (tJF . V tJG _ tJG . V tJF tJF. V tJG _ tJG . V tJF 
" tJM tJM tJM tJM ' tJM tJp DM tJp , 

tJF . V tJG _ tJG . V tJF) d 3X , 

tJM tJa tJM tJa 

from which the result follows. This bracket is identical to the 
one obtained by Morris and Greene for ideal fluids [Ref. 12, 
Eq. (9)], using different methods. 

The final step is the verification of the following: 
Proposition: Equations (8) follow from Eqs. (9) and (19) 

in the form (7). 
Proof In this case, the functional derivatives of Hare 

just the partial derivatives of the integrand in Eq. (9). In other 
words, writing 

Jf' = ~p-IIMlz +pU(p,a) 

for the Hamiltonian density, so that H = f Jf'd 3X , we have 

tJH JJf' 
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Then Eq. (7) yields equations of motion equivalent to 
Eqs. (8), which are obtained from them by making the 
change of variables M pu. 

Note that the validity of this proposition does not fol
low automatically from what preceded it. Although one tries 
to motivate a guess of the correct group from physical con
siderations, the Lie-Poisson structure can of course always 
be constructed, even if the wrong group is used. Therefore, 
the equations of motion must always be checked. 

III. THE VACUUM MAXWELL EQUATIONS 

The vacuum Maxwell equations have been treated as a 
Hamiltonian system by Pauli 13 and by Born and Infeld, 14 but 
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the discussion by Marsden and Weinstein I from the view
point of the reduction procedure has additional noteworthy 
aspects. It is appropriate now to recall some relevant defini
tions and theorems. (See Chap. 4 of Ref. 10 for proofs and 
further details.) 

ForanactioncP:G X 9--+9 ofaLiegroupGonamani
fold 9, the infinitesimal generator corresponding to SEg, 
S:/' , is the vector field defined by 

S?(p)=~1 cP(exp(ts),p)· 
dt t~O 

We assume that there is an associated momentum map 
J:g--+Y(9) with the property X'(s)=S.9" whereX,(s) ~ the 
Hamiltonian vector field on 9 with energy function J (s ). 
Then the momentum map J: 9 --+g* for the action cP is de
fined in terms of J according to (J(p),5)==I(s )(p). Now 
suppose H: 9 --+R is G-invariant, that is, H (fb(g,p)) = H (p) 
for all pE9 ,gEG. Then J (s ) is a constant of motion for the 
dynamics generated by H. In other words, to every one-pa
rameter subgroup of G, that is, to every sEg, there is associat
ed a constant of the motionJ (s ) under the dynamics of any G
invariant Hamiltonian. 

It follows from this that the momentum map J is a con
stant of motion for any G-invariant Hamiltonian H; in other 
words, the dynamics take place on level sets of J. Now let G 
be abelian and define an equivalence relation on 9 by 
PI ~P2 if and only if there is a gEG such that cPg(PI) = P2' 
The quotient 91G is a well-defined Poisson manifold, pro
vided cP is proper and free, with the Poisson bracket of func
tionsFI ,F2EY( 91G) obtained by lifting FI ,F2 from 91G to 
9. The quotient spaces J -I( J-l)/G -91" J-lEg*, form sym
plectic leaves of 91G, in the same way that the O! are 
symplectic leaves of g* (for J-l a regular value of J). 

The phase space for electromagnetism is the cotangent 
bundle T *ill: to the space ill: of vector potential fields A on R3. 
This bundle may be identified with pairs (A, V), where V is a 
vector field density on R3. With the L 2 pairing, one has the 
canonical (cotangent bundle) Poisson bracket on functions 
F, G:T*ill:--+R 

[FG )(A V) = I (DF . DG _ DF. DG) d 3x. 
" DA DV DV DA 

Defining the electric and magnetic fields by 

E= -V, 
B=VXA, 

and transforming by this change of variables, one obtains 

[F,G)(B,E) 

= I (DF . (v X DG) _ DG . (v X DF)) d 3x. 
DE DB DE DB 

(20) 

This, together with the Maxwell field energy 

HM(B,E) = I (~ IBI2 + ~ IEI2) d 3x 

yields the vacuum evolution equations 

aE aB 
-=VXB, -= -VxE at at 

in the form of Eq. (7). The auxiliary equations 
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V·B=O, 

V·E=O, 
follow from the invariance of electromagnetism under the 
gauge transformation 

(21) 

in a way which will be made explicit in the more general 
calculation of the next section. The crucial point is that (21), 
which defines an action of Y, considered as a Lie group 
under addition, on ill:, preserves Poission brackets, and leaves 
H M invariant. 

When Y is thought of as consisting of scalar functions 
A defining gauge transformations, we denote it by f1, to 
indicate the gauge group. We state for later use that the mo
mentum map for the action (21) of f1 on T * ill: can be shown 
to be 

J M(A,V) = - V·V . 

IV. MUL TIFLUID ELECTRODYNAMICS 

We now couple the systems discussed in the two preced
ing sections, and use the reduction procedure to derive the 
Poisson structure for the combined system. 

The canonical momentum density N for species s in the 
presence of the Maxwell fields is 

Ns = Ms + as PsA , 

where A is the vector potential. This is the classical relation 
between particle momentum and velocity, p = m(v + aA), 
suitably modified for fluids. It may also easily be derived 
from the Lagrangian for the fluid system. 

The prereduction state space is therefore taken to be 

9 = [(Ns' Ps,u"A,V)) -g~ X T*W , 
where 

g~= PF.~ X Y~ X Y~ , 

and the Hamiltonian H: 9 --+R is just the energy written in 
these variables: 

H(N" Ps,us,A,V) 

= ~ I (~ Ps-IINs -aspsAI2+PsUs)d3X 

+ I ~ (lvxAl2 + IVI2) d 3x. (22) 

The Poisson structure on 9 isjust the sum of that on g~, Eq. 
(19) for each fluid, and the canonical bracket on T*ill:. For 
F,G:9--+R, then 

[F,G j(Ns,Ps,us,A,V) 

- I I Ns . (DF . V DG - DG . v DF) d 3X 
s DNs DNs DNs DNs 

- I Ips (DF . V DG _ DG . V DF) d 3X 
s DNs Dps DNs Dps 

- L I Us (DF . V DG - DG . V DF) d 3X 
s DNs DUs DNs Dus 

+ I (DF . DG _ DG . DF) d3x. 
D A DV DA DV 

(23) 
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The coupling between g~ and T*~ appears only in the Ha
miltonian. Reduction reverses the situation, so that the Ha
miltonian appears as a sum of terms, each of which may be 
identified with either the fluids or the Maxwell fields, while 
the Poisson bracket exhibits a mixing of these two types of 
variables. 

The reduction of Sec. III was carried out with the action 
(21) on T *~. The requirements of the reduction procedure 
are that this action be extended to an action (/> of the gauge 
group f1 on all of 9 in such a way that the Hamiltonian, Eq. 
(22), is invariant, and that Poisson brackets of functions on 
9 are preserved. Hence, we require (i) Ho(/> = H, and (ii) 
! Fo(/>, Go(/> J = ! F,G J o(/>, where F,GEY( &'). It is obvious 
from Eq. (22) that the action 

(/> (A,(N" Ps,lTs,A,Y)) = (Ns + as Ps VA,Ps,lTs,A + VA,Y) 
(24) 

satisfies the first requirements, and we must now show that it 
satisfies the second. 

Lemma: Let G be a Lie group, with Lie algebra g. Let 
L *:g*_g* be linear. Then L * preserves the Lie-Poisson 
bracket! , J of Eq. (12) on co-adjoint orbits if L:g-g, the 
adjoint of L *, preserves the Lie algebra bracket [ , ] on g. In 
other words, for t,;Eg and E,F:g*_R, 

[Lt,L;] = L [t,;] implies! EoL *,FoL * J = (E,F J oL * . 

Proof Using the linearity of L *, and with fL,vEg*, 

(v, 0 (~~ "')) = D (FoL *)( fL)'V = DF(L *( fL))·DL *( fL)'v 

=DF(L*(fL)).L*v=(L*V, ~: (L"'fL)) 

= (v,L ~: (L *fL)), 

so that (0 (FoL "'}l0fL)( fL) = L (oF 10fL)(L *fL). Hence, 

= - (fL, [L ~: (L *fL),L ~~ (L *fL)]) 

= (L *fL, [~: (L *fL), ~~(L *fL)]) = (F,G JOL *(fL)· 

It is clear from consideration of the action (21) that the con
verse of this lemma does not hold. 

Proposition: The action (24) preserves the Poisson struc
ture Eq. (23) on 9. 

Proof The action (24) is not linear in the last two varia
bles (A, V), but we know from Sec. III that it nevertheless 
preserves the Poisson structure on T *~. It is linear in the 
first three variables (N s' P s ,lTs )' so we check the conditions of 
the above lemma, with L *=(/>A restricted to g~. We first 
calculate (/> ~, temporarily suppressing the SUbscripts on the 
phase space variable. Let (N,p,lT)Eg~, (X,JI,g2)Egs ' Then 
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«(N,p,lT),(/> ~ (X,h,gd) 

= «(/> A (N,p,lT),(X,JI,gI) 

= «(N + apVA,p,lT),(X,JI,gd) 

= f X·N d 3
x + f apX(A )d

3
x + f (pll + lTgd d

3
x 

= «(N,p,lT),(X,aX(A) + II,gd) . 

Thus, (/> ~ (X,JI,gd = (X,aX(A ) + Il>gd. UsingEq. (18), and 
with (Y /2,g2)Egs ' 

[(/> ~ (X/1,gd, (/> ~ (Y /2,g2)] 

= ([X,Y],X.(aY(A) + 12) 

- Y·(aX(A ) + 11),X·g2 - Y·gd 

= ([X,Y], a[X,Y](A) + X(f2) - Y(fI),X(g2) - Y(gd) 

=(/>~ [(X,JI,gd,(Y,J2,g2)]' 

In order now to calculate the momentum map 
J: 9 -f1 * for (/>, it suffices to calculate Js :g~-f1 *, the 
momentum map on g~. Applyin,& the definition of the mo
mentum map, we require a map Js : f1-Y(g~) such that 

X:r(A )=A., , g, 

where the right-hand side denotes the infinitesimal gener
ator of the action on g~ corresponding to AEf1. In the fol
lowing, species subscripts will be suppressed. We use the 
above to find A .' by equating 

g, 

(X:r(A}(N,p,lT), (X,f,g) = (Ag~(N,p,lT), (X,J,g), (25) 

where XE2", and I,gEY. 
For the left-hand side, we use the form of the Hamilton

ian vector field XF(P) = adt(ln where t = of 10fL, and 
adt:g*-g* denotes the dual to the map ads :g~g defined by 
a5!s(;) = [t,; ]. Then, temporarily writing Js(A )=F and 
oJs (A )/o(N, p,lT)==t for notational simplicity, and using the 
L 2 isomorphism g* ;:::: g, 

(XF(N, p,lT),(Y,f,g) = (adt(N, p,lT),(Y,f,g) 

= «(N,p,lT),ads(Y,f,g) 

= ((N,P,lT),[ (;~ , ~; , ~:) ,(y,f,g))) 

= ((N,p,lT), ([;~, y], ;~ (f,g) - Y (~;, ~:))) 

= f N'[;~'Y] + fp(;~(f)-Y(~;))d3X 

+ f IT(;~ (g) - Y (~:)) d 3
x. 

On the other hand, the infinitesimal generator is 

!!:..I (/>(exp(tA ),(N,p,lT)) = (apVA,O,O), 
dt t~O 

so that the right-hand side of Eq. (25) is 

«(apVA,O,O),(X,J,g) = f apX(A )d 3x. 

Clearly then Eq. (25) is satisfied by taking of IoN = 0, 
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of lop = - aA, and of lou = 0 so that 

Js(N,p,u)(A) = Js(A )(N,p,u) 

=F(N,p,u) = - f aApd 3x. 

Thus, Js(Ns'Ps'u,) = - as Ps' and the momentum map on 
§jJ, obtained by summing 

J(Ns,p"u"A,Y) = JM(A,Y) + I Js(Ns'Ps'us) 
s 

is 

Coordinates on the reduced phase space 
9 ==.I-I( Pex,)/ ~ are now given by the following. 

Proposition: 

9 ==.I-I( Pex,)/ ~ 

= UiMs,Ps,us,B,E)j 

IV.E = Pex, + I as Ps,V.B = O} . 

Proof Associate to elements (Ns' Ps ,uS ,A, Y) of §jJ quin
tuples (Ms,Ps,us,B,E), where Ms = Ns - as PsA,B = V 
X A, and E = - Y. Then the proposition follows from the 
momentum map constructed above, and a simple verifica
tion that two elements of J -I( Pex,) are associated to the 
same quintuple if and only if they are related by a gauge 
transformation (24). Notice that reduction at the external 
charge density Pex! E~ * specifies automatically that the dy
namics takes place on the level set of J, J -I (Pex,), implying 
Eq. (2a). Further, V·B = 0 follows automatically from gauge 
invariance and the definition of these coordinates. 

Proof We have, for example, 

f t5F - 3 d I - --·Ad x=- F(Ns,Ps,us,A+cA,Y) 
oA dc .~O 

It remains now to compute the Poisson bracket on 9. 
Theorem: For two functionalsF, G of the field variables 

(Ms' Ps ,us ,B,E), the Poisson bracket is given by 

(F,G I(Ms,Ps,us,B,E) 

= I (F,G j(Ms'Ps'us) + (F,G I(B,E) 
s 

f I (t5F t5G t5G t5F 
+ s t5Ms ' t5E - oMs . t5E 

+ B. (t5F X t5G )) a p d 3X oM 15M s s , 
s s 

(26) 

where the first and second terms are defined in Eqs. (19) and 
(20). 

Proof Given F and G, define F on §jJ according to 
F(Ns,Ps,us,A,Y) = F(Ms,Ps,us,B,E), where the relation 
between the two sets of variables is as in the proof of the 
preceding proposition. Define G similarly. Then ! F,G I 
(Ms' Ps,us,B,E) is found by rewriting Eq. (23) in terms of the 
variables on 9, using the following. 

Lemma: 

(iv) 

(v) 

t5F of 
-=-, 
ous ous 
t5F 
oY 

of 

t5E 

=!!...I F(Ns - as Ps(A + cA),Ps,us,VX(A + cA),E) 
dc .~O 

=DM , F(Ms,p"us,B,EH - aspsA) + DB F(Ms,Ps,us,B,E).VxA 

f of - d 3 f t5F A d 3 = -_.( -a p A) x+ -·VX x 
oMs s s oB 

f of - 3 f t5F - 3 - --.apAdx+ VX-·Adx 
15M s s oB' 

s 

which implies (i). 
The other formulas of the lemma follow in a similar 

fashion. After making the substitutions prescribed in the 
lemma, and using vector identities to eliminate the vector 
potential A in favor of the magnetic field B = V X A, one 
obtains the result of the theorem. 

We observe that the first term ofEq. (26) involves only 
the fluid variables and that the second is purely electromag
netic, while the third provides the coupling of the fluids to 
the electric and magnetic fields. Bilinearity, skew symmetry, 
and the Jacobi identity all follow for Eq. (26) by the methods 
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used in its derivation. In addition, it is readily verified that 
the correct evolution equations for the phase space variables, 
in the form of Eq. (7), follow from Eqs. (26) and (6). Addi
tional body forces, such as gravity, can easily be incorporat
ed into Eq. (3a) by the inclusion of an appropriate term in the 
Hamiltonian. Finally, Eqs. (2), rather than being postulated 
separately as initial conditions, follow from the gauge invar
iance of electromagnetism. 

The restriction of multispecies electrodynamics to the 
Coulomb case, in which B = 0, can also be treated. The sca
lar potential tP is expressed in terms of the mass densities Ps 
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by 

¢ (x) = _1_ I ~s as pAx') d 3X ' 

41T Ix - x'i 
and E = V¢. Equations (1) and (2) are then replaced by the 
Poisson equation V2¢ = - ~sas Ps' and the Lorentz force 
term in Eq. (3a) is replaced by as PsE. The Hamiltonian 
structure is obtained by taking the Hamiltonian on the phase 
space of sets of triples (Ms' P s ,O's) to be the total energy 

H(Ms'Ps'O's) 

= ~ I (+p;'IMs 12 + PsUs(Ps,O's)) d
3
x 

+ 8~ II Ix~x'i (~asps(x)) 
-(~ as. Ps'(X')) d 3x d 3x' 

and letting the Poisson bracket on phase functionals be given 
by the first term of (26). The correct equations of motion for 
the dynamical variables (Ms> P s ,O's) now follow in the form 
(7). 

The application of this formalism to the problem of 
mode coupling will be the subject of a later publication. 
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The concept of a probability manifold M is introduced. The global properties of M inherited from 
its local structure are then considered. It is shown that a deterministic spin model due to Pitowski 
falls within this general framework. Finally, we construct a phase-space model for nonrelativistic 
quantum mechanics. These two models give the same global description as conventional quantum 
mechanics. However, they also give a local description which is not possible in conventional 
quantum mechanics. 

PACS numbers: 02.50. + s, 03.65.Bz 

I. INTRODUCTION 

LetX be a nonempty set, and let (Y,.l' y,v) be a probabil
ity space. Suppose that for every (x, y)E X X Y there exists a 
probability space (X (x, y), .2' (x, y), Ilx, y) such that (a) 
X = uJlEyX(x,y) for every XEX, and (b) 
X(X'YI)nX(X'Y2) = ,p, YI =1= Y2, for every xEX. We then call 
the triple 

M= (X,Y,(X(x,y):(X,y)EXXY}) 

a probability manifold and we call (X(x, y):(x, y) EX X Y} 
the local structure of M. 

Roughly speaking, X is covered by local probability 
spaces which are joined together in a stochastic fashion. In 
general, X itself does not form a probability space, but as we 
shall later see, becomes a generalized probability space. 

A set A ~X is locally measurable if AnX (x, y) E.2' (x, y) 
for every (x, y) E X X Yand in this case we call 

Il(A Ix,y) = Ilx,y [AnX(x,y)] 

the probability of A along X (x, y). A set of A ~ X is globally 
measurable if A is locally measurable and for every x E X, the 
functionY-Il(A lx, y) is.2' y-measurable. In this case, we call 

Il(A Ix) = J Il(A lx, y)v(dy) 

the probability of A at x. Finally, a set A ~ X is totally mea
surable if A is globally measurable and Il(A Ix) is independent 
of x. In this case, we call1l(A ) = Il(A Ix) for every x E X the 
total probability of A. We define.2'L' A G, AT' respectively, as 
the collections of locally, globally, and totally measurable 
subsets of X. If X is the base set of a probability space 
(X, .2', Ilo) such that.2' ~A T and 1l1.2' = Ilo, then we say that 
M is coherent. It is easy to show that .2' L is a u-algebra and 
Il( 'Ix, y) is a probability measure on .2' L for every 
(x, y) E X X Y. Hence, (X, .2' L' Il( 'Ix, y)) is a probability space 
for every (x,y) EX X Y. In general, we have AT ~ AG 
~ .2' L' However, A T and A G need not be u-algebras. 

We call a collection of subsets A of X, a u-class (or A
field) if(a) X EA; (b) A EA implies the complement A ' E A; 
and (c)A; EA mutuallydisjoint,i= 1,2, ... ,impliesuA; EA. 
A probability measure on a u-c1ass is defined in the same way 
as a probability measure on a u-algebra. If A is a u-c1ass of 
subsets of X, then (X,A ) is called a generalized measurable 
space, and if Il is a probability measure on A we call (X,A, Il) a 
generalized probability space. 1,2 

Theoreml:lf(X,Y (X(x,y):(x,y) E X X Y j)isaprobabil
ity manifold, then (X, A G' IlHx)) and (X,A T' Il) are general
ized probability spaces for every x E X. 

Proof We first show that (X,AG' 1l(·lx)) is a generalized 
probability space for x E X. Clearly, X E A G and Il(X Ix) = 1. 
Suppose A EA G • Then 

A' nX(x,y) =X(x,y) -A nX(x,y) E.2'(X,y), 

for every (x,y) EX X YsoA ' E .2'L' Also, 

Il(A ' lx, y) = 1 - Il(A lx, y), 

so y -1l(A ' lx, y) is .2' y-measurable for every x E X. Hence, 
A' EAG.LetA; EAG,i = 1,2, ... , bemutuallydisjoint,andlet 
A = uA;. Then 

A nX(x,y) = u[A; nX(x,y)] EAG' 

for every (x, y) E X X Y so A E.2' L' Moreover, 

Il(A lx, y) = .2' Il(A; lx, y), 

so for every x EX, y-Il(A lx, y) is the limit of 
.2' y-measurable functions. Hence, y -1l(A lx, y) is.2' y-mea
surable for every x E X. By the monotone convergence 
theorem, 

Il(A Ix) = J Il(A lx, y)v(dy) 

= J Ilx,y [A nX(x,y)]v(dy) 

=.2' J Ilx,y [A; nX(x,y)] v(dy) 

= .2'1l(A; Ix). 
It follows that (X,AG,Il('lx)) is a generalized probability 
space for every x E X. It now easily follows that (X,A T' Il) is 
also a generalized probability space. 0 

Let (X,A ) be a generalized measurable space and let! 
X-R. We say thatfis measurable iff-I(B) EA for every 
Borel set B E B (R). It is easy to show that A f 
= (f-I(B ):B E B (R)j is a subu-algebra ofA. If(X,A,Il)isa 

generalized probability space andf:X _ R is measurable, we 
callfarandom variable, as usual. In this case, (X,Af' IlIAf) is 
an ordinary probability space and we define the integral or 
expectation Ep. (I) = f f du of/in the usual way. We denote 
the set of integrable random variables on (X,A, Il) by 
L I(X,A, Il). 
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Theorem 2. (a) IffEL 1 (X,.Iv,u(·lx,y)), thenfIX(x,y) 
E L I(X (x, y), I (x, y), ,ux, y). 

(b) If fEL I(X,AG,,u(·lx,y)), then fEL 1 (X,.IL' 
,u(·lx, y)) for every y E Y, y-+fx(x,y) f(w) ,ux,y(dw) is integra
ble on (Y,.Iy,v) and 

r [ r f(w),ux,y(dW)]V(dY) = r f(w),u(dwlx). 
Jy k~~ k 
(c) IffE L 1 (X,AT',u) thenfE L I(X,AG' ,u('lx)) for every 

xEXand 

Lf(W) ,u(dwlx) = Lf(W) ,u(dw), 

for every x E X. 

Proof Part (a) is straightforward and (c) easily follows 
from (b). We therefore only prove part (b). LetfE L 1 (X, A G , 

,u(·lx)) be a simple function,f= l:7= 1 CjXA
i

' Aj EAG. Then 
Aj nX(x,y)EI(x,y) so fIX(x,y) is I (x,y)-measurable. 
Sincey-+,ux,y [Aj nX(x,y)] is Iy-measurable, 

y-+ r f(w),ux,y(dw) = IC j ,ux,y [Aj nX(x,y)] 
JX(X,Y) 

is I y-measurable. Now 

r [r f(w),ux,y(dW)]V(dY) 
Jy JX(X,y) 

= IC j L,ux,y [Aj nX(x,y)]v(dy) 

= IC j ,u(A j Ix) = Lf(W) ,u(dwlx). 

Hence, the result holds for simple functions. Now letf ELI 
(X,AG' ,u(·lx)) be non-negative, Then there exists an increas
ing sequence of simple functions/; E L I(X,AG' ,u('lx)) such 
that/; -+ f almost everywhere. Since f IX (x, y) = lim/; I 
X (x, y), we have thatflX (x, y) is I (x, y)-measurable. By the 
monotone convergence theorem 

r f(w) ,ux.y(dw) = lim r /;(w) ,ux,y(dw). 
k~~ Jx~~ 

SinceY-+fx(x,y)/;(w),ux,y (dw) is Iy-measurable, so is its 
limity-+ fx(x,y) f(w),ux,y (dw). Again, by the monotone con
vergence theorem, 

Lf(w),u(dWlx) = lim L/;(w),u(dwlx) 

= lim L [L/;(W),ux,y(dW)] v(dy) 

= [L X(X,yf(W),ux,y(dW)]V(dY). 

Finally, if fE L 1 (X,AG' ,u('lx)) is arbitrary, we can write 
f= f+ - f- wheref+,f_>O,f+,f_ EL I(X,AG,,u(·lx)) and 
the ranges off+ andf_ are contained in a common sub-u
algebra of A G' The result now follows from the additivity of 
the integral. 2 D 

Iff IX (x, y) E L I(X (x, y), I (x, y), ,u(x, y)), we call 

EUlx,y) = r f(w),u(dwlx,y) 
JX(x.y) 
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the local expectation offalongX(x,y). IffE L I(X,AG,,u(-lx)) 
we call 

EUlx) = Lf(w),u(dWIX) = L EUlx,y)v(dy) 

the global expectation off at x. If fE L I(X,AT',u) we call 
E (f) = f x f d,u the total expectation off 

II. EXAMPLES 

We now give some simple examples which illustrate the 
above framework. As we shall see, this framework includes 
product probability spaces and conditional expectations rel
ative to countable measurable partitions. 

Example 1: Let (Y, I y, v) and (Z, I z ,w) be probability 
spaces and let X= YXz. For (X,y)EXXY, let X(x,y) 
= yxZ, I(x,y) = I yXB:BEIz J, ,ux,y (yXB) = w(B). 

Then M = (X, Y I X (x, y): (x, y) E X X Y J) is a probability 
manifold. Denoting the power set of Yby P (Y), it is clear that 

IyXIz ~ P(Y)XIz ~ I L • 

Let C X DEI y XI z be a measurable rectangle. Then 
C XDEIL and 

,ux.y [C XD n X(x,y)] 

= ,ux.y[CXDn(yxZ)] = Xc!y)w(D). 

This is a Iy-measurable function of y. Hence, C XD E A G • 

Since the intersection of two measurable rectangles is a mea
surable rectangle, it can be shown l

,2 that 

IyXIz ~ AG ~ I L · 

Moreover, 

,u(C XD Ix) = L,ux. y [C XDnX(x,y)]v(dy) = v(C)w(D) 

is independent of x, so AT = A G. If we place the product 
measure v X w on (X, I y xI z), then M is coherent. Hence, 

(X,.IyXIz , vxw) ~ (X,AG',u) 

and we may think of M as a generalization of the Cartesian 
product of two probability spaces. The probability of C X D 
alongX(x,y) becomes,u(C XD Ix,y) = Xc!y)w(D) and the 
probability of C X D at x becomes 

,u(C XD Ix) = ,u(C XD) = v(C)w(D) = (vXw)(C XD). 

Example 2: Let X= Y=R, Iy =B(R), and 

v(B)=(lIJ1TlfBe-y'dy, BEIy. For (X,y)EXXY, let 
X(x,y) = Ix + yJ,I(x,y) = I ¢,lx,yJ J,and,ux.y(!x + yj) 
= 1. Then M = (X, Y, I X (x, y):(x, y) E X X Y J) is a probabil

ity manifold. It is clear that I L = P (X). If A E I L' then 

,utA Ix,y) = ,ux.y [A nX(x,y)] = XA -x(y)· 

It follows that A G = B (R ). For A E A G' we have 

,utA Ix) = f ,utA lx, y)v(dy) = vIA - x) 

=- e- y dy. 11' 
J1T A-x 

It follows that A T = I ¢,R J. 
Example 3: Let (X,.I,,u) be a probability space and let 
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Bi , i = 1,2, ... , be a countable measurable partition of X, with 
JI-(Bi ) =1=0, i = 1,2, .... Let Y = I YI'Y2, ... J be a countable set 
and define.2'y = pry), v(! Yi j) = JI-(BJ For any x E X, de
fine X(X'Yi) = B i , .2'(x,y;) = IA n B i : A E.2' J and Jl-x,y,(B) 

= JI-(B)I JI-(B;) for BE.2' (x, Yi)' i = 1,2, .... It is clear that 
.2' L =.2'. For A E.2', we have 

JI-(A IX'Yi) = JI-(A n Bi)l JI-(Bi ), 

which is a .2' y-measurable function, so A G =.2'. Moreover, 
JI-(A lx, Yi) is the usual conditional probability JI-(A IBi ), 

i = 1,2, .... Also for A E.2', we have 

JI-(A Ix) = L JI-(A lx, y)v(dy) = .2' JI-(A n B i ) = JI-(A ). 

It follows that AT =.2'. 

III. LIMIT THEOREMS 

In this section we consider some simple global limit 
theorems which follow from local properties. We restrict our 
attention to the simplest version of the strong law of large 
numbers. One can prove more general versions of the law of 
large numbers and also the central limit theorem. Moreover, 
we only consider what we call" g-harmonic" functions. Re
laxing this condition would be an interesting direction for 
further research. The results of this section generalize some 
theorems due to Pitowske·4 which are considered in the next 
section. 

Let (X, Y, I X (x, y): (x, y) E X X Y j) be a probability 
manifold and let};: X _ R, i = 1, 2, ... , be a sequence of 
locally measurable functions. If}; IX (x, y) are stochastically 
independent for every (x,y) EX X Y, we say that };, 
i = 1,2, ... , are locally independent. If}; IX (x, y) are identically 
distributed, we say that};, i = 1,2, ... , are locally identically 
distributed. Let gEL I (Y,.2' y, v) be a function which is not 
identically zero. A locally integrable functionf X - R is g
harmonic if E (fIx, y) = fix) g( y) for every (x, y) E X X Y. 

Notice that ifJisg-harmonic, thenfis globally integra
ble and 

E(flx) = L E(flx,y)v(dy) = Lf(x)g(Y)V(dY) 

= fix) L g( y)v(dy). 

If follows that f is totally measurable if and only if 
S g( y)v(d..i ) = ° orfis a constant function. For a fixed x EX, 

each W E X is contained in a unique set X (x, y w). Define 
llx:X-Y by llx(w) = YW' 

Theorem 3. Let};, i = 1,2, ... , be a sequence of locally 
independent, locally identically distributed, g-harmonic 
functions. 

(a) If}; (xo) = a, i = 1, 2, ... , then 

JI-({WEX: ~ itl};(W)-g[llx.(W))} IXo) = 1. 

(b) Ifg(y) = 0, then for every x EX 

JI-({W EX: ~ itl}; (WJ-O} iXo,y) = 1. 

(c) If lin ~7= I}; (xo) - 0, then 
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JI-({ W EX: ~ itl}; (W)-o} ixo) = 1. 

Proof (a)Sinceh (xo) = a, wehaveE(h I xo,Y) = ag(y) 
for i = 1,2 .... Applying the law oflarge numbers to X (xo, y) 
we obtain 

! itl };(w)-ag(y) = ag [ ~ (W)], 

for almost every W EX (xo, y). Hence, 

JI-( {w EX: ~ itl}; (W)-ag [ ~ (W)]) I x o, y) = 1, 

for every y E Y. Integrating this equation over Y gives the 
result. 

(b) This follows from the law of large numbers on 
X (xo, y) using the fact that 

E(hlx,y) = h(xo)g(y) = 0. 

(c) The proof is similar to part (a) and uses the fact that 

1 n g(y) n 
- L E(hlxo,y)=- Lh(xo)-O. 
n i= I n i= 1 

o 

The next result shows that under fairly general condi
tions, g-harmonic functions exist. A probability space is 
called a Lebesgue space if it is isomorphic to [0,1] with Lebes
gue measure. 

Theorem 4: Let (X, Y, IX (x, y): (X,y)EXXYj) be a 
probability manifold, with card (X) = card (R ), and let g: 
Y -R be .2' y-measurable with I g( y) I,;;;; 1 for every y E Y. If 
X(x,y) are Lebesque spaces such thatX(xl,YI) nX(x2,yz) is 
at most countable whenever x I =l=xz, then there exists a local
ly measurable g-harmonic function. 

Proof The proof is similar to the methods used by Pi
towski in his proof of Theorem 1 (see Ref. 4) so we only give 
an outline. We assume the axiom of choice and the contin
uum hypothesis. Well-order the family of sets 

F= {{xJ uX(x,y):(x,y) EX X YJ. 

Since card (F) = card (R ), it follows from the continuum hy
pothesis that there is such a well-ordering in which every 
element has only countably many predecessors. We definef 
by induction on this ordering. 

On the first element IXI J U X (XI' yJ! of the ordering de
finefas follows:f(xJ! = 1; partition X (XI,YI) into two mea
surable sets, one of measure [I - g( y J!]/2 and one of mea
sure[1 + g(yJ!]l2;defineftobe -lonthefirstsetand + 1 
on the second set. Then 

r !(w)Jl-x"y,(dw)= 1 + g(yJ! _ 1- g(yJ! 
JX(X"y,) 2 2 

= g( YI) = !(x l ) g( yJ!. 

Suppose we have defined! on all the elements of F up to but 
not including {xa ) U X (xa , Ya) in the order. If Xa does not 
belong to any preceding element ofF, define!(xa ) = 1. Since 
[xa J U X (xa , Ya) is preceded by at most countably many ele
ments and since the intersection of two different X (x, y)'s is at 
most countable,J has already been defined on at most coun
tably many points of X(xa,Ya), which is a set of measure 
zero. Hence, we can proceed as in the original step. Other
wise, Xa belongs to a preceding element. If!(xa ) = 1, pro-
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ceed as before. If f(x a ) = - 1, reverse the measures of the 
two sets. 0 

IV. DETERMINISTIC SPIN MODEL 

In this section we give an application to a deterministic 
spin model due to Pitowski. 3

•
4 However, unlike Pitowski, we 

pose this model in the framework of a probability manifold. 
This provides a unification of Pit ow ski's work and points the 
way toward generalizations. We shall outline some of Pi
towski's main results and we refer the reader to his works for 
more details. 

Let X = S (2) ~ R 3 be the unit sphere. For XES (2), 
O<,e<ll, let 

X(x,e) = !UES(2):U'X = cos e l. 
Let mx.e be Lebesgue measure on X(x,e) and let f1x,e 
= (2ll sin e) -I mx.e be the uniform distribution on X (x,e). 

Define Y = [O,ll], .I y = B ([O,ll]) and let v be the uniform 
distribution on Y. Then M = (X,Y,!X(x,e ):(x,e) E X X Y J) 
is a probability manifold. The next theorem shows that a 
totally measurable set need not be Lebesgue measurable. 
Moreover, if f10 denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure 
on B (S (2)) then M becomes a coherent probability manifold. 

TheoremS: (Pitowski)B (S(2)) ~ A Tandf1IB (S(2)) = f10' 
The next theorem gives the basic result for a determinis

tic spin model. 
Theorem 6: (pitowski) There exists a function 

fE L I(X.AT' f1) satisfying the following. 
(a)f X---+! - !, !l. 
(b)f( - w) = - f(w), for every WE X. 
(c) E Ulx,e) = fIx) cos e, for every (x,e) E X X Y. 
We callfa spin-!function. Notice thatfis g-harmonic, 

where g(e) = cos e. Spin-! functions may be interpreted as 
giving a deterministic spin model. In fact, if a system is de
scribed by a spin-! functionf, thenf(x) specifies the spin in 
the direction x. It is not hard to show that 

f1U-1 P llx e) = {COS2 
e /2, if/Ix) = !, 

2' sin2 e /2, if/Ix) = -~. 

This result shows that spin-i functions produce the usual 
quantum mechanical probabilities. 

Pitowski has shown that there exist many spin-! func
tions, in fact, there exist sequences of locally independent 
spin-i functions. The next result shows that spin-! functions 
give the usual quantum expectations. The proof of this result 
follows from Theorem 3. 

Theorem 7: (pitowski) Letfl,J2' ... be a locally indepen
dent sequence of spin-! functions satisfying,/; (xo) = i. Then 

f1({w EX: ~ i ,/;(w)---+ w.xo} Ixo) = 1. 
n ,~ 1 2 

V. PHASE-SPACE MODEL 

In this section we present a phase-space model for non
relativistic quantum mechanics. Although we restrict our 
attention to two-dimensional phase space, our results are 
easily generalized to higher dimensions. 

Let R 2 = ((x ,k ): x, k E R J be a two-dimensional phase 
space. A function f R 2 ---+ C is a probability amplitUde 
function if (a) for every k, f(·,k) is Lebesgue integrable, 
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k ---+ f R f(x,k )dx is Lebesgue measurable, and 

iii f(x,k )dx 12 dk = 1; 

and (b) for every x, f(x,.) is Lebesgue integrable, 
x ---+ f R f(x,k )dk is Lebesgue measurable, and 

i 1 if(X,k )dk 1

2dX 
= 1. 

Letf be a probability amplitude function. For A E B (R ) 
wecallF(A,k) = If A f(x,k )dxI 2theP-densityfollowinganA
measurement of Q,andF(x, A ) = IfAf(x,k)dk 1

2theQ-den
sityfollowinganA-measurementofP.ForA,B E B (R )wecall 
f1p (B, A) = f B F(A,k )dk theP-probabilityofBfollowingan 
A -measurement of Q and f1Q (B, A ) = f B F (x, A )dx the Q
probability of B following an A-measurement of P. The P
probability of B given an A-measurement of Q is f1p(B IA ) 
= f1p(B, A)I f1p(R, A) and the Q-probabilityofBgiven an A

measurement of Pis f1Q (B IA ) = f1Q(B, A )I f1Q(R, A ). 
Notice, that for all B E B (R ) 

f1Q(B,R) = 1 F(x,R )dx = 1/ if(X,k)dk /2 dx, 

f1p(B,R) = 1 F(R,k )dk = 11 i f(x,k )dx 12 dk 

are measures on B (R). If we let Y = Z = R, .I y =.Iz 
=B(R ),v(B) = f1Q(B,R ),w(B) = f1p(B,R ),then(Y,.Iy, v) 
and (Z,.Iz, w) become probability spaces. Let 
X= YXZ=R2. As in Example 1, for (X,y)EXXY, let 
X(x,y) = yxZ, .I (x,y) = ! YXB:BE.Iz l, f1x,y(yxB) 
= w(B). Then 

MI = (X,Y,!X(x,y):(x,y):(x,y) EX X YJ) 

is a probability manifold. In a similar way, for (x, z) E X X Z, 
let X (x, z) = Y Xz, .I (x, z) = ! B Xz: BE.Iz l, f1x,z(B xz) 
=v(B). Then 

M2 = (X,Z,!X(x, z):(x, z) EX xz J) 
is a probability manifold. In this way, the phase space 
X = R 2 can be thought of as a probability manifold with two 
different local structures, given by MI and M2. The probabil
ity amplitude function fallows us to consider the two local 
structures simultaneously. Thus position and momentum 
are considered simultaneously. 

If t/J E L 2 (R ,dx), then of course t/J corresponds to a pure 
one-dimensional quantum state. The next theorem shows 
that there is a corresponding probability amplitude function. 

Theorem 8: If t/J E L 2 (R,dx) with Iit/JII = 1, then there 
exists anfR 2---+C satisfying 

(a) for every k E R, 

f(x,k) = (21T) -It/J(x)e - ikx, a.e. [x 1, 
(b) for every x E R, 

f(x,k) = (21T)- I/2¢(k )eikX
, a.e. [k 1, 

where ¢ denotes the Fourier transform of t/J. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4. Define 

the family of sets 

F= !xXR,R Xk:x,kER J. 
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Now F can be well-ordered as in Theorem 4. We now define! 
by induction. If the first set in this ordering has the form 
XI XR, define/on this set by/(x"k) = (21T)-1/2 ¢(k )eikx

, and 
if the first set has the form R X k" define / on this set by 
/(x,kd = (21T)-'/2t/!(x)e- ik ,X. The proof now proceeds as in 
Theorem 4. 0 

It is easy to show that / in Theorem 8 is a probability 
amplitude function. We calIf a probability amplitude func
tion corresponding to t/!. The next theorem shows that for/ to 
correspond to a quantum state t/!,/must satisfy some strict 
constraints. This indicates that there may be quantum sys
tems that are not described by conventional states. 

Theorem 9: A probability amplitude function / corre
sponds toa t/! E L 2 (R,dx) ifand only ifforeveryA E B (R )we 
have 

(a) i /(x,k )dx = [X A (v) i /(v,u )du ]'''tk ), 

(b) i /(x,k )dk = [X A (v) i /(u,v)du r (x). 

Proof Suppose / corresponds to the quantum state t/! 
Then for any A E B (R ) we have 

[XA(V) i/(V,U)dUr(k) = ~A t/!)t\(k) = i/(X,k)dX, 

and 

[XA(V) i/(U'V)dUr(X)=~A ¢)V(k)= i/(X,k)dk. 

Conversely, suppose that (a) and (b) hold. Define 
t/!(x) = S R /(x,u)du. Then for A E B (R ) we have 

i /(x,k )dx = ~ A t/!) t\ (k ) = (21T) -1/2 i t/!(x)e - ikx dx . 

Hence, for every k E R,f(x,k) = (21T)-1/2 t/!(x)e - ikx, a.e.[x]. 
Also, for A E B (R ) we have 

i /(x,k )dk = ~ A ¢) V (x) = (21T) - 1/2 i ¢(k)e - ikx dk. 

Hence, for every x E R, /(x,k) = (21T)-1/2 ¢(k)e - ikx, 

a.e.[k]. 0 
The next two results show that a probability amplitude 

function corresponding to a quantum state produces the 
usual quantum marginal distributions and conditional ex
pectations. We denote the spectral measures for P and Q by 
E P and E Q, respectively. 

Lemma 10: Let / be a probability amplitude function 
corresponding to t/! E L 2 (R,dx). Then 

2401 

(a) F(A,k) = 1(t/!xA)t\(kW, F(R,k)= 1¢(kW; 
(b) F(x,A) = I( ¢XA )V(xW, F(x,k) = 1t/!(xW; 

(c) fi-p(B,A) = il(t/!XA )t\(k Wdk, 

fi-p(R,A) = 11 t/!(xWdx, 

fi-p(A,R ) = L I¢(k W dk; 

(d) fi-Q(B,A) = JI(¢XA)V(XWdX, 
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fi-Q(R,A ) = f I¢(k W dk, 

fi-Q(A,R) = f 1t/!(xW dx. 

Proof Straightforward application of definitions. 0 
Theorem 11: If / is a probability amplitude function 

corresponding to t/! E L 2(R,dx), and P", denotes the one-di
mensional projection onto t/!, then 

tr [EP(B )EQ(A )P",EQ(A )] 
(a) fi-p(B IA) = tr[ EQ(A)P",] , 

tr[ EQ(B )EP(A )P",EP(A )] 
(b) fi-Q(BIA)= tr[EP(A)p",] . 

Proof (a) Denote the Fourier transform by F. Using the 
fact that EQ(B) is multiplication by XB and EP(B) 
= F * E Q (B )F we obtain by Lemma 10, 

fi-p(B,A) = i I( t/!XA )t\(k W dk = II XB(t/!XA)t\ 112 

= IIF*XB F( t/!XA )11 2 = IIEP(B )(t/!XA )11 2 

= (EP(B )t/!XA' t/!XA) 

Hence, 

= (EP(B)EQ(A )t/!,EQ(A )t/!) 

= (EQ(A )EP(B)EQ(A)p", t/!,t/!) 

= tr[ EQ(A )EP(B )EQ(A )P",] 

= tr[ EP(B )EQ(A )pv,EQ(A)]. 

(B IA ) = fi-p(B,A ) 
fi-p fi-p(R,A ) 

trf EP(B )EQ(A )P",EQ(A )] 

tr [EQ(A )P",] 

(b) As in part (a) we have 

fi-Q(B,A) = il(¢XA )V(xW dx = IlxB~A ¢)V 112 

Hence, 

= II XBF*EQ(A )Ft/!112 = IIEQ(B )EP(A )t/!112 

= (EQ(B)EP(A )t/!, EP(A )t/!) 

= (EP(A )EQ(B )EP(A)P", t/!,t/!) 

= tr[ EP(A )EQ(B )EP(A )P",] 

= tr[ EQ(B )EP(A )Pl/,EP(A)]. 

(B IA) = fi-Q(B,A) 
fi-Q fi-Q(R,A ) 

tr[ EQ(B )EP(A )P",EP(A )] 

trf EP(A )P",] 
o 

IS. Gudder, Stochastic Methods in Quantum Mechanics (North Holland, 
New York, 1979). 
's. Gudder, SIAM Rev. 26, 71 (1984). 
31. Pitowski, Phys. Rev. Lett. 48,1299 (1982). 
41. Pitowski, Phys. Rev. D 27, 2316 (1983). 
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Probability distributions with given multivariate marginals 
Leon Cohen 
Hunter College o/the City University, New York, New York 10021 

(Received 25 October 1983; accepted for publication 23 March 1984) 

A method is presented for obtaining joint probability density functions which satisfy given 
multivariate marginal densities. 

PACS numbers: 02.50.Cw, 02.30. + g 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Suppose we have the marginal probability densities PI 
and P2 of the two sets of random variables XI = (x I,X2, ... ,xN) 
and X2 = (x N, + I ,x N, + 2 , ... ,x N, + N,)' respectively. The pur
pose of this paper is to present a method for obtaining a joint 
distribution P (x 1,x2"",x N, + N,) consistent with the margin
also The case where the marginals are a function of only one 
variable has been extensively studied 1 and a general method 
has been given to generate an infinite number of joint distri
butions for that situation. 2

-4 We shall here consider the case 
where the marginals are in general multivariate, that is, 
functions of more than one random variable. We assume that 
the given marginals do not have any variables in common. 

What we seek are positive functions such that 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

II. JOINT DISTRIBUTION 

Choose any positive function, h (u l'U2"",U N) of 
N ( = NI + N 2 ) variables defined in the N-dimensional unit 
cube and normalize it to 1, 

f h (u l ,u2, .. ·,uN)du l du2· .. duN = 1, (2.1) 

and let 

hl(UI, ... ,UN,) = II h (ul, ... ,UN, + N,)duN, + 1 .. ·duN, +N,' 

p(UI, ... ,UN) = h - hI - h2 + l. 
An example of such a function is 

N 

h = 2N II U" 
j= 1 

N, 

hi = 2N
, II u" 
;= 1 

N 

h2 = 2N
, II U j , 

i=N1 + 1 

(2.2) 

(2.4) 

P = {2N' .It U j - I} {2N
,. IT U j - I}. (2.5) 

1=1 I=N1 + 1 

An infinite number of joint distributions satisfying the mar
ginals may be generated by 

P(X I,X2, .. ·,XN) = PIP2[ 1 + cP(U I,U2, ... ,UN)], (2.6) 

where now the u's are defined in terms of the x's 

u j = uj(X I,X2, ... ,XN,), i = 1,2, ... ,NI (2.7) 

uj = uj(xN, + I ,,,,,XN, + N,), i = NI + 1, ... ,NI + N2, (2.8) 

in such a way thta the Jacobian of the transformations satisfy 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Also, the transformation must map the infinite NI-dimen
sional space into the NI-dimensional unit cube and similarly 
for N 2• InSec. III we will give the explicit transfomation. 

The constant c is chosen so that P will be positive. Iden
tical arguments to that previously given2 implies that c may 
be chosen to be any number in the range 

(2.11) 

where - II and 12 are the absolute minimum and maximum 
ofp. 

To show that the marginals are satisfied consider 

f: 00 P2(XN, + I , ... ,xN, + N,)h (ul, ... ,uN)dxN, + I ... dxN, + N, 

(2.12) 

= II h (ul, ... ,uN)duN, + 1 .. ·duN = hi' 

Furthermore 

f: 00 P2 h2 dxN, + 1 .. ·dxN = f h dUN, + I .. ·duN = 1, (2.13) 

and hence 

f P2pdxN,+I···dxN,+N, =0, (2.14) 

which proves that the first marginal condition is satisfied. 
Similarly for the second. 

III. TRANSFORMATION AND JACOBIAN 

What remains to be shown is that the transformations 
can be found such that the Jacobians are given by Eqs. (2.9) 
and (2.10). Define 
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p\N, - \)(Xi + I , ... ,xN,) = J: 00 p\(X\, .. ·,xN, )dxc··dxj> 

then a transformation satisfying Eq. (2.9) is 

SX; piN, -i+ I)(X~ ... ,x )dx~ 
- 00 \ I' N, I • / N 

IN .) , I"", I' 
PI,-I(Xi+\, .. ·,xN,) 

U i = 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Since 

aUi 

aXj 

= 0, j < i, i<N\, (3.3) 

The Jacobian is the product of the diagonal elements which 
are given by 

P\N, -i+ \) 

p\N,-i) , 

and therefore 

N IN.-i+\) 
J- '(j)\' \-.n pIN,-'1 

,~I \ 

i<N, (3.4) 

(3.5) 

For the other set of variables the identical procedure is fol
lowed. Also, it s clear that as the x's range over all space the 
range ofthe u's is from zero to one. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND GENERALIZATION 

An infinite number of P 's can be generated by choosing 
different h 's and c's. We point out that sometimes different 
H's will lead to thesamep and that also for some choices ofh 
one could get a p identical to zero. 

Generalization to more than two marginals is as fol
lows. Suppose we have M marginals each having Ni random 
variables then the joint density will be a function of MN 
random variables where N is the sum of the Ni's. For each 
marginal the u transformations are chosen as above. The 
joint density is given by 

M 

P(x\,x2 , .. ·,XMN ) = IT P;lXi ) [ 1 + cp(U\,U2,· .. ,UM )], 
i=1 

(4.1) 
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where now h is a function of MN variables and 

with 

Ui = (UKi + \' ... 'UKi + N)' 

Xi = (XKi + \ ,···,xKi + N)' 

i 

Ki= n~, 
j~ I 

P(UI""'UM ) = h (U\,. .. ,UM ) 

M 

- L hi(Vi) + (M - 1), 
i~1 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Finch and Groblicki5 have shown that for the case 
where the marginals are a function of only one variable, the 
procedure given above encompasses all solutions. A similar 
proof holds for the multivariate case. We note that in general 
h can be a functional of the marginals. 
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Maximum entropy in the problem of moments 
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The maximum-entropy approach to the solution of under determined inverse problems is studied 
in detail in the context of the classical moment problem. In important special cases, such as the 
Hausdorffmoment problem, we establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
maximum-entropy solution and examine the convergence of the resulting sequence of 
approximations. A number of explicit illustrations are presented. In addition to some elementary 
examples, we analyze the maximum-entropy reconstruction of the density of states in harmonic 
solids and of dynamic correlation functions in quantum spin systems. We also briefly indicate 
possible applications to the Lee-Yang theory of Ising models, to the summation of divergent 
series, and so on. The general conclusion is that maximum entropy provides a valuable 
approximation scheme, a serious competitor of traditional Pade-like procedures. 

PACS numbers: 02.60. + y, 75.1O.Jm 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The maximum-entropy approach to the solution of un
derdetermined inverse problems was introduced some time 
ago. I

•
2 Following the original contributions, there has been a 

long debate concerning the conceptual foundations of maxi
mum entropy for problems outside the traditional domain of 
thermodynamics. The debate is currently more meaningful 
than ever in view of the augmenting list of successful practi
cal applications3 which have become possible because of the 
steadily increasing computing power available today. While 
our aim is not to engage in further conceptual ramifications 
of the rationale of maximum entropy,4 we shall attempt to 
sharpen its mathematical foundations and to extend its ap
plicability to various concrete problems encountered in 
quantum physics. 

We consider the classical moment problem where a 
positive density P (x) is sought from knowledge of its power 
moments 

f xnp(x)dx=f-ln' n=0,1,2, .... (1.1) 

The extent to which the density P (x) may be determined from 
its moments has been extensively discussed in the mathemat
icalliterature. In practice, only a finite number of moments, 
say N + 1, is usually available. Clearly then there exists an 
infinite variety offunctions whose first N + 1 moments coin
cide and a unique reconstruction of P(x) is impossible. Nev
ertheless, various approximation procedures exist which 
aim at constructing specific sequences offunctions PN(x), 
such that 

f xnPN(x)dx = {In' n = 0,1, ... , N, (1.2) 

which eventually converge to the true distribution P (x) as N 
approaches infinity. It is often mathematically expedient, 
and physically useful, to abandon the requirement of 
pointwise convergence and, instead, require weaker conver
gence for averages of the form 

(F) = f F(x)P(x)dx = ;~ f F(x)PN(x)dx, (1.3) 

where F (x) is some known function of physical interest. 
The maximum-entropy approach offers a definite pro

cedure for the construction of a sequence of approximations. 
The positive density P(x) is interpreted as a probability den
sity and the corresponding entropy is maximized under the 
condition that the first N + 1 moments be equal to the true 
moments f-ln ,n = 0,1, ... , N. Introducing appropriate La
grange multipliers, one seeks maximization of the entropy 
functional S = S (P ) defined from 

S = - f [P(x)lnP(x) - P(x)]dx 

+ nto An (f xnp(x)dx - f-ln). (1.4) 

Notice that we have incorporated in the definition of the 
entropy a term linear in P (x), mostly for notational conve
nience. The linear term may be absorbed by a trivial redefini
tion of the Lagrange multiplier ,10 in Eq. (1.4). Returning to 
the main point, themaximaP = PN(x) of(1.4) for N = 1,2, ... 
will be taken as a sequence of approximations for the true 
density P (x). It is customary to say that the maximum-en
tropy sequence P N(X) is the least-biased sequence of approxi
mations. 

The mathematical problem posed in the preceding 
paragraph was already considered in standard works on 
maximum entropy and concrete applications were also 
worked out in certain cases.3

•
5

,6 Nonetheless, recent reviews 
of a wealth of moment problems in quantum physics 7 do not 
even acknowledge possible use of the maximum-entropy ap
proach. This situation is understandable because the more 
popular methods, such as polynomial expansions, Pade ap
proximants, and the like, have had the advantage of exten
sive mathematical scrutiny over a period of a century or so. 
It is clear that a similar status for maximum entropy could be 
achieved only by an equally thorough study of its mathema
tial basis, by widening the scope of concrete applications, 
and by explicit comparison with the best approximation pro
cedures currently in use. 

For comparison purposes, it seems appropriate to brief-
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ly outline here some of the better known methods for ap
proximate solutions of the moment problem. A simple possi
bility is to expand P (x) in some set of orthogonal 
polynomials. The resulting series is truncated after N + 1 
terms and the expansion coefficients are determined by re
quiring that the first N + 1 moments be correct. This entails 
the solution of a (N + 1) X (N + 1) system of linear equa
tions. Judicious choices of weighted orthogonal polynomials 
could lead to rapidly convergent sequences. In practice, the 
choice of a suitable weight is usually difficult, so the resulting 
sequences often produce notoriously oscillating approxima
tions to P (x) which are further impaired by lack of positivity 
at each finite stage of iteration. 

Alternative, usually more powerful, procedures have 
been developed over the years, most of which are classified 
under the generic name of Pade approximations. 8 For in
stance, one may attempt to approximate the positive func
tion P (x) by finite sums of 8-functions of the form 

IN + 1)/2 

PN(x) = L mi8(x - xd, 
;= I 

when N is odd, and 
N/2 

PN(x) = L mi8(x -Xi)' xo=a, 
;=0 

(1.5a) 

(1.5b) 

when N is even. In a language preferred by mathematicians, 
one writes P(x)dx = df.l(x), where the nondecreasing mea
sure f.l(x) is approximated by multistep functions. The pa
rameters m i and x; in (1.5) are again determined by the re
quirement that the first N + 1 moments be correct: 

L miX? = f.ln' n = 0,1, ... , N. (1.6) 

These are nonlinear equations but their solution may be re
duced to the diagonalization of a tridiagonal Jacobi ma
triX.9

•
1O The corresponding numerical procedure is appar

ently very stable and is often quoted in the literature as the 
Lanczos algorithm. II While the preceding method does not 
directly address a pointwise construction of Pix), it is well 
suited for the computation of averages of the form (1.3) for 
which approximations may be obtained from 

(F)N = L miF(x;). (1.7) 
i 

For the special case where F (x) = 1/( 1 + zx), Eq. (1.7) is but 
the standard Pade approximant associated with Stieljes inte
grals of the form 

(F) = (b P(x)dx, 
Ja 1 + zx 

(1.8) 

The distinction between even and odd N implicit in Eq. (1.5) 
results in two independent sequences of approximation 
which are the familiar diagonal and off-diagonal Pade se
quences. 

A number of questions raised in the preceding general 
introduction will be addressed in the following to varying 
degrees of completeness. In Sec. II, we briefly review well
known facts about maximum entropy and present some new 
mathematical results. In important special cases, we are able 
to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the exis-
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tence of a maximum-entropy solution and to some extent 
study the convergence of the resulting sequence. The nu
merical procedure and some elementary examples are also 
discussed in Sec. II. More interesting applications are de
scribed in the remainder of the paper. A detailed calculation 
of the density of states for a harmonic face-centered-cubic 
(fcc) crystal is presented in Sec. III and the results are com
pared with the earlier work of Gordon and Wheelerlo using 
the Pade-like procedure outlined above; Sec. IV presents a 
similar calculation for dynamic correlation functions in 
some typical quantum spin systems. Further applications 
are contemplated in Sec. V and are illustrated by some sim
ple exercises in the context of the Lee-Yang theory for Ising 
models. The same section contains a number of concluding 
remarks and some suggestions for possible generalizations. 

II. FORMULATION AND ELEMENTARY EXAMPLES 

The starting point for our discussion is the entropy de
fined by Eq. (1.4) for which we seek a maximum. Functional 
variation with respect to the unknown density P (x) yields 

~ = O=:;.P = P N(X) = exp( - ..1,0 - I Anxn), 
8P(x) n= I 

(2.1) 

to be supplemented by the condition that the first N + 1 
moments be given by f.ln: 

f xnpN(x)dx =f.ln' n = 0,1, ... , N. (2.2) 

Equations (2.2) should be viewed as a (nonlinear) system of 
N + 1 equations for theN + 1 unknown Lagrangemultipli
ers Ao,AlJ ... , AN' Without loss of generality, we may assume 
in the following that the density P (x) is normalized such that 
f.lo = 1. The first equation (n = 0) in (2.2) then reads 

f PN(x)dx = f dx exp( - ..1,0 - ntl An xn) = 1, (2.3) 

and may be used to express AD in terms of the remaining 
Lagrange multipliers: 

e'0 = f dx exp( - ntl Anxn )=z. (2.4) 

The system of equations (2.2) reduces to 

(xn) = f.ln' n = 1,2, ... , N, 

f~ dx xnexp( -~: = IAnxn) 
(x") 

f~ dx exp( -~: = IA"x") . 
(2.5) 

An analytical solution of (2.5) is, of course, impossible 
except for the simple case N = 1. For numerical as well as 
theoretical purposes, one introduces a potential 
r = r (A 1,..1,2"'" AN) through the Legendre transformationS 

N 

r=lnZ+ L f.ln A", (2.6) 
n=] 

there the f.ln 's are the actual numerical values of the known 
moments. Stationary points of the potential r are solutions 
to the equations 

:; = O=:;.(xn) = f.ln' n = 1,2, ... , N, 
n 

(2.7) 
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which are precisely Eqs. (2.5). The first important property 
of r is summarized in the following lemma. 

Lemma 1: The potential r = r(A\,Az, ... , AN) is every
where convex. The proof of this result is already given in the 
literature5 and proceeds by explicit construction of the Hes
sian 

H = a
z 
r = (xn+ m) _ (xn) (xm) (2.8) 

- ~n~m ' 
which may be proven to be positive definite for any generic 
set of A'S, not necessarily satisfying Eqs. (2.5). A more direct 
demonstration obtains by treating all Lagrange multipliers, 
including Ao, on a common basis. Thus we introduce the 
potential..1 =..1 (Ao,A\, ... , AN) from 

..1 = f [exp( - Ao - nt\ Anxn) - 1 ]dX + nto I1n An, (2.9) 

whose stationary points are given by 

a..1 = ~(xn) = I1n, n = 0,1, ... , N, 
aAn 

(2.10) 

which recombine Eqs. (2.5) with (2.4). Had we eliminatedAo 
using (2.4), the first term in (2.9) would vanish and the re
maining terms would give (with 110 = 1) 

N N N 
..1 = I I1n An = l1oAo + I }inAn = In Z + I I1n An, 

n=O n=[ n=I 

(2.11) 

which is the potential r introduced earlier. However, one 
may directly work with..1 =..1 (Ao,Ap ... ,AN) whichalsosatis
fies Lemma 1. The corresponding Hessian reads 

8 nm = a/Z:A
m 

= f dx x
n
+

m 
exp( - nt/nxn) 

=(xn+m), n,m=O,I, .. , (2.12) 

and its positive definiteness is trivially established noting 
that 

ib 

dx(uo + U\x + ... + UkXk)Z exp( - nto Anxn»o, 

(2.13) 

for any nonnegative integer k and for any real uo,up ... ,uk' 
Equation (2.13) may be rewritten as 

k k 

I (xn+m)UnUm = I 8 nm unum >0, (2.14) 
n,m=O n,m=O 

which establishes that the Hessian 8 nm is positive definite. 
In practice, the potentials r or ..1 may be used with 

comparable efficiency. We shall therefore proceed using the 
potential r. However, the potential..1 will prove more flexi
ble for some generalizations discussed in Sec. V. 

The convexity of r guarantees that if a stationary point 
is found for some finite values of A\,Az, ... , AN' it must be a 
unique absolute minimum. Notice, however, that convexity 
alone does not imply that such a minimum should exist. This 
is not surprising because the convexity of r was established 
without any reference to the specific properties of the actual 
moments I1n' A simple illustration may be given taking 
N = 1 and [a,b] = [0,1], so that 

Z = dx e - A,x = , 11 l-e-A, 

o Al 
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(2.15) 

It is not difficult to see that the convex function r = r (A d 
possesses a minimum at some finite A \ only if 11\ < 1 ( = 110)' 
It is clear that this is the first of a set of conditions that the 
actual moments must satisfy in order to guarantee a mini
mum for r = r(A\, ... ,AN)' What are those conditions? 

In order to answer the above question, it is pertinent at 
this point to review the general conditions under which the 
full moment problem shall have a solution, independently of 
the method of approximation. We restrict our discussion to 
the moment problem defined over a finite interval, say [0,1], 
which is the so-called Hausdorff moment problem. Iz Let 
P (x) be a nonnegative density integrable in [0,1] and let 
{un,n = 0,1,2, ... } be the associated moment sequence. Not
ing that 

f xn(1_x)kp(x)dx>O, (2.16) 

and working out the integrand using the binomial expansion, 
the left side of (2.16) may be expressed in terms of the mo
ments I1n: 

k (k) ..1 kl1n = I (- It I1n + m > 0, n,k = 0,1,2, .... 
m=O m 

(2.17) 

It is evident that the set of inequalities (2.17) is a set of neces
sary conditions for the moment sequence. Such a sequence is 
called completely monotonic. More importantly, Hausdorff 
established the sufficiency of the above conditions. Namely, 
given a completely monotonic moment sequence, there ex
ists a nonnegative density P (x) integrable in [0, I] whose mo
ments coincide with I1n' 

Applying (2.17) for k = 1 and n = 0 one finds that 
11\ <110' which is the condition we found earlier so that the 
potential r = r(Ad ofEq. (2.15) will have a minimum. It is 
tempting to presume that the general potential 
r = r(A\,Az, ... ,AN) will have a minimum if and only if the 
full set of conditions (2.17) is satisfied. That this is indeed so 
is guaranteed by the following theorem. 

Theorem 1: A necessary and sufficient condition that 
the potential r should have a unique absolute minimum at 
some finite A \,Az, ... ,A N for any N is that the moment se
quence {un,n = 0,1,2, ... } should be completely monotonic. 

We first establish sufficiency which is obviously the 
most relevant aspect of Theorem 1 for practical applications. 
In view of the convexity, it is clear that the essence of the 
proof should evolve around the asymptotic behavior of rat 
large A. Hence the Lagrange multipliers are written as 

]I; 

An =Aan, I a~ = 1, (2.18) 
n=1 

where A is positive and the an's are the familiar direction 
cosines. One then obtains 

N 

r = In Z + I I1n An 
n=1 

=In [f dxexp( -A ntIanxn)] +A ntll1nan' 

(2.19) 
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Our aim is to study the behavior of r as A----+ 00 for an arbi
trary choice of the direction cosines. It is convenient to com
bine both terms in (2.19) and write 

r= InJ, J = f dx /1ltf,X), 

N 

llN(X) = L an(Pn _xn), 
n=l 

(2.20) 

so our task reduces to the study of the asymptotic behavior of 
the Laplace integral J = J (A ) at A----+ 00. The general proce
dure is explained in standard textbooks 13 and the result de
pends on the behavior of the N th degree polynomialll N(X) in 
[0,1]. The relevant property of llN(X) for our current pur
poses is summarized in the following lemma. 

Lemma 2: If Wn,n = 0,1,2, ... } is a completely mono
tonic moment sequence, the Nth-degree polynomial 
II N(X) = };;; = 1 an (Pn - xn) is strictly positive in a nontrivial 
subinterval of [0, 1], for arbitrary real a l,a2 , ••• ,a N not all of 
which vanish. 

The proof of the lemma proceeds by contradiction. Let 
us assume that II N(X) is not positive anywhere in [0,1], i.e., 

(2.21) 

The polynomial llN(X) may not be identically equal to zero 
because not all of the coefficients al,a2 , ••• ,aN vanish. It is 
therefore evident that the polynomial II N(X) may not vanish 
but at a finite number of points not exceeding its degree N. 
Furthermore, the general theory of Hausdorff guarantees 
that given a completely monotonic moment sequence there 
exists a nonnegative density P (x) whose moments arepo = 1, 
P I,P2"" . While P (x) may vanish over nontrivial subintervals 
of [0, 1], it must also be strictly positive over some nontrivial 
regions in [0,1]. Hence, in view of (2.21) and the ensuing 
remarks, the product llN(X)P(X)<,O may vanish over nontri
vial regions but its integral over [0,1] is strictly negative: 

f llN(X)P(x)dx<O. (2.22) 

Some implicit smoothness assumptions about P (x) are inher
ent in the above argument; P (x) cannot be a 8-function, for 
instance. On introducing the explicit expression for the po
lynomial llN(X) in (2.22), one finds that 

N t 
n~l an Jo (Pn -xn)P(x)dx<O. (2.23) 

RecallingthatS6P (x)dx =Po = 1 andS6 xnp(x)dx =Pn for 
n = 1,2, ... , the left side of (2.23) vanishes. We have thus 
reached a contradiction implying that (2.21) cannot be true 
over the entire interval [0,1]. Hence there exist nontrivial 
regions in [0,1] where II N(X) is strictly positive, establishing 
the validity of Lemma 2. 

The conditions of Lemma 2 are valid for the polynomial 
llN(X) defined in Eq. (2.20) because not all of the direction 
cosines a l ,a2, ••• ,aN may vanish simultaneously in view of 
the normalization constraint (2.18). Let Xo be the point where 
llN(X) achieves its maximum which is positive: 

maxllN(x) = llN(XO) > 0. (2.24) 
XE(O.IJ 

The behavior ofJ (A ) atA----+ 00 is governed by the behavior of 
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II N(X) in the neighborhood of Xo' There are several cases to 
consider depending on whether Xo lies at one of the endpoints 
or not, and whether the corresponding derivatives 
II iv(xo),ll SV(xo), ... vanish or not. A complete analysis of the 
various cases may be found in Ref. 13, which we will not 
repeat here. The general result is that J (A ) grows exponen
tially as A----+ 00 for an arbitrary choice of the direction co
sines. Hence the potential r = In J grows linearly with A in 
all directions. A convex function with the above asymptotic 
behavior must possess a unique absolute minimum at some 
finite A1.A2, ... .AN' which establishes sufficiency in Theorem 
1. 

The necessity of the conditions stated in Theorem 1 
does not have a direct bearing on the practical aspects of this 
problem, but we briefly sketch the proof of its validity for the 
sake of completeness. Let us assume that the sequence of real 
numbers Wn,n = 0,1,2, ... } is such that the potential r pos
sess a minimum at some finite A1.AZ"".AN. We are to prove 
that the sequence Wn} must be completely monotonic. Re
call that r is convex everywhere for arbitrary values of Pn' 
Since r possesses a minimum, by our hypothesis, the mini
mum is unique and absolute. Therefore, moving away from 
the minimum in any direction should result in monotonical
ly increasing values for r. This behavior is compatible only 
with a polynomial II N(X) in Eq. (2.20) that achieves a positive 
maximum at some pointxo in [0,1] for any value of the direc
tion cosines. We write 

N 

¢iN(X)==A.llN(x) = L Aas(ps _XS), ¢iN (xo) > 0,(2.25) 
s= 1 

for any realAa l.AaZ, ... ,A,aN not all of which vanish. In parti
cular, choose 

{

O, 

Aas = (- I)S-nC ~ J, n<,s<,n + k, 

0, n+k<s<,N, 

(2.26) 

so that, using the notation of Eq. (2.17), 

¢iN(X) = Ll kpn - xn( 1 - xt (2.27) 

The only stationary point of ¢i N (x) in [0,1] is a local minimum 
at the interior point x = n/(n + k ). Therefore the maximum 
of ¢iN (x) occurs atone of the endpoints (xo = Oor 1) where the 
second term in (2.27) vanishes, and ¢iN (xo) > ° implies that 
Ll kpn > 0. The sequence Wn,n = 0, 1,2, ... } is thus complete
ly monotonic. 

To summarize, it is gratifying that the conditions for 
the existence of a maximum-entropy solution are identical to 
Hausdorff's conditions addressing the full moment problem. 
Given a completely monotonic moment sequence, Theorem 
1 guarantees the existence of a maximum-entropy solution 
PN(x) for any N, however large. The solution PN(x) is non
negative and integrable (in fact, absolutely continuous) in 
[0,1] and satisfies the moment conditions 

f xnPN(x)dx =Pn, n = 0,1, ... ,N. (2.28) 

A sequence off unctions PN(X), N = 1,2, ... with the above 
general properties converges in the sense of the following 
theorem. 
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Theorem 2: Let P (x) be a nonnegative function integra
ble in [0,1] whose moments are J.Lo,J.L 1"", and let 
PN(x), N = 1,2, ... be the maximum-entropy sequence asso
ciated with the same moments. If F(x) is some continuous 
function in [0,1] then 

lim tF(x)PN(x)dx = (iF(x)P(x)dx. (2.29) 
N~oo Jo )0 

The proof of the above theorem can be obtained by putting 
together some standard results of analysis which may be 
found in the book ofWidder l2 and are freely used in the 
following. Consider the sequence of functions 

,pN(X) = f [P(t) - PN(t )]dt, N = 1,2, ... , (2.30) 

each member of which is a function of bounded variation 
because both P (x) and P N(X) are nonnegative. The variation 
of ,pN(X) is given by 

V [¢N(X)]~ = f [P(t) + PN(t )]dt 

<f [P(t)+PN(t)]dt=2. (2.31) 

Had we maintained arbitrary normalization for P (x) and 
P N(X), the right side of(2.31) would read 2J.Lo. In all cases, the 
right side of(2.31) is N-independent. Therefore the sequence 
(2.30) is of uniform bounded variation. Hence there exists a 
subsequence {,p N j (x)}, and a function of bounded variation 
,pIx), such that 

lim ,pNj(X) = ,pIx). 
)_00 

It follows from (2.28) and (2.30) that 

f x· d,pN(X) = 0, n = O,I, ... ,N, 

which combines with (2.32) to yield 

f x· d,p(x) = 0, n = 0,1, ... ,00. 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

This and the uniqueness theorem for moment sequences as
sociated with functions of bounded variation gives 

,pIx) = 0, (2.35) 

for every x in [0,1]. Furthermore, every subsequence of(2.30) 
has in it a subsequence that converges to a function of bound
ed variation, and all convergent subsequences may be shown 
to converge to the same limit ,pIx) = ° by iterating the uni
queness theorem. Therefore the original sequence (2.30) also 
converges and 

lim ,pN(X) = lim (X [P(t) - PN(t )]dt = 0, (2.36) 
N--oo N-oo Jo 

for every x in [0,1]. This result implies that Eq. (2.29) holds 
for every continuous function F(x). 

The weak convergence established by Theorem 2 was 
obtained using only general properties ofthe maximum-en
tropy sequence, notably, the positivity of each approximant 
PN(x). In principle, it may prove possible to establish stron
ger forms of convergence by incorporating the finer details of 
the actual construction and by imposing further constraints 
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on the original density PIx). Rigorous results on the latter 
subject are not available at this point, so our subsequent dis
cussion will be based on extensive empirical evidence. Simi
larly, the maximum-entropy solution for moment problems 
on an infinite interval has not been understood to any degree 
of mathematical rigor. To indicate some of the complica
tions, we briefly consider here the two-moment solution for a 
semi-infinite interval, which is obtained by minimizing the 
potential 

r = In Z + J.L 1,.1. 1 + J.LzA.2' 

Z = 100 

dx e - X,x - x,x'. (2.37) 

The integral in (2.37) is expressed in terms of the usual error 
function and its asymptotic behavior may be studied expli
citly. It turns out that a minimum exists only if 

J.Li <J.L2 < 2J.L7, J.Lo = 1. (2.38) 

In practice, violation of the second inequality in (2.38) is the 
rule rather than the exception. Nevertheless numerical stud
ies indicate that a solution always exists if the moments are 
incorporated in odd numbers. Explicit examples will be dis
cussed later in the text. We would like to add here that condi
tions analogous to (2.38) were also discussed in a recent pre
prine4 which was brought to our attention during the 
preparation of this work. 

A. Numerical procedure 

The method for numerical computations is clearly sug
gested by the convexity of the potential r. One may use the 
familiar Newton minimization procedure. We briefly review 
the procedure in order to indicate possible differences 
between our numerical work and earlier calculations. 5 Start
ing with some initial choices for ,.1.1).2""). N' updated A. 's are 
defined from 

N 

=,.1..- I (H-1)nm [J.Lm-(xm>], (2.39) 
m= I 

where H = (Hnm) is the Hessian matrix defined in Eq. (2.8) 
and H - 1 is its inverse. All quantities on the right side of 
(2.39) are calculated at the input values of A.. This entails the 
evaluation of 2N expected values of the form 
(xk ),k = 1,2, ... , 2N, and the solution ofa N XN system of 
linear equations. Write A. ~ = A.. - an' so that the Newton 
shift an satisfies the linear system 

N 

I Hnmam = fln - (xn), n = 1,2, ... ,N. (2.40) 
m= I 

Because H is positive definite, the linear system (2.40) was 
solved with the standard IMSL routine LEQT2p (used here 
with double-precision arithmetic). 

The demanded accuracy for the evaluation of the inte
grals involved in (x k

), see Eq. (2.5), was better than 12 signif
icant figures. Two independent routines were used for the 
evaluation of the integrals thus obtaining an important 
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check of consistency. We first describe the calculation for 
the finite interval [0,1]. We found that four double-precision 
24-point Gaussian quadratures evenly distributed over [0,1] 
very efficiently produce the demanded accuracy for (Xk). 
An independent check was performed with an adaptive 
Newton-Cotes integration algorithm. While the results of 
the Gaussian quadrature were always confirmed, the New
ton-Cotes algorithm proved slower. However, there were 
two instances in which the Newton-Cotes algorithm proved 
indispensable. First, while the Gaussian quadrature is very 
accurate for the evaluation of integrals involving polynomi
als as well as exponentials of polynomials, its accuracy is 
impaired somewhat in the calculation of averages of the 
form (F), where F = F (x) is some function containing 
square roots, integrable singularities, etc. Second, Gaussian 
quadratures proved inadequate for calculations on an infi
nite interval in view of the high degree of precision requested 
in our calculations. On the contrary, the adaptive Newton
Cotes algorithm could be adjusted to handle such complica
tions, as is described in more detail in Sec. IV. 

For finite-interval calculations, the updating procedure 
(2.39) may be initialized setting all A'S equal to zero, and 
using the previously computed A 's as input for all higher 
iterations. Two criteria were used to stop the procedure. 
First, the updated moments (xn),n = 1,2, ... ,N were request
ed to agree with the actual moments to an accuracy of one 
part in 1012 or better. Second, the updated values for 
A ,,..12"",..1 N were stabilized to at least one part in 108

• It is an 
empirical fact that averages such as (Xn) were consistently 
reproduced with higher relative accuracy than the corre
sponding accuracy for individual A's. All calculations were 
performed interactively on an IBM 360/70 system. Five to 
six Newton iterations were typically sufficient. Under the 
precision standards set above, we were able to handle 10- 12 
moments without difficulty. 

Incorporating higher moments introduces instabilities 
in the algorithm reflected in failures of the LEQT2p routine, 
apparently due to accumulation of roundoff error. For most 
practical calculations described in the following we did not 
find it necessary to go beyond 12 moments. We include, 
however, some comments concerning possible procedures to 
remedy the numerical difficulties with higher moments. An 
obvious possibility is to increase the precision requirements 
at the cost of considerably slowing down the algorithm. Oth
er remedies are (i) initiate the algorithm with a simple gradi
ent method, or with a gradient and/or Newton algorithm 
with step adjustment, and (ii) introduce a line-search routine 
of the type discussed in Ref. 5. We have in fact built in our 
procedure all of the above options. As far as calculations 
involving up to 10-12 moments are concerned, those op
tions are a hindrance rather than an improvement. Never
theless, they may prove valuable for higher-moment calcula
tions and for calculations over an infinite interval. 

To conclude this discussion, we mention that the pre
ceding algorithm may be trivially adjusted to calculate the 
minimum of the potential..1 introduced in Eq. (2.9). The 
HessianHnm in Eq. (2.39) is replaced by enm = (xn + m) and 
the summation is extended to include n,m = O. Our numeri
cal results were thus reproduced with equal efficiency. 
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B. Elementary examples 

Consider the elementary density 

Pix) = a + 2(1 - a)x, (2.41) 

where the parameter a varies in O<;a<; 1, so thatP(x) is posi
tive in [0,1]. The corresponding moments are given by 

fin = a/In + 1) + 2(1 - a)/(n + 2). (2.42) 

It is not clear whether or not the maximum-entropy se
quence will produce a good approximation for (2.41), be
cause one attempts to approximate a simple monomial by an 
exponential of a polynomial. For a = 1, Pix) reduces to a 
constant and the correct result is, of course, obtained after a 
single iteration. The results of a pointwise comparison with 
the true density for a = ! and a = 0 are summarized in Ta
ble I using eight moments as input. (The value of N, instead 
of N + 1, will hereafter be referred to as the number of input 
moments.) 

It is evident that the pointwise fit is excellent for a = !, 
while the accuracy diminishes for a = 0 apparently because 
P = 2x contains a zero. Much more stable is, however, the 
convergence of averages of the form (2.29) even for P = 2x. 
Choosing 

F(x)=!,jX, (2.43) 

the corresponding average (F) = Uo will be called the zero
temperature internal energy for reasons explained in Sec. 
III. The sequence of approximations to Uo is given in Table 
II for P = 2x and is shown to accurately reproduce the exact 
answer. Such behavior is in fact typical for densities P (x) with 
sophisticated structure. 

We have further studied the behavior of individual A's. 
Typically, they alternate in sign while their absolute value 
increases substantially with increasing N. We found it in
structive to rearrange the polynomial 

N 

-In PN(x) = I An(N)xn (2.44) 
71=0 

as a linear superposition of the Legendre polynomials de
fined in [0,1], 

and write 
N N 

I An(N)Xn 
= I vn(N)Ln(x). 

n=O 71=0 

It is not difficult to see that 

vn(N) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

= (2n + 1) f r2(m + 1) Am(N). 
m=n rim - n + 1)F(m + n + 2) 

(2.47) 

We found through numerical experimentation that the 
vn(N)'s approach the ordinary Legendre coefficients of 
- In P (x) when N increases. It is, of course, incorrectto pre

sume that Eq. (2.46) for finite N is directly related to the 
Legendre expansion of - In P (x). 

The preceding comparison relies on the assumption 
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thatbothP(x)and -In P(x) are integrable in [0,1]. We were 
thus prompted to consider the density 

P (x) = f.lo- Ie - I/x, 

f.lo = f dt e - I/t = 0.148 495 51, (2.48) 

whose logarithm is not integrable. Nevertheless, the 
pointwise fit of the corresponding maximum-entropy solu-

tion presented in Table I, as well as the average </i/2) given 
in Table II, is in good agreement with the exact answer. This 
may not be surprising because functions with nonintegrable 
singularities, such as - In P (x) -l/x, may also be approxi
mated by polynomials closely related to the Bernstein poly
nomials. ls The preceding remarks should, however, make 
one cautious in comparing the maximum-entropy sequence 
with standard polynomial expansions. 

We conclude this section by mentioning an amusing 
calculation. Setting a = - 1 in Eqs. (2.41) and (2.42), the 
resulting distribution is not positive everywhere in [0,1]. The 
moments 

f.ln = - l/(n + 1) + 4/(n + 2) (2.49) 

are still positive and monotonically decreasing. However, 
the moment sequence (2.49) is not completely monotonic. 
For instance, the Hausdorff inequality (2.17) is violated for 
n = 0 and k = 2. According to Theorem 1, the potential r 
cannot have a finite minimum in this case, a fact that was 
easily demonstrated numerically feeding (2.49) into our algo
rithm. 

III. DENSITY OF STATES IN HARMONIC SOLIDS 

We now turn our attention to some more sophisticated 
moment problems that arise in physical applications. The 
first example will be the discussion of the density of states in 
a harmonic solid. Upon the assumption that anharmonic 
forces are relatively insignificant, the problem of calculating 
various quantities of physical interest reduces to the diagon
alization of a matrix. In most cases, however, an analytical 
diagonalization is impossible and, even today, direct numeri
cal procedures for 3-D lattices are difficult to implement 
with sufficient accuracy. On the contrary, indirect moment 
methods have long been known to provide very valuable sub
stitutes for exact solutions. 

TABLE I. Maximum-entropy solution using eight moments and compari-
son with the exact density for P = x + !, P = lx, and P = ,uo- I e - II'. 

P=x+! P=lx P= ,uO-le -lI, 

x Maxent Exact Maxent Exact Maxent Exact 

0.0 0.5000035 0.5 0.0172 0.0 10-9 0.0000 
0.1 0.6000006 0.6 0.2032 0.2 0.0004 0.0003 
0.2 0.6999999 0.7 0.3998 0.4 0.0450 0.0454 
0.3 0.7999993 0.8 0.5946 0.6 0.2409 0.2402 
0.4 0.900 000 9 0.9 0.8062 0.8 0.5513 0.5528 
0.5 1.000 0000 1.0 1.0005 1.0 0.9131 0.9114 
0.6 1.099999 1 1.1 1.1934 1.2 1.2711 1.2719 
0.7 1.200 000 7 1.2 1.4047 1.4 1.6130 1.6139 
0.8 1.300000 2 1.3 1.6015 1.6 1.9314 1.9294 
0.9 1.3999993 1.4 1.7949 1.8 2.2143 2.2168 
1.0 1.4999963 1.5 1.9736 2.0 2.4689 2.4774 
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TABLE II. Maximum-entropy sequence of approximations of the zero
temperature internal energy, for the model densities P = lx and 
P = ,uo- Ie - II" and for a harmonic fcc crystal. 

Number 
of 

moments P = lx 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

0.396913 3 
0.399500 9 
0.399864 8 
0.399951 8 
0.3999794 
0.3999900 
0.3999947 
0.3999970 
0.3999982 
0.3999988 

Accurate 0.400 000 0 

Internal energy Vo 

0.4223969 
0.4256375 
0.4258702 
0.4258941 
0.4258972 
0.4258977 
0.4258978 
0.4258978 

0.4258978 

fcc crystal 

0.333 333 3 
0.339 1339 
0.340 6157 
0.3410812 
0.340 7759 
0.340 867 6 
0.340 879 6 
0.340 865 3 
0.340 884 5 
0.340 8864 

0.340 887 2 

The quantity of prime interest is the (positive) density of 
states g = g(w), where w is the frequency varying in a finite 
interval [O,cuo]' The maximum frequency CUo is usually 
known and may be scaled out so that the interval becomes 
[0,1). It is generally possible to explicitly determine a num
ber of power moments of the form 

f.ln = f cu 2ng(cu)dcu, (3.1) 

which involve computations of traces rather than eigenval
ues of a given matrix. Only even moments appear, but the 
moment problem may be reduced to its standard form by 
introducing a new density P = P (x) from 

x = cu2
, g(cu)dcu = P(x)dx, (3.2) 

so thatg(cu) = 2wP(cu2
) and Eqs. (3.1) read 

f.ln = L xnp(x)dx, n = 0,1,2, .... (3.3) 

If the density of states were known, various thermody
namic quantities could be computed as suitable averages 
with respect to PIx). For instance, the internal energy and 
specific heat are given by 

U = r L [ ~ coth( ~) k(X)dX (3.4) 

and 

c= \J
x /2r P(x)dx. 11 (r.: )2 

o sinh(/i/2r) 
(3.5) 

All units have been scaled out of (3.4) and (3.5) and r stands 
for a suitably normalized temperature. It will prove useful to 
consider, in particular, a special case of (3.4), the zero-tem
perature limit of the internal energy: 

1 II Uo=- /iP(x)dx. 
2 0 

(3.6) 

Notice that (3.4)-(3.6) are concrete examples of averages of 
the form considered in Eq. (2.29). 

The specific problem we study here is that of a harmon
ic fcc crystal with nearest-neighbor interactions. This prob
lem has attracted interest over a long period of time, 16 espe-
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TABLE III. The Z and A coefficients for the density of states in a harmonic 
fcc crystal (using ten moments), and for the Fourier transform of a two
point correlation function in the I-D isotropic Heisenberg and XY models 
(using five moments). 

fcc crystal 

1.471 3294+ 1 
- 6.4706499 + 1 

9.945635 3 + 2 
- 8.642 201 9 + 3 

4.235 568 8 + 4 
- 1.247 859 5 + 5 

2.287 607 1 + 5 
- 2.606 395 1 + 5 

1.772 624 8 + 5 
- 6.474 692 4 + 4 

9.504 657 1 + 3 

Heisenberg XYmodel 

1.915731738 + 0 2.121488856 + 0 
5.610 630136 - 1 7.624279265 - 1 

- 8.991 552268 - 2 - 2.871 904 750 - 1 
6.070910 692 - 3 4.830147309 - 2 

- 1.619301 504 - 4 - 3.552 353 395 - 3 
1.507717407 - 6 9.382829849 - 5 

cially after Isenberg17 was able to explicitly compute a large 
number of moments (35 moments). A thorough analysis of 
the associated moment problem was later given by Wheeler 
and Gordon lO using the Pade-like procedure outlined in the 
Introduction. We thought it appropriate to calculate the 
density of states and some thermodynamic averages by the 
maximum-entropy approach, so stringent comparisons can 
be made with independent powerful methods. The explicit 
values ofthe moments used here are known to high precision 
and may be found summarized in Ref. 10. Our usual conven
tion ILo = 1 is implicit in the following. Hence we consider 
the N-moment maximum-entropy approximation of the 
form 

(3.7) 

for various values of N. The calculated values for Z.A.I.A.2"" 
with N = 10 are given in Table III. It is then straightforward 
to plot the corresponding approximation to the density of 
states, as is done in Fig. 1. The general features of the emerg
ing curve are consistent with the known van-Hove critical 
points [whereP(x) has infinite derivative] which are located 
at 

x = ~,! and a(2 + .J2) = 0.853... . (3.8) 

The obtained curve is also consistent with the general form 
of P (x) anticipated by root-sampling techniques. 10 

How good is the approximation furnished by Fig. I? 
Since the exact solution is unknown, an indirect assessment 
can be made by examining the sequence of successive ap
proximations for N = 1-10. We found that the gross features 

2.0,----r---r---..--~ 

Ol~--~-~--_L-~ 
0.5 1.0 

FIG. 1. Maximum-entropy cal
culation of the density of states 
for a harmonic fcc crystal using 
ten moments (N = 10). The verti
cal dashed lines indicate the loca
tion of the van-Hove critical 
points. 
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of the curve given in Fig. 1 have stabilized, but changes are 
still underway in the neighborhood of the critical points 
(especially atx = 0.853) and in the neighborhood of the end
points. It should be mentioned here that direct comparison 
with the calculation of Wheeler and Gordon cannot be made 
at this level because they approximate the density by a sum 
of O-functions. However, such comparison is possible for 
thermodynamic averages. Table II contains the maximum 
entropy sequence of approximations for the internal energy 
at zero temperature obtained by substituting the approxima
tion (3.7) in Eq. (3.6). The result obtained here using ten mo
ments is consistent with the upper and lower bounds derived 
by Wheeler and Gordon 10 using 30 moments: 

Uo = 0.340 88g~. (3.9) 
This is an encouraging fact especially because the authors of 
that reference note that using 12 moments in their procedure 
yields a result accurate only to one part in 103. Some caution 
should be exercised, however, because it is not presently 
known whether incorporating higher moments in the maxi
mum-entropy calculation will rapidly lead to significant im
provements. We noted earlier that our numerical procedure 
is not yet capable of handling a large number of moments. 
From the practical point of view, it is interesting that we 
obtain good results for averages using a relatively small 
number of moments. 

Further important tests are obtained by calculating the 
specific heat from Eq. (3.5) for various temperatures. It is 
evident that the coefficients of the high-temperature expan
sion of the specific heat may be directly expressed in terms of 
the moments of PIx). On the other hand, the high-tempera
ture expansion is known to diverge for 
T < Tc = 1/217' = 0.159. Hence the maximum-entropy se
quence may be thought of as a method of summation of the 
high-temperature series outside its radius of convergence. It 
is to be expected that the same procedure will also yield a 
faster sequence of approximations in the region T> Tc' Our 
results are summarized in Table IV. A few iterations suffice 
to yield very accurate results for T> T c' The sequence is also 
convergent in the region T < Tc , albeit at a slower rate. For 
very low temperatures the rate of convergence becomes poor 
because the integrand in Eq. (3.6) is concentrated over a 
small region around x~O. This situation could be remedied 
by incorporating the information from a short-frequency ex
pansion of P(X).ID 

To summarize, the maximum-entropy approach gives 
good results for thermodynamic averages even when a rela
tively small number of moments is included. An equally sat
isfactory pointwise fit of the density of states generally re
quires a larger number of moments. However, wild 
oscillations typical of polynomial expansions are less likely 
to occur in a maximum-entropy calculation. Some more de
manding examples where gaps appear in the spectrum will 
be discussed in later sections. 

IV. DYNAMIC CORRELATION FUNCTIONS IN 
QUANTUM SPIN SYSTEMS 

Dynamic correlation functions provide the most direct 
tool for comparisons between theory and experiment in the 
study of quantum spin systems. IS Nevertheless, a variety of 
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TABLE IV. Results for the specific heat in a harmonic fcc crystal at various temperatures. 

Number 
of 

moments T= 0.05 0.1 

3 0.011 89947 0.100 879 49 
4 0.00768781 0.097249 15 
5 0.011 754 13 0.09899775 
6 0.010 289 76 0.09868565 
7 0.010 08638 0.098661 53 
8 0.010 317 67 0.09867625 
9 0.01003605 0.09866640 

10 0.010 01197 0.09866593 

theoretical methods that are suitable for the calculation of a 
wide range of static properties (ground state, spectrum of 
elementary and collective excitations, thermodynamic aver
ages) often prove inadequate for detailed predictions of dyn
amical properties. Even for I-D Heisenberg models where 
powerful Bethe-ansatz techniques apply and yield exact re
sults for static properties, the computation of time-de pen
dent correlation functions has proved difficult. The best 
known exception is the XY model for which the two-point 
longitudinal function is known for all temperatures. 19,20 

Some extensions to more complicated cases have also be
come possible through the continuing effort of a number of 
authors, 19-25 

Needless to say, the preceding remarks apply also to 
various semiclassical methods whose limitations for calcula
tions of dynamical properties were often emphasized in the 
literature. 26 On the other hand, it is generally agreed that 
indirect moment methods can provide a very valuable tool 
for the calculation of dynamic correlations. To illustrate the 
ideas, let us consider a simple 1-D anisotropic Heisenberg 
model described by the Hamiltonian 

H= - I [J1 S n-S n++<5 +JIIS~S~+Ii]' (4.1) 
n.1i 

where standard notation has been used. Setting J II = 0 in 
(4.1) yields the XY model, while the isotropic Heisenberg 
model corresponds to J1 = J

II 
==.I. A typical correlation 

function is given by 

(4.2) 

where ( ... ) denotes the usual thermodynamical average, 
which reduces to the vacuum-expectation value at zero tem
perature. Translation invariance is reflected in the notation 
ofEq. (4.2) and the factor of A was introduced for future 
convenience. 

The difficulties in the explicit computation of the aver
age of Eq. (4.2) become apparent on writing 

(4.3) 

where S ~ = S ~ (0). However, the computation of the coeffi
cients of a short-time expansion is feasible. An exact calcula
tion of a modestly large number of coefficients is possible at 
infinite temperature, where the averages ( ... ) reduce to 
simple traces, and at zero temperature when the exact 
ground state is known.27 For our illustrations, we will con-
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Specific Heat 

0.5 1.0 

0.852041 3522 0.959 599 573 6 
0.852040 548 4 0.959 599 569 6 
0.852040 575 8 0.959 599 569 6 
0.852040 575 5 0.959 599 569 6 
0.852040 575 5 0.959 599 569 6 
0.852040 575 5 0.959 599 569 6 
0.852040575 5 0.959 599 569 6 
0.852040 575 5 0.959 599 569 6 

sider the infinite-temperature limit for which 6( = 5 + 1) 
moments have been computed28 in some important cases 
[for the spin-~ model described by the Hamiltonian (4.1), for 
instance]. The correlation function (4.2) is then symmetric 
under time reversal (t- - t), so the short-time expansion 
contains only even terms: 

G (t ) = ~ (- 1 )k f.l(2k) t 2k 

n-m k~O (2k)! n-m , 
(4.4) 

where the moments f.l~~) m are static averages (traces) of the 
form 

!f.l~)- m = ([ H, [H,S~ ]]S~), (4.5) 

and so on. 
A further restriction in our calculation will be to con

sider the correlation function for zero-space separation 
(n - m = 0). The Fourier transform defined from 

Go(t) = 1''' cos(wt)P(w)dw (4.6) 

yields a nonnegative density P = P (w) whose power mo
ments 

(4.7) 

are equal to the perturbation coefficients appearing in (4.4) 
with n - m = O. Explicit values for the first few moments in 
the spin-! XY model (J1 = O,J

II 
1), and in the isotropic Hei

senberg model (J
II 

= J1 -1), may be extracted from the work 
of Morita28 and are summarized in Table V of our paper. 
While Go(t ) for the Heisenberg model is not known, an exact 
solution for the XY model is available20

: 

(4.8) 

where Jo is the familiar Bessel function. The Fourier trans
form reads 

forw <4, 
(4.9) 

forw>4, 

where K '(k) = K [( 1 - k 2)112] and K (k ) is the complete 
elliptic integral of the first kind. 

The preceding exact result for the XY model will pro
vide important tests for our approximate calculations. Our 
task is to reconstruct the density P(w) by a maximum-en-
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TABLE V. Moments ofa two-point function for the I-D spin-! XYand isotropic Heisenberg models at infinite temperature. 

XYmodel 

Jlo I 

Jll 4 

Jl2 36 

Jl3 400 
f.l4 4 900 

f.ls 63504 

tropy calculation using as input the moments of Table V. 
The calculation will be carried out for both the XY and the 
isotropic Heisenberg model. We will further compute Go(t) 
from Eq. (4.6), which is an average of the general form con
sidered earlier in Eq. (2.29). Hence the maximum-entropy 
calculation may be thought of as a resummation procedure 
for the perturbative series (4.4). 

We would like to stress from the outset that the current 
examples furnish demanding tests of the efficiency of maxi
mum-entropy techniques. As is suggested by the exact solu
tion in the XY model, Eq. (4.9), the Fourier transform P (w) 
typically vanishes outside a certain region whose extent is 
not known. We are thus forced to perform a semi-infinite
interval calculation and eventually predict the support along 
with other details of P (w). Furthermore, P (w) often develops 
(integrable) singularities in the infrared region (w~O) whose 
precise nature is unknown. 

By analogy with the calculation of Sec. III, one could 
reduce the moment problem (4.7) to a more standard form by 
defining a new density Q = Q (x) from 

P (w) = 2wQ (W2), w2 = x. (4.10) 

Equations (4.7) then read 

L'" xnQ(x)dx =Pn' n = 0,1,2, ... , (4.11) 

and the maximum-entropy solution is given by 

QN(X) = ~ exp( - i: AnXn), 
Z n~1 

(4.12) 

However, we take this opportunity to point out that the pro
cedure is not unique. For instance, the maximum-entropy 
sequence obtained directly from (4.7) would read 

PN(W) = ~ exp( - i: An w 2n
), 

Z n~1 

(4.13) 

where Z,A, 1,A,2,'" are, of course, different from those appear
ing in (4.12). This fact is obviated by the appearance of the 
factor win Eq. (4.12). Had we taken into account the general 
expectation that P(w) diverge rather than vanish at w = 0, 
the option (4.13) would be the least-biased candidate. Never
theless, additional information about the detailed behavior 
of P(w) is often unavailable in practice. How serious then is 
the nonuniqueness of the maximum entropy approximation? 

To obtain some empirical evidence, we studied the cur
rent problem using both (4.12) and (4.13). While the details of 
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Heisenberg 

4 
44 

652 
11636 

242816 

the corresponding pointwise approximations to P(w) differ, 
the computation of Fourier averages of the form (4.6) proved 
much less sensitive. Such behavior is in fact typical with 
many examples we considered, and with more general types 
of non uniqueness hinted at in Sec. V. Hencejudicious 
choices of weights and other a priori information could lead 
to significant improvements in the pointwise approximation 
of the density, but are less likely to affect the behavior of 
averages. 

We present here the explicit results obtained through 
Eq. (4.13) using five moments (N = 5) as input. The values 
for Z and A1, ... ,A,5 are given in Table II for both the XYand 
the isotropic Heisenberg model. The corresponding approxi
mations to the density P (w) are plotted in Fig. 2 together with 
the exact result for the XY model given by Eq. (4.9). It is 
observed that significant oscillations are still present which 
could be attributed to the low number of input moments and 
to the combined effect of the singularity at w = 0 and the 
appearance of a gap in the spectrum for w > Wo' However, the 
appearance of a gap at Wo - 4 in the XY model is indicated 
clearly in Fig. 2. Similarly, a maximum frequency in the 
region 5 <wo< 6 is also indicated for the Heisenberg model in 
agreement with the earlier semiclassical estimates and finite
lattice calculations. 29 

Despite the limited success of the pointwise approxima
tion of P (w), a decisive improvement is obtained for the Four
ier transform (4.9) over the earlier Gaussian fit of Morita.28 

Thus the maximum-entropy approximation (4.13) with 
N = 5 is inserted in Eq. (4.9) to produce the results for Go(t) 
depicted in Fig. 3. For theXY model, we plot the exact solu
tion (4.8) by a solid line and superimpose a number of dots 
calculated by maximum entropy. The agreement with the 
exact answer, even within the third period of oscillation of 

0.50..----------. 
(0) , , 

D- 0.25 

\ 
\ 

XY Model 

0L--L-~2-~~~-5 

w 

0.6 Ib) 
Heisenberg Model 

D- 0.3 \, 

OL-...-
2
!c--

4
.l.--'>---'=6------!S 

w 

FIG. 2. A five-moment calculation (N = 5) of the Fourier transform ofa 
two-point correlation function. (a) Results for the XY model and compari
son with the exact answer (dashed line). (b) Corresponding results for the 
isotropic Heisenberg model. 
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2 3 4 

~ 0.5 
o 

(9 

(b) 
Heisenberg Model 

o '------'_--J.---.::,---==;;.I 
2 3 4 

FIG. 3. A five-moment calculation (N = 5) of a two-point correlation func
tion. (a) The exact result for the XY model is depicted by a solid line while 
the dots correspond to the results from maximum entropy. (b) Maximum
entropy prediction for the isotropic Heisenberg model. 

the Bessel function, is impressive. The actual numbers are 
summarized in Table VI together with the calculated 
numbers for the isotropic Heisenberg model for which an 
exact solution is not known. If such a solution is found in the 
future, we have no doubt that the result will be graphically 
indistinguishable from the plot given in Fig. 3(b). These re
sults are in concert with our earlier remarks that maximum 
entropy consistently gives good results for averages, even 
when the pointwise approximation of the actual density is 
relatively poor. 

We conclude this section with a few remarks. General
izations of the calculation to the completely anisotropic Hei
senberg model, to non vanishing space separation 
(n - m ¥= 0), to zero-temperature calculations, and to higher
dimensional lattices are relatively straightforward. A mod
est number of moments necessary for those generalizations 
have already appeared in the literature.2

6-28 Independent 
knowledge of the maximum frequency Wo would reduce the 
calculation to a moment problem over a finite interval and 
would improve the pointwise approximation for P(w). Ex-

perimentation with the XY model incorporating the fact that 
w<wo = 4 has indeed shown that the oscillations of P (w) are 
reduced significantly but the results for Go(t ) are essentially 
unchanged. In general Wo is not known. However, assuming 
that the density does vanish for w > wo, the limit 

(4.14) 

may be shown to be finite. The frequency Wo is then given by 

Wo = JA. Equation (4.14) may be used as the starting point 
for a numerical determination of Wo' 

Our actual calculation was performed on a semi-infinite 
interval. It was thus necessary to use the adaptive Newton
Cotes integration algorithm mentioned in Sec. II setting an 
upper limit n which we could vary to as large a value as 
50000. For the problems discussed in this section, a modest 
value in the region n = 50-100 was sufficient. Additional 
complications of the type indicated by Eq. (2.38) are absent if 
the moments are used in odd numbers. 

v. FURTHER EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION 

The explicit examples studied so far are but a few repre
sentatives of a host of moment problems that arise in practi
cal applications. In this last section, we sketch some poten
tial applications of the maximum-entropy approach, discuss 
possible generalizations, and summarize our conclusions. 

( 1 ) The Lee-Yang theory30 of ferromagnetic Ising mod
els provides a very elegant setting for the description of the 
mechanism by which phase transitions may occur. The same 
authors indicated that their procedure could also prove use
ful for practical calculations. In the interim, however, most 
of the calculational effort has gone into the renormalization
group approach addressing directly the critical region. Nev
ertheless, several authors have considered the moment prob
lem naturally associated with the Lee-Yang theory and 

TABLE VI. Detailed numerical results for the correlation function Go = Go(t) in the 1-D isotropic Heisenberg and XY models (using five moments), and 
comparison with exact result Go = [Jo(2t W for the XY model. 

Correlation function Go (t) 
Heisenberg XYmodei [Jo(2tW 

0.0 1.000 00000 1.000 000 00 1.000 000 00 
0.2 0.92287611 0.92236475 0.922364 75 
0.4 0.72340649 0.71620228 0.71620228 
0.6 0.479818 14 0.450419 16 0.45041916 
0.8 0.27554235 0.20739115 0.207391 13 
1.0 0.16001287 0.05012734 0.05012708 
1.2 0.133030 0.000008 0.000006 
1.4 0.157033 0.034248 0.034238 
1.6 0.184765 0.102559 0.102520 
1.8 0.184296 0.153600 0.153483 
2.0 0.149565 0.158018 0.157728 
2.2 0.095432 0.117734 0.117345 
2.4 0.044075 0.058805 0.057804 
2.6 0.011 684 0.013 488 0.012164 
2.8 0.001 825 0.001868 0.000 727 
3.0 0.007064 0.022462 0.022694 
3.2 0.Q15935 0.055607 0.059200 
3.4 0.020049 0.076353 0.085905 
3.6 0.017295 0.068951 0.087067 
3.8 0.010458 0.034964 0.063303 
4.0 0.003645 - 0.008826 0.029464 
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there is little doubt that considerable progress in that direc
tion is to be expected supplementing the renormalization
group approach. 

For a ferromagnetic system described by the familiar 
Ising Hamiltonian 

(5.1) 

Lee and Yang showed that the free energy may be expressed 
as a dispersion integral: 

F = - B - .£.. J - - In( 1 - 2z cos 8 + r)g(8,x)d8, 1 Sa" 
2 f3 0 

(5.2) 

where e is the number of neighbors, f3 is the inverse tempera
ture, x = e - 2/iJ, and z = e - 2{JB is the activity. For tempera
tures below a critical value Tc ' the support of the positive 
density g(8,x) extends over the entire interval O<,8<'1T. For 
T> Tc ' g(8,x) vanishes in a finite region O<,8<,80(x) whose 
precise extent is not known. Calculational progress can be 
made noting that several moments of the form 

LIT [cos(812)]2ng(8,x)d8=,un(x), n =0,1,2, ... (5.3) 

may be computed explicitly for all temperatures. The results 
of the work of several authors are summarized in Ref. 31 
where the moments,un =,un (x) were shown to be polynomi
als in x with remarkable properties. 

Our task is to approximately constructg(8,x) from a 
finite number of moments. The maximum-entropy approxi
mation associated with (5.3) reads 

gN(8,x) = _1 exp {- f An [cos(!...)]2n}. (5.4) 
2Z n~1 2 

For purposes of illustration, we give in Fig. 4 the solution 
with N = 7 and x = 0.5 for the I-D Ising model (e = 2) for 
which the moments (5.3) read 

(x) - _1 _ r (2n + 1) 1 _ x2 n 
,un - 22n+ I r2(n + 1) ( ) . (5.5) 

The result is compared with the known exact answer 

sin{(12) . (8) 
21Tg{8,x) = . 2 2 1/2' sm - ;;'X, 

[sm (8/2) -x ] 2 
(5.6) 

which exhibits a gap for 0<,8 < 2 arcsin{x) and a singularity 
at 80 = 2 arcsin{x). While a gap is clearly indicated by the 
maximum-entropy solution, significant oscillations are still 
present. However, thermodynamical averages calculated 

5.0 

-;( 
.,; 
0. 
to 

N 

0 

2415 

" " " " 

e 

x = 0.5 

." 

FIG. 4. Maximum-entropy pre
diction of the Lee-Yang density 
in the 1·0 Ising model using sev· 
en moments (N = 7) and com
parison with the exact answer 
(dashed line). 
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from (5.2) are obtained with much greater accuracy. As an 
example, consider the intensity of magnetization 

1= - aF =2(I-r)[ g{8,x)d8 , (5.7) 
aB 0 1 - 2z cos 8 + Z2 

whose exact form for the I-D model reads 

(5.S) 

Notice incidentally that the spontaneous magnetization 
M = I(z~l-) is given by M = 21Tg(O,x) in any dimension. 

The exact result (5.8) is plotted in Fig. 5(a) for various 
temperatures together with results from the N = 7 maxi
mum-entropy approximation. The agreement is excellent for 
essentially all values of the activity z and the temperature 
variable x. To push the calculation further, we examine the 
slope of the magnetization I (z) at vanishing magnetic field 
(z = 1 -) for various temperatures: 

x=~1 =f3 f"g(8,x)2- g(0,x)d8. (5.9) 
aB B~O+ )0 sin (812) 

This is but the magnetic susceptibility whose exact form in 
the I-D model reads X = f3 Ix. It is evident from Fig. 5(b) that 
departures from the exact answer occur for small tempera
tures, that is, temperatures near the critical point of the I-D 
model. 

One may conclude from the preceding elementary cal
culation that application of the maximum-entropy approach 
to higher-dimensional Ising models will provide useful infor
mation for finite magnetic fields, and for vanishing magnetic 
fields but temperatures away from the critical point. The 
extent to which the critical region may be reached depends 
on the number of input moments and other technical details 
which we will not discuss further in this paper. 

(2) Implicit in the discussion ofSecs. III and IV was the 
suggestion that the maximum-entropy approach may be 
used to sum divergent series. A typical example is a Stieljes 
integral of the form 

F{z) = f"" P(x)dx, 
)0 1 +zx 

(5.lO) 

w hose formal expansion in z may be expressed in terms of the 
power moments of the density P{x): 

"" 
F{z) = I {- tr,un zn. (5.lI) 

n=O 

1.0 10r-r----.----..... 
(bl 

~0.5 ~5 
>< 

o~----~------~ 
0.5 0~----~0.~5------~ID 

FIG. 5. Results from a N = 7 maximum-entropy calculation in the 1-0 
Ising model. (a) The solid lines correspond to the exact answer for the inten
sity of magnetization (I) as a function of the activity (z) at various tempera
tures (x). The dots are results from maximum entropy. (b) Similar results for 
the magnetic susceptibility. 
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In most practical applications the formal series (5.11) is di
vergent for allz. Nevertheless various methods exist for sum
ming divergent asymptotic series, notably, Pade approxi
mants. 8 Bender urged us to study the maximum-entropy 
sequence for series of the form (5.11) for which the asympto
tic behavior of the moments for large n reads32 

f-ln ~(vn)! (5.12) 

Series with v > 2 are said to violate the Carleman criterion8
,13 

which states that an essentially unique reconstruction of the 
measure P (x )dx = df-l(x) is possible from its momen ts if v < 2. 
While for v > 2 the moments do not uniquely determine f-l(x), 
violation of the Carleman condition does not necessarily im
ply nonuniqueness for the average (5.10). It is also known 
that the diagonal and off-diagonal Pade sequences converge 
but their limits may not coincide with each other and with 
the true average F (z). Bender further provided us with 20 
moments for a nontrivial example with v = 3 (the ground
state energy of an octic oscillator), and with the associated 
Pade sequences which, indeed, stabilize away from the true 
answer, the latter being known from independent numerical 
calculation. 33 

In contrast, the first few iterations of the maximum
entropy approach showed substantial improvement over the 
Pade sequence, which indicates that the maximum-entropy 
sequence of approximations for averages of the form (5.10) 
might converge to the true answer even though v> 2. Be
cause of the tremendous growth of successive moments in 
the current problem, we have not yet been able to incorpo
rate a reasonably large number of moments in our numerical 
procedure. We thus postpone further discussion for a future 
occasion. 

(3) We now return to the question of the inherent non
uniqueness of the maximum-entropy procedure mentioned 
in Sec. IV. A possible generalization may be obtained by 
defining a new density Q (x) from 

P(x) = w(x)Q(x), (5.13) 

where w(x) is a known positive weight whose specific form is 
dictated by some a priori knowledge of detailed properties of 
P (x). The usual power moments of P (x) are then interpreted 
as weighted moments of the density Q (x): 

f xnQ (x)w(x)dx = f-ln' (5.14) 

The entropy functional (1.4) is replaced by 

S = - f [Q(x)ln Q(x) - Q(x)]dx 

+ nto An( f xnQ(x)w(x)dx -f-ln). (5.15) 

whose extrema are of the form 

Q (x) = exp( - w(x) nto Anxn). (5.16) 

and the original density reads 

P(x) = w(x)exp( - w(x) nto Anxn). (5.17) 

In order to construct a potential whose minimum deter-
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mines Ao,A.l'''',A. N' one should treat all Lagrange multipliers, 
including ,.1,0' on a common basis. We thus seek generaliza
tion of the potential.J defined in Eq. (2.9) rather than the 
potential r of Eq. (2.6). The correct generalization reads 

.J = f [exp( - w(x) nto Anxn) - 1 ]dX + ntof-lnAn. 

(5.18) 

Notice that the (positive-definite) Hessian of the above po
tential 

8 nm = f dxxn
+

m
W

2(x)exp( - w(x) nto Anxn) (5.19) 

is expressed in terms of moments that are weighted by w2(x) 
rather than w(x). 

Judicious choices of the weight w(x) may lead to im
provements in the pointwise approximation for P (x). For in
stance, knowledge of the asymptotic behavior of the mo
ments as in Eq. (5.12) may be used to determine w(x) so that 
P(x)~w(x) at large distances. However, our experience 
shows that averages of the form (2.29) are substantially stable 
against variations of w(x). 

(4) We believe to have presented ample evidence for the 
potential as well as the limitations of the maximum-entropy 
approach. It is important to keep in mind that the maxi
mum-entropy approach, just as any other approximation 
procedure, should not be looked upon as a panacea for the 
solution of all moment problems that may arise in practice. 
After all, a polynomial expansion would be ideal if the true 
density happened to be a finite polynomial, the Pade-like 
procedure outlined in the Introduction would be ideal if the 
density were a finite sum of D-functions, maximum entropy 
would be ideal if the density were the exponential of a finite 
polynomial, and so on. 

The merits of the current approach should be searched 
for in the larger context of the frequency of successful appli
cations to a wide disparity of actual problems. While the 
limited ensemble of problems treated in this paper may not 
qualify for a genuine random sample, it nevertheless sug
gests the following appealing features for the maximum-en
tropy approach. 

(i) Accurate averages are obtained, even when a low 
number of moments are available, and are substantially sta
ble against variations in the specific mode of calculation. For 
instance, incorporation of suitable weights and/or other de
tailed information about the density (the appearance of sin
gularities, the actual support, and so on) typically does not 
improve or diminish the accuracy of averages. 

(ii) However, the method is flexible enough to incorpo
rate such additional information which may result in signifi
cant improvements of the pointwise approximation of the 
density. 

(iii) Maximum-entropy results compare favorably with 
corresponding results from independent powerful methods. 
It is fair to mention, however, that the Pade procedure often 
has the advantage of furnishing rigorous upper and lower 
bounds for the approximated averages. To the extent that 
the maximum-entropy technique has been developed, an ac
curate estimate of the error is not possible at this point. 
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The question of whether there exists a connection between variational principles in Eulerian and 
Lagrangian descriptions is investigated. By having recourse to a proper view of the Eulerian 
description it is shown that a variational principle in one description holds whenever a 
corresponding variational principle in the other description is given. This theoretical conclusion is 
operative in that a precise rule for writing the new Lagrangian is exhibited. As an application, a 
new Lagrangian for fluid dynamics in the Eulerian description is determined. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Often a physical system consists of a set of fields some of 
which are naturally accounted for in the spatial or Eulerian 
(E) description while the other ones are more easily ex
pressed in the material or Lagrangian (L ) description. In fact 
we are accustomed to field theories involving the E-descrip
tion, the fields under consideration being viewed as func
tions of space coordinates r and time t. Usually, however, 
continuum mechanics deals with the L-description; typical
ly, the motion is represented by the function r = x(R,t ) pro
viding the position r of any particle at time t in terms of the 
position R it occupies at a reference time to' Furthermore, 
there are systems whose Lagrangian density is known when 
they are represented through the L-description while the 
Lagrangian density of other systems is known when the E
description is involved. 

The choice of a description is often a matter of conve
nience. In many cases, however, the two descriptions occur 
simultaneously as it happens, for example,in the variational 
formulation of the electromagnetic field interacting with 
matter. I Moreover, as Lax and Nelson l do, one could think 
that, apart from genuine interaction terms, the total Lagran
gian density of a system is a proper sum of Lagrangian densi
ties pertaining to subsystems which are expressed in differ
ent descriptions (Eulerian or Lagrangian). This procedure 
raises a conceptual problem: does the sum offree Lagrangian 
densities result in the appearance of (unphysical) interaction 
terms just because of the reduction to a common descrip
tion? In fact, the essence of the problem consists in finding 
the connection between Eulerian and Lagrangian variation
al principles. Of course, the connection must render the 
Euler-Lagrange equations with respect to the E-variables 
equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange equations with respect to 
the L-variables. 

It is the aim of this paper to set up such a connection. In 
this regard we observe that, as well-known, noticeable diffi
culties hinder finding variational principles in the E-descrip
tion. Accordingly, we first revisit the E-description and we 
conclude that the essential features are preserved if the ve
locity is replaced with the motion as an unknown function 
(Sec. 2). Then, upon looking at the motion as an unknown 

function, we are able to arrive at the main result of this paper: 
there is a simple relation between the Lagrangian (density) in 
the E-description and that in the L-description and, more
over, such a relation allows a variational principle in one 
description to hold whenever a variational principle in the 
other description is given (Sec. 3). The operative character of 
this result is illustrated (Sec. 4) in conjunction with some 
variational principles for fluid dynamics which is a remark
able field of application of the connection between variation
al principles in Eulerian and Lagrangian descriptions. 

2. THE EULERIAN DESCRIPTION REVISITED 

When dealing with continuum physics, the E-descrip
tion consists in representing the behavior of the body at hand 
through the velocity field v(r,t ), besides other suitable fields, 
as a function of the position r and time t, without considera
tion of which particle currently occupies the position r. It is 
well known that there are conceptual difficulties in setting 
up a variational principle in the E-description, this problem 
having attracted considerable attention especially in con
junction with fluids; we refer the interested reader to Refs. 2 
and 3 for some details on this topic. Here we content our
selves with observing that the main difficulty originates from 
the velocity v being an unknown function. 

Within the approach pertaining to the inverse problem 
of the calculus of variations, 3-6 the fact that the velocity, 
instead of the motion, is an unknown function changes dras
tically the mathematical structure of the balance equations, 
with respect to the counterpart in the L-description, and 
ascribes a central role to odd-order derivatives. On the one 
hand, this gives reason for the difficulty to find variational 
principles in the E-description. On the other, it suggests that 
decisive improvements could be attained by replacing the 
field v with another unknown field. 

To our mind, the essential feature of the E-description 
is the dependence of the fields under consideration on the 
spatial position r and time t, not the fact that just the velocity 
is an unknown function. Accordingly, we attempt to select 
the most suitable unknown function by relying on a duality 
criterion with respect to the L-descriotion. 

Assume that, for each time t, the motion x is a smooth 
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homeomorphism and let X = X-I, i.e., X(r,t) = R. In theL
description the unknown is the motion x(R,t ). Motivated by 
the duality criterion we take the view that, in the E-descrip
tion, X( r,t ) instead ofv( r,t ) is the unknown. To make this view 
operative we proceed as follows. 

We use throughout Cartesian tensor notation; on ad
hering to the current literature7

•
8 we denote the components 

ofr,x,v through lower case indices and the components of 
R,X through capital indices. A comma followed by an index 
denotes partial differentiation with respect to a coordinate, a 
superposed dot the material time derivative. So xa,a = 1,2,3, 
are the components of the velocity andxa,Q' a,Q = 1,2,3, are 
the components of the deformation gradient. To obtain the 
expression of v in terms of X(r,t ) we start from the identity 

r = x(X(r,t ),t); 

differentiation with respect to t while r is held constant gives 

aXa aXQ aXa 
--+-=0, 
aRQ at at 

whence 

Va = - Xa,QXQ," (2.1) 

Of course xa,Q must be viewed as a function of XQ,b; in fact 
xa,Q(X P,b) follows from xa,Q being the inverse matrix of X P,b' 
namely 

xa,QXQ,b = 8ab . (2.2) 

As a consequence, letting a stand for a = 1,2,3 or t, we have 

(xa,p),a = - xa,QXQ,baXb,P' (2.3) 

Before investigating the conceptual consequences of the 
new viewpoint we observe that the standard E-description is 
usually simpler because viewing v as unknown lowers the 
order of the differential equations; physically this means that 
we content ourselves with determining the velocity field 
rather than the motion. Nevertheless, within the variational 
framework the standard description results in formidable 
difficulties. As we shall see shortly, instead, our viewpoint, 
based on a strict duality between the Lagrangian and the 
Eulerian descriptions, make the variational formulation 
simpler and then the sought connection immediate. 

3. THE CONNECTION 

With each material system we associate a spatial La
grangian (density) L' or a material Lagrangian L m accord
ing as we describe the system through the spatial or material 
description. Specifically, consider a material system inter
acting with a set of fields tP", 0' = l, ... ,n; the Langrangians 
L sand L m are given as 

L S = L S(tP",X), 

L m = L m(tP" (x),x); 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

the relations (3,1) and (3.2) mean that the unknown functions 
are tP,,(r,t ),X(r,t) and tP,,(x(R,t ),t), x(R,t), respectively, 
while, to save writing, the dependence on the derivatives of 
the unknown functions is unspecified and understood. 

In connection with L sand L m we define the actions AS 
andA m as follows. Let ro be a three-dimensional domain 
occupied by the system at a reference time to; for any time 
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t> to the domain r 0 is mapped into the spatial domain r(t ) 
by the smooth homeomorphism r = x(R,t ). On letting 
J = det(xa.Q ), thevolumeelementsdu-anddV, ofr and ro, 
are related by 

du- = J dV. (3.3) 

Accordingly, for any two given times t2,tl (t2> tl) we set 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Weare now in a position to establish our main result. 
Theorem: Look at the actions (3.4) and (3.5) and let 

8L s/8XQ,8L s/8tP",8L m/8xa , and 8L m/8tP" denote vari
ational derivatives. If 

holds for any pair of functions x,X such that 

X(x(R,t ),t) = R, RE )Vo' 

then 

8L m 8L s 

--= J--, 0'= I, ... ,n, 
8tPu 8tPu 

8L m 8Lm 8L s 

-+~. -I.. = -JXQ -
8xa 8i:'" ",a ,a 8X Q • 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Proof: For the sake of simplicity we subdivide the proof 
in two steps. Consider first the change of functions 

(3.10) 

while the functions x and X are held fixed. The (Gateaux) 
differentials of AS and Am under (3.10) are given by 

i"j 8Ls dA S(tP"ll1u) = -l1u du- dt + b.t., 
I, r8tPu 

m il,j 8L
m 

dA (tPu l11u) = -l1u dV dt + b.t., 
I, r o 8tPu 

(3.11) 

where b.t. stands for inessential boundary terms. Expressing 
(3.11) in terms of the variables R (so that r is mapped onto 
)Vo) and use of(3.3) yield 

il'j 8LS 
dA S(tP" l11u) = -l1uJ dV dt + b.t. 

I, r o 8tPu 

Of course (3.6) implies that dA S(<p" l11u) = dA m(<pu l11u); 
hence, owing to the arbitrariness of l1u we arrive at (3.8). 

As the second step consider the change of functions 
X~X + H and x~x + h while the fields tPu(r,t) are un
changed. Owing to (3.7), Hand h must be related by 

(X + H)((x + h)(R,t),t) = R, RE ro; (3.12) 

on keeping only first-order terms with respect to hand H, 
(3.12) provides 

HQ(x(R,t), t) = - (XQ,oho)(R,t). (3.13) 

With this in mind, observe first that, in view of(3.1), 

dA S(XIH) = i" j 8L s HQ du- dt + b.t. 
" :v8XQ 

According to (3.2), under the change x~x + h, the action 
functional Am is influenced by the explicit dependence on x 
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and, moreover, by the dependence on x through the fields 
¢;o-' So (3.10) still applies with 

'TJ0- = ¢;o-.aha + O(lhl)· 

In conclusion we obtain 

Now, because of(3.13), it follows that 

dA S(xlh) = - It' r oL S JXQ,aha dV dt + b,t. 
t, Jro oXQ 

Then, following along the previous procedure, the condition 
dA m(xlh) = dAs (xlh) leads immediately to (3.9). 0 

On the basis of this theorem we can assert that when
ever a variational principle is given, both in the Eulerian and 
in the Lagrangian description, and (3.6) is verified, then the 
corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are mapped into 
each other according to the homeomorphism r = x(R,t ) or 
R = X(r,t ). So we have the noticeable result that a variational 
principle in one description delivers, via (3.6), a variational 
principle in the other description. These observations lend 
operative meaning to the following connection between vari
ational principles in Eulerian and Lagrangian descriptions. 

Action axiom: The spatial action AS and the material 
action Am of a physical system are equal. 

As an immediate consequence, this axiom implies that, 
owing to (3.4) and(3.5), the LagrangiansL" andLm arerelat
ed by 

L S =jLm, (3.15) 

wherej = J -I. Of course the equality (3.15), as well as (3.8) 
and (3.9), holds provided that a common coordinate system 
is employed. For example, if L m = L m (xa ) then 

L S(XQ,a,xQ.t) = j(XQ,a)L m( - xa,Q(XR •b)), 
Remark: According to the previous theorem the rela

tions (3.8) and (3.9) are necessary for the validity of (3.6) 
under (3.7). The addition of suitable conditions, relating the 
boundary terms b.t. in the two descriptions, make (3.8) and 
(3.9) also sufficient. However, we are not interested at all in 
the sufficiency (and in the boundary terms) for two reasons. 
First, it is the necessary condition of the theorem that is 
important for arriving at the action axiom and for rendering 
it operative. Second, as to the applications we have in mind, 
concerning the inverse problem of the calculus of varia
tions,3 the boundary terms are inessential for determining 
the Lagrangian of a given physical (or mathematical) system. 

4. NEW VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES FROM KNOWN 
ONES 

The physical relevance of the action axiom consists in 
the feature that a variational principle in one description is 
obtained as soon as a variational principle in the other de
scription is given. This feature, true for any material system, 
becomes particularly outstanding within the framework of 
fluid dynamics. Accordingly, so as to emphasize the opera
tive meaning of the action axiom, we investigate some exam
ples of variational principles in fluid dynamics. 

In essence, in the L-description we are given the follow-
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ing variational principles: the behavior of a fluid is governed 
by any of the three Lagrangians3 

L mIx) = ! PoXaXa - poE (Poj,So), (4.1) 

L m(x,p) = ! PoXaXa - poE (P,So) + (J - po! p)p(P,So), 
(4.2) 

L m(x,p,f.i) = !PoXaXa - poE (P,So) + f.i (J - Polp), (4.3) 

wherep, Po are the mass densities in the spatial and the refer
ence configuration, rspectively, while So = So(R) is the en
tropy, E is the internal energy,p is the pressure (PI p2 = aE I 
ap), and f.i = f.i(R,t) is a Lagrange multiplier. As is immedi
ately seen, the Euler-Lagrange equations relative to (4.1) are 
the equations of motion, those relative to (4.2) are the equa
tions of motion and the continuity equation, namely 

(4.4) 

J - po!p = 0. (4.5) 
Finally, the Euler-Lagrange equations relative to (4.3) are 
the equations of motion with f.i as the pressure, the contin
uity equation, and the condition specifying that f.i coincides 
with the pressurep2 aE lap. 

In a sense the Lagrangian (4.1) has already been given 
by Seliger and Whitham2 while (4.3) has been given by 
Lanczos9 and Eckart lO in conjunction with incompressible 
fluids. To our knowledge the Lagrangian (4.2) has been de
termined very recently by ourselves for the first time. 3 It is 
then worth confining our attention to (4.2) also because it 
embraces all typical aspects of the subject. 

In view of(3.15) and (2.1), with the material Lagrangian 
(4.2) there is associated the spatial Lagrangian 

L" (X,p) = !jPoXa,QXa,BXQ,tXB,t - jpoE (P,So) 

+ (1 - jpo!p)p(p,so)' 

Upon observing thae 

(jXa,B ),a = ° 
and that 

It + IbVb + jVb,b = 0, 

Va,bxb,B - Xa,Bt - Xa,Bbvb = 0, 

we obtain 

;~: = jPoXa'B(Va + ~P,a) + (1 - j~o) :~SO'B' 
oL S = (1 _ jpo) ap . 
op p ap 

On the other hand, it is a simple matter to see that 

oL m .. 
-£ - = - (PoXa + JXQ,ap,Q)' 
uXa 

oL m = (J _ po) ap . 
op p ap 

(4.6) 

Accordingly, (3.8) and (3.9) are obviously satisfied. Further
more the Euler-Lagrange equations oL Slop = 0, 
oL s/oXB = ° yield 

1 -jpo!p = 0, 

Va + (l/p)P,a = 0, 
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namely the balance equations in the E-description. Thus we 
have ascertained that the expression (4.6) is just the Lagran
gian for fluid dynamics in the E-description. 

There is an aspect of the theorem that deserves a final 
comment. In view of (3.15), L m = JL' depends on x even if 
L S does not depend on X. At first sight the presence of J (xa,Q) 
suggests that an additional equation for the motion x(R,t ) 
occurs, which, however, would reflect merely a change of 
coordinates but not the behavior of a physical system. In 
fact, this additional equation results in an identity because of 
(3.9). By way of example, look at the electromagnetic field 
whose spatial Lagrangian is 

L S(A,</» = !(lIeA,t + V</»2 - ~(VXAf, 

where A is the vector potential, </> is the scalar potential, and 
e is the light speed. The material Lagrangian is given by 

L m(A,</>,x) = V((lIe) Aa - (lie) xbAa,b + </>,QXQ,a) 

- ~ JEabcEade AC,QAe,BXQ,bXB,d , 

where Eabc is the Levi-Civita tensor. The dependence of Lm 

on x through J, Xb' and X Q,a is evident. Nevertheless, coher
ently with the general theory, a direct calculation shows that 

8L m + 8L rnA 8L m </> = a 
8Xa 8Ab b,a + 8</> ,a 

is an identity. Accordingly, the vanishing of 8Lm /8xa is due 
to the vanishing of 8Lm /8Ab and 8Lm /8</>, namely, to the 
field equations for A and </>. 

5. FINAL REMARKS 

As shown in Sec. 3, the relation 

L' =jLm 

allows us to obtain a variational principle in the E-descrip
tion whenever a variational principle in the L-description is 
available and vice versa. This result is based upon an unusual 
view of the E-description: the motion is described through 
the function X(r,t) instead ofv(r,t), In this respect, however, 
we observe that, in spite of the generality of our theorem, 
customary variational principles in the E-description need 
not have their counterpart in the L-description. This is so 
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because usually variational principles in the E-description 
involve v as an unknown function; upon substitution of 

Va = - xa,QXQ.t' 

the equations under consideration need no longer be the 
Euler-Lagrange equations of the Lagrangian 

L S( - xa,QX Q,t)' 

As an example, we mention that the Lagrangian L ~w (Va) for 
fluid dynamics in the E-description set up by Seliger and 
Whitham2 does not allow the pertinent equations to arise 
from the Lagrangian L ;w ( - xa,QX Q,t)· 

The connection between variational principles in Euler
ian and Lagrangian descriptions is crucially based on the 
transformation R---+r = x(R,t ) being a homeomorphism, 
which is usually true in continuum mechanics. In this re
gard, however, it is worth pointing out that sometimes non
linear boundary-value problems are solved in closed form 
via an analogous (von Mises) transformation 

x =x(if',t), (5.1) 

the stream function if' playing the role of reference coordi
nate. 11,12 As remarked by Wilhelm in his nonlinear theory of 
electron neutralization waves in ion beams, 12 there are phys
ical conditions rendering (5.1) noninvertible (neutralization 
shock waves and multivalued flows). In such conditions our 
connection does not apply. 

1M. Lax and D. F. Nelson, Phys. Rev. B 13,1759 (1976). 
2R. L. Seliger and G. B. Whitham, Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A 305, I 
(1968). 

3F. Bampi and A. Morro, J. Math. Phys. 23, 2312 (1982). 
'E. Tonti, Acad. R. Belg. (Classe des Sci.) 55,137 (1969). 
SR. W. Atherton and G. M. Homsy, Studies Appl. Math. 54, 31 (1975). 
6R. M. Santilli, Foundations of Theoretical Mechanics I (Springer, New 
York,1978). 

7C. Truesdell and R. A. Toupin, in Encyclopedia of Physics, edited by S. 
Fliigge (Springer, Berlin, 1960), Vol. III/I. 

8 A. C. Eringen, in Continuum Physics, edited by A. C. Eringen (Academic, 
New York, 1971), Vol. II. 

9c. Lanczos, The Variational Principles of Mechanics (University of 
Toronto, Toronto, 1970), p. 360. 

lOCo Eckart, Phys. Fluids 3, 421 (1960). 
"G. Kalman, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 10,1 (1960); 10, 29 (1960). 
12H. E. Wilhelm, Phys. Fluids 17,1841 (1974). 
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The Siewert-Burniston method for the derivation of closed-form formulas for the zeros of 
sectionally analytic functions with a discontinuity interval along the real axis (based on the 
Riemann-Hilbert boundary value problem in complex analysis) is generalized to apply to the 
determination of the zeros of analytic functions (without discontinuity intervals) inside or outside 
simple smooth contours. An application of this method to the closed-form solution of the 
transcendental equation ze' = beb

, appearing in the theory of neutron moderation in nuclear 
reactors, is also made. 

PACS numbers: 02.90. + p, 02.60.Lj, 28.20.Lh 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An efficient method for the derivation of closed-form 
formulas for the zeros of sectionally analytic functions (with 
a discontinuity interval along the real axis) was proposed in 
1971 by Siewert and Burniston. This method was applied to 
the determination of the zeros of a series of sectionally ana
lytic functions and was used for the solution of many phys
ical problems of practical interest. 1-15 The principle of the 
method was the solution of an appropriate Riemann-Hilbert 
boundary value problem along the discontinuity interval. 16 
Unfortunately, in cases where the function whose zeros were 
sought did not possess a discontinuity interval, it should be 
transformed into another function with such an interval 
(and, clearly, with the same zeros or, at least, the same 
sought zeros).2-5.7.8.10-12.14 This approach is not very conven
ient and, quite frequently, impossible. Here we generalize 
the method of Siewert and Burniston to apply to the deter
mination of zeros of analytic functions inside or outside a 
simple smooth contour C. This generalization is quite sim
ple, but also important for the aforementioned reason. After 
the illustration of this generalization in a trivial case, we will 
apply it to the closed-form solution of the transcendental 
equation ze' = beb

, appearing in a problem of the theory of 
neutron moderation. 12 Numerical results, verifying the va
lidity of the closed-form formulas for the nontrivial root zo of 
this equation, will be also presented and will be seen to be 
quite satisfactory. 

Moreover, we can mention that competitive methods 
for the analytical determination of the zeros of analytic func
tions are reported by Abd-Elall, Delves, and Reid,17 Anas
tasselou,18 and Anastasselou and Ioakimidis. 19 Approxi
mate numerical and graphical methods are also 
available,20.21 but they have the disadvantage that they do 
not lead to closed-form formulas for the zeros of general 
validity and independent of the numerical values of the pa
rameters (coefficients) of the analytic function whose zeros 
are sought. Finally, recently, Ioakimidis22 proceeded to an
other generalization of the method of Siewert and Burniston 
and applied it to the determination of curves in the complex 

plane satisfying an equation of the form I <P (z) I = D, where 
<P (z) is a sectionally analytic function with a discontinuity 
interval along the real axis and D is a constant. 

II. ANALYSIS 

We consider an analytic function <P (z) inside a simple 
smooth contour e in the complex plane z = x + iy. Essen
tially without loss of generality, we assume that the origin of 
the Cartesian coordinate system, z = 0, lies inside C. We 
take also into account the definition of the index x of the 
boundary values of<P (z), <P (t ), as tvaries along e (see Ref. 16) 

x = Ind <P(t) = (l/21T) [arg <P(t)]c. (2.1) 
It is well known from the argument principle that x is equal 
to the number of zeros of <P (z) inside e [under the assump
tions that <P (z) does not possess poles inside e and on e and 
zeros on e].16 Methods for the computation of the index x, 
which is always an integer, were also reported by Gakhov. 16 

We define now a sectionally analytic function F (z), dis
continuous along e, 

F(z)=F+(z) <P(z), zES+, F(z)-F-(z) 1, z S-, (2.2) 

whereS + andS - denote the open regions inside and outside 
the contour e, respectively. Then, clearly, 

F+(t)IF-(t) = <P(t), tEe, (2.3) 

where F ± (t ) denote the boundary values of F (z) asz-t from 
S ±. Thus, we have reached a very simple, homogeneous 
Riemann-Hilbert boundary value problem 16 along e for the 
"unknown" function F(z). Its solution is very simplel6 

F+(z)-<P(z) = X (z)P"(z), zES+, 

F-(z)=l = X (z)P"(z), zES- (2.4) 

[where Eqs. (2.2) have been taken into consideration]. In (2.4) 
X (z) is the canonical function of our problem, given byl6 

X (z) = exp[r (z)], zES +, 

X(z)=z-"exp[r(z)), zES-, (2.5) 

with 

r(z) = ~ ( log[t - "<P (t )] dt. 
2m Jc t-z 

(2.6) 
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Clearly, both r (z) and X (z) are discontinuous along C. More
over, X (z) does not possess zeros or poles in the finite com
plex plane. 

Now, knowing the given function ~ (z) and evaluating 
X (z) from (2.5) [together with (2.6)], we obtain directly from 
(2.4) 

P,,(z) = ~(z)IX(z), zES+, P,,(z) = 1/X(z), zES-. 
(2.7) 

These are identities in S ± and permit us to determine the 
polynomial P" (z), the x zeros of which coincide with the 
zeros of ~ (z) as is quite clear. We have thus reduced the 
problem of determination ofthe zeros of ~ (z) to that of deter
mination of the zeros of the polynomial P" (z). If x<:4, these 
zeros can be obtained in closed form. Otherwise, we have to 
choose another contour C· with a corresponding index x· in 
our problem not exceeding 4. Frequently, it happens that 
~ (z) has just one zerozo in S +. Then x = 1, P,,(z) = z - zo, 
and (2.7) give for Zo: 

Zo = Z - ~ (z)IX (z), zES +, (2.8a) 

or 
zo=z-1/X(z), zES-. (2.8b) 

These identities determine directly zoo Any point z in S ± can 
be used, but the choicesz = ° in the first of(2.8) and Z--4 00 in 
the second of(2.8) (we have already assumed that DES +) are 
the most common ones. 

Clearly, if ~ (z) possesses poles instead of zeros in S + , 

being a meromorphic function, we have simply to consider 
the analytic function 1[1 (z) = 1/ ~ (z) and use the previous 
method. Alternatively, we can appropriately modify this 
method to apply to meromorphic functions with poles in S + . 

More important is the case when we seek the zeros of an 
analytic function ~ (z) (with a possible pole of finite order at 
infinity) outside a simple smooth contour C, that is, in our 
notation, in S -. In this case, F (z) is defined by 

F (z)-F + (z)== 1, zES + , F (z)=F - (z)=~ (z), zES -. 
(2.9) 

The index x is determined again from (2.1), but with a nega
tive sign in the right-hand side. On the other hand, the num
ber A of the sought zeros of ~ (z) in S - is equal to x plus the 
order of the possible pole of ~ (z) at infinity or minus the 
order of the possible zero of the same function at infinity. 

Moreover, in the present case (2.3) takes the form 

F+(t)lF-(t) = 1/~(t), tEC, (2.10) 

whereas (2.4) are modified as 

F+(z)==1 = X (z)P,dz), zES+, 

F-(z)=~(z) = X (z)P"(z), zES-, (2.11) 

with X (z) determined again from (2.5), but with 16 

r(z) = _1_ r log[t -"/~(t)] dt. (2.12) 
21Ti Jc t - z 

The zeros of ~ (z) in S - will be determined again as the zeros 
of P" (z). Because of (2.11), we have 

P,,(z) = 1/X(z), zES+, P,,(z) = ~(z)lX(z), zES-. 
(2.13) 

For example, for A = 1, whenceP" (z) = z - zo, we find from 
(2.13) 
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zo=z-1/X(z), zES+,orzo=z-~(z)IX(z), zES-. 
(2.14) 

[These formulas are analogous to (2.8).] 
We proceed now to an illustration of the present meth

od, by applying it to a trivial analytic function. 

III. AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE METHOD 

To illustrate the validity of the method described in the 
previous section, we consider the trivial analytic function 

~(z) =z-e, (3.1) 

with a zero Zo = e. For convenience, we assume that the con
tour C is the circumference of the unit circle with center the 
point z = ° and that e is a real constant. We will verify the 
validity of (2.8) and (2.14). 

At first, we assume that lei < 1. Then (2.8) hold true for 
the zero Zo of ~ (z). Since x = 1 in our case [as can be verified 
from (2.1)], 

t -"~ (t ) = 1 - cit = (1 - e cos {) ) + ie sin {), (3.2) 

where {) is the polar angle [t = exp(i{) )]. Moreover, dt I 
t = i d{). Then we obtain easily from (2.6) 

1 i11' r (0) = - log( 1 + e2 
- 2e cos {) )d{). 

21T 0 
(3.3) 

Now (2.8a) for z = ° takes the form 

Zo = - ~ (O)IX (0) = - ~ (O)exp[ - r (0)). (3.4) 

In our case, because of (3.1) and (3.3), we find from (3.4) 

Zo = e exp [ - 2~ fT 10g(1 + e2 
- 2c cos {) )d{) ].(3.5) 

But it is well known that23 

[ IOg(l+e2 -2cCOS{))d{)={0, II iflel<l, (36) 
o 21Tlog e, if lei> 1. . 

Therefore, in our case, lei < 1, (3.5) reduces to 

zo=e, (3.7) 

as was expected. 
Now we will reach the same result by using (2.8b) for 

Z--4OO. Then this equation reduces to 

Zo = - _1_. r log[ ~ (t) ]dt. 
2m Jc t 

(3.8) 

Because of (3.2) and the fact that dt = ( - sin {) 
+ i cos {) )d{), we find from (3.8) in our case 

Zo = _1_ i11' [2 tan -1( e sin {) )sin {) 
21T 0 1 - e cos {) 

- log( 1 + e2 
- 2e cos {) )cos {) ]d{). (3.9) 

We further take into account that23 

[ tan -1( e sin {) )sin {) d{) = 1Te, lei < 1, (3.10) 
o l-ecos{) 2 

i
11' 10g(1 + e2 _ 2e cos {) )cos {) d{) = { - 1Te, if lei < 1, 

o - 1Tle, if lei > 1, 
(3.11) 

and we find directly that (3.9) reduces again to (3.7) for 
lei < 1. 
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Let us proceed now to the case when lei> 1. In this case, 
we will use (2.14). Since </> (z) presents now a first-order pole 
at infinity and, furthermore, x = 0, we observe that A = 1 as 
was expected. In the present case, since x = 0 and 

</> (t) = (cos 1J - c) + i sin 1J, (3.12) 
we find easily from the first of (2.14), applied here for z = 0, 
that is 

Zo= -l/X(O)= -exp[-F(O)], (3.13) 
that 

Zo = sgn exexp [ 2~ LT 10g(1 + e2 
- 2e cos 1J )d1J ]. 

(3.14) 
Because ofthe second of (3.6), (3.14) reduces to (3.7) again. 

Similarly, by applying the second of (2.14) for Z-oo 

(and lei> 1), we find 

zo=e+-
1
-. (log[</>(t)]dt, (3.15) 

2m Jc 
or, further, because of (3.12), 

1 1"[ -I( sin1J ). Zo = e - - 2 tan sm 1J 
21T 0 cos 1J - e 

- 10g(1 + e2 
- 2e cos 1J )cos 1J ]d1J. (3.16) 

Because of (3.10), applied here with l/e instead of e, and of 
the second of(3.11), we observe directly that (3.16) reduces to 
(3.7) once more. In this way, we have verified all four formu
las (2.8) and (2.14). We proceed now to a nontrivial applica
tion of the proposed method. 

IV. AN APPLICATION TO A PHYSICAL PROBLEM 

In this section we consider the transcendental equation 

zeZ = beb
, (4.1) 

appearing in a problem of neutron moderation in nuclear 
reactors. This equation was already considered by Siewert 
and Burkart, 12 who applied the method of Siewert and Bur
niston and the corresponding previous results lO to the solu
tion of this equation, that is, to the determination of the zeros 
of the function 

</> (z) = ze' - e, (4.2) 

where 
e = beb

• (4.3) 
The determination of the zeros of(4.2), but not accompanied 
by (4.3), appears also during the solution of a critical condi
tion, described by age-diffusion theory, for a bare nuclear 
reactor. s 

Here we will determine the nontrivial zero z = Zo of 
(4.2), (4.3) taken also into consideration, for b restricted to 
real negative values. 12 The trivial zero z = b of the same 
function is not of interest. We assume again that C is the 
circumference of the unit circle with center the point z = O. 
For bEt - 00, - 1), ZoE( - 1,0), that is, zoES +. We restrict 
our attention to this particular case and we use (2.8) or, bet
ter, (3.4) and (3.8) (for z = 0 and Z-oo, respectively). Since 
x = 1 and along C 

t - "</> (t) = et 
- cit = R (1J) + iI (1J), (4.4) 

where 
R (1J) = exp(cos 1J )cos(sin 1J) - e cos 1J, (4.5a) 

I (1J) = exp(cos 1J )sin(sin 1J) - e sin 1J, (4.5b) 
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(3.4) takes the form 

Zo = e exp{ - 2~ i" 10g[R 2(1J) + I2(1J )]d1J}. (4.6) 

Similarly, (3.8) takes the form 

zo=_I- ("{2tan- I [I(1J) ]sin1J 
21T Jo R (1J) 

- log [R 2(1J) + I 2(1J)) cos 1J }d1J. (4.7) 

For R (1J) and I (1J) defined by (4.5), we do not expect to 
simplify (4.6) and (4.7) analytically; these are our final formu
las although equivalent since both determine the same zero 
Zo of(4.2) [or root of(4.1)]. Just to check these equations, we 
present in Table I numerical results obtained by the classical 

TABLE I. Numerical results for the nontrivial zero Zo of zez 
- beh for 

b = - 1.1, - 1.5, - 3, - 5, and - 10, obtained both from (4.6), Z(lI' and 
from (4.7), zoo' The integrals were computed by the trapezoidal rule with 
n = 5(5)25 nodes; the "exact" values of Zo were determined by the Newton
Raphson method. 

n 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 

"Exact" value: 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 

"Exact" value: 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 

"Exact" value: 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 

"Exact" value: 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 

"Exact" value: 

ZOI 

b=-l.1 

- 0.849 765 00 - 0.840 087 42 
- 0.894 132 13 - 0.892 583 35 
- 0.903 038 31 - 0.902 65143 
- 0.905 320 30 - 0.90520919 
- 0.905 967 17 - 0.90593302 

- 0.906 252 44 

b = - 1.5 

- 0.624 135 13 - 0.622 394 35 
- 0.625 77047 - 0.625 75627 
- 0.625 78241 - 0.625 782 25 
- 0.625 782 53 - 0.625 782 53 
- 0.625 782 53 - 0.625 782 53 

- 0.625 782 53 

b= -3 

- 0.178 560 32 - 0.178 55498 
- 0.178 560 63 - 0.178 560 63 
- 0.178 560 63 - 0.178 560 63 
- 0.178 560 63 - 0.178 560 63 
- 0.178 560 63 - 0.178 560 63 

- 0.178 560 63 

b= - 5 

- 0.034 885 768 - 0.034 885 712 
- 0.034 885 768 - 0.034 885 768 
- 0.034 885 768 - 0.034 885 768 
- 0.034 885 768 - 0.034 885 768 
- 0.034 885 768 - 0.034 885 768 

- 0.034 885 768 

b= -10 

- 0.000 454 206 - 0.000 454 206 
- 0.000 454 206 - 0.000 454 206 
- 0.000 454 206 - 0.000 454 206 
- 0.000 454 206 - 0.000 454 206 
- 0.000 454 206 - 0.000 454 206 

- 0.000 454 206 
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trapezoidal rule [with n = 5(5)25 nodes] for periodic func
tions. 24 In our case, this rule may take the form 

1 (17 1 n 

-; Jo g(t'f )dt'J-:::::::. -;; i~l g(t'fi)' 

t'J i = (i - O.5)1T/n, i = 1(I)n. (4.8) 

The numerical results obtained from (4.6), ZOl' are presented 
in the second column of Table I and the corresponding re
sults obtained from (4.7), Z02' in the third column of the same 
table. All five cases b = - 1.1, - 1.5, - 3, - 5, and - 10 
were considered. The "exact" values of the zero ZO' deter
mined by the Newton-Raphson method, are also displayed 
in Table I. The numerical results of this table are quite satis
factory, especially forlarge values of - b. As - b tends to 1, 
the accuracy of these results decreases. The remedy is simply 
either to use another appropriate contour C or to use a more 
sophisticated quadrature rule instead of the trapezoidal rule. 
We will not enter into such computational details, since our 
aim was to derive the analytical formulas (4.6) and (4.7) for 
the nontrivial zero Zo of (4.2) and, moreover, we are satisfied 
from the numerical results of Table I. For even more accu
rate results in the same table, we can simply use a larger 
number of nodes n in (4.8). 
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Closing and abelizing operatorial gauge algebra generated by first class 
constraints 
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A canonical transformation of operators of relativistic phase space is constructed, which abelizes 
the basis of the operator-valued gauge algebra of first class constraints. The new operators of 
contraints commute among themselves. The new Hamiltonian commutes with the constraints. 
Dynamics of the new operators is physically equivalent to the initial one. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i, 03.30. + p, 02.30.Tb, 02.20.Km 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In our paper, I a method was developed for operatorial 
quantization of dynamical systems subject to first class con
straints. A basic role in this method is played by generating 
equations of an operator-valued gauge algebra. When ex
panded into power series in ghost operators, these equations 
produce, in the lowest order, operator involution relations 
for the first class constraints and the initial Hamiltonian and, 
in higher orders, the complete set of structural Jacobi rela
tions, each providing the formal compatability of the pre
vious one. The gauge algebra generated by the operators of 
the first class constraints is, generally, open (unclosed). In 
the present paper we build the ghost-operator-dependent ca
nonical transformation which makes the gauge algebra of 
the first class constraints closed and even abelian, i.e., the 
new constraint operators commute with each other. The 
same as in Ref. 1, we are, in fact, considering the case of 
irreducible, i.e., linearly independent first class constraints. 
The generalization of our result for constraints of any stage 
of reducibility reduces evidently to the extension of the ghost 
sector, indicated in Ref. 2. 

II.NOTATIONS 

E(A) = E(A ) is the designation for the Grassmann pari!y 
of a classical quantity A and of the corresponding operator A. 
The equation 

[A,11] = A B - ( - 1r(A I<iBIB A (1) 

denotes the supercommutator of operators A and B. The 
ghost number of an operator A is denoted as gh(A ). As usual, 
ar(a/) stands for the right (left) derivatives. 

III. GENERATING EQUATIONS OF THE GAUGE 
ALGEBRA 

Let (p;.ih, where i = 1, ... ,n, 
E(Pi ) = E(Qi), gh(Pi ) = - gh(Qi) = 0, 

be operators of the initial dynamical variables which obey 
the equal-time canonical commutation relations, so that the 
only non vanishing commutator is 

[QJ,Pk] =iM~i. 
Denote as 

Ho(P,Q), Ta ( P,Q), a = 1, ... ,m < n, 

where E(Ta )-Ea' the initial operator-valued Hamiltonian 
and first class constraints, respectively. They are in involu
tion 

[Ta,T{3] = ifzTa U~{3' (2) 

and are irreducible 

Taza = O:::::} za = T{3Fa{3 -! ifzUp/P{3Y. (3) 

Here 
A- A- A-

U~{3 = - ( - l)"aEPU~a,v~ 

are operator-valued structural coefficients of the involution 
(2); 

F a{3 = _ ( _ l)"aEPF{3a 

are any operators, "skew-symmetrical" in the upper indices. 
All of them are functions of the initial operators (Pi ,Q l 

Let, further (9 a,C a), where a = 1, ... ,m, 

E(~ a) = E(C a) = Ea + 1, gh(~ a) = - gh(ca) = - 1, 

be ghost operators that, too, satisfy canonical equal-time 
commutation relations, so that the only nonzero commuta
tor is 

[C a ,9 (3] = iMpi. 
The generating equations for the operatorial gauge algebra 

A- A-

for the fermion n min , gh(nmin ) = 1, and the boson 
Hmin , gh(Hmin) = 0, are formulated in Ref. 1 to be 

A A A A 

[nmin' n min ] = 0, [Hmin' n min ] = O. (4) 

Solution for these equations is looked for in the form of "9 C
normally ordered ghost-operator power series: 

A A A 00 ~ ~ A alo .. a 
n min = Ta C a + " 9 a · .. 9 a U n, ~ n 1 

(5) 
n=l 

A A 00 ~ .:=::. Aa a 

H min = Ho + " 9 a .. ·9 a V I··· ", 
~ n 1 

(6) 
n=l 

where 

U a =! U py CYC{3( - 1)"1', va = VpC{3, ... 

etc. In the zeroth order in the ghost canonical momentum ?Jj 
Eqs. (4) are identically fulfilled owing to the involution (2). 
Equations for the other operator-valued coefficients in (5) 
and (6) are written explicitly in Ref. 1. Following Ref. 1, we 
assume that the ghost operators behave under the Hermitian 
conjugation as 
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(.9 a)+ = - ?J a( - Ita, (ca)+ = C a, 

and require the hermiticity of the operators (5) and (6). 

IV. ABELIZATION OF THE GAUGE GROUP 
A AA 

Define new operator-valued constraints Y a ( P,Q ) by 
the equation 

nminF=r(yaCa), (7) 

where F is a unitary operator, depending on Pi' Q i and the 
ghosts ?J a' Ca. F is a boson with zero ghost number. 

Equation (7J.. performs ~ c~onical transformation 
which converts {}min into (Ya C'). By virtue of (4) and (7) 
one has 

(8) 

Therefore, ifEq. (7) is solvable as that for a unitary operator 
A A r, the new operatorial constraints Y a are abelian. 

Let ~sAbe looking for the solution of (7) as a series of 
normal 9 C-products of the powers of the ghost operators 

.9 a' Ca
: 

(9) 

A A A 
Here Fo( P, Q) is a reversible operator, 

pa =P:(P, Q)CIl, paP = !P:~(P, Q)CVCIl( _1)I<aHpl, 

etc. We assume, as usual, that the generalized symmetry 
properties, with respect to the upper indices, of every coeffi
cient operator in (5), (6), and (9) are the same as those of the 
monomial: 

Substituting expansions (5) and (9) into (7), we obtain the 
following relations for the coefficient operators Po, pat···a.: 
at n = 0: 

......... ,.,..,,/'\.. AA AAA 

(Taca)Fo + ifzTaFa = Fo(YaC a), 

at n;;;.I: 

fjat· .. a·po + (TaCa)pat .. ·a.( _ Ito 

+ (n + I)ifzTapaat···a.( - Ito 

n 

~=n -m + L t aj , 

j= 1 +m 

(M )at···a. Sat .. ·a·MPt···P, 
sym - pt .. ·P. ' 
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(10) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

The lowest equation (10) leads to the following expression for 
the new constraint operators: 

A A A A A A A A r ........ p 
Y a = F O-ITaFO + ifz(F 0- 1 TpFo)(F 0- Fa). (16) 

The first term on the rhs of (16) is induced by the "bare" 
transformation, which is performed by the operator Po( P, Q) 
and acts only on the initial operators Pi and Q i. This trans
formation does not affect the ghost operators and does not 
hence give rise, effectively, to rotation of the basis of the 
constraint operators. It is the second term on the rhs of(I6) 
that includes the effect of the rotation, caused by the opera
tor (Fo-

1 F~). On the other hand, it is more or less evident 
that, for closing and abelizing the gauge algebra, only the 
effect of the basis rotation is of value. So we may study the 
special case of Po = 1. Equation (16) then gives 

A A A AfJ 

Y a = Ta + ifzTpF a' (17) 

Consider now Eq. (II) at n = I. Setting Po = 1 in it and using 
(17), we have 
A A A A A ua + [Fa T ] - [Fa T J( _ 1)<"<" 

p..v Il' v v' J.l 

A A A A 

+ ifzU:f3F~ - ifzU~pF~( - l(v<" 

+ "paT pP _ i"paT pf3( _ 1)<V<" p.f3v vf3p. 

= ifz (DpT" - D~Tp( - 1(fl"y 

- ifzfjp,,)P;~( _ I)I<I3+€yl. (18) 

Multiplying (18) by Ta to the left and using (2), we obtain (8) 
immediately. The rest of Eqs. (11) are, generally, an infinite 
sequence of equations, each of which, after being mUltiplied 
by the constraint to the left, gives the condition of formal 
compatability of the previous equation. 

Ifwe take operator (5) for granted, i.e., consider all the 
structural operators of the gauge algebra generated by the 
initial constraints Ta as known, Eqs. (10)-(12) determine, 

one after another, all the coefficient op'erators pat· .. a. in the 
expansion (9) for F. In particular, for Fo = i Eq. (18) deter
mines [after multiplying (18) by Ta to the left] the operators 
f:; the next equation (11) at n = 2 determines the operators 
F:~, etc. A 

Assume now that the operator r is known, and define a 
new operator dY min by the equation 

From (4), (7), and (19) it follows that 

[dYmin , (yaca)J = O. 

(19) 

(20) 

Unfortunately, this does not imply yet that dY min commutes 
A 

with Y a , since dY min depends on ghost operators, generally. 
A A 

Expand, therefore, dY min into the 9 C-normal power series 
in ghosts: 

A A oo~ ~A 

dYmin =dYo + L 9 a •• .. 9 a ,'Y"'t .. 'a., (21) 
n=l 

where ~o(P, Q) does not depend on ghost operators, 

r a = r:(p, Q)CP., 

raP = ~ r:~( p, Q)CVCIl( _ Ira+<,,', 
etc. Then we obtain from (20) that 

[~o,(Yaca)J =iflYara, (22) 
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[r,···an, (Y)7aJ] = ili(n + I)Ya raa, ... an( - lro. (23) 

Define, further, the operator 

~:nin =~min + (i-Ji)-I[(YaCa).A ], (24) 
'" '" '" where A is a Fermionic operator which depends on Pi' Qi 

and "& a' C a, and gh(A ) = - 1. By virtue of (8) and (20), we 
have 

[~:nin' (Yaca)] = O. (25) 

Expand A into fj C-normal ghost-power series: 

A = ~ 9 ... 9 ~a, ... an. 
£.- ali a\ 

(26) 
n=l 

Here ~a( P, Q) does not depend on ghosts, 

~a{3 = ~~{3(P, Q )C Il( _ I (a, 

~a{3y = !~~eY(p, Q)CvCIl( _ 1rsH,J, 

etc. Substituting (21) and (26) into (24), we obtain 

~b =~o+Ya~a, (27) 

r WI
·•·

an = r l···an + (n + l)Ya~aal···an( _ 1(0 

+(ili)-I[~al ... an,(YaCa)], (28) 

where ~b, rWI 
.. •

an are the coefficient operators in the ex-
A ~ A 

pansion of JY':nin into 9' C-ghost-power series, like (21). 

Now make the operators ~a,. .. an obey the condition 
that every operator (28) should vanish, 

(29) 

The formal compatability of Eqs. (29) is provided by (8) and 
(23). By virtue of (29) we have 

(30) 

whence it follows due to (25) that 

[~b,Ya] =0, (31) 

since the operator (27) is ghost-independent. 
This completes the total abeliation of the gauge algebra, 

generated by irreducible constraints. It has resulted in the 
new constraints Y a which commute with each other and 
the new Hamiltonian ~b which commutes with the new 
constraints. 

V. TRANSFORMATION OF THE UNITARIZING 
HAMILTONIAN 

Following Ref. 1, let us write the expression for the total 
unitarizing Hamiltonian: 

A A A A 

H~ = H min + (ili)-l ['/I, {] ], (32) 

where 

p= CaXa + 9 ,,A a (33) 

is the gauge fermion which contains the operator of gauge 
fixing. The operator fl is defined as 

(34) 

The operators (;a, ~ a) and (Ca, &a), where a = 1, ... ,m, 
A A A A 

E(1Ta) = E(A a) = Ea, gh (1Ta) = - gh (A a) = 0, 

E(Ca) = E(&a) = Ea + 1, gh (Ca) = - gh (&a) = - 1 

satisfy canonical commutation relations, with the only com
mutators different from zero being 
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[~a';{3] =iM~l, [&a'C{3] =iM~ i. 
Introduce, further, the condensed notation for the complete 
set of operators of the relativistic phase space, 

XA=(p;. 9 a' ;a, Ca; Qi, ca,~a, &a). (35) 

The time evolution of these operators is described by the 
Heisenberg equations induced by the Hamiltonian (32): 

iIW,X A = [XA,H~(X)]. (36) 

Define the transformed operators fpA by the equation 

rX A = fpAr. (37) 

Due to (36), they obey the equation 

iIW,fpA= [fpA,H~(X)]. (38) 

Define, finally, the transformed operator ~q, by the equa
tion 

H2.(X)r= rJY';fr(X), 

so that 

H;fr(X)=~;fr( fp). 

Substituting (40) into the rh of (38), we get 

iIW, fpA = [fpA, ~~( fp)]. 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

We may express now the operator ~~( X), with the use of 
(7), (19), (24), (30), (32), and (34), as 
AA A A A/'... AA 

JY';fr( X) = JY'b + (ili)-I [<1>, (Yaca + 1Ta 9'a)], (42) 

where the new gauge fermion ;p is defined by the equation 

(43) 

The Hamiltonian ~q, ( fp) involved on the rhs ofEq. (41) is 
to be obtained from (42) merely by the formal replacement 
'" '" XA--+&pA of the operators (35) by the transformed operators 
from (37). 

Thus, we may see from (41) and (42) that the evolution 
of the new operators fpA is governed by the abelized unitar
izing Hamiltonian ~ q, ( fp) built in the same way as (32)-

'" (34) was, but using the abelian constraints Y a and the "ini-
tial" Hamiltonian ~b, which commutes with them. Simul
taneously, the initial gauge fermion P turns into the new 
operator;P from (43), which totally absorbs the dependence 
on the fermion A, involved in the redefinition (24). Since the 
abelization of the operat~.rial~auge algebra results, in fact, 
only in the replacement '/1--+<1> of the gauge fermion, while 
physical quantities are independent of any choice of the lat
ter, we may state that the dynamics, governed by the abe
lized Hamiltonian ~b and constraints Y a , is physically 
equivalent to that of the initial Hamiltonian Ho and con-

A 

straints Ta' 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The general procedure of abelization of irreducible 
gauge algebra presented above shows that, in principle, there 
always exists the possibility of passing to a set of constraint 
operators which commute among themselves and to a Ha
miltonian operator which commutes with them all. In this 
sense, the nonabelianness and unclosed ness are conse
quences of an "unlucky" choice of the basis of the operator
ial gauge algebra, rather than the intrinsic property of the 
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theory. However, it is this "unlucky" choice of the generally 
nonabelian and unclosed basis, which is imperatively dictat
ed, in the relativistic context, by requirement offour-dimen
sionallocality and covariance of the dynamical description. 
We encounter here principally the same situation as the one 
faced when abelizing the Lagrangian gauge algebra in the 
covariant functional approach.3.4 We conclude that the 
method of operatorial quantization of dynamical systems 
subject to the first class constraints, developed in Ref. 1, 
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retains its significance, since it remains applicable within the 
general basis of the gauge algebra. 
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We propose a method for regularizing singular Lagrangians by adding new degrees of freedom. 
We illustrate this regularization method with some particular examples. This procedure is shown 
to be very useful when the Lagrangian is homogeneous of degree one in the velocities giving rise to 
an identically vanishing Hamiltonian. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i, 03.50. - z 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important developments in theoretical 
mechanics in recent times has certainly been the study of 
singular Lagrangians initiated by Dirac l

•
2 in his systematic 

treatment of constrained Hamiltonian systems. We recall 
that the dynamical evolution of a physical system can be 
described using two different approaches. The first one is the 
Lagrangian formulation which is constructed over a func
tion L defined on the tangent bundle T!!2 on the configura
tion space !!2, L E Y(T!!2). The second approach is the Ha
miltonian formulation constructed over a function H 
defined on the cotangent bundle T * !!2 , HE Y( T * !!2). Both 
approaches are related by the Legendre transformation 
DL :T!!2-T*!!2 and they are equivalent in the hyper-regular 
case in which DL is a diffeomorphism, or even in the regular 
case, at least locally, in which DL is a local diffeomorphism. 
On the contrary if the Lagrangian L is singular, the prescrip
tion for going from the Lagrangian form of the dynamics to 
the Hamiltonian one fails. 

The attractive theory developed by Dirac provides a 
method for dealing with such singular systems by adding to 
the canonical Hamiltonian He new terms of the form 
vatPa(q,p) corresponding to the constraints tPa(q,p) = 0 
weighted with some coefficients va. This treatment has been 
successful to develop methods for the study of gauge field 
theories,3 where the very important role played by the coeffi
cients va is known. However a rigorous geometrical counter
part has not been developed so adequately. 

Usually the geometrical approach4 is based in the 
search of submanifolds and regular foliations to which the 
restriction of the Legendre transformation recovers the re
gularity properties. Actually this geometrical treatment has 
been found to be more difficult to develop and not so success
ful as the proper Dirac theory. Consequently it is worthwhile 
to study different approaches. In this paper we present a 
study of singular Lagrangians similar in the philosophy of its 
principles to the blowing up of an algebraic variety5 at a 
point for the regularization of singularities. In other words, 
instead of reducing the dimension of the manifold T!!2 we 
will try to introduce new auxiliary degrees offreedom. Obvi
ously we will also modify appropriately the Lagrangian in 
such a way that it will be regular and will lead to similar 
Euler-Lagrange equations. The meaning of the word similar 
will be made more precise later. 

The regularization we propose is by no means unique 
and it only gives general prescriptions to be satisfied by the 
new configuration space and Lagrangian. We shall also pro-

pose a concrete way of regularization which will be shown to 
be useful in some later examples. The new Lagrangian being 
regular, it defines a correct Legendre transformation and we 
can obtain a well-defined Hamiltonian. This regularization 
procedure turns out to be very adequate for the study of 
those cases in which the Lagrangian is a homogeneous func
tion of degree one in the velocities and therefore the canoni
cal Hamiltonian vanishes identically. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present 
the notations and we explain the main characteristics of the 
singular Lagrangians. In Sec. III, we present the method of 
regularization and in Sec. IV, we apply this method to one 
example. The construction of the Hamiltonian is discussed 
in Sec. V, and in Sec. VI and VII the relativistic point particle 
and the homogeneous formalism are analyzed. Finally in 
Sec. VIII, we discuss briefly what has been done and point 
out some problems that remain to be solved. 

II. SINGULAR LAGRANGIANS 

We consider a dynamical system with a N-dimensional 
configuration manifold !!2. The tangent and cotangent bun
dles over !!2 will be denoted as usual by T!!2 and T * !!2 , re
spectively. Let qr, r = 1, ... , N, be a coordinate system for !!2 
and i/ the corresponding velocities. On T!!2 is defined the 
Lagrangian L that we suppose to be time independent 

L =L(qr, ql (2.1) 

The equations of motion are 

ErL = Wrsif + Vrs ¢ + Ur = 0, r, S = 1, ... , N, (2.2) 

where Er is the Euler-Lagrange operator and 

a2L a2L 
W =-- V =--

rs aqr a¢ , rs aqr aif ' 
U = _ aL 

r aqr' 
(2.3) 

These equations can be solved for the accelerations it if and 
only if the Hessian matrix W = [Wrs] is invertible and in 
this case the Lagrangian is said to be regular. The Lagran
gian L is singular if W has less than maximal rank and there
fore the inverse matrix W - I is not defined. 

Equations (2.2) can always be rewritten in two separat
ed sets, up to a reordering of coordinates 

EiL = Wijq j + WiAa + Vis ¢ 

+ Ui =0, i,j= 1, ... ,R, 

EbL = WbA j + WbAa + Vbsqs 

(2.4a) 

+ Ub = 0, a,b = R + 1, ... , N, (2.4b) 

where [Wij] is a submatrix of maximal rank, rank 
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[ Wij] = R. As [ Wij] is not singular, there is an inverse 
matrix [Wki] such that 

ki r::.k (25) W Wij=Uj . 

and we can solve in Eq. (2.4a) for ql, ... ,qR. We then have 
equations of the form 

c/ = - Wki(Wiaif + VAs + U;) k = 1, ... , R. (2.6) 

Because the matrix W is singular, its rank R computed by 
treating all the variables ql , ... ,qN,i/ , ... ,qN as independent is 
less than N. Consequently there exist N - R linearly inde
pendent null eigenvectors Ab 

Ab'(q,q)W,s(q,q) = 0, b = 1, ... , N - R. 

If Eqs. (2.2) are rewritten in the form 

W,sif = J;.(q,q) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
we get a set of algebraic relations involving the q's and q's 

f~ (q,q) = Ab '(q,q)J;.(q,q) = 0, b = 1, ... , N - R. (2.9) 

These relations, and all other relations among the q's and q's 
that may tum up in the analysis, are called constraint equa
tions in the Lagrangian sense. 

As summary we can state that what in the standard case 
are N different equations for the accelerations, in the singu
lar situation presents three possibilities. 

(I) There are identities between Eq. (2.2). There are only 
R independent equations of motion and therefore the re
maining N - R equations are simple algebraic conse
quences. In this case all the constraint functionsf~(q,q) are 
identically null and there are no constraint equations. 

(2)f;(q,q)¥0, \;j b and the system presents the maxi
mum number of constraint equations in addition to the equa
tions for the accelerations. 

(3) The intermediate situations with identities and con
straint equations simultaneously. 

III. THE REGULARIZATION OF THE LAGRANGIAN 

Let us now consider a new configuration space :?2' in 
the form :?2' = :?2 X RN

' - N in such a way that :?2' is aN'
dimensional manifold characterized by the coordinates q P, 

P = 1, ... , N', where qP = q'ifp = 1, ... , Nand qP = qa if 
p = N + 1 •... , N'. We denote by 11';2 the projection 
11';2 : :22'---+:22 and by (3 ::22---+:22' the naturalinclusion map 
i;2 (q') = (q',O). 

A regular extension of L on the tangent bundle T:22' is 
defined to be a Lagrangian I E Y(T:22') such that 

(i) I is regular in almost any point of T:?2', 
(ii) the image under i 9 of any solution of the equations 

of motion associated to L is a particular solution of the 
Euler-Lagrange equations from I. 

Note that the two Lagrangians L and I are defined on 
different manifolds and consequently they are neither equi
valent nor even s-equivalent6 but Io Ti;2 = L. The rank of 
the new Hessian matrix W = [Wpa] is maximum (rank 
W = N') because it is regular and we can solve for iF in the 
corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations. If [ WTP] denotes 
the inverse matrix W - I, then 

iY = - WTP{Vpaqa + Up). (3.1) 

It is to be remarked that the two above conditions do not 
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guarantee the uniqueness of I and in consequence, given a 
singular Lagrangian L it would be possible to asso~iate toJt 
different regular extensions. Two such extensions L \ and L2 
must verify IloTi!!) = I 20Tic) . 

As main points for the construction of an appropriate L 
in the case that all the constraint equations are given by (2.9), 
we will assume the following simplicity conditions: 

(a) The dimension of the manifold :?2' will be 2N - R, 
that is to say, the number N' - N of new coordinates qa is 
given by the corank of the matrix W. 

(b) The new Lagrangian I:T:?2'--+R is obtained from L 
by adding a new term L' depending only on qU,q" and their 
velocities 

(3.2) 

in such a way that I = LoT1T,y + L'. 
In the simple case of being rank W = N - I it is enough 

to introduce only a new variable qN + I and by adding the 
restriction of being L ' quadratic on the velocities, we will 
study 

I (q',qN+ 1,q',qN+ I) = L (q',i() + F(qN,qN+ l)qNqN+ \ 

(3.3) 

which represents a coupling in L ' between qN and qN + 1 with 
F as coupling function. The matrix W is given by 

Wij=Wij 

WNj = WNj 

W;N = W;N W,N+\ =0 

WNN = W NN WNN + I = F 

WN+\j=O WN+IN=F WN+IN+1=0 

and it is easy to check that 

(3.4) 

det W = _F2 det[ W;j] i,j = 1, ... , N - 1 (3.5) 

and consequently I is regular whenever F #0. The Euler
Lagrange equations for I are 

EiI = Wi,il + Vi,q' + Ui = 0, 

ENI = WN,q'+FqN+I + VN,q' 

+ F N + I (~+ If + UN = 0, 

EN+ II =FqN + FN(qN)2 = 0, 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

(3.6c) 

whereF; = JF /JqP; P = N, N + 1. TheequationsEiI = ° 
are the same ones that EiL = 0. and the equation E NI = ° 
can be arranged in the form 

FqN+ 1+ FN+ I (qN+ If + f'(q',q') = 0. (3.7) 

Consequently, in order to recover the equations associated 
to L in the restriction to T:?2, and therefore I be a regular 
extension, the function F must verify the following condi
tions: 

Simple particular solutions are those on the form 
F= (qNr(qN+ It with m >0. 

(3.8) 

In the more general situation of being N - R > I, and 
generalizing (3.3), we will study the replacement of the singu
lar Lagrangian L by the following regularization L 

N 

L = L (q',q') + I Q aqa(r8~ , (3.9) 
a=R+I 

where we have introduced capital letters Q a for the new 
coordinates taking the index a the same values as a. L ' repre-
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sents a one-to-one coupling between it's and the Q ms taking 
the Q Ws as coupling function F. We have for W 

det W = (I] QUY det [Wd (3.10) 

and therefore L is regular whenever that Q U # 0, \:;/ a. The 
meaning ofthis fact is the following: We have introduced a 
new coordinate Q for each old degree of freedom associated 
to the singularity, and thus, over those regions in which some 
of the Q a is null, it appears over L and over its equations the 
corresponding singularity associated to qa. The equations 
EX = 0 are the same ones as in Eq. (2.6) and, as far as 
EbI. = 0 is concerned, they can be arranged in the form 

:t(Qf3Qf3)+!~(qr,i()=O, b=/3, (3.11) 

showing that the equations of motion of the Q 's are coupled 
to the constraint functions 1', and that each time any of the 
new coordinates vanishes we recover the corresponding con
straint equation. The normal form of Ef3I. = 0, 
/3 = R + 1, ... , N is i/ = 0, b = /3, but for the restriction to 
T!!2 these equations do not contribute and we obtain 

i/ = - Wk'(W;ait + V,A J + U,), 

!~(qr,lt) = 0 

recovering the situation associated to L. 

(3.12a) 

(3.12b) 

Although the general prescription of regularization 
does not provide a unique way of constructing the new regu
lar Lagrangian I. (the ambiguity being for instance the func
tion F) for every such regularization the Legendre transfor
mation Dr is well behaved: the pull-back (i)r of the canonical 
2-form (i)o on T * !!2' is a symplectic form on the submanifold 
JI of T!!2 where the points in which someone of the new 
coordinates vanishes have been removed. The dynamical 
vector field Xr is defined on JI by i(Xr)Wr = dEr with Er 
being the energy function defined by Er = L1 (I.) - I., where 
the Euler vector field L1 is that one generating dilatations 
along the fibers in T!!2'. A Hamiltonian function Ii on 
Dr(JI) is defined Ii = Er°Dr -I in such a way that the Ha
miltonian dynamical systems [JI, (i)r, Er land 
[Dr (JI), (i)o, Ii l are isomorphic. The advantage of the regu
larization procedure is therefore that it permits us to define a 
well-behaved Legendre transformation and consequently to 
develop a Hamiltonian formalism. 

IV. EXAMPLE 

As an example of the results obtained in the previous 
section we will construct a Lagrangian I. regularizing the 
following singular Lagrangian 

L =! (ii - i/)2 + ~ (il - £/)2 (4.1) 

defined on the tangent bundle T!!2 of a four-dimensional 
configuration space !!2 . It is easy to check that the Hessian 
matrix W has rank W = 2, either through direct calculation 
or by taking into account that the singular character is an 
intrinsic property remaining invariant under point transfor
mations. Particularly under the change 

Q I = q I _ q\ Q 3 = q I + q3, 
(4.2) 
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the Lagrangian becomes 

L=!(QI)2+!(Q2f (4.3) 

which manifests explicitly its singular character. In spite of 
its apparent simplicity this particular system reflects the 
general situation: All the problems related with singular La
grangians are caused by the existence of apparently superflu
ous degrees of freedom. 

The four equations of Euler-Lagrange are reduced to 
only two 

d ('1 '3)-0 dt q -q - , 

d ('2 '4) _ 0 dt q - q - , 

(4.4a) 

(4.4b) 

and we are in the situation (I) in which there are no con
straint equations since!r = 0, r = 1, ... ,4. It is therefore a 
dynamical system with four degrees of freedom governed by 
only two equations for the accelerations. 

In the regularization we are proposing, the new config
uration space !!2' will be a six-dimensional manifold and the 
new Lagrangian I. is defined by 

I. =! (il' - q3f + ~ W - il}2 + Q5q3Q5 + Q6i/Q6. 
(4.5) 

The Hessian matrix W has a determinant given by 

det W = (Q 5Q 6)2 (4.6) 

which shows that I. is regular when Q 5 # 0 and Q 6 # O. The 
new equations for the accelerations are 

ijl _ ij3 = 0, 

ij2 _ ij4 = 0, 

Q5Q5 + (Q5)2 = 0, 

Q6Q6 + (Q6)2 = 0, 

Q5ij3 = 0, 

Q 6il =0. 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

(4.7c) 

(4.7d) 

(4.7e) 

(4.7f) 

These equations are perfectly defined and their number cor
responds to the dimension of the manifold !!2'. In the parti
cular situation of motions restricted to the submanifold !!2 , 
we recover the equations associated to L. 

V. HAMILTONIAN TREATMENT 

The Dirac theory points out that if the Lagrangian is 
singular there are functions <PaEY(T*!!2) introducing con
straint relations among the q's and P's 

(5.1) 

in such a way that the Hamiltonian defined by 

H ( r ) . r aL L ( r • ') (5 2) c q, Pr = q ail - q, q . 

has a functional form not unique. Thus, one can always add 
to He any linear combination of <Pa with coefficients va 

(5.3) 

We suppose, without loss of generality, that (5.1) allows us to 
express the momentapR + I "",PN in terms OfpI"",PR and 
theq's 

Pa = tPa(qr,pj) (5.4) 
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and H takes the form 

H = He (qr, Prj + val Pa - tf;a(q"Pj)J· (5.5) 

In the aforementioned regularization we can obtain, at 
least locally, the Hamiltonian H corresponding to I by 
means of the Legendre transformation Dr: Tf!2' -- T * f!2' 

- aI-
H(qP,pp)=qP- -L(qP,qP). (5.6) 

aqP 

For obtaining the expression of H we will use the fol
lowing lemma. 

Lemma: Let Fbe a differentiable map F: f!2 1 -- f!2 z and 
DLj i = 1,2, the Legendre transformations 
D Lj: Tf!2 ; __ T * f!2; defined by the Lagrangians 

L; E Y(T£);). If LI = LzoTF, both Legendre transforma
tions are related by DL, = T*FoDL, oTF. 

Proof: We recall that the Legendre transformations D L 

are defined? by DLj(q,q) = (q,dL;q(q)), where L;q :Tq f!2; __ Ii 
are given by L;q(q) = L;(q,q). SinceL 1 = LzoTF, we haveL lq 
= L 2F(ql of*q and therefore dLlq(q) 
= dL2F(ql(F*q(q))odF*q(q) = dL2F(ql(F*q(q))OF*q' where we 
have taken into account that F*q is linear and its differential 
does not depend on the point q. The explicit expression for 
DL , (q,q) will be 

DL, (q,q) = (q,dL2F(ql(F*q(q))OF*q)' 

On the other hand, the map T*FoDL, oTF is given by 

(T*FoDL, oTF)(q,q) = (T*FoDL,HF(q), F*q(q)) 

= T*F(F(q),dL2Flql(F*q(q)))· 

Finally, both expressions coincide if we recall that T*Fis 
defined by T*F(F(q),a) = (q,aoF*q),'ila E T;(qlf!22' 

The application of this lemma to L z = I, F = i 9 , and 
to L z = L, F = 1T 9 , using in the second case the additivity of 
the Legendre transformations, leads to 

DL = T*iej °Dr°Tic) , (5.7a) 

Dr = T*1T c) oDL OT1T;,:) +DL' . (5.7b) 

The Hamiltonian HEY (T * f!2 ') and the energy func-
tion Er E Y(Tf!2 ') are related by H = Er0Dr -I, where Er 
is given by 

Er =Ll(I)-I=EL +EL" 

EL = Ll (LoT1Tc)) - LoT1T.:J , 

EL' = Ll (L ') - L " 

(5.8a) 

(5.8b) 

(5.8c) 

and consequently H can be written as the sum of two terms 

H = EL °Dr- I + EL'°Dr- 1 

=He +H;op -(T*1Te)oDLoT1Tej)0Dr- IJ, (5.9) 

where He corresponds to the canonical Hamiltonian asso
ciated to LoT1Tj and H; is related with EL' as usual by 

H;oDL' =EL" 
For the particular choice (3.9) of L ' we find that 

H ; (q, Q; P, P) = ~(P U I Q u)p a 8~ and therefore the decom
position (5.9) for .Hbecomes 
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.H(q, Q;p, P) = He (q';Pj, tf;a) 

N P 
+ a~~+ I QUa (Pa - tf;a)8~ , (5.10) 
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where the functions ¢a are defined by 
DLOT1Tj 0Dr -I(q, Q;p, P) = (q',O;Pj' ¢a'O), that is to say 
t/'a = (aL laqa) in the point T1Tg 0Dr -I(q, Q;p, P). 

The separation in two parts (5.10) obtained for H, shows 
its relation with the Hamiltonian (5.5) of the Dirac theory, 
since (i) the first term He represents in T * f!2' the canonical 
Hamiltonian associated to L; and (ii) the remaining terms on 
the form (PaIQa)(Pa - ¢a)8~, wherepa - tf;a EY(T*£)') 
are similar to the additional terms in (5.5) introduced by the 
constraints, where tf;a play the role of those and PalQ a are 
replacing the multipliers va causing gauge indeterminations. 

In the previous example the constraints are 

(5.11) 

so that the Dirac Hamiltonian H may now be taken to be 

H = !p/ + !p/ + V I(P3 + pIl + V2(P4 + P2)' (5.12) 

In order to have consistent equations of motion, the coeffi
cients Vi and v2 must take the values 

(5.13) 

In this way, we have obtained an expression for H that al
though it generates correct Hamilton equations is ill defined 
since H must be a function on T * f!2 and we have obtained a 
velocity dependent function. 

For the regularized Lagrangian (4.5) we will obtain a 
Hamiltonian H E (T * f!2 ') correctly defined. In this case the 
functions tf;a take the values ¢3 = - PI' ¢4 = - P2 and thus 
His given by 

- 1 2 1 2 Ps P6 
H=TPI +TP2 +Q5'(P3+pIl + Q6(P4+P2)' 

(5.14) 

It is to be remarked that we will obtain, when we make use of 
the Hamilton equations associated to H, values for PsIQ s 
and P ~ Q 6 in agreement with those previously found in (5.13) 
for the coefficients Vi and v2

• 

VI. RELATIVISTIC POINT PARTICLE 

The example studied above is fundamentally of rather 
academic interest. We will now analyze two cases of more 
practical importance. As our first application of the regular
ization procedure and of its relation to the Dirac approach to 
constrained Hamiltonian system, we examine the relativistic 
spin less point particle whose Lagrangian is 

L = - m( - qPq,J 1I2, (6.1) 

where our metric convention is 
_gOO =gll =~2 =13 = 1. 

It is easy to check that det W = det(a 2L laqpaqv) = 0 
and rank W = 3, so that L is a singular Lagrangian requiring 
the use of Dirac's methods to define the Hamiltonian dy
namics. 

The canonical momenta are 

aL mqP 
P P = -- = ----":---c-::-

aqp ( _ q2)1/2 
(6.2) 

and the Euler-Lagrange equations and their solutions are 

d 
dr pP = 0, (6.3) 
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p ,u(7) = p ,u(O). (6.4) 

Remark that the momentump,u is a homogeneous func
tion of degree zero in the velocities and consequently the 
formulas (6.2) are not invertible. Moreover, as the Lagran
gian (6.1) is a homogeneous function of degree one in the 
velocities, the canonical Hamiltonian vanishes identically 

He =pA,u - L = O. (6.5) 

The Dirac theory assumes that the total Hamiltonian is 
given by 

H = He + V(pl + ml), (6.6) 

where v is to be obtained by imposing that H generates cor
rectly the Hamilton equations of motion. In this way, ex
pressing v in terms of the velocities q ,u, H finally becomes 

H = (1I2m)( - q2)1/2(p2 + m 2). (6.7) 

This Hamiltonian being proportional to the constraint is 
identically null, but it results useful for working formally 
with it and, as it was said above, it generates correctly the 
equations. However it is convenient to emphasize that it de
pends on the velocities and consequently is ill defined. 

Let us now consider the regularizing Lagrangian L de
fined on Tf2', where f2' is the new five-dimensional configu
ration space 

L= -m(-q,uq,u)lfl(I+QQ). (6.8) 

The form ofL, which is not exactly that proposed in (3.2), has 
been motivated because the homogeneity of(6.1) permit us to 
construct the quadratic term L ' by multiplying L by QQ. 
This takes advantage of dealing on the same footing with the 
four coordinates q ,u according to the relativistic character of 
the theory. It is easy to check that det W #0 and consequent
ly L is regular whenever the new coordinate Q #0. 

The canonical momenta are 

p,u = [mq,u/( _ q2)1/2](1 + QQ), 

P= _ m( _ ql)Q, 

(6.9a) 

(6.9b) 

and the Euler-Lagrange equations 

d "-0 -p -, 
d7 

Q~ (_ ql)lf2 = O. 
d7 

(6. lOa) 

(6. lOb) 

With regard to the Hamiltonian li, it turns out that Er is 
given by the term ofL quadratic in the velocities 

Er = EL' = - m( - q2)1/2QQ (6.11) 

and as H; = (P / mQ)( - p2) 1 12 we obtain that, according to 
(5.9), and taking into account that 

¢,u=mp,u/(_p2)1/2 (6.12) 

the Hamiltonian Jj is given by 

li = (P/mQH -(p-¢fj'12 

(6.13) 

The most important qualitative feature is that this Hamil
tonian, contrary to (6.7), is perfectly well defined and gener
ates correctly the corresponding Hamiltonian equations 

',u _\ ,u Jj J _ ali _ (~) p,u (6.14a) 
q - q, - a - Q (_ 2)1/2' 

'P" m P 
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Q= lQ,li j = ali =_1_1( _p2)1/2 - mj, (6. 14b) 
ap mQ 

- ali 
p,u= lp,Hj = - -=0, (6.14c) 

aq,u 

p= \P lij = _ ali =~ 1(-p2)'12- m J. 
, aQ mQ2 

(6. 14d) 

The Hamiltonian li is correctly defined but it does not sa
tisfy explicitly the property of 

(6.15) 
In order to look for a new expression of li overcoming this 
problem, we will consider Ii not as a function defined on 
T * f2 " but as a function defined on the graph G (Dr) of Dr 

G(Dr) = I (q,q,p)I(q,p) = Dr (q,q) I . (6.16) 

G (Dr) is a submanifold of Tf2' 0 T * f2' of dimension 2N' 
since although it depends on 3N' coordinates, only 2N' 
among them are independent. In this way, we will express 
the Hamiltonian H in an incorrect form by introducing ve
locity-dependent terms. Equations (6.9) show that 

P /mQ = - (- g2)1/2, (6.17a) 

(- p2)1/2 _ m = - (112m) 

X\p,uP,u +m2+m2(QQ)2j ,(6.17b) 

so that finally li may be rewritten in the form 

li=(1I2m)(-q2) '/2 1p ,up,u +m2 +m2(QQ)2j (6.18) 

showing explicitly its relation with (6.7) and that it verifies 
property (6.15). 

VII. THE HOMOGENEOUS FORMALISM 

The appropriate geometrical setting for the description 
of time-dependent systems has shown to be the so-called 
"homogeneous formalism" in which the time does not play 
any distinguished role.8

•
9 The new "extended configuration 

space" is the space of events f2 X R. Instead of the tradition
al Lagrangian function L (q,t,g) we will make use of the ho
mogeneous Lagrangian function L h (q,t;i/ ,w) defined on 
T (f2 X R) by means of the relation L h (q,t;q' ,wI 
= wL (q,t,q'/w) which is homogeneous of degree one in the 
velocities, that property guaranteeing that the correspond
ing variational problem for the accelerations is well defined. 
This homogeneity property however implies that the corre
sponding homogeneous Hamiltonian vanishes identically. If 
L is assumed to be regular, the regularization prescription 
amounts to taking as the regularizing Lagrangian 
L (q,t,Q;q' ,w,Q ) = L h (q,t;q' ,wI + wQQ. The Legendre 
transformation Dr: Tf2' ---+ T * f2' is well behaved and the 
Hamiltonian li is given by 

- P 
H(q,t,Q;p,1T, P) = Q (H + 1T), (7.1) 

where H is the usual Hamiltonian corresponding to L. No
tice that the Legendre transformation is 

p = (a~,ht,t;q"WI = (~~ t,t,q,/W) , (7.2a) 

1T=(aLh) +QQ 
aw (q,t;q',w) 
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= {L (q,t,q'lw) - (q'IW)(a~) } + QQ, 
aq Iq,t,q'lwl 

(7,2b) 

P=wQ, (7.2c) 

and therefore, when the time is used as parameter w = 1 the 
Hamiltonian li reduces to the Hamiltonian H + 11' which 
has recently been used 10 for studying a symplectic formula
tion of time-dependent systems allowing a generalization of 
the concept of canonical transformation for such systems. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

We have developed a method for regularizing singular 
Lagrangians, not for seeking improvement of Dirac's treat
ment, but for analyzing alternative approaches of dealing 
with them. This method has permitted us to obtain well
defined Hamiltonians and it has been shown to be useful in 
some practical examples, particularly in the case of homo
geneous Lagrangians of degree one where the canonical Ha
miltonian vanishes identically. Moreover the Hamiltonian 
obtained in the case of the homogeneous formalism is the 
same one used by Asorey et al. l O in their geometrical descri p
tion of time-dependent systems. 

This paper must be considered as a first attempt at look
ing in a different way at the theory of singular Lagrangians 
and some features are deserving a deeper analysis. The study 
of the physical meaning of the new coordinates introduced in 
this geometrical method remains, therefore, as an interesting 
task, especially in connection with the usual gauge functions. 
This should be a convenient step for the generalization to 
systems with infinite degrees of freedom. 

As a final remark, we must comment on the non unique
ness of the regularizing Lagrangian I, a situation that seems 
to be similar, in a certain sense, to the nonuniqueness of the 
blowing-up of an algebraic variety.5 It is well known that the 
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Lagrangian describing a mechanical system is not unique. 
Not only point transformations and gauge equivalence of 
Lagrangians are allowed, but there may be two non-gauge
equivalent regular Lagrangians leading to the same equa
tions of motion, i.e., defining the same dynamical vector 
field, but different symplectic 2-forms. Therefore, in these 
formulations, two Lagrangians II and I2 defining dynami
cal vector fields that although different on T!!2' are related 
on T!!2 in the sense that both give the same equations in this 
submanifold, are also to be considered as equivalent for the 
singular system. The relation between this equivalence and 
those4 introduced by foliations in the usual approach re
mains to be studied. 
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A large class of anharmonic oscillators represented by the Hamiltonian H (q, p) = 'yJ2 + !(V~q2 
+ ).qa (a integer> 2) is considered. Owing to an integration technique using the Lagrange

Biirmann theorem, one can give for the period and the action integral of bounded motions closed 
expressions in terms of energy in the form of very simple generalized hypergeometric functions. 
Finally an application of the method is given for doubly anharmonic oscillators. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i, 02.30. + g 

The Hamiltonian H (q, p) = 'yJ2 + !(U~q2 + ).qa 
((Vo,AER and a integer> 2) concerns an important class of 
nonlinear conservative dynamical systems with one degree 
of freedom, the Duffing oscillator (a = 4, ). > 0) being the 
most famous example. The main characteristic of the motion 
is the first integral of energy H (p,q ) = E. 

The potential function U(q ) = !(U~q2 + ).qa enables us 
to define a potential well by the conditions Iql < Iqc I and ° <E <Eo qc and Ec being the coordinates of the critical 
point (s) of the function U. I 

In this paper we shall be concerned with bounded mo
tion only, i.e., motion "inside" the potential well represented 
in phase space l p,q I by a closed curve. 

I. THE PERIOD OF THE ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

I t is well known 2 that the motion is periodic with period 

T(E) =.j2 (E du(E _ U)_1/2[dq2 _ dql ], 
Ja du du 

(1 ) 

where ql(u) and q2(U) are the two real roots of the algebraic 
equation U(q ) - u = ° lying in the potential well and or
dered such that q I < ° < q2' If we introduce the equation 

z = ~ - ( - 1 )a; U za/2 1R' 1 2 '2 2 ' , Z; E , I = , , 
(Va (Va 

(2) 

then ql and q2 are given by 

q;=(_I);Z;/2, i=I,2. (3) 

Equation (2) can be solved in terms of a power series 
using Lagrange's theorem. 3 Let us recall that for ¢> analytic 
on and inside a contour C surrounding a point a, and t satis
fying 

It¢> (z)I < Iz - al (4) 

1 3 a-I -,-, ... ,--; 
a a a 

for all points z on C, then the equation 

z = a + t¢> (z) (5) 

has one root z in the interior of C, and further any functionj 
analytic on and inside C has a convergent power series in t 
given by the Lagrange formula 

= tn dn - 1 

j(z) =j(a) + L ,~[f'(aH¢>(aW]· (6) 
n~ln. da 

In the case of Eq. (2) 

a=2u/(V6, t¢>(z) = _(_I)a;(Uza/2 /(V6), zER,(7) 

and the condition (4), written for all uE[O,E] as required by 
the integral of Eq. (1), leads to 

(8) 

What is the mechanical meaning of condition (8)? Ex
cept for the case a even and), > ° for which the potential well 
is infinite (we shall return to this case later), Eo = Ec, and the 
condition (8) is merely the condition for the motion to be 
bounded. 

Using (6) withj(z) = zl/2 one can derive for q; the con
vergent power series 

q;(u)=(-I); IQ;nulna-2n+l)12, uE[O,E[, (9) 
n=O 

where 

( _ 1)"11 + a1121na + 11/2). n r(na/2 + 1) 
Q = 2 

In (V~a + In!(na _ 2n + 1)F([a/2 - l]n + ~) 
(10) 

Derivation and integration term by term ofEqs. (9) and 
(1) successively (the condition E < Eo ensuring the uniform 
convergence of the series under consideration) leads, after 
some algebraic manipulations, to the following expression 
for the period: 

T(E) = 21T F al2 a/2 - I x , a even (11) 
(Va 

2 4 a-2 --,--, ... ,--; 
a-2a-2 a-2 
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T(E) = 21T F 
a a-I x 2 

, a odd, 
Wo 2 a -2 1 --,--, ... ,--,-; 

a-2a-2 a-22 

where 

x= _1~1(!r-2)/2, (12) 

and 

denotes the generalized hypergeometric series. 4
•
5 These series are convergent for Ix I < 1, i.e., for E < Eo. As previously stated, 

this radius of convergence has no mechanical meaning in the case of an infinite potential well (A > 0, a even), but in that case 
the hypergeometric series may be analytically continued4

•
5 for E> Eo. 

Then if we denote by the same symbol the hypergeometric series and its possible analytic continuation, Eq. (11) gives in 
any case of bounded motion the right formulas for the period as function of energy. 6 

Up to now, with a few exceptions,7 the period Tand pulsation w = 21T/Tofthe motion were known only in the form of 
asymptotic expansions limited to a few terms and obtained via perturbative methods. 8-10 

II. ACTION AND CANONICAL FORM OF THE HAMILTONIAN 
We now try to express the action integral I = (l/21T)¢ pdq. Here we have 

lIE) = _1 fE T(E')dE'. 
21T Jo 

Owing to the identity 

L
x [(A)'] v+1 IV "J.L ,_ X 

X aFb (B ex dx - --a+ IFb + I 
o ); v+ 1 

we get 

1 3 a-I 

(A); 

(B); 

-,-, ... ,--; 
a a a 

E 
I(E) = -a/2FaI2 - 1 

Wo 
4 6 a-2 a 

v+1 
--' , 

v + 1 + 1; 

fl 

exiL , 

x , a even, 

--,--, ... ,--,--; 
a-2a-2 a-2a-2 

3 2a - 1 
2a'2a""'~; 

x 2 
, a odd. 

2 3 a-2a-1 --,--, ... ,--,--,-; 
a-2a-2 a-2a-22 

(13) 

(14) 

By reversion of these series, one can obtain the Hamilton function in its canonical form H = H (I). Unfortunately one 
cannot express this function in closed form. Nevertheless the above-mentioned method to reach the canonical form of the 
Hamiltonian is often easier to implement than perturbation techniques based on Lie transforms II or the Kolmogorov super
convergent method. 12 
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III. APPLICATION: A DOUBLY ANHARMONIC 
OSCILLATOR 

The method used in this paper may be easily general
ized to systems with polynomial nonlinearity. For instance, 
in the case of a doubly anharmonic oscillator described by 
the Hamilton function 

(15) 

one can express the period and the action integral in the form 
of a double power series of the Hom type4

,5: 

T(E) = 21T"A ~L 
£.. mn , " UJo m,n m. n. 

(16) 

I(E)=..§..."B ~L £..t mn , " 
UJo m.n m. n 

where 

(17) 

and 
Amn = 2F(2m + 3n + WF(!)(m + n)!, 

(18) 
Bmn = Amn/(2m + 4n + 1). 

In the absolute plane (S' = Ixl,1] = Iyi) the domain ofconver
gence of these series is delimited by the S' and 1] axis and the 
curve whose parametric equations are 

S'=(1+2t)l(2+3t)2, 1]=t(I+2tf/(2+3t)3. (19) 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have been able to express, in terms of 
energy, the period and the action integral for anharmonic 
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oscillators with polynomial nonlinearity. We note that the 
compact relationship between the action and energy enables, 
in a very simple way, a semiclassical quantization of the sys
tem 
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We extend the Hamilton-Jacobi formulation to constrained dynamical systems. The discussion 
covers both the case of first-class constraints alone and that of first- and second-class constraints 
combined. The Hamilton-Dirac equations are recovered as characteristic of the system of partial 
differential equations satisfied by the Hamilton-Jacobi function. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years the old problem of a consistent formula
tion of relativistic Hamiltonian dynamics, for a system of 
particles in direct interaction, has received new interest. 1,2 It 
is now widely recognized that, in order to establish manifest 
covariance, it is convenient to look for a formulation in terms 
of constrained dynamics, where the constraints on the 
phase-space variables guarantee the correct number of phys
ical degrees offreedom, and essentially contain the dynamics 
of the system under consideration. 

From this point of view, relativistic Hamiltonian dy
namics can be seen as a theory of systems constrained in 
phase space. Such a theory was developed by Dirac3 and 
reformulated in various respects by others,4 so by now it 
seems to be a well-developed subject. 

The corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi theory has been 
the subject of various papers, mainly with regard to theoreti
cal field applications.5 What seems to be lacking in the litera
ture on this subject, in the opinion of the present authors, is a 
unified systematic approach to the Hamilton-Jacobi theory 
for a system of particles, especially with regard to the possi
ble applications in the presence of second-class constraints. 

For this reason, the present work reviews the Hamil
ton-Jacobi method in a systematic and almost didactic way, 
presenting in some detail even those topics which are well 
known from the mathematical literature on systems of par
tial differential equations. 

In order to give a unified approach for both first- and 
second-class constraints, the concept of (Cauchy) character
istic vectors will be used, so that in both cases the equations 
of motion will appear as characteristic equations. In this way 
Dirac's bracket structure will emerge naturally, and the inte
grability conditions of the characteristic system will be expli
citly verified by using the properly generalized Jacobi identi
ty. 

With regard to this last point, the Mayer identity (that 
is, the generalization of the Jacobi identity to nonhomogen
eous Poisson brackets) appears to hold for Dirac's brackets 
also, as has been verified by explicit calculation. 

The analysis of the characteristic equations of the given 
set of constraints, though interesting by itself, is only pre
liminary to a Hamilton-Jacobi approach. The latter will be 

given, in the first-class case, by a review of Jacobi's method 
of integration. 

In the second-class case the integrability conditions for 
the existence of the Hamilton-Jacobi function are not satis
fied, so this function, as a function on all phase-space space, 
does not exist. Nevertheless, as we shall show in Sec. V. in a 
number of interesting cases, to which, in principle, the prob
lem may always be reduced, the Hamilton-Jacobi method 
can be used fruitfully to get the solution of the equations of 
motion. 

Since the authors were especially interested in this case, 
Sec. V is to be considered the central section of this paper. In 
that section two possible methods are discussed. 

The concept of weak equality, first introduced by 
Dirac,3 is used throughout this paper. A careful discussion of 
its extension to vector fields and differential forms is present
ed in Appendices A and B. 

No applications are discussed in the present work, but 
the method is best suited for the formulation given by To
dorov6 and Komar 7 of the dynamics of a system of particles, 
and an application can be found in Ref. 8, where the Hamil
ton-Jacobi function is calculated for a two-body system. An 
interesting topic which has not been discussed here, but 
which deserves further investigation, is the study ofsymme
tries from this point of view. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we make a 
general discussion of the extension of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
theory to constrained systems. Section III is devoted to the 
study of the first-class constraints systems and Secs. IV and 
V to the case where second-class constraints are also present. 
In Sec. VI we show how we can recover the Hamilton-Dirac 
equations. 3 In Appendix A the problem of classification of 
constraints into first- and second-class constraints is studied. 
Finally in Appendices Band C we prove some useful geo
metric results for our discussion. In Appendix D the trans
formation properties of the Hamilton-Jacobi function under 
canonical transformations are briefly reviewed. 

II. A GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE HAMILTON
JACOBI THEORY FOR CONSTRAINED SYSTEMS 

Let us assume that a dynamical system is described in 
terms of a canonical Hamiltonian He (Xi, Pi)' where the set 
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(Xi, Pi), i = 1, ... ,n, denotes the phase-space variables, with 
the following Poisson brackets: 

(2.1) 

and a set of constraints ¢p (Xi, Pi) = O,p = l, ... ,m<n, which 
in general will be of both first and second class, in the sense 
used by Dirac.3 

If a Lagrangian exists, the canonical Hamiltonian He is 
known and the functions ¢p will be a consequence of the 
analysis of the Lagrangian equations ofmotion,4 but more 
generally we may assume that the dynamical system is given 
in terms of the set of functions He and ¢ p' 

9 

The Hamilton-Jacobi equations for the given system 
are expected to be in the form 

as . 
axo + He(x',pj) =0 

¢p (Xi, Pj) = ° 
where 

as 
Pi = axi' 

(q= I, ... ,m), 

and S = S (Xi) is the Hamilton-Jacobi function. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

In the next part of this section we will analyze the set of 
Eqs. (2.2) from the point of view of the general theory of 
partial differential equations (PDE) (of first order). 

Let us write Eqs. (2.2) in a more compact notation. To 
this end, it is more convenient to work in an enlarged phase 
space (XU,pp), a,/3 = O,I, ... ,n, where 

and 

as 
Po = axo 

Ixo,Pol = I, 

and we will write the set of Eqs. (2.2) as 

¢p(XU,PU) =0 

(a = O,l, ... ,n, p = O,I, ... ,m), 

where 

and 

as 
Pu = axu ' 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

So the set of equations we want to study is the set (2.6). 
The choice (2.7) for ¢o will be reserved for the cases where the 
canonical Hamiltonian He is different from zero. It is neces
sary to put some restriction on the functions (2.6), in order to 
develop the subsequent theory. We make the following as
sumption about the rank lO

: 

rank -- , -- = m + 1. II a¢p a¢p II 
axu apu 

(2.9) 

It is well known from the theory ofPDEI2 that if S (x) is 
a solution of Eqs. (2.6), it must also be a solution of the equa-
tions 

I ¢p(x,P)'¢a(x,p)1 = ° (p,(T = O,l, ... ,m). (2.10) 
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When ¢ p are a set of first-class constraints, Eqs. (2.10) 
are satisfied by virtue ofEq. (2.6), but when ¢p include sec
ond-class constraints, this is no longer true. In this last case 
we have to add the lhs of Eq. (2.10) as new equations, and 
continue the procedure until we get a complete system of 
PDEI2 or a set of equations which are inconsistent. (A typi
cal case of this last situation is when the Poisson bracket of 
two ¢p is a constant.) 

If we get a complete system, the Hamilton-Jacobi func
tion for this new set will describe a dynamical system differ
ent from the original one which was required to satisfy Eq. 
(2.6) only. The new system will have more constraints, and 
will describe a completely different physical situation. 

As a consequence, when second-class constraints are 
present, we cannot consider the set (2.6) as a set of Hamilton
Jacobi equations. Nevertheless, it is known that the charac
teristic system exists, is completely integrable, and gives the 
usual Hamilton-Dirac equations of motion3 for the system. 

In order to construct the characteristic system, we can 
substitute Eqs. (2.6) with the following exterior differential 
system A: 

(2.11) 

defined in the space ]R2(n + I) + I of (2(n + 1) + 1 )-tuples 

(Sa; a = 1, ... ,2n + 3)=(xO,x l
, ... ,xn,S,PO,PI, ... ,Pn)' 

According to the usual procedure, 13 we consider the 
closure of A, A: 

A= 

¢p = 0, d¢p = (;~: + Pu a:; ) dx
U 

a¢p + -dpu =0, 
apu 

B = 0, dB = - dpu I\dxU = 0. 

(2.12) 

The characteristic system C of A is the associated Pfaff 
system of the set I B = 0, dB = 0, d¢p = 01 and the equa
tions ¢p = 0. 

As is shown in Appendix C, for the study of this charac
teristic system it is convenient to consider the space Q of the 
vector fields satisfying 

iJA r:;.fA, (2.13) 

where fA is the ideal generated by the differential forms 

I B dB dA. 1 13 and where the notation C means weak inclu-, ''f'p' -

sion as defined in Appendix C. 
By considering Eqs. (2.12) for each of the forms dB, B, 

and d¢ p' we get the following results: 

iv dB'Z4 Pd¢p + f1B, 

iv B'ZO, 

(2.14a) 

(2.14b) 

(2.14c) 

where the notation 'Z means weak equality as defined in 
Appendix B. 

Using the representation of the vector field in the local 
coordinates Sa, 

a a a a v=va_- =vU
_ + vn + l

_ + U u -- (2.15) 
as a axu as apu 
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in Eq. (2. 14a), we get 
m 

vadPa -ua dxaz I A P(t)d¢p(t) (2.16) 
p~O 

and 

/lzO, 

due to the fact that the lhs ofEq. (2.14a) does not contain dS. 
Taking into account the explicit expression of d¢p [Eq. 

(2.12)], we have l4 

ua = A p a¢p, U
a 

= _ A p a¢p . 
aPa axa 

Equations (2. 14b) and (2.14c) give the conditions 

a¢ a¢ 
va -p- + Ua -p- zO, 

axa aPa 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

which, together with Eq. (2.17), determine the components 
of the characteristic vector fields. Using Eq. (2.17) in Eq. 
(2.19), we get 

m 

I AO"I¢p,¢O"lzO, (2.20) 
u=o 

which is a necessary and sufficient condition for the exis
tence of characteristic vector fields. 

Let us then discuss Eq. (2.20). We have to consider three 
different cases corresponding to the value of the rank 

r = rank II I ¢p '¢O" III (p,(J" = O, ... ,m) 

calculated on the manifold defined by Eqs. (2.6): 

(I) r = 0: A o, ... ,A m arbitrary; 

(II) O<r<m + I: (m + 1 - r) A p arbitrary 

(p = O,I, ... ,m - r); 

(2.21) 

(III) r = m + 1: A ° = ... = A m = ° (m + 1 even). 

Let us recall that r must be even, being the rank of an 
antisymmetric matrix. 

According to the Dirac terminology, case (I) corre
sponds to a set of first-class constraints, case (II) to a set of 
first- and second-class constraints, and case (III) to second
class constraints. 

With regard to case (II), the problem arises as to the 
classification of ¢p in first- and second-class constraints. 
This problem is solved in Appendix A. 

In order to construct the characteristic system, it is nec
essary to consider the space Q • of I-forms weakly incident to 
Q, i.e., 

(2.22) 

It is obvious that dim Q • = 2n + 3 - (m + 1 - r). 
As suggested in Ref. 13, if the characteristic vectors are 

defined by a system of equations of the form 

uab: = O(a,b = 1, ... ,2n + 3) 

for some b :, then the I-forms 

eG=dxbb b
a 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

satisfy Eqs. (2.22). Let us observe that the forms (2.24) will 
not an be independent, as we will verify in the following. 
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Nevertheless, using Eqs. (2.24) we will get, with a proper 
choice, a basis for Q •. 

III. THE CHARACTERISTIC SYSTEM AND THE 
HAMILTON-JACOBI FUNCTION FOR A SET OF FIRST
CLASS CONSTRAINTS 

In this case, corresponding to r = 0, an the A 's being 
arbitrary, a basis for the space of the characteristic vectors Q 
is given by 

a¢p ( a a ) a¢p a 
up = apa axa + Pa as - axa aPa 

(3.1) 

(p=O, ... ,m), 

which are linearly independent due to the hypothesis (2.9) on 
the rank of the matrix of the components of up. 

By using the nonhomogeneous Poisson bracket l5 

(al al) ag 
[J,glnh = axa +Pa as apa 

al (ag ag ) 
- apa axa + Pa as ' (3.2) 

we can write the characteristic vectors [Eq. (3.1)] as 

up = - [¢p,.lnh' (3.3) 

It is now possible to reduce the search for a solution of 
the system of nonlinear POE (2.6) to a system oflinear ho
mogeneous POE. In fact, if we consider the system 

vp(g) = - [¢p,glnh = 0, (3.4) 

where g:R 2n + 3 _R, this is a system of linear homogeneous 
equations which is completely integrable. In fact, using the 
Mayer identity (Ref. 16, p. 172): 

(II' [/2,/31 nh }nh + cyclic 

(3.5) 

we have 

) a¢p ) 
[up'VO" ](g)z - (g,[¢p'¢O" ndnh - as [¢a,g nh 

a¢O" ag 
- as Ig,¢p) nh - as I ¢p,¢a) nh, (#.6) 

and using the fact that ¢p are independent of Sand that they 
are a set of first-class constraints: 

(3.7) 

we finally get 

[up,va ] zCparvr (p,(J",7 = O, ... ,m), (3.8) 

and, using the results of Appendix C, the system (3.4) is com
pletely integrable over the surface of the constraints. 

Thus the system (3.4) has (2n + 3) - (m + 1) indepen
dent solutions depending on x,p, and S; m + I of these solu
tions are nothing but the ¢P's, which are functions only of x 
andp. 

Among the solutions of the system (3.4), we can choose 
one, which we will call GI(x, p,S), independent of ¢p. Then 
we can add to the set ¢p = ° the new equations G I = C I , 

where C, is an arbitrary constant, and consider the new set 
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Vp(g) = 0, vG, (g) = 0. (3.9) 

We can proceed in this way until we have extended the origi
nal set of m + 1 equations to the new set 

Vp(g) =0, VG,(g) =0, ... , VGn_m(g) =0, (3.10) 

which is completely integrable and has 
2n + 3 - (m + 1 + n - m) = n + 2 independent solutions, 
of which n + 1 are already known: <po, ... ,<Pm' G1,.·.,Gn _ m. So 
the system (3.10) still has one new solution, Gn _ m + I. In this 
way we get an involutory system r/JO,. .. ,<Pm' 
G1 - C1,···,Gn_ m + 1 - Cn_ m + 1 ofn + 2 functions 
(<p = <pp(xa,Pa)' G" = Gk/xu

, Pa,S),p = O, ... ,m, k: 1, ... ,n - m + 1), where CIt are n - m + 1 arbitrary 
constants. 

At this point we can go no further, since if we consider 
the new set of equations 

(3.11) 

we should conclude that it has just n + 1 independent solu
tions [2n + 3 - (m + 1 + n - m + 1)], whereas we already 
know n + 2 solutions in involution among themselves! This 
conclusion is wrong, since one of Eqs. (3.11) is not indepen
dent, as an equation, from the others, as we will verify at the 
end of the discussion. 

Jacobi's method of integration now involves consider
ing in place of the original set of constraint equations the new 
set 

<pp = Gp(x,p) = ° (p = O, ... ,m), 

G;.:(x,p,S) - ek = ° (k = 1, ... ,n - m + 1), (3.12) 

from which a solution can be obtained algebraically. 
In order to show this, we will follow the usual proce

dure, 17 here adapted to the use of nonhomogeneous Poisson 
brackets. 

Taking into account Eq. (2.9) and the procedure we 
have followed, we have the functions Gi (i = O,I, ... ,n + 1) 
independent by construction, so we may assume 

(3.13) 

apart from a possible reordering of the canonical variables 
(x, p); in any case it is essential for at least one of the Gi to 
have the derivative with respect to S different from zero. 

It follows that we may solve the equations 

G;(x,p,S) - Ci = ° (3.14) 

(where Cp = O,p = O,I, ... ,m) inpa andS: 

Pi Pi - .t:(x,e) = 0, (3.15) 

where Pn + 1 = S. 
The functions Pi are in involution with respect to the 

nonhomogeneous Poisson brackets, 

! Pi> Pj Jnh ;::;;0. (3.16) 

In fact, using (3.12) and (3.15), we have identically with re
spect to x a 

Gi(xa,pu =la(x,e),S =In+ 1 (x,e)) - C i = 0, (3.17) 

and, differentiating in xu, 
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or 

aGj aGj app aGj apn+ 1 --;::;;---- + ------
axa a P 13 axu as axa (3.19) 

where the weak equality means that the derivatives of Gj 

with respect to Pp and S must be evaluated on the surface 
(3.15). 

Besides (3.19) we have identically 

aGj aGj aPk 
a Pj = a Ph a Pj , 

(3.20) 

wherej, k = 0, 1, ... ,n + 1, Pn + 1 = S. 
With (3.19) and (3.20) we have 

aGi aGj I' )J 1 Gj,Gj Inh;::;; ----I Pk - Idx,e),Ph - Jh(x,e nh' 
a Ph aph 

(3.21) 

as can easily be verified. Using (3.13), we conclude that 

[Pk,Phlnh;::;;O, (3.16) 

[Pa -Ia(x,e),pp -lp(x,e)lnh;::;;O, (3.22) 

[pp - 113 (x,c),S - In + I (x,e) 1 nh ;::;;0, 

from which we get 

ala (x,e) alp (x,e) 
;::;; 

ax P axa 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

since in (3.22) the bracket reduces to an ordinary Poisson 
bracket, and 

a 
-In + I (x,e) - Pa ;::;;0. 
axu 

(3.25) 

This last result shows thatln + 1 (x,e) is determined by I a (x,e), 
since the weak equality holds whenpa = la(x,e) and 
S = In + I (x,e), that is, we can take 

or 

aln + I (x,e) 
---'--- =Ia(x,e) 

axa 

dS = la (x,e) dxa. (3.26) 

On the other hand, in (3.24)Pa does not appear, so it 
holds identically and not only whenpa = la(x,e); thus 

ala alp 
-- = --, 
ax p axa (3.27) 

which is consistent with dS being an exact form. 
For practical purposes it is easier to work with homo

geneous (usual) Poisson brackets. In this case we would have 
to integrate Eq. (3.26) in order to get S; this is the way in 
which this point is usually presented. 

Now we may understand the observation made after 
(3.11). The set offunctions <P p' Gk (k = 1,2, ... ,n - m + 1) are 
in involution, but the set of equations (3.11) are not indepen
dent since, in the new form, 

[ Pj,glnh;::;;O (3.28) 

[where;::;; still means an equality on the surface (3.15)]; when 
i = n + 1, it reads 
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or 

(
I' ( ) _ J In + 1 (X,C)) Jg -0 

Ja X,C J -, 
JXa Pa 

(3.29) 

which shows that the last ofEqs. (3.28) is already satisfied. So 
the real number of independent equations is again n + 1, 
with 2n + 3 - (n + 1) = n + 2 solutions given by tPp , Gk , or 
Pi' i = O,I, ... ,n + 1. 

Summing up, in the hypothesis that the set of con
straints tPp is first class, a function 

S=S(x,c) 

exists, which is the solution of Eqs. (2.6). This function is 
defined apart from an additive constant. Neglecting this con
stant, S will in general contain (n + 1) - (m + 1) constants 
of integration, and so it is a complete integral. It is known 
from the theory of systems of PDE that from a complete 
integral it is possible to get all other integrals by means of 
differentiations and eliminations only. So the Jacobi method 
of integration gives a general kind of solution. 

The constraints (2.6) are contained implicitly in the set 
of equations (3.15). Indeed, by eliminating (n + 1) - (m + 1) 
constants Ck , we again obtain the constraints (2.6). Finally, 
let us observe that the transformation 

Qa =xa, 
(3.30) 

is a canonical transformation due to Eqs. (3.27). It is a phase 
transformation generated by the function S (x,c): 

(3.31) 

where the operation. is defined by 

~.B =B + IA,B l + HA,IA,B l} + .... (3.32) 

Let us now continue the discussion on the construction 
of the characteristic system. As anticipated in Sec. II, the 1-
forms belonging to the space Q • can be written using Eqs. 
(2.24), if Eqs. (2.17), (2.18), and (2.19) can be rewritten in the 
form (2.23). In the hypothesis 

I JtPp 1:f0 (3.33) 
Jp" 

by eliminating the functions A. p in Eqs. (2.17), (2.18), and 
(2.19), we get 

A. p = verlA -I);;" 

(3.34) 

and 

(3.35) 
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which are in the form (2.23). By the formal substitution 
va-+dxa, ua-+d Pa' vn + I-+dS, we get the set of I-forms: 

a dad "(A -I).p JifJp 1]=x-x ,,--, 
JPa 

r = dp + dx"(A -I).p JtPp 
- ~a a U Jxa ' {oal= (3.36) 

0= dS - Pu dxu, 

dt/J = dxu JtPp + d Pu JtPp . 
p Jxu JPa 

It is easily verified that only (2n + 3) - (m + 1) of these 
forms are independent and hence can be chosen as a basis for 
Q •. The associated Pfaff system will be given by the exterior 
differential equations 

dxu = dx"(A -1);;,{xu,tPp ), 

dpu =dx"(A -l);;'{Pa,tPpl, (3.37) 

dS = Pa dx"(A -l);;,{xu,tPp l 
[where for a = <7 the first set of equations are identities; see 
Eqs. (3.34)], to which it is necessary to add the equations 

tPp(x,p) = 0, (3.38) 

in order to get the characteristic system C of our original 
exterior differential system A [Eqs. (2.11 )]. 

Therefore, since the number of integration constants in 
(3.30) is (2n + 3) - (m + 1) and they must satisfy (3.38), we 
conclude that the characteristic manifold is parametrized by 
2(n - m) + 1 constants. 

Observe that the equations dtPp = 0 are satisfied owing 
to (3.37) and (3.7): 

dtPp =dx"(A -1);{tPr,tPpl (p,<7,r=O, ... ,m). 

We may put Eqs. (3.37) in a more explicit form. Under 
the hypothesis (3.33), Eqs. (3.38) can be solved in terms ofpp 
(p = O,I, ... ,m): 

Pp - if;p{pp.,xa) = 0 (pi = m + 1, ... ,n), (3.39) 

so that the equations 

tPp(xa,pp"pp = if;p(pp' ,XU)) = 0 

are identities in XU and P p' On the basis of the same argument 
applied to Eq. (3.17), we get the following weak equations: 

{

JtPP :::; -A;{Pu,p,,-if;,,)' 
Jxu 

JtPp A '''1 a .1. l --:::; p{x'P"-'f/,, , 
Jpu 

so that the characteristic system (3.37) can be rewritten as 

dxa = {xa,pp - if;p l dx P, 

dPa = {Pa'Pp -if;pl dx P
, 

dS=Pa{xa,pp -if;pl dx P, 

tPp =0. 
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We already know from Eqs. (3.8) that this system is 
integrable. This can easily be checked with the use of the 
Jacobi identity (here we are speaking of local integrability) 
and remembering that the constraints in the form 
Pp - t(;p = 0 are in involution among themselves. 

The equation for S, after integration of the characteris
tic equations, will give the Hamilton-Jacobi function evalu
ated along the characteristic surfaces (which are m + 1 di
mensional). From this it is possible (even when second-class 
constraints are absent) to recover the function S = S (x) by 
eliminating half of the integration constants in favor of an 
equal number of coordinates. We will not discuss this point 
but rather the inverse procedure which consists of finding 
from S the solutions of the equations of motion (characteris
tic equations). 

Indeed the knowledge of a complete integral of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equations S = <P (xa,ck) + c gives a solu
tion of the equations of motion (3.40) (characteristic mani
fold). As is well known from analytical mechanics, a com
plete integral can be used in the following way: from 

S - <p (xa,ck ) - C = 0 (k = m + 1, ... ,n), (3.41) 

J<p(Xah) h 
~-~ - b = 0 (h = m + 1, ... ,n), (3.41') 

JCh 

whereb h are new n - m constants, and adding Eqs. (3.15) to 
these, 

Pa - fa (x 13,cd = 0, (3.41 ") 

wherefa (x,c) = J<p (x,c)/Jxa, we get a submanifold of R 2n + 3 

with dimension equal to m + 1 for any given value of the 
2(n - m) + 1 constantsck,b k, andc. If we can show that the 
characteristic vector fields (3.3) are tangent to each of these 
manifolds, that is, for any choice of the constants c k, b k, and 
c, we will have demonstrated that these are the characteristic 
manifolds. 

This is easily checked. In fact we have 

vp(S-<p(x,c)-c)= - t<pp,S-<p(x,C)-CJnh 

= J<pp ( _ J<P) = 0 
J Pa a a ' Pa X 

vp( J<p (X,C) _ b h) = _ J<pp ~ 
JCh J Pa JChJxa 

- ~ <pp(Xa,Pa = fa (x,c)) = 0, 
JCh 

since the equations <Pp = 0 are satisfied identically by 
Pa = fa (x,c), and finally 

( 
J<P) (J<PP J<pp J

2
<P) 

Vp Pa - Jxa = - Jxa + J P 13 Jx 13JxU 

= - ~<pp(xa,Pa =fa(x,c)) = 0 
Jxa 

with the same argument. 
Let us observe that the argument is the same as in stan

dard Hamilton-Jacobi theory. This can be understood by 
observing that a constrained system is nothing more than a 
particular case of a classical system where a certain number 
of constants of motion, the constants cp of Eg. (3.14), are 
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required to be zero, instead of being arbitrary constants. For 
this reason, the dimension of the characteristic manifold is 
not 2(n + 1) - 1, but 2(n + 1) - (m + 1). 

IV. THE CHARACTERISTIC SYSTEM FOR THE CASE 
R#O 

When r# 0, due to condition (2.10), the set of con
straints cannot be interpreted as a set of PDE in the un
known S. Strictly speaking, as we pointed out in Sec. II, a 
Hamilton-Jacobi function does not exist (it can, however, 
exist in some reduced space; see below). 

Nevertheless, the characteristic system exists and is in
tegrable, as we will see in this section. Moreover, some use 
can again be made of the Hamilton-Jacobi approach devel
oped in the last section. 

Let us first discuss the characteristic system, which 
should be constructed by starting from the same equations 
(2.17), (2.18), and (2.19), and the condition (2.20). 

Since the rank of the matrix II [ <p p,<p" J II is now r # 0, 
there will exist a minor of rank r different from zero, which 
we will assume to be formed with the last r rows and columns 

of II [<pp,<p" J II: 
[<p /L' ,<Pv' J = C/L'V' (Il',v' = m - r + l,oo.,m), (4.1) 

with 

IC/L'v,1 #0, (4.2) 

where r must be even, due to the antisymmetry of the matrix 

II [<pp'<P" J II; we will put r = 2s. 
In the case r < m + 1, Eqs. (2.20) will give r of A. " in 

terms of the remaining m - r + 1: 

or 

A. /L' 0;:::; - (C -lr'v' [<Pv' '<P/L JA. /L 
(Il'v' = m - r + l,oo.,m, Il,v = O,oo.,m - r = f) 

A. Po;:::; (0:; - o:;'(C-I)/L'V'[<Pv"<P/L J)A. /L (p = O,oo.,m), 
(4.3) 

which for p = v is an identity. 
The case r = m + 1, which is possible only when m + 1 

is even, will be discussed at the end of this section. 
If we substitute in Eqs. (2.17), we get 

va = A. /L(o:; - 0:;' (C -I) /L'V' [<Pv' '<P/L J)[ xa,<pp J, 
(4.4) 

Ua = A. 11(0:; - 0:;' (C -I) /L'V' [<Pv,,<p /L J)[ Pa ,<Pp J, 

which besides Eqs. (2.18) give the new set of characteristic 
vector fields: 

(4.5) 

where we have defined the nonhomogeneous Dirac bracket: 

[f,gJ~h = [f,gJnh - [f,<P/L' Jnh(C- I)/L'V'[<p,o',gJnh·(4.6) 

The dimension of the space Q is now m - r + 1, 
The system of equations 

(4.7) 

associated with the set of characteristic vector fields (4.5), is 
completely integrable on the surface (2.6). This can be veri
fied, as in Sec. III, by using a generalization of the Mayer 
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identity to Dirac brackets. By a very long computation it can 
be verified that 

(fl,!f2,;;I~h}:h + a;; [f2,f31~h + cyclic =0. (4.8) 

Let us observe that the characteristic vectors (4.5) can 
be rewritten in an equivalent way as 

vI' = - [<P!,.lnh' (4.9) 

where <p! are the "starred" variables defined in (AI). They 
are first class and satisfy 

[<p!,<p ~ I =0 (<p!) + 0 (<p;,) 

(A, f.l,v = O, ... ,m - r, f.l',v' = m - r + 1, ... ,m), (4.10) 

At this point we could try to look for an involutory 
system starting from the set <p !, in analogy to the method 
followed in Sec. III. But it is easily realized that, in the pres
ence of second-class constraints, one cannot get an analo
gous set of n + 1 functions (or better n + 2, taking into ac
count the function S as we did in Sec. III). Indeed, the system 
(4.7) with vI' in the form (4.9) has2n + 3 - (f + l)solutions, 
ofwhichf + 1 + 2s are already known [the 2s second-class 
functions <PI" satisfy by construction the system (4.7)]. There
fore, by selecting from among these solutions a set of func
tionstobeadded to<p!,: G1(x,p,S), G2(x,p,S), ... ,wecanform 
from these the corresponding starred quantities, G T ,GT ,", 
in order to preserve the solutions we already know. 

In this way we get the maximum set 

GT,G T,···,G ~ + 1 -I/+s) 

offunctions in weak involution with respect to the nonho
mogeneous Poisson bracket. 

The characteristic system can now be constructed start
ing from this definition of the characteristic vector fields, by 
eliminating A I' from the following expression of the compo
nents of a general characteristic vector field: 

XU = A I'[xu,<p! J, 

U d =..1. I'!Pu,<p!J, (4.11) 

If we put 

A;'= [xv,<p!l (4.12) 

and if we make the usual assumption that 

I 
a<p! I #0, 
apv 

we get 

V
U - vV(A -1):!XU,<p! I = 0, 

vIA - 1 )'1' f A. * I - 0 Ua - V v lPa'''' I' - , (4.13) 

vn + 1 - Pu va = O. 

With the substitutions va_dxu, uu-dPa, and 
vn 

+ I-dS in (4.13), we get the following differential forms: 

2445 

TJa = dxa - dxV(A -1):[ xa,<p! I, 
Sa =dPa -dxV(A -1):[Pa,¢!J, 

() = dS - Padxu, 
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(4.14) 

and besides 

(4.15) 

The characteristic equations are now obtained by weak
ly putting these forms to zero; however, it is easily recog
nized that the last two forms, d¢ : and d<PI'" are not indepen
dent from the others. Indeed we have 

aA. * 
d¢*= _"'_I' (TJa+dxv(A -l):!xa.<p!J) 

I' axa 

:::; a<p: TJu + a¢: Su' 
axu aPa 

In conclusion we have a set of(2n + 3) - (m - 2s + 1) 
independent differential forms 
[dim Q * = (2n + 3) - (m - 2s + 1)], and the characteristic 
system is given by 

dxu = dxV(A -1):[XU,<p: J, 

dPa =dxV(A -1):[pu'<P:J, 

dS=pu dxu, 

¢ : = 0, ¢ 1" = O. 

(4.16) 

Following the same discussion as in Sec. III, we have 
the characteristic manifold parametrized by 
2(n - m + s) + 1 arbitrary constants, where one of these is 
an unessential additive constant for S. 

We can put the characteristic equations in a form analo
gous to that ofEqs. (3.40), if we solve theequations<p: = Oin 
terms of PI" 

PI' = ¢I' (xa, PI") (4.17) 

(f.l = O,I, ... ,m - 2s,f.l' = m - 2s + 1, ... ,n). 
Following the same arguments, we now get 

(PI' -¢I"PV -¢vl =O(<p;,), (4.18) 

where we have used Eq. (4.10), whereas, in the case of first
class constraints only, we would have gotten zero. It is easily 
verified that 

a<p : 
+A ;{x«,pv - ¢v J 

apu 

(4.19) 

when (4.17) holds; so we can write the characteristic system 
in the following form: 

dxa = dxV[xU,pv - ¢v), 

(4.20) 
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dS= Pu dxu, 

¢: = 0, ¢", = 0. 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

In the form (4.20) we can more easily verify that the 
integrability conditions are satisfied, due to the property 
(4.18), using the Jacobi identity. As regards Eqs. (4.21), the 
same comment we made in Sec. III applies here as well. The 
point is rather that knowledge of the functions S evaluated 
along the characteristics is not enough to recover a function 
S of the coordinates XU since, as we already know, such a 
function does not exist when second-class constraints are 
present. 

When m + 1 is even and r = m + 1, by repeating the 
discussion we find dim Q = ° and the associated space Q * 
will have dimension 2n + 3. So it will be spanned by any 
(2n + 3)-dimensional basis, which can be chosen 
(dxU,dS,dpu ). 

As a result the associated Pfaff system will be 

dxu =0, 

dpu = 0, ¢p(x,p) = 0, (4.23) 

dS=O, 

which agrees with Eqs. (4.16) when no first-class contraints 
exist. As in the previous case the Hamilton-Jacobi function 
S = S (XU) does not exist. 

v. THE HAMILTON-JACOBI FUNCTION 

In the last section we saw how to get a characteristic 
system when second-class constraints are present, and we 
stressed that in such a case a function S satisfying only the 
constraint equations (if we think of them as PDE in S) does 
not exist. 18 So we cannot really speak of a Hamilton-Jacobi 
method in such cases. Nevertheless, as we will see in the 
present section, the theory developed in Sec. III can again be 
useful. 

We will consider two situations: the first is when the 
first-class constraints form a first-class subset, that is, when 
the Poisson bracket between any two of them is a first-class 
constraint. In such a case we will say that they are in weak 
involution among themselves. This can always be achieved 
as an application of general theorems. 16 

In this situation let us consider this set as defining our 
dynamical system, neglecting for the moment the second
class constraints. This set 

¢,,(x,p) = ° (f.L = 0, ... ./) (5.1) 

can be considered as a system ofPDE in S = S (x), following 
the theory developed in Sec. III. 

Let us suppose that we have found a complete integral 
of the system (5.1), 

S = ¢ (xU,cd + c (a = O, ... ,n, k = f + 1, ... ,n), (5.2) 

where Ck and care n - f + 1 arbitrary constants. 
In order to find the solutions of the characteristic equa

tions, we put, as in Eqs. (3.41'), 

2446 

J¢ (x,c) _ b h = 0, 
JCh 
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(5.3) 

where b h are new n - fconstants. By adding to Eqs. (5.3) 
Eqs. (5.2) and 

Pu - fu(x,c) = 0, (5.4) 

where 

(5.5) 

we get 2n + 3 - (f + 1) equations for xu, p u' and S, which 
can be solved for Pu and n - fxu, regardingf + 1 of the 
coordinates XU as parameters. We thus obtain an integral 
manifold for any given value ofthe 2(n - f) + 1 constantsck , 

b \ and c, as in Sec. III (the substitution offin place of m 
must be performed). 

The solution of the original characteristic system (4.16) 
can be derived from this solution by adding to the solution 
just found the second-class constraints ¢", (x, p) = 0, which 
turn out to be constant and so have the meaning of some re
striction on the constants Ck and b k. The final number of the 
constants will be 2(n - f) + 1 - 2s. 

In order to show this, let us write the characteristic 
vectors of the exterior differential system (5.1). These are, 
according to Sec. III [see Eq. (3.3)]: 

v" = -!¢",.lnh' (5.6) 
The hypothesis made on ¢" now has the important con

sequence that v" are weakly equal to the characteristic vec
tors of our original system, Eq. (4.5), i.e., when they are cal
culated on the submanifold defined by all the constraints ¢" 
and¢",: 

v" = -!¢",.lnh;:::;: -!¢",.l~h· (5.7) 

In fact, using the explicit expression of the Dirac brack
ets [see Eq. (4.6)], we have 

!¢""l~h = !¢",.lnh -!¢",¢,,' lnh(C-1)"'V'!¢v,,.lnh' 

where the last term on the rhs is weakly zero when ¢" = ° 
and ¢,,' = 0. This is because ¢" are assumed to be first class. 

This fact has the consequence that, when all the con
straints are satisfied, we have 

(5.8) 

that is, the characteristic vectors of the integral manifold we 
have found are also tangent to our original submanifold de
fined by the equations ¢" = ° and ¢,,' = 0. 

This demonstrates that the restrictions imposed on the 
solution (5.3), (5.4) by ¢,,' (x,p) = ° are indeed restrictions on 
theconstantsck and b k, and that in this way a solution of the 
original system can be found. 

Another situation that may occur is when the con
straints ¢" and ¢,,' admit a maximal subset of first-class con
straints (among themselves). We know from a general 
theorem that this always takes place, at least locally. Indeed 
we know that it is always possible to locally substitute the set 
¢ and ¢ ,,' with a new set such thatf + s + 1 of them are first 
class among themselves and the remaining s are all second 
class. 16 

In general it is very difficult to find such a maximal 
subset, and doing so could be equivalent in almost all cases to 
completely solving the dynamics. 

Nevertheless, it may turn out to be possible, or the con-
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straints may already satisfy this condition. 
If this is the case, let us call this subset 

tP;. (x, p) = ° (A = 0,1, ... ,/ + s). (5.9) 

The tP;. include rpl" I" = 0,1, ... ,J, and half of rpl'" Equations 
(5.9) alone define a Hamilton-Jacobi function S (xa

). So let us 
for the moment put aside the remaining constraints rpl'" 
1'" = I + s + 1, ... ,/+ 2s + 1, which we will call 

rpl"(x,p) = rpf+s+ I(X,P) 

(I'" = 1+ s + 1, ... ,/ + 2s, 1= 1, ... ,s). (5.10) 

Let us suppose we have found a complete integral for 
the set of first-class (5.9): 

S = I/I(x,ck ) + c[k = l,.,.,n - (f + s)], (5.11) 

where Ck and care n -1- s + 1 arbitrary constants. 
We want to show that a solution of our original system 

(4.16) can be obtained by imposing the conditions (5.10) on 
the characteristic surface obtained from (5.11) by means of 
the equations 

JI/I (x,c) _ b h = 0, (5,12) 
JCh 

where b h are new n - I - s constants, and 

(5.13) 

with 

I' ({3 ) _ JI/I (x,c) 
Ja X ,Ck - . 

Jxu 

The solution given by these 2n + 3 - (f + s + 1) equa
tions can be expressed by solvingpa and n -If + s) of XU in 
terms of the remaining I + s + 1 coordinates regarded as 
parameters and the constants Ck and b k. The integral mani
fold so obtained has dimensionl + s + 1 for any given value 
of the 2(n - 1- s) + 1 constants Ck' b \ and C in ]R2n + 3. 

In order to show this, let us write the characteristic 
vectors of the system (5.9), which are now 

V;. = - ItP;"'Jnh (A =O, ... ,/+s). (5.14) 

The situation is now quite different from the previous 
case. The analogous equation (5.7) does not hold any more. 

Ifwe require the integral manifold we have found to be 
an integral manifold of the system rpf+s+ I(X,P) = ° as well, 
its dimensions will diminish froml + s + 1 tol + 1. In order 
to get this result, we must require that the characteristic 
space spanned by the vectors V;. ofEq. (5.14) be restricted by 
the requirement 

V(rpf+s+/)::::::O (/= 1, ... ,s), 

where V is a generic vector given by 

v = A ;'v;. (A = 0, ... ,/ + s). 

Equations (5.15) will give 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

A;'V;.(rpf+s+/) = -A;' [tP;.,rpf+s+/J =0. (5.17) 

Since the rank of the matrix II 1 tP;. ,rpf + s + I J II is s (in a 
weak sense), we can solve Eqs. (5.17) for s of A;' in terms of 
the remaining I + 1: 

A f+ I' = - A 1'1 rpl',rpf+ s+ tl (C -IVm 

(I,m = 1, ... ,s, fJ. = 0, ... ,/), (5.18) 
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where 

Clm = Irpf+s+l,rpf+m J. 
In Eqs. (5.18) we have used the notation of Sec. IV regarding 
the labelling of the indices. 

By substituting (5.18) in (5.16) we get 

v =A I'[vl' - Irpl',rpf+s+tl(C-I)/mvm ] 

= -A l'[!rpl',·Jnh - [rpl',rpf+s+tl(C-I)/mlrpf+m"Jnh]' 
(5.19) 

(The nonhomogeneous Poisson bracket between two con
straints coincides with the usual Poisson bracket, since they 
do not depend on S.) 

By adding to the Ihs side ofEq. (5.19) terms which are 
zero when all the constraints are satisfied, we get 

v:::::: - A I' [! rpl" J nh - 1 rpl',rpf+ s+ tl nh (C -1)/ml rpf+ m' J nh 

+ 1 rpl',rpf + Il nh(C -1)/"'1 rpf + s+ m ,j nh 

- 1 rpl' ,rpf+ tl nh(C -IV"'I rpf+ s+ m,rpf+ s+ n 1 nh 

X (C -1)npI rpf+p" J nh ] 

(l,m,n,p = 1, ... ,s), where elm = Cml . Werecognizethestruc
ture of the Dirac brackets: 

(5.20) 

In this way we recover the characteristic vectors (4.5): 

(5.21) 

In practice, to get this result when working on the solu
tion (5.12), (5.13), it is only necessary to impose on this solu
tion the restriction 

(5.22) 

where now, contrary to the first case considered in this sec
tion, Eq. (5.22) has the meaning of a restriction on the coordi
nates [which in the number of! + s + 1 can be used to para
metrize the solution (5.12) and (5.13)] and not on the 
constants C k, b k, which in this case are in the correct number 
right from the start. 

The two situations described are two examples of the 
use of the Hamilton-Jacobi approach when second-class 
constraints are present. The method could be extended to 
intermediate cases where a number of constraints between 
1+ 1 andl + s + 1 are known to be a first-class subset 
(among themselves). 

VI. PARAMETRIC FORMS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC 
SYSTEM 

U ntiI now we have discussed a parameter-free approach 
which in our opinion is the main feature of the HamiIton
Jacobi theory. We wish to mention here the possibility ofa 
multiparameter approach. We can try to reformulate Eqs. 
(3.37) by defining m + 1 parameters m P by the equations 

dm P = dxU(A -I);;, (p,O' = O, ... ,m). (6.1) 

If this is possible the characteristic equations (3.37) become 

dxa = Ixu,rppJ dm P, 

dpu = 1 Pa,rpp J dm P
, rpp = O. (6.2) 

dS=Palxu,rpp] dm P, 
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If we check the integrability conditions of the Mayer 
system deduced from Eqs. (6.2) using the Jacobi identity, we 
find that these conditions boil down to requiring 

{tPp'tPu I = 0 (tP 2). (6.3) 

Thus a multiparametric formulation such as (6.2) is possible 
only if the constraints tPp (p = O, ... ,m) satisfy the condition 
(6.3). The same remains true also for the characteristic sys
tem for a set of first- and second-class constraints [Eqs. 
(4.16)]: the system 

dxa = {xa,tP! ldml<, 

dPa = {p, .. tP!ldml<, 

dS = Pa {xa,tP! ldml<, 

tP ! = 0, tP 1<' = 0, 

is integrable only if 

{tP ! ,tP ~ I = 0 (tP 2). 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

Besides (6.3) there is another case where one can use a 
multiparametric formulation. Namely, if the constraints tPp 

(or tP I< ) form a closed Lie algebra under the Poisson (or Dirac) 
brackets, i.e., 

(6.6) 

where C;u denote the structure constants, then the equa
tions 

dxa = {xa,~p J drP, 

(6.7) 

with 

~p = B ; (r)tPa , (6.8) 

where the functions B ;(r) satisfy 

.i.. B u _ ~Bu =BtB'ICu 
arr p ar P r r P ''I' (6.9) 

are integrable. The functions B ;(r) are determined entirely 
by the structure constants [see Ref. 19]. In fact it turns out 
that 

= - B;B ~C~t {tPr,xaJ 

(
aBr aBr) + {xa,tPrJ _P - _u =0 
a~ arP 

and analogously for P a . The calculation goes in the same way 
even when second-class constraints are present. 

Finally, let us consider a one-parameter formulation, by 
recovering the equations of motion derived by Dirac. This 
can be achieved by choosing a particular vector field of the 
characteristic "manifold" 

V= -AI<{tPl<,J* (p=O, ... ,m-r). (6.10) 

The corresponding Pfaff system is given by 

dxa =..1. I< {xa,tPl< l*dr, 
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dPa =,1, I<{ Pa,tPl< l*dr, (6.11) 

(a = O, ... ,n, p = O, ... ,m - r), 

and 

dS = A I< Pa {xa,tPl< J *dr, tP! = 0, tPl<' = 0, (6.12) 

where [ , I * is the usual Dirac bracket. 
Let us conclude this section by considering the particu

lar case where 

tPl< = {tPo = Po + Hi (Xi, Pi)' 
tPA =tPA(X',Pi)' 

(i = 1, ... ,n, A = 1, ... ,m - r); 

(6.13) 

Eqs. (6.11) become the equations of motion for a constrained 
system with a non vanishing canonical Hamiltonian (for sim
plicity we will choose ,1,0 = 1): 

dxi = {xi,He + A AtPA 1* dr, 

dpi = [Pi,He + A AtPA I * dr, 

dxo = dr, tPA = 0, 

dpo = 0, tPl<' = 0, 

(6.14) 

where we made use of the fact that <P A and the second-class 
constraints <PI<' do not depend on XO and Po· 

APPENDIX A 

When first- and second-class constraints are present, 
that is, when the rank r introduced in Sec. II is different from 
zero and < m + 1, the problem of classifying the constraints 
tPp into first class and second class can be solved in the fol
lowing way. 

We can start with the choice of a minor of maximum 
rank in the matrix II {tPp,tPu III. Since it is always possible to 
choose such a minor as a principal-hence antisymmetric
minor, let us suppose it to be II! tPl<' ,<Pv' III, where pi, 
Vi = m - r + 1,.,.,m. The remaining functions tPl< 
(p = 0, l, ... ,m - r) are in general not first class, but from 
them we can construct a set of first-class constraints. To this 
end, we can observe that any row of the matrix II ! <P P ,<p u III 
not belonging to the chosen minor must be a linear combina
tion of the last r rows. Explicitly this means 

{ <PI' ,tP 1<' I ;:;;;;A 1'1" { tP t/ ,tP /" j, 
which can be equivalently written 

{<PI' - AI't/¢1" '¢I',j ;:;;;;0. 

From this we see that we can define3 

<p! = tPl' - {¢I' '<PI<' j(C -1)I<'V'tPv" 

which have the property {<p !,tPl" I ;:;;;;0, with 

CI"v' = I <PI" ,tPv' I· 

(AI) 

(A2) 

We may now show that <p! are first-class objects. In
deed let us choose <p! and tPl<' as a new set of constraints. 

We can verify that, by doing so, the rank r does not 
change. In fact, if we put 

<P~ =¢!, <p~, = <PI<" (A3) 

we have 
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(A4) 

where the matrix B has rank = m + 1, since det B = 1. 
Owing to this, the rank of the matrix 

{tP; ,tP ~ J ::::BpABcrr {tPA ,tPT J (A5) 

is again r. Then we necessarily have {tP ! ,tP ~ J :::: 0. 

APPENDIXB 

Under the hypotheses already postulated in Sec. II, that 
is, that the functions tPp are differentiable and that the rank 
ofx-+{tPo(x), ... ,tPm(x)) is equalto m + 1 for every x belonging 
to the subset V of the manifold X (in our case X = H2n + 3), 
defined by tPp(x) = 0, the subset Vis a submanifold of X of 
dimension N - m (N = dim X) (Ref. 13, p. 228). 

Ifj denotes the inclusion mapping 

j: V-X, (Bl) 

then the pullbackj· and the differential mappingj. allow us 
to relate structures defined on Vand on X. For instance, iffis 
a functionf X_H, then 

j.f V-R, (B2) 

where 

V·f)(x) =f(x), VXEV. (B3) 

It is convenient to introduce the following notation: If 

fIx) = 0, Wx = 0, VXEV, (B4) 

where Wx is a differential form on X, we will write 

f::::O, w::::O, (B5) 

and we will say thatf, ware weakly equal to zero. 
Note thatf::::O is equivalent toj·f= 0, whenfis a 0-

form, but this is no longer true for a form of arbitrary degree. 
In fact, it is possible to prove that if aEA (T·(X)) is a 

differential form of degree r, ° < r<N, such that 

j·a = 0, 

then 

p 

where a p is a differential form of degree r - 1. 

(B6) 

(B7) 

The proof of the previous statement lies in the follow
ing. Let tPp (p = 1, ... ,m), Ih (k = m + 1,. .. ) be a set oflocal 
coordinates for the manifold X, as is always possible under 
the stated hypotheses. A differential form of degree r can be 
written as 

r 

a = ~ wP""p.k. , ... k dtPp A ... A dtPp 1\ dtPk ,A ... A dtPk , ~ ,,+,. I I 1+ r 
Ip)lk) 
;=0 

then 

j·a=O 

implies 

j·Wk, ... k, = ° ¢} Wk, ... k, ::::0, 

(BS) 

(B9) 

(BlO) 

where use is made of the fact thatj· is an algebra homomor
phism and 

j. dtP p = ° (B 11) 
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due toj·tPp = 0. 
In conclusion, using Eqs. (B8) and (B 11), we get 

p 

where a P is an (r - 1) form. 
The converse statement, that Eq. (B7) implies Eq. (B6), 

can be easily proved. 

APPENDIXC 

In this appendix we want to analyze the problem posed 
by the presence of the O-forms tPp in the exterior differential 
systemA. 

Stated more precisely, let us consider an exterior differ
ential system A in the manifold X (in our case R2n + 3): 

{
tPp = ° (p = O, ... ,m), 

A= 
wa = ° (a = 1, ... ,a), 

(CI) 

where w a are differential forms of degree greater than zero. 
An integral manifold of A is a pair (M,f), where M is a 

submanifold X and fa differentiable mapping, 

fM-X, 

such that 

{
f·tPp = 0, 

f·w a = 0. 

Let g be the mapping 

g:M-V 

and j be the inclusion mapping (B I) 

j:V_X 

so that 

f= jog. 

(C2) 

(C3) 

We know that g too is a differentiable mapping. 20 

Now, finding an integral manifold (M,f) of A is equiva
lent to finding an integral manifold (M,g) of the following 
system in V: 

(C4) 

Indeed, if (M,f) is an integral manifold of A in X, from 
(C2), (C3) we get 

f·wa = g·U·wa
) = 0, 

so (M,g) is an integral manifold of B. Conversely, if(M,g) is an 
integral manifold of B, this means 

g·U·wa
) = 0, 

that is,f·wa = 0. So the second set ofEqs. (C2) is satisfied. 
On the other hand, from the definition of V we get 

j·tPp = 0, which impliesg·U·tPp ) =f·(tPp) = 0, so the sys
tem (C2) is satisfied, and the pair (M,jog) is an integral mani
fold of A in X. 

As a first application of this result, let us now consider 
the problem of determining the characteristic vectors when 
O-forms are present. If A, 

- {tPp =0, A= 
wa = 0, 

(C5) 

andB, 
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(C6) 

are the closures of A and B, then the differential part of A: 
d<pp' of, dwa, generates the ideal IA, 

IA = {w = I Sa /\wa + I 17a /\dwa + I; p /\d<Pp}, 
a a p 

(C7) 

while B generates the ideal I B' 

IB = {w = ~ ~a /\ j*wa + ~ fia /\ j*dwa}, (CS) 

where Sa , 17a' and;P are arbitrary forms onX and~a' fia are 
arbitrary forms on V. 

From (C7) and (CS) we have 

IB=j*IA. (C9) 

Let us observe that Eq. (C9) implies that the pullback of 
a form of I A belongs to I B; we may ask whether other forms a 
belonging to /\ (T *(X)) exist such thatj*aEl B' We may in fact 
prove the following statement: 

j*aElB¢?asIA' 

where the notation 

(ClO) 

asIA (CII) 

meanswxE(IA)x for any XEV (we will say that the differential 
form a on X weakly belongs to IA ). 

In fact, ifj*aElB' using Eq. (C9), which tells us that a 
form belonging to I B can be written as the pullback of some 
form of I A , we may write 

j*a = j*( ~ Sa /\wa + ~ 17a /\dwa + ~; p /\d<Pp). 

(CI2) 

where the term in brackets is an element of I A • Using the fact 
thatj is an algebra homomorphism, we have 

(CI3) 
a a 

from which we get 

j*(a- ~Sa/\wa- ~17a/\dwa)=o. (CI4) 

Thus, using (B7), we have 

a::::: I Sa /\wa + I 17a /\dwa + I; p /\d<pp' (CI5) 
a a p 

that is asIA' The converse is easily proved in an analogous 
way. 

From the results (ClO) we see that we can work in the 
space X by considering forms which weakly belong to the 
ideal I A • 

The characteristic system is constructed by starting 
from the set of characteristic vector fields, which should be 
obtained from the condition 

(CI6) 

We now want to demonstrate that this is equivalent to 
analyzing the consequences of the condition 

(CI7) 
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Indeed, if v is a characteristic vector field of B, i.e., such 
that iv(IB )CIB, since IB = j*IA> this means 

iv U* IA) C j* IA 

or 

(CIS) 

Let us consider an extension v and v, that is a vector 
field on X such that vx = U* v)x for every xEjV; thus v will 
satisfy 

iv d<pp = O. 

From Eq. (CIS) we get 

j*iv(IA )CIB, 

and finally using Eq. (CII), we can write 

iv(IAK-IA' 

which is the result (CI7). 

(CI9) 

Let us observe that this result guarantees that v is actu
ally an extension of v, since by applying it to the l-formsd<pp 
of IA we get 

iv(d<Pp):::::O 

inasmuch as no O-forms are present in I A , and this is exactly 
the definition of v. 

As a second application let us study how the Frobenius 
theorem about the integrability of Pfaff systems must be stat
ed, when zero forms are present. 

Let us consider the system A in the case where OJ" are 
independent I-forms 0 a: 

{
<PP = 0 (p = O, ... ,m), 

A= 
oa = 0 (a = l, ... ,a). 

(C20) 

We already know that this system has the same solu
tions as the system 

B= u*oa=OJ. 

The Frobenius theorem states that the necessary and 
sufficient condition for the integrability of the system B is 

(C21) 

for any a. From this, using the properties of the pullback, we 
get 

j*(dO a /\ 0 1 /\ ••• /\ 0 a) = 0 

and from the result (B7) we get 

dO"/\OI/\ ... /\ou::::: IA Pd<pp' 
p 

or 

doa/\OIA· .. AoaAd<poA···Ad<Pm:::::O, (C22) 

which is the integrability condition we were looking for. 
The dual version of (C22) can likewise be easily ob

tained. Indeed the dual form of the system B is given by the 
system of vector fields 

(C23) 

where A = a + 1, ... ,n, if n is the dimension of the manifold, 
and v A are defined by 

(C24) 
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for all values of A and a. The dual form of the Frobenius 
theorem requires for v A : 

(C25) 

Equation (C23) suggests the following form for the dual 
of the system A: 

A'= A {
V 

¢p =0, 
(C26) 

V A being an extension of v A to T (X). It is obvious from the 
definition (C26) that A ' has the same solutions as A. 

Let us observe that A ' is constructed by simply requir
ing the vectors VA to be weakly incident to the forms () a and 
d¢ p' Indeed we have 

(v(j*f))(p) = vp(j*f) = (j*v)jp(f) 

= vj)f) = (j*(v(f)))( p), (C27) 

that is 

j*(v(f)) = v(j*() ), (C28) 

for any functionf on X. This can be extended to any I-form: 

j*(iv () ) = iv (j*() ). 

Applying this result to VA' we get 

j*(VA () a) = iv, (j*() a), 

and furthermore we have 

j*(vA¢p) = VA (j*¢p) 

due to the definition of V. 

(C29) 

(C30) 

(C31) 

Using the result of Appendix B, we may write (C30) and 
(C31) as 

(C32) 

iv,d¢p ;::::0. 

In order to find the integrability condition for the sys
tem A ',from (C25) and using the property (C28) we get 

[VA ,VeT] (j*f) = cAeTrvr(j*f) 

or 

j*( [VA ,VeT] (f)) = j* (CAeTr Vr (f)), 

where 

that is, 

(C33) 

Equation (C3 3) is the integrability condition, that is, the Fro
benius theorem, for the system A'. 

APPENDIX 0 

The transformation properties of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
function S (x) under canonical transformations are known21; 
in the case of an infinitesimal transformation they have been 
given in particular by Bergmann. 22 

Here we only recall the results. 
Let us consider the situation described in Sec. III. Ifwe 

know a complete integral of system ¢ I-' (x, p) = 0 given by 
(3.37): 
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Six) = ¢ (Xah) + C 

(a = O,l,oo.,n, k = m + 1,oo.,n), 

we may ask what is the function 

S '(x') = ¢ (X'a,Ck) + c' 

(DI) 

(D2) 

when we submit the system to the finite canonical transfor
mation generated by the function w(x, p), via the equations 

p~ = ew(x,p)* Pa' 

(D3) 

where the * operation is defined in Eq. (3.32). 
More generally, we may consider the one-parameter ca

nonical transformation 

X'a(7) = erw(x, p)*xa. (D4) 

The answer is given by the solution of the Hamilton
Jacobi equation: 

as'(X',7) + (' as'(X',7)) _ 0 w x, - , 
a7 ax' 

with the boundary condition 

S '(x',O) = S (x). 

(D5) 

(D6) 

In the case of an infinitesimal canonical transforma
tion, by neglecting higher orders of 7, we get2J 

8S (x) = 7W( x, ~~). (D7) 

Equation (D7) shows in particular that, when the ca
nonical transformation is generated by the constraints ¢/-l' 
that is, for w a given linear combination of ¢ I-' ' the function S 
is invariant. 

As stressed by Bergmann,22 this has the consequence 
that S is form-invariant under the invariance group (group 
generated by the constraints). In particular, the Hamilton
Jacobi theory does not require the setting of gauge condi
tions, which is, by the way, one of the main reasons for the 
relevance ascribed by the authors to a Hamilton-Jacobi ap
proach to constrained systems in particle dynamics. 
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A geometric study of the equivalence problem for nonconservative mechanical systems is 
presented. Three equivalence relations for mechanical systems arise naturally in this framework: 
Y-, ~-, and?-equivalence. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the?-equivalence of two 
systems are derived. The connection between ~ -transformations, ~ -equivalence, and canonical 
transformations is investigated. Furthermore, the relationship to (geometric) quantization is 
discussed. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between 
hyper-regular Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanical sys
tems. However, the relationship between the associated dyn
amical systems (equations of motion) is more complicated. It 
is well known that the classically observable trajectories of 
some mechanical system do not uniquely determine their 
Lagrangian; this results in an ambiguity for the Hamiltonian 
and may lead to inequivalent quantum and statistical theor
ies. 1 

A treatment of this problem for nonconservative sys
tems is presented from the differential geometric point of 
view. Two mechanical!£' -systems are called!£' -equivalent 
if the associated dynamical systems on the tangent bundle 
TQ (velocity phase space) coincide; they are .3Y'-equivalent if 
the dynamical systems associated to the corresponding.3Y'
systems on the cotangent bundle T *Q (momentum phase 
space) coincide. A more general definition of a Legendre 
transformation based on I-forms provides for the construc
tion of a map 8 from the set of hyper-regular dynamical 
systems on T*Q into the set of dynamical systems on TQ. 
This is most useful when applied to the equivalence problem: 
Proposition 4 essentially says that .3Y'-equivalence implies 
!£' -equivalence. The converse is not true (Proposition 7). 
Thus the solution curves for different dynamical systems on 
T *Q may coincide when projected to configuration space Q. 

Finally, we study the equivalence problem within the 
realm of geometric quantization and quantum mechanics. In 
general, !£' -equivalent mechanical systems may lead to ine
quivalent quantum theories in the sense that the energy spec
tra are different. This motivates the introduction of a third 
type of equivalence: Two mechanical systems are ff -equiva
lent if the solution curves on T*Q differ by a certain canoni
cal transformation, whereas the projected solution curves on 
Q are identical. It is demonstrated that in a (geometrical) 
Mackey-type quantization via vector field operators,2 ff
equivalent mechanical systems lead to unitarily equivalent 
operators. 

II. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

In this section we shall briefly describe the most impor
tant properties of mechanical systems which can be found in 
Ref. 3 and Ref. 4. The notation is essentially that of Ref. 4. 
Denote by Y M the space of smooth real-valued functions on 

a manifold M. Take a Lagrangian LEY ( TQ ). Then the map 
FL: TQ __ T*Q given by FL (Vq) Wq = dL (Wq)~q is called the 
Legendre transformation associated to L. Here (Wq )~q 
= d /dt It~o (Vq + tWq)ETvqTQ denotes the vertical lift of 

wqETqQ with respect to vqETqQ. LEY(TQ) is called hyper
regular if FL is a diffeomorphism, and Y hr (TQ ) denotes the 
set of all hyper-regular Lagrangians. Wo = - dOo denotes 
the canonical symplectic structure on T *Q, and for 
LEYhr(TQ), W L denotes the symplectic structure (FL )*wo 
on TQ. Let ~M be the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields on 
M. There is a linear isomorphism wt : ~(TQ ) __ 11 I( TQ ) given 
by wt(X) = ixwL, i.e., wt(X) 5v = wL(Xv , 5v ) for any 5v 

q q q q 

ETv TQ. A I-form 1TEJ11(TQ ) is called semibasicif1T(5v ) = 0 
q q 

for any 5v ETv TQ with T1'Q 5v = O. 11 :b(TQ) denotes the q q q 
space of semibasic I-forms on TQ. Finally, denote by 
!£' (TQ ) = Y hr (TQ ) X 11 :b (TQ ) the set of mechanical!£' -
systems. Define A: !£,(TQ )--~(TQ) by A (L,1T) = (wt )-1 
X (dEL + 1T), where E L EY( TQ ) is the energy given by 
EL(vq) = FL (Vq)Vq - L (vq). One says that A (L,1T) is the dyn
amical system associated to the mechanical system (L,1T). We 

also write A (L,1T) = X~EL + 1T = X(L.1T)' Observe that 
X(L.1T) E~(TQ) is a second-order equation on Q, i.e., T1' Q X(L.1T) 
(Vq) = Vq for vqETQ. 

III. GENERALIZED FORCES 

A generalized force on Q is a differentiable map K : 
TQ __ TQ which leaves the fibers Tq Q invariant. X( TQ ) de
notes the space of generalized forces on Q. Given 
LEYhr(TQ), define F2Lq : TqQ __ L (TqQ,T:Q) by 
(F2Lq(vq) wq) Xq = d /dt It~oFLq(vq + twq) xq. Since Lis 
hyper-regular, F2Lq(vq): TqQ--T:Q is a linear isomor
phism; we also write (F 2L q(vq)wq}xq = F2Lq(vq)(wq,Xq). 
Moreover, LEYhr(TQ) induces a bijection 
rPL: X(TQ) __ 11 :b(TQ) by (rP L(K)l5v 

2 q 

= - F Lq(vq)(K (Vq), T1'Q5v ) for 5v ETv TQ. Thus given a q q q 
generalized force field 1TEI1 :b(TQ) and a hyper-regular La
grangian LEY hr (TQ ), we associate a generalized force 
K r EX(TQ) via rP L(K r) = 1T. A vector field XE~(TQ) is 
called vertical ifT1' QXvq = 0 for any vqETQ. ~v(TQ) denotes 
the space of vertical vector fields on TQ. Any KEX(TQ) 
induces a vertical vector field XKE~v(TQ), XK(vq) 
= (K (Vq))~ .. We shall need the following result. 

Proposition 1: Let 1TEI1 :b (TQ). Then X ff = X L1T . KL 
Proof Write XKff = X K. Then (see Ref. 4, p. 117) 

L 
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wdXK,sv ) = Sv (JL(XK) 
q q 

-XK(Vq)(JL(S) + (JL(Vq)[XK,s] 

for any (local) vector field 5,5 (Vq) = Sv ETv TQ. Choose 5 
q q 

such that [XK,s] = O. Since (JL (11) = OforanYllExv(TQ), it 
follows that WL(XK,Svq) = - XK(Vq)(JL(S) 
= - d / dt I 1 ~ 0 (J J1t) (5111))' where r(t ) denotes the integral 

curveofXK atvqETqQC TQ. The flow ofXK leaves the fibers 
TqQC TQ invariant, and, since [XK,s ] = 0, transforms in
tegral curves of 5 onto integral curves of s· Thus Tr QS Vq 
= Tr Q 5 Wq if v q and W q are connected by an integral curve of 

XK. Hence, for any sv ETv TQ, 
q q 

WL(XK,sv) = -!!....I FL(y(t))(TrQSv) 
q dt 1 ~ 0 q 

= -!!....I FL (Vq + tK(vq))(TrQsv.l 
dt I~O 

= 1T(Sv ). 
q 

This proves the assertion. 

IV. LEGENDRE TRANSFORMATION BASED ON 1-
FORMS 

The above treatment applies equally well to the Hamil
tonian description of mechanical systems. We shall now in
troduce a more general definition of a Legendre transforma
tion, emphasizing the Hamiltonian point of view. Given a 
I-formaEfl I(T*Q),defineFa: T*Q---+T**Q = uqEQT;*Q 
by (Fa)( /:1q) Yq = a(Yq)~q; /:1q,YqET;Q. aEflI(T*Q) is called 
hyper-regular if Fa is a diffeomorphism, and 11 hr(T*Q) de
notes the set of hyper-regular I-forms on T*Q. Consider the 
exteriorderivatived:Y(T*Q )---+I1 I(T*Q). ThenYhr(T*Q) 
denotes the set d -1(11 hr(T*Q ))CY(T*Q) ofhyper-regu
lar Hamiltonians. Moreover, let K(T*Q) = Yhr(T*Q) 
XI1 ~b(T*Q) denote the set of mechanical K-systems. 

Proposition 2: Suppose (H,cp )EK( T *Q). Then 
dH + cpEfl t(T*Q), and FH = F(dH + cp). 

Proof It is sufficient to prove that FH = F (dH + cp ). 
Now, F(dH + cp )(/:1q) Yq = (dH + cp )(Yq)~q = dH(Yq)~q 
+ cp (Yq)~q Since cp is semibasic and (Yq)~q is vertical, 
cp(Yq)~q = O. The result now follows. 

There is a bijection X: .i:"(TQ )---+K(T*Q) given by 
X (L,1T) = (E L o(FL ) - I, (FL ).1T). One knows4 that for 
H = E L o(FL ) - I the diagram 

FL 

TQ t T*Q 

~ /FH 
T**Q 

commutes, where p denotes the natural bijection 
TQ2!if T**Q. Consider the linear isomorphism 
w~ : x(T*Q )---+I1 I(T*Q). Define (J:K(T*Q )---+x(T*Q) by 
(J (H,cp) = (w~)-I(dH + cp )==X(H,<p)==x dH + <p. Let 
xhr(T*Q) = (w~)-I(n hr(T*Q)) denote the set ofhyper-re
gular vector fields on T*Q. By Proposition 2, 
1m (JCxhr(T*Q). Now let 8: xhr(T*Q )---+x(TQ) be the as
sociation given by X---+(p-loF((w~ )-IX )).X. It is readily 
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checked that, if X (L,1T) = (H,cp ), then 
A (L,1T) = (p-IOFH),X(H,<p)' Thus we have the following 
fact. 

Proposition 3: The diagram 

X 
.i:"(TQ)-K(T*Q) 

l A ~ (J 

x(TQ) _ xhr(T*Q) 

8 
commutes. 

V. :f., [1., AND K·EQUIVALENCE 

We shall now turn to the discussion of the equivalence 
problem. Two mechanical.i:" -systems (L,1T), (L ',1T')E.i:" (TQ ) 
are called .i:" -equivalent if X(L.1T) = X(L ',tT'). Furthermore, 
two .i:" -equivalent systems (L,1T) and (L ',1T') are called Y
equivalent if W L = WL'; they are called K-equivalent if 
(J L = (J L" If we denote the corresponding equivalence 
classes of (L,1T)E.i:"(TQ) by (L,1T)y, (L,1T):§ , and (L,1T),r, re
spectively, then (L,1T),r!:; (L,1T):§ !:;(L,1T)y. In other words, 
the K-equivalence relation is finer than the Y -equivalence 
relation, and the Y -equivalence relation is finer than the.i:"
equivalence relation. The converse is not true, as we shall 
prove in Sec. VI. For a characterization of K-equival$!Dce 
we shall need the following fact. 

Lemma 1: LetL, L 'EYhr(TQ). Then (JL = (JL' iff 
FL=FL'. 

Proof The "if' part is clear. For the converse, 
(FL )*(Jo = (FL ')*(Jo implies FL (Vq )(Tr QSv.l 
= FL '(vq )(TrQsvq) for any SV

q 
ETTQ. Since Tr Q is surjective, 

FL = FL ' results. 
Proposition 4: Let (L,1T), (L ',1T')E:f(TQ). Then (L,1T) and 

(L ',1T') are K-equivalent iff XX(L,1T) = Xx(L ',1T')' 
Proof If(L,1T) and (L ',1T') are K-equivalent, thenX(L,1T) 

=X(L',1T') and(JL = (JL" By Lemma I,FL = FL'. It follows 
XX(L,1T) = (FL ).A(L,1T) = (FL '),X(L ',tT') = XX(L ',1T')' Converse
ly, if ((JoX )(L,1T) = ((J0X)(L ',1T'), then, by Proposition 3, 
A (L,1T) = A (L ',1T'). Moreover, if we write X (L,1T) = (H,cp), 
X(L ',1T') = (H',cp 'l, then dH + cp = dH' + cp '. Hence, by Pro
position 2, FH = FH'. Since FHoFL = p, we conclude that 
FL = FL'. Hence, (JL = (JL' and the result follows. 

We come now to the connection between Y -equiv
alence and canonical transformations. A diffeomorphism 8 : 
T *Q---+ T *Q is called canonical transformation if 8 *wo = Wo' 
The following result is easy to see. 

Lemma 2: Let L, L ' EY hr ( TQ). Then W L = W L' iff 
FLo(FL ')-1 is a canonical transformation. 

X, YEx(T *Q ) are called canonically equivalent if there is 
a canonical transformation 8: T*Q---+T*Q such that 
8.X= Y. 

Proposition 5: If two mechanical systems (L,1T) and 
(L ',1T') are [1 -equivalent, thenXX(L,1T) andXx(L',tT') arecanoni
cally equivalent. 

Proof Note that XX(L,1T) = (FL ),X(L,1T) for any 
(L,1T)EJf(TQ). SinceX(L,1T) =X(L',1T'l' weobtainXx(L,1T) 
= (FL ).(FL ')-1 XX(L',tT') = (FLo(FL ')-I),XX(L',1T')' By 

Lemma 2, FLo(FL ')-1 is a canonical transformation. This 
proves the assertion. 
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VI. ::1-TRANSFORMATIONS 

GivenaE12 IQ,defineaEY(TQ)bya(vq): = aq(vq),and 
1TaE12 !o(TQ) by Ta(5v): = da(vq' TTQ5v). Observe that 
1T a = ° if a is closed. 

Proposition 6: For aE12 IQ, (L,1T)E2'(TQ) we have (i) 
(L + a, 1T -1Ta)E2'(TQ); (ii) (L,1T).'!' = (L + ii,1T-1Ta )y; 

(iii) ()L + a = BL + ~a; and (iv) liJL + ii = liJL - ~da. 
Proof We have F (L + a) = FL + aOT Q; thus (i) fol

lows. (iii) is easily checked. (iv) follows from (iii). Now, by 
Proposition I, X 1 and X 1 + a are vertical vector fields. Since 
liJ L + a = liJ L - T~da, we obtain (1) X 1 = X 1 + a' Observe 
that for the second-order equation X~EL we have 

(T~da)(X~E\5) = 1Ta(5) for any 5EX(TQ). Since 
. . h h (2) X dEL x dEL+1i- tr

a EL =EL+a,ltlseasytoc eckt at L = L+ii 
If we combine (1) and (2), the assertion (ii) follows. 

Thus given (L,1T)E2'(TQ) and aE12 IQ, a not closed, 
then (L,1T) and (L + a,1T - 1Ta) are 2' -equivalent, but not ::1-
equivalent; furthermore, if a is closed, but not zero, then 
(L,1T) and (L + a,1T - 1Tu) are .'1-equivalent, but not JY
equivalent. Summing up these facts, we have the following 
result. 

Proposition 7: For any (L,1T)E2'(TQ), we have the fol
lowing sequence of strong inclusions: 

(L,1T)w C (L,1T):9' C (L,1T)y. 

In other words, (L,1T)y- rt (L,1T)f§ rt(L,1TJYr' Now take (L,1T), 
(L ',1T')E2'(TQ ).Supposethat(L,1T)and(L ',1T')are2'-equiva
lent, butnotJY-equiviilent. Then..i (L,1T) =..i (L ',1T'), and, by 
Proposition 3, {) ((e0 X)(L,1T)) = 0 ((BoX)(L ',1T')). On the other 
hand, Proposition 4 tells us that (BoX )(L,1T) # (BoX)(L ',1T'). 
Thus we have the following result. 

Proposition 8: 0: xhr{T*Q l-x(TQ) is not injective. 
A transformation f/J : 2'(TQ )-2'(TQ) is called .'1-

transformation iffor any (L,1T)E2'(TQ), f/J (L,1T) and (L,1T) are 
.'1-equivalent. By Proposition 6, any closed I-form aE12 ~Q 
induces a .'1-transformation f/Ju : 2'(TQ )-2'(TQ), 
f/Ju (L,1T) = (L + a,1T). Furthermore, any cER induces a .'1-
transformation f/Je defined by f/Je(L,1T) = (L + C,1T). Observe 
that all these transformations leave Yh,(TQ)C .2"(TQ) in
variant. Now any .'1-transformation of conservative me
chanics (i.e., 1T = 0) comes from an element of R Xfl ~Q (see 
Ref. 4, p. 216). Because of this, R X fl ~ Q is called the .'1-
group of conservative Lagrangian mechanics. We remark 
that the .'1-group of nonconservative Lagrangian mechanics 
is bigger than R X fl ~ Q.5 

VII. QUANTIZATION 
We finally discuss our results within the realm of geo

metric prequantization (see for example Refs. 6 and 7). 
Roughly speaking, prequantization gives a way of convert
ing classical systems into operators. Results of this type were 
also developed by Koopman. 8 

Consider the linear space C (f(T*Q) of real-valued 
compactly supported smooth functions on T*Q. Let fl de
note the volume fl = liJ~ on T *Q; here n is the dimension of 
Q. For a pre-Hilbert structure on C ;(T*Q) define 
(fig) = f n fg,f,gEC (f(T*Q). The corresponding Hilbert 
space is denoted by L 2(T*Q,fl). Now any vector field 
XEx(T*Q) induces a differential operator 
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Lx : C ;(T*Q )-C (f(T*Q); here Lx is the Lie derivative. 
We shall also write Lx = xoP. If X is complete and 
L xliJo = 0, then X op is essentially skew adjoint on the dense 
invariant domain C (f(T*Q)CL 2(T*Q,fl) (see for example 
Refs. 2 and 9). Any canonical transformation 0: T *Q_ T *Q 
induces a unitary operator VI) :L 2(T*Q,fl )_L 2(T*Q,fl )by 
VI) f = foo, i.e., VI) f = o*f 

Proposition 9: SupposethatX, YEX( T *Q ) are canonically 
equivalent. Then Xop and yoP are unitarily equivalent. 

Proof There is a canonical transformation {) : 
T*Q-T*Q such that O.X = Y. Then 
(LyoV/j'if = Lfj'xo*f = o*Lx f = (V/joLx 'if for any 
fEC (f(T*Q). This proves the assertion. 

Hence, in view of Proposition 5, we conclude that for 
.'1-equivalent (L,1T) and (L ',1T'),X~~L.tr) andX~~L'.".,) are uni
tarily equivalent. In particular, if f/J : 2'(TQ )_2' (TQ) is a 
.'1-transformation, then X (;,¢ JtL.1T) and Xi/L,7T) are unitarily 
equivalent. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

We have generalized some results in the theory of con
servative mechanical systems to the nonconservative case. 
Moreover, the relationship to (geometric) quantization was 
analyzed. We used mechanical systems which are autono
mous and holonomic, but of a general type in terms of exter
nal forces. A general theorem which determines all .'1-trans
formations of nonconservative Lagrangian mechanics is 
currently under investigation. 

Finally, it should be noticed that the above treatment 
applies equally well to the description of time-dependent sys
tems. We observe that the damped harmonic oscillator 
(L,1Tl = Hmq2 - V (q), riJ dq) is .!f -equivalent to the conser
vative time-dependent system L = exp((ylm)t )(!mqz 
- V (q)), tER. However, both systems are neither JY- nor 
.'1-equivalent. Several authors (see Ref. 10 and references 
therein) used the nonautonomous system L in order to quan
tize the dissipative system (L,1T). Thus, the consideration of 
nonautonomous systems also provides an interesting field of 
potential application of our formalism. 
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A pointlike massive and spinning relativistic particle is described as a confined system of two 
massless directly interacting spinning constituents. The approach is Hamiltonian. The employed 
phase space is, thus, a symplectic vector space equipped with global canonical and Poincare
covariant twistor coordinates. The Poincare-invariant generator of the phase space motion does 
not represent the energy of the total system. Consequently, the evolution parameter cannot be 
identified with the time. The generating function, however, makes the position four-vector and 
the proper time of the composite massive and spinning system into dynamical variables, i.e., 
functions of the evolution parameter. The phase flow may thus be interpreted as a simple particle 
dynamics in Minkowski space. In analogy with the definition of Bakamjian and Thomas for the 
center of energy of a relativistic massive and spinning particle, a definition of the center of energy 
of a massless particle with nonvanishing helicity is presented. 

PACS numbers: 03.30. + p, 03.20. + i, 12.35. - i 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It has been shown by Souriau I and Penrose2
-4 that, at 

least from the formal point of view, there exists a classical 
limit of the concept "massless spinning particle." In this lim
it helicity of the massless particle is a continuous degree of 
freedom. Upon an appropriate quantization a fa Dirac, the 
discreteness of the helicity is recovered in a natural way.3 
Nevertheless, due to the correspondence principle, the ob
tained relativistic classical limit has an interest of its own. It 
turns out (Tod5

) that the phase space of such a classical mass
less object may serve as a building block for the construction 
of the irreducible relativistic phase space of a massive spin
ning particle (Souriau l

). The construction (Tod5
) is per

formed using the first class constraint technique introduced 
by Dirac. Our conclusion is that the massive spinning parti
cle obtained by the reduction procedure may be regarded as 
a bound (confined) system of two directly interacting mass
less spinning constituents. In this paper we present the possi
ble dynamics of such a system. The famous no-interaction6

,7 

theorem does not apply in our approach because the motion
generating (Poincare-invariant) function is not the generator 
of infinitesimal time translations, i.e., is not the total energy 
(which is not a Poincare invariant) of the considered system 
of directly interacting constituents. In addition the covariant 
and at the same time canonical variables are not physical. 
The following notational conventions will be used in this 
paper: Latin lower case letters as super- or subscripts will be 
used to denote the rank of a four-tensor (the abstract index 
notation, Penrose8

). The same letters will also be used to 
denote concrete indices. Capital Latin indices as super- or 
subscripts will be used to denote the rank of a spinor (in both 
abstract and concrete form). Primed (sub-) superscripts will 
denote the complex conjugated (dotted) spinors. An over
lined spinor symbol denotes a spinor obtained by complex 
conjugation. The simple rules for the spinor algebra are de
scribed in, e.g., Ref. 9. Here eijkn and i j denote the fully 
antisymmetric alternating fiat pseudotensor and the fiat 
metric tensor (signature - 2), respectively; ~B and? 'B' de
note the antisymmetric "metric" spinor-tensors in the 
spinor space and in its complex conjugate, respectively; a j

AA
' 

and (a~A') denote fixed connecting quantities defining a 
Poincare-invariant homomorphism from the spinor-space 
onto the four-vector space (for details see Ref. 9). Square 
brackets around indices will denote antisymmetrization, 
parentheses around indices will denote symmetrization, and 
the summation convention will be assumed throughout. 
Curly brackets will denote Poisson brackets. We say that 
two functions commute if their Poisson bracket vanishes. 
We choose units such that the constant velocity oflight c = 1 
and Planck's constant h 121T = 1. 

II. THE MASSLESS CLASSICAL PARTICLE AND ITS 
PHASE SPACE 

A massless particle is characterized by its momentum 
four-vector pi, its angular momentum four-tensor 
Mik = _ Mki, and its helicity s. Under the action of the 
Poincare group the components of the pair (P i, M ik) trans
form covariantly, i.e., under the action ofthe Lorentz group, 
pi constitutes a four-vector, and M ik constitutes an antisym
metric four-tensor of second rank, whereas, an arbitrary 
change of the reference event (the origin) in Minkowski space 
by means of a four-translation Ti leaves pi invariant but 
transforms M ik according to the formula 

(2.1) 

Regardless of whether a particle possesses mass or not, it will 
be called pointlike if we have a splitting 

Mik = 2Xlipk J + Sik, (2.2) 

with X i representing its position four-vector and with S ik 

= - Ski representing its translationally invariant intrinsic 
spin four-tensor such that 

SikPk = O. (2.3) 

A system for which such decomposition is not possible will 
be called extended. In this note mainly pointlike, albeit pos
sibly composite systems, will be considered. 

The masslessness of a system is expressed by the fact 
that 

(2.4) 
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Equations (2.2)-(2.4) imply that the Pauli-Lubanski four-
vector 

S . - 1 M jkp m - _ 1 Sjkp m 
i' - - ieijkm - 2eijkm (2.5) 

is proportional to pi (Penrose3
). The Poincare-invariant, i.e., 

under the action of the Poincare group, scalar proportional
ity constant s is called the helicity of the massless system. 
Equations (2.2)-(2.4) also imply that if s:;60 then X i may be 
taken as any point on a null hyperplane defined by X iPi = d, 
where d is a translationally dependent Lorentz scalar. Note 
that s may be found once we are given S ik which fulfilling 
(2.3), and pi fulfilling (2.4) but it does not work in the oppo
site direction, i.e., knowing s and pi fulfill (2.4) is not suffi
cient for the construction of S ik fulfulling (2.3). This is to be 
compared with the massive case where S i\ which fulfills 
(2.3), and the Pauli-Lubanski four-vector Si are equivalent 
objects, i.e., carry the same information. 

It has been demonstrated by Penrose3 that the quanti
ties pi, Mi\ s, and d describing a massless system may be 
consistently expressed as functions of Poincare-covariant 
(see below) spinorial objects 11' A' and wA

: 

pi: =~A'~'?' (2.6) 

M kn : = iO'':A ,<7';B' (wIAifB)~ 'B' - 6j(A'~')~B), (2.7) 

s: = 1I2(WA1TA + 1TA ,6jA 'j, (2.8) 

d: = iI2(WA1TA -1TA,6jA'). (2.9) 

Under the action of the (universal covering group of the iden
tity connected component of the) Poincare group the compo
nents of the pair (wA

, 1TA ,) transform covariantly, i.e., under 
the action of the (universal covering group of the identity 
connected component of the) Lorentz group wA and 11' A' con
stitute two different (Weyl) spinors, whereas, an arbitrary 
change ofthe reference event (the origin) in Minkowski space 
by means of a four-translation Ti leaves 1TA , invariant but 
transforms wA according to the formula 

Wi A = wA _ iTier/A '1TA" (2.10) 

6j'A' = 6jA' + iTier/A '1TA. (2.11) 

Using the definitions in (2.6)-(2.9) it is now a straightforward 
task to check that the Poincare covariance of the pair 
(wA

, 11' A ,) implies the Poincare covariance of the pair 
(P i, M ik). The pair (wA

, 11' A' ) regarded as an abstract vector 
in a four-dimensional Poincare-invariant complex vector 
space is called a twistor Z a. Its twistor conjugate Za is repre
sented by the pair W A , 6jA '). Let us now treat (wA, 11' A ,) as 
Poincare-covariant coordinates of a point in a four-dimen
sional complex vector space T (twistor space, eight real di
mensions). Assume that T is a symplectic vector space 
equipped with global Poincare-covariant canonically conju
gate coordinates - iwAand1TB (or,equivalently, - i1TA, and 
6jB ') fulfilling the following Poincare-covariant canonical 
Poisson algebra: 

fA-J 'OA fA J 0 IW ,1TB = I B' IW' 1TB, = , 
!1TA,,1TB,J =0, !WA,WBJ =0, 

!WA,6jB J =0, [1TA,,1TBJ =0. 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Using the definitions in (2.6) and (2.7) it is a straightforward 
but tedious task to check that the canonical Poincare-covar
iant Poisson bracket relations in (2.12)-(2.14) imply the 
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Poincare-covariant Poisson bracket realization of the Poin
care algebra (see, e.g. Hughston, 10 p.33): 

[pi,pjJ=O, (2.15) 

[Mij, pk J = 2gk [iP j], 

[Mij, MknJ = 2(~[jMi]k + gk[iM j]n). 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

Note that the canonical action of the (universal covering 
group of the identity connected component of the) Poincare 
group on T is not transitive. This is so because points on a 
surface s = const cannot, by means of a Poincare transfor
mation, be mapped onto points on another surface s = an
other const. Any surface s = const constitutes a helicity shell 
in T. 

Let us mention in passing that the quantization, a la 
Dirac, of (2.12)-(2.14) turns the s-function in (2.8) (after the 
normal ordering of terms) into an helicity operator with cor
rect discrete eigenvalues (Penrose4

). 

In analogy to the massive spinning case we now define 
an inertial observer dependent center of energy of a massless 
particle: 

Qi: = (lIE)Miktk + (t IE)pi, (2.18) 

where t is the proper time of the observer, t i is its four-veloc
ity (t if; = 1), and where 

E: =piti , 

M ik: = icJ:,A ,<7';B' ( pIAifB)~ 'B' _ piA '~')~B), 

with pA being a t i-dependent spin or defined by 
A A -AA'i P : = W - (S/E)1T A 'O'i t. 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Here Q i in (2.18) is constructed in such a way that the ca
nonical Poincare-covariant Poisson brackets in (2.12)-(2.14) 
imply the following (not Poincare covariant but physical) 
Poisson bracket relations: 

[Qi, QjJ = 0, 

[Qi, lj J = 0; - (lIp mtm)pitj . 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

Note that Q i is not a position four-vector. A novel, and since 
long searched for, feature of the introduced center of energy 
of a massless and spinning particle is the commutation rela
tion in (2.22). The definition in (2.18) (compare with certain 
twistorial considerations presented by Penrose in Ref. 11) is 
an analog of the relativistic center of energy of a massive and 
spinning particle. The latter has been introduced a long time 
ago by Bakamjian and Thomas. 12 It should be noted that in 
terms oftwistor variables it is not possible to define a unique 
position four-vector Xi for the massless spinning particle. 
We may choose X i as any point on the hyperplane X iPi = d. 
With any such X i at hand we may constructS ik using (2.2). If 
s = 0 then S ik = 0 and there is a unique X i available. In this 
case (s = 0) the center of energy in (2.18) becomes a covariant 
position four-vector lying on the hyperplane X 'Fi = d. 

III. THE POINTLIKE MASSIVE CLASSICAL 
RELATIVISTIC PARTICLE WITH SPIN AND ITS PHASE 
SPACE 

Let two massless particles be described by two twistors 
za = (wA, 1TA ,)and W a = (A. A, 7JA')' respectively. Under the 
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action of the (universal covering group of the identity con
nected component of the) Poincare group the components of 
each pair are supposed to transform covariantly, i.e., in a 
manner described in the previous section. The two pairs 
(wA, 1T A' ), (A A, 1] A ' ) represent global Poincare-covariant co
ordinates of a point in an eight-dimensional complex sym
plectic vector space T X Twhich defines a phase space for the 
two massless particles. Coordinates of (wA, 1T A') fulfill its 
own canonical Poincare-covariant Poisson bracket algebra 
introduced in (2.12)-(2.14) and so do coordinates of 
(A A, 1]A')' 

Besides, coordinates of (wA
, 1T A' ) commute with those 

of (A A, 1]A')' Using the canonical and covariant twistor co
ordinates, six real-valued Poincare-invariant (scalar) func
tions may be constructed (Tod 13) on TXT according to the 
following recipe: 

e:=zaZa + waWa 
= (WA1TA + (ijA '1TA,) + (A A17A + I A '1]A'); 

( A- -A' ) (~A- "TA' ). =W1TA +W 1TA, -/l, 1]A+/l, 1]A" 

Ref and 1m/, 

where 

f = laf3 Zf3wa = ~'1]A' #0 

(laf3 is the so-called infinity twistor); and 

Rea and Ima, 

where 

a:=ZaWa = (wA17A +IA'1TA,). 

(3.1) 

(3,2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Assume that the two massless particles form a massive and, 
in general, spinning pointlike system R. 

From now on we thus treat TXT as (a square root of) a 
(reducible) phase space of a massive and in general spinning 
fundamental pointlike physical system. In accordance with 
this identification we put linear momentum four-vector of R 
to be 

pi: = dAA'(~'? + 1]A'17A) = P; + P~, (3.7) 

which implies that the mass squared of R is given by 

m 2:=p iPi =2f/#0, so that If I = (lIv'1)m. (3.8) 

We put position four-vector of R (our original identification) 
to be 

Xi: = (i/m2)£fAA , 17(WA1]A' - A A~ ') 
- f((ijA '17A - I A'?)]. (3.9) 

It is easy to see that Xi is a true position four-vector, i.e., it is 
real and covariant under the action of the Poincare group. 
We put the Pauli-Lubanski four-vector to be (Perjes I4

) 

Wi: = £fAA' [k /2(~ '? _1]A '17A) + a1]A '? + a~ '17A ]. 
(3.10) 

Equations (3.7) and (3.10) imply that 

WPi = 0, (3.11) 

and also that the spin squared is given by (Perjes14 and Tod 13) 

(3.12) 
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The canonical Poincare-invariant twistor Poisson algebra on 
T X Timplies the following physically meaningful Poincare
covariant commutation relation: 

(3.13) 

Thus Xi and pi are conjugate variable but, as we shall see in a 
moment, they are canonically conjugate if and only if the 
system is spin less. 

Defining the total angular four-momentum 

L ik: = 2x[pk] + (lIm2)eiknm WnPm' (3.14) 

we obtain an important identity 

L kn = i~A ,o'JJB' [(w(AffBl~ 'B' _ (ij(A'~'I~B) . 
+ (A (A17BI~ 'B' _ IIA '1]B'I~B)] = M~n + M~n. 

(3.15) 

Using the canonical twistor algebra and the relations in (3.7) 
and (3.15) it is straightforward to prove that pk and L ij fulfill 
Poincare Poisson bracket algebra (Hughston 10) such as in 
(2.15)-(2.17). In addition we also obtain 

(Xi, xjj = - (lIm4)eiikIWkPI' 

(L ii, Xk j = 2gk [ix j1 , 

(Wi, xjj = - (2/m2)W[~]. 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

The Poisson brackets in (3.16) and (3.18) are quite remarka
ble and on the quantum level of this approach imply that the 
space offour positions of a spinning pointlike particle should 
not be associated with any Poincare-invariant configuration 
space. A Poincare-invariant eight-dimensional configura
tion space is provided by 1T A" and 1] A' , which are not direct
ly physical. Here Xi, i and Wi represent 11 independent var
iables. The Poincare-invariant scalars, e.g., arctan (Imf / 
Ref), arctan (1m a/Re a), e and k represent four additional 
(not mutually commuting) independent variables. Their 
physical meaning is not yet clear. Perhaps at some later stage 
they can be identified with operators of internal quantum 
numbers. The TXT is 16 dimensional and up to now we 
have only identified 11 + 4 variables associated with the 
massive spinning pointlike system. The sixteenth variable is 
provided by the angle of rotation of a spacelike two-plane 
orthogonal to pi and Wi. The two orthogonal unit four-vec
tors spanning this polarization two-plane may be chosen to 
be 

E j: = (i/m[cia)dAA , (a1]A '?- a~ '17A), if a#O, 
(3.19) 

E'j: = (i/m)crAA ,(1]A'? - ~'17A), if a = 0, (3.20) 

F j: = (lIwm[cia)crAA , [~k (a1]A '? + a~ '17A ) 

-aa(~'?-1]A'17A')] ifa#O, (3.21) 

prj: = (i/m)crAA , (1]A'? + ~'17A), if a = O. (3.22) 

Summarizing we conclude that the sixteen variables 
characterizing two massless twistor particles also describe a 
massive and spinning pointlike system. Both descriptions 
are reducible, i.e., all Poincare invariants are dynamical var
iables. Whether they are constants of the canonical flow mo
tion depends on the generating function (see below). Note 
that the possibility of defining a unique position four-vector 
of the massive particle in terms of twistors variables [see 
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(3.9)] and thereby reassuring its pointlike structure exists if 
and only if it is thought of as composed of two (not less or 
more) massless components. Any massive and spinning sys

tem consisting of more then two massless twistor particles is 
necessarily extended. 

Even if very much of the above material is known to 
people working with twistors the suggested identification of 
the physical massive variables is original and applies to the 
noninteracting as well as to the interacting case. Note that 
when k = a = 0, i.e., when the system is spinless, the canoni
cal twistor Poisson brackets imply 

lXi, xjJ = 0, 

!xi,pjJ =gij. 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

In other words Xi and pj show up as canonically conjugate 
variables. Geometrically we have that the eight-dimensional 
Poincare-invariant (spanned by Xi and pj) subspace in the 13-
dimensional submanifold of TXT defined by k = a = 0 is 
again a symplectic vector space. On the quantum level this 
implies that the space offour-positions of a spinless pointlike 
system defines a Poincare-invariant configuration space. 

IV. DYNAMICS AND KINEMATICS OF THE MASSIVE 
POINTLIKE SPINNING SYSTEM 

In the general spinning case consider a Poincare-invar
iant (scalar) function: 

fJ - -H(za, W , Za' WfJ) 
=PPi - W iWi(l/m2) = 2f1 + !k2 + aa. (4.1) 

(All variables in our approach are made dimensionless by the 
use of h, c, and some numerical standard value for the mass 
variable mo. We also use units such that h /21T 
= C = mo = 1.) TheH function, which is a (flat) generaliza
tion of the relativistic super-Hamiltonian described by 
Misner et al.5 induces a canonical flow in TxT. For the 
massive composite pointlike particle we obtain (u is a param
eter along the flow) 
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de -= !e,HJ =0, (4.2) 
du 

df 
-=!f,HJ=O, (4.3) 
du 

da 
-= !a,HJ =0, 
du 

~~ = ! k,H J = 0, 

di = !i,HJ =0, 
du 

dx
i 

{' J . - = x',H = 2p', 
du 

d:;:i = { Wi,H J = 0, 

~i = !Ei,HJ = 2w2 Fi, 

dFi = (Fi,H J = _ 2w2 Ei. 
du 
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(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

We conclude that the super-Hamiltonian in (4.1) de
scribes the massive free-particle case where all the invariants 
(Poincare scalars) are constants of the motion and the polar
ization plane rotates with a constant angular velocity pro
portional to w2

• 

The Lagrangian corresponding to the super-Hamilton
ian in (4.1) reads 

L = i(Z,aZa + w,awa) - i(ZaZ ~ + waw~) 
- 2 -2ff-!k -aa. (4.11) 

The prime denotes differentiation with respect to the evolu
tion parameter u. From (4.7) we obtain that 

d7 = 2m du=;.u = (l/2m)7 + (l/2m)7(), 70 = const, 
(4.12) 

where 7 denotes the proper time of the massive pointlike 
spinning system. 

Now H, in (4.1) [or Lin (4.11)] define also dynamics of 
the two massless twistor constituents. For the four-momen
tum spinors we obtain the following solutions: 

:rrA = 171eiuXl12m'T + iT'ie - iuX l12mIT, (4.13) 

r;A = [(w/a) - (k /2a)] 171eiw,l12m)T 

- [(w/a) + (k /2a)]iT'ie - iuX 1I2m )T, (4.14) 

where 171 and iT'i are constant spinors depending on the ini
tial values of the momentum four-vectors of the massless 
constituents and on the values of the constant Poincare in
variants (scalars). 

The solutions in (4.13) and (4.14) represent two massless 
particles rotating around each other with the velocity oflight 
along the world line of the pointlike massive and spinning 
particle they also happen to define. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
We have presented a twistorial model of a pointlike 

massive and spinning particle. Such a particle is described by 
means of sixteen (phase space) variables and the super-Ha
miltonian above (or the super-Lagrangian). We have shown 
that according to this model a massive pointlike particle has 
a dynamical origin and may be regarded as a system com
posed of two massless directly interacting twist or particles 
with in general nonvanishing helicity. 

The presented model differs from the one presented by 
Souriau,l Arens, 16 and Tod5 by being reducible which means 
that the action of the Poincare group on the phase space is 
not transitive and also by the fact that in order to have a full 
description we need to specify the super-Hamiltonian (or the 
super-Lagrangian). No constraints are needed. Instead the 
super-Hamiltonian is arranged in such a way that certain 
Poincare-invariant (scalar) quantities remain constant along 
the canonical flow if it is so desired. 

A massive spinning system constructed with the aid of 
three massless twistor particles in a way similar to the one 
described above is necessarily extended. It defines three dis
tinct world lines and looks from "outside" as a confined sys
tem of three massive and, in general, spinning particles. 
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The problem of wave propagation in an elastic, thin circular cylindrical tube, including the 
possibility of propagation of rotating waves, is examined with the use of a nonlinear 
~lectromagnetic membrane theory. Some related special cases, which include wave propagation 
In a class of magnetic polarized rigid tubes and rigid plates, are also briefly discussed. 

PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf, 41.10.Hv 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The propagation of electromagnetic waves in deforma
ble elastic materials has been investigated by Adkins and 
Rivlin, I who examined the propagation of electromagnetic 
waves in twisted circular cylindrical rods. In particular, they 
demonstrated (in Ref. 1) that for a given mode of transmis
sion of waves the relevant secular equation yields a pair of 
waves propagated with different speeds which may be com
bined to give a wave that rotates during propagation. Elec
tromechanical devices using such a rotating wave are of im
portance in microwave transmission. The rotation is usually 
produced by introducing ferrites into the waveguide and ap
plying a static magnetic field (for references see Adkins and 
Rivlin I). In another paper, Adkins and Rivlin2 have studied 
the propagation of electromagnetic waves along a circular 
cylindrical waveguide containing a holohedral isotropic ma
terial under the influence of static electric and magnetic 
fields. Additional references on the subject are cited in Ad
kins and Rivlin.2 

The rotating waves in these ferrite-filled waveguides are 
nonreciprocal in the sense that if the direction ofpropaga
tion is reversed, the direction of rotation of the waves is unal
tered. For the twisted elastic cylinder, however, the wave is 
reciprocal. Adkins and Rivlin l also indicate how the prob
lem of wave propagation in a twisted elastic tube could be 
solved but did not complete the solution. When the wall of 
the tube is thin compared with the radius of the tube (say the 
inner radius), the problem may be examined with the use of 
the electromagnetic membrane theory developed by Green 
and Naghdi3 as part of a more general electromagnetic the
ory of deformable shell-like bodies. This is considered in 
Secs. II-IV and yields types of wave propagation similar in 
character to those found by Adkins and Rivlin I for circular 
cylinders, including the possibility of rotating waves. 

Utilizing the basic theory of Sec. II, in Sec. V we consid
er wave propagation in a class of magnetic, polarized rigid 
tubes. For this class of material, however, it is found that 
waves are propagated without rotation. This is because ther
modynamical considerations of a fairly general class of mag
netic, polarized elastic material (Green and Naghdi3) deny 
the part of the constitutive relations used by Adkins and 
Rivlin2 which led to the possibility of a rotating wave. The 
modification of the constitutive relations required to achieve 
a rotational wave is briefly discussed. 

Extensive studies have been made oflinear piezoelectric 
plate problems by Tiersten4 and by Bugdayci and Bogy5 and 
other authors. The linear piezoelectric theory for elastic 
plates was also considered as a special case of a general elec
tromagnetic theory of plates and shells by Green and 
Naghdi.3 It may be noted that wave propagation in a plate 
finitely deformed in its plane and acting as a waveguide may 
be studied as a special case of the membrane theory of Secs. 
II and III or for the particular problem of a circular cylinder 
considered in Sec. IV, as a limiting case when the radius of 
the cylinder tends to infinity. Similarly, wave propagation in 
a rigid plate in the presence of static magnetic fields may also 
be examined using the theory of Secs. II and III. Detailed 
solutions for these plate problems, however, are not consid
ered here. 
II. NOTATION AND BASIC EQUATIONS 

We consider here the basic equations relevant to the 
motion of a two-dimensional material surface in the pres
ence of electromagnetic effects. Consider a material surface 
embedded in a Euclidean three-space 3"3 and let convected 
coordinates f) ala = 1,2) be assigned to each particle (or ma
terial point) of the surface. Further, let the surface occupied 
by the material surface in the deformed and the undeformed 
reference configurations be referred to as,j and .Y, respec
tively, and let R denote the position vector, relative to a fixed 
origin, of a typical point of .Y. Then, R = R( f) a) specifies the 
place occupied by the material point in the undeformed con
figuration which we take to be the initial configuration. 
Likewise, the position vector of ,j, relative to the same fixed 
origin, is given by r = r(f) a,/) and this specifies the place 
occupied by the material point f) a in the deformed configu
ration. 

Let aa denote the base vectors along the f) a-curves on ,j 
and let a3 be the unit normal to ,j. Then, 

aa = r,a' aa·ap = aaP' aa·ap = 0';, aaP = aa·aP, 

1/2 X d 1/2 [ a a3 =al a2• a= etaaP ' a = a l a2a3 ] >0, (2.1) 

where a comma stands for partial differentiation with re
spect to f) a, aaP and aaP are the components of the first fun
damental form of,j and its conjugate and 0'; is the Kronecker 
symbol in two-space. The velocity vector is defined by 

v = r, (2.2) 

where a superposed dot denotes time differentiation with 
respect to I holding f) a fixed. 
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In the above equations and throughout the paper, all 
Greek indices take the values 1,2, Latin indices take the val
ues 1,2,3 and the usual summation convention over a repeat
ed index (one subscript and one superscipt) is employed. 
Also, the raising and the lowering of indices of the compo
nents of surface tensors is accomplished with the use of aall 
and aa{3. Whenever possible, in what follows, we use capital 
letters to represent the duals of quantities associated with .j 
in the reference surface Y. For example, the base vectors 
and the components of the metric tensor of the reference 
surface Y will be designated by Ai and by Aa{3' A u{3. We note 
that results similar to those in (2.1) hold also for the surface 
Y and record the following formulas: 

R=R(OU), Aa =R.a, 

In what follows, we take the reference configuration of the 
membrane to be the initial configuration so that 
R = R(O a) = r(O U,O). 

In the remainder of this section, we summarize the prin
cipal results from the nonlinear membrane theory of elastic 
shells in the presence of electromagnetic effects, as derived 
by direct approach by Green and Naghdi. 3 (For an account 
of the membrane theory by direct approach without electro
magnetic effects, see Sec. 14 of Naghdi's monograph6

.) Let c 
be a closed curve on .j and let 

v = vuaa = ~aa (2.4) 
be the outward unit normal to c lying in the surface. Further, 
let the vector field n, which depends on v, represent the con
tact force (or the curve force vector) per unit length of c. 
Then, it can be shown that 

n =Nv = Nava , (2.5) 

with the second-order tensor N defined by 

N = Na ® aa = Niaai ® aa' Na = NiUaj> (2.6) 

where the symbol ® denotes tensor product. The local equa
tion for conservation of mass can be expressed as 

pa1/2=PRA1/2 or p+pdivsv=O, (2.7) 

where p and P R denote the mass densities of the surface.j and 
the reference surface Y, respectively, and where 

(2.8) 
The local field equations for conservation of momentum and 
moment of momentum can be written as 

divs N + p( f + fe) = pv, (2.9a) 

aa XNa + pCe = 0, (2.9b) 

where f is the assigned field while fe and Ce are the assigned 
force vector and assigned (axial) couple vector due to the 
electromagnetic fields, all per unit mass of the surface .j. 
Also, the divergence of a tensor field in (2.9) is defined by 

aI!2 divs N = (aI! 2Na).a' (2.10) 

and ( ).a stands for partial differentiation with respect to 
oa. 

Electromagnetic effects in the membrane are represent
ed by vector fields and scalar fields defined on J as follows: 
the electric field vectors, 
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et = e~iai or EN = FTe~ = ENiAi; 

the electric displacement field vectors, 

dN = d~ai or DN = rF-1dN = 15 ~Ai; 
the magnetic field vectors, 

h~ = h ~iai or HN = FTh~ = HNiA'; 

the magnetic induction field vectors, 

bN=b~a, or BN=rF-IbN=B~Ai; 

the current density field vectors, 

j~ =j~iai or I N =rF-Ij~ =J~Ai; 

and the free charge field scalars, 

eN or Ell! = reN; 

all for N = 0,1, ... , L, where 

F=ai®Ai, r=aI!2/AI/2. 

(2. 11 a) 

(2.11b) 

(2.11c) 

(2.11d) 

(2.11e) 

(2.11f) 

(2.12) 

Interpretations of the above fields in terms of electromagnet
ic vectors and scalars in the three-dimensional theory are 
included in Appendix B of the paper of Green and N aghdi. 3 

The field equations governing the fields (2.11) are conse
quences of appropriate conservation laws for a moving shell
like body and are analogs of the three-dimensional conserva
tion laws associated with the names of Faraday, Ampere, 
and Gauss. Moreover, the form of these field equations de
pends on the choice of particular interpretation. Here we 
adopt the trigonometric representation according to case (b) 
in Eq. (6.20) of Green and Naghdi. 3 The appropriate field 
equations are then given by 

A- 1/2(BuAI!2) - (1TM/h)B3 _113 M ,a - - M M' 

A -1/2(15 ~A 1/2),a = (1TM /h )l5 ~ + EM, 

B· 3 - ....a{3E M - - e M{3,a' 

B~ = -c'-'B{EM3 ,{3 -(1TM/h)EM{3 -EM{3}' 

15 ~ = c'-'{3H M{3,a - J~, 

15~ = E"{3{HM3 ,{3 + (1TM /h )HM{3} - J~, (2.13) 

where 

(;12= -cl=A-1/2, (;11=C2 =0, (2.14) 

and where jj ~,EM{3 represent, respectively, contributions 
from the magnetic induction field and the electric field on 
the major surfaces of the shell-like body. 

In the absence of thermal effects, we may express the 
constitutive equations for a magnetic, polarized elastic mem
brane in terms of a strain energy t/! per unit mass of J. We 
may therefore assume that, in addition to dependence on the 
fields E Mi and H Mi' t/! is a function of aa and their reference 
values or is equivalently of the form 

PR t/! = ¢(ea{3,EMi,HMi; Aa{3)' 

where the relative strain measure ea {3 is defined by 

ea{3 = ~(aa{3 - Aa{3)' 

Then, from Eq, (9.5) of Ref. 3, we have 
/'0. /'0. 

Na{3+N~{3=~L( at/! + at/!), 
2 PR Jea{3 Je{3a 

N 3{3 + N;{3 = 0, 

A. E. Green and P. M. Naghdi 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2,17a) 

(2,17b) 
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and 

_ J¢ BMi = J¢ D~= ---, 
JEMi' JHMi 

(2.18) 

where N if represent contributions to the contact force aris
ing from electromagnetic effects. 

III. TRANSVERSELY ISOTROPIC MEMBRANE 

The theory of Sec. II models the main features of the 
response of finitely deforming (three-dimensional) thin mag
netic, polarized elastic shell-like body regarded as a mem
brane. We now assume that the shell-like body in its refer
ence configuration is (i) of uniform thickness h and normals 
to its middle surface meet the major surfaces of the shell at 
points which are equidistant from the middle surface, and (ii) 
has material symmetry with respect to reflection along nor
mals to the middle surface but is isotropic (with a center of 
symmetry) in directions tangent to any point of the middle 
surface. 

Restrictions on the form of the Helmholtz free energy 
function ¢ in (2.15), along with some material symmetry re
strictions for the case in which the middle surface in the 
reference configuration is a plane (i.e., the case of an initially 
flat plate), have been discussed in some detail in Sec. V of 
Green and Naghdi. 3 A similar discussion can be carried out 
for a curved membrane. We do not record here the resulting 
restrictions on the general form of ¢ in (2.15) but limit our 
attention to the case in which ¢ is quadratic in the electro
magnetic variables E Mi ,H Mi with M limited to the values 0, 1 
only. Since Eoa and H03 are zero in the representation used, 
the relevant nonzero components of the electromagnetic 
variables are given by the following list: 

E la ,Hoa ,Hla ,E03 ,E13,H13• (3.1) 

Then, ¢ can be expressed in the reduced form 

- ¢ = - ¢o + ! ¢IA aPElaEIP + ~ ¢~ aPHoaHop 

+! ¢~ aPHlaHIP +! ¢4E 63 

+! ¢5E i3 +! ¢Jii3 

+ ! ¢-4 ay A p/jeapElyEl{j 

+ ! ¢sA ay A p/jeapHoyHo/j 

+! ¢~ aYA P/jeapHlyHI/j, (3.2) 

where ¢o, ¢I' ... , ¢9 are scalar functions of the strain invar-
iants 

J I = A aPeap , Jz = A ay A PtJeapey/j' (3.3) 

With the help of (3.2), from (2.18) and (2.17a) we obtain 

Dr = ¢IA aPEIP + ¢-4 aYA PtJey/jEIP ' 

B ~ = ¢~ aPHop + ¢sA aYA P/jey/jHop , 

B r = ¢~ aPHIP + ¢~ ay A P/jey/jHIP ' 
-3 -
Do = ¢4E03' Di = ¢5E 13' Bi = ¢Ji13' (3.4) 

and 
NaP + N~P 

= (~)1/2 (J¢o A ap + 2 J¢o A aYA PtJe ) + R ap (3.5) 
a JJI JJ2 y/j , 

where the components RaP are quadratic functions in the 
electromagnetic variables (3.1). 
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In the absence of body forces, it follows from Appen
dices A and B in Green and Naghdi3 that 

p(f+fe)=divs Ne + [t+tel+ + [t+tel-, (3.6) 

where the last two terms on the right-hand side of(3.6) repre
sent the values of the mechanical force t and the force te due 
to the electromagnetic fields on the major surfaces of the 
membrane. 

In the rest of this paper, we assume that the effect of the 
electromagnetic variables on the motion of the membrane is 
small so that quadratic terms in the variables (3.1) may be 
omitted in the equations of motion (2.9a). Then, the effect of 
RaP in (3.5) and te in (3.6) may be neglected and the equations 
of motion reduce to 

pv = a--I/Z(al/ZsaPap),a + t+ + L, (3.7) 

where 

saP = (~)I/2 (J¢oA ap + 2 J¢oA aYA P/Jey/j), (3.8) 
a JJI JJz 

IV. WAVE PROPAGATION IN A STRETCHED, TWISTED 
CIRCULAR TUBE 

Adkins and Rivlin I have studied the propagation of 
electromagnetic waves in magnetic, polarized, elastic iso
tropic circular rods subjected to torsion. They have also 
briefly discussed wave propagation in a twisted hollow circu
lar rod or a tube. The theory of Sec. III is particularly rel
evant to the problem of electromagnetic wave propagation in 
a thin magnetic, polarized, elastic circular tube. 

Consider a circular cylindrical membrane of initial ra
dius c. The membrane is subjected to a large extension along 
its axis and a large twist about its axis so that the radius of the 
cylinder is changed to kc, where k is a constant. The de
formed cylinder is held in equilibrium and is subjected to 
small electromagnetic fields. The major surfaces of the cylin
drical membrane will be regarded as perfectly conducting so 
that 

(4.1) 

in Eq. (2.13). Let a material point on the reference surface in 
the reference configuration of the membrane be referred to a 
system of rectangular Cartesian axes with base vectors ei 

(i = 1,2,3) and withz axis directed along the axis of the cylin
drical membrane. Further, let (c,B,z) denote the cylindrical 
polar coordinates of the material point on the reference sur
face. Then, the position vector R,r of the reference surface of 
the shell-like body in both the reference configuration and 
the current configuration may conveniently be taken as 

R = c(cos Bel + sin Be2 ) + ze3 , 

r = kc[ cos(B + 1'z)e l + sin(O + 1'z)ez] + Aze3, (4.2) 

where the quantities k,).,,1' are constants. Specifying the con
vected coordinates 0 a in the deformed configuration by 
0 1 = cO and 0 2 = z, it follows from (4.2) that in the reference 
configuration 

A =All =A22 =A II =A 22 = 1, A IZ =A IZ = 0, 
(4.3) 

and that the components of the strain tensor eap and the 
associated invariants are 
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ell = ~(k 2 - 1), el2 =!k 2TC, ezz = !(A 2 - 1 + k 2rc2), 

J I = ell + en> J2 = e~1 + 2ei2 + e~2' a = k 2A 2. (4.4) 

Also, from (3.4), (3.8), (4.3), and (4.4), we have 

and 

15: = ¢IEII + ¢7(e llE II + el2Ed, 

15 i = ¢IEl2 + ¢7(e22E IZ + el2E II ), 

B: =¢3HII +¢9(e IIH II +elzHd, 

B i = ¢3H 12 + ¢9(e22H I2 + elzHII ), 
-3 
Do = ¢4E03' 

15 ~ = ¢5EI3' B ~ = ¢Ji13' 

B b = ¢zHol + ¢8(e IIHOl + elzHo2 ), 

B 6 = ¢zH02 + ¢s(ez2Ho2 + e12HOI )' 

SII = (kA )-I(a¢o + 2e a¢o) 
aJ, II aJz ' 

(4.5) 

Szz = (kA )_,(a¢o + 2e a¢o) (4.6) 
aJ, zz aJz ' 

S IZ = 2(kA )-le12 a¢o. 
aJz 

The tube is maintained in equilibrium by an internal pres
sure P and by forces over its end cross sections, the equations 
of equilibrium being satisfied with P given by 

P = (k /c)(S II + 2TCS '2 + rc2S ZZ). (4.7) 

We consider now propagation of waves along the cylin
drical tube and assume that all the electromagnetic variables 
in (4.5) are proportional to exp i(n() - pz + UJt), where n is an 
integer. Then, after removing this factor and when the free 
charge and current are zero, from (2.13) and (4.5) we obtain 

UJ¢4E03 - pHol - (nlc)Hoz = 0, 

- pE03 + UJ[(¢z + ¢geldHol + ¢gelzHoz ] = 0, (4.8) 

- (nlc)E03 + UJ[¢8e12HOI + (¢z + ¢gedHoz] = 0, 

and 

(nlc)E12 + pEll + UJ¢Ji13 = 0, 

W¢SE13 - (nlc)H12 - pHil = 0, 

ipE13 + (1Tlh )E12 - iW[(¢3 + ¢gell)Hll + ¢~12H12] = 0, 

i(nlc)E13 - (1Tlh )Ell - iW[¢ge12Hll 

+ (¢3 + ¢ge22)H12] = 0, 

ipH13 - (1T/h )H12 + iW[(¢1 + ¢7ell)Ell 

+ ¢~12E12] = 0, 

i(n/c)H13 + (1T/h )Hll + iW[¢7e12EII 

+ (¢I + ¢7ezz)E12 ] = 0, 

(4.9) 

where all coefficients in (4.8) and (4.9) are functions of J I ,J2 , 

and are constants for specified values of A,k,T. 
A nonzero solution of equations (4.8) exists if 

p =an ±{3, 

a(¢z + ¢sezz) = (¢g/c)eJ2> 

{3 (¢z + ¢ge22) 

= {[UJZ¢4(¢Z + ¢gezz) - nZ/cZ] 

X [(¢z + ¢gell)(¢z + ¢gezz) - ¢ ~ei2 n1lz. (4.10) 
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In the special case when the cylindrical tube is undeformed 
and in its reference configuration, ell = ezz = e12 = 0, 
J I = Jz = 0, and the various coefficients in (4.10) have the 
values 

a = 0, {3 = {¢2¢4UJ2 - n2/cZ}I/Z, 

¢z = ¢z(O,O), ¢4 = ¢4(0,0), (4.11) 

where ¢4 and ¢z are positive constants which represent, re
spectively, the dielectric constant and magnetic permeability 
for the undeformed cylinder. 

The wave corresponding to (4.10) is a transverse electric 
wave. Following the procedure of Adkins and Rivlin, ' for 
wave propagation in a twisted solid cylinder, we may com
bine two solutions corresponding to 

n = m > 0, p = am + {3, 

n = - m < 0, p = - am + {3. (4.12) 

If a is positive and {3 real, we obtain a wave which is ellipti
cally polarized at each point and is propagated without dis
tortion or attenuation, but each of the electric fields is rotat
ed through an angle a per unit length traveled along the 
cylinder. If 

{3 = - iy, Y real and> 0, (4.13) 

then with (4.12) we obtain a similar type wave propagation 
but now the wave is attenuated. 

We now turn our attention to Eqs. (4.9) and consider 
only the case for which the cylinder is isotropic so that 

¢I = ¢4 = ¢5' ¢z = ¢3 = ¢6' ¢g = ¢9' (4.14) 

Also, we suppose that the cylinder is twisted through a small 
angle TZ at each point and is held at the same radius and 
length as when it is undeformed. This is possible if there is an 
internal pressure P given by (4.7) and when 

ell = 0, e l2 = !TC, e22 = !rcz, 

J I = !rcz, Jz = !rcz + !T4C4. (4.15) 

A nonzero solution of(4.9) gives a quartic equation forp and 
for the special case under discussion yields the values 

( 2 nZ r)l!2 
p = ± ¢,¢zUJ - c2 - h2 ' (4.16a) 

P = + (A. A. WZ _ n
Z 

_ ~)I/2 + ¢1¢9 + ¢Z¢7 nT, 
- 'f'1'f'Z CZ h Z 2¢I¢z 

(4. 16b) 

where in obtaining (4.16) terms involving r and higher pow
ers of T have been neglected. The coefficients ¢"¢Z'¢7'¢9 in 
(4.16) take constant values when J I = Jz = 0. The values in 
(4. 16a) correspond to wave propagation in the undeformed 
cylinder. The second set of values in (4. 16b) are associated 
with wave propagation which is similar in form to that given 
by (4.10) but with different behavior for the electromagnetic 
vectors. Again, as in (4.12) two solutions from (4. 16b) maybe 
combined to obtain an elliptically polarized wave. 

V. WAVE PROPAGATION IN A RIGID TUBE 

Wave propagation in a solid circular cylindrical wave
guide in the presence of static electric and magnetic fields 
has been discussed by Adkins and Rivlin. Z Here we consider 
the corresponding problem for a circular cylindrical tube 
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employing the membrane theory of Sec. II. As in Sec. III, we 
suppose that the membrane is transversely isotropic and we 
restrict the electromagnetic independent variables to the list 
(3.1). Then, adopting the usual tensor notations, we may 
write 

Ell = ElaElpAa ® AP, Hoo = HOaHopAa ® AP, 

HI\ = HlaHlpAa®AP, HOI =HOa H lpAa®Af3, (5.1) 

KIO = E la Hop Aa ® AP, Kll = ElaHlpAa ® Af3, 

and the Helmholtz free-energy function ;p in (2.15) now be
comes a function of the tensors defined in (5.1) and of 
E03,E13,H13• With the help of symmetry restrictions dis
cussed in Sec. V of Green and NaghdV it follows that 

- ;p = t/J (11,12, ... ,116)' (5.2) 
where the invariants II"'" 116 are defined by 

II = tr Ell' 12 = tr H oo, 13 = tr H II , 

14=E~3' 15 =Ei3' 16 =Hi3' 

17 = (tr Holf, Is = (tr KIO)2, 19 = (tr Kllf, 

110 = tr HOI tr KIO tr K II , III = E03EI3 tr HOI' (5.3) 

112 = E03E I3 tr KIO tr Kw 113 = E03HI3 tr KIO, 

114 = E03H 13 tr HOI tr K II , 115 = EI3HI3 tr Kw 

116 = E\3H\3 tr HOI tr K IO. 

We consider now one example in which there is a uni
form static magnetic field H parallel to the axis of the tube 
and superposed on this are small electromagnetic waves. 
Then, recalling from Sec. IV the notation (J I = c(J,(J 2 = Z 

and retaining only the linear terms in the constitutive equa
tions, we have 

D- 1 - E -2 -2 
I - a l 11' D I = a lE 12 + asH E 12, 

I 2-B 0 = afiol' B 0 = a 2(H + H02 ), 

B: = a 3H II , B i = a3HI2 + a 7H 2H 12, (5.4) 

D- 3 - E o - a4 03' 
where 

Jj = h 1/2H, a r = 2 at/J (r = 1,2, ... ,8), (5.5) 
aIr 

and the constant coefficients a r are evaluated at the values 

12 = Jj2, Ir = ° (r#2). (5.6) 
Assuming that the electromagnetic variables are pro

portional to exp i(n(J - pz + UJt), after removal of this factor 
and when the free charge and current are zero, from (2.13), 
(4.1), and (5.4) we obtain 

and 
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a 4UlE03 - pHol - (n/c)Hoz = 0, 

pE03 - a2UlHoI = 0, 

(n/c)E03 - azUlHoz = 0, 

a 5UlE13 - (n/c)HI2 - pHil = 0, 

(n/c)EI2 + pEIl + a6UlH13 = 0, 

(5.7) 

ipEI3 + (tT/h )E12 - iUla3H II = 0, (5.8) 

i(n/c)E\3 - (1T/h )EII - iUl(a3 + a 7H2)H12 = 0, 

ipH13 - (1T/h )HI2 + iUlalEII = 0, 

i(n/c)HI3 + (1T/h)H1l + iUl(a l + a sJjZ)EI2 = 0. 
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A nonzero solution of equations (5.7) is possible if 
p2 = a 2a 4Ul 2 

- n2/c2. (5.9) 
Also, a nonzero solution of(5.8) yields a quartic equation for 
p. We record here the results only for the case of a cylinder 
which is isotropic in its reference state when the coefficients 
in (5.8) which depend only on Jj 2 are related as follows: 

a5 = a 4 = a p a 6 = a 3 = a 2. (5.10) 
Then, the values of p2 obtained from (5.8) are 

(5.11a) 

2 2 a z (~ n2) p =a l a 2Ul - 2 -2 +2' . 
a 2 +a7H h c 

(5.lIb) 

For the two values n = ± m each of the three expres
sions (5.9), (5.11a), and (5.lIb) yield the same value forp. The 
combination of two such waves therefore yields a wave 
which is propagated without rotation. The development of 
Adkins and Rivlin I for a cylindrical waveguide of solid cir
cular cross section, which is obtained from the three-dimen
sional theory, resulted in the possibility of wave propagation 
with rotation and one might expect some similar mode of 
propagation would be possible also in a circular tube. The 
reason for this lack of rotation lies in some differences which 
occur in the basic constitutive equations used by Adkins and 
Rivlin, 2 after allowing also for any differences due to the 
nature of the present two-dimensional treatment of the sub
ject. In the constitutive equations employed by Adkins and 
Rivlin,2 the terms which give rise to a rotating wave in the 
context of three-dimensional theory may be regarded as be
ing of the form 

D=aEX~, B=.BHX~, (5.12) 
where ~ is the static magnetic field. Corresponding terms 
do not appear in the present paper because they are ruled out 
by thermodynamical considerations (see Green and 
Naghdi3

). Moreover, within the three-dimensional frame
work, the relations (5.12) do not appear to be admissible from 
a thermodynamical viewpoint. However, owing to the way 
in which Adkins and Rivlin2 have formulated their constitu
tive equations by first removing a time factor exp(iUlt ), the 
crucial terms might also be interpreted as arising from ex
pressions of the form 

D=aEX~, B=.BHX~. (5.13) 
Such expressions as (5.13) are admissible from a thermodyn
amical viewpoint since DoE + Boil = 0, although they are 
not a part of what is usually defined as a magnetic polarized 
elastic medium. The forms (5.13) appear to be in line with 
what other authors use for such wave propagation problems 
when they write a part of their constitutive equations in the 
forms 

D=iaEX~, B=i.BHX~. (5.14) 
In order to obtain results appropriate for wave propaga

tion with rotation in a cylindrical tube, it appears to be neces
sary to add to the constitutive equations (5.4) terms which 
are the two-dimensional counterpart of the relations (5.13) 
but we omit details here. 
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The squared eigenstates of the sine-Gordon eigenvalue problem 
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An analysis of the squared sine-Gordon eigenvalue problem in laboratory coordinates is 
presented. It is shown that unlike the unsquared laboratory coordinate eigenvalue problem, the 
squared laboratory coordinate eigenvalue problem may be cast into the form of a standard 
eigenvalue problem, wherein an eigenvalue independent operator operating on an eigenfunction 
generates the eigenvalue. With this form, it becomes rather elementary to obtain the squared
eigenfunction expansion of the sine-Gordon potentials as well as to demonstrate closure. 

PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The squared eigenfunctions of an operator are impor
tant in at least two aspects. First, they can be used in an 
expansion of the potentials. This is actually a superposition 
principle. For example, for the KdV equation 

u, - 6u"u + u""x = 0, 
the expansion for the N-soliton case is I 

N 

(I) 

u(x) = - 4 I kjt/JJ(x) , (2) 
j= I 

where k J is thejth bound state eigenvalue and !/Ij is thejth 
bound state eigenfunction of the Schrodinger equation 
!/I"" - (u + k 2)!/I = O. As Eq. (2) demonstrates, u is simply a 
linear sum of terms, each term of which can be associated 
with a given soliton. I I remark that this superposition princi
ple also provides a viewpoint2 from which one can under
stand and explain some of the well-known features of soliton 
collisions. These squared eigenstates also occur when one is 
considering perturbations, where they provide a transforma
tion from the potentials into scattering space, and back 
again?.4 Thus an understanding of these squared eigenstates 
and their closure is of value. The first such analysis5 was for 
the squared eigenfunctions of the Zakharov-Shabat eigen
value problem.6 The Schrodinger equation has been similar
ly treated in Ref. 7. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a similar analysis 
for the "sine-Gordon eigenvalue problem"s which is 

iV1" - ~;VI + P+V2 + (1/8; )(VI cos 0 + V2 sin 0) = 0, 
(3a) 

iV2" + ~;V2 - P +V1 - (1/8; )(V2 cos 0 - VI sin 0) = 0 , 
(3b) 

where V = (v l ,v2f is the eigenfunction, the superscript "T" 
designates the transpose, 

(4) 

t is the eigenvalue, and 0 is the sine-Gordon field which 
satisfies 

Ott - Oxx + sin 0 = 0 . (5) 

The inverse scattering for (3) has been solved and is presented 
in Refs. 9 and 10. In this paper I shall follow the notation in 
Ref. 10. Also I shall use the definitions of the Jost functions, 
scattering data, etc., exactly as given in Ref. 10. 

What is different about the sine-Gordon eigenvalue 
problem, Eq. (3), is that one cannot reduce this problem to 

the canonical form of Lv = tv, where L is at-independent 
operator. Various results such as orthogonality, closure, 
etc., for the Zakharov-Shabat case5 and for the Schrodinger 
case7 depend very much on the fact that L is t -independent. 
So the obvious question is whether or not similar results can 
be obtained for the sine-Gordon eigenvalue problem where 
L is not t-dependent. 

However, as I shall now demonstrate, quite surprising
ly, the squared sine-Gordon eigenstates can be cast into the 
canonical form, although the unsquare problem, Eq. (3), can
not be. To see this, let u and v be any two solutions of (3). 
Then it follows that 

i a" V1 = (4t2 cos 0 - 1)V2 - 4;2V3 sin 0, (6a) 

i a" V2 = l(cos 0 - l/4;2)V1 + 2ip_ V3 , (6b) 

i ax V3 = - 2ip _ V2 - l VI sin 0 , 

where 

VI = uTv, 

V2 = (l/4t )U T
(C71 sin 0 + C73 cos O)v , 

V3 = (l/4t )U T
(C71 cos 0 - C73 sin O)v , 

and C7j are the Pauli spin matrices. 

(6c) 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(7c) 

A justification for the choices made in (7) is in order. 
Although almost any combination could have been chosen 
for VI' V2 , and V3, the specific combination given in (7) was 
chosen because these are the natural terms which arise when 
one considers perturbations. For example, the first-order 
change in the transmission coefficient a is given by 

(8) 

[To obtain Eq. (8), one may proceed as in Ref. 6, but using 
Eq. (3) instead of the Zakharov-Shabat equation.] [Also in 
Eq. (8), VI and V2 are to be constructed from the u = rp and 
the v = t/J eigenstates ofEq. (3), as defined in Ref. 10. But for 
the following argument this is not an important point.] The 
important feature ofEq. (8) is that VI and V2 appear as com
ponents of a matrix which transforms one from perturba
tions in the potentials to perturbations in the scattering data. 
Since the inverse scattering problem of (3) has been 
solved,9.10 we know that these VI'S and V2's must satisfy 
some form of a closure property. So it is natural to start with 
the form of VI and V2 as obtained from (8), which then is Eqs. 
(7a) and (7b). Then Eq. (6) follows from (3) upon defining V3 
as in (7c). 
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Equation (6) may now be transformed into the canoni
cal form as follows. From (6c) one has that V3 is given by 

V3 = V3( - (0) + 1 - [(i/4)VI sin 0 - 2p_ V2 ] , (9) 

where 

I-[u] =foo udx. 

We shall similarly have need later of 

J+[u] = Loo udx. 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

As shown by Eq. (9), up to an additive constant, V3 is ob
tained from VI and V2 by an integral operator acting on 
them. Meanwhile from (6b) 

(1/4;2)VI = - 4i ax V2 + cos OVI + Sip_ V3 . (lla) 

Now divide (6a) by 4;2, using (lla) to eliminate the 
ax [VI/(4;2)] term. There results 

(1/4; 2)V2 = - 4 a~ V2 + i ax (cos OVI) + cos oV2 

(lIb) 

Consequently for those solutions where V3( - (0) = 0, Eq. 
(11) gives us an eigenvalue problem in the canonical form 
where 

LAV= (1/4;2)V, 

and the elements of L A are 

L 11 = cos 0 - 2p_1 - sin 0, 

L~I = - i ax cos 0 - (i/4)sin OJ- sin 0 

+ 2i a xp j - sin 0 , 

L 12 = - 4i ax - 16ip _J - P _ , 

L ~2 = cos 0 - 4 a; - 16 a xp j - p_ 

+ 2 sin 01 - p _ , 

where in (12), V = (VI' V2)T. 

II. SQUARED EIGENSTATES 

(12) 

(13a) 

(13b) 

(13c) 

(13d) 

Once we have the form of(12), it is more or less obvious 
how one could proceed. I shall first follow Ref. 5, wherein I 
shall define the adjoint problem as well as the Jost functions 
of these two problems. Next I go back and consider the solu
tion for V3( - 00 )#0. I can then show that it is linearly de
pendent on the Jost functions, from which one readily ob
tains the expansion of the sine-Gordon potentials, p ± and 
sin 0, in the squared eigenstates. Then closure (L d of the 
squared eigenstates is demonstrated using the method of 
Gerdjikov and Khristov. ll Finally the inner products 
between the eigenstates and their adjoint eigenstates are giv
en, which follow from the divergence theorem. 

As one has probably already noted, by using the super
script "A," I am considering the operator L A to be the ad
joint operator. Taking this point of view, then the original 
operator must be 

Lll = cos 0 - 2 sin Ol+p_, 

L21 = 4i ax - 16ip_1 +p_ , 

(14a) 

(14b) 

L12 = i cos 0 ax - (i/4)sin 01 + sin 0 - 2i sin OJ +p_ ax , 
(14c) 
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L22 = cos (} - 4 a ~ + 2p j + sin 0 + 16p j + P _ ax' 
(14d) 

and its eigenvalue problem is 

LW= (1/4;2)W, 

where W = (WI' W2) T. If one defines W3 by 

W3 = W3( + (0) - 1 + [2p _ (WI + i ax W 2 ) 

(15) 

+ (i/4)sin OW2 ] , (16) 

then one can represent the general solution of (15) by 

WI = - ;uTa 3u , 

W2 = uTv, 

W3 = (1/4; )uT(al cos 0 - a3 sin O)v, 

where u and v are again any solution of (3). 

(17a) 

(17b) 

(17c) 

Let us now be definite and choose the following Jost 
functions: 

11,; >==[ ~J (u = v = 1/;), 

12,; >=[ ~J (u = v = ¢), 

13,n-[~J (u = 1/;, v = ¢), 

(ISa) 

(ISb) 

( ISc) 

where I/; and ¢ are defined as in Ref. 10. The states 11,; > and 
12,n have W3( + (0) = 0, while 13,n has W3( + (0) as being 
nonzero. Whence for n = 1,2, or 3, 

lIn [1 sin 0] 
L In,n = 4;2 In,n -7"83 2ip_ . 

Similarly for the adjoint states, define 

[ 
VI]T (1,; I = V

2 
(U = <P = v) , 

[
VI] T _ 

(2,; I = V
2 

(U = <P = v) , 

[ 
VI]T _ 

(3,; I = V
2 

(U = <P, v = <P ) , 

then for n = 1, 2, or 3 

(n,;I(LAf=~ (n,;1 4; 

( 19) 

(20a) 

(20b) 

(20c) 

(21 ) 

When the sine-Gordon field 0 is real, one has the symme
tries9

•
10 

¢(;) = ia2 1/;( -;), (22a) 

¢ (;) = ia2<P ( -;) , (22b) 

whence 

12,;> = 11, -;>, (23a) 

13, - n = - 13,n , (23b) 

and 

(2,; I = (1, - ; I ' (23c) 

(3, - ; I = - (3,; I . (23d) 

Thus the states 12,; > and (2,; I are not independent states. 
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One may now rather easily obtain the expansion of the 
sine-Gordon potentials. First from the analytical properties 
of rp and ¢,9.1O one may show that 

13,;) = -2i;fi:.' (!};') /!'~'i2' (24a) 

and that 

(3,; I = 2i;.c d; , (b )(; ') (1,; 'I . (24b) 
j 21T a ;'2 _;2 

The definitions of b,b, and a are as in Ref. 10, and the contour 
C is to be taken as in Fig. 1. [Strictly speaking, Eqs. (24) are 
only valid when p _ and sin 0 are on compact support. How
ever, resolution of (24) into the contributions from the poles 
at the zeros of at; ') and at; , = ;, as well as an integral along 
the real axis will always give the proper result, even when p_ 
and sin 0 are not on compact support. Still they would be 
expected to satisfy a weaker criteria such as was used in Refs. 
9 and 10. For simplicity of notation, we shall from here on 
assume compact support.] Now from (19) and (21), for n = 3, 
(24) yields 

[l;;_O] = - ~ f 2~"2 (!};')II,;'), (25a) 

[ 2ip _ ] T i .c d;' (b), , 
-l sin 0 + 2(Jxp_) = - 2' j 21T;'2 -;; (; )(1,; I· 

(25b) 
These when expanded will yield the appropriate expansion 
formulas. For example, expanding (25a) gives 

1 C f'" 'ds 4 sin 0 = ~ 2;kk ¢I0"3¢k + _ '" ~1TS pIs )¢T0"3¢(S)' 

(26a) 

-" iCk T f'" ds T 
p- - T' 4;~ ¢k¢k - _ '" 81Ts2 p(s)¢ ¢(s), (26b) 

with the notation as in Ref. 10. 

III. CLOSURE 
The proof of closure can be easily done if we follow the 

method of Gerdjikov and Khristov. II In fact their method of 
proof can be directly applied to the sine-Gordon case upon a 
suitable redefinition of the quantities involved. The key as
pect 5!.f their method is to define the two functions G (x, y;; ) 
and G (x, y;;). For the sine-Gordon case, these must be de
fined by 

21T;a2(; )G (x, y;; ) 
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/' ./ 

= ¢o¢(x,; )rporp (y,; )0 (x - y) 
~ + [2¢orp (x,; )¢orp (y,; ) 

- rporp (x,;)H(y,;)]O(y -x), (27a) 

lim! 

FIG. I. The contour C which con
sists of two parts, in the complex {; 
plane. There is an essential singular
ity at (; = O. All zeros of a({; ) are to lie 
between the two sections of C. 
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21T;a2(; )G (x, y;; ) 
-- ~ 

= ¢o¢(x,; )rporp (y,; )0 (x - y) 
",.,......" ../ 

+ [2ifo¢ (x,; )ifOif( y,;) 
-- ~ 

- rporp (x,; )¢o¢( y,; )] 0 (y - x) , 

where the operations "0" and "0" are defined by 

uov [- ;v
T 

0"3U] , 
vTu 

uOv= [vT u,( 1/4; )VT(O"I sin 0 + 0"3 cos O)u] . 

(27b) 

(28a) 

(28b) 

I shall comment that the functions G and G are construct
ed to satisfy three conditions. First they are analytic in 
the appropriate half-plane. Second, the integral 
S"': 00 G (x, y;;)h (y)dy is bounded, if h (y) is integrable, for 
any; in the UHP (upper half-plane). (This is also the reason 
why the x and y dependence must depend on whether or not 
x is greater than or less thany.) Similarly for G, with; in the 
LHP. And third, they satisfy 

- 1 ~ 
G (x, y;;) - G (x, y;;) = 21T;a2(;) ¢o¢(x,; )rporp (y,; ) 

1 -- ~- ./ 
- 21T;a2(;) ¢o¢(x,; )rporp (y,; ) . 

(29) 

Now one needs to only obtain certain asymptotic forms. 
For I; 1--+00 in the appropriate half-plane, one obtains9

,l0 

21TG(X,y,;)--+e2ikIX-YI[ (~)t1,0) + o( ~) ]e(x - y) 

+ e2ikIY-XI[ (~)t1,O) + 0 (~ )]0 (y - x) 

+ 0(1/;2), 

21TG (x, y;;) = - 21TG (x, y; -;), 

(30a) 

(30b) 

while for I; 1--+0 in the appropriate half-plane, one has 

21TG (x, y;; )--+e2iklx -YI[ C~;)( 0, 4~) + 0 (~ )]0 (x - y) 

+ e2ikIY-XI[ C~;)( 0, 4~) + o( ~) ]O(y - x) 

+0(1), (31a) 

21TG (x, y;;) = - 21TG (x, y; -;). (31b) 

The other asymptotic form required is the linear limit of G 
and G (namely, their values when 0 = ° = Or)' These limits 
are designated by rand T, and for the sine-Gordon case, I 
obtain 

21Tr(X yo;) = e2ikIX-YJ[ 1 ][1 _1_]0 (x _ y) 
, , 1/; , 4; 

+ e2ikIY-XI[ _ 11/;][ 1, ~/]o (y - x), 

(32a) 

21TT(x,y;;) = - 21Tr(X,y; -;). (32b) 

To complete the proof, one proceeds as follows. II First 
define 
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Q (x;; )= f: 00 G (X, y;; )h (y)dy , 

Q(X;;)=J: 00 G(x,y;;)h (y)dy, 

(33a) 

(33b) 

where h is an arbitrary LI function, such that 

Loo", [lhl(y)1 + Ih2(y)l]dy< 00. (34) 

It then follows that Q and Q exist, and are analytic in the 
appropriate half-plane, except at the zeros of a(; ) and ii(; ). 
[See Eqs. (27).] Consider the function Z (x) where 

Z(x) = [i -1] Q(x,;)d; - [i -L]Q(x,;)d;, 

(35) 

where the contours R, D, and jj are as defined in Fig. 2. Note 
that each contour consists of two separate segments. By 
Cauchy's theorem, one could express Z (x) as a sum over the 
residues of Q and Q. I shall give the exact expression later. 
Instead for now I shall represent the result of this simply by 

Z(x) = 21Ti2: Res[Q] + 21Ti2: Res[Q] . (36) 

Now reorder the terms in (35), and subtract from it the iden
tity 

0= [i -l]d; f: 00 dy r(x,y;;)h (y) 

- [i - Iv] ds J: 00 dyF(x,y;;)h (y). (37) 

One then obtains 

Z(x) = i d; [Q(x,;) - Q(x,;)] 

-i d; f: 00 dy[r(x,y;;) - F(x,y;;)]h (y) 

-1 d; f:oc dy[G(x,y;;)-r(x,y;;)]h(y) 

+ Ld; f:= dy[G(x,y;;)-F(x,y;;)]h(y). (38) 

In the limit of L-oo (see Fig. 2), the last two terms in (38) 
vanish. Then due to the symmetry in the R contour (since 
k = !s - 1/4;), the second term reduces to 

( d;Joo dy(r-F)h(y) = r d; Joo e2ik (X-Y)h(y)dy. 
JR - 00 JR 1T - 00 
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D 

is 

(39) 

FIG. 2. The contours D. D. and 
R in the complex t-plane. The 
constant L is to be chosen larger 
than unity, and E = 1/(4L ). 
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Due to (22), we have 

G(x,y;;) = - G(x,y; -;), 

whence for L_ 00, 

Z (x) = ( d; t/Jot/J~x,;) foo dy ~)h (y) 
JR 1T ;a(;) -00 

(40) 

_ ( d; Joo e2iklx-Y)h (x)dy. (41) 
)R 1T - 00 

Due to (40), the last sum in (36) is exactly equal to the first 
sum. If I would now evaluate (36), I find 

Z(x)=2:~ 
k ;dai.J 

{

t/JkOt/JdX)hk + a(t/J;i)(x) I;=!;k hk } 

X ) (42) _ (a~ +_1_ hkt/Jk0t/Jdx) , 
ak ;k 

where 

f
oo ~ 

hk= _ 00 ,pk°,pdy)h (y)dy, 

~ 

hk =foo [a,po,p (y)] h (y)dy . 
- 00 a; ;k 

From (41)-(43), for L-oo, 

r d; t/Jo~x,;) foo ~)h (y)dy 
)c 1T ;a (;) - 00 

= ( d; foo e2ik Ix - Y)h (y)dy . 
JR 1T - 00 

(43a) 

(43b) 

(44) 

Thus for any h which is integrable, we have the closure rela
tion 

(45) 

where I is the identity 2 X 2 matrix. In terms of the notation 
in Eqs. (18) and (20), this may also be written as 

(45') 

where it is now understood that I;) = 11,;). 
The last thing left to do is to give the orthogonality 

relations. From (12) and (15) one may obtain a divergence 
relationship, from which one may show for sand S ' real that 

(s Is') = 21Tsa2{s )o{S' - S) , (46a) 

for the bound states 

(;k 10 = 0 = (S I;k) , (46b) 

for "P-states" 

(Pk Is ) = 0 = (S IPk ) , (46c) 

while 

(;k 1;/) = 0, (46d) 

(;k IPI) = (Pk 1;/) = ia;}o7, (46e) 

(Pk IPI ) = ia;/(_l_ + a: }S7 . 
Sk ak 

(46t) 

The above "P-states" are defined by 
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On the adiabatic stability of solitons and the matching of conservation lawsa) 
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We derive a series of identities which generalize and simplify the results obtained for adiabatically 
modulated solitons in the case of perturbed specific integrable equations. It stresses the 
importance of the variational properties of the solitons, which make an adiabatic theorem 
plausible. A precise conjecture is made and its validity discussed from different points of view. 

PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a series of papers Kaup and Newell l and Karpman 
and Maslov2 independently initiated the study of the pertur
bation theory for integrable equations. The example of a soli
ton obeying the KdV equation in a slowly changing medium 
was afterwards extensively studied (see Refs. 3, 4 and their 
bibliographies) and the production of a secondary soliton 
was finally pointed out in Ref. 5. This seems to ruin the 
validity of the adiabatic ansatz; however, adiabatically mod
ulated solitons do have many features in common with the 
actual solution, a statement made precise through the study 
of the modified conservation laws. We show this in a more 
general and simple way than has yet been done, and next give 
arguments in favor of a possible adiabatic theorem for soli
tons, discussing the link with the periodic problem and 
Whitham's modulation theory. 

II. MATCHING THE CONSERVATION LAWS 
A. The Korteweg-deVries equation 

We start with a typical example, namely 

U t +a(t)uux +uxxx =0, (1) 

where we take a(t ) to be a strictly positive C I function. When 
a is a constant, we denote (1) by (KdV)a -they are of course 
all equivalent by scaling. An equivalent way of writing (1) is 
found if one sets q=au, a(t )-exp ( - st r (s)ds) - r (s) 
any continuous function, which transforms (1) into 

qt + qqx + qxxx = - r(t )q. (2) 

Equation (2) models, for instance, the propagation of a 
wave governed by the KdV equation along a canal of varying 
depth. I We also mention that (2) includes the so-called cylin
drical and spherical KdV equations. 

(KdV)a has an infinite sequence of integrals of the mo-
tion 

f
+OO 

Hn.a[u]== -00 Tn.a[u]dx, (3) 

Tn.a being a polynomial in u, ... ,u(n) -isobaric of weight n 
with respect to the grading deg u==l, deg a lax=~; one has 

aiThis work was partially supported by A.T.P. (Action Thematique Pro
grammee) "Application des Mathematiques Pures." 

H I.a M(u)= Ju, H2,a=E(u) = JU 2, 

H 3,a = fHau
3 

- u~). (4) 

In order to normalize Tn,a' we make the convention 
that it is obtained from Tn Tn,l by changing u into au and 
then factoring out a power of a, so that the resulting Tn•a is 
not dividable by a. The first two integrals, M (u) and E (u), are 
conserved under (1), as is easily checked; in a more general 
way, the change of these integrals is given by the following: 

Lemma: Let u be a solution of (1), then 

d J+ "'aT 'v'n>l, -Hn.a1t ) [u] = a(t)· ~[u]dx. 
dt _ 00 aa 

(5) 

Proof The variation of Hn,a is given by the right-hand 
side of(5), plus a term coming from the variation of u, a being 
held constant; this term, however, vanishes, because of the 
algebraic relations entailing the constancy of H n.a for a con
stant a. For instance, one has 

d d d 1 f+oo 
-M(u) = -E(u) = 0; -H 3.a [u] = ---it u3 .(6) 
dt dt dt 3 - 00 

Next we construct the modulated soliton for (1); 
(KdV)a has a soliton traveling at speed c, 

SIx - ct,a,c)=3ca- 1 sech2[~cl/2(x - ct)], (7) 

the mass and energy of which are 

M(s) = 12c l
/

2a- l
; E(s) = 24c3

/
2a- 2. (8) 

The modulated soliton is constructed as a traveling 
wave of constant energy. The choice to preserve (in some 
physical situation this integral may in fact represent the mo
mentum) the energy rather than the mass is essential; it was 
found by Kaup and Newell in a direct way, as a byproduct of 
an inverse scattering calculation. We believe that the 
theorem below gives another justification for this and in the 
second part, we give yet another, more physical explanation, 
based on adiabatic invariance, which may have further con
sequences. We thus define 

s(x,t,co,8)-3c(t )a-I(t) sech2[ !cI/2(t (x - LC(S) dS) - 8] 

[

C
1l2 

= 3coa l
/

3(t) sech2 -T-a2
/
3(t) 

X (x - coLa4
/

3(s) dS) - 8], (9) 
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choosing cit )=ocoa
4

/
3(t )(co > 0) to guarantee the constancy of 

the energy. 
Theorem: 

d f+ 00 aT 
-Hn,alll [s] = aft). ~[s]dx, (10) 
dt - 00 aa 

where S is the modulated soliton (9). 
Recall that, by the lemma, the same relation holds true 

for the actual solution of (1), including the case n = I. Only 
the conservation of mass is broken by s, since by (8), 
M(s) = 12c612a-'/3(t ) isnot a constant. In fact, the balance of 
mass will be accounted for by the shelflike tail alluded to in 
the Introduction. We also point out that a is not assumed to 
be slowly varying [i.e., a(t) small in (I) or r(t) small in (2)]. 

Proof of the theorem: As was already shown in the pion
eering paper of Lax,6 one has 

Vn>2 
aHna aE( 
--'-{u = s) = cn,a- U = s). 

au au 
(11) 

This relation holds for any n>2 (aM /au=l) with a 
time-dependent-through a-Lagrange multiplier cn,a; in
deed, at any given time t, the modulated soliton has the shape 
x-dependence of the usual soliton for the corresponding val
ues a = aft ) and c = cit ) and one needs only notice that (11) 
does not involve t explicitly. Now 

dH a faHna . 'faTna )d __ n,_ = --'-{u = s)S dx + a --'-(u = s x 
dt au aa 

f
aE faTna 

= Cn.a Tu(u = sis dx + a ~(u = s)dx (12) 

and the first term on the right-hand side vanishes, due to the 
constancy of E (s). The proof is finished. 

Amplification: The situation is not very different with 
multisoliton states; indeed, start with a N-multisoliton 
SN(X,t,P"oo.,PZN)' containing 2N arbitrary parameters 
(Pi );:: iN which control the amplitudes, speeds, and phases of 
the soliton components. If the Pi'S are modulated so that 

dHn,a( ) 'faTna ( )d --SN = a --'-SN x 
dl aa 

for I <n<N + I, (13) 

one can write 

aHn,a N+' aHkK 
--(U=SN)= L Ck,a--' (U=SN) 

au k~Z au 
(14) 

for some multipliers ck,a' and (13) will still hold for 
n >N + 1. Equations (13) yields N equationsforthemodula
tion, whereas the multisoliton depends on 2N parameters, N 
of which fix the spectrum of the operator L = - a2

/ 

ax2 + S N' Hence, the modulation only determines the iso
spectral class. For a pure soliton, only a phase is left undeter
mined, and the modulated soliton should thus be a good 
approximation of the actual solution, up to translation. For 
similar problems, we refer to the papers by Benjamin and 
Mac Kean (Refs. 7 and 8; see also below, Sec. III). 

In short, the modulation of the first integrals will be 
consistent with the whole hierarchy, Again, the mass poses a 
problem, because its gradient does not vanish at infinity. 
This suggests that, before generalizing the result of the 
theorem, we look at the periodic case for (I). 
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B. The periodic problem for KdV 

We refer to Mac Kean and Van Moerbecke9 for the 
necessary material and, in order to use standard expressions, 
we change u (X,I ) into - 3u(!x,!1 ) so that (I) is transformed 
into 

u/ = 3a(1 )uux - ~uxxx' (15) 

Also, we look for solutions withprimilive period 1. Ifwe 
set q=au, (15) transforms into 

q, = 3qqx -1qxxx + (a/a)q. (16) 

When a 0, solutions corresponding to solitons will 
have three simple eigenvalues, i.e., only one band of instabil
ity (A,,A2) and the main difference with the previous case is 
that, apart from translation, there are now two degrees of 
freedom, q-which is an elliptic function-being deter
mined, up to translation, by the values of H,=Sq and 
H 2=!S q2, subject only to H2 > VI i. This makes it possible, 
in the case of a nonconstant a, to determine the modulated 
q(x,t) such that 

(i) for any fixed t, q(x,t) as a function of x has three 
simple eigenvalues. 

(ii)H,(q) = aft )h,;H2(q) = a 2(t )h2 with twoconstantsh] 
and hz. 
For any n, we then have 

aHn = an aH I + bn aHz = an + bnq· 
aq aq aq 

Reverting to the original u, we find 

Hn (q) = a kn Hn,a (u) 

for some constants k n • Hence 

aHn k _ laHn,a __ =a n --

aq au 

and 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

+ a (I aTn,a dx = a (aTn,a dx (21) 
Jo aa Jo aa 

since Su=h l and !fu2=h2. 
Thus, the modulation is again consistent with the evolu

tion of the Hn,a and H, is not exceptional any more. It is 
instructive to check in a direct way that the evolution of the 
simple spectrum is also correctly matched by the modula
tion: for a simple eigenvalue A, if q is a solution of (16), we 
have 

. Sol . a 2 
A=- F qdx, 

a 0 
(22) 

where F is a normalized eigenfunction for the eigenvalue A: 

F" =(q-A)F; (22 bis) 
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Suppose q is now the modulated function, according to 
(i) and (ii), with associated simple spectrum (A.o(t ),A.I (t ),A.2(t )). 
Then (cf. Ref. 9) 

F2(X) = 1 ( _ u + U + q), 
2(A. - A. ;) 

(23) 

where u(t ) = A.o + A.I + A.2 and A. ; is the zero of the deriva
tive of the Hill discriminant between A.I and A.2 (A. ; E(A. 1,A.2); 
.:1 '(A. ; ) = 0); hence (22) requires 

A = a 1 rl 

( _ u + U + q)q dx 
a 2(A. - A. ; Jo 
a 1 
- [( - u+ U)HI + 2H2 ]. (24) 
a 2(A. -A.;) 

But we also have F2 = JA./ Jq and since 

F2(X) = I [(_u+U)JHl + JH2 ], (25) 
2(A. - A. ; ) Jq Jq 

we obtain 

. 1 
A. = [( - u+ U )H'l +Hi]. (26) 

2(A. - A. ;) 

Comparing (22) with (26), we find the conditions 

HI-a(t); H2-a2(t) (27) 

thus confirming the above result. This calculation raises two 
interesting questions: 

(i) How does the discrepancy in the mass flux precisely 
appear when the period of the motion tends to infinity? 

(ii) Does a slow variation of a prevent the opening up of 
the double spectrum? A positive answer would lead, via 
trace formula, to a proof that the modulated elliptic function 
is indeed, for slowly varying a, a good approximation of the 
solution. 

Finally, we briefly mention that N-periodic solutions 
can be treated in the same way; they depend on 2N + 1 pa
rameters, N + 1 of which determine the isospectral torus, 
which has dimension N. Again, the modulation only yields 
N + 1 equations, to determine the isospectral class. For a 
nice geometric formulation ofthe modulation problem in the 
KdV (integrable) equation, we refer the reader to H. 
Flaschka et al. 10 

c. Generalization 

In this section, we spell out a generalization of the 
theorem in Sec. A. We keep on assuming that the Cauchy 
problem is solvable and work with sufficiently fast decreas
ing functions. 

Theorem: Let 

u, = K a (,) (u, ... ,u(n)) (28) 

be a nonlinear equation such that, when a is fixed, the corre
sponding equation has a sequence of integrals of the motion 

H n•a = f-+oO"" Tn•a [u]dx. (29) 

We make the further assumption that one of the H n•a 

(say n = no) is in fact independent of a[we denote it by E (u)] 
and that there existsolitonss(x - ct,a,c) in the case when a is 
fixed, which satisfy the condition 
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- Vn;;tno, s is a critical point of Hn•a 

when E is held fixed. 

The conclusion is the following: start from the soliton 
profile u(x,O)==s(x,a(O),co) and construct the modulated soli
ton, requiring that E be a constant. Then, the relation 

!!...-H = af + 00 JTn.a dx 
dt n.a _ 00 Ja (30) 

will hold for n;;tno, both for the actual solution and the mod
ulated soliton. 

Proof It was already given in the general form in Sec. A. 
Amplification: Multisolitons can be treated similarly; 

for details, see again Sec. A. 
Remarks: 1. The simplest way of writing equations of 

type (28) is by scaling, in an integrable equation, on u, x, and t 
(possibly simultaneously) and then making the scaling time 
dependent. 

2. The condition of the theorem is satisfied at least for 
the KdV family; in fact, in the paper by Lax, there is indicat
ed an easy way to check it. In particular, it also holds for the 
modified KdV equation. 

Examples: By scaling on x and t, one can study, for 
instance, 

cp" - CPxx = art )sin cp. (31) 

Here, we look briefly at the equation 

v, + a 2(t )v2vx + Vxxx = ° (32) 

because, although it is obviously very similar to (1), there is 
an important point to be noticed. Equation (32) has again a 
hierarchy of conserved quantities it.a when a is constant, 
the first of which are 

f + "" 
M (v) = _ 00 v dx; f + "" 

E(v) = _ 00 v2 dx; 

II 3.a = f_+ 00"" (a 2v4 
- 6v; )dx. 

The soliton can be written 

(33) 

sIx, - ct,c,a) = (6c)1/2a- 1 sech[cIl2(x - ct)] (34) 

and 

M (s) = 1TJ6/ a independent of c; 

E(s) = 12JC/a2
• (35) 

Hence, the modulated soliton is given by crt ) = coa4(t ); 

s(x,t,co,D) = (6co)I/2a sech[a2c612(x - cofa4(s) dS) - 15]. 
(36) 

It satisfies relation (30) for n;;.2. The interesting point is 
the following: M (v) and E (v) are again both invariant under 
(32) and one again chooses to preserveE (s) in the modulation; 
however, (32) and (1) are related via the Miura transform 

u, + auux + Uxxx = (2av + iJ6 ~ )tv, + v2
vx + vux )' 

(37) 

Under this transform, the energy Sv2 dx corresponds to 
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the mass Su dx. Why then in both cases does the soliton 
"choose" to preserve the former? A mathematical answer is 
given in the above theorem; a different, more physical expla
nation will be examined at the end of the second section. 

III. ADIABATIC STABILITY OF SOLITONS 

We first explain, very briefly, why solitons are indeed 
privileged candidates for being adiabatic invariants. There 
exist at present two adiabatic theorems, one in classical me
chanics, the other one in quantum mechanics. The first 
states the adiabatic invariance of the canonical momenta of 
completely integrable, finite-dimensional, Hamiltonian sys
tems (which also includes the invariance of the phase vol
ume); although it is used in physics, it is not rigorously dem
onstrated in more than one dimension for the configuration 
space (cf. V. Arnold, Ref. 11). The theorem in quantum me
chanics states the in variance of the eigenstates associated 
with discrete eigenvalues in the spectrum of the Hamilton
ian. It appeared in the late twenties (cf. M. Born and V. Fock, 
Ref. 12) and was neatly demonstrated by T. Kato (cf. Ref. 
13). 

The first one is thus dealing with finite-dimensional 
completely integrable systems, and the second with infinite
dimensional linear (hence with trivial action-angle variables) 
systems; they can be related to each other by considering the 
Hilbert space of "states" over the classical system, working 
with the Liouville operator (cf. Ref. 14). 

Now, solitons embody the discrete part of the spectrum 
of infinite-dimensional (nonlinear) completely integrable 
systems; they are related to canonical momenta and should 
therefore be adiabatically invariant in some sense (see Ref. 15 
for other arguments). 

A. The conjecture 
Adiabaticity however, is often referred to in a rather 

loose way, and we feel it may be useful to give a precise 
formulation of an adiabatic theorem for solitons, modeled on 
the two existing ones (we again recall that the theorem in 
classical mechanics is far from being demonstrated, or even 
properly stated, in a general setting). First, one should work 
with time-dependent coefficients only; since a soliton is a 
local object, it experiences spatial gradients as time-depen
dent fields in the rest frame; in fact, experiments devised to 
check adiabatic stability in quantum mechanics always in
volve spatial gradients, rather than time-dependent poten
tials. 

Also, from a purely mathematical point of view, the 
difficult thing is to find the right function space to work with, 
i.e., the right notion of distance between the adiabatically 
modulated soliton and the actual solution (we again refer to 
Benjamin and Mac Kean for a similar problem in a different 
kind of stability). The last issue is about the best way of mo
dulating the soliton; we comment more on this later, but 
first, state our provisional theorem. 

Conjecture: Let 

u, = K a (,) (u,u', ... ,u(n)) (38) 

be a nonlinear equation such that for any fixed a, the corre
sponding equation is integrable with solitons sIx - ct,c,a) 
traveling at speed c; (38) preserves an "energy" E (u). 
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Put art ) = art h), where a is a nice (C 1) function, such 
that, a(z)=O for z<;;O, a(z)_l for z,> 1, a is monotonous. 

Start with the initial data: 

u(x,O) = s(x,co,a(O)) 

and construct the modulated soliton 

s==s(x,t,a,co,8(t )) 

(39) 

(40) 

which preserves energy. Then, there exists 0 (t ) such that 

lim sup Ilu(x,t) - s(x,t,co,o(t ))11 = 0, 
'T-----+oo O<I<r- 1 

(41) 

the norm 11·11 referring to some function space. 
Thus, up to translation, the modulated soliton and the 

solution asymptotically (T-OO) coincide. We of course be
lieve that the identities we displayed in part one should per
haps provide a tool for proving such a theorem. We again 
notice that they hold without any slowness in the variation of 
a being assumed, but one nice thing is that this would con
nect the stability of solitons with their extremal properties, 
giving flesh to the appealing picture that when the variation 
in a is not abrupt, the solution should follow the "bottom of 
the valley" represented by the modulated soliton. In this 
respect, the extension to multisoliton states may be mislead
ing, because whereas solitons provide minima of constrained 
variational problems, multisolitons represent only critical 
points for such problems. 

B. The link with Whitham's modulation theory 

We return to the problem of finding the correct con
stant of the motion to use, in order to display the modulated 
soliton. To this end, we use Whitham's approach to the mo
dulation theory (see Ref. 16 for a thorough exposition), 
which, however, deals primarily with periodic waves. It does 
exhibit adiabatic in variance, namely under the form of "con
servation of wave action," and since solitons are limits of 
periodic waves, there should exist a way to relate both theor
ies; we now proceed to describe a first result along this line. 

We start with the KdV and MKdV equations 

u, + 6uux + uxxx = 0, 

v, + 6v2vx + vxxx = O. 

(42) 

(43) 

These equations are both Lagrangian, if one considers 
"potentials" (j? and t/J such that 

and Lagrangians 

L [m ] - _ 1m 3 + 1 2 
"I" - 2"1'" (j?x - (j? x Z(j? xx' 

L [t/J] = - !t/J,t/Jx - !t/J! + ~tfxx' 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

To emphasize the relevant parameters, we write the 
corresponding solitons in the form 

s = a sech2[(a/2)1/2(x - (UJ/k)t I], 

oS = a sech[a(x - (UJ/k)t )], 

(47) 

(48) 

a being the amplitude, and UJ and k the frequency and wave 
number. 

Following Whitham's prescription, one writes down 
the "averaged" Lagrangians 
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f
+OO 

:f(w,k,a) = k _ "" L [s]; g(w,k,a)-f-- 0000 i [5]. 

(49) 

It is worth noticing that :f and g represent in fact the 
averaged Lagrangians for periodic trains of solitons having k 
waves per unit length. Whitham's equations are expressed as 

:fa =0; a:fOJ _ a:f k =0 (50) 
aT ax 

and similarly for g. The first equation yields the "disper
sion relation," namely w = 2ak for the KdV equation and 
w = ka2 for the MKdV equation. 

The second equation is the conservation of wave action, 
which expresses a "dual" adiabatic invariance; in Whit
ham's words, " in the special case of a wave train [ ... ] re
sponding to changes of the medium in time, we have 
:f OJ = const." There is of course a dual statement if one 
exchanges space and time, which is of interest for the study 
of equations with space-dependent coefficients. We now 
compute :f OJ; since s = sIx - (w/k)t) = fPx' one has 

(51) 

and this is the only term in L to give an w-dependent contri
bution 

a(f+OO 1 ) 
:f OJ = aw k _ "" - --:(p,qJx 

= ~(~f+ OOS2) = ~f+ 00 s2_a3/2. (52) 
aw 2 -00 2- 00 

We thus recover the fact that when coefficients are 
slowly varying, modulation should keep :f OJ = ~SS2 fixed. 
The computation is the same for the MKdV equation, since 
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we are c~ncerned only with the - !tf, tfx term, in the evalua
tion of :f OJ' It is in fact obvious that this derivation can be 
extended to other equations since only the t-dependent part 
of the Lagrangian contributes. If one looks at Eq. (31) for 
instance, the above calculation will give the right answer 
again, namely that in the modulation, one should keep 
:f OJ = S fP~ fixed. 
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It is shown that a simple statistical interpretation of the Klein-Gordon equation can be obtained, 
provided a nontrivial vector transplantation law in space-time is assumed. The whole theory is 
constructed by using only classical probabilistic and dynamical concepts and applies equally well 
to both charged and neutral particles. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the special and general relativity theory it is tacitly 
assumed that the vector lengths are invariant with respect to 
transplantation in space-time. However, it is well known 
from differential geometry that the notion of vector trans
plantation is of affine character and hence logically antece
dent to the metric notion of length. I Therefore, the trans
plantation law of vectors can be prescribed quite inde
pendently of the metric tensor components. 

In this work it is shown that, if one relaxes the assump
tion that the vector lengths do not change during a trans
plantation in space-time, a simple self-consistent statistical 
interpretation of the Klein-Gordon equation for a spinless 
relativistic quantum particle can be given. 2 

In particular, we assume that a quantum particle under
goes a relativistic random motion in space-time, similar to 
the one considered by Synge in his book.3 This random mo
tion can be described entirely using classical probabilistic 
concepts, i.e., no reference is made to "quantum interfer
ences" between excluding alternatives. Probabilities are al
ways positive definite and combine according to classical 
Laplace rules. Therefore, the proposed approach leads to a 
completely classical interpretation of the Klein-Gordon 
equation. Obviously, the particle wave function t/J can no 
longer be interpreted as the probability amplitude of some 
event, since probability amplitudes have no role in the pres
ent approach. However, we will prove that the wave function 
yields all the information needed to describe the statistical 
behavior of a Gibbs ensemble of particles, 4 which is in accor
dance with the commonly accepted statistical interpretation 
ofnonrelativistic quantum mechanics.5 In this way, the sta
tistical interpretation is extended to the relativistic domain. 

Finally, the present statistical model permits solving 
some well-known difficulties connected with the Klein
Gordon equation as a one-particle equation. In particular, it 
is shown that a consistent statistical interpretation can be 
obtained in spite of the indefinite sign of the "spatial charge 
density" associated with the particle. Moreover, the same 
statistical interpretation also applies to neutral particles, 
where the notion of charge density becomes meaningless. 

. We ~~nsider the space-time Minkowsky metric of spe
cIal relatIVIty. Cartesian coordinates are used 

a) Present temporary address: Department of Physics, University of Calif or
nia. Berkeley. CA 94720. 

(XO = ct, Xl = X, x 2 = y, x 3 = z; c is the speed of light), so 
that the nonvanishing metric tensor components are 
goo = 1, gil = g22 = g33 = - 1. The space-time where vec
tors change during a transplantation is curved, however, 
since the curvature tensor R ~/m is directly related to the 
change in the components of a vector, under a transplanta
tion around an infinitesimal closed path. 

Now, it is commonly accepted today that the metric 
properties of space-time cannot be prescribed a priori; rath
er, they are determined by the presence of matter. In turn, 
the motion of matter is affected by the metric properties of 
space-time. Then, it seems correct to admit that also the 
vector transplantation law should be determined by the pres
ence of matter, and that the consequent space-time curva
ture acts on matter as a "guidance field." Empty space-time 
must have a Minkowsky metric, with constant metric tensor 
components (in Cartesian coordinates), and vectors in empty 
space-time must not change under a transplantation. 

In the prsence of matter, we expect that the metric 
properties of space-time are altered. The metric tensor com
ponents are no longer constant and the vector lengths 
change during a transplantation. The Minkowsky metric is 
retained throughout this paper, however, since experiments 
show that gravitational effects, which are related to the de
parture of the actual metric from the empty-space Min
kowsky metric, are negligible in elementary particles phys
ics. But we suppose that the effects, related to the presence of 
a nontrivial transplantation law for vector lengths, may be 
relevant even if a single particle is considered. 

Since the resulting theory is proved to be equivalent to 
the traditional relativistic quantum mechanics, based on the 
Klein-Gordon equation, we may say that the vector trans
plantation law accounts for the "quantum" effects, whereas 
the metric tensor accounts for the gravitational ones. 

II. THE PARTICLE RANDOM MOTION 

In this work we assume that, during a transplantation 
from Xi to Xi + dXi (i = 0,1,2,3) in space-time, the length 

IIA II = ~ gi k A iA k of a (timelike) vector A i is changed ac
cording to the affine law 

(1) 

where the quantities <Pi transform as the covariant compo-
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nents of a vector and satisfy the integrability conditions 

ai<Pk - ak<Pi = o. (2) 

Here, a k = alaxk, and Einstein's summation convention 
for repeated indices is used. 

Condition (2) is needed in order that the length IIA II of a 
vector is a well-determined function of its application point. 

A transplantation law of the form (I) has been exten
sively used by Weyl in his unified theory of electromagne
tism in the framework of general relativity.6 For this reason, 
the space, supplemented by the transplantation law (I), is 
named the Weyl space with gauge field <Pi' The gauge field 
components <p, can be prescribed independently of the met
ric tensor components gi k' 

As previously noted, the space, endowed with the Weyl 
geometry, has a nonvanishing curvature tensor R Lm' The 
complete expression of R ~/m is quite intricate; however, in 
the present work, we need only the scalar curvature R, which 
is defined according to 

Rik =R;/k' R=g'kRik · (3) 

A straightforward calculation shows that 

R = (n - I)(n - 2)<p k<Pk - 2(n - IW<Pk' (4) 

a formula known as the Weyl formula.? 
According to the statistical interpretation of quantum 

mechanics, the theory does not describe the motion of an 
individual particle, but only the statistical behavior of a rela
tivistic Gibbs ensemble of particles. 

Following Hakim,8 we may think of a relativistic en
semble as formed by (i) a set of curves in space-time and (ii) an 
invariant measure given on this set. The set of curves yields 
the set of all possible trajectories in space-time, i.e., the path
space of the particle, while the invariant measure gives the 
probability that the particle moves along a given path. 

A suitable path-space for the particle can be easily con
structed as follows: LetL (x,x) be a given Lagrangian of class 
C2 in both arguments, which is homogeneous in the first 
degree in the variables Xi (i = 0,1,2,3). The homogeneity of L 
is required in order to have a theory which is independent of 
the choice of the parameter along the particle trajectory in 
space-time. This is an essential requirement for any work
able relativistic theory. 

Now, it is well known from analytical mechanics that 
starting from the Lagrangian L (x,x), we can construct a one
parameter family of hyper surfaces S (x) = ~ (~being the pa
rameter of the family) and a (n - I)-parameter congruenceK 
of curves in space-time, having the following properties. 

(a) The quantities Xi may be regarded as the components 
of the tangent vector to any curve C of the congruence K. 

(b) Each curve C in K is an extremal, i.e., along this 
curve the Euler-Lagrange equations associated to L (x,x) are 
obeyed.9 

(c) The family of hyper surfaces S (x) = ~ is geodesically 
equidistant with respect to the Langrangian L (x,x). By this 
we mean that, if a given curve C in K intersects any two 
hypersurfaces S (x) = ~ I and S (x) = ~2 of the family in the 
points PI and Pz, respectively, then the action integral 
S;;c L (x,x)dr = ~2 - ~I' irrespective of the chosen extre
mal C. 
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In the sequel, it will be supposed that the family of geo
desically equidistant hypersurfaces covers a region G of 
space-time simply, and thatS(x) is of class C 2• Our consider
ations will be restricted to this region G. 

The geometrical entity formed by the family of hyper
surfacesS (x) = ~ together with the congruence of extrema Is 
intersecting it is known as the Carathe6dory completejigure, 
associated to the Langrangian L (X,X).IO 

It is a well-known result of analytical mechanics that 
the family S (x) = ~ is not completely arbitrary; rather, the 
function S (x) must obey a first-order partial differential 
equation, the so-called Hamilton-Jacobi equation. We will 
deal with this equation later. For now, we remember only 
that the Carathe6dory complete figure, and hence a con
gruence of extremals, can be uniquely associated to any solu
tion of class C 2 of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 

The complete figure is the fundamental geometric ob
ject of the present theory. Indeed, we now postulate that the 
path-space of a relativistic particle is given by the con
gruence of curves belonging to a family of hyper surfaces geo
desically equidistant with respect to the homogeneous La
grangian 

L (x,x) = <P (xJllxll + (TA.Ai(x)X', (5) 

where 

<P (x) = ~1 + yA. 2R (x), (6) 

R (x) is the scalar Weyl curvature (4), and the quantitiesA,(x) 
are the four-potential covariant components of an external 
electromagnetic field. In Eqs. (5) and (6), A. = fzlmc is the 
reduced Compton length of the particle, (T = elk (e is the 
charge in e.s.u.), and y is a numerical factor given by 

y = (n - 2)/[ 4(n - 1)] = i. (7) 

From Eqs. (5) and (6) we see that the Weyl curvature R acts 
on the particle as an external "mesic" (i.e., scalar) field. 

In the sequel, we will suppose that in the region G of 
space-time (1 + yA. 2R (x)) > 0, so that<p (x) is real valued and 
positive. Using standard methods of analytical mechanics, 
we find the Hamilton-Jacobi equation corresponding to the 
Lagrangian (5) as 

A. 2(aiS - (TAi )(aiS - (TA i) = 1 + yA. 2R. (8) 

In the same way, we can find the congruence of extre
mals belonging to the family of hypersurfaces S (x) = ~ by 
solving the system of first-order differential equations 

'i_ dxi ~(aiS Ai) x =-=/1. -(T., 

dr 
(9) 

where we used the special parameter 'I, which is related to 
the arc length ds by 

dr = <P -I ds = <P -IJgik dxi dXk. (iO) 

This choice of the parameter turns out to be very convenient, 
and it will be used throughout this work. Finally, the Euler
Lagrange equations of motion read 

Xi =! yA. 2 aiR + (TxkFL (11) 

where Fk = aiAk - ak A i is the electromagnetic field ten
sor. From Eq. (11) we see that the particle is affected by a 
four-force which is proportional to the gradient of the Weyl 
curvature. 
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We now define a suitable measure on the congruence K 
given by Eq. (9). Following Hakim,8 we consider an arbitrary 
three-dimensional hypersurface So intersecting all members 
of the congruence (without tangencies) in the region G. This 
So mayor may not coincide with a member of the geodesical
ly equidistant family S (x) =~. Then, letA be an open (Borel) 
subset of So and let CA be the set of curves of the congruence 
intersectingA. Then CA generates a a-field in the path-space 
and therefore, we can define a measure on this a-field ac
cording to 

Meas(CA ) = ( l d~i' (12) 
JA C So 

where d.I i is the "element of area" normal to the hypersur
face So. 

For consistency we require that the measure is indepen
dent of the parameter 7 used along the curves of the con
gruence. This implies that the current components/ must be 
parameter independent. Moreover, the measure must be in
dependent of the chosen hypersurface So, which implies the 
continuity equation 

(13) 

Finally, the current/ must be parallel to the tangent vector 
along the particle trajectory, viz., 

(14) 

with P > O. We note that since/is parameter independent, 
the quantity p must be dependent on the choice of the param
eter along the particle trajectory. Then, in order to have a 
well-determined value ofp, we will suppose that in Eq. (14) 
the parameter 7, as defined in Eq. (10), is used. 

Inserting Eq. (9) into Eqs. (13) and (14), we obtain 

J i [p(JiS - aA i)] = O. (15) 

We will refer to the scalar quantity pIx) as the absolute den
sity of the ensemble, representing the random motion of the 
particle. We stress that once the congruence of curves (9) is 
known, the quantity pIx) is all that is needed to determine the 
underlying measure (12). 

Up to this point the gauge vector tPi in the transplanta
tion law (1) is still undetermined and could be arbitrarily 
prescribed. However, as we previously noted, the vector tPi 
must be related in some way to the presence of matter in 
space-time. This motivates our postulate that the gauge vec
tor is related to the absolute density pIx) by 

tPi = - [l/(n - 2)]Ji(lnp). (16) 

We observe that tPi satisfies the integrability conditions (2) 
and vanishes in empty space (p = 0). 

When relation (16) is inserted into the Weyl formula (4), 
the curvature R may be expressed as a function of p and its 
first and second partial derivatives, viz., 

R =_I_(J
i
Ji P _ ilpJiP). 

2y p 2p2 
(17) 

Therefore, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (8) and the 
continuity equation (15) become a set oftwo coupled second
order differential equations for the unknown scalar func
tions pIx) and S (x). 
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Any solution! p,S I ofEqs. (8) and (15) consistent with 
our postulate (16), withp > 0, yields a possible motion of the 
ensemble, i.e., a possible "state" of the particle. In fact, for 
any given solution !p,s I, the path-space of the particle is 
found by solving Eq. (9) and the underlying measure is found 
from Eq. (12) with/ = AP ilS. Finally, the actual gauge vec
tor of space-time is obtained from Eq. (16). 

We notice that in view of property (b) ofthe congruence 
of particle trajectories, the particle motion obeys the Euler
Lagrange equation (11) with probability one. 

The connection between the present theory and tradi
tional relativistic quantum mechanics is easily found. In
deed, a direct calculation shows that the complex quantity t/J, 
defined as II 

(18) 

where (p,S J is a solution of the couple of Eqs. (8) and (15), 
obeys the Klein-Gordon equation, viz., 

(19) 

Conversely, ift/Jis a solution ofEq. (19), its square mo
dulus p = I t/J12 and phase S = arg t/J solve the set of Eqs. (8) 
and (15). Notice that this correspondence is not one-to-one, 
since we may add to S an arbitrary real-valued constant 
without affecting Eqs. (8) and (15). Then, two solutions t/J and 
t/J' = t/Je ia (a real) ofEq. (19), differing by a constant phase 
factor, correspond to the same random motion of the parti
cle, and, therefore, they are physically equivalent. This is a 
well-known result of traditional quantum mechanics. 

Relation (18) leads immediately to the required physical 
interpretation of the Klein-Gordon equation (19). The wave 
function constant-phase hypersurfaces form a family of hy
persurfaces, which are geodesically equidistant with respect 
to the Langrangian (5). The congruence (9), belonging to this 
family, yields the set of all possible particle trajectories in 
space-time. The wave function square modulus yields the 
absolute density of the ensemble, representing the random 
motion of the particle. Finally, it should be stressed that, in 
view ofEqs. (9) and (14) we have/ = Ap(ilS - aA i) and, 
therefore, p is a parameter-invariant quantity. This is to be 
expected, indeed, since the actual gauge vector (16) and the 
actual transplantation law (1) cannot depend on the arbitrary 
choice of the parameter along the particle trajectories. This 
shows how useful an appropriate choice of the parameter 
can be. 

III. FINAL REMARKS 
We have seen that the statistical behavior of the ensem

ble is determined by a congruence of curves in space-time, 
intersecting the family of hyper surfaces of constant wave 
function phase and by a measure defined on this congruence. 
However, we notice that the orientation of the curves form
ing the congruence is left undetermined by the theory, and, 
hence, it can be arbitrarily prescribed. In other words, if 
.:e = Vi(X) represents a member of the congruence, then 
.:e = - Vi(X) represents the same member. 12 Thus, the mea
sure (12) is proportional to the probability that a curve of the 
congruence K intersects the set A on So. irrespective of its 
orientation, and therefore we can always choose the orienta
tion of the current/ and the surface element d.Ii so that the 
measure (12) is positive definite. 
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The physical interpretation of the theory depends, how
ever, strongly on the actual orientation of particle trajector
ies. This is due to the fact that physical observations are 
related to spacelike three-cuts of the particle trajectory in 
space-time, where a conventional (t-increasing) notion of 
evolution is assumed. 13 According to Feynman's interpreta
tion, 14 we interpret the particles which cut the chosen space
like hypersurface (i.e., the "present") pointing into the "fu
ture" as "particles" and the particles pointing into the 
"past" as "antiparticles." From Eq. (9), we see that if {p,S I 
represents the random motion of the particle, say, with 
charge e, then {p, - S I represents the motion of an antipar
ticle with opposite charge - e. Notice that the path-space as 
well as the underlying measure of the particle in its state 
{p,S I ++ if is the same as the corresponding antiparticle in 
the conjugate state (p,S I ++ if*. In other words, since no 
natural notion of evolution can be given in a completely co
variant relativistic theory,8 we can say that the particle and 
the antiparticle in conjugate states undergo the same ran
dom motion in space-time. 15 

We note that the present approach leads in a natural 
way to Feynman's interpretation of antiparticles. In particu
lar, the quantity Q = SA jo dV extended to some volume A of 
the three-dimensional physical space at the given time coor
dinate to is proportional to the difference between the prob
ability of observing the particle inside the volume A at time to 

as a true "particle," and the probability of observing it as an 
"antiparticle." The probability difference occurs [and hence 
Q is not positive definite] since, in evaluating Q, it is assumed 
that the three-dimensional hyperplane element d~ d V 
has its normal oriented toward the "future." Thus, a conven
tional time-order on the particle trajectories has been intro
duced. Obviously, the total probability of finding the particle 
in either its "particle" or "antiparticle" state in the volume A 
at time to is the sum of the overmentioned probabilities. It is 
worth noting that the same statistical considerations apply 
both to charged and neutral particles. 

In principle, the measure (12) may refer to a congruence 
of curves in space-time which may be either spacelike or 
timelike. However, causality requires that only timelike tra
jectories must be retained. Then, Eqs. (8) and (9) imply that 
(1 + YA 2R) > 0, and the Lagrangian (5) is positive along the 
particle motion. Throughout this work we have supposed 
that this is the case in the considered space-time region G. 

We stress, however, that solutions of the Klein-Gordon 
equation (19) exist, which lead to a spacelike congruence of 
curves. In this case, although the geometric and probabilistic 
backgrounds of the theory may be well posed, the physical 
interpretation of the resulting spacelike stream of events is 
unclear. When the family of geodesically equidistant hyper
surfaces S (x) = const fails to cover the region G of space-time 
simply, the present theory must be appropriately modified. 
This may happen, for example, in the presence of very strong 
external fields. The problem is of some interest, since it 
would correspond to "virtual" pair creation-annihilation 
processes, which are responsible, for instance, for "vacuum 
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polarization." Although the present approach is not directly 
applicable to these pathological cases, it may be argued that 
after an appropriate definition of the particle path-space and 
of the underlying measure, a statistical interpretation of vir
tual processes in terms of a one-particle theory should be 
possible. 

The theory may be formulated in curvilinear coordi
nates as long as all partial derivatives J j are to be replaced by 
covariant derivatives. Also, the generalization to the case of 
an external gravitational field is straightforward, provided 
we perform the substitution R --+ R - ~ i.e., the curvature 
change from the Riemannian curvature R, due to the actual 
transplantation law (1) for vector lengths. As expected, the 
covariant Klein-Gordon equation is obtained, with the La
place operator replaced by the Laplace-Beltrami operator. 

A possible connection between "quantum" effects and 
transplantation law for vector lengths has been demonstrat
ed in this work. It is hoped that the proposed interpretation 
of the Klein-Gordon equation, where only classical probabi
listic and geometric concepts are needed, will bring new in
sight to relativistic quantum mechanics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is the third of a series trying to provide a 
mathematical rigorization for a model for resonances and 
virtual states in the context of the rigged Hilbert space (RHS) 
formulation of quantum mechanics. 1-3 It is divided into two 
sections. In the first one, we shall study the role of the Moller 
wave operators in this theory and in particular the precise 
meaning of the formulas {] ± IE) = IE ±) appeared in Refs. 
1-3 which has not been given until now. In the second sec
tion, we shall construct a new RHS of analytic functions and 
see how we can apply the previous formulation to it. 

We start our study by assuming the existence of a free 
dynamics characterized by the Hamiltonian Ho = ( - iV)2 
and a perturbed dynamics. For simplicity, we also assume 
that the perturbation is given by a potential V which is zero 
outside a bounded region of the space, so that the dynamics 
can be characterized by perturbed Hamiltonian 
H = Ho + V. Also, H does not have a singular spectrum. We 
can decompose the Hilbert space of states JY as 

JY=JYpEl'lJYae , (1) 

where JYp is the closure of the subspace spanned by all the 
eigenvalues of Hand JYae its orthogonal subspace. The spec
trum of the restriction of H to JYae precisely coincides with 
aae (H), the absolutely continuous spectrum of H. Hereafter, 
we shall call HI the restriction of H to JYae • 

Now, assume that the Moller wave operators exists and 
are complete.4 The completeness condition requires that 
{] + JY = {] - JY = JYae .

5 Under these circumstances, Ho is 
unitarily equivalent to HI which implies that aae (Htl 
=a(Ho)=R +. 

The spectral theorem6 says that there exists a unitary 
mapping U and a Hilbert space f1 of functions such that 
UJY = f1 and UHoU -I is the multiplication operator on f1. 
Here f1 isL 2(R +, dE). Since HI is unitarily equivalent toHo, 
there must exist another unitary operator V such that 
VJY = L 2(R + ,d E) and VHI V -I will be the multiplication 
operator on VJY. We recall that the multiplication operator 
Bon L 2(R +,dE)actsonevery!(E)E.@(B)as B !(E) = E 
!(E). Here .@(B ) = {!(E)EL 2(R +, dE) such that E 
!(E)EL 2(R +,d Ell. 

On theotherhand,HI ={] ±Ho({] ±)-I (Ref. 4). The 
equivalence betweenHo and HI can be given either by {] + or 
by {] -. Both are unitary mappings from JY onto JYae be-

a) Present address: Facultad de Ciencias, Prado de la Magdalena, sin. Valla
dolid, Spain. 

cause they are partial isometries4 and because of the com
pleteness condition. The operators UHoU -I and VHI V-I 
are equal on the space L 2(R +, dE). Therefore 

UHOU- I = V{] ±Ho({] ±)-IV- I. (2) 

Note also that U and V are not unique. In particular, 
eia U and ei/3V play the same role, a and (J being any pair of 
real numbers. Ifwe fix U as the operator which diagonalizes 
H o, i.e., UHoU -I is the multiplication operator on L 2(R +, 

dE), we can define V ± = U ({] ±) - I: JYae -L 2(R +, dE ). 
Obviously V ± diagonalizes HI' are unitary, and 
U=V±{]±. 

Throughout the next section, we shall extend the 
Moller wave operators to the dual spaces of the nuclear 
spaces of Hardy class functions defined in Refs. 2 and 3. In 
order to help the reader, we shall make our developments in 
full detail. 

II. ON THE EXTENSION OF THE M(I)LLER WAVE 
OPERATORS TO THE DUAL SPACES ON THE RHS OF 
HARDY CLASS FUNCTIONS 

Consider the spaces (/> ± defined as in Ref. 2. We recall 
that (/> ± are the restrictions to R + of all the functions in '/I ± 
Y(R )nIJ 2+ , where (1) Y(R ) is the Schwartz space, i.e., the 
space of all infinitely differentiable functions on R such that 
they and all their derivatives vanish at infinity faster than the 
inverse of any polynomial; and (2) H 2+ and H 2_ are, respec
tively, the functions of Hardy class on the upper and lower 
half of the complex plane C. 7 

The(/> ± EL 2(R + ,dE ) are endowed with a nuclear topol
ogy which is finer than that inherited from L 2(R + ,dE). 

Considerr± = U-I(/>T- CJYandr± = V±I(/>T
CJYae • Since U = V ± {] ±, it is obvious that {] ± r ± 
= r ±. Note that these are equalities between linear bijec

tions. 

Proposition 1: The r ± are invariant under the action of 
Ho and the r ± are invariant under HI' 

Proof First, note that 

r±=v±I(/>T- ={]±U-I(/>T- ={]±r±. (3) 

The in variance of r ± under Ho can be proved as follows: 

HoF ± =HOU-I(/>T- = U-I[UHoU-I]ct>T-' (4) 

UHoU -I is the multiplication operator on (/> ± . Then, taking 
into account that E(/> ± C (/> 2± ' 

(4)=U-IE(/>T-CU-I(/>T- =r±. (5) 

The second claim is also easily proven: 
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H1r±=H1fl±r± =fl±HJ±Cfl±r± =r±, 

(6) 

where the first identity is a consequence of (3) and the second 
one of (fl ±) -IHlfl ± = Ho. 

The next step consists of endowing r + and r ± with 
respective topologies with the following conditions: Ho must 
be continuous on r + , HI on r ±, and fl ± from r + onto 
r ± with respect to them. We recall that we already have 
topologies on <P ± defined as follows: on t[I + = Y(R )nJf 2+ 

we have topologies which are the restrictions to t[I + of the 
topology on Y(R )2. The Heaviside funtion e = ( e (E) = 0 if 
EER -: e (E) = 1 if EER + 1 provides a bijection from t[I + 

onto <P ± . Then the <P ± have the final topologies given by 
t[I ± and e, respectively.8 It is easily seen that these topolo
gies confer on <P + the character of complete nuclear metri
zable spaces. The proof uses the fact that if r is a locally 
convex nuclear space and if h is a linear mapping from r 
into another vector space Jr, then if we endow Jr with the 
final topology with respect to rand h, 1f'~ is a nuclear local
ly convex space.8,9 This is the result we need for the defini
tion of the topologies on r ± and r ± . 

Definition 1: The r ± have the final topologies with re
spect to <P + and U - I. The r ± have the final topologies 
with respect to <P + and V ;;; I. 

Note that U -I and V ;;; I are bijections so that r + and 
r ± are complete nuclear metrizable spaces. -

Proposition 2: The identity mappings from r + into JY' 
and r ± into JY'ac are continuous and nuclear. Also Ho is 
continuous on r ± and HI on r ±. 

Proof As a consequence of the definition of the topolo
gies on r ± and r ± and the closed graph theorem,lo U and 
V ± are continuous bijections. Denote by i the injection from 
<P _ into L 2{R +, dE) and j that one from r + into JY'. We 
already know that i is continuous and nuclear: I I 

j 

<P .. L2{R +,dE) 

U- I I U- I , (7) 

r+ • JY' 

j = U -liU, Since U, i, and U -I are continuous,j is also con
tinuous. Since U and U -I are continuous and i nuclear,j is 
also nuclear. The same arguments work for the other identi
ty mappings. 

Let E be the multiplication operator on L 2{R +, dE). 
The restrictions of E to <P ± are continuous when <P ± have 
their own topologies. We can write HI and Ho as follows: 

HI=V;;;IV±, 

(8) 

Ho= U-IEU. 

The continuity of U, V + , and their inverses give the 
desired result. Please, note that U and V ± are here looked as 
bijections between locally convex spaces and not as isome
tries between Hilbert spaces. 
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The above construction yields four new triplets: 

r ± cJY'C(r ± IX, r ± CJY'ac C(r ±)x, (9) 

where the elements in (F ± )" and (F ±)X are the continuous 
antilinear functionals on r ± and r ±, respectively. For that 
reason, we prefer calling these spaces the antiduals. For in
stance, (r + )" will be the antidual of r +, etc. Now we are in 
the position of defining the action of the operators fl ± on 
the antiduals. 

Definition 2: Let S ± E(F ± IX. The action of fl ± on S + IS 

given by -

(fl ±f± Ifl ±s ± ) = <i± Is ±), vf± if ±. (10) 

Proposition 3: The fl ± as defined above on (F + )X are 
bicontinuous linear bijections onto (r ± IX. The fl ± -are also 
bicontinuous bijections from r ± onto r ± . 

Proof Consider the relation r ± = fl ± r + . We endow 
r + and r - with the final topologies given by-r + and fl + 

andr _ andfl -, respectively. The theorem on transitivity of 
final topologies says that the new topologies on r ± are just 
the same as the old ones. Therefore, the fl ± are continuous. 
The continuity of (fl ±) -I follows from the closed graph 
theorem. \0 

By definition the transpose of fl ±, (fl ±)' is given by 

(fl ±f± Is±) = <i± I(fl ±)'s±)· 

On the other hand, 

(11 ) 

<i± Ifl ±s ±) = «(fl ±)-'I± Is ±) = <i± I Ufl ±)-I]/S ±). 
(12) 

Thus fl ± = [(fl ± )-1] Ion (F ± )X (il ± )-1 is bijective and 
bicontinuous from r ± onto r ± . In Ref. 12, we can find that 
its transposes have the same property, provided we have en
dowed (F + rand (r ± )X with the corresponding strong topo
logies. \3 -

Definition 3: The extension of U and V + to the anti-
duals can be defined analogously: -

(Uf± !Us±)= <i± Is±), Vf±if±, VS±E(r±)X, 

(13) 

(V±f±lV±s±)=<i±ls±), Vf±if±, Vs±E(r±). 

Note that Uf ± and V ±f ± belong to <P + and Us ± and V ± 

5 ± belong to (<P+ )". 
The corresponding extensions of U - I and V ;;; I are also 

well defined with the aid of formulas similar to (13). The 
continuity properties of these extensions can be summarized 
as follows. 

Proposition 4: We have that U is a bicontinuous linear 
mapping from (F ± )X onto (<P + IX, and V ± are bicontinuous 
linear mappings from (r ±)X onto (<P +- IX. On the antiduals, it 
is also true that U = V ± fl ±. The inverses have the same 
properties. 

Proof It is as in Proposition 3. 
Now, let 177 ± (E) be an antilinear functional on <P ± 

such thatf~ (E) = <i± (E')I77 ± (E), EER +, for allf± (E') 
E<P + . It is well known that (1) 177 + (E )E(<P + )"; and (2) 
E I~ ± (E) = E 177 ± (E)(EER +)~ -
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If EER -, we can also find a continuous antilinear func
tionalon <P ± . We know that any function in <P ± can 
uniquely be extended into a function in I[! ± . If/ ± (E ')E<P ± 
and we denote by the same symbol its unique extension into 

I[! ± ' we define 177 ± (E) (EER -) asf*± (E) = (f ± (E ') 
l77 ± (E). We can also prove that (1) 177 ± (E )E(<P ± )X; and (2) 
E 177 ± (E) = E 177 ± (E) (EER -i· 

Remark: The relationf*± (E) = (f ± (E ')177 ± (E) is 
thus everywhere defined on R, since all the functions in <P ± 
as well as their extensions into elements of I[! ± are contin
uous. 

Proposition 5: 177+ (E) = 177+(E)E<p x
+ n<PX_. 

Proof LetfEI[! + Ell I[! _. For any point EER, there exists 
an antilinear functionalls(E)E(1[! + Ell I[! -t, such that 
[((E ') Is (E ) = f*(E). Let 0 be the Heaviside function. A 
mapping 0 * from (I[! + Ell I[! _)X into (<P + + <P -t can be de
fined as 

(8fIO *5) = (f1S>, (14) 

for allfEI[! + Ell I[! _ and all sEt I[! + Ell I[! _to Thus 

(f(E')ls(E) = (8f(E')IO*s(E) =f*(E). (15) 

If/(E ')EI[! ± ' then 8f(E ')E<P ± and 0 *15 (E) = 177 + (E) so 
that 177 + (E ) = 177 - (E). Hereafter, we call this functional 
177(E). 

Remark: Actually, IE+) and IE_) are the restrictions 
to <P + and <P _, respectively, of a functional 177(E) E 
(<P + + <P _ )x. In the above proposition, we have identified 
177(E), 177+(E), and 177-(E). 

Pick now U -1177(E )E(r +)Xn(r _to How does it oper
ate? Letf± if ± and Uf± =fer. (E')E<Per.' then 
(f± /U-I 77(E) = (Uf± 177(E) = (<Per. (E')I77(E) 
= f*+ (E). Therefore, U -1177(E) assigns the value on E of 

its corresponding function in I[! er. to any function in r ± . 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall hereafter denote by IE) 
the functional U - 1177(E ) ) . 

Now, it becomes clear that the formula f} ± IE) 
= IE ± ) means the IE ±) belong to iF ± t, respectively. If 

f±if±, (f±IE±) = (f) ±f± If} ±E) = (f+ IE) 
= (fer. (E')I77(E) =f~ (E). When we apply IE ±) to any 

functionf ± if ±, we obtain the complex conjugate of the 
value on E of 0 -I V ±f ± EI[!. This exactly is the same value 
we obtain by applying IE) to (f) ± )-1 f± =f± . 

On the other hand, HolE) = E IE ) and HI IE ± ) 
= E IE ±). This easily comes fromE 177(E) = E 177(E). In 

fact, if ws... apply U to both members of these equations, we 
obtain UEU- I UI77(E) =EUI77(E) orHo UI77(E) =E 
U 177(E). 

Thus HolE) = E IE). Also, HIIE ±) =Hlf} ± IE) 
=f} ±HoIE) =f} ±EIE) =Ef} ±IE) =EIE±). 

Let w be a point in C+ (upper half plane) or C- (lower 
half plane). If/ ± (E ')E<P ± ' the functionall77(w) such that 
(f± (E')I77(w) =f*± (w), WECer. is continuous in <P ±. We 
can also define Iw) = UI77(w) and writeil ± Iw) = Iw±). 
Furthermore, Holw) = wlw) andHllw±) = wlw±). 

Finally, we see that sr + is dense in K, since S is uni
tary (we have assumed completeness of il ±). Therefore, if 
we assume that the incoming scattering states are in r +, we 
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make a negligible error if we consider all the outgoing states 
to be in r _. Reciprocally, if we take the outgoing states in 
r _, s -Ir _ is dense in K and we can approach any incom
ing state by an element of r +. Note that we do not require 
that sr + = r _ I.;':;>r + = r -. This would be too strong a 
condition, implying asymptotic completeness, with an obs
cure physical meaning and even unnecessary 
(S = (f) -) - If} +). 

Remark: All of above is also valid if we start with the 
spaces <P ± as defined in Ref. 3. Those are nonmetrizable by 
contrast with the <P ± as used up to here. 14 

III. APPLICATION TO THE DESCRIPTION OF 
RESONANCES 

The objective of the present section is double. First, we 
shall construct new triplets for the description of both reson
ances and virtual states and for which the above machinary 
remain valid. Then we use the results of Sec. I to gain more 
insight in the model for resonances described in Refs. 1-3. 

For these new triplets, wechooseL 2(R + dE) as Hilbert 
space again. All we need is the spaces <P ± . We want the 
functions in <P ± to be continuous, and they will be defined 
quite similarly as those of Refs. 2 and 3. There <P ± will be 
useful for the description of resonances and virtual states as 
well as those spaces of Ref. 3. However, they have a struc
tural advantage with respect to the latter: They are metriza
ble and, therefore, mathematically simpler. The idea is the 
following: For the description of virtual states all we need is 
being able to extend the functions in <P + or <P _, as defined in 
Ref. 2 or in the first section of the present paper, into analytic 
functions on a strip contained in C- or C+, respectively. In 
Ref. 3, <P ± C {restrictions to R + of functions in H 2± I 
n{boundary values on R + of entire analytic functions J so 
that these strips are in fact the whole half plane, which is 
obviously unnecessary. 

Our new <P _ will be constructed as follows: Let S (a)(R ) 
be the set of all infinitely differentiable functions fix) such 
that ealxlxn(dfflldxffl}f(x) is bounded for all n, mEN. 

Here, a is any positive real number. This is a complete 
nuclear locally convex space and also Frechet. 15 Consider 
S (a)(R -), the closed subspace of all S (a)(R ) functions sup
ported on R -. If I[! _ is the space of the Fourier transforms of 
the members of S la)(R -), then I[! _ has the required proper
ties: Any functionf(E )EI[! _ belongs toH2_ after the Paley-
W· h 27 tener t eorem. . Furthermore,f(E) can be analytically 
continued into the strip 1m U) < a. This result comes after the 
following. 

Theorem16
: LetfEL 2(R ). Then eb IX!f(x)EL 2(R ) for all 

b < a if and only if the Fourier tranform Y(f) =] has an 
analytic continuation into 11m zl < a and 

L"'", [((x) + lyl2 dx (16) 

is uniformly bounded for all - a <y < a. 
As always, let <P _ be the space of the restrictions to R + 

of all the functions in I[! _. Then <P _ has the following prop
erties. 

(1) Any tp (E )E<P _ can be analytically continued into the 
region 1m U) < a. Also the extension of tp (E) into R belongs to 
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H~ nY(R) because of the Paley-Wiener theorem2
•
7 and the 

fact s(al(R -)CY(R -). We recall that the Fourier trans
form of a Schwartz function is also a Schwartz function. 

(2) If lP (E )Eif> _, then E nip (E )Eif> _ for all nEN. This is a 
consequence of S (al(R -) C Y (R -) and the properties of the 
Fourier transform. 

(3) The space if> _ can be endowed with a complete nu
clear metrizable topology. To see it, note on the bijection 
existing betwen if> _ and S (al(R -). The Fourier transform Y 
is a bijection between s(al(R -) and IJI. Then, the Heaviside 
function 0 is a bijection between IJI _ and if> _, since a func
tion in IJI _ is fully determined by its values on R + (Ref. 17). 
Thus, if> _ = Ooy[s(al(R -)] and we transport the topology 
on S (al(R ) to if> _ by means of Ooy. After the properties of 
the topology on S (al(R ), those we have claimed for if> _ fol
low. 

(4) The space if> _ is dense in L 2(R +). Furthermore, the 
canonical injection if> _ -+L 2(R ) is continuous. Obviously, 
any function in Y(R -) with compact support is in S (al(R -). 
Thus, S (al(R -) is dense in L 2(R -). Then, the procedure to 
show the denseness of if> _ in L 2(R +) is indentical to the one 
followed for a similar problem in Ref. 2. 

Proving the continuity of the canonical injection is not 
difficult. First of all, note that an equivalent family of semin
orms on s(al(R -) can be given by 

P~.m(f) = [Jx
n 
:x: f(xfe-

ax 
dx, fES(al(R). (17) 

The proof of this assertion is a mere adaptation of the 
proof valid for the similar result on (R )(Ref. 18). On the other 
hand, a set of seminorms for if> _ can be given by 

qn.m(f(E)) = Pn.m [y-IoO -1(f(E))]. (18) 

The only seminorm on L 2(R +) is its norm. Thus 

Ilf(E JlI2 = [00 If(E W dE<f: 00 10 -If(E W dE 

= f: 00 ly-IoO -If(xW dx 

= [00IY- 100-1(xWdX, (19) 

which yields the continuity of the canonical injection. 19 

After all of the above, we conclude that 
if> _ CL 2(R +) C if> x_ is a RHS. If if> + is the space of all ca
nonical conjugates of the elements in if> _, we have a new 
RHS: if>+ CL 2(R +)Cif>x+ . Any functionf(E)Eif>+ can be 
analytically continued into the region 1m liJ > a and its ex
tension into R belongs to H 2+ nY (R ). With this exception, 
the functions in if> + satisfy the same properties as those of 
if>_. 

The results of Sec. I can be applied to these new spaces. 
Resonances and virtual states can be described either by us
ing these RHS' s or IJI ± C H 2± C IJI x± ' where the IJI ± are the 
spaces of the extensions into all of R offunctions in if> ± . 
Using these last RHS's instead ofthe others has some advan
tages we have already mentioned in Refs. 2 and 3. They can 
be summarized as follows 

(1) The IJI + and IJI _ have a trivial intersection. When 
using this description, the sets of incoming and outgoing 
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states are disjoint. (The zero vector does not correspond to a 
physical state). 

(2) When we operate, we need to make use of the values 
of ip(E ) on R - as well as those of R +. These values are pro
vided by the functions in IJI + . 

(3) Virtual states and resonances are generalized vectors 
of different nature provided we use the representation IJI + 

CH 2± C IJIx± . Resonances are normalizable generalized ~i
genvectors of the multiplication operator. In the meantime, 
virtual states are normalizable generalized eigenvectors of it. 
This difference disappears when using the triplets if> + 

CL 2(R +)Cif>x± . -

However, it is important to remark that only the triplets 
r ± c:lI" C r ± and r ± C :lI"ae C (r ±)X have a straight in
terpretation in scattering theory and that the other two are 
representations of them. In the following, we are going to 
reformulate the results of Refs. 2 and 3 in terms of these 
more physical triplets. Our point of departure will be the 
spaces if> 'f' has constructed in this section. The spaces r + 

and r ± will change correspondingly. -
Now assume a resonance is located at ZR 

= ER - ir 12(ER.o;r> 0). Iff+(E)Eif>+,J_ = U-If+(E), 
n-f_ =f-, we have 

f*+ (ZR) = (f+(E)I77(ZR) = (f-IZR) 

= (n -f-In - ZR) = (f-IZ R)' (20) 

and also 

f*- (Z ~ ) = (f + I Z ~ + ). 

On the other hand, 

(Ef+(E)I77(ZR) 

= (Ef+(E)I77(ZR) = ZR((+(E)I77(ZR) 

= ZRf*+ (ZR)' 

as proven in Ref. 1 and 2. Therefore 

ZJ*+ (ZR) = (HrI_IZR) = (HJ-IZ R) 

=ZR(f-IZR)' 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

This implies the validity of the formula HI IZ R) = ZR I 
Z R ) in (F -r, Analogous considerations yield HIIZ ~ +) 
=Z~IZ~+) in(F+r, 

Proposition 4: 

For t>O, e- itH'r - cr-; 

(24) 

fort<O, e-itH'r+cr+; 

fort>O, e-itH'r+q:r+. 

Proof In Ref. 2, we have proven that 

for t> 0, e - itEif> + C if> +; for t < 0, e - itEif> + q: if> +; 

(25) 

for t < 0, e - itEif> _ C if> _; for t> 0, e - itEif> _ q: if> _; 

the if> ± being the spaces used in Sec. l. We can extend these 
results to the spaces if> ± of Sec. II as well as those of Ref. 3. 
Then, after (25), (24) is straightforward. For instance, let 
f-EF- andt>O. We want to showe-itH'f-EF-. 
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Consider 

U(11 -)-le-itHf-

= U [(11 -)-le- itH'11 -] [(11 -)-1-] 

= Ue-itH'f- = [Ue-itHoU-l] [Uj_] 

= e-itEj+(E). (26) 

The last term in (26) is readily seen to be in rp +, because 
J;.(E )Erp + and (25). This, along with F - = 11 - U -lrp +, 
proves our claim. With similar procedures, we obtain all re
lations (23). 

Let us now study the behavior of the evolution operator 
U (t ) = e - itH, on the resonances. After Proposition 4, we can 
extend U (t ) into (F +)X if t > 0 and also into (F -)X if t < 0, in 
the following form: Consider U *(t) = eitH" the Hilbert space 
adjoint of U(t). Ifj+EF + andg-EF-, 

(U*(t)f+ltp +) = (f+IUX(t)tp +), t>O, 

(U*(t)g-Is--) = (g-IUX(t)S--), t<O, (27) 

where tp+E(F +)X, S- -E(F -r, and UX(t) is the extension of 
U (t) to the dual spaces. Definitions (27) are allowed by Pro
position 4. In order to simplify the notation, we also call 
e - itH, to U x(t ). If again, Z R is a point at which a resonance 
can be found, then 

(f-le-itH,Z;; ) 

= (e-itHf-IZ;;) = (eitEj+(E)I77(ZR) 

= e - itZRf*+- (E) = e - itZR(f-IZ;;), f> 0, (28) 

which yields 

e-itH'IZ;;) =e-itERe-TtI2IZ;;), t>O. (29) 

After similar procedures, we can analogously obtain 

(29') 

and (29) and (29') follow from the part holding the symbol C 
in Proposition 4. The other one says that (29) is not valid for 
t < 0 and (29') is not valid for t> O. Equation (29) describes 
the decaying part of a resonance and (29') its growing 
part. 1.20 

Finally, if we have a virtual state placed at EER -, 
IE -)E(F -)Xand IE +)E{F +rareequallygoodstatevectors 
to describe them. The justification of it can be found in Ref. 3 
and all the preceding. 
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A method is developed of evaluating a function of the sum of two noncommuting Hermitian 
operators. A physical example is given and a summation formula is obtained. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Db 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we discuss a somewhat novel method of 

treating perturbatively a function of two noncom muting op
erators. Since this problem often appears in quantum me
chanics, we in tend to give a general exposition of this method 
which is based on the use of complex analysis. 

Let us consider a Hermitian operator A with an ortho
normal set of eigenvectors laj ) and (real) eigenvalues aj , 

Ala) =ajla), (1) 

L 2 = (21Ti)-1 ( z2G (z)dz, 
)1'00 

and so on, thus obtaining 

L m = (21Ti)-1 f zmG (z)dz, 
roo 

and, from Eq. (2), 

J(L) = (21Ti)-1 f J(z)G(z)dz. 
1'00 

(5) 

and a function J(z), without singularities, expressible as a 
Taylor series 

This formula gives a definition forJ(L ), if the expression (2) 
does not hold. 3

•
4 

0··· 00 

J(z) = I c.z·, c. = J1.I(0)/n! . (2) 
II. THE CALCULATION OF THE MATRIX ELEMENT 

Considering the operator (A + B), we have whereJlnl(O) denotes the nth derivative ofJ(z) calculated at 
the point z = O. If B is another Hermitian operator, non
commuting withA, we are interested in the evaluation of the 
operator J(A + B) on the basis of the lak) vectors. 

J(A + B) = (21Ti)-1 ioo J(z)G (z)dz (6) 

We start from the formula 1.2 

L = (21Ti)-1 ( zG (z)dz, for L #0 (3) 
)1'«0 

where G (z) = [z - (A + B )] -I, and roo encloses all the 
eigenvalues of (A + B) as well as the eigenvalues of A. Ifwe 
pose 

expressing a general Hermitian operator L as a contour inte
gral; G (z) is the resolvent operator 

Go(z) = (z-A )-1, 

the following expansion holds: 

G(z) = (z - L )-1, (4) 
0'''00 

G (z) = I Go(BGo)'. (7) 
and roo is a closed contour enclosing all the nonzero eigen
values of L. Since from Eq. (4) one has 

LG=zG-l, 
it follows 

The convergence of this expansion is discussed in Ref. 2. In 
this way we have, using the completeness relation for the 
vectors laj ), 

2486 

(alIJ(A + B) - J(A )Iaz) = (21Ti)-1 L,/(Z) I%, (a l IGo(BGoria 2 )dz 

= (21Ti)-1 I%, iooJ(Z) L.(;"i' (aIIGoBlai)(ai,IGoBlai) 

X (ai, I GoB .. ·GoB lai ) (a i,IGola2)} dz 

=(21Ti)-II~ L,,I(Z) Li"~'_1 (z-ad-l(aIIBlai)(z-ai,)-1 

X (ai, IB ... B lai,_ )(z - ai,_1 )-I(ai'_1 IB laz)(z - a2)-I} dz 

= If' I (aiIB lai) (ai, IB .. ·B lai,_ )(ai'_IIB la2 )(21Ti)-1 f iii.rl (z)dz. 
r I i.rj 1'00 
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Here the index [i,r} denotes the set (il,iZ, ... ,ir _ I ); if N is the 
number of eigenvectors I aj ), the second sum is extended to 
the N r - I dispositions with repetitions of the indices ik taken 
(r - 1) at a time (ik = I,2, ... ,N), and 

fii,r) (z) = J{z) [(z - al)(z - ai, )··.(z - ai'_1 Hz - az)] -I. 
(9) 

Since one hasS 

(21Ti)-1 r fii,r)(z)dz 
)Yoo 

= I [residues offi i.r) (z) inside roo], 

if we denote as R I i.r) (a i.) the residue atz = aik of the function 

fii.r) (z), Eq. (8) is rewritten as 

1·'·00 

= I r (adB lai) (ai, [B- .. B laz) 
r (V) 

X [Rli,r) (ad + 1"~IRli,rl(aiJ+Rli,rl(a2)]' (10) 

In calculating the residues, the expression (9) is to be exam
ined in detail. The indices i k run through the whole set of the 
eigenvectors laj ), and la l ), laz), are fixed; it is therefore ap
parent that in general the (r + 1) factors in the denominator 
offi i.rl (z) are not all different from each other. If the identical 
factors are grouped together, (z - al) will appear AI times, 
(z - aiJAik times, (z - az)A,2 times, each A depending on the 
choice of the set [i,r), so that they are indicated as A [i,r}. 
The allowed values for A I [ i,r} , Az [ i,r} , A ik [ i,r} go from 0 to 
(r + 1), subject to the condition 

I .. ·.r-I 
Alfi,r} + ,1.2 [i,rj + r A,Ji,r} =r+ 1. (11) 

k 

The functionfii.rl (z) is therefore rewritten as 

fii.rl (z) 

=f(z) [(Z - al)A,{i.rl(Z - ai,(·{i.r l 

A; li.r) , (. I] I • .. (Z - a i ,_ I) ,- 1 (Z - a2t' ,.r -. (12) 

In this way, a direct calculationS gives (the index {i,r I on the 
A will be omitted for brevity) 

R 1i•r ) (a i.) 

= [(Ai
k 

- I)!] -I O"'~-I Cik: I)J(v)(aiJ 

(13) 

with 

() [ ( )A ( )"; ( )";k - 1 gik Z = z-a l 'z-ai, · .. ·z-aik _
1 

k k x(z-a. ) 'k+I ... (z-a. ) ',-I 
'k+ I ',-I 

X (z - a2 )"'] - I, 

where also the values 1,2, are allowed for i k , and Ai
k 
> O. The 

use of these formulas will be displayed in a practical exam
ple. 
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III. A PHYSICAL APPLICATION: THE DENSITY MATRIX 

A useful application of the formula (10) is found in the 
calculation of the density matrix of two coupled systems6

; if 
JY'o is the Hamiltonian of two uncoupled systems and JY'I is 
the coupling term, we have (posing Ho = JY' oIkT, 
HI = JY'1/kT, where k is the Boltzmann constant and Tis 
the absolute temperature with aj and laj ) now the eigenval
ues and the eigenvectors of Ho): 

(allexp[ - (Ho + Hd] laz) 

= exp( - al )o12 + (a I IHl la2) [exp( - al) 

- exp( - a2)](a l - a2)-I, (14) 

to the first order in HI' If lal) and la2 ) are degenerate, we 
have AI = 2, ,1.2 = 0, so that, using Eq. (13) [the expression 
(14) is now undetermined] we have the result 

(allexp[ - (Ho + HI)] la2 ) 

(15) 

which, in this simple case, can be obtained carrying out in 
Eq. (14) the proper limit. Using these formulas it is possible 
to investigate the conditions under which the coupling term 
HI can be ignored in the evaluation of the density matrix. 

As an example, we also calculate the term with r = 2. 
The set f i,r} reduces to the index i; considering all the eigen
vectors as nondegenerate, it is necessary to separate the cases 
when AI =Ai =,1.2 = 1 (i.e., al #a i #a2), when Al = 2,Ai 
= 0, ,1.2 = 1 (i.e., ai = ad, andA I = I,A i = 0, ,1.2 = 2 (i.e., ai 
= a2 ). From the formula (10) we have for the term with 
r=2, 

r (aIIHlla i ) (ai IHl la2) 
il'I.2 

X [R;(ad + Ri(ai ) + Ri (a2 )] 

+ (aIIHlla l ) (a I IHl la2 ) [Rdad + R t(a2 )] 

+ (a I IHl la 2 ) (a2 IHl la2)[R 2(ad +R2(a2 )]. (16) 

All the residues can be calculated from Eq. (13) with the 
proper values of the A: 

Ri(at) = exp( - ad[(a l - a2 )(a l - a;)] -I, 

Ri(a;) = exp( - a;) [(ai - al)(ai - a2)]-1, 

Ri (a2) = exp( - a2)[(a2 - ad(a2 - ail] -I, 

RI(atJ = - exp( - ad[(a l - a2 )-1 + (a l - a2)-2], 

R I(a2) = exp( - a2)(a2 - ad- 2
, 

R 2(at! = exp( - al)(a l - a2)-2 

R2(aZ) = - exp( - a2)[(a2 - al)-I + (a2 - a l)-2]. 

The case with the only degeneracy a I = az can be treated 
analogously, posingA2 = 0 (or AI = 0); Eq. (16) becomes 

r (adHtfai ) (a j IHtlaz) [Rj(ad + Ri(ai )] 
il'I,2 

+ (aIIHllat)(aIIHda2)Rtlal) 

+ (a I IHl la2 ) (a2IH lla2)R 2(a l )· (17) 

The first two residues in this expression are calculated from 
Eq. (13) with AI = 2, Ai = 1, the third and the fourth with 
Al = 3; we have 
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Ri(ad= -exp( -al)[(al-a;)-I +(al -ai)-2], 

Ri(ai ) = exp( - aJ(ai - atl- z, 

Rtla l) = Rz(ad =! exp( - al)' 

When other degeneracies are present, other degrees of fac
torizations appear. As a limiting case, if all the eigenvalues of 
Ho are degenerate (Hola) = allaj »), Eqs. (11) and (13) be
come 

and 

R1i.'1 (a l) = (21Ti)-1 ( exp( - z)(z - atl- I'+ Iidz 
Jroo 

= [( - 1)'lrl]exp( - ad. 

We have in this way 

(allexp[ - (Ho + Htllla z) 
1"'00 

= exp( - a l )ol2 + I I (al!Hlla i ) 

, I VI 

0"'00 

= I [( - 1)'lr!] (aIIH~ laz)exp( - al) , 
= (allexp( -Htlexp( -Ho)laZ> 

= (allexp( - Ho)exp( - HI)laz), 

showing the obvious fact that, if the Ho matrix is a multiple 
of the unit matrix, it commutes with HI' 

IV. A SUMMATION FORMULA 

We derive now an interesting summation formula by 
comparing the expression (10) and the expression obtained 
by the conventional perturbation method. First, the residue 
(13) ofthefunction (9) atz = ai • can be written, since one has 

IY(ai.} = Yf cnvI(:)a7.- v
, 

n 

in the following way: 

R1i.,J!ai.} = 0"'1- 1 

Yf Cn (:) [(Ai
k 

- v - l)l]-I 
v n 

n-v (A;.-V-II( ) 
Xai• gi

k 
a i •. 

Rearranging the summations, 
0"'00 

Rfi,'1 (a i.) = I cnR \~~'I (a i.), (18) 

with 
O"'A'k - I 

R \~~,daiJ = I [(Ai
k 

- V - 1)!]-1 
Y 

Xg~~;k - Y- II(aiJ (:) a~ - v1J(n - v), 

where 1J(n - v) is the step function: 1J(m) = 1 if m;'O, 
1J(m) = 0 if m < O. Moreover, one has 

0··· 00 

I(A+B)= Icn(A+Bt, 

and 
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O"'n 

(A +Bt = I !A n-',B'j, 
, 

where! A n - ',B 'J denotes the sum of (;) addends, all differ
ent from each other since A andB do not commute, contain
ing (n - r) times the factor A and r times the factor B. An
other way of writing our matrix element is therefore 

(alli(A + B) - I(A )la2 ) 

0··· 00 O···n 

= I Cn I (a l l!A n -',B'Jla2 )· ( 19) 

After inspection we obtain [the term with r = 0 gives merely 
I(A )] 

(alli(A + B) - I(A )Iaz) 
0"'00 1"'00 

= I Cn I I (aiIB la;) 
n 'I i,'1 

X " an'an" an
,,- lan, L.. 1 i] ••• ir I 2' (20) 

(nl + ni, + ... + n i , 1 + n~) = n - r 

where the last sum is extended to the (;) sets of (r + 1) posi
tive integers n I ,n i, , ... ,n;, .. I ,nz, such that their sum is (n - r); 

the sum over r is extended to infinity since the terms with 
r> n obviously vanish. Comparing the expressions (10) and 
(20) we have, using Eq. (18), 

I .. · 00 

I I (aiIB la;, ) (ai, IB···B laz) 
, I i,,1 

x Of Cn [ I a~,<" ... a~2 
n (n] + n" + ... + n.J = n - r 

I···r-l 

- R \~~'I (a l ) - I R \~~'I (a;) 
/1 

(21) 

Since the operator B and the form of the function I(z) are 
arbitrary, the term in square brackets identically vanishes. 
We have in this way for a given choice (3,4, ... ,r + 1) ofthe set 
! i,rj (that becomes an index r) 

1 .. ·,+ I 

I a71a~2 ... a~~+ 11 = I R ~nl(a/1)' 
(n1 + n 2 + ... + n, -t- d = n - r 

(22) 

If all the a/1 are different from each other, this equation be
comes 

I a7Ia;2 ... a~~+ 11 
(n] +"2 + ... + nr+ tl = n - r 

=a7[(al-aZ)(al-a3)· .. (al-a,+tl]-1 

+ a~ [(az - a l )(a2 - a3) .. ·(aZ - a,+ I)] -I + ... 
+a;+1 [(a'+1 -atl(anl -az) .. ·(a,+1 -a,)]-I. 

For example, posing (r + 1) = n, 

al+aZ+ .. ·+an 

= a7 [(a l - az)···(a l - an)]-I 

+ a~ [(az - atl .. ·(az - an)]-I 

+ ... +a~[(an -atl .. ·(an -an_I)]-I, 
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and, posing r = n, 

1 =a7[(al-a2)(al-a3)· .. (al-an)(al-an+I)]-1 

+ .. ·+a~+1 [(an+ 1 -al)(an+ 1 -a2) 

... (an+ 1 -an_d(an+ 1 -an)]-I. 

If we choose r> n, the first member of Eq. (22) vanishes, so 
that 

I···r+ I 

I R ~n)(al') = o. 
I' 

Ifsomeal' are coincident, the general equations (22) and (18) 
are to be used. In the limiting case where all the a!, coincide, 
the first member of Eq. (22) gives (~) times a7 - r, exactly the 
same value of R ~n)(al) given by Eq. (18) [only the term with 
v = AI - 1 = r is nonvanishing in Eqs. (13) and (18)]. 
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We would like to point out that the aim of this paper is 
to give a contribution to the use of the complex analysis 
methods in quantum mechanics. These methods are general
ly more rapid than the usual algebraic methods, and are ex
tensively used in many branches of theoretical physics [see, 
for examples, Refs. 3 and 7]. Moreover, they sometimes give 
interesting unexpected results, as shown in this last section. 
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We consider the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation ( - d 2/dx2 + V(x) - A )u(x) = Oforx>O, 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, where A >0 and V (x) is real valued, bounded, and vanishes for 
X-oo. Conditions on V for the absence of non-negative eigenvalues are derived. We show for 

instance: Let A> 0, u =1= 0. If for some c > 0, ° <J1 < m<, 1, I V + cx - ml <,J1f): X-I for x large, 
then u EE L 2(0,00). We also construct explicit examples with U E L 2, A>O and 
- c(1 + x) - a <, V(X)<, - c+(1 + x) - a, C > c+ > 0, with a E (0,1] for A> 0, respectively, 

a E (0,2] for A = 0. 

PACS numbers: 03.6S.Ge 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We consider the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation 

-d 2u --,- + (V - A)U = ° (1.1) 
dx-

in (0,00), where A>O and V is a real-valued function which 
vanishes for x_ 00. In the following d / dx will be denoted 
by '. For (1.1) and its generalizations to the n-dimensional 
case various conditions on V are known which imply that 
(1.1) has no nontrivial L 2 -solution. See Refs. 1-6 for results 
for the n-dimensional case and see, e.g., Refs. 7-11 for the 
one-dimensional case and for other references. In fact it has 
been shown that Refs. 1 and 6, roughly speaking, if 
V = VI + V2 satisfies 

(1.2) 
x---~= 

and if ( -.:1 + V - A )u = ° with A > ° and U =1= 0, then 
U EE L 2(R N

). Very sharp results of this kind have been ob
tained in the one-dimensional case, see, e.g., Refs. 8-10. For 
the case A = 0, less seems to be known, see however Refs. 1 
and 8. 

In Sec. II, sufficient conditions on Vare given implying 
nonexistence of positive and zero eigenvalues A for (1.1). The 
proofs are very simple. We note that our results for positive 
eigenvalues are closely related to Weidmann's results. 7 

Several examples of (1.1) with embedded eigenvalues 
A> ° are found in the literature. See for instance Refs. 7, 11, 
12, 13, and 9 for other references. The canonical example for 
a positive eigenvalue is that of von Neumann and Wigner6

,12 

where V(x) = - 8x- 1 sin 2x + O(x- 2)forxlarge. Vclearly 
oscillates and decays slowly. However, oscillation of V' rath
er than of V can produce positive eigenvalues. This is already 
evident from Weidmann's results and his example for a posi
tive eigenvalue. 

In Sec. III, we shall give examples of this type (see also 
Eastham and Kalfll) for positive and zero eigenvalues. 

Further, we discuss the relation of the asymptotics of Vand 
the asymptotics of the eigenfunction U in these examples. 

II. NONEXISTENCE OF NON-NEGATIVE EIGENVALUES 

In this section we consider differential equations of the 
form 

- u" + (V - A )u = ° for a <,x < 00 (2.1) 

with A>O, u E L 2(a, (0) with boundary condition u(a) = 0. 
V(x) is assumed to be a 

real-valued, measurable bounded function on [a, (0) 

with lim iV(x) I = 0. (2.2) 
x '00 

As is well known 14,15 the operator - d 2/ dx2 + V with Dir
ichlet boundary conditions admits a unique self-adjoint real
ization inL 2(a, (0) which we denote by H, where the domain 
D (H) is given by 

D (H) = [u E L 2(a, 00 ):u(a) = O,uandu'absolutelycon

tinuous on (a, (0), U' E L 2(a, (0), - u" + Vu E L 2(a, (0) l . 
Let U ess (H) denote the essential spectrum of H (for a 

definition of U ess see, e.g., Ref. 16) then U ess (H) = [0, (0).7,14 

Furthermore, if u is an L 2-solution of (H - A )u = 0, then 
u ED (H) and u(x)---+O for x tending to infinity. 14 

Theorem 2.1: Let V satisfy (2.2). Suppose that 
V = VI + V2 and VI is absolutely continuous for x>xo, for 
some xo>a. Let fbe an absolutely continuous function, 
bounded, positive, and monotonically increasing for x>xo' 
Suppose 

I' (1')2 V~<'f V; - 7 (VI-Ao)and VI<Ao , (2.3) 

a.e., for x>xo for some Ao>O. If Ao > 0, then (2.1) has no 
nontrivial L 2-s01ution for A>Ao. If Ao = ° and if either 

V(x)<,-x- 2 or hm V(y)dy = - 00 , 3 . LX 
4 X __ oo Xo 

(2.4) 

a) Supported by "Fonds zur Fiirderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung in 
Osterreich" Projectnr.P4925. then (2.1) has no nontrivial L 2-s01ution for A >0. 
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Remark 2.1: The assumption that V is bounded and 
tends to zero for x-+ 00 can be somewhat weakened, how
ever, the proof of Theorem 2.1 gets more involved. 

By a special choice of the function fin (2.3) we obtain 
the following: 

Corollary 2.1: Assume in Theorem 2.1 instead of (2.3) 
that VI <0, V; >0, and V2 E L I(XO' 00). Then (2.1) has no 
nontrivial L 2-s01ution for A > O. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1 : We consider first the case ..1,0 > O. 
Let Hu = AU, for some ..1,>..1,0' Without loss u can be chosen 
real. We assume that u E L 2 and derive a contradiction. Since 
V - ..1,0 < 0, Sturm's theorem asserts that u oscillates near 
infinity (see, e.g., Wong I7). Hence we can choosexo<x l <X2 

with u'(x I) = u'(xz) = 0 with X 2 arbitrarily large. Obviously 
we have for x>xo 

(2.5) 

Multiplying (2.5) by f(V1 - A )-1 and integrating from XI to 
x21eads to 

By the geometric arithmetic inequality 

(2.7) 

and we get 

> _ +_ 2 u'2dx i x, {( f )' f2 ( V )Z} 
xI (VI - A ) f' (VI - A ) . 

(2.8) 

Choosing X 2 sufficiently large the left-hand side of (2.8) be
comes negative, since fu 2-o for x-+oo. (Note that 
u2 + U'2 > 0.) But the right-hand side of (2.8) is positive due 
to the condition (2.3) which leads to a contradiction. 

For the case ..1,0 = 0 the proof runs the same way as for 
..1,0> O. We just have to show that u oscillates near infinity. 
But this is a consequence of condition (2.4) which can be 
seen, e.g., from Knowles,S respectively, from Wong. 17 

Proof of Corollary 2.1: If V2 =1= 0 choose 
f = S;o I V2(x') Idx' . Though f' might vanish it is an admissi
ble choice for f as is easily seen by following the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. Since VI<O, V; >0, and S~ I V2(x)ldx-o for 
Xo-+OO condition (2.3) holds for Xo sufficiently large and the 
corollary is implied. For V2 = 0 set f = 1 - X-I for in
stance. 

Remark 2.2: (a) The corollary is covered by a result of 
Weidmann.7 Particularly for the case V = V2 the result is 
known from Wallach. IS 
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(b) Theorem 2.1 has obvious extensions to the n-dimen
sionalcaseifV(x) = V(lxl),x ERn. We suspectthatthere are 
also generalizations to the nonspherical case. 

(c) Condition (2.4) can be replaced by other assump
tions, and there is extensive literature on oscillation proper
ties of eigenfunctions of Sturm Liouville problems, see, e.g., 
Ref. 17. 

(d) As can be seen from inequality (2.8) we can replace in 
Theorem 2.1 the condition "fbounded" by the following 
condition: Assumeu E L 2, u'(xn ) = Oforalln, wherexn-+oo 
for n-+oo, then (fuZ)(xn )-+0 for n-+oo. 

With the aid of Remark 2.2(d) we obtain 
Corollary 2.3: Let V = - cx - m + W for some c> 0, 

0< m< 1, with I WI </1JTo X-I for some 0 </1 < m, ..1,0> O. 
Then (2.1) has no nontrivial L 2 -solution for ..1,>..1,0' 

Proof Choose VI = - cx - m , V2 = Wand f(x) = xl' , 
/1 < m. Then it is easily verified that condition (2.3) is ful
filled. In order to apply Theorem 2.1 [see Remark 2.2(d)] we 
must show that, if u E L 2 and u'(Xn ) = 0 for all n, where 
X n -+ 00 for n-+ 00 , then x n I' u2(x n )-+0 for n-+ 00 • But this can 
be seen from the following: Let u'(x;) = 0, i = 1,2. Multiply
ing (2.1) by xm u'(x) we obtain by partial integration 

leading to 

- x;' U2
(X2)<- x'; u2(x I) + b xm - I u2 dx A A (iOO 

2 2 XI 

+ i~ xm - I U,2 dX) < 00 

for some 0 <b < 00, whereweusedm< 1 andu, u' E L 2. Since 
this holds for arbitrarily large X 2 with u'(xz) = 0, 
Xn m u2(x n )<C < 00 for all n follows. 

Remark 2.3: For m = 1 this result is implicit in Corol
lary 3.4 of Knowles. S 

III. EXAMPLES 

We start with a specific construction on which our ex
amples are based. 

Lemma 3.1: Let ao = bo = 1 and an' b n > 0, n > I. Let 

In-I(1 1) No=O, N n =- I -+- , n>l, 
2 k = 0 ak bk 

(3.1) 

Mo = 1/200 , Mn = 1/2an + Nn, n> 1. 

Let Co = 1 and 

Cn =cn_Ibn_Ilan forn>l. (3.2) 

Then 
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- utI + W(x)u = ° for x;;;.o , 

where 
00 

u(x) = 2: ( - l)ncn {sin (an 1T(X - Nn)) X W 
n=O 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

with xW , respectively, X~ denoting the characteristic func
tions of the interval [Nn' M n), respectively, [Mn' Nn + I ) and 

00 

W (x) = - ffl 2: (a~ xW + b ~ X~) . (3.5) 
n=O 

Proof A direct calculation. 
Remark 3.1: If one chooses W(x) = W( - x) and 

u(x) = - u( - x) for x <0, (3.3) holds for the whole real axis. 
In the following c ± ' d ± will denote suitable positive 

constants. 
Theorem 3.1: There is a potential V(x) obeying 

-c(x+ l)-I.;;;;V(x)< -c+(x+ 1)-1 for x;;;. 0, (3.6) 

c_ > c+ > 0, such that 

- utI + (V - ffl) u = ° for x;;;. 0, 

with u(o) = 0, u E L 2[0,00 ). In particular 

(3.7) 

d_(x2 + 1) -(I - Y)«u 2 + u,2)(x)<d+(x2 + 1) -(I - y) 

(3.8) 

with r E (0, ~) depending on V, and d _ < d + < 00. 
Proof We use the construction of Lemma 3.1. We set 

V(x) = W(x) + ffl (3.9) 

and 

(3.10) 

Therefore, for x < 1, V(x) = - ffl and for x;;;. 1 
00 

V(x) = - ffl 2: {(2n- 1 + n-2)x~) 
n=l 

(3.11 ) 

In order to verify (3.6) we note that for x E [Nn ,Nn + I ) 

1 n - I 

-(n-l)< 2: (1 +k)-I<Nn<x<Nn+1 
2 k~ I 

n 

<2: (l+k- Ir)-I+l«1+8)n, (3.12) 
k~1 

where 8 > ° arbitrarily small and n sufficiently large. Follow
ing now immediately from (3.11) and (3.12) is (3.6). Finally 
we show (3.8). By (3.4) we have 

(u2 + U,2)(X) = I c~ {(a~ffl + (1 - ffl a~) 
n=O 

X sin2(an 1T(X - N n ))) x~) 

+ (b ~ ffl + (1 - ffl b ~) 

xcos2 (bn1T{x - Mn)))X~}. (3.13) 

By our choice (3.10) of an ,bn , it is easily seen that for n large 

cn
2 ~(U2 + U'2)(X)~ -2a2

nc2
n fior E [N N ) (3 14) ~ ~1T X n' n+I' . 

Noting that by (3.2) for suitable constants k+ > k_ > 0, 
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n-I 
c~ = (1 + n- I)-2 II (k + y)2(k + 1)-2 

k~1 

~ k ± (r(n + r))2(r(n + 1))-2 

and using that 

F(x) =xx- l12e- X (21T)I12(1 + o (l/x)) 

for large x, we obtain for n large 

c~ ~ c ± n 2(y- II (3.15) 

We use now (3.15) and (3.12) to obtain from (3.14) the desired 
result. 

Remark 3.2: By working out SO' u2 dx according to (3.4) 
we could have gotten directly conditions on an ,bn which 
ensure u E L 2. We included the asymptotics of u since we 
consider the relation of the asymptotics of V and u interest
ing. See Ref. 19 for a discussion. 

Remark 3.3: As can be seen from Corollary 2.3 one 
cannot choose c + and c _ in (3.6) arbitrarily close. 

Similar to the preceding result one can show the follow
ing: 

Theorem 3.1': Let ° <a < 1, then there exists a V(x) so 
that 

and 

- utI + Vu = fflu for x;;;.O, 

where 

d_ exp ( - m(l + 8)x l
-

a
) 

.;;;(u2 + u'2)(x)<d+ exp (- m(1'- 8)x l
-

a) 

with 8> ° arbiitrarily small, m a suitable positive constant. 

Proof Choosing an = 1 + n - a, bn = 1 + yn - a, 
r E (0,1) and again setting V (x) = W (x) + ffl in our construc
tion the result above can be verified. We omit details. 

Note the difference in the asymptotic behavior of the 
eigenfunctions u in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.1'. 

We continue with examples for zero eigenvalues. 
Theorem 3.2: There is a potential V(x) defined on [0,(0) 

with 

- c(x + 1)-2< V(x)< - c+(x + 1)-2 (3.16) 

so that - utI + Vu = ° on [0,(0). u2 + U,2 decays polyno
mially. 

Proof We again use the construction of Lemma 3.1. Set 
V = Wand choose 

an =e- an, bn =ye- an forn;;;.l,a,y>Oandy<e- a . 
(3.17) 

It is easily seen that for x E [Nn ,Nn + I ) and n large 

x<Nn+ I <1 + l.- (1 + l.-) ± eak 
2 y k~ I 

< 1 + _1_ (1 + l.-) (n + I eax dx<Ctla,r)ean , (3.18) 
2a y)1 

with CI(a,y) > ° depending on a and y. Since 

V(x);;;' - ffle - 2an for x E [Nn,Mn + I)' 
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for large x. On the other hand we have 

x;;'Nn;;. 1 + + (1 + ~) in - 1 eClX dx;;.C2(a,y)eCln . 

(3.20) 

But V(x).;;; - ~re - 2an for x E [Nn ,Nn + 1) and therefore, 

V(x).;;; - ~rC~(a,dx-2 (3.21) 

for x large. The boundedness of V together with (3.19) and 
(3.21) imply (3.16). 

It remains to show that U E L 2(0,00 ) and that u2 + U,2 
decays polynomially. Let us consider now (3.13). The choice 
(3.17) of an ,bn implies that for large n 

~c~b ~ .;;;u2 + U'2.;;;C~ for x E (Nn ,Nn + 1) . (3.22) 

But 

c~ = an-2 ntf (~)2 = exp (2n(a + In y)). 
k~ 1 a k 

(3.23) 

Note that because of (3.17) a + In y < 0. Since by (3.4) 

Loo u2 dx\to c~ , (3.24) 

the quotient criterium implies U E L 2(0,00 ). Finally we apply 
(3.18) and (3.20) to (3.23) and combine the resulting inequal
ities with (3.22). Therefore, we get 

d_x- 2(1 +l'i.;;;u2 + u,2.;;;d+x -21' 

for large x with 1 + a-I In y = -fl. 
Remark 3.4: Knowles8 proves that if 

- (m2 + 2m + A).;;; V(X)x2.;;; - (m2 - 2m + !), with some 
m > 0, for x large then - u" + Vu = ° implies u Et L 2. 

Similar to the preceding result one can show the follow
ing: 

Theorem 3.2': Let ° < E < 1, then there is a V(x) such 
that 
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and - u" + Vu = ° for x;;.O, where d_ exp( - mxE) 
.;;;u2 + u'2.;;;d+ exp (- (1 - 8)mxE). Here c ± ,d ± ,m are 
suitable positive constants and 8 can be chosen arbitrarily 
small. 

Proof Choose an = n - a, bn = n - ayfor n;;. 1, ° < y < 1 
with a = E-

I 
- 1 > 0. We omit details. 
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The inverse problem associated with a rather general system of n first-order equations in the plane 
is linearized. When the_system is hyperbolic, this is achieved by utilizing a Riemann-Hilbert 
problem; similarly, a "J" (DBAR) problem is used when the system is elliptic. The above result 
can be employed to linearize the initial value problem associated with a variety of physically 
significant equations in 2 + 1, i.e., two spatial and one temporal dimensions. Concrete results are 
given for the n-wave interaction in 2 + 1 and for various forms of the Davey-Stewartson 
equations. Lump solutions (solitons in 2 + 1) of the latter equation are given a definitive spectral 
characterization and are obtained through a linear system of algebraic equations. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Nk 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is the seventh in a series of articles dedicated 
to the study of (a) solving inverse problems in the plane for 
appropriately decaying potentials [i.e., given suitable scat
tering data reconstruct the potential q(x,y)); (b) solving the 
initial value problem of certain evolution equations in 2 + 1, 
i.e., two spatial and one temporal dimensions [i.e., given 
q(x, y,O) and assuming it is sufficiently decaying for large 
x, y, find q(x, y,t )]. Our program of study began with a cer
tain nonlinear integro-differential evolution equation, the 
so-called Benjamin-Ono equation (BO).! We have found 
that the BO equation has many features similar to multidi
mensional problems; in this sense it acts as a pivot from 
1 + 1 to 2 + 1. The inverse problem associated with the 
"time" -dependent Schrodinger equation 

itf;y + tf;xx + (q +;l)tf; = 0, (Ll) 

as well as the initial value problem of the related Kadomt
sev-Petviashvili, KPI, equation 

(1.2) 

were considered by the authors in Refs. 2 and 3. The inverse 
problem associated with 

-tf;y +tf;xx +(q+;l)tf;=O, 

and the related KPII equation 

(q, + 6qqx + qxxx)x = - 3qyy 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

were considered by Bar Yaacov and the authors in Ref. 4. 
(We note that both KPI and KPII arise naturally in physical 
contexts. For example, in water waves the sign of qyy de
pends on the relevant magnitude of gravity and surface ten
sion.) The inverse problem associated with 

(1.5) 

was considered in Refs. 5 and 6. In Eq. (1.5), Band J are 
constant n X n diagonal matrices and q(x, y,t ) is an n X n off
diagonal matrix containing the potentials (or field variables). 
The hyperbolic (i.e., J real) and aspects of the elliptic (i.e., J 
imaginary) versions of(1.5) were considered in a rather com
pact form in Ref. 5. The elliptic case with lumps (i.e., decay-

ing solitons in 2 + 1) was considered in Ref. 6. We point out 
that the manifestation oflumps is one of the novel features of 
the inverse scattering transform (1ST) in 2 + 1. Also in Ref. 6 
a method for solving inverse problems in the plane as well as 
solving the initial value problems of the related nonlinear 
equations was announced. Equation (1.5) can be used to 
solve various physical nonlinear equations in 2 + 1. Among 
them are the n-wave interaction,7 the so-called Davey
Stewartson (DS) equationS (which is the long wave limit of 
the Benney-Roskes equation9

), and the modified KP equa
tion (MKP). Actually, in analogy with KP there exist DSI 
and DSII as well as MKPI and MKPII. 

In this paper we investigate, in more detail, the inverse 
problem associated with (1.5) as well as the initial value prob
lems of some related nonlinear multidimensional equations. 
In particular in Sec. II we outline the essential steps of the 
generalized 1ST we use for solving multidimensional prob
lems. In Secs. III and IV we consider the hyperbolic and 
elliptic versions of (1. 5), respectively. The existence or not of 
lumps for the related nonlinear equations, is equivalent to 
the existence or not of homogeneous solutions of a certain 
linear integral equation characterizing suitable Jost eigen
functions. In the elliptic case we investigate these homogen
eous modes and show how they generate lumps. Pure lumps 
can be computed through a linear system of algebraic equa
tions (for the hyperbolic case we do not expect lumps). In 
Sec. V we show how the results of Secs. III-IV can be used 
for solving the initial value problem of certain nonlinear 
equations. Considering a specific nonlinear equation implies 
a specific time-dependent part of the Lax pair associated 
with the given equation. In Sec. V we indicate how this time
dependent part of the Lax pair uniquely determines the evo
lution of the underlying scattering data. Once this evolution 
has been determined the results ofSecs. III-IV can be direct
ly used for the exact integration of the given equation. Con
crete results are given for the n-wave interaction, for DSI 
and for DSII. MKPI and MKPII can be treated in an exactly 
analogous manner. 

A review of our work on multidimensional 1ST as well 
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as some related aspects of one-dimensional problems can be 
found in Ref. 10. 

We note that in Refs. 1-6 we make some assumptions 
about the compactness of certain operators, the existence or 
not of eigenvalues, etc. Some of these assumptions can be 
justified by assuming that a certain norm of q is sufficiently 
small. A rigorous investigation of these and other questions 
(e.g., uncovering some constraints on the scattering data) is 
presently under investigation. 

II. THE GENERAL FRAMEWORK 

Prior to our investigation of multidimensional 1ST, in 
connection with equations in 2 + I it was established that: 

(i) Many physically important multidimensional non
linear equations are related to pairs oflinear systems, the so
called Lax pairs II (i.e., to pairs oflinear systems the solvabil
ity condition of which implies the given equation). In 
particular KP, DS, MKP, and n-wave interaction were relat
ed to Lax pairs with time-independent parts given by (Ll), 
(1.3), and (1.5). 

(ii) The above multidimensional equations have inter
esting algebraic properties. In particular, KP possesses infi
nitely many symmetries and conserved quantities l2

•
13 (see 

also Ref. 14). 
(iii) There exist several direct methods for findingparti

cular solutions of the above equations. Such methods are (a) 
appropriate use of Biicklund transformation l5

; (b) the bilin
ear approach of Hirota16

; (c) the more general r-function 
approach of Sa to, Miwa, Jimbo, Date, and Kasiwara related 
to Kac-Moody algebras l7

; (d) the "dressing method" ofZak
harov-Shabat1s [this method exploits the fact that there ex
ist linear integral equations of the Gel'fand-Levitan-Mar
chenko (GLM) type which have the property that their 
solutions also solve certain nonlinear equations in 2 + 1]; (e) 
the extension ofthe "Riemann-Hilbert (RH) method" of 
Zakharov, Shabat, and Mikhailov,19 proposed by Mana
kov20 (this method uses certain nonlocal RH boundary value 
problems to directly obtain solutions of several nonlinear 
equations in 2 + 1); (f) the direct linearizing method pro
posed by the authors21 .2 and extended recently by Santini 
and the authors22 (see also Ref. 23). (This method is closely 
related to the perturbation approach of Rosales24 and ex
ploits the fact that there exist rather general linear integral 
equations, involving arbitrary measure contour, which can 
be used to linearize certain nonlinear equations in 2 + 1.) 
For the interrelations of (d)-(f), see Ref. 22. 

. In spite of the above progress, the question of finding a 
SUitable method for solving the initial value problems of mul
tidimens~onal equations was essentially open. In this regard 
we mention that some interesting results had been obtained 
about KP125

•
26 and about the three-wave interaction. 27 How

ever, it was not clear from this work how a viable unified 
scheme to handle the above and other equations could be 
obtained. In particular in Manakov's treatment of KPI the 
usual 1ST had to be supplemented with solving an additional 
pair of GLM-type equations in scattering space; also the 
lump solutions (algebraically decaying solitons) were ex
cluded. Similarly Kaup's treatment of the three-wave inter-
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action exploits crucially the existence of characteristic co
ordinates. Furthermore, what is perhaps more important, 
the 1ST had been considered so far, only within the frame
work of RH problems (local in 1 + I, nonlocal in KPI). 
However, this framework seems in general inadequate for 
handling other multidimensional problems (e.g., KPII). 
. We have recently developed a method for both solving 
lllverse problems in the plane as well as solving initial value 
problems of certain nonlinear equations in 2 + 1. This meth
od stems from the work of the authors on BO, KPI, hyperbo
lic systems, and elliptic systems and from the work of the 
authors and Bar Yaacov on KPII. We would like to empha
size that the investigation ofKPII was of crucial importance 
in the development of this method, since it was the first case 
the inadequacy of the RH formulation of the 1ST was discov
ered. From the treatment of KPII became clear that the RH 
problem had to be replaced by the so-called "(j" (DBAR) 
problem. 

The main steps of this method can be summarized as 
follows: 

(i) Define an eigenfunction pIx, y,K), which is bounded 
for all complex values of the "spectral parameter" K and 
which is appropriately normalized (p---+I as K---+ 00). This 
eigenfunction is usually defined in terms of a Fredholm lin
ear integral equation of the second type, and it may have 
different representations in different sections of the complex 
K plane. To derive this integral equation, one regards the 
terms involving q(x, y) as a "forcing" and uses a suitable 
Fourier transform or a Green's function formulation. The 
above integral equation may have homogeneous solutions. 
These homogeneous modes (corresponding to discrete eigen
functions) are rather important because they give rise to 
lumps (i.e., 2 + 1 decaying solitons). 

(ii) Compute ap/aK. This is in general expressed in 
terms of some other bounded eigenfunction, which we call 
N (x, y,/,K), and appropriate scattering data. We note that in 
some problems (e.g., BO, KPI) pIx, y,K) is a sectionally mero
,!,orp~icfunction OfK, i.e., it is holomorphic, modulo poles, 
III regIOns of the complex K plane separated by certain con
tours and it has a jump across these contours. In these cases 
ap/ aK, which measures the "departure of pIx, y,K) from ho
lomorphicity," will be zero everywhere except on the pole 
locations and on the above contours. 

(iii) Employ a suitable "symmetry" relationship 
be~ween N a~d p to express ap/ aK in terms of p and appro
pnate scattenng data. If p has homogeneous solutions, then 
one needs also to establish a relationship between p and these 
homogeneous modes. We have so far encountered two types 
of s~~~etry c.o~?itions: "discrete" (KPII, elliptic systems) 
and dIfferential (BO,KPI). The relationship between ap/ 
~,p: and scattering data, which we call the scattering equa
tion, IS the central equation associated with the inverse prob
lem of a giv,:n equation. This scattering equation defines, in 
general, a "a" problem, i.e., given ap/ aK, find p. In the case 
thatp is sectionally meromorphic this "(j " problem degener
ates to a RH problem. 

(iv) Use the following extension of Cauchy's formula2s, 

p(X,y,K) = _1_. J { [ap(x,y, z)/JZ] dz /\dZ 
2m JR z - K 
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+ _1_ ( ,u(x,y, z) dz 
21Ti Jc z - K 

(2.1) 

(where Rand C are appropriate region contour in thez plane, 
respectively) to solve the "J " problem. Its solution is found, 
in general, in terms of a linear integral equation for ,u(x, y,K). 
Equation (2.1) is uniquely defined in terms of the above-men
tioned scattering data. If,u has a homogeneous solution at K/, 

then J,u/ Ji( has a 8 function at K = K/; thus pure lump solu
tions are always found in closed form as the solution of a 
linear system of algebraic equations. 

(v) Calculate the potential q(x, y) directly from the solu
tion of the inverse problem [typically given by integrals over 
,u(x, y,K) and the scattering data]. The above discussion sum
marizes the steps needed for the solution of an inverse prob
lem. 

(vi) In order to solve the initial value problem of some 
related nonlinear evolution equation, one needs only to find 
the evolution of the scattering data. This can be achieved in a 
simple manner by employing the time-dependent part of the 
Lax pair of the given equation. Furthermore, the initial scat
tering data can always be expressed in terms of the initial 
data q(x, y,O). Thus Eq. (2.1) [and hence the formula for 
q(x, y,t )] is uniquely defined in terms of the initial data. 

At this point we would like to make two remarks: (i) Our 
motivation for using the "J " problem came from the signifi
cant work of Beals and Coifman29 on the 1ST of nonlinear 
equations in 1 + 1 related to first-order systems on the line. 
In their treatment, the inverse problem is formulated in 
terms of an RH problem with respect to certain rays in the 
complex plane. However, they indicate [in particular, see 
Ref. 29(c)] that the RH problem should be viewed as a special 
case of a "J " problem. (ii) RH problems have also been useful 
in connection with two other recent significant discoveries: 
(a) the integration of the Ernst equation (the static, axisym
metric reduction of the vacuum Einstein's equations), in par
ticular with regards to the constructive proof of the Geroch 
conjecture30

; (b) the integration of the self-dual Yang-Mills 
(SDYM) equations in four-dimensional Euclidean space, in 
particular with respect to the Atiyah-Ward construction. 3 

1 

The SDYM equations, as a result of their special structure, 
although defining a four-dimensional model, have many 
properties similar to those of two-dimensional problems. 
Motivated from the above discussion we expect that the "J " 
problem will also be useful for the exact integration of var
ious models in both the fields of relativity as well as that of 
particle physics. Furthermore, we also expect these ideas to 
be useful for multidimensional differential-difference and 
pure difference equations. 

III. HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS IN THE PLANE 

We first consider the inverse problem associated with 
the hyperbolic system 

,ux = iKJ,u + q,u +J,uy, Jf=,;=Jf - fJ, (3.1) 

where ,u(x, y,K) is an nth-order matrix, J is a constant real 
diagonal matrix with elementsJ1 >J2••• >In , andq(x, y) is an 
nth-order off-diagonal matrix containing the potentials 
qij(x, y). We assume that qij(x, y)~rapidly enough for large 
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x, y. Equation (3.1) is obtained from the well-known32 equa
tion 

(3.2) 

by taking B = ° [this is without loss of generality since all the 
equations solvable by (3.2) are independent of B 32,14] and 
using if; = ,u exp[iK( Jx + Iy)] (I denotes the unit diagonal 
matrix). 

A. Bounded eigenfunctions 

Let 1T o,u, 1T +,u, 1T -,u denote the diagonal, strictly upper 
diagonal, and strictly lower diagonal parts of the matrix,u. A 
solution of (3.1) bounded for all complex values of 
K = KR + iK[ and tending to I as K-+oo is given by 

( ) {
J.L+(X,y,K) , K[>O, 

,u X,y,K = _ 
,u (X,y,K) , K1"O, 

(3.3) 

where,u ± (x, y,K) satisfy the following linear integral equa
tions: 

,u ± (x Y K) = I + - dg E eiK(x - 511 1 fX -
, , 21T _ 00 x - 5.1 

X (1T 0 + 1T ± )q(g, Tf),u ± (g, Tf,K) 

__ 1_ (00 dg E eiK(x-51.l 
21T L x-5,1 

X 1T =F q(g, Tf),u ± (g, Tf,K) . (3.4)± 

In Eqs. (3.4) ± the linear operator Ex _ 5, 1 is defined by 

(Ex - s. 1 fH)(x - g, y) 

=';= Loooo dTf f: 00 dm eim(X- 5Jl+ im(y- "IIJ( Tf) 

=f(y + (x - g).l), (3.5) 

wheref(y + (x - g).l)denotesthematrixobtainedfromf(x) 
by evaluating the I th row of the matrixf(x) aty + (x - g ).1/. 
Also from the definition of J it follows that 

eJ=e'je- J . (3.6) 

Equations (3.4) ± can be derived by using a Green's 
function approach similar to the one used in Refs. 3 and 4. 
Alternatively, one may use Fourier transforms in the y direc
tion. For this it is moreconvenientto work with Eq. (3.2). Let 

If;(x,m) =';= foo 00 if;(x, Tf)e - im "I dTf, if;(x, y) 

=- If;(x,m)eimYdm. 1 foo 
21T - 00 

(3.7) 

Then taking the y-Fourier transform of (3.2) with A = ° it 
follows that 

If;(x,m) = e
im1x

A (m) + f: "" dg f~ 00 dTf 

xeimJ(x-5Jq(g, Tf)if;(S, Tf)e-im"l, 

where A (m) is an arbitrary function of m. Hence 

if;(x, y) = _1_ J"" dm eimJx + imy A (m) 
21T - 00 

1 fX f"" f"" + 21T _ "" dg _ "" dTf _ "" dm 
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X eimJ Ix - s) + iml y - 71)q(S, 1] )¢(S, 1]) . (3.8) 
Using", = p, exp[iJ(( Jx + y)] it follows that a solution of(3. 1) 
is given by 

p,(X,y,K) = _1_ Joo dm eimJx + imy+ iKJxA (m) 
2tr - "" 

(3.9) 

The first integral of(3.9) represents a "homogeneous" solu
tion of (3.1), while the second a particular one. Equations 
(3.4) ± can now be easily derived by properly choosing A (m), 
so that boundness for all complex values of K is achieved. In 
particular, 

fOOdS eiK(x - S)Jf(s) 

= f: 00 ds eiK(x - s)J(tro + 1T + + tr -)f(s) 

= f: "" ds eiK(x - S)J(tro + 1T +)f(s) 

- 1"" dseiK(x-s)Jtr_f(s) 

+ f~"" dleiK(x-s)jtr_f(s)· 

Note that the first two integrals are bounded for K[ > 0, while 
the third integral can be absorbed in the homogeneous solu
tion by choosing 

A (m) = - 21T f~ "" ds f~ "" d1] 

Xe - imJs- im71- iKfitr _ P, + (s, 1],K) + 8(m)!. (3.10) 

Equation (3.4)- is derived in a similar way. 

B. Scattering equation and scattering data 

Assuming that the linear integral equations (3.4) ± have 
no homogeneous solutions, it follows that p, + and p, - are 
holomorphic functions of K, for K[ > 0 and K[ < 0, respective
ly. Hence the functionp,(x, y,K) defined by (3.3) is a sectional
Iy holomorphic function of K having a jump across K [ = O. 
Thus ap,/ilK = 0 for all K with K[;60 and ap,/ 
ilK = p,+(x, y,K) - p, -(X,y,K) for K = KR . Rather than fol
lowing in detail the method of Sec. 2, i.e., computing 
p, + - p, - in terms of some other bounded eigenfunction N 
and then establishing a "symmetry" condition relatingp, and 
N, we find it more convenient to obtain directly a scattering 
equation: 
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In Eq. (3.11) the scattering dataf(/,K) satisfies 

f(l,K) - f~ 00 dm T + (l,m)f(m,K) 

= T +(/,K) - T _(/,K) , I,K real, 

where 

(3.12) 

T ± (/,K)*-l-f"" dsf"" d1] e- i/JS- il71tr ± q(s, 1]) 
21T - "" - "" 

Xp, +- (5, 1],K)eiKSJ + iK71, I,K real. (3.13) ± 

Before indicating how the above equations can be derived, 
we note the remarkable fact that Eq. (3.12) can be solved in 
closed form. This is because its kernel is strictly upper trian
gular. 

Example: Suppose that n = 2, i.e., 

(X )=(0 ql(X,y)) T (I )=(OT+d/,K)) 
q ,y q2(X, y) 0' + ,K 0 0 ' 

T _(/,K) = (~_21(/'K)~) , (3.13) 

where 

1 f"" f"" T + d/,K) *- ds d1] 
21T - "" - "" 

x {q(s, 1])p, +(s, 1],K) b/"PI + iK71- i1SJ, - il71 . 

Then Eq. (3.12) implies 

fd/,K) = 0, hl(/,K) = - T+lz(/,K) , fdl,K) = T_d/,K) , 

fl1(I,K) = - f~ 00 dm T + Iz(/,m)T _21(m,K) . 

Equation (3.12) can be solved in a similar manner for any n. 
To derive Eq. (3.11), let 

.J (X,y,K)*p,+(X,y,K) - p,-(X,y,K) , K real. 

Then Eqs. (3.4) ± imply that.J satisfies 

.J (x Y K) = - ds E e,K(x - s)J 1 foo .' 
" 2tr -00 X-S.J 

1 JX +- dsEx-s.J 
2tr - 00 

X e* - s)Jq(s, 1]}.J (s, 1],K) . 

One can show that if 

(3.14) 

.J (x, y,K) = f~ oc dip, -(x, y,/ )eilh + ilYf(/,K)e - iKBx - iKY ,(3.15) 

wherep,-(x,y,K) solves (3.4)- andf(/,K) solves (3.12), then 
.J (x, y,K) also solves (3.14). The details are given in Appendix 
A. 

c. The solution of the inverse problem 

Equation (3.11) is the central equation associated with 
the inverse problem of(3.1). It defines a non local RH prob
lem in the complex K plane for the sectionally holomorphic 
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matrix function j.l(x, y,K). By taking the "minus" projection 
of (3.1) it follows that j.l- (x, y,K) solves the following linear 
integral equation: 

1 J'" Joe j.l-(X,y,K)+-. dl dv 
21Tl - '" - 00 

X j.l- (x, y,l )eiuxf(l, vIe - ivJx + i(l- vly = I . 

v-K+iO 

Alternatively, Eq. (3.16) can be derived by using (2.1). 

(3.16) 

Equation (3.16) uniquely defines j.l-(x, y,K) in terms of 
the scattering dataf(/, v). Once j.l- (x, y,K) is found the poten
tial q(x, y) is easily obtained: 

q(x,y) = - -J dl dv 1 Joo Joo 
21T - 00 - 00 

X/-l-(X, y,l )eiIJY(I,v)e - ivJx + i(l- vly . (3.17) 

To derive Eq. (3.17), note that if one seeks an asymptotic 
expansion of /-l(x, y,K) for large K in the form 

/-l(x, y,K) = I + /-ldx, y)lK + 0 (I/K2) , (3.18) 

one obtains [by using (3.1)] 

q = - iJ/-l]. (3.19) 

On the other hand, large K asymptotics of (3.16) imply that 

/-l](x, y) = _1_. Joo dl Joo dv eilJx + ilYf(/,v)e - i,'Jx - ivy. 
21Tt - 00 - 00 

(3.20) 

Comparing (3.19) and (3.20), Eq. (3.17) follows. 
Equations (3.12), (3.16), and (3.17) provide formally the 

complete solution of the inverse problem of (3.1): given the 
scattering data T +(I,K), T _(l,K) use Eq. (3.12) to obtainf(I,K) 
in closed form. Then Eq. (3.16) yields fl-(x, y,K), and finally 
Eq. (3.17) produces q(x,y). 

D. Direct linearization 

The essence of the "direct methods" (d)-(f) of Sec. II is 
the existence oflinear integral equations [such as (3.16)], the 
solutions of which are related [through some formulas such 
as (3.17)] to the solution of inverse problems. Establishing 
such a relationship between linear integral equations and 
inverse problems is straightforward since in this case the 1ST 
formalism may be bypassed. However, as was pointed out in 
Sec. II, purely direct methods are not suitable for solving 
initial value problems since, given q(x, y,O), it is not clear how 
the measure-con tour-scattering data can be chosen. 

In what follows we apply the direct linearizing method 
to the solution of the inverse problem of(3.1) [see Sec. II(f)]. 
In this way some of the results ofSecs. IIIB and IIIC, name
ly, Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), are also verified. 

PropOSition 3.1: Let fl(X, y,K) be a solution of the linear 
integral equation in K, 

1 
fl(x, y,K) + -. 

2m 

X Ii d; (I, v) fl(X, y,l )eilJX + ilYf(/, vIe - ivJx - ivy = I , 
C V-K 

(3.21) 

where the measure-contour matrix C, d;(l,v), andf(l,v) are 
essentially arbitrary. Assume that the homogeneous integral 
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equation corresponding to (3.21) has only the zero solution. 
Then 

q(x,y)~ --I-Jli d; (l,v)/-l(x, y,l) 
21T c 

X eilJx + ilYf(l, vIe - ivJx - ivy (3.22) 

solves Eq. (3.1). 
To prove the above result, let us first introduce some 

notation: Define the linear operators LK and Px, y,J through 

(LKg)(X,y)~~g - iKJg - J!!...g, (3.23) 
dx dy 

(Px, y,Jg)(K) ~ - 2~i I L 
X d; (I, v) gil )eilJx + ilYf(l, vIe - ivJx - iVY. 

V-K 

By direct computations one may verify that 

[LK,PX,y,J ]g(X,y,K) 

= --I-Jli d;(l,v)g(x,y,l) 
21T c 

xeilJx + ilYf(l,v)e - ivJx - ivy. 

Equation (3.21) can be written as 

/-l(x, y,K) = 1+ (Px,y,J /-l)(K) . 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

Applying the operator LK - qI on (3.26) and using (3,25), it 
follows that 

(LK -q)/-l(x,y,K)=Px,y,J[(LK -q)/-l(X,y,K)J. (3.27) 

Hence, assuming that the homogeneous version of (3.21) has 
only the zero solution, it follows that (LK - q)/-l = 0, i.e., Eq. 
(3.1), 

IV. ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS IN THE PLANE 

We now consider the inverse problem associated with 
the elliptic system 

/-lx = lKJ/-l + q/-l - iJ/-ly , (4.1) 

where /-l(x, y,K) is an nth-order matrix, J is a constant real 
diagonal matrix with all its entries different from each other, 
and q(x, y) is an nth-order off-diagonal matrix containing the 
potentials qij(x, y). We assume that qij(x, y)-G rapidly 
enough for large x and y. Equation (4.1) is obtained from the 
well-known32 equation [i.e., (3.2) with B = 0, and J replaced 
by iJ] 

tf;x = qtf; - iJtf;y , (4.2) 

through the transformation tf; = fl exp[iKJx - KY]. 

A. Bounded eigenfunctions and their relations 

For the solution of the inverse problem associated with 
(4.1) we follow very closely the steps outlined in Sec. II. We 
first consider step (i), i.e" we introduce an eigenfunction 
j.l(x, y,K) which solves (4,1), is bounded for all complex values 
of K, and tends to I as K-+oo. Such an eigenfunction satisfies 
the following Fredholm linear integral equation: 

(4.3) 

The operator GKR,K[oq is a linear integral matrix operator de-
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fined by the following: Let/(x, y) be some n X n matrix, then 
the ijth entry of the operator GKR,K/oq applying on/Ix, y) is 

{(GKR,K/oq /)(x, y) 1 ij 

*- d5' , dm d1] 1 (Ix fCi/" f'" 
21T - oO - oO - oO 

- (oO d5 (oO dm JoO d1]) 
Jx JC(/'l - 00 

X {e(mJ+ iKjj(X- sHim(Y-1Jlq(5, 1])[(5, 1])}ij' Ji > 0, 

(4.4) 

where Cij *( Ji - Jj)/Ji and for Ji <0 the integrals with re

spect to dm are replaced by fCHK/ dm and f~:;, respectively, 
'J 

lis a matrix and {/ Lj denotes its ijth entry. Hence 

{e(mJ+ iKjl(x - sl + im(Y-1Jlq(5, 1])[(5, 1])} ij 

= e[mJi+iKjJi -JjI)(x-sl+im(Y-1JI{q(5, 1])[(5, 1])lij' (4.5) 

Sometimes it will be convenient to work with the column 
vectors of the matrix,u. Letting,u = ( j.t 1 

, ... , IJJ, ... ,j.t n), it fol
lows from (4.3) that j.tj satisfies 

IJ/(X, y) = Ii + (g;R,K/.q j.tj(-,.,K))(X, y) , (4.6Y 

where Ij denotes thejth unit vector, and 

{(g;R.K/oqf)(x, y) II 
. 1 (fX f

CIjK
/ foO :::;::- d5 dm d1] 

21T - oO - oO - oO 

Xe[mJ,+ iKj J/- Jil)(X - sl + im(y -1JI{ q(5, 1])f(5, 1]) L , 

~>o ~~ 

[for JI < 0 the integrals with respect to dm must be altered 
just as in (4.4)]; if f is a vector, {fJ I denotes its I th entry. 

Equation (4.3) can be derived in a similar way as Eq. 
(3.4). Comparing (4.3) to (3.4) it follows that (a) Equation 
(4.3), in contrast to (3.4), has no jump acrossKI = O. (b) Equa
tion (4.3) depends explicitly on KI . We emphasize this depen
dence by writing GKR,K/,q instead of GK,q' However, for simpli
city of notation, we still write ,u(x, y,K) instead of 
,u(x, y,KR ,KI )· From the above it follows that the solution 
,u(x, y,K), although bounded everywhere (i.e., for all complex 
values of K), is analytic nowhere with respect to K, since J,u/ 
ilK;;j=O. 

The "departure from holomorphicity" of ,u(x, y,K) is 
measured by J,u/ilK. Hence we are led to step (ii) of Sec. 2, 
namely, computeJ,u/ilK. Differentiating (4.3) with respect to 
i( it follows that for all K which are not eigenvalues of (4.3) 

J,u(x, y,K) n ( ) 
Ji( = u; X,y,KR,KI 

+ (GKR,K/.q J,u~~'K) }x,y) , Kf!R * , (4.8) 

where the matrix Il is defined by 

ill Jii = 0, {Il Jij = Tij(KR,KI )e8;j.x. Y,KR,K/I, i;;j=j, 

Oij(X,y,KR,KI ) = iCij( J;KRX + KIY) , (4.9) 

and Tij is given by 
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(4.10) 

(R * denotes the set of points in the complex K plane for which 
(4.3) has a homogeneous solution.] 

Equation (4.8) motivates the introduction of another 
bounded eigenfunction, which we call N(X,y,KR,KI ): 

N(x,y, KR,K[) = W(X,y,KR,KI ) 

+ (GKR.K/,qN(.,.,KR,KI))(X,y) , (4.11) 

where w is the matrix Il with Tij = 1, i.e., 

I J 0 8ijx. Y.KR.K/I . --£ • 
t W ii= , wij=e , IT'J. (4.12) 

To show thatN(x, y,KR ,KI ) also solves (4.1) one needs only to 
show that the W above satisfies the "homogeneous" version 
of (4.1), i.e., 

Wx = (iKR - K/j.lW - iJwy ; 

this is straightforward. 
Equations (4.9), (4.12) imply 

n 

fl= 2. Tijwij, 
i.j= 1 

;oh 

(4.13) 

where wij is a matrix with zeros everywhere, except at its ijth 
entry, 

{WijJ/v =0, i;;j=l and/or j;;j=v, {wijJij = e8ij . (4.14) 

Hence, Eq. (4.8) implies 

J,u = ~ T.Nij 
a- £.., IJ ' 

K i.j= I 

(4.15) 

i#j 

where the matrix N ij is defined by 

Nij(x,y) = wij(x,y) + (GKR.K/.qNij(.,.,KR,KI))(X,y). (4.16) 

Step (iii) of the method of Sec. II consists of finding a 
relationship between,u(x, y,K) and Nij(x, y,KR ,KI)' This cru
cial relationship is as follows: 

N'J(X,y,KR,KI ) = ,u(X,y,KR + i( ~/J;)KI)Wij(X,y,KR,KI)' 
(4.17) 

To derive (4.17), first note that the matrix N ij has zeros 
everywhere except on thejth column. Let Nij denote thejth 
column of N ij (its only nontrivial column). Then Nij satisfies 

where g;R.K/oq is defined by (4.7). It turns out that the operator 
g;R,K/.q possesses the following property: 

( 
j e8;j. .... KR.K/i - 8;j.x. Y.KR,K/lfi( •. ))(x ) gKR.K/.q , ,y 

(4.19) 

The above result can be easily established by a simple change 
of variables: The left-hand side involves the exponential of 

[mJI + iK( JI - Ji ) - iK R (J; - ~)] (x - 5) 
+ i(m - CijK/)(y -1]). 
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Simplifying the above and then letting m = m + CijKI' it be
comes 

[inJI + i(KR + iKI~/Ji )(JI - Ji )] (x - s) + im( y - 7]) . 

The above is just the exponential involved in the right-hand 

side. Also the f~:: dm transforms to fc,.~J'IK/ dm. This 
completes the proof of (4.19). 

Using (4.19) in Eq. (4.18) and comparing it with (4.6), it 
follows 

Nij(x, y,KR ,KI ) = ~.I/(X,y,KR + i(~/Ji)KI)ee"ix.y.KR.K/I(4.20) 
or equivalently Eq. (4.17). 

Equations (4.15) and (4.20) imply 

J,u(X,y,K) _ ~ ( . ~ ) ij 
a- - L ,u X,y,KR + I-KI n (x, y,KR ,KI ) , 

K i,j~ 1 J i 

KI!R * , (4.21) 

where the matrix n ij has a nonzero element only at its ijth 
entry, 

[n ij(x, y,KR ,KI ) 1 vi 

{
a, 

- T(K K) 0;jX,y,KR,K/1 -' /-' 
1J R' Ie, v - I, - J. 

v#i and/or I #j, 
(4.22) 

Equation (4.21) is the basic equation needed for the so
lution of the inverse problem of (4. 1 ). However, this equation 
is complete only ifEq. (4.3) has no homogeneous solutions. 
In the sequel we are going to obtain the additional relation
ship needed in the case that homogeneous modes exist. The 
following proposition is valid: 

Proposition 4.1: Suppose that Eq. (4.6V has a homogen
eoussolution cjIi(X, y) atIlRK~. ThenEq. (4.6Y ,j = 1, ... ,n, i#j, 
also has a homogeneous solution 
cjIi(X,y)~xp( - eji(x,y,IIR,K~)] at the position K~, K~JJJj' 
where Oji(X, y,IIR ,K~) = Oji + iUji and uji is a constant de
pending on II. 

The above result follows directly from Eq. (4.19): Since 
cjIi(X, y) is a homogeneous solution of (4.6)i, then 

cl>i(X, y) = (g~R'KI.q cl>'L·))(x, y) . (4.23) 

Using (4.19), it follows that 

(4.24) 

which implies Proposition 4.1. 
The homogeneous solutions cl>i give rise to lumps for the 

corresponding nonlinear equations in a way similar to that 
found in BO and KPI. 33 Suppose that (4.6)i has homogen
eous solutions cl>;, at K;" where Ii = 1,2, ... ,Ai' Then all ~.I/, 
j = 1,2, ... ,n,j#i, will have singularities at K~ , K~ JJJ) .. As-

I j " 

suming these singularities are simple poles, we obtain the 
following representation for the vector f.1i: 

f.1i(X, y,K) = ~i(X, y,K) 

A, cl>! exp [tJiJ (x, y,K1 ,K} )] 
~ 1 'I 'I + L 1·1 + ... 

1,=1 K-(KR +IK j J/Ji ) 
'1 1\ 
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A, cl>; 
+ I -'-I + ... 

I,~I K-KI, 

where 

eij(X,y,K~J,K~J = Oij(X,y,K~J ,K~J) + (u;;); . 
t l I I .., I 

The above representation takes the concise form 

f.1i(X, y,K) = ~i(X, y,K) + Si(X, y,K) , 

(4.25a) 

(4.25b) 

(4.26) 

where W is the nonsingular part of f.1i and Si represents the 
singular portion of f.1': 

Equations (4.21), (4.26), and (4.27) imply 

J,u(X,y,K) 

ilK 

KI!R *, 
<i (x, y,K) , KI!R * , 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

whereR * is the set of eigenvalues of(4.3) and<i is the matrix 
<i (x, y,K) = (A I(X, y,K), ... ,An(x, y,K)) with 

To solve the "J" problem associated with (4.28) one has 
to further establish a relationship between f.1' and cl>'. This 
relationship is as follows: 

1. [i( ) cjIi,(x,y) ] 1m f.1 x,y,K - . 
K-K{i K - K~, 

= cl>;,! - iJix + y + r;,l, Ii = 1,2, .. ·,Ai , (4.30) 

where cl>;, is normalized by lim [ cl>;, (Jix + iy)] --+i for large 
x, y, and the constant r;, can be fixed from asymptotics. 
Equation (4.30) is valid provided that 

sgn(J) f= f= 
1 - 2irr' _ 00 dS _ 00 d7] !q(S, 7])cl>;,(s, 7])L = o. 

f: 00 ds f: 00 d7] exp [ - Ou(S, 7],K~J,'K~)] 
x [q(s, 7])cl>Hs, 7])lt =0, 1=1,2, ... ,n, l=li. (4.31) 

To prove the above introduce 

Jl;,(x, y,K) '* f.1i(X, y,K) - cl>;, (x, Y)/(K - K;) . (4.32) 

Then Jl;,(X,y,KU satisfies 
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(4.33) 

The left-hand side of (4.33) has, by definition, a homogen
eous solution cf»;i' Hence (4.33) is solvable itfthe right-hand 
side satisfies a certain orthogonality condition. The deriva
tive with respect to K appearing in (4.33) gives two contribu
tions, one from the integrand and one from the boundary of 
integration. These contributions are most easily evaluated 
by introducing the change of variables m = m + 2K1 • Then 
the integrand involves the exponential of 

(mJ, + iKJ, - iKJi)(X - 5) + i(m + 2K1 )(y -7]). 

This yields a contribution proportional to 
- iJi(x - 5) + (y - 7]) and hence a particular solution 
- cf»:, (iJix - y). Hence tl:, equals this particular solution 

plus the homogeneous solution ~icf»;" where the constant ~i 
can be fixed from asymptotics. The contribution from the 
boundary of integration yields the orthogonality conditions 
(4.31). 

B. The inverse problem 

The basic equations formally expressing the solution of 
the inverse problem of (4.1) are the matrix equation 

Il(x, y,K) - (Tx, y,n Il(x, y,.))(K) - S (x, y,K) = J, (4.34) 

and the following set of vector equations: 

( - ixJI + y + Y},)cf»}, - T}, (x,y) - S},(x,y) = II, 

II = 1,2, ... ,A I , (4.35)} , 

( - ixJn + y + 11 )cf»i - Ti (x,y) - Sf (x,y) = 1", 
11 n 11 n 

In = 1,2, .. ·,An . (4.35)~ 

In (4.34) the linear operator Tx,y,n is defined by 

(Tx,y,n/(·))(K)*_I. r J i /(ZR + i(~/Ji)zI) 
2m JRoc i,j ~ I 

ih 

xn ij(X,Yh,ZI) dz /\dZ(z - K)-I (4.36) 

(R", is the entire z-complex plane, dz /\ dZ = - 2idzRdzI ), 
and the matrix S (x, y,K) has columns Si, i ~ l.z..2, ... ,n, which 
are defined by (4.27). In (4.35) the vectors T;i,S;i are defined 
by 

TUx, y)* [(Tx,y,n Il(X, y,.))(~,l L , 
(4.37) 

where [ /) i denotes the ith column of the matrix/and "£1,= I 

denotes the sum from Ii = 1 to I; = Ai unless any of the' 
denominators vanishes. Equations (4.35) can be written in 
the concise form 

2501 

rp (x,y)( - ixJ + yJ + r) - T(x,y) - S(x,y) = J, 

(4.38) 
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where the columns of rp,T,S are «I»;"T;i,S;i' respectively, and 

r is a diagonal matrix with elements ~i' 
The linear integral equations (4.34), (4.35);i define the 

functions 

Il(X,y,K) , [cf»; J1~ I' i = 1,2, ... ,n , , , (4.39) 

in terms of the scattering data 
.' . A 

[K;,11,(uii );),'=I' i= 1,2, ... ,n, 
I I 'J I I 

(4,40) 

Tij(KR,K1 ), i,j = 1,2, ... ,n, i=fj. 

Given the scattering data (4.40), Eqs, (4.34), (4.35)t 

yield the functionsll(x, y,K),cf»;i' Then the potential q(x, y) can 
be reconstructed from 

q(x,y) = J {_I r J i Il(X,y,zR + i ~ ZI) 
21T JRoo i,j~ I J i 

i".j 

x'"~ljtl cf»f;exp[ -Bni(X,y,Kk./KI,)])}. (4.41) 

The above equations can be obtained as follows: Eq. 
(4.34) is simply obtained by substituting (4.28) in (2.1). To 
derive Eqs. (4.38) take the limit of the ith column of (4.34) as 
K---+K;i' Equation (4.41) can be derived from (4.34) in the same 
way that (3.17) was derived. 

We note that pure lump solutions correspond to 
n ij = 0 and hence are obtained via the linear system 0/ alge
braic equations (4.35);i with n ij = O. 

Example: Consider the case n = 2 and assume that 
Al =A2 = 1. Let 

Then (4.35) and (4.41) yield 

(- iJlx + y + YI)cf»I(x,y) 
2 ~ 

cf» (x,y)exp[ - Bdx,y,KR ,K1 )] 
= 11 + 2 2 

K j - (KR2 + i(J2IJtlKI,l 

( - iJzX + y + Y2)cf»2(X, y) 

cf»1(x,y)exp[ - 821 (x,y,KR ,K1 )] 
=12+ ' , 

K2 - (KR, + i(J1IJ2)K1,) , 

q(x, y) = - lJ{cf»1 + cf»2e - 0I2(X,y,KR2,KI2) , 

2 j ~ } xcf» + cf» exp[ - B21(X,y,KR"K1,)] • 

Equations (4.43) and (4.44) imply 

cf»1(X, y) = _1_( - iJzX~ + y + Y2 ) 
tr(x,y) (1!a)exp[ - Bdx,y,KR2,KI2)] , 

2 I ((1!P)exP [ - 821(X,y,KR ,K1 )]) 
cf»(x,y)=-- ' 1 

tr(x,y) - iJ1x + y + Yj , 
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where 

1T(X,y)=i=( - iJ1x + y + YI)( - iJzX + y + Y2) 
- (e'2 + O2 ,11 a - e ap, 

a=i=K1 - (KR2 + i( J2IJdKI,l, /3=i=K2 - (KR, + i( J1IJ2)K1,) • 

Hence (4.45) yields 
-i 

q(x,y)=--
1T(X,y) 

( 

0 ~~x~(~ 821(x,y'KR,'K[,)]J)* 
X (J

2 
-J

1
) , 

xexp[ - OdX,y,KR2 ,K[2)]Jf 0 

where 
(4.47) 

Jf = 1/a - iJ1x + y + YI' J! = 1//3 - iJ2x + y + Y2' 
It can be verified that «1>1, «1>2, and q as defined from 

(4.46) and (4.47) satisfy the eigenvalue equation (4.1) [where 
K = K 1 for the first column of the matrix equation (4.1) and 
K = K2 for the second column]. 

C. A direct linearization 
For completeness we now state the analog of Proposi

tion 3.1. 
Proposition 4.2: Let f-l(x, y,K) be a solution of the linear 

integral equation in K, 

f-l(X,y,K) = 1+ 100 f i'~ 1 d~ij(ZR,z[)f-l(X,y,ZR 
i7') 

+ i( -0IJ;)z[)Wij(X,Yh,Z[)(Z - K)-I, (4.48) 

where the measures d~ij(ZR ,z[) are arbitrary. Assume that 
the homogeneous integral equation corresponding to (4.48) 
has only the trivial solution. Then 

( 
-0 ) .. Xf-l x,y,zR + i J

i 
z[ w'J(x, y,zR ,z[) (4.49) 

solves Eq. (4.1). 
The proof of Proposition 4.2 is similar to that of Propo

sition 3.1 and is therefore omitted. 

V. ON THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM OF CERTAIN 
EVALUATION EQUATIONS 

Suppose that the potentials q of(3.1) or (4.1) also solve 
some evolution equation, i.e., q = q(x, y,t). The scope of this 
section is to establish how the results of Secs. 3 and 4 can be 
used to solve the initial value problem of this evolution equa
tion. First consider the hyperbolic case: q(x, y,t) is expressed 
[see (3.17)] in terms off-l-(x,y,t,K) and the scattering data 
f(K,l,t). Alsof-l-(x, y,t,K) is uniquely determined [see(3.16)]in 
terms off(K,l,t ). Furthermore, given q(x, y,O) Eqs. (3.12) and 
(3.13) ± imply f(K,I,O). Hence, to compute q(x, y,t) one only 
needs to find the evolution ofthe scattering dataj(K,I,t ). Simi
larly for the elliptic case: q(x, y,t ) is uniquely determined 
from the scattering data (4.40) [through Eqs. (4.34), (4.35), 
and (4.41)]. Furthermore, given q(x,y,O), one can compute 
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the initial scattering data [for example, Tij(KR ,K[,O) can be 
computed from (4.10)]. 

A specific evolution equation for q(x, y,t ) implies a spe
cific Lax pair. In what follows we shall show how the time
dependent part of a Lax pair uniquely determines the evolu
tion of the scattering data. We consider three different types 
of Lax pairs; these Lax pairs contain, as special cases, the n
wave interaction in 2 + 1, the DSI and the DSII equations. 

A. Lax pairs containing the n-wave interaction in 2 + 1 

Consider the Lax pair 

(5.1) 

and assume that 

(5.2) 

where J,A20 are constant real diagonal matrices. Hence for 
large x, y,t,b--+eXp[iK(JX + y + A20t )]. However, the 1ST was 
based on an eigenfunction normalized to I at 00. Thus, let 
t,b =f-l exp[iK(Jx + y +A2ot)] and (5.1) yield (3.1) and 

(5.3) 

Recall that the RH problem associated with the inverse 
problem of (3.1) is given by Eq. (3.11), i.e., 

f-l +(x, y,K) - f-l-(x, y,K) = f: 00 dl f-l-(x, y,l if(x, y,t,l,K) , 

(5.4) 

where 

f(x, y,t,l,K) = eiaX + ilYf(I,K,t )e - iKJx - iKY . (5.5) 

The evolution of the scattering dataf(l,K,y) associated with 
(5.1) is given by 

f(l,K,t) = eilIA2C1(I,K,O)e - iKIA20 . 

To prove (5.6), apply the operator 

LK =i=a, - iKA2 - A 1 - A2ay 

to Eq. (5.4). Then use 

LK f-l ± = - iKf-l ± A20, LK = L[ + i(l- K)A2 , 

~ = i(l- Kif, 

to obtain 

J; = ilA 2c1 - iKfA 20 . 

Equation (5.8) implies (5.6). 

B. Lax pairs containing OSI 

Consider the Lax pair 

and assume that 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

A c-+O, A 2---+0 , A3-A30 for large x, y, (5.10) 

where J is a real constant diagonal matrix and A30 is a purely 
imaginary diagonal matrix. Letting t,b = f-l exp[iK(Jx 
+ y + iKA30t )], Eqs. (5.9) yield (3.1) and 
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/It = A3/lyy + Ay..ty + A Iii + (iK)Z(A3 /l - /lA 30) 

+ 2iKA3/ly + iKAz/l' (5.11) 

The evolution of the scattering data/(I,K,O) [of (3.16) and 
(3.17)] associated with (5.9) is given by 

l{l,K,O) = e(il/2tA"1(I,K,0)e - (iK)2tA
30. (5.12) 

Equation (5.12) can be derived in a similar way as Eq. 
(5.6). 

c. Lax pairs containing OSII 

Consider the Lax pair 

¢x = q¢ - iJ¢y , 

¢, =AI¢+Az¢y +A3¢yy, 
(5.13) 

and assume (5.10) (J and A30 are real and purely imaginary 
diagonal matrices, respectively). Letting 
¢ = /l exp [K(iJx - Y + KA30t)], Eqs. (5.13) yield (4.1) and 

/It =A3/lyy +Az/ly +AI/l +~(A3/l-/lA30) 

- 2KA3 fly - KAz /l . (5.14) 

The evolution of the scattering data f} ij [of (4.41)] asso
ciated with (5.13) is given by 

f} ij( ) ;C2A3U'f} ij( 0) - '?A30t 
X,Y,KR,K[,t =e X,y,KR,K[ e , 

(5.15) 

To derive Eq. (5.1S) define the linear operator L", 

L" *a, - A3a; - Azay - A I - KZA3 + 2KA3ay + KAz . 

Then (S.14) yields 

(S.16) 

Applying the operator L" to (4.21) and using (5.16), Eq. 
(5.15) follows in a straightforward way. Similarly one can 
establish that (see Appendix B) 

a . . 
-/1 = - 2KjA 30 , 
at ' " 

a· [.. ( Ji ) ( Ji)Z. z] -(aji); =A30 2iK~ J0 1-- - 1-- (K~) . 
at ' J Ii I, ~ ~ Ii 

(S.17) 

O. Some physically interesting equations 

The n-wave resonant interactions and variants of the 
so-called DS equation are contained as special cases in the 
Lax pairs (5.1), (S.9), and (S.13). 

1. The n-wave interaction 

The n-wave interaction equations are 
n 

qij, = aijqijx + Pijqijy + I (aiK - a Kj )qiKq"j , 
K~I 

K"I'j 

i,j,K = 1, ... ,n , (5.18) 

where the real constants aij andPij are related to thex andy 
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components of the underlying group velocities. Equations 
(5.18) are the compatibility conditions of the Lax pair (5.1) 
with A I and A2 defined by 

[Adij = aijqij' [All;; = 0, Az = diag(CI, ... ,Cn ), (5.19) 

where JuC, are given in terms of aij' Pij via 

C-C 
aij = ; _/, Pij = Ci -Jiaij' (5.20) 

I ] 

Hence, the initial value problem of (5.18) can be solved 
via (3.16) and (3.17), where the initial scattering data/(I,K,O) 
can be calculated from (3.12), (3.13)±, and/(I,K,t) is found 
from (5.6), where 

2. The DS equation 

Consider the Lax pair 

¢x = q1f + B1fy , 

1ft =A I1f+ A Z1fy +A)1fyy, 

where 

B = diag(bl,bz), A3 = diag(el,ez), Az = Ylzq , 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

YI2 = Y21 *(el - ez)l(b l - b2) , (5.23) 

q = (0 q12) , Al = (All Alz). 
qZI 0 \AZI AZ2 

The compatibility condition of (5.22) yields some nonlinear 
equations forqlz,qzI' However, in contrast to the usual cases, 
Aij depend nonlocally on qI2,q21' Actually one finds 

_ ei - ej + 2(biej - bjei ) 
qij, - (b

i 
- bjf qiju (bi - bjf qijxy 

eb 2 - b 2e 
+ I(b: _ b

j
;/ qijyy + (Au -Ajj)qij' (S.24) 

where A ij are defined in terms of q ij through the equations 

Yij (2ei - biYij) .. 
Aij=b_bqijx+ b-b qij,' l'f], (S.2Sa) 

t } l} 

b YI2 ( 2e l - blYI2 ( 
Allx - IAlly = b

2 
_ b

l 
qIZq2dx + b

1 
_ b

I 
qIZq21)y 

(S.2Sb) 

and A22 satisfies an equation obtained from (S.2Sb) by 1+-+2. 
Variants of the DS equation can be obtained by the fol

lowing "reduction" of (S.22). Let 

bz = - bl , ez = - e I , e I = i, 

q21 = aql2*aQ(a = ± 1), b i = ± 1 . (S.26) 

Using (S.26) in (S.22)-(5.2Sb) and letting 
¢ = i(AII -An) + (azlbi)lqIZ one is lead to the following 
(the overbar denotes complex conjugate). 

DS/: We call DSI the following set of equations: 

iQI +!(Qxx +Qyy)= _aIQI 2Q+¢Q, a= ± 1, 

¢xx - ¢yy = 2a(IQ 12)xx . (S.27) 

Equations (S.27) are the compatibility conditions of (S.9) 
with 

J I = 1, Jz = - 1, Az = iq, A3 = diag(i, - i) , 
(S.28) 
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A I = (A 11 A 12), q = (0 _ Q), 
\A21 An uQ 0 

where the entries of A I are defined by 

AI2 = !i(Qx + Qy), A21 = !iu( - Qx + Qy) , 

Allx -Ally = - yu[(QQ)x + (QQ)y] , (5.29) 

A22x + A22y = Fu[ (QQ)x - (QQ)y] . 

Hence, assuming that A 1I,A22 tend to zero forlarge x,y 
(we note in this context that the question of the precise condi
tions under which this occurs is under investigation), the 
initial value problem of (5.27) can be solved via (3.16), (3.17). 
In these equations J = diag( 1, - 1); furthermore, the initial 
scattering dataj(l,K,O) is determined from (3.12), (3.13) ± , 

andj(l,K,t) is found from (5.12), where 

A30 = diag(i, - i) . (5.30) 

DSII: We call DSII the following set of equations: 

iQt + !(Qyy - Qxx) = ulQ 12Q + 1>Q, 
(5.31) 

rPxx + 1>yy = - 2U(Q2)xx . 

Equations (5.31) are the compatibility conditions of (5.13) 
with 

J I = 1, J2 = - 1, A2 = - q, A] = diag(i, - i) , 
(5.32) 

and A 1,q are defined by (5.28), where 

AI2= -!(iQx +Qy), A21 = -!u(-iQx +Qy), 

Allx +iAlly =!u[i(QQ)x +(QQ)y] , (5.33) 

A22x - iAn
y 

= !u [ - i(QQ)x + (QQ)y] . 

Hence (again, as before we assume that A 11,A22 tend to 
zero for large x, y) the initial value problem of (5.31) can be 
solved via (4.34), (4.35), (4.41). In these equations 
J = diag( 1, - 1); furthermore, the evolution of the scattering 
data (4.40) is determined from Eqs. (5.15) and (5.17), where 
A 30 = diag(i, - i). 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix we derive Eq. (3.12). Substituting.::i 
from (3.15) to (3.14), it follows that (3.11) is valid iff 

f oc f-l-(l )eiJXj(l,K)ei(l- K)y dl __ 1_ foo dS EeiKjx - s)j 
- 00 217" - 00 

X (17" +q f-l-(K) -17" _q f-l+(K))e'KJx - - dS . 1 foo 
217" - 00 

X J: 00 dl EeiKjX-s)Jqf-l-(l)eilJSj(/,K)ei(I-K)'1 = 0, (AI) 

where f-l ± (I )*f-l ± (x, y,l) and E*Ex _ s, J' On the other 
hand, multiplying Eq. (3.4)- from the right by 
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exp[iIJx]J(/,K)exp[i(1 - KlY] and integrating with respect to 
I, we find 

f oo f-l- (l )eiiJXj(/,K)ei(l- K)Y dl __ 1_ foo dS 
- 00 217" - 00 

X J~ 00 dl Eeil (x- s)J(17" +qf-l-(l))eilPj(/,K)ei(I-K)Y 

- Joo eiiJXj(I,K)ei(l- K)Y dl __ 1_ JX dS 
- oc 217" - 00 

X f: 00 dl Eeil1x - s)Jqf-l-(K)eilPj(/,K)ei(l- K)Y = O. (A2) 

Letting m = iii - K in the third integral of (A 1) and 
m = iii - I in the fourth integral of(A2), it follows that these 
two terms are equal. Hence, subtracting (AI) - (A2), we find 

F" oc dl eiiJj(I,K)ei(l- K)Y dl 

1 foc foc fOO foo - 2;; _ 00 ds _ 00 dl _ 00 drJ _ 00 dm 

Xei(m + l)lx - !;)J (17" +qf-l-(K))eilS1(I,K)ei(l- K)Y + im(y - 'I) 

__ l_foo dsfoo drJfoo dmei(m+K)lx-i;IJ 
217" - oc - 00 - 00 

X (17" +qf-l- (K) - 17" -qf-l + (K))eiKSJ+ im( y - 1/1 = 0 . (A3) 

Letting I = m, m + I = m, and m + K = m, in the first, sec
ond, and third integrals of(A3), we conclude that (3.11) is 
valid iffj(m,K) satisfies (3.12). 

APPENDIX B 

In this appendix we derive Eqs. (5.17). To simplify the 
calculations, we consider (5.14) for large x, y: 

f-lt ~A30(f-lyy - 2Kf-ly) + K2(A30 - f-lA30)' (Bl) 

Denoting! J.L'L by f-lj, it follows that f-lJ satisfies 
iii 2 i f-lj, = A 30) f-lj,y - 2K f-lj) + K (A 30; - A 30,l f-lj . (B2) 

Similarly rP j, the homogeneous solution of (4.23) satisfies 
(B2) with K replaced by Ki. Using the equations that f-l j, rP j 
satisfy and 

(B3) 

we find an equation for fi,j. Taking the limit of this equation 
as K~Ki and using (4.30), we find 

a· . 4 - y' = - 2K'A30 . (B ) 
at ' 

To derive the evolution equation of (ui))" we first let 

..I.. i -iii' 
J.Lj=fl/+ 't'e. . 

K - (Kk + iK~JJ~) 
(B5) 

Since the evolutions of J.L j, c!>i, and ~ j are known ( ~ j evolves 
like J.L i ), we find the evolution of eji , which implies 

a. [.. ( J i ) ( Ji )2. 2] at (uji )' = iA 30
j 

2iK~KKk 1 - J
j 

- 1 + J
j 

(K~) . 

(B6) 
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A scheme is elaborated which generates unique characteristic initial value data for a general 
relativistic fluid in terms of initial value data for a Newtonian fluid. The chief ingredient is the 
demand that the evolution of the general relativistic fluid yield the evolution of the Newtonian 
fluid as a parameter A, corresponding to lie, goes to zero. The resulting gravitational null data is 
examined in detail to the first three nontrivial orders in A. To this order, the data is asymptotically 
flat at future null infinity and appears to properly incorporate an outgoing radiation condition. 
The implications of these results for the calculation of gravitational radiation from quasi
Newtonian systems is discussed. 

PACS numbers: 04.20. - q, 02.60. + y 

I. INTRODUCTION 
This work is a follow-up of a null-cone approach to 

post-Newtonian calculations proposed in an earlier paper' 
(hereafter referred to as Paper I). The ideas of that paper 
seemed especially attractive for formulating radiative cor
rections. Null cones of a A-parameter family of space-times 
(11 A representing the velocity of light in these space-times) 
were arranged to yield absolute-time slices in theA = 0 New
tonian limit. In this way, for example, a natural geometric 
formulation of the quadrupole radiation formula might be 
possible. The Q-terms on one side of the equation would refer 
to the Newtonian quadrupole dependence on absolute time 
while, on the other side, the radiation terms would represent 
the leading-order general-relativistic energy flux reaching 
null infinity along the corresponding null cones. Thus, radi
ation calculations could be based upon the exact curved
space null cones, instead of the customary quasi-Minkow
skiian formulation of approximation schemes for 
post-Newtonian hydrodynamics. 2

-
9 In the limit A = 0, these 

exact null cones reduce to absolute-time slices on which to 
express Newtonian properties. 

The approach is based upon the characteristic initial 
value formulation of general relativity with interior fluid 
source. Here the initial data on a null cone, for the gravita
tional field, consist of the shear (or astigmatism) of the null 
rays. In Paper I, the details were worked out to the leading 
nontrivial order in A. The condition that data on an initial 
cone yield a Newtonian space-time (in the sense of Cartan), 
for A = 0, turned out to be remarkably simple. Essentially, 
the gravitational potential emerges in a second role as a po
tential for the shear of these null cones. The formalism and 
leading-order results are recapitulated in Sec. II. 

Futamase and Schutz8
•
9 have recently developed a com

plementary post-Newtonian approximation scheme based 
upon the space-like, rather than null, initial value problem. 
They adopt the usual harmonic coordinate formalism which 
reduces Einstein's equation to a Minkowskiian wave equa
tion. The initial value formulation avoids the divergent re
tarded integrals characteristic of previous schemes which 
attempted to rule out incoming radiation by boundary con
ditions at the false past null infinity of the Minkowskiian 
"light cones." Instead, their boundary conditions are the 
Cauchy data on a space-like hypersurface extending to spa-

tial infinity. In this way, they have constructed a mathemat
ically well-defined approximation scheme and have greatly 
refined the methodology of the harmonic coordinate ap
proach. Certain aspects of their scheme are still not as ideal 
as might be desired. 

(i) For a given Newtonian system, the post-Newtonian 
corrections are not unique but depend upon the choice of 
gravitational Cauchy data. They circumvent this by intro
ducing an ensemble average over all possible Cauchy data, 
the physical justification being the random incoming radi
ation, impinging on any realistic system. 

(ii) Because their scheme is based upon the false Min
kowskiian light cones, it is not applicable to properties of 
future null infinity such as radiation fields and energy flux. 
Nevertheless, their work represents an important achieve
ment and has provided a mathematically well-defined deri
vation of the radiation-reaction corrections to Newtonian 
equations of motion. 10 

The null approach was formulated with the specific in
tent of studying radiation fields, from a post-Newtonian 
viewpoint. Initial data on an outgoing null cone lead instan
taneously to radiation fields at future null infinity. This radi
ation can be studied without even having to evolve Einstein's 
equation. The crucial physical issue is the selection of initial 
null data. In the presence of matter, it is known that the 
mathematically simplest initial data, choosing the shear of 
the null cone to vanish, introduce unphysical incoming radi
ation. What is the proper A-dependent null data for studying 
post-Newtonian corrections? Paper I gives a procedure for 
determining such null data by the requirement that the A
dependent system have a Newtonian limit in some neighbor
hood uo<u < u, of the initial null cone uo. In Sec. III, we 
formalize that procedure in terms of an iteration scheme for 
determining 0 (A n) data from 0 (A n - ') data. At each order, 
the data are given by the solution of a Poisson equation. 

A similar role for Poisson equations appears in the 
impressive work of Per sides" who carries out a A-expansion 
using a space-like but asymptotically null coordinate system. 
Persides' formalism is not based upon an initial value formu
lation and comparison with our work is not straightforward 
particularly with respect to boundary conditions. A chief 
difference appears to be that Persides sets to zero certain 
otherwise arbitrary source terms for his Poisson equations. 
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As a result, the asymptotic shear of his asymptotically null 
hypersurfaces vanishes to leading order in the A-expansion. 
In our formalism, this would correspond to the presence of 
incoming radiation. 

The initial null data determined by the Poisson equa
tion are unique provided the asymptotic behavior of the 
source is consistent with the boundary condition that the 
solution vanish at infinity. 12 This property of the asymptotic 
behavior is established in Sec. IV, up through the first three 
nontrivial orders in A. To this order, the data are unique and 
are consistent with asymptotic flatness at null infinity, as 
discussed in Sec. V. 

The following heuristic model exhibits the mechanism 
by which unique null data can be determined by the require
ment of a Newtonian limit and reveals the sense in which 
these data contain no incoming radiation. For the A-depen
dent flat space-time metric 

ds2 = du 2 + U du dr - A 2r(de 2 + sin2 e d¢ 2) (1.1) 
in null polar coordinates, consider the wave equation 

~ i. (r aF) _ V 2F = S. (1.2) 
r ar au 

Here S is a smooth, compact, A-independent external source 
for the A-dependent field F(u, r, e, ¢, A ). We require that F 
vanish at future null infinity and be uniformly differentiable 
with respect to A and xa, for O<A <AI' in some future neigh
borhood of the initial null cone Uo' ExpandingFas a series in 
A, F = ~Fln)A n, the boundary condition at infinity implies 
that FlO) is uniquely determined from V2FIO) = - S. Fur
thermore, for n > 0, each succeeding term is uniquely deter
mined from 

v2Fln) = ~ i. (r aFln - I)). 
r ar au 

Thus, under the above conditions, (1.2) determines unique 
null dataF(uo, Xi; A.) = ~Fln)(uo, xi)IL n. (In fact, in this over
simplified model, this procedure yields a unique series solu
tion whose successive terms contain the monopole, dipole, 
quadrupole, ... radiation from the source.) To identify the 
manner in which uniqueness of the solution corresponds to 
the exclusion of incoming radiation, we examine the behav
ior of Fin the region exterior to the source. For simplicity, 
consider the spherically symmetric solution F = (l/r) [ flu) 
+ g(u + Ur)], which contains outgoing and incoming 
waves described by fandg, respectively. We have aF I 
aA. = 2g(u + Ur), which must vanish at null infinity, uni
formly for O<A.<A.I' on the initial null cone. By choosing 
A. = r 01 r, this implies that g( Uo + 2r 0) = 0 so that the initial 
data for incoming waves must effectively vanish. Thus, by 
the use of stringent analytic conditions, it is possible to elimi
nate incoming waves from the data while keeping the outgo
ing waves intact. Of course, all incoming waves from past 
null infinity are not eliminated by this mechanism. Data on 
the initial cone can only determine F to the future of Uo and 
are ignorant of imploding-exploding waves which radiate to 
future null infinity in the past of Uo' That is an advantage of 
this technique in the curved space case, where the complete 
exclusion of incoming waves in terms of past null infinity is 
not only irrelevant physically but also impossible using exist
ing techniques. 
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II. NEWTONIAN GRAVITY ON THE NULL CONE 

We present here the formalism developed in Paper I. 
We adhere to the conventions of that paper with one major 
exception: we base the 3-operator on the unit sphere metric 
qAB' as noted in Sec. II B below. 

A. The A.-dependent system 

We consider a A.-parameter family of space-times such 
that physical space-time, with the velocity oflight equal to 1, 
is characterized by A. = 1 and Cartan's version of Newtonian 
space-time, with infinite velocity of light, is obtained in the 
limit A.-o. By utilizing the available diffeomorphism free
dom, these space-times are described on a common manifold 
in such a way that they share a common family of null cones 
whose apices trace out a time-like geodesic. In the null coor
dinate system based upon this family of cones, with X O = U, 

Xl = r, ~ = (x2, x 3) = (p,¢), the A.-dependent family of me
trics takes the form 

ds2 = (elA 2/3 V Ir - A. 4r h ABUA UB )du2 + UelA '/3 du dr 

+ U 3r UA du d~ -A. 2rhAB d~ dxB, (2.1) 

where h ABh BC = {jA C and det (h AB) = sin2 e. In addition, we 
set V = r + A. 2Wand hAB = qAB + A. 2yAB . These choices of 
A.-factors ensure that (2.1) reduces to (1.1) in the flat-space 
case. 

As matter source for this system, we take the A.-depen
dent ideal fluid stress tensor 

T/Lv = (p +A. 2p)W/LWy -A. 2pg/LV, 

where the four-velocity w/L has the form w/L = tIL + A. 2V/L' 
with tIL = (u + A.r)./L' Einstein's equation is then equivalent 
to the matter evolution equation T ~;v = 0 and the following 
six components of Einstein's equation: 

-81TA.- 2T II = -4fJ.llr+A.2~BcABI4, (2.2a) 

- 81TA. -2TIA = - (r4e-2),2/3hABU~),I/2r 

-2fJ,Alr+fJ,IA -CAB
BI2, (2,2b) 

- 81Tr(T - ~BTAB) 

= U -2e - lA '/3 v, I + A. -2yt + 2/3: + U 2fJ A/3,A 

_ e- 2),2/3r- 2(r4 U A) . 
,l.A 

(2.2c) 

81TA -2TABmAmB 

= e - lA 2/3mAmB [r(rh ) I A. AB,O ,I 

- (rVcAB ),1/2 - 2e
lA2

/3(/3AB +A. 2fJAfJ,B) 

+ rhACUc,I,B -A. 2r4e-lA2/3hAChBDU~ U~/2 

+ 2rUA,B + A. 2r CAB U DDI2 + A. 2rc AB,D U D 

(2.2d) 

Here capital Latin indices are raised with h AB = 2m IAmB ), 
yt is the Ricci scalar of the two-geometry defined by h AB' a 
colon represents the associated covariant derivative, and we 
have introduced the shear tensor CAB = Y AB,I = h AB,I I A. 2. 

The unconstrained data on an initial null cone consist of 
the matter datap, VI' VA (withp determined by an equation of 
state) and the gravitational data hAB (or, equivalently, CAB)' 
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In terms of these data, radial integration of the "hypersur
face" equations (2.2a)-(2.2c) determines the entire initial 
metric and radial integration of the gravitational "evolu
tion" equation (2.2d) determines the time derivative of the 
gravitational data. The matter evolution equation deter
mines the time derivative of the matter data. All integration 
constants are fixed by smoothness conditions which require 
that /3, v A' W, and CAB vanish at the origin. 

B. The Newtonian limit 

In paper I, the necessary and sufficient conditions were 
found for the above A-dependent family to yield, in the limit 
A-o, a Cartan version of Newtonian space-time with abso
lute-time slices t, a Euclidean metric €!'V, and a connection 
r P/lV = t./l t.vePCT(/> *.CT' whereV2(/> * = 41Tp.(Here(/> * is the 
Newtonian potential appropriate to a reference frame with 
freely falling origin.) It is convenient to state these conditions 
using the a-operator for the unit-sphere metric 
t/B = 2qlAqn I. For the sake of definiteness, we set 
t/ = (1 ,i/sin () )/\1'2, the essential point being that 

t/.o = t/.I = O. The conventions aref.A t/ = of /\1'2, for 
scalarsf, and (6" a - 0""8)1] = 2s1], for spin-weight s-quanti
ties 1]. We define the shear-potential a, up to I = 0 and I = 1 
harmonics, by CABt/qB = a2a, then for general-relativistic 
data on an initial null cone Uo to go over to Newtonian data 
on the corresponding absolute-time slice to, the shear poten
tial must be related to the Newtonian potential by 

a2[r(a+a)1,1 = -402(/>*, 

in the limit A-o. Furthermore, for the first-time derivative 
of a, at u = uo, to be a smooth function of A, a2(a - a) must 
vanish, for A = 0, so that the initial shear must be pure elec
tric. We incorporate these conditions by setting, for A = 0, 

(ra).1 = - 2(/> *. (2.3) 

This last equation fixes the I = 0 and I = 1 parts of a, 
which leads to some calculational convenience even though 
these parts are not of physical significance. The potential (/> * 
is related to the usual Newtonian potential (/> by 

(/> * = (/> + a + ram Ylm , (2.4) 

where we use the summation convention for spherical har
monic indices. Here a and am depend only on time. They are 
chosen so that (/> * and its spatial gradients vanish along the 
free-fall (or geodesic) world-line r = O. We assume that the 
fluid has compact spatial support so that 

(/>§¢llm Y1m/rl+ I, (2.5) 

where" §" stands for "equals, in the exterior of the fluid" 
and where, for example, ¢loo = - m(41T) 1/2, with m being the 
mass of the Newtonian system. 

Near the origin, (/> * = 0 (r). Thus the integral of (2.3), 

a = - 2r- 2 f (/> *(r')dr', (2.6) 

leads, for A = 0, to a smooth a which vanishes at the origin. 
Because integrals of this type arise often, we introduce the 
shorthand 

I f= f f(r')dr' and I'" f= I'" f(r')dr', 
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for functionsfwith the appropriate behavior to make these 
integrals well defined. 

When (2.3) is satisfied for null cones in some neighbor
hood of the initial null cone, uo, Euler's equations for the 
fluid follow from the A = 0 limit of Einstein's equation. 
Thus, in these circumstances, a Newtonian limit exists in 
this neighborhood. However, as demonstrated in paper I, 
this requirement on the u-dependence of the A = 0 limit of a 
determines, via the gravitational evolution equation, the ini
tial A-dependence of a, at u = uo. In Sec. III, we investigate 
the details of this interdependence. 

c. The weak field limit 

There is an important distinction between a Newtonian 
limit, with its connection and degenerate space-time metric, 
and the weak field limit, with its background Minkowski 
metric. In addition to a Newtonian limit, there is also a weak 
field limit associated in a natural way with the A-dependent 
system (2.1). This is obtained by setting u = AU and 
g/lV = A 2g/IV ' so that 

ds2 = (elA '/3 V /r - A 4rh ABUA UB )du2 + 2elA '/3 du dr 

+ U 2rUA du d~ - rhAB dxA dxB. 

The Einstein tensor for this system then satisfies 

G/lV = - 81TA 2[(p +A 2p)W/lWV -A 2pg/lv ], 

whereg/lvwuwv = 1. Now P = A 2p andp = A 2p go to zero as 
A-o. 

The g/lv -system is often taken as the starting point for 
post-Newtonian approximations, with the new dynamical 
time scale u then introduced to formulate the Newtonian or 
"slow motion" limit. 13 The g/lV-system is more convenient 
for discussing asymptotic radiative properties because Pen
rose's compactification of null infinityl4 is then directly ap
plicable in the A = 0 limit. Also, the g/lv -system is essential 
for carrying out numerical investigations of post-Newtonian 
effects. 15.16 However, it should be borne in mind that it is the 
g/lV-system which is appropriate for investigating the exis
tence of a Newtonian limit. 

III. DETERMINATION OF THE NEWTONIAN INITIAL 
SHEAR 

Given initial data for a Newtonian space-time, we now 
present a formal method for determining unique initial null 
data for a A-dependent family of Einstein space-times. Our 
hypothesis is that A = 0 represents a Newtonian space-time, 
A = 1 represents an Einstein space-time with the physical 
value of the velocity of light, and that the A-dependent sys
tem (2.1) extrapolates between them analytically. In accord, 
we expand all quantities in the form 

'" f(x U
; A) = Iflnl(xu)A, n. (3.1) 

n=O 

Note that we assume the existence of a family of null 
cones for 0 < A';;; 1, in some neighborhood uo';;; u < u I of the 
initial null cone. For a matter distribution with a sufficiently 
large quadrupole moment the bending oflight would lead to 
caustics that destroy this null cone property. However, this 
bending effect goes to zero as the velocity of light goes to 
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infinity in the Newtonian limit so that such a family of cones 
should exist for some range 0 < A <A I' For A I < 1, the physical 
space-time would be excluded from the system. Presumably 
this would show up as a divergence of the A-series for the 
shear. No post-Newtonian approximation scheme might be 
valid for such a system. In the space-like approach, the false 
Minkowski light cones would not reveal the gravitational 
lens effects. Strangely, the predominance of observable phys
ical systems fall into the class A I > 1 (for some choice of 
apex). It is precisely this circumstance that gives physical 
importance to the post-Newtonian approach. 

We now discuss the iteration scheme. 
Gravitational quantities such as {3 and W, which are 

scalar fields on the two-spaces of constant u and r, are ex
panded in the manner of (3.1). For the vector field UA and 
tensor field CAB' we introduce scalar potentials 
UAt/ = dZ IV2 and CABt/qB = d2a, with Z and a having 
expansions as in (3.1). Although the I = 0 part of Z In) and the 
I = 0 and I = 1 parts of a ln ) are physically irrelevant, it will 
be convenient to give them specific values in the n = 0 case. 
To give a unique expansion for the complex dyad vector, we 
first fix its phase by requiring 

rnA 1,=0 = t/ and rnA,J'nA = O. 

Then, using hAB = qAB + A 2yAB , it follows that we can set 

rnA = (1 +..1. 4Q)t/ +..1. 2pqA, 

where the complex scalars Q and P have expansions as in 
(3.1). 

As initial matter data for the A-dependent system, we 
choose the initial Newtonian data, so that p(xa; A ) = p(xa) 
and vP(xa

; A) = vP(xa
), for u = Uo. In addition we fix the 

geodesic world-line traced out by the origin by requiring that 
it pass through the Newtonian center-of-mass, at u = uo, 
with the center-of-mass velocity. Then, given the initial 
choice of angular coordinates, the initial data p( uo,r,~ ) and 
va(uo,r,xA) are functionally unique. Furthermore, there is no 
remaining gauge freedom in the A-dependent system. As we 
shall see, this arrangement leads formally to unique gravita
tional initial data when the Newtonian limit is preserved 
under evolution. 

There seems to be no other natural way to eliminate 
diffeomorphism freedom and the resulting simplicity of a 
uniquely determined A-dependent system for each choice of 
Newtonian initial data has great technical and conceptual 
advantages. However, it would be of interest to investigate 
the transformation properties under, say, change of position 
or initial velocity of the origin, to check the consequences of 
the Galilean symmetries of the Newtonian theory. 

We note that, for u > Uo, P and va become A-dependent 
and therefore so does the pressure, for which we assume a ..1.
independent equation ofstatep(p). Also, except in the pres
ence of special symmetries, the center-of-mass world-line 
will veer away from the origin since the center-of-mass does 
not, in general, follow a geodesic (free-fall trajectory) of the 
Newton-Cartan theory. 

We now apply the A-expansion to formulate the iter
ation scheme which determines the initial gravitational data. 
After applying 6- 1 to (2.2b) and d- 2 to (2.2d), the nth-order 
parts of Eqs. (2.2a), (2.2b), and (2.2d) take the form 
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- 4r{3ln
),1 = J~), (3.2) 

(r4Z~~IJ.I = 2r4({3ln)/r),1 - (2 + dd'jraln) +J~), (3.3) 

[r(a ln ) - Z ln))l,l = - 2{3ln) + J~). (3.4) 

Here J p In), J Z In), and J a In) are determined by order (n - 2) 
hypersurface fields except for ana~~ - I) term inJa In) [see (3.5) 
below]. Because of the use of the inverse d operator, the 1= 0 
part of Jzln) and the 1= 0 and I = 1 parts of J a In) are at this 
stage arbitrary, corresponding to the physical irrelevence of 
the corresponding parts of the potentials Z In) and a ln ). They 
may be fixed at some later stage for calculational ease. In the 
expansion of the evolution equation (2.2d), the time deriva
tiveofa appears asan order (n - 1) term inJln); morespecifi
cally 

J (
rain-I)) 

J~) = 2r ,or ,I 

+ order (n - 2) hypersurface terms. (3.5) 

A Poisson equation for the nth-order gravitational data 
a ln ) can now be obtained in the following way. To Eq. (3.2), 
add the equation obtained from applying alar to (3.3) and 
the equation obtained by applying [ - 2 + (a I ar)r(a I ar)] to 
(3.4). There results 

rV2(raln )) = J'n) + (r J In)) _ 2J In) + J In) 
,I P a.1 ,I a Z,I' (3.6) 

where V2 is the Laplacian, i.e., 

rV2 = !.... r !.... + 6 d. 
ar ar 

This Poisson equation uniquely determines a ln ) in terms of 
order (n - 1) quantities provided the boundary conditions 
that (raln)),1 vanish at infinity, modulo I = 0 and I = 1 har
monics, can be consistently applied. When desired, ambigu
ity with respect to I = 0 and I = 1 harmonics may be elimin
ated by considering the equation obtained by applying 
(6 d + 2)6 d to (3.6). Since this operator commutes with V2 

and annihilates I = 0 and I = 1 terms, the resulting equation 
may be solved for (6 d + 2)ddaln ) in standard fashion. 

The iteration scheme begins at n = 0 with specification 
of the Newtonian datap(uo,r,xA) and va(uo,r,xA). This deter
mines the initial value of a(O) via (2.3). Assuming that the 
initial value of a ln ) has been determined, a ln + I) is found by 
first integrating (3.2) and (3.3) to find {3 In) and zln) and inte
grating the nth-order version of (2.2c) to find Win). Then 
aln),o is the only remaining quantity needed to determine 
aln + I) via (3.6). But at this stage the iteration scheme has 
determined a ln ) completely in terms of the initial Newtonian 
data p and va so that aln),o is ultimately determined by the 
time derivatives of the Newtonianp and va, which, in turn, 
are determined by Euler's equations for the Newtonian fluid. 
Thus, formally, the expansion can be continued to arbitrary 
order. The details involved in this procedure will become 
evident in the ensuing calculations leading up to a Poisson 
equation for a (2

). 

A. Formulas for n = 0 

From paper I, we have the following results: 

ra lO
) = -2 f $*, (3.7) 
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p (0) = 21T J pIO)r, (3.8) 

rZ IO) = ralO) + 2 J PIO), (3.9) 

W IO)/2r = (/) * - p (0). (3.10) 

Here (3.7) is just a rewriting of (2.3); and (3.8)-(3.10) result 
from inserting (3.7) into the hypersurface equations. Note 
that alII = 0 and I = 1 freedom has been removed. Equa
tions (3.7)-(3.10) must hold for u;;'uo' (For u = Uo, we have 
pIO)=p.) 

In working out higher n-order quantities, some addi
tional relationships are useful. We define (the time-depen
dent quantity) 

m(r,~) = 41T J pIO)r. 

Then, usingpr = (J IJr)(l/r) S pr + (1/r) S pr, we obtain 

2p 10) = m(r;) + J m(~~) . (3.11) 

By parts integration, we also have 

J PIO) = rplO) _ m(r~~) . (3.12) 

By applying 3d to (3.7) and reexpressing the integral in terms 
of the Poisson equation for (/) *, we obtain 

3da(0) = 2(/)* 1 -2m(r,x4)/r. (3.13) 

To determine the dyad quantity P = mAqA 1 A 2, we carry out 
the dyad expansion of hAB,1 ~~ = II. 23

2a, We find 

2p(0) = - 32 J aIO), 

where, according to (3.13), 

3d J alOI = 2(/) * - 2 J m (f) , 

B. Formulas for n = 1 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

For u = Uo, the Poisson equation (3,6) takes the explicit 
form 

rV 2(rall )),1 = 161T(pI0IvI0Ir),1 

-161TplolrvII01-4(r'(/)*,0),llr, (3.16) 

where we have introduced a potential for the fluid's angular 
momentum density by pv A ~ = 3( pv)h/2. (For u = Un' we 
have viOl = v and v/Ol = vj .) The term involving (/) *,0 in 
(3.16) arises from rewriting the alOI,o terms, indicated in (3.5) 
and (3.6), using (raIOI),1 = - 2(/) *. We can determine (/) *,0 
from the time derivative of the Newtonian Poisson equation 

V 2 </> *,0 = 41Tp;gl. 

Using the Newtonian mass conservation equation, this be
comes 

rV2(/) *,0 = 41T(rpvd,1 + 21T33[p(v+v)], (3.17) 

for u = Uo, thus determining (/) * ,0 from the initial matter 
data. In this way, the determination of the order n = 1 gravi
tational data reduces to solving the Poisson equations (3.17) 
and (3.16), in that order. 
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The order n = 1 hypersurface equations, for u = Uo, 

take the form 

pill = 41T J pvlr, (3.18) 

(r4Z::I),1 = 2r4(p(ll/r),1 - (2 + 3d)ralll 

+ 161Tprv, (3.19) 

W::I = (2 - o d){3 III + od[r4(Zlll + Z(lI)L/4r 

+ 32l)2 J (alii: alii). (3.20) 

In general, the data a lll will not be real, as in the n = 0 
case, due to the presence of the angular momentum source 
term in (3.16), i.e., 

rV2(r 1m aill),l = 161T( p lolr 1m vIOI),I' 

Thus the shear at this order will have both "electric" and 
"magnetic" parts. Similarly Zlll also has, in general, an 
imaginary part. However, the equation 

[r(alll - ZI1I)l,1 = 2r(r J a:g).l - 2plll, (3.21) 

which results from the A-expansion of (2.2d), implies that 
Im(alll - Zill) = O. 

c. Formulas for n = 2 

According to (3.6), the gravitational data are obtained 
from 

rV2(ra1211,1 = J~I + (r J~\ ),1 - 2J~1 + J~~l' (3.22) 

Calculation of the source terms becomes lengthy, although 
straightforward, at this state. We find, for U = UO,17 

J~I = - 81Tr(pv I
2 + p) - ~rWaIOI)l)2aIOI, (3.23) 

J~I = 3-1{161T(2)l/2rpvlvA~ + 2(pI0Ir43Z:~I),1 
+ [r4(32aIOI)dZI01l,1 _ rPIOl33al01 

- 2r(3pI01)32aIOI + rPI013l)2aI01}, (3.24) 

J 
(raill) 

J~I = 2r ;0 .1 + 0-2{ _ 161Tp(vA~)2 

- 2(3P I01)2 _ 4P 10132p 101 _ (rWIO)32aI0)),1 

- ~r4(3Z:W + rId 32a (0))3Z (0) 

- 4pIOIo d(/) * - 2(oPI0Ijd(/) * + 2(dP IOI)O(/) *}. (3.25) 

The only term occurring in (3.23)-(3.25) which has not 
been previously reduced in terms of matter data is a(l 1,0' It is 
determined by taking the time derivative of (3.16). In the 
process, it is necessary to use the Euler equations of the New
tonian fluid to reduce the expressions (pv).o, (pvtl,o' and 
(/) *,00 to hypersurface quantities. We omit the details here as 
it turns that the a lll.o term plays no essential role in our 
remaining considerations. 

The inverse 0 operator appearing in (3.24) and (3.25) 
cannot be explicitly removed, as was possible in the n = 0 
and n = 1 cases. However, taking note of the identity 
(j2(Ya = 3 d(3 d + 2)a, an equation equivalent to (3.22), free 
of inverse 3 operators, may be obtained in the manner sug
gested in the discussion following (3.6). Alternatively, (3.22) 
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may be used as it stands by simply assigning a unique defini
tion to Cl -I. For instance, define Cl -I of a spin-weight s func
tion 1/ to be that spin-weight (s - 1) functionfwhich con
tains no harmonics with 1 <s and satisfies Clf = 1/. 

IV. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 

In the previous section, we have presented an iteration 
scheme which determines Einsteinian characteristic initial 
data from Newtonian initial data by means of the Poisson 
equation (3.6). The source terms of this Poisson equation 
reduce to two types: (i) matter terms which vanish outside 
the compact support of the density p, and (ii) gravitational 
terms which extend to infinity. We now investigate, for 
n = 0, 1, and 2, whether the asymptotic behavior of these 
gravitational terms is compatible with the existence of a 
unique solution to the Poisson equation. Actually, since only 
the 1 ;;;. 2 parts of the potential a for the gravitational data are 
of physical relevance, our interest lies in the projected Pois
son equation 

V 2(r9a ln )),1 = 9S ln), (4.1) 

where 9 is the operator which projects out 1 = 0 and 1 = 1 
harmonics and 

rS ln
) = 9 [J~) + r((rJ~)),llr),1 + J~:t1. (4.2) 

Here (4.1) follows from (3.6) in view of the identity [.9, 
V2] = O. 

For n = 0, no asymptotic difficulties arise but we need 
the details of the asymptotic behavior in order to investigate 
the n = 1 and n = 2 cases. According to (2.4)-(2.6), 

a(O) = - am Ylm - 2(;) - (~) J <P, (4.3) 

where, in the region exterior to the matter, 

<PiE. - (mlr) + (dm Y1mlr) + 9¢Jlm ylm;,J+ I. (4.4) 

Here, as is evident from (2.4), a = - <Po (the value of the 
standard Newtonian potential at the origin), am determines 
the components ofV<P at the origin, and dm determines the 
Newtonian dipole moments, The choice of initial center-of
mass coordinates would imply that dm and dm,o vanish, for 
U = uo' However, in this section, we relax this center-of
mass condition to demonstrate that it has no substantial ef
fect on the behavior of 9all ) or 9a(2). From (4.3) and (4.4), 
a IO), in the exterior region, has the form 

aIO)iE. _ am Ylm _ ~ + 2m In r + 2d~:lm 
r r r 

cl°) 2¢J 1m Y lm 
+ -+9 , r 1/+2 

(4.5) 

The "integration constant" cl°) is determined by the matter 
distribution by using (3.13): 

a aa lO) = 2am Ylm + 2<P,1 - 2m(r,~ )/r. (4.6) 

Comparing this with (4.5), we have a acl°) = 2(m - m (~ »), 
where m (~) = m( oo,~), To findpIO), first note that(3.15) 
implies 

-J J m(r,~) a a a lO) = 2ram Ylm + 2a + 2<P - 2 r' 

which gives 
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aa J a(0)iE.2ramYlm +k IO)_ 2(m-~(~») 

2dm Ylm 9 2¢Jlm Ylm (4.7) 
+ r + /+1' 

where k(O) = 2a - 2 foom(r,xA )/r. Before finding p(O), we 
must remove the d a from the left side of (4. 7). We first need a 
formula for a = - <Po. Setting m(r) = (1141T) 
X ~ dfl m(r,xA), we have 

<Po = _1_ rC dfl <Po = _1_ Joo rC dfl <P,I 
41T j' 41T j' 

= __ 1 Joo rC dfl (r<P,1 ),1 
41T j' r 

= - J'" 7(m(r»).1 = - Joo mS)· (4.8) 

Thus k 1°) = 2 rIm (r) - m (r,~ ) )/r, which has no 1 = 1 
part, so that we may set k 10) = Cl aK (0), Then, combining 
(3.14) and (4.7), we obtain 

PIO)~ Cl 2 ___ +_+ . 
( 

KIO) cl°) ¢JIm Y1m ) 

- 2 2r 1(/+1)/+1 
(4.9) 

Formulas for the remaining n = 0 variables follow quite 
readily from inserting these results into (3.8)-(3.12): 

{JIO)iE.aI2 - k (0)/4-H I0), 

ZIO)iE.aIO) + 2H IO)/r - m(~ )/r, 

W(0)iE.2r(<P * - HIO)), 

where H 10), defined in (4.10), is independent of r. 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

Thus all the physically relevant n = 0 quantities have 
analytic asymptotic expansions in (1Ir). The important fea
tures are that foom(r,~ )Ir determines the asymptotic ge
ometry of the r = const surfaces, that m (~ ) determines the 
asymptotic shear of the null cone, and that the Newtonian 
quadrupole moments determine the asymptotic Weyl data. 
(Formulas for the Weyl data are given in Sec. V.) 

It is also true that the order n = 1 quantities have ana
lytic 1Ir dependence in the region exterior to the matter. 
This follows from an inspection of the source terms in (3.16). 
In the region exterior to the matter, (3.16) reduces to 

V2(r9a(l)).1 iE. - 49(r'<P.0).1/r' 

iE. 49(/-2)¢Jlm,oYlm l/+ 2
, (4.13) 

so that the exterior gravitational source is analytic in 1Ir. 
The solution of (4.13) consists of two pieces, 
(r 9 a(l)).1 = A II) + B (I), where, in the exterior, V 2A II) = 0 
so that A II) = 0 (1Ir') is analytic and B II) is the solution of 
(4.13) given by 

BII)iE. 2[(2 - /)llj9¢Jlm.oYlmlrl = 0(r- 3
). (4.14) 

Thus, in the exterior, 9all ) is analytic and has the form 
9a(l) = cll)/r + 0 (1Ir4

). It is now easy to check that all 
other n = 1 quantities are analytic in the exterior. The de
tails will not be needed. 

For n = 2, the analysis of asymptotic behavior is con
siderably more difficult because the source term S (2), in (4.1), 
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contains quadratic combinations of n = 0 quantities. Since, 
in the exterior, all order n = 0 and n = 1 quantities are ana
lytic in l/r, so is S (2). However, that is not sufficient to guar
antee an analytic solution for (r 9 a (2

)),I' It is adequate to 
investigate S (2) to the leading order in l/r to establish that no 
substantial problems arise. We expand S(2) g ~SI2,k)/r". 

The possible leading terms are k = 4 and k = 5. The Newto
nian monopole and dipole quantities am' a, m, and dm do 
not enter into either S 12,4) or S 12,5), even though the quadratic 
coupling would allow them to contribute to 1)2 source 
terms. Also, an inspection of (4.2) shows that Ja (2) cannot 
contribute to S 12,4) because of its analyticity in l/r. This sim
plifies the calculation of S 12,4). By inserting the asymptotic 
expansions (4.4) and (4.5) and (4.9)-(4.12) into Eqs. (3.23) and 
(3.24) for Jp (2) and JZ (

2
), we in fact find that S12,4) = o. 

We next expand S 12,5) = S 12,5)lm Ylm 1
2,5), with I) 2. The 

inhomogeneous solution ofV2B 12,5) = S I2,5)/r has a possible 
In rterm: 

S 12,5) Y In r 00 S 12,5) Y 
2m 2m _ L 1m 1m (4.15) 

5r 1= 3 W + 1- 6)r' 
B12,5) = 

In order to investigate the existence of the In rterm, we reex
press S 12,5) in terms of Newtonian data. It is easy to check 
that Jp (2) makes no contribution so that 
SI2.5) = Sz I2,5) + Sa 12,5), in terms of the contributions from 
J z (2) and J a (2). By inserting the asymptotic expressions for 
the order n = 0 quantities into (3.24), we obtain 

S 12,5) = 90- I [4(0 6K (0))0A. Y Z ~2m 2m 

- 8aO¢2m Y2m + 4(02c1°))6dm Y 1m 

- ~(6am' Ylm' )02¢3m Y3m ]. (4.16) 

Referring to (3,25), Sa 12,5) consists of two pieces. The hyper
surface part is determined in the same manner just used to 
find Sz 12,5). To express the time-derivative contribution, we 
set (r9all )),1 g 9A II)lm Ylm/r+ 1 + 9 BII)lm Ylm/r, in 
accordance with the discussion following (4,13). We then 
obtain 

S~,5) = - 2(A3m Y3m + B4m Y4m ).0 

+ 490- 2 [(0(306 - 2)K I0))0¢2m Y2m 

- 12WK (0))¢2m Y2m + (0 7iK(0 ))02¢2m Y2m 

+ W K (0))6¢2m Y2m + 2a02¢2m Y2m 

+ 8(02c1°))dm Y lm - (03c1°)jadm Y lm 

- 3(0(2 + 0 6)cl°))Odm Y1m + .!fam, Ylm' 02¢3m Y3m 

+ 5(oam, Ylm' )0¢3m Y3m - !(6am , Ylm' W¢3m Y3m ] . 
(4.17) 

We are interested in S2m 12,5) Y2m , When we combine (4.16) 
and (4,17) and extract out the 1 = 2 part, only the terms in
volving products of K 1°) and ¢2m Y2m survive. The cancella
tion of some of the terms in (4.16) and (4.17) is obvious. In 
other cases, it is helpful to use the identity f4027J2 Y2m = Y2m · 
Thus we can apply f4027J2 to the sum of (4.16) and (4.17) 
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without changing the 1 = 2 part. After doing this, any term 
of the form 7J3 f may be discarded since 7J3 annihilates 1 = 2 
terms. IS As an example of how this technique works consid
er the terms C involving cl°) in 027J2S 12.5): 

C = 7J2 [ 4Wc(0))06dm Y 1m + 32Wc(0))dm Y lm 

- 12(2ocl°) + 0 6ocl°))Odm Y lm ] 

= 7J2 [ - 12Wcl°))o 6dm Y lm 

- 12((2 + 0 6)ocl°))od", Y lm ] 

= - 1263 [Wcl°))Od", Y lm ] 

- 127J2 [((2 + 0 6 - 6 o)ocl°)Odm Y lm ] 

- 1263 [Wcl°))Od", Y lm ]. 

In this way, we find from (4.16) and (4.17) 

S~';;)Y2m = g9 27J2 [(4026K I0) - 2oK (0))o¢2m Y2m 

- 24WK(0))¢2m y 2m 

+ ~(O 6K(0)W¢2m Y2m ], 

where 9 2 is the projection operator for 1 = 2 harmonics. 
Using the technique of dropping terms of the form 7J3 f, we 
can then establish that S2m 12,5) = O. Thus the In r term in 
(4.15) vanishes. 

As a result, the Poisson equation for (r2 9 a (2)), I admits a 
unique solution with O( l/r3) asymptotic behavior. To each 
source term SIm 12,k) there corresponds a (l/~ - 2)_type solu
tion for k#l + 3 and a possible (In r/~ - 2)_type solution for 
k = 1 + 3. The solution has the form (r2PaI2)),1 g A(2) + B(2), 
where V2A(2) = 0 and V2B(2) = S(2), with A(2) = O(l/r3) and 

B(2) = O( l/r3
). As discussed in the next section, the order 

(n = 2) data are consistent with asymptotic flatness. 

v. DISCUSSION 

As shown in the preceeding section, the iteration 
scheme produces unique null data up through a (2), with 
asymptotic behavior alO) = cl°)/r + 0 (l/r4), 
all) = cll)/r + 0 (l/r4) and a (2) = cl2)/r + 0 (l/r4). To what 
order In r/r" terms appear in a (2

) and to what order the uni
queness of the iteration scheme can be extended are two of 
the questions emerging from this work that deserve further 
attention. 

In principle the existence of unique data at the a (2) level 
should lead to unique corrections, of the corresponding or
der, to the Euler equations of Newtonian hydrodynamics. 
These are obtained from a A-expansion of T!1V;v = O. As dis
cussed in paper I, the leading-order terms give the Euler 
equations. The next-order terms would give the corrections 
introduced by plI) and Va (I), and so forth. However, a prelimi
nary investigation reveals enormous technical difficulties in 
comparing such corrections with those obtained by space
like methods. This is due to the complicated transformation 
relating null coordinates to harmonic coordinates. Even in 
the flat-space case, the scalar Ph' representing the density in 
harmonic coordinates, has the awkward expansion 
Ph(t) = p(u + Ar) = plO) + ArplI) + .... Unfortunately, there 
are no known gauge invariant consequences arising from 
post-Newtonian hydrodynamics that different formalisms 
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can apply as a common algorithm for purposes of compari
son. 

The corrections to Newtonian hydrodynamics do not 
require detailed asymptotic knowledge of the null data. 19 

For some neighborhood uo<'u < U 1 of the initial cone, only 
the initial null data in a region of compact support can influ
ence the fluid. However, the radiation fields produced by the 
fluid at u = Uo are influenced by the null data on the entire 
initial cone. Furthermore, the only known geometrically 
meaningful description of radiation fields is based upon 
asymptotic flatness, which requires asymptotically flat null 
data. 14.20 This latter requirement is expressed most simply in 
terms of the Weyl data, the component of the Weyl tensor 
intrinsic to an outgoing null hypersurface. One consequence 
of the peeling theorem associated with asymptotic flatness is 
that this Weyl data has a certain asymptotic falloff. In our 
present null coordinate system, this condition takes the form 

IJI (l/A4)C1AB1 mAmB=0(l/r). (5.1) 
In terms of metric quantities, 

IJI = - !(,zmAmBCAB ),1 + ,12/3,1 cABmAmB. 
A A-expansion then gives, in the exterior region, 
IJI ~ -! 82(,za),1 + 0(,1 4), which satisfies (5.1) if 
(,z9aln

)),1 = o (1/r). The results of Sec. IV establish that 
this asymptotic flatness condition is satisfied for n equals 0, 
1, and 2. The fact that asymptotic flatness is maintained for 
n = 2 is quite encouraging since, at this order, the source 
terms include quadratic self-coupling to order (n = 0) fields. 
The Weyl tensor component IJI is invariantly picked out by 
the intrinsic geometry of the null hypersurface. Thus, given 
that IJIIO) and IJIII) satisfy (5.1), the result that 1J1 12) satisfies 
(5.1) is completely gauge invariant. 

In the axisymmetric case, an explicit formula for the 
Bonde l news function in terms of null cone initial data is 
given in Ref. 15. Calculation of the news function for theA
dependent null data obtained in Sec. III gives evidence that, 
to leading order, these null data properly exclude incoming 
radiation. It is known that, in general, the null data a = 0 
contain incoming radiation which acts as one of the sources 
for the outgoing radiation. The choice a = aiD) (with the aiD) 

given in Sec. III) changes the A-dependence of the news by a 
factor of A, reflecting the exclusion of incoming radiation to 
leading order. In addition, analytic and numerical studies 16 

of special cases indicate that the choice a = aiD) + Aa(1) in
troduces an additional factor of A in the news function. 

These preliminary results up to the (n = 2) order give 
encouragement that the approach ofthis paper is on the right 
track. However, at some sufficiently high order, it would 
seem likely that the delicate analytic conditions, which suc
cessfully eliminated incoming fields in the simple model dis
cussed in the Introduction, break down on account of non
linearity. Such nonlinearity generally produces 
backscattering and radiation tails which obscure any precise 
attempt to exclude the contribution of incoming fields from 
null data on an outgoing null hypersurface. In the space-like 
approach, the evaluation of certain integrals force Futamase 
and Schutz8

,9 to introduce an asymptotic approximation to 
Newtonian theory, which allows A n In A terms, rather than 
a series expansion valid about A = O. Some aspect of this 
might conceivably arise at higher order in the null approach. 
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For instance, the asymptotic behavior of the source terms 
might eventually lead to non unique null data. This, in fact, 
does occur to leading order in the space-like approach in 
which solutions are obtained by averaging over all possible 
Cauchy data. 8

,9 Also, In r terms, which are commonplace in 
the space-like approach, may eventually arise. However, 
there is some reason to hope they stem from the particular 
nature of harmonic coordinates22 and would not appear in 
null coordinates to any asymptotic order affecting radiative 
properties. 

A preliminary study indicates that, for quasi-Newtoni
an radiative systems, the leading term in A of the news func
tion should depend upon the time-derivative of c12) and the 
asymptotic value of p(3). All the theoretical issues are now 
resolved to carry out such a calculation unambiguously. In 
particular, the pieces are in place to check the Einstein qua
drupole formula for radiation. Regrettably the calculations 
are too complicated to carry out at this time. 

Ehlers has recently emphasized23
: "Since exact models 

of radiating systems are not in sight, it appears to be urgent 
to connect the concepts and constructions of asymptotics 
with approximation methods, even if that requires sacrific
ing some of its geometrical beauty or modifying its assump
tions." 

At present, asymptotics provides the only context for a 
meaningful description of radiation fields in general relativi
ty. To abandon its geometric spirit, without some viable al
ternative, would reopen the door to the same kind of confu
sion concerning radiation fields that existed prior to the 
pioneering work of Bondi. 21 TheA-expansion offers an ap
proach to approximating quasi-Newtonian systems without 
sacrificing a rigorous description of null infinity. 

One very attractive strategy is to view our approach as 
providing "exact models of radiating systems" in the full 
spirit of general relativity. The role of the Newtonian limit, 
from this viewpoint, would only be to provide initial null 
data to approximate some quasi-Newtonian astrophysical 
system. Rather than demanding that the Newtonian evolu
tion ofthe Newtonian data exactly agree with theA = 0 limit 
of the Einsteinian evolution, only a certain degree of tangen
cy in time would be required. This would free up the null 
data at higher n orders for which its physical importance 
might be questionable. Given such quasi-Newtonian null 
data, Einstein's equation would then be treated exactly. Ulti
mately, this might even lead to a way to discuss the behavior 
of a quasi-Newtonian astrophysical system in general rela
tivistic rather than Newtonian terms. What lends this strate
gy some hope of practicability is the recent success with nu
merical calculations of gravitational radiation for null data 
obtained by this means. 16 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Isotropy is a common feature in the astrophysical stud
ies of massive objects in general relativity. Recent investiga
tions on more realistic stellar objects, however, indicate that 
the interior matter distributions may be anisotropic at least 
in certain density ranges. 1.2 

Recently, Letelier3 has developed a theory of anisotrop
ic fluids the stress-energy tensor of which is obtained by 
combining the stress tensors of two irrotational perfect 
fluids. Each of the two fluid components obeys a stiff equa
tion of state (pressure = energy density) and is described in 
terms of a massless scalar field. If 1[1 and <P are the massless 
scalar fields, they are given by the following field equations: 

I[I:~ = 0, ( 1) 

<P:~ = 0, (2) 

and their stress-energy tensor is 

T"v = 1[1." l[I.v + <p." <p.v - !(I[I.a l[I.a + <p./3<p·/3)g"v' (3) 

with T~vv = 0. The Einstein field equations are (with C = 1 
and 8rrG = 1) 

R"v - ~"vR = - T"v' (4) 

The four-velocities of the perfect fluid components are 

u = 1[1 I( 1[1 l[I.a) I /2 
J.L .Il ,a , (5) 

v = <P I(<P <P .a)I/2 (6) 
J.L .11 ,a , 

where I/I.a l[I.a =1= ° and <p.a <P .a =1= 0. 
The pressure and energy of the fluid components are, 

respectively, 

Pop = pop = !1[I.a l[I.a, (7) 

P <P = P<P = !<P.a <P .a. (8) 

Defining a complex scalar field A as 

A = 1[1 + i<P, X = 1[1 - i<P, (9) 

the following anisotropic fluid variables are obtained in 
terms of A: 

T"v =pU" Uv + (a -rr)x"Xv -rr(g"v - U" Uv)' (10) 

p = a = !IA ·"A." I, (11) 

rr=lA A'" 
'Y~.J..l ' 

U" = Re(eiaX.,,)/[Re(eiaX.v)Re(eiaX .V)] 112, 

X" = - Im(eiaX.,,)I[ - Im(eiaX.v)Im(eiaX .V)] 1/2, 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

{2e,a= 1+ ." +i 1- ." , . [ Re(A A''')] 112 [ Re(A A''')] 112 

IA ./3A ·/31 IA ./3A ·/31 
(15) 

where U" is the anisotropic fluid flux velocity, X" is a space
like unit four-vector that points in the direction of anisotro
py, p is the usual rest energy density of the fluid, rr is the 
pressure on a plane perpendicular to the anisotropy direc
tion, and a is the pressure along the anisotropy direction. 

In view of what has been stated at the beginning, exact 
solutions of anisotropic fluid distributions acquire some im
portance. Letelier and Machad04 and Letelier5 have recently 
given solutions for anisotropic fluids in the Letelier theory. 3 

We present in this paper two methods to generate exact solu
tions of fluid distributions in the same theory. The methods 
are developed in Secs. II and III. Some illustrative solutions 
are presented in Sec. IV. The solutions obtained by the meth
od of Sec. II represent isotropic fluids whereas those ob
tained by the method of Sec. III represent anisotropic fluids. 

II. GENERATION OF NEW SOLUTIONS FROM VACUUM 
EINSTEIN SOLUTIONS 

We consider a metric of the form 

ds2 = c[ exp(2V)(dxk)2 + exp( - 2 V)(va/3 dxa dxf3)] , (16) 

where c = + 1 or - 1 depending on the signature of gkk 
and k is either 0, 1,2, or 3 (see Ref. 6). Greek indices take the 
values 0, 1,2, and 3. 

Field equations (4) in terms of (16) may be written as 

P a/3 + 2 v'a v,/3 = - [1[I.a 1[1./3 + <p.a <p./3 ] , (17) 

V:~ = 0, (18) 
where V, va/3 are functions of x a, P a/3 is the Ricci tensor 
formed with respect to va/3' and covariant derivatives are 
also taken with respect to vaf3 . 

In the axially symmetric cases Eqs. (1) and (2) reduce to 
the two-dimensional Laplace equations when suitable co
ordinates are used. We assume 

<P =AV + C and I[I=BV +D, (19) 

where A, B, C, and D are constants. Therefore Eqs. (1), (2), 
(17), and (18) reduce to 

Pa/3 + 2F2V,a v,/3 = 0, 

V:~ =0, 

where 

(20) 

(21) 
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F2 = II + !(A 2 + B 2) J. 
Again let 

K=FV. 

With this the field equations (20) and (21) become 

Pa/3 + 2K.aK./3 = 0, 

K:~ =0. 

(22) 

(23) 

These are the field equations Rpv = ° of the Einstein theory 
for the line element 

ds2 = E [exp(2K )(dxk f 
+ exp( - 2K )(vajJ dxa dx/3)]. 

From Eqs. (9), (19), and (22) one obtains 

A = (B / F)K + D + i[(A / F)K + C ], 

A = (B/F)K +D-i[(A/F)K + C]. 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

The fluid variables can now be determined from Eqs. (11)
(15). 

We therefore arrive at the following theorem: Corre
sponding to any diagonalizable solution of Einstein vacuum 
field equations in which the field and metric coefficients are 
functions of not more than three variables we can generate a 
solution of Einstein's equations coupled to a fluid described 
by two perfect-fluid components in the case that each fluid 
component is irrotational and each obeys the equation of 
state pressure = energy density. 

The linear relationship between '/I and tP assumed in 
Eq. (19) imposes some restrictions on the fluid components. 
In the following section we shall develop a more general 
method in which they are free from such restrictions. 

III. A MORE GENERAL METHOD FOR GENERATION OF 
SOLUTIONS 

We consider a metric ofthe form 

ds2 = E[exp(2V)(dxk)2 

+ exp( - 2 V)(v 0'/3 dxa dx/3)] , (27) 

where Vis a function of all the four coordinates (x 1 ,x2 ,x3 ,XC), 
and k is either 0, 1,2, or 3. Greek indices take the values 0, 1, 
2, and 3. 

Hence the field equations (4) become 

P 0'/3 - V 0'/3 V:~ + 2 v'a v,/3 + 4 exp [ - 4 V ] V 0'/3 V ~k 

-exp[ -4V]Va/3V.kk = - '/1,0''/1./3 -tP,atP.(3' (28) 

exp[4V]V:~ +6V~k -3V,kk = - '/I~k -tP~k' (29) 

2( v'a V,k - V,ka) = - '/I,k '/1.0' - tP,k tP,a' (30) 

where P 0'/3 is the Ricci tensor formed by the metric tensor v 0'(3 
and covariant derivatives are also taken with respect to v ap. 

Now when V, va/3' '/I,tP are functions ofxa only and not 
of Xk the field equations to be satisfied are 

P 0'/3 + 2 v'a v,p = - lfI,a '/I,p - tP,a tP,{3' 

V:~ =0, 

and Eqs. (1) and (2). We assume now that 

tP=MV 

and 
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(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

'/1= HV, (34) 

whereM andH are constants. Equations (I), (2), (31), and (32) 
now reduce to 

Pa/3 + 2J2V,a v,p = 0, 

V:~ =0, 

where 

J2 = p + !(M 2 +H 2 )J. 

Again let 

K=JV. 

With this the field equations (35) and (36) become 

Pa/3 + 2K,,,K,{3 = 0, 

K:~ =0. 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

These are the field equations Rpv = ° of the Einstein theory 
for the line element 

ds2 = E [ exp(2K )(dxk f + exp( - 2K )( v ajJ dxa dx/3) ] . 
(39) 

If the metric (39) is known, then the solution of Eqs. 
(28)-(30) and that of Eqs. (1) and (2) can be obtained if we 
solve the following equations: 

4V~k - V,kk = 0, (40) 

6V~k - 3V,kk = - '/I~k - tP~, (41) 

2(v,a V,k - V,ka) = - '/I,k '/1,0' - tP.k tP.a, (42) 

because when the gravitational equations (4) are satisfied, 
Eqs. (1) and (2) are a consequence of Bianchi identities. 

Integration of Eq. (40) gives 

V= - !Iog(4Xk +E) + Y(xa
), (43) 

where E is an arbitrary constant and Y (x" ) is a function of x a 

and can be obtained from the metric (39) in terms ofEq. (37). 
In view of Eq. (43), Eq. (42) reduces to 

2 v'a V,k = - '/I.k '/I." - tP,k tP,,,. 

Now from Eqs. (33), (34), and (44) we have 

2 V,k = - Ht/;.k - MtP,k' 

Again from Eqs. (40), (41), and (45) one gets 

'/I.k =XtP,k' 
where 

X = {_ ~HM 
1H2 -1 

± + [-(~---c~::--2~-1--:-2f - 4 ( ~: = : ) rl 
In order that X may be real we must have 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

9H 1M 2>4(5.M 2 
- 1)(~H2 - 1). (48) 

Now Eqs. (43), (45), and (46) ultimately give 

tP = [1/2(HX + M) ]log(4Xk + E) + MY (x"), (49) 

'/I = [X /2(HX + M)]log(4xk + E) + HY(xa), (50) 

where Y(x") is the same as in Eq. (43). The anisotropic fluid 
variables may now be obtained from Eqs. (11)-(15) in terms 
ofEqs. (9), (49), and (50). 
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The result of this section may be summarized as fol
lows: If a solution of Einstein vacuum field equations is 
available in terms of any three variables, then a general solu
tion of the Einstein's equations coupled to an anisotropic 
fluid described by two perfect-fluid components where each 
fluid component is irrotational and each obeys the equation 
of state pressure = energy density will be given in terms of 
all the four variables by Eqs. (43), (49), and (50). 

IV. SOME ILLUSTRATIVE SOLUTIONS 

A. Method of Sec. II 

(i) The homogeneous and anisotropic Kasner model is 
given by 

ds2 = dt 2 _ t 2P'dx2 - t 2P'dy2 - t 2P'dz2, (51) 

where the constants satisfy 

LPi = 1 and LP~ = 1. (52) 

The corresponding solution of Einstein field equations in the 
presence of a fluid is given by 

ds2 = t 2p.IIF- II/FI dt 2 _ t 2p,IF dx2 

_ t 2p,+2p,[IF-II/FI dy2 _ t 2p,+2p,IIF- IIIFI dz2, (53) 

with 

<P = (A /F)log t P, + c (54) 

and 

1[/ = (B /F)log t P, + D. (55) 

Now from Eqs. (11) and (12), p, u, and 1T' are given by 

p=u= [pi(A2+B2)12F2]t -2 Ip,[IF-IIIFI+II, (56) 

1T' = [pi(A 2 + B 2)/2F2]t -2( p.IIF-IIIFI + II. (57) 

(ii) The Einstein vacuum solution of Mishra and Rad-
hakrishna 7 is given by 

ds2 = exp(m2,-z / 4 + mt )(dt 2 - d,-z) - exp(mt ),-z dO 2 

- exp( - mt )d~, (58) 

where m is a constant. The corresponding solution in the 
presence of a fluid is given by 

with 

ds2 = exp[m2,-z/4 + (m/F)t ](dt 2 - d,-z) 

- exp[(m/F)t],-z dO 2 - exp[ - (m/F)t ]dz2, 
(59) 

<P = -Amt /2F + C, 

1[/ = - Bmt /2F + D, 

(60) 

(61) 

p = u = m2(A8~; B 2) exp { _ (m;,-z + ; t )}, (62) 

m
2
(A 2 + B 2) { (m2,-z m)} 1T' = exp - -- + - t . 

8F 2 4 F 
(63) 

Equations (56) and (57) and (62) and (63) show that both 
the examples (i) and (ii) represent isotropic fluids. 

B. Method of Sec. III 

(i) We consider the Kasner model given by the metric 
(51). For an anisotropic fluid the solution to Einstein field 
equations are given by 
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ds2 = - [(4x + E)-1/2t 2p,IJ dx2 + (4x + E)1/2t - 2p,IJ 

with 

X [t 2IP'+P') dy2 + t 2Ip,+p,) dz2 - t 2p , dt 2J], (64) 

<P = log [(4x + E)1I2IHX+ Mit Mp,IJ J, 

1[/ = log [(4x + E)X 121HX + Mit Hp,IJ J. 
(65) 

(66) 

The rest energy density and the pressure along the anisotro
py direction is given by 

I [{ 4(1_X 2 )t- 2p ,IJ 
p=u="2 (HX+M)2(4x+E)3/2 

+ pi(H
2 

- M2) t 21 P,III_JIIJI_l!}2 

J2(4x + E)1/2 

+ { 2HMpi t 2(p,III-JIIJI-11 
J2(4x + E )1/2 

8Xt - 2p,IJ }2] 112 
(HX + M)2(4x + E)3/2 ' 

(67) 

and 1T', the pressure on a plane perpendicular to the anisotro
py direction, is given by 

1T'= pi(H2+M2) t2Ip,III-JIIJI-l! 

2J2(4x + E)1/2 
2(X2 + l)t -2p,IJ 

(68) 

(ii) We consider the metric of Mishra and Radhak
rishna7 given by Eq. (58). The corresponding metric for an 
anisotropic fluid will be given by 

ds2 = - [(4Z + E)-1/2 exp ( - ~ t) dz2 

+ (4z + E)
1/2

exp (~ t) 

X {exp (m;,-z) (d,-z - dt 2) +,-z d0 2}], (69) 

with 

1 Mm 
<P = log (4z + E) - - t, (70) 

2(HX+M) 2J 

X Hm 
1[/= log(4z+E) - -t, (71) 

2(HX+M) 2J 

= u = J.. [{ 4( 1 - X 2)exp [(m/ J)t ] 
P 2 (HX + M)(4z + E)3/2 

m 2(H2_M2) 

+ 4J2(4z + E)1/2 

Xexp [ - (m;,-z + ~ t )]r 
+ {2J2~:m;)1/2 exp [ - (m;,-z + ~ t)] 

8Xexp[(m/J)t] }2]112 
(HX + M )2(4z + E f/2' (72) 

and 

m
2
(H2 + M2) [(m2,-z m)] 1T' = --'------.:----"- exp - -- + - t 

8J2(4z+E)1/2 4 J 
2(X2 + l)exp[(m/J)t] 
(HX +M)2(4z + E)3/2' 

(73) 

(iii) The static plane-symmetric Taub solutionS is given 
by the metric 
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ds = (k,x + k2)-'/2(dt 2 - dx2) - (k,x + k2)(dy2 + dz2), (74) 

where k, and k2 are constants. The corresponding solution 
for an anisotropic fluid is 

with 

2518 

ds2 = (4t + E )-1I2(k,x + k2) - lI2Jdt 2 

- (4t + E)'/2(k,x + k2)I12J [(k,x + k2)-' dx2 

+ (k,x + k2)1I2(dy2 + dz2)], (75) 

c/> = log ((4t + E )1I2(HX + MI(klX + k2) - M 14J J, 

1/1 = log ((4t + E)X 12IHX + MI(klX + k2) - H 14J J, 

1 [{ ki(M2_H2) 
p=cr= 2 16J2(klx+k2)'+1I2J(4t+E)1I2 

+ 4(X2 _ l)(k,x + k2)1I2J}2 
(HX + Mf(4t + E)3/2 

+ { 8X(k,x + k2)I12J 
(HX + M )2(4t + E )3/2 

HMk2 }2]112 
8J 2(k,x + k2)1 + I/~J (4t + E )112 ' 

2(X2 + l)(k,x + k2)I12J 
ff= ~----~~----~~ 

(HX + M )2(4t + E )3/2 
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(76) 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

It is obvious that all the examples of this subsection 
represent anisotropic fluids. 
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Exactly solvable irreversible processes on one-dimensional lattices 
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We consider the kinetics of a process where the sites of an infinite 1-D lattice are filled irreversibly 
and, in general, cooperatively by N-mers (taking N consecutive sites at a time). We extend the 
previously available exact solution for nearest neighbor cooperative effects to range N cooperative 
effects. Connection with the continuous "cooperative car parking problem" is indicated. Both 
uniform and periodic lattices, and empty and certain partially filled lattice initial conditions are 
considered. We also treat monomer "filling in stages" for certain highly autoinhibitory 
cooperative effects of arbitrary range. 

PACS numbers: 05.50. + q, 05.70.Ln 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are many physical and chemical processes where 
events occur irreversibly and, in general, cooperatively at 
localized sites which form a lattice. 1 For unification, we shall 
use the terminology of adsorption processes and "o"("a") 
will denote an empty (filled) site. Both irreversible monomer 
filling of single sites as well as irreversible N-mer filling, tak
ing N consecutive sites at a time, can be considered. If the 
filling is random, only a single nonzero rate needs to be speci
fied. More generally, for filling with range R cooperative 
effects, the adsorption rate depends on the state of all sites 
within range R of those being filled. Thus for each state of 
this (finite) influencing environment, a corresponding rate 
must be given. 

For a finite lattice, it is a straightforward matter to write 
down a finite coupled set of master equations for probabili
ties of total lattice configurations (states) incorporating these 
rates. By the usual methods employed in deriving equations 
for reduced distribution functions, these master equations 
can be used to obtain a hierarchy of rate equations for the 
various subconfiguration probabilities. This hierarchy (be
ing well defined, although infinite, in the infinite lattice limit) 
provides the natural starting point for our present discus
sions, since we are primarily interested in infinite lattices. 
Since these hierarchial equations can be written down intu
itively for finite range cooperative effects,1 there is no need 
here to detail their derivation from the master equations. 
The structure of the hierarchy for infinite range cooperative 
effects is less transparent and will be discussed in detail in 
later work. 

Here we discuss processes on infinite I-D lattices for 
which exact solution of the hierarchy is possible. Previous 
exact analyses, predominantly in the context of reactions on 
1-D polymer chains, are reviewed below. Here CT will denote 
a general subconfiguration of sites, each specified either 
filled or empty and fa the corresponding probability. 

J-D random po/yatomic filling: Random dimer filling 
was first considered by Flory2 in 1939 in the context of a 
polymer condensation reaction. He developed recursion re-

.) Present address: Conoco Inc., P. O. Box 1267, Ponca City, OK 74603. 

lations for the finite lattice case based on the observation that 
after the first dimer lands, one is effectively left with two 
smaller isolated unreacted polymers on which the same 
problem must be solved. A saturation coverage of 1 - e- 2 

was obtained for the infinite lattice limit.2 More detailed 
analyses of the kinetics for finite lattices have been obtained 
using recursion relation or generating function tech
niques?·4 For an infinite lattice, the hierarchy for probabili
ties of empty n-tuples of sites can be solved by inspection by 
virtue of the shielding property of a single empty site. 1,5.6 It 
has also been noted for random dimer filling that (a) filling a 
linear lattice of length M and a ring of length M + 2 are 
isomorphic,3 and (b) if J:(M) is the probability that the ith 
site of an M site lattice is empty and the end site probabilities 
f1(M) =fM(M) - PM' thenJ:(M) =Pi PM-i which relates 
J:(M) to end site probabilities for smaller lattices.7 Other 
analyses of a statistical nature have also been given. 7-9 

The extension to random N-mer filling, N consecutive 
sites at a time, has also been considered via similar 
techniques. lO

•
11 It has been shown that the probability of 

N - 1 consecutive empty sites at saturation equals 
exp( - 2I.J"=-111/11 12.5 which is a natural generalization of the 
above-mentioned Flory result. Note that the N ---+ 00 limit 
corresponds to the continuous "car parking problem" of 
randomly filling a line with nonoverlapping unit intervals. 13 

J-D cooperative filling: Monomer filling an infinite lat
tice with nearest neighbor (NN) cooperative effects was first 
considered in 1962-3 (see Ref. 14). Here the hierarchy of rate 
equations can be solved exactly for the probabilities of n
tuples of unreacted sites (in terms of incomplete r-func
tions 15) by virtue of a shielding property of adjacent pairs of 
empty sites. 1.5.16 More recent statistical treatments 17 empha
size this feature, the extension of which is the basis for our 
analysis. Another approach yielding exact solutions exploits 
a related "principle of independence" of empty neighbors, 18 

namely: the probability of any subconfiguration CTOOCT', in
cluding an adjacent pair of empty sites, can be factored as 
laooa' = laO' loa" Here "." indicates that we have split the 
original lattice creating two "artificial" sublattices. Rates for 
landing on the new end sites must be chosen as ifthe "miss
ing" neighbor was empty and those for other sites corre
spond to the original infinite lattice values. Solution also ex
ploits the simple time dependence of 10' (see Ref. 18). 
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Schwartz19 has implemented an approximate "triplet clo
sure rule" to truncate the hierarchy. This amounts to a 2nd
order spatial Markovian assumption on the distribution, and 
is an approximation since both sites in an adjacent pair must 
be specified empty to shield exactly. 

Several workers have commented on the difficulty of 
obtaining, e.g., probabilities for filled, cf. empty, n-tu
ples. 11

,20 A particularly useful approximate analysis has 
been given21 but an exact treatment is also possible.22.5 A 
related problem of determining the large separation behav
ior of spatial correlations has also been solved. 23 The exten
sion of this problem to lattices with several types of periodi
cally or stochastically distributed sites has also been given 
using the "principle of independence" of empty neighbors. 24 

The only exact 1-0 analysis, to date, for more general 
cooperative effects are for monomer filling with range R co-

. . . R 1 bl k' 5 122526 operatIve effects mcorporatmg range - oc mg' , , 
(range b blocking here means that filling cannot occur at a 
site if there are one or more already filled sites within b lattice 
vectors). We note that this process is isomorphic to the ad
sorption of R-mers onto R-consecutive sites with corre
sponding NN cooperative effects (see Fig. 1). 

Exact closed form solutions have also been given for 
some rather special monomer filling processes on higher
dimensional lattices. These include the case ofNN cooperat
ive effects where one adsorption rate, 1", operates if the site 
being filled has at least one empty NN and a second, a1", 
operates when all NN are already filled (a = 1 corresponds 
to trivial random filling). 1.27 It also seems possible to exactly 
solve the hierarchy equations for various competing irre
versible processes where the cooperativity is such that the 
individual processes are solvable.27

•
28 We also note the for

mal "density" expansions of solutions (albeit with potential 
convergence problems) are always available.29 A variety of 
processes amenable to exact solution on Bethe lattices are 
discussed in the following paper. 30 

Here we discuss the most general irreversible cooperat
ive processes, on infinite 1-0 lattices, amenable to exact so
lution via hierarchy truncation. These cases are character
ized by the probabilities for n-tuples of empty sites satisfying 
a (minimal) closed subhierarchy. The basis of our solution 
procedure is an empty site shielding property discussed, in a 
general context, in Ref. 1. For an N-mer landing on an 1-0 
lattice with range R cooperative effects, this tells us that a 
block of sites specified empty of width N - 1 + 2R shields 
sites on one side from the influence of those on the other 
(provided this is compatible with the initial conditions). This 
condition is expressed most naturally in terms of the condi
tional probabilities q"",( Ia+ ",fl",) of cr given cr' (for typo
graphic convenience, empty conditioning sites (} are some-

MM,"",,"", 

" , , . , N:2 

,t"t'1t"M t"t'1"t"t"!",t=M 
, , , , ., , ,,!,! t, I , , , , ! N:3 

,,' ,," ,,!,' , ! N:4 

FIG. 1. Equivalence of N-merfilling and monomer filling with range N - J 
blocking. Corresponding (nonbJocking) cooperative effects are required. 
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times denoted ¢ ). The proof via self-consistency with respect 
to the q-hierarchy equations is indicated in the Appendix. 

A special case of shielding, of particular relevance to 
hierarchy truncation in translationally invariant systems, is 
that 

qm = qq4></>-"4>, q,4></>-"4>o, =fom+ /Iom ' (Ll) 
m 

for all m>N - 1 + 2R, are equal (to q, say) in the case of N
mer adsorption with range R cooperative effects. (Here om 
denotes an m-tuple of empty sites.) Furthermore, 

d 
-lnq = -1", 
dt 

(1.2) 

where 1" is the adsorption rate with no filled sites in the coop
erative range. For N-mer filling of a periodic lattice, the anal
ysis of the Appendix can be readily extended to show that 
again N - 1 + 2R sites shield for range R cooperative ef
fects. For a lattice of periodicity P, q~4>"'4> (where 

"---' 
m 

i = 1,2, ... , P indicates the type of the a-site) are equal (to q', 
say) for all m >N - 1 + 2R and a closed coupled set of equa
tions can be obtained for these after applying shielding. Here 
the rates r ... are labeled by the adsorption site type and pro
babilities of subconfigurations are only invariant under 
translations of (multiples of) P sites. 

In Sec. II, we first demonstrate in detail exact solution 
of the hierarchy for dimer filling with range 2 cooperative 
effects. We then sketch the analogous solution for N-mer 
filling with range N cooperative effects and indicate why 
exact solution is not possible for general range N + 1 cooper
ative effects. Connection with the continuous "cooperative 
car parking problem" is also discussed. The extension to pe
riodic lattices and processes for which the initial conditions 
satisfy a modified shielding condition is described in Sec. III. 
Monomer "filling in stages" for highly autoinhibitory rates 
is considered in Sec. IV and extensions of this work are dis
cussed in Sec. V. 

Before proceeding with these analyses, we make two 
further observations. First, we note that N-mer filling with 
range R cooperative effects incorporating range r blocking is 
equivalent to monomer filling with corresponding range 
N - 1 + R cooperative effects incorporating range 
N - 1 + r blocking (see Fig. 1). Second, we remark that the 
"principle of independence" of empty neighbors can be ex
tended to monomer filling with range R cooperative effects 
(or more generally to N-mer filling). For the former, we have 
that f. ' f. I '. Again "." indicates that we have (T02RO' 170 RO '0 RfJ' 

split the lattice and rates for landing within R sites of these 
new ends must be chosen as if the lattice continued past these 
ends with empty sites. Proof parallels that for R = 1 (Ref. 
18). This approach also provides exact solutions for certain 
choices of cooperative effects after noting, for example, that 
1,,0 . = I"OR' 10k' and f.ok. has simple time dependence. 
The +;pproach we choose, however, is more direct avoiding 
the introduction of "artificial" sublattices. 

II. EXACTLY SOLVABLE 1-0 IRREVERSIBLE 
PROCESSES 

We consider here translationally invariant, irreversible 
N-mer filling of an infinite, uniform 1-0 lattice (taking N 
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consecutive sites at a time) with range R cooperative effects. 
For monomer filling (N = 1), random filling (R = 0) is trivial 
and, for R = 1, exact solution of the hierarchy equations for 
probabilities of empty n-tuples is well documented. 14--18 For 
R = 2, an exact solution is not possible31 even though empty 
4-tuples shield exactly [see (1.1) and (1.2)]. Corresponding 
exact solutions for dimer filling (N = 2) with R = 0 (Flory) 
and R = 1 have been given previously.5,26 

Thus here we begin by giving the first treatment of 
dimer filling with range two cooperative effects (R = 2). The 
input to the hierarchial rate equations is a set of rates 
l' "."", where (7j = o,a indicate the state of the influencing 
p;i;s ~i sites to the left and right of the two empty sites being 
filled by the dimer. For convenience (only), we consider here 
rates with reflection symmetry. This in turn implies thef's 
are reflection invariant. The rate equation for the probability 
of a single empty site is thus given byl 

(2.1) 

The factor of 2 arises since either of the constituent atoms of 
the dimer could land on "0." 

There is a rather subtle implicit restriction on the sum 
of the rhs of (2.1) which is essential to the exact solution of 
this problem. This arises because for dimer filling, subconfi
gurations .. oao .. cannot occur, so, e.g., loaoooo=O and the 
term 21'oa.ooloaoooo does not contribute to (2.1). Taking ac
count of all such cases, as well as reflection symmetry, (2.1) 
becomes 

+ 21' aa'oa laaoooa + l' aa'aa laaoaaa , (2.2) 

where the six independent rates for this process now appear 
explicitly. One further essential observation is that, for 
dimer filling, we must have that 

laaoooo = faoooo , faaoooa = faoooa , haooaa = laooa' (2.3) 

since, given a subconfiguration oa(ao), we know that the site 
to the right (left) must also be filled. Then using conservation 
of probability, e.g., 

laooo =1000 - 10000' laoaa =100 - 21000 +10000' (2.4) 

we can express the rhs of (2.2) in terms of probabilities, 
IOn = In' for n-tuples On of empty sites. Thus, after some rear
rangement, (2.2) becomes 

One must next consider the rate equations for 12'/;'''' 
which have the form 
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d d 
--/2= --100 = 

dt dt 

+ 2 I 1''''''''00",10",0"20000'." (2.6a) 
O';=o,a 

(2.6b) 

(2.6c) 
0'; = o,a 

where the first (second) term of (2.6a) corresponds to the 
dimer landing squarely on (partly overlapping) the pair 00, 

etc. For n>5, the rate equations have the generic form 

d 
- - In = (n - 5)1'00'00 In + 2 I 1'0",0'00 10",0. 
~ ~=~ 

+ 2 I r (710'2°00 iU1CT20 n 

CT. = o,a 

(2.7) 
U. =0,0 

where the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th terms correspond to dimers 
landing in the interior of, one site from the ends, at the ends, 
and overlapping the ends of the n-tuple On (respectively). 

Terms appearing on the rhs of these equations can be 
expressed in terms of Ion = In using 

For example, for n>5, one has 

d 
- -In = (n - 5)1'00'00 In + 2(1'aO'oo + 1'aa·oo lin 

dt 

(2.8) 

+ 21' 00'00 In + 1 + 2(1'00'00 - l' aa'oo lin + 2 

+ 2(1'00'00 - l' aO'oo lin + 3 • (2.9) 

Thus we have shown, for this process, that one can obtain a 
closed sub hierarchy for the { In J. This feature is essential in 
obtaining exact solutions for the In which follow immediate
ly from the observation that the identity 

In (t )l1s(t) = [exp( - l' OO'oot )q5(0)] n - 5 (2.10) 

is compatible with (2.9) [where here, by assumption, Q5(0) 
= .t;;(O)lIs(O) = In + 1 (O)lln (0) for n>5]. Clearly use of (2.10) 

leads to exact hierarchy truncation yielding a closed coupled 
set of equations for 11,j2'''''1s which can be straightfor
wardly integrated. We can then, using (2.10), also calculate 
any of the quantities in (2.8). 

Equation (2.10) is, of course, an explicit example of the 
shielding property (1.1) and (1.2) discussed in the Introduc-
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tion. To make contact with the general proof of shielding 
described in the Appendix, note that (2.9) can be rewritten to 
give the following rate equations for the conditional probabi
lities qm = 1m + 111m: 

- .:!-. In q = -.:!-. In /, 1 +.:!-. In /, 
dt m dt m+ dt m 

= 700-00 + 2700-00(qm+ 1 - qm) 

+ 2(700-00 - 7aa'oo )(qm+2qm+ 1 - qm+ lqm) 

+ 2(700-00 - 7aO'oo)(qm+3qm+2qm+ 1 

-Qm+2Qm+1Qm)' for m:;.5, (2.11) 

which, by inspection, has the desired solution Qm = Q5(0) 
X exp( - 7oo.oo t) for m:;.5. 

We now turn our attention to N-mer filling with range 
N cooperative effects for general N. All the basic ingredients 
for the solution of this problem appear in the above special 
(dimer filling) case so we only sketch the treatment. In Fig. 2 
we consider the filling of the empty N-tuple ON' enumerate 
all possible configurations of the influencing environment, 
and assign an appropriate notation for the corresponding 
rates. 

Using such identities as 

fako m =Iaom =Im -1m + l' for I <.k<.N , 
(2.12) 

fa 0 a =fao a =Im - 21m + 1 + Im+2' for l<.k,j<.N k m'j m 

(where ak denotes a filled k-tuple), one can readily express 
(d Idt )/n in terms of other 1m' for any n, thus again obtain
ing a closed subhierarchy for the ! In J. These equations are 
necessarily complicated because of the general nature of the 
cooperative effects. Here we just mention that they have the 
generic form 

d 
- d/n = (n - 3N + 1)71n 

2N-l 
+ I Ykln+k' for n:;.3N - I, (2.13) 

k~O 

N ~N N 
'aa ••• aa ••• a'a • • dooo • ••• 000'00 •••• o~aa-a .--".-.. -.a---'a' 

RATES 

II II II 1111 1111 IIII II 
N ..... L.l 12 .... j .. N 

,(i-Ij+), o<i,j<N 

~N N 
00 ••••••• 0'000 ••••• 00'00 •••• o'aaa ••••• aa' 
II IIII IIII IIII II ,(j+) , 0< j<N 
N ........ l 12 .... j .. N 

N ~N 
'aa ••• aa ••• a'o •• 0'000 ••••• 00'00 •••• 0000 

II II II IIII IIII IIII ,(1-) , o(l<N 
N ..... i .. l 12 ....... N 

00 ••••••• 0'000 ••••• aobo •••• 0000 

II 1111 IIII IIII 
N ........ l l ........ N 

FIG. 2. N-mer filling ON with range N cooperative effects; enumeration of 
influencing environments and corresponding rates. 
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where the coefficients Yk in the "boundary terms" depend on 
the rates 7(i - ), 7(j + ), 7, but not on "n." Exact hierarchy 
truncation and solution for the In's follows from the obser
vation that the identity 

In(t)//3N-l(t) 

= [e- T'Q3N_l(0)](n-3N+11, for n:;.3N-I, (2.14) 

is compatible with (2.13) being, of course, an example of 
the shielding property (1.12) [and where, by assumption, 
Q3N-l (0) =,hN(O) 113N-l (0) =In+ 1 (0) lin (0), for n:;.3N 
- I]. Using (2.14), a closed coupled set of equations are 

obtained for Il,j2, ... ,j3N _ l' which can be straightforwardly 
integrated. 

The key to the exact solution of the above problem was 
that the minimal closed hierarchy involved only 1m which 
then allowed use of the shielding property (1.1) and (1. 2) to 
achieve exact hierarchy truncation. For N-mer filling, with 
cooperative range greater than N, this is not the case. For 
example, with range N + 1, (d Idt )/0 has a contribution 
proportional to loa~,...~ which cannot be written in terms of 
1m' The simplest problem not amenable to exact solution is 
monomer filling with range two cooperative effects. 3 1 Final
ly, we note that if the N-mer cooperative effects incorporate 
a range b blocking, then we can exactly truncate the hierar
chy for range N + 2b cooperative effects. The treatment of 
this case is analogous to that given above. 

Let us now consider the N - 00 continuous limit of the 
above problem. Various workers have commented that, for 
random N-mer filling, this limit yields the "car parking 
problem."s.25 Of course this is also true for any finite, N
independent range, cooperative effects. Here, however, we 
consider the case where 

7(i - ) - 7 _(ilN), 7(j + ) - 7 +(jIN), 
(2.15) 

7(i -IJ +) - 7(i1N I}lN), as N - 00, 

for some 7'f ( ) defined on [0, I] and 7( I ) defined on 
[O,I]X[O,I] [it is natural to choose 7(xll)=7_(X), 7(lly) 
= 7 +(y) and 7 _(1) = 7+(1) = 7]. The N - 00 limit corre-

0.95 

0.90 

0.85 

0.80 

0.75~ ____ oo ______ --i 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

a/I 1+a} 

FIG. 3. Saturation coverages 8 -(N; a) for N-mer filling of an initially empty, 
infinite lattice with NN cooperative effects where each filled NN changes 
the rate by a factor of a. N = 2,3, ... are shown. 
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TABLE I. N-mer filling an initially empty, infinite lattice in stages with 0, 1, then 2 filled NN; stages having final O-values of 0 r = 0 *(N;O) 

= N (N + 1) - 10 *(N + I; 1), 0 r = 0 r + N exp( - 21.J'~ I I/J), 0 r = 0 *(N;O + ), respectively [see Fig. 3 for 0 *(N; a)). 

n 2 3 4 

0* I 0.43233 ... 0.54910 ... 0.60292 ... 0.63382 ... 

0* 2 0.56766 ... 0.64868 ... 0.67960 ... 0.69583 ... 

0* 3 1.0000 0.80222 ... 0.78292 ... 0.77366 ... 

sponds to the "cooperative car parking" where nonoverlap
ping unit intervals fill the line with range one cooperative 
effects determined by 7,7_( ), 7+( ), and 7( I ). A more 
direct analysis of this problem, however, would write down 
appropriate continuous integral equations and use a contin
uous analog of the shielding condition (2.2) and (2.3) (see Ref. 
5). This will be done in later work. 

For the most general exactly solvable N-mer filling 
problem described above, there is great flexibility in the 
choice of rates. Thus, in presenting some numerical results 
here, we restrict our attention to the case ofNN cooperative 
effects where each filled NN changes the rate (from the zero 
NN case) by a factor of a. All these results are obtained by 
simply integrating the closed coupled sets of equations from 
the infinite fn -hierarchy after exact truncation and choosing 
initial conditions corresponding to a completely empty lat
tice. In Fig. 3, we have shown the saturation coverage as a 
function of a/I + a for various N. Note the uniform con
stant lower bound ofO. 7476 ... (see Ref. 13) from the N - 00 

case. The a _ 00 limit with saturation coverage of unity can 
be thought of as a single contiguous island of N-mers grow
ing about a single nucleating N-mer. In Table I, we consider 
the Iowa regime in detail where filling occurs in three stages 
with 0,1, and 2 filled NN, consecutively. The a = I case 
corresponds to random N-mer filling. In Table II, we catalog 
saturation values (some of which have been determined pre
viously) for various isomorphic random filling processes. 

III. EXTENSIONS TO PERIODIC LATTICES AND TO 
INITIAL CONDITIONS WITH CORRELATIONS 

Irreversible processes on certain I-D periodic lattices 
have been considered previously for NN cooperative effects 
via the "principle of independence" of empty neighbors.24 

Here, however, we indicate a more direct approach using our 
form of the shielding condition. Suppose that the lattice has 

5 6 00 

0.65385 ... 0.66790 ... 0.7476 ... 

0.70582 ... 0.71258 ... 0.7476 ... 

0.76824 ... 0.764 68 ... 0.7476 ... 

periodicity P and the different types of sites are labeled by 
i = 1,2, ... , P. Rates ~ ... must now be specified for filling 
each type of site i (for all configurations of the influencing 
environment). Probabilities for various subconfigurations 
now have only restricted translational in variance and so also 
carry a "position" label i. 

Consider the case of N-mer filling with range N cooper
ative effects. Since, as mentioned in the Introduction, any 
(3N - 1 )-tuple of empty sites shields, if q~ = q~¢-"4> (i de-

notes the type of the "0" site), then 
.......... 
m 

q'", =q~N-l =qi, say, for m>3N-l, (3.1) 

and a closed set of equations can be obtained for these (see 
example below). Furthermore it is easy to show that an infi
nite closed subhierarchy of equations can again be obtained 
for the probabilities of n-tuples of empty sites. Exact trunca
tion follows immediately upon application of the shielding 
condition. 

As a simple example, consider monomer filling with 
NN cooperative effects (assumed reflection invariant, for 
convenience) on a lattice with periodicity 2. Then ~o-o, ~.o' 
and I".a denote the rates for filling type i( = 1,2) sites with 0, 
1, and 2 filled NN, respectively. The rate equation for the 
probability f~ that a type i site is empty, becomes 

where the superscript again denotes the type of site. Probabi
lities for empty pairs are independent of position, i.e., 
f~o = f~ =foo for reflection invariant rates and satisfy the 
equation 

d ~.. . . 
- -d foo = £.- (7'o-of:OO + 7'a.ofa'oo)· 

t i= 1 

(3.3) 

Using shielding, the following closed pair of equations are 
obtained for qi = f~/foo' i = 1,2: 

TABLE II. Saturation converages 0 *(N II) for random N-mer filling with range r' blocking of an initially empty, infinite lattice. From isomorphism argu
ments O*(NII) =N(N +1)-I!tJ*(N + r'IO) = O*(N +1;1)). Valuesforr' =Oaregivenin Ref. 25. 

r 

monomer, range r blocking 
dimer, range r - 1 blocking 
trimer, range r - 2 blocking 
4-mer, range r - 3 blocking 
5-mer, range r - 4 blocking 
6-mer, range r - 5 blocking 
7-mer, range r - 6 blocking 

o 

1.0000 
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2 3 

0.43233 ... 0.27455 ... 0.20097 ... 
0.86466 ... 0.549 10 ... 0.40194 ... 

0.82365 ... 0.60291... 
0.80389 ... 

4 5 6 

0.15845 ... 0.\3077. .. 0.111 31... 
0.31691... 0.261 54 ... 0.22263 ... 
0.47536 ... 0.39231... 0.33395 ... 
0.63382 ... 0.52308 ... 0.44526 ... 
0.79227 ... 0.65385 ... 0.55658 ... 

0.78463 ... 0.66790 ... 
0.77921... 
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- !!..In ql = - !!..lnp + !!..In.t: 
dt dt 000 dt 00 

I 2 I 2 -2 
= r o-oqo"'",,,, + ra.oqa",,,,,,, + To-o 

- ";oq~", - r;,'oq!",,,, 

+ r~a(q",,,,;a - qJa) + r~o(q",,,,;o - q",;o) 

=";0 + (r!.o - r!.o)l- (";0 - r;,.o)ql 

+ r!.o - r;,.o , (3.4) 

and the q2 equation follows from interchanging 1 and 2. 
After conversion of the rhs's of(3.2) and (3.3) to probabilities 
for empty n-tuples and use of the identities l!oo = qYoo' 
I~oo = q%o, these and the qi equations form a closed set. 

To this point, we have assumed that the initial condi
tons are compatible with the "standard" shielding condition 
which, for N-mer filling with range R cooperative effects, 
states that empty (N - 1 + 2R i-tuples shield. This is certain
ly true for the important case where the lattice is initially 
completely empty and, in fact, is true for any mth-order spa
tially Markovian distribution where m,;;,N - 1 + 2R. If, 
however, the (more esoteric) initial conditions are only com
patible with the shielding of empty m-tuples only for m)m* 
and m* > N - 1 + 2R, then it is straightforward to show 
that empty m*-tuples shield for all later times. Furthermore, 
this modified shielding condition implies 

d 
-lnq • = - r, 
dt m 

(3.5) 

for translationally invariant processes, which can be used to 
exactly truncate the 1m subhierarchy for N-mer filling with 
range N cooperative effects. Of course, a larger number of 
equations are now retained after truncation. For example, 
consider monomer filling with NN cooperative effects and 
rates ro-o , ra.o = ro-a (by assumption), ra.a for 0,1,2 filled 
NN, respectively. Then we must solve the finite coupled set 
of equations 

and 

d d - -II = - -fa = ro-o 1000 + 2ra.o laoo + ra.a laoa 
dt dt 

(3.6a) 

d 
--In =(n-2lfn + 2 [ro-o In + I +ra.ofao] 

dt n 

= (n - 2lfn + 2[ ra.oln + (ro-o - ra.o)/n + 1]' 

for 2,;;,n,;;,m*, (3.6b) 

(3.6c) 

[Equation (3.6b) is, in fact, valid for all n)2 and can be used 
to trivially prove the modified shielding condition for this 
case.] 

IV. FILLING IN STAGES (HIGHLY AUTOINHIBITORY 
RATES) 

In this section, we treat only the case of monomer fill
ing. From previous discussion, we know that exact solution 
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is possible here for NN, but not longer-range general cooper
ative effects. However if we restrict our attention to certain 
limiting regimes for longer range cooperative effects, again 
exact results can be obtained. Here we consider the special 
case of range R (arbitrary) cooperative effects where the rates 
are greatly inhibited by filled sites (within the cooperative 
range) and, the closer the (already) filled site to the adsorp
tion site, the greater the inhibition. Specifically, we consider 
the extreme case where filling occurs in stages, consecutive
ly, with no filled sites in the cooperative range R, with just 
one, then two, filledR-th NN, with one filled (R - 1)-th NN 
(and the R-th NN on the other side filled), with two filled 
(R - l)-th NN, with one filled (R - 2)-th, etc. 

For R = 1, this three stage filling has been described in 
(Refs. 1, 16, and 32) and, for R = 2, this five stage filling has 
been described in Ref. 31. For general R, the following 
detailed characterization of the stages, labeled (1), 
(2), ... ,(2R + 1), is possible (0 = 1 - fa denotes the coverage). 

I 

(1) 0,;;,0,;;,0 *(1), 0ROOR' i.e., filling with R th NN block-

ing (here t indicates the adsorption site). 

d 
dO 1m = -m, m = 1,2, ... ,R + 1, 

Im-+O as 0-+0*(1)-, m)2R+l, 

0*(1)= i'dqexp [ -2Itl1-l(l-ql)] 

(see Refs. 5 and 25). 
I 

(2) 0 *(1),;;,0,;;,0 *(2), aOR _ 1 OOR (a), 

d 
dO 1m = -m, m= 1,2, ... ,R, 

d 
dO IR + m = - R + m - 1, m = 1,2, ... , R, 

12R -+ 0 as 0 -+ 0 *(2) - , 

0*(2) = 0 *(1) + hR 10 .(1)' 

! 

(3) 0 *(2),;;,0,;;,0 *(3), aOR _ 1 OOR _ 1 a, 

d 
-1m = - m, m = 1,2, ... , R, 
dO 

d 
-IR+m = -R +m, m = 1,2, ... ,R, 
dO 

12R _ 1-+ 0 as 0 -+ 0 *(3) - , 

0*(3) = 0 *(2) + 12R _ 11 0 .(2) 

= 0 *(1) + 12R - 11 0 .(1) - 12R /0.(1)' 

! 

(4) 0 *(3),;;,0,;;,0 *(4), aOR _ 200R _ 1 (a), 

d 
-1m = - m, m = 1,2, ... ,R -1, 
dO 
d 

dO IR +m = -R+m+l, m=0,1, ... ,R-2, 

(2R + 1) 0 *(2R) = 1 - 0 *(2R - 1),;;,0 

';;'0*(2R + 1) = 1, aoa. 
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TABLE III. Monomer filling an initially empty, infinite lattice in stages (with highly autoinhibitory range R cooperative effects); e *(m) is the coverage at the 
end of the mth stage. 

e*(2R) e*(2R - 1) e*(2R - 2) e*(2R - 3) e*(2R-4) e*(2R - 5) e*(2R - 6) e*(2R -7) e*(2R - 8) e*(2R - 9) 

R= 1 0.56767 0.43233 
R=2 0.59889 0.40111 0.32434 0.27455 
R =3 0.572 49 0.42751 0.311 52 0.260 98 0.22653 0.200 97 
R=4 0.58762 0.41238 0.33241 0.25520 0.21896 0.19342 0.17396 0.15845 
R=5 0.59468 0.40534 0.32272 0.27194 0.21641 0.18893 0.16907 0.15365 0.14116 0.13077 

In summary, we note that the 1m are piecewise linear 
after the first stage and can be calculated directly and trivial
ly knowing 8 *( 1) and their values at 8 *( 1). The latter are 
obtained from exact solution of the monomer filling problem 
with range R blocking [which is isomorphic to random 
(R + 1 )-mer filling] using the methods of Sec. II. In Table 
III, we have given 8 *(1),00.,8 *(2R) values for R = 1-5. 

v. DISCUSSION 

Here we have shown that exact solution via hierarchy 
truncation is possible for N-mer filling, not only with NN 
cooperative effects (as realized previously), but also with gen
eral range N cooperative effects. Exact solution follows from 
the shielding property of sufficiently large blocks of empty 
sites together with the observation that a "minimal" closed 
hierarchy can be obtained for the 1m. For processes on high
er-dimensional lattices, a shielding property still exists for 
suitable thick walls of sites specified empty which separate 
the lattice into two disconnected regions. I However this con
dition is not "strong" enough to allow exact truncation. On 
the other hand, for Bethe lattices, we show in the following 
paper30 that various random and cooperative processes are 
also amenable to exact solution. 

We also note that, for the processes solved exactly here, 
we have only considered the minimal closed hierarchy for 
probabilities of empty n-tuples. As indicated in the introduc
tion, this is not sufficient to calculate exact values for proba
bilities of, e.g., filled n-tuples or two-point correlations. 
However these can be obtained by including further rate 
equations for appropriate "effectively disconnected empty 
configurations,,1 and again using shielding to exactly trun
cate these equations (see Refs. 5, 22, and 23 for examples of 
these manipulations). We emphasize that the more general 
statement of shielding [rather than just (1.1) and (1.2)] is re
quired here. 

Finally we remark that certain other irreversible pro
cesses in 1-D lattice are amenable to exact solution, e.g., 
some involving competing events28 and some on lattices with 
a stochastic distribution of different types of sites. It is also 
possible to exactly solve the infinite hierarchies of rate equa
tions for certain processes on semi-infinite lattices5 and on 
lattices with defective clusters of sites (here there is no trans
lational invariance). These will be discussed in later work. 
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APPENDIX: THE SHIELDING PROPERTY 

Using the q-hierarchy in the form 

~ In q -;- = S (a + a ' ) - S (a' ), 
dt aa 

(AI) 

where S (a") = [(d / dt )fa" ] /Ia" , we prove the shielding 
property for monomer filling (N = 1) with range R cooperat
ive effects via self-consistency. Consider q's of the form 
q --, "' where a, ai, a" involve only empty sites and, as 

0'02RO' a 

the notation implies, a is to the left and ai, a" are to the right 
of 02R' These q's together with the corresponding reflected 
quantities satisfy a closed set of hierarchy equations (after 
using conservation of probability to convert any filled to 
empty sites). If l' a i denotes the adsorption rate at site j given 
the influencing environment in state a J and if a J* denotes 
the part of a J not overlapping the other conditioning sites, 
and 02R = OR _ OR + denotes a decomposition into left and 
right empty R-tuples, then l 

d 
--lnq--, " 

dt CT02R a a 

(A2) 

The analogous reflected quantities satisfy a similar set of 
equations. If the initial conditions satisfy the condition that 
an empty 2R-tuple shields, then it is easy to see that the 
above equations are consistent with this condition for all 
time. For example, in (2), the first term cancels and the last 
two are independent of a consistent with q --, " being 

0'02R(7 (J' 

independent ofa. Equations (1.1) and (1.2) follow as a special 
case. An analogous treatment of the special case R = 2 ap
pears in Ref. 31. If an empty 2R-tuple does not shield initial
ly but an empty m*-tuple does (m* > 2R ), then the proof is 
easily modified to show that an empty m*-tuple shields for 
all times. 

We can relax the condition that a, ai, and a" be empty 
which gives more complicated q-equations l but the proof 
goes through unchanged in spirit. Similarly, extension to the 
N-mer case is more complicated in detail but the same in 
essence. 
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Exactly solvable irreversible processes on Bethe lattices 
J. W. Evans 
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We consider the kinetics of processes where the sites of a Bethe lattice are filled. irreversibly and, in 
general, cooperatively by monomers, dimers, or polyatomics. For. nearest neIg?bor and 
sometimes more general cooperative effects (including random fillIng as a specIal ca~e), we show 
that the infinite hierarchy of rate equations for probabilities of empty subconfiguratIOns can be 
exacty truncated and solved using a shielding propez:ty of empty si~es. We in.dicate, in ce~ain 
cases a connection between these Bethe lattice solutIOns and certam approXImate truncatIOn 
sOlutions for corresponding processes on "physical" 2-D and 3-D lattices with the same 
coordination number. 

PACS numbers: 05.50. + q, 05.70.Ln 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We consider here processes where the sites of a Bethe 
lattice are irreversibly filled, either randomly or cooperative
ly, by monomers, dimers, or polyatomics. In the language of 
graph theory, a Bethe lattice is an infinite, regular (Cayley) 
tree, i.e., a connected graph without circuits.! We must also 
specify the coordination number c (c = 2 corresponds to a 
linear lattice). Thus for c> 2, Bethe lattices incorporate the 
connectivity features ofa I-D lattice with some of the com
binatorial properties of higher-dimensional lattices. The role 
of Bethe lattices in the theory of disordered systems, e.g., in 
Ising model or percolation theory calculations, is well 
known as providing an artificial mathematical model for 
which some theoretical techniques give exact results. 2 We 
will show here that the same is true for certain dynamic irre
versible processes. 

For finite range cooperative effects or random pro
cesses, one can immediately write down an infinite hierarchy 
of rate equations for the probabilities of various subconfigur
ations3 (which is trivial only for random monomer filling). 
Using conservation of probability, one can instead deal with 
the subhierarchy for the probabilities of subconfigurations 
where all specified sites are empty.3 We show here that it is 
possible to solve this hierarchy (in closed form) by exact trun
cation for a variety of processes. 

The basic tool used to obtain solutions is the following 
shielding property of empty sites3: a connected cluster of 
sites specified empty separates the lattice into several discon
nected parts; suppose the cluster is sufficiently large that an 
event occuring on the lattice is not simultaneously affected 
by the state of sites in a particular pair of these disconnected 
parts; then sites in either of these two parts are completely 
shielded from the effect of those in the other. Just as in the 
preceding paper,4 those processes amenable to exact solution 
via truncation are characterized by the existence of a mini
mal closed subhierarchy for the probabilities of connected 
clusters of empty sites. 

In Sec. II, we consider in detail the exact solution for 
random dimer filling of a Bethe lattice with arbitrary coordi
nation number c and, in Sec. III, monomer filling with near
est neighbor (NN) cooperative effects for c = 3 (the solution 
for general c is also discussed here). Explicit examples of the 
shielding condition are given and its role in exact hierarchy 

truncation is elucidated. The connection between the solu
tions for these processes and certain approximate solutions 
of corresponding processes on "physical" 2-D and 3-D lat
tices with the same coordination number is also described. In 
Sec. IV, we discuss more general exactly solvable processes 
and also describe those not amenable to exact solution. Fin
ally, in Sec. V, we give some concluding remarks, in particu
lar, indicating the utility of exact Bethe lattice solutions as 
providing a basis for resummation of formal density expan
sions for solutions of corresponding processes on physical 2-
D and 3-D lattices. 

The following notation is used here. Empty (filled) sites 
are denoted by "a" ("a"). Letla denote the probability of a 
subconfiguration 0' of sites specified filled or empty, and q a (i'

= la + a./ la" the conditional probability of 0' given 0" (for 
typographic convenience, empty conditioning sites 0 are de-
noted ¢ here). All processes considered have translational 
invariance (as well as other natural symmetries) sol's and q's 
are position independent. 

II. RANDOM DIMER FILLING 

Here we consider the random dimer filling of NN pairs 
of sites on a Bethe lattice with coordination number c (arbi
trary, but fixed). The rate of decrease of the probability of 
some subconfiguration of sites specified empty consists sim
ply of a sum of terms corresponding to all possible ways a 
dimer can land completely within or partly overlapping this 
configuration (cf. Ref. 5). To provide some examples we need 
the following notation. Let on denote a connected string of n 

a 
empty sites, e.g., 0, 00, 000, ... , and OjOOj denote a string of 

i + I + j empty sites where, in addition, one of the remain
ing c - 2 NN of a non-end site of the string is also specified 
empty. Then if 7 denotes the single filling rate, one has 

-7-!~fo=cloo, (2.la) 
dt 

-7-! :tloo =100 +2(c-Ilfooo, (2.lb) 

- 7-
1 ~/o = (n - lifo + 2(c - lifo 1 dt n " n + 

+(c-2) I 1
0

, n»3,(2.lc) 
i + j = n - 1 0,.00) 

i,j>1 
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(using translation, etc., in variance of the/'s). 
The key to exact solution of this problem is the sheild

ing property of empty sites (as stated in the introduction) 
which is embedded in (2.1) in a rather subtle way. Since each 
site of a Bethe lattice is an articulation point (i.e., separates 
the lattice into disconnected parts), for random dimer filling, 
one has that a single site specified empty shields. Thus, for 
example, 

qm-qO<j>m fom+,Ifom=ql=qo</>, m;;;d. (2.2) 

The shielding property can most easily be proved by writing 
down the q-hierarchy and observing self-consistency (assum
ing compatible initial conditions). Because of notational dif
ficulties, we only give the following examples of the general 
q-equations (d Idt )In qaCi' = S (a + a') - S(a'), whereS (a") 

= (d Idt )In/a": 

1 d 
- --lnqo</> = 1 + (e-2)qo</> +2(e-l)(qoq,</> -qo</»' 

T dt 
(2.3a) 

1 d 
--lnqO<j> = 1 + (e - 2)q 0 

T dt 2. 4>.</>4>. 

+ 2(e - 1 )(q0<j>2. + 1 - q0<j>2J 
n~1 

+ 2(e - 2) L (q 0 

i = I <I>,~<I>2. _ , 

-q 0 ), 

4»jq,4t2n - I - i 

n> 1 (2.3b) 

1 d 
--d Inq0<j>2'+' = 1 +2(e-l)(q0<j>2.+2 -q0<j>2.+I) 
T t 

N~I 

+ 2(e - 2) L (q 0 

i = 1 cf»,1#Zn _ I _ j 

-q 0 

+ (e - 2)(2q 0 - q 0 ), 

<1>.</><1>.+1 <1>.</>4>. 

(2.3c) 

where q 0 = / 0 I/o' Thefull q-hierarchy written out 
1+ 1 +j 

<I>,4><I>j O,OOj 
in this fashion is clearly compatible with the stated shielding 
condition [note that the third term in (2.3a), the third and 
fourth terms in (2.3b), and the second and third terms in 
(2.3c), cancel] and furthermore leads to the closed equation 

1 d 
- - -In qo</> = 1 + (e - 2)qo</> , (2.4) 

T dt 

which can be integrated together with (2.1a) rewritten as 

1 d 
- - -In/o = eqo</>' (2.5) 

T dt 
For an initially empty lattice, these have the solution for 

q = q o</J in terms of the coverage () = 1 - /0 of 

{
I + ~ In(1 - ()), for e = 2, (2.6a) 

q= (e-2)~I[(e_l)(I_())(C~2)/c_I], forc> 2. (2.6b) 

Setting q = 0 gives a saturation coverage () ... satisfying 
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1 _ () • _ {e~2, for e = 2, 
- (e - 1)~c/(c~2), fore>2 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

[e.g., = i for e = 3, = ~ for e = 4, = 1!(5~) for e = 6). We 
can also readily calculate various other probabilities. For 
example, using shielding, it follows that the probability of 
any empty, connected clusterofn;;;d sites is given byqn ~ 110. 
Also by converting filled to empty sites using conservation of 
probability and using shielding, one can show that the prob
ability for a single empty site surrounded by e filled sites is 
given by 

nto ( - It (:) qN /0 = (1 - q)'io· 

The expressions (2.6a) and (2.7a) for e = 2 are of course 
exact results for dimer filling on a linear lattice.5 In particu
lar, (2.7a) was first obtained by Flory in 1939 (see Ref. 6). For 
c> 2, some of these expressions have appeared previously in 
the context of "first shell truncation approximations" for 
random dimer filling on higher-dimensional lattices, in par
ticular, e = 3 for the 2-D hexagonal and e = 4 for the 2-D 
square lattice.5 For e = 6, these correspond to the "first shell 
truncation approximation" on the 3-D cubic7 but not the 2-
D triangular lattice.5 

III. MONOMER FILLING WITH NN COOPERATIVE 
EFFECTS 

We first illustrate in detail this process for a Bethe lat
tice with coordination number 3. Here the rates for filling a 
site with 0,1,2,3 occupied NN are denoted by T 0' T 0' T a' 

Q. Q. Q. 
o 0 a 

T a' respectively. The rate equations for the probability of a 
a· 

a 

single empty sitefo, of an adjacent pair of empty sites/oo' ofa 
string of three empty sites/ 000 = / 0' of a site and all three of 

o 
o 

its NN empty / 0 = /0 , ... are 
00 00 

o 0 

d - 10 = T 0/ 0 + 3T 0/ 0 + 3T a/ a + T a/ a 
dt 0'0 000 a·o 0°0 o'a OOa a'a aOa 

= (T 0 - 3T 0 + 3T a - T ali 0 
Q. Q. ~ Q. ~ 

o 0 a a 0 

+3(T 0-2T a+ T aliooo 
Q. Q. Q. 

o a a 

+ 3(T a - T alioo + T a/o' (3.1a) 
Q. Q. Q. a a a 

:!... /00 = 2[T 0/ 0 + 2T ,,/ a + T a/ a] 
dt 0'0 00

0 
0'0 00

0 
0'0 OOa 

= 2[(To.o - 2To.a + Toaliooo 
a a a 0 

+ 2(To.a - To.aliooo + To.a/oo], (3.1b) 
o a a 

d d - -/000 = - -/0 = T 0/ 0 + T 0/ 0 
dt dt 00 0'0 000 a·o aoo 

+ 2[To.o/000o + 2To.aloooa + To.aloooa] 
o 0 0 0 a a 

= T 0/000 + (T 0 - T oli 0 
Q. Q. Q. 00 

o 0 0 0 

+ 2[(To.o - 2To.a + To.altoooo 
o 0 a 0 

+ 2(To.a - To.alioooo + To.alooo], (3.1c) 
o a a 
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= ... , 
(3.1d) 

Examples of shielding used here to obtain an exact trun
cation of this hierarchy are shown in Fig. 1. These include 
such identities as 

q",,,,,,,o = q",,,,,,,o = q",,,,o( = qo","')' 

'" '" '" '" '" 
(3.2a) 

q", 0 = q", 0 = q o( = qo",,,,)' 
","'''' ."'''' "'''' 

(3.2b) 

and thus also imply such quantities as 

q"'",,,,o=q"',,,,,,oq,,,,,,,,, , q",,,,,,, ° -q"'",,,,oq,,,,,,,,, ' 
'" 0 '" '" '" 0 0 '" 0 

q 0= q ...... oq"' ... 
Ho .""", "'0 

(3.3) 

are equal. Further identities such as q", a =q a,q", 0 

"''''0 Ho ",Ho 
= q a"'" all compatible with the statement of shielding 

Ha 

given in the Introduction, then follow from conservation of 
probability. 

Again these properties are imbedded in the hierarchy 
equations in a rather subtle way. The simplest demonstra
tion of the results required here comes from writing down 
the closed q-subhierarchy for conditional probabilities of a 
single empty site given various adjacent connected clusters of 
sites are empty (factorization [cf. (3.3)] and conservation of 
probability must be used to obtain this reduced form). When 
suitably arranged, consistency with the shielding condition 
becomes obvious [cf. (2.3) and Ref. 4] assuming compatible 
initial conditions. This procedure is straightforward though 
notationally complex. Thus instead of presenting these gen
eral q-equations, we consider in detail only the particularly 
important cases for qo",,,, and q ",. These equations are first 

04>", 

simply obtained from (3. Ib)-(3. Id) and then closed applying 
shielding and factorization [cf. (3.2) and (3.3)] as shown be
low: 

d (d Idt)[ooo 
-In qoq,,,, = ~---
dt 1000 

(d Idt )[00 

100 

- r ° - (r 0 - r o)q "" 
a· o· a· o<f> 

/ 
/ 

qO-4>::::~~-- :: qo-~:::~ 

o Q 0 t/J 

(3.4a) 

FIG. I. Examples of shielding for monomer filling with NN cooperative 
effects on a Bethe lattice of coordination number 3; here - - - denotes other 
conditioning sites which could be specified either filled or empty. 
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(d Idt)[ 0 (d Idt)[ 0 

d 000 
-lnq ",= ----

dt 04>", I 0 
00 

o 

10 
o 

o 

o 
o 

- r 0 - r o(3q", 0 - 2q", 0) 
0'0 0'0 ","''''0 "''''0 

- 2r 0(3q", 0 - 2q", a) 
a·o ","''''0 "''''0 

- r 0(3q", a - 2q", oj 
o'a ","''''0 "''''0 

+ r oq '" + r oq '" 
0'0 ot/J,p a·o at/J.,p 

- r 0 - r 0 - 2(r 0 - r aJqoq,,,, 
o· Q. a· Q. 

Q a Q a 

- (r 0 - 2r 0 + r o)q ",q '" 
Q. a· Q. o,p 0'" 

o 0 a t/J 

+ (r 0 - r o)q '" + r o. (3.4b) 
Q. a· odJ a· 

Q 0 ¢ Q 

Equations (3.1a), (3.1b), and (3.4), together with the identities 
1000 =looqo4>"" I 0 =1 oq "" yield an exact closed set of 00

0 
00 0"'", 

equations forlo,/oo' qoq,,,,' and q ",. From these quantities, 
0"'", 

together with the shielding condition, we can readily calcu
late, e.g., the probability for any empty, connected cluster, 
e·g·,10 0 = (qo4>",)2(q ",floo. 

0
00

0 04>", 

We now analyze in detail the filling of an initially empty 
lattice for various choices of rates. All numerical results pre
sented come from simultaneous integration of the closed set 
of equations described above [using a variable-order Adams 
predictor-corrector (Gear's) method]. First we consider the 
case where each filled NN changes the rate from r 0 by a 

o· 
o 

factor of a, i.e., r 0:7 o:r a:r a = 1:a:a2:a3
. The behavior 

Q. a· o· a· 
o 0 a a 

100 as a function of the coverage e = 1 - 10 is shown in Fig. 2 
for various a. 

(a) Highly autoinhibitory rates a<.J: Here the process 
effectively takes place in four stages, namely, filling of sites 
with m = 0,1,2,3 occupied NN (consecutively). In the mth 
stage, 

d de 100 = - ~(3 - m), (3.5) 

since 3 - m 00 pairs are destroyed by each monomer adsorb
ing and there are ~ as many sites as there are (adjacent) pairs 
of sites (cf. Ref. 3). We denote the e values of the ends ofthese 
stages bye!. Thenl 0-0,100-0.2500, and I 0-0.0767 as 00 0 

o 0 

e--+(} ~ = 0.3750 [these are saturation values for filling with 
NN blocking and are determined (numerically) after setting 
a = 0];/ 0-0 and 100 -0.0732 as e-e T :::::;0.5076 [numeri-

o 
o 

cal determination of these values actually comes from a 
modified choice of rates (i), described below, when a-o];/oo 
-0 as (}--+e T = e T + ~/oo lOT :::::;0.6174 and e t = 1. 

(b) Random filling a = J: Here, trivially,/oo =10 2'/0 

=10 3
, etc. 

o 
o 

(c) Highly autocatalytic rates a>l: Here the process in
volves competition between filling of a small fraction of sites 
with empty NN (island birth) and the rapid formation of 
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0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.2 0.4 9 0.6 0.8 

FIG. 2. f~ for monomer filling of a Bethe lattice of coordination number 
c = 3 with NN cooperative effects where each filled NN changes the ad
sorption rate by a factor of a (shown); a = 300 and 00 behavior differ negli
gibly. 

contiguous clusters of filled sites around these (island 
growth). We now consider the a---+-oo limit which we show 
cannot be thought of as a single island growing. For if this 
were the case, except for the nucleating atom, every later 
atom adsorbed would destroy two 00 pairs so (d / 
dO )f 00 = - j X 2 = -~. This is clearly not correct for all 0 
since/oo --0 only when O---+- 1. However, we do anticipate that 
[lima_ oo (d /dO)foo] 10= a = -~. Deviation of (d /dO)foo 
from - ~ for 0 #0 (see Fig. 2) must be due to infinitely large 
islands merging. In constrast, the a---+-oo behavior of/oo for 
corresponding processes on 1-0 and "physical" 2-D or 3-D 
lattices can be determined by regarding these as occurring by 
a single island growing.3 

Next we consider the modified choices for the rates 1" 0: 
o· 

1" 0:1" a:1" a' of (i) 1 :a:O:O, (ii) 1 :a:a:O, and (ii)' 1 :a:a2 :O. He;e 
a· o· a· 

o a a 

we focus our attention on the saturation coverage 0 *(a) < 1 
for finite a (see Fig. 3). Of course lima--..o 0 *(a) equals 0 r for 
(i) and 0 ~ for (ii)' where 0 r, defined above, are associated 
with filling in stages. For (ii) and (ii)', when a = 1, filling 
occurs randomly except that it is blocked when all NN are 
occupied. It has been shown previously3 that the saturation 
coverage for this sort of "almost random" filling on an infi
nite, uniform lattice with coordination number c is given by 
c/(c + 1), i.e., 0 *( 1) = i for (ii) and (ii)'. The a---+-oo limit for (i) 
and (ii) provides an unequivocal demonstration of the anom
alous feature of irreversible island growth on Bethe lattices 
described above, namely, that the highly autocatalytic/clus
tering limit cannot be though of as a single island growing. 
From Fig. 3 we see that lima_ oo 0 *(a) < 1 for (i) and (ii). [Our 
numerical verification could be supplemented by a detailed 
asymptotic analysis of the appropriate solutions of (3.1) and 
(3.2) cf. Ref. 3.] The deficit from unity is associated with 
imperfect filling at the boundaries between coalesced infinite 
contiguous islands. The fact that these boundaries must be 
associated with a finite fraction of the lattice sites is not that 
surprising when one realizes that, for a single island on this 
Bethe lattice containing all atoms <N lattice vectors from 
the nucleating atom, ~(1 - 21 - N /3) -! the atoms are 
boundary atoms. 

One final point of significance pertaining to this process 
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0.9 
e- 1,0,02:,0 

FIG. 3. Saturation coverage o· for 
0.8 monomer filling of a Bethe lattice 

1,0,0,0 with c = 3 for choices of rates T 0' 
o· 

0.7 " 

~: 
7

u
. ° 170- alTao a as (i) 1,a,O,O, (ii) 1,a,a,O, 
0 0 0 

0.6 and (ii)' 1,a,a2,O (or any multiple of 
these). 

0.5 
T T 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
0/(1+0) 

is its connection with approximate solution for monomer 
filling, with NN cooperative effects, at the sites 0/ a 2-D hexag
onallattice (also having coordination number 3). In previous 
work we have developed schemes to approximately truncate 
the infinite hierarchies of rate equations for such processes. 3 

These deal with conditional probabilities involving only 
empty sites (and a single conditioned o-site) and attempt to 
exploit a shielding propensity of empty (cf. filled) sites. Two 
such schemes both start with the empty q-hierarchy and ei
ther (i) factorize q's involving several o-sites in terms of those 
with a single o-site then truncate ifJ sites further than n lattice 
vectors from the o-site (FT·n), or (ii) truncate ifJ-sites further 
than n lattice vectors from any o-site then factorize (T.nF). 
Reasonable results are expected for n>2 which avoids ex
plicit truncation ofthelo equation. 

It is easy to show that both the FT·2 and T·2F equations 
for the above mentioned monomer filling of a hexagonallat
tice are identical to (3.1a), (3.lb), and (3.4) forlo = qo./oo (or 
qo¢», qo¢>t/> ,q t/> (and, consequently, we are guaranteed "well-

ot/> t/> 
behaved" solutions of these). We thus anticipate that the 
above Bethe lattice solutions bear some similarity to the cor
responding exact quantities for the hexagonal lattice. It is 
however also clear that the FT·2 and T·2F solutions have 
"lost knowledge" of the closed loops in the hexagonal lattice. 
Now consider the case where, again, each filled NN changes 
the rate from 1" 0 by a factor of a. As a--o, filling on the 

o· 
o 

hexagonal lattice also occurs in four stages and (3.5) holds 
(cf. Ref. 3). No doubt, the ends of these stages will vary from 
the Bethe lattice values given above. One can think of the 
a---+-oo limit as a single contiguous island growing and since, 
at nonzero coverages, an infinitesimal fraction of the occu
pied sites are boundary sites it follows that qot/>, qOt/>t/>'''·'---+1. 
Consequently/oo./ooo, ... ,-/o in contrast to the Bethe lattice 
case. 

We can also consider a choice of rates analogous to (i) 
and (ii) described above for the Bethe lattice. The qualitative 
behavior of the saturation coverage 0 *(a) for these cases is 
deceptively similar to the Bethe lattice behavior. In particu
lar lima_ oo 0 *(a) < 1, but this corresponds to the coverage of 
a single infinitely large noncontiguous island [which con
tains isolated empty sites for (i) and (ii) and also isolated emp
ty pairs for (i)]. 

Finally, in this section, we consider the extension of the 
above results to monomer filling with NN cooperative ef
fects on a Bethe lattice with arbitrary coordination number 
c. A detailed treatment would require the development of an 
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O. l. 2. 

q ~~\ 
0-'1 

3. 4. 

FIG. 4. Monomer filling with NN cooperative effects on a Bethe lattice with 
coordination number c; the c + 1 empty q's satisfying a closed set of equa
tions (after applying shielding) are shown. 

elaborate notational scheme to describe subconfigurations 
on such a lattice. However since the procedure leading to 
exact solution parallels the c = 3 case described above, we 
just sketch the steps. The input to the hierarchial equations 
here is a set of rates 1'i' i = 0,1, ... ,c, for filling a site with 
exactly i already filled NN. As for c = 3, one starts by 
straightforwardly writing down rate equations for 10,100' 
1000"" [cf. (2.1)]. From theloolooo , ... equations, one readily 
obtains a set of q-equations for qat/></> = 10001100"" . Applying 
shielding to these leads immediately to a closed set of equa
tions for the q's shown in Fig. 4 [cf. (3.4)], where we have also 
included qo =10 and qat/> (rather thanloo ) for completeness. 
The probability of, e.g., any empty cluster can be calculated 
from these. 

Again we consider the natural choice of rates where 
each filled NN changes the rate (from the all empty NN case) 
by a factor of a, i.e., 1';11'0 = a i

• If a-(l, the process effec
tively occurs in c + 1 stages, namely, filling of sites with 
m = 0,1,2, ... ,c occupied NN (consecutively). In the mth 
stage, 

d 2 
dO 100 = - ~(c-m), (3.6) 

since c - m 00 pairs are destroyed by each monomer adsorb
ing and there are 2/c times as many sites as there are (adja
cent) pairs of sites. The a-oo limit is again quite complex 
but one can show that [lima_oo(dldO}foo] 10=0 
= - 2(e - l)1e. 

IV. EXTENSIONS 

Let us return first to the consideration of monomer fill
ing processes. In Sec. III, we show how for NN cooperative 
effects, one can obtain a minimal closed hierarchy for the 
probabilities of connected clusters of empty sites. It is also 
possible to show that if the cooperative effects have a range 
of 2r + 1 lattice vectors incorporating range r blocking, then 
again a minimal closed hierarchy can be obtained for the 
probabilities of empty connected clusters (cf. Ref. 4). Exact 
solution follows after applying the shielding condition. 
However for range R > 2r + 1 cooperative effects (incorpor
ating range r blocking), the minimal closed hierarchy for 
empty configurations contains not only connected configu
rations but also disconnected ones. 3 Just as for 1-D lattices,4 
shielding does not lead to exact truncation here and the sim
plest such process not amenable to exact solution is mon 
omer filling with range 2 cooperative effects. 8 

Next consider dimer filling processes. The random fill
ing case has been solved in Sec. II. It is clear that for NN 
cooperative effects, again the minimal closed hierarchy in
volves only probabilities for empty connected configurations 
and thus exact truncation solution via shielding is possible. 
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FIG. 5. Dimer filling with NN cooperative effects of a Bethe lattice with 
coordination number 3; q's satisfying a closed set of equations (after apply
ing shielding); here - - - indicate that the q's are independent of these condi
tioning sites. 

In Fig. 5, we show the finite set of quantities for which closed 
equations are obtained after applying shielding together 
with examples of the shielding condition for a Bethe lattice 
of coordination number e = 3. For dimer filling with range 2 
cooperative effects on a linear lattice, exact truncation of the 
hierarchy is possible.4 However on a Bethe lattice with e»3, 
this is not the case as it is easily seen that the minimal closed 
hierarchy does not involve only probabilities of connected 
empty clusters. 

It is possible to consider processes involving filling of 
larger polyatomic molecules, e.g., trimers, linear or Y
shaped quadmers, .... Again exact hierarchy truncation is 
possible for NN, but not longer-range, cooperative effects 
(unless they incorporate a suitable range of blocking). It is 
quite straightforward to extent the analysis to treat adsorp
tion of mixtures of polyatomics with the same atomic con
stituents (cf. Ref. 9). 

We note that the preceding discussions of exact solu
tions for certain processes have concentrated on obtaining 
probabilities of empty, connected clusters of sites. We can
not obtain probabilities of, e.g., filled, connected clusters or 
two-point correlations from these. However by adding rate 
equations for suitable disconnected empty configurations 
and using shielding to truncate these, the latter quantities 
can also be calcualted exactly. Reference 10 illustrates the 
analogous procedures for the 1-D monomer filling process 
with NN cooperative effects. Finally we remark that one 
could also continue to examine competitive irreversible ad
sorption of different types of momomers "a," "b," ... , and, 
e.g., in the case of NN cooperative effects, also obtain exact 
solutions. The analogous 1-D calculations can be found in 
Ref. 11. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Here we have shown how to obtain exact solutions via 
hierarchy truncation for a variety of nontrivial irreversible, 
random and cooperative, monomer, dimer, and polyatomic 
filling processes on Bethe lattices. These, being exact solu
tions, have intrinsic interest in enhancing our understanding 
of the kinetic behavior of irreversible processes on lattices. In 
some cases we have commented on the agreement between 
Bethe lattices solutions and certain natural low-order ap
proximate truncation solutions for corresponding processes 
on 2-D and 3-D "physical" lattices with the same coordina
tion number. Roughly speaking, this will be the case if the 
shortest closed loops on the physical lattice are sufficiently 
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large compared to the size of the polyatomic adsorbing, the 
cooperative range, and thus the (low-order) truncation 
range. Then these low-order truncations "cannot tell" that 
the loops close. This agreement was observed, for example, 
with random dimer filling on lattices with closed loops of 
length> 3 (so excluding the triangular lattice) for one lattice 
vector truncations; and for monomer filling with NN coop
erative effects on a hexagonal, but not on a square or triangu
lar lattice, for two lattice vector truncations. 

For cases where agreement exists, this suggests some 
similarity between the Bethe lattice and exact "physical" 
lattice processes at least with regard to the probabilities of 
corresponding small configurations (not containing closed 
loops). We can always obtain formal "density" expansions 
for thef's for physical lattice processes no matter how com
plex the cooperative effects. 12.13 The above observation sug
gests the following simple resummation procedure for ex
pansion off's for small configurations. First we write the 
physical lattice probability /phys as the sum of the Bethe lat
tice one, /Bethe, and a residual power series density expan
sion. Then coefficients in the residual expansion can be ob
tained from a knowledge of/Bethe and the density expansion 
of/phys ' This procedure has proved quite successful for some 
random dimer filling processes. 13,7 
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The Dirac equation is solved for a linear potential. The complete asymptotic behavior of the 
solution in the nonrelativistic regime is developed by means of the comparison differential 
equation technique. 

PACS numbers: 11.10.Qr, 02.90. + P 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The linear potential, which has long been an important 
quantum mechanical model, has been the focus of renewed 
interest due to its role in theories of quark confinement. The 
only treatment of the Dirac equation with a linear potential 
appears to be that of Sauter! in 1931. Sauter's treatment em
ploys the heavy machinery of gamma matrices to derive the 
four-component spinor wave function in terms of confluent 
hypergeometric functions. By means of an integral represen
tation and the saddle point method he was able to obtain the 
leading asymptotic behavior in powers of the reciprocal field 
strength. Sauter's work is unsatisfactory in that his saddle 
point procedure leads only to order estimates for the subse
quent terms, and that is able to give only a qualitative ac
count of the nonrelativistic limit. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a somewhat sim
plified solution to the Dirac equation and a complete quanti
tative discussion of the nonre1ativistic limit. This requires 
deriving new uniform asymptotic expansions for the conflu
ent hypergeometric function. Explicit error bounds for this 
expansion are given in the Appendix. 

II. SCHRODINGER EQUATION 

For the potential V(x) = yx the Schrodingerequation is 

I - (1i2/2m)a~ + yxJtPo = EtPo, (1) 

where we ignore the (separable) behavior in the orthogonal 
dimensions. The change of variable /; = (2m/1i2y)1I2 
(yx - E) reduces this to Airy's equation with the familiar 
general solution 

tPo = S! Ail (2m/1i2y)!/3(yx - E) ) 

(2) 

where Ai ± ! (z) = Ai(ze ± 217i/3) and S!,2 are arbitrary con
stants. Our aim is to show that the large components of the 
corresponding solution to Dirac's equation have this form in 
the nonrelativistic limit, and to find the leading-order cor
rection. 

III. DIRAC EQUATION 

After separating the irrelevant y and z motion and not
ing that there are no spin-dependent forces we are led to the 
two-component equation 

I ax - (i/Iic)(E - yx)o-x - (mc/Ii)o-y ) tP = 0, (3) 

a1present address: P. O. Box 442, Mafraq, Jordan. 

where o-x,y are standard Pauli matrices and the derivative is 
understood to be mUltiplied by the unit matrix. The two
componentspinor 

(4) 

describes both spin states, wherein tP! is the large compo
nent. We introduce the notation 

u = (yx - E )I(licy)!/2, a = mc2/(licy) 112, (5) 

whereby (3) becomes 

lau - iuo-x - ao-y ltP = 0, (6) 

with the ansatz 

tPl = e iU'/2[F(u) + iG (u)l. 

tP2 = eiu'12[F(u) - iG (u)l, 

we are led to the coupled system 

F' +aG=O, 

G' + 2iuG + aF= 0, 

from which G can be immediately eliminated, giving 

(7) 

(8) 

F" +2iuF' -a2F=0. (9) 

Two linearly independent solutions of (9) are 

F _ = IFI (! ia2, !, - iu2), 

F + = U IFI(~ +! ia2,~, - iu2), 

so the general solution to (3) is 

., 2[AF- +BF+ - (i/a)(AF'_ +BF'+)] tP - e'u 1 
- AF_ +BF+ + (i/a)(AF'_ +BF'+) , 

where A and B are arbitrary constants. 

IV. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS 

(10) 

(11) 

In the nonrelativistic limit c -+ 00, we have a -+ 00. We 
also writeE = E + mc2

, where Ehas a finite limit, so )u)-+ 00 

as well. The change of variable 

(12) 

reduces (9) to Whittaker's equation 

d
2w (1 1 ia2 m 2

_ 1 ) 
--= - --+- +.:.:.:..--± w 
dz2 4 4z 4z Z2 ' 

(13) 

for which the solutions corresponding to (10) are the func
tions M1I4 _ ia'/4, ± 114' Since we use an asymptotic expression 
for w for large a which is uniformly valid with respect to 
unbounded z we define 
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t = zi/2N, N = a2/2, 

whereby (13) becomes 

d2~ = N2(/o(t) + J.- II(t) + -4/2(t ))w, 
dt N N 

1 - t i m2 - 1 
lo(t)=-2-' II(t)=-, 12(t)=~. 

2t t 

(14) 

(IS) 

All these functions are analytic for t in the interval (0,00) 
which includes the zero of Io(t). Our approach is to adopt the 
comparison differential equation method, which is described 
in detail by Olver. 2 

Making the Liouville transformation 

W- - w, _ ( dt) - 1/2 

ds 
5= i2[(I- t)lt], 

(IS) becomes 

~~u: = !N
2
s+NCPI(S)+CP2(S))W, 

where 

CPI(S) = -! irs 1(1 - t)], 

S (m 2
_ 1 

CP2(S) = 165 2 + ~-
S 

+ 2t2(11_ t))i
2
. 

From (16b) we find 

g3/2= -~t(l-t) + cos- 1ft (Od<I), 

(16a) 

(16b) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

~ ( - 5 )312 = ~ t (1 - t) - cosh - 1ft (1 d < 00 ), 

whereby t = 0,00 correspond to 5 = (3-1T/4)2/3, - 00, respec
tively. Therefore 

cpI(s)_(i/2)(~)2/3t-1/3, t_ 00, 

(20) 
CP2(s)-S/16C· 

Following Olver2 we make the further transformation 

t(dt )2 =N2s+Ncp (5) + cpi(s) 
ds I 45' 

(21) 

which gives 

t = N 2/3S + N -1/3(/) (5) + 0 (N -4/3), 
(22) 

(/) = J.- 5 -1/2 (5 t -1/2cpI(t )dt . 
2 Jo 

Then the solutions of (17) with CP2 replaced by cP i (5 )/45 are 
(ds Idt )1/2 Aij(t), j = 0, ± 1, where Aio(z) = Ai(z). The 
choice of two linearly independent solutions depends on the 
domain of the argument: the following sectors are associated 
with these three Airy functions: 

2534 

so: IArg zl < 21T13 , 

S_I: -1T< Argz< -1T13, 

S+I: 1T/3<Argz<1T, 
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(23) 

so that, for example, when z E SouS -I' a satisfactory pair of 
solutions is Ao(z) and A _ I (z). By expanding for large N we 
obtain the approximations to the solutions of (17) 

W -!1 + O(N -I)) Aij !N 2/3S + N -1/3(/) (s)j 

+ 0 (N -4/3)Ai;! N 2/3S + N - 1/3cP ). 

Hence, the solution can be written in series form: 

~ = Aij(l) I N - SAs(S) + N -4/3 Ai;(l) 
.'1=0 

00 

X L N -SBs(S), 
s = 0 

l = N 2/3S + N -1/3(/) (5), 

where 

{

! is -1/2 cos- 1ft, 5">0, O<t<l, 

(/)(5)= !(-s)- 1/2 In(ft +vir=T), - 00<5<0, 

l<t<oo. 

(24) 

(2S) 

(26) 

Since SE SouSI , the appropriate solutions to the comparison 
equation are Wo and WI' 

The coefficients in (2S) can be evaluated by substituting 
(2S) into (17) and equating like powers of N. In particular 

Ao = 1, 

J.- 5 -1/2 (5 [CP2(t) _ 2cP (t)cP '(t) 
2 Jo 
-t(/)'2(t)]t- 1/2 dt, 5>0, 

+(_5)-1/2 [[CP2(t)-2cP(t)cP'(t) 

-tcP'2(t)](_tj- 1/2 dt, 5<0. 

(27) 

Also we see that (/) (5 ) is analytic and the analyticity of (/)2(5 ) 
assures the analyticity of As, Bs. Error bounds on these solu
tions are given in the Appendix. Thus, truncating these ex
pansions we have 

W2n + I,0(S) = Ai(l) i N-SAs(s)+N- 4/3 
s = 0 

" n-I 

X Ai'(S) L N-SBs(S)+E2n+I,O(S,N), 
s=o 

(28) 

W2n + 1,1 (5) = Ail(l) i N -SA,(S) + N- 4/3 
s=O 

n-I 

X Ai; L N-SBs(S)+E2n+l,ds,N), 
.'1=0 

Next we note that in terms of Whittaker functions (10) 
becomes 

F ± = e- iNti - 2iNt)-1/4M k , ± 1/4 ( - 2iNt), 

where k = ~ - ! iN. We write 

Mk,m( - 2iNt) = (:; y/2[an W2n + 1,0(5) 

+ bn W2n + I,ds)], 

(29) 

(30) 

and note that an, bn can be identified by comparing both 
sides of (30) in the limit t - 00 (5 - - 00), This is facilitated 
by the known asymptotic formula 
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M k.m( - 2iNt) 

r (2m + 1) elk - m - I12)1Ti( _ 2iNt )keiNt 
r(m+k+!) 

+ r (2m + 1) (_ 2iNt ) - ke - iNto 
r(m-k+!) 

Using (19) and (22) we are led to the values 

bn =(l/fln)[(1-iN- IPn r l±)-(1 +iPn)Fl], 

where 

(31) 

(32) 

r\sgnm) 

r(2m + 1) elk-m)1Ti( _ 2iN)k,iN-IIVN12, 
r(m+k+!) 

r~gnm) = r(2m + 1) (_ 2iN) - k, - iN+ IIze - iN12, 
rIm -k+!) 

fln = 21Tl/zNI/6ei1T14[(1 - iN-IPn)e-i1T13 

+ N -IPn (1 + iN -IPn )e
1TiI3 ], 

. n-I It II/ZOs(t) 
Pn = lim I . 

s~- <X> s=O N S 

Hence we have the desired result 

= fl n-le-iN,( - 2iN)-1I4(_t_)1/4[(e-1Ti/3r l + N-IPne7riI3r I± )(Ai(t) i N -SA5(t) 
1 - t 5=0 

(33) 

+ N- 4/3 Ai'(t) :t~ N -S05(t) + EZn+ 1.0) + [(1 - iN-IPn)F I± - (1 + iN-IPn)F l]( Ail(t) sto N -SA5(t) 

v. DISCUSSION 

The first approximation to (11) corresponds to n = O. In 
this case (33) gives Po = O,P_I = 0, flo = 21T1/2N 1/6e1Ti/4, so 

so 

and 

FlO) (t) _ e _~_ 
-iN'e-i1T14(_2iN)-1/4 ( f; )114 

± - 21T1/2N 1/6 1 - t 

F(OJ=AFI~ +BFI~ =e- iNt [t/(I_t)]1/4 

X [KI Ai(t) +K2 Ail(t)], 

(35) 

J 

(34) 

I 

FlO)' = ~ t 1I2e - iNt(_t_)1I4[ { _ iN _ 1 
a I-t 4(I-t) 

__ 1_ (~)1I4}{KI Ai(t) + K2 Ai l (t)J 
4t tt 

+N 2/3(1 +N-I<P)!KI Ai'(t) +K2 Ai;(t))]. (36) 

By definition, u = (yx - E - mc2)1(liyc)1/2 = q - a, where 
q = (yx - E)I(liyc)1/2. Hence, 

t = I - 2q/a + q2/a2, t = 2q/a + 0 [(q/af], (37) 

<P = I + q/l2a + 0 [(q/a)2], 

l_(2a)1/3q . 

Therefore as c ---+ CI), 

(38) 

[
SI Ai [(2mlIi2r)1/3(yx - E)] + Sz Ail [(2mlIi2r)1/3(yx - E)]] 

1/;---+ 0 ' (39) 

in exact agreement with (2). In the same way we obtain the first-order (in N -I) relativistic correction 

AF+ +BF_ =F(O)(u) __ e- iNt -- <P/(t)[KI Ai(t}+K2 AiM)] + o (l/N 2). 1 (t )114 ~ ~ 
2N 1- t 

(40) 

j 
In terms of Sauter's solution, we have the correspon

dence 
so in our terms Sauter's asymptotic (k> I) results are: for 
lui <a, 

( 
U2) - 1/4 { a I u I 

F_- 1- a
2 

exp -2-~a2 - u2 

(41) 
+ ~ (a2 + i)Sin-I(':1 )}, 
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F + -( 1 - :~) -1!4(sgn u)exp{ ~ alul~a2 _ u2 

+ ~ (a2 + i)sin - I ( I: I ) }; 

and for lui> a, 

F_ 

(42) 

a _ 1/2( ._ex--,p~I_-.......... !_iu_2_w_+.:..-'.(i_a2....:../_4.!-)ln.-:(,-1_+~w.!.:..)/-,-( l=-----...... w:...!.)..Ll --w I -

lui ~l + w 

+ , expl! iu2w - (ia2/4)ln(1 + w)/(l - w)j) 

~l-w 

F+ 
_ ~ w-1/2(exPI -! iu2w + (ia2/4)ln(1 + w)/(l - w)j 

lui ~l-w 

_ i expl~ iu 2w - (ia2/4)ln(1 + w)/(l - w)j), 

~l +w 
where w = (1 - a2

/ u2
) 1/2. These expressions are not valid 

for lui ~a. Although (42) may have some computational ad
vantage over (34) (since it involves only elementary func
tions), we consider the latter to be far more satisfactory not 
only because it is a complete asymptotic series with explicit 
error limits and reproduces the exact nonrelativistic limit, 
but also because it is uniformly valid for all values of x in
cluding the classical turning point where (42) breaks down. 
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APPENDIX 

To construct the error bounds E2n + I.j defined in (2S) we 
need a differential equation with known solutions that ap
proximate (17) up to the term N¢J (5 ) w. This can be found by 
applying the Liouville transformation 

A (d~)1!2 W= - W 
ds 

(AI) 

to the Airy equation for W (~ ), which leads to the differential 
equation 

d2~ = IN2s+N¢JI(s)+G(s)jW, 
ds 

G (5) = s<P ,2 + 2<P<P ' + <P<P ,2 
N 

3<P"2 - 2<P '<P" - 2N<P III 

+---------
4(N + <P')2 

(A2) 

with solutions (N + <P ')-1/2Aij(~)' j = 0,1. Now, by substi
tuting (2S) into (17) we find the differential equation 

a2 
2 

as 2 E2n + l.j (s,N)- IN s+N¢JI +G(s)jE2n+I,j 

= I ¢J2 - G lE2n + I,j + I FnAij(~) + Hn Ai;(~)jN - n, 

Fn = (Bn + 2sB~) - N- I ! <p<p '2An + 2<P<P 'B ~_I (A3) 

+ (<P<P " + <p '2)Bn _ I J, 

H =2N-4/3 (A' -N- I<p<p'2B J n t n+1 n-l . 
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We convert (A3) into the integral equation 

E2n + I,j = 21TN -2/3e - 11';/6 i K (s,t)[ I ¢J2(t) 

- G(t)jE2n+ dt, N) + IHn(t)Ai;(t) 

+Fn(t)Aij(t)lN-n]dt (A4) 

K(s,t) = [1 +N- I<p'(s)]-1/2[1 +N- I<P'(t)]-1/2 

X [Ai(~)Ail(t) - Ai(t)Ail(~)]' 
where the contour L is the interval (a,S) for j = a and 
(- oo,s)for j= 1,bythemethodofvariationofparameters. 
We define the weight function 

(AS) 

where the branch is chosen so that Ej(z» 1 in the sector Sj 
and Ej(z)< 1 in the complement of this sector. Next, the mo
dulus and phase functions are defined by 

Ej+ I (z)IAij + I (z)1 = M;(z) sin OJ (z), j = - 1,0, 

(A6) 

Ej _ I (z) I Aij _ I (z) I = Mj (z)cos OJ (z), j = 1. 

The function~, OJ are defined in the same way with Ai' 
replacing Ai. Finally, let 

A=supll+N-I<p'(s)l, sE(-oo,(31T/4)2/3). (A7) 

Then 

IK (s,t)1 <A (M _I(~)M -I(t )s!n 0 -)(~ )cos 0 - IIt) 
Eo(s)EI(t) 

_ M_I(t)M_I(~)S!no--;'l(t)COSO_II~)). (AS) 
Eo(t)EI(S) 

But for~, tE SouSI , from (26) we have EI(t) = 1/ Eo(t), and 
since when t<s, Eo(~ )<Eo(t), (AS) reduces to 

K (S,t ) <AM _I(~)M _1ft )Eo(t)E 0- I(~) (t<s). (A9) 

Similarly, 

I ~ K(s,t)I<N2/3N_I(~)M_I(t)Eo(t)Eo-I(~), 
t<s, 

I ~ K(s,t)1 <N2/3N_I(~)M_I(t)EI(t)E I-I(~), 

s<!· 

(AlO) 

Now, in order to bound E2n + I,j using (A4), we need an exten
sion of Olver's theorem3

: Consider the integral equation 

h (5) = f' K (s,t H ¢J (t)J (t) + p(t)J '(t) 

+ tPo(t)h (t) + tPI(t)h '(t) Jdt, (All) 

such that (i) ¢J (t), p(t), tPo(t), and tPI(t) have at most a finite 
number of discontinuities in the range of 5 and J (t ) is analyt
ic; (ii) K (s,t ) and its first two partials derivatives are contin
uous in both variables; (iii) K (5,5) = 0; (iv) 

IK (s,t)1 <Po(s)Q (t), 
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I :S K(S,t)1 ";'PM)Q(t), 

I :2 K(S,t)1 ";'P2(S)Q(t), 

where Pj (S) > 0, Q (t ) are continuous real functions; (v) the 
suprema 

x = sup[Q(s)JJ(s)1 J, Xj = sup[Pj(S)Q(S)J, 

x = sup[ Q(t)IJ'(t)1 J, 
are finite; and (vi) 

and 

CP(s) = f: 1¢(t)ldt 

converge. Then 

Ih (S lI!po(S), Ih '(S )1!Pl(S) 

";'xCP (S) + xR (S) exp[xolJla(S) + X11Jl1(S)]· 

The proof parallels Olver's4 and will not be given. 
Compare now (A4) with (All) setting 

tPo = ¢2 - G, tPl = 0, (J = Hn (t)N - n, 

p =Fn(t)N -n, J(t) = Ai;(t) 

x= {SUP[1TEj+l(Z)Mj(Z)IA~~+dZ)IJ, ~= -1,0, 

sup[1TEj _ 1 (z)Mj(z)IAlj _ 1 (Z)IJ, J= 1. 
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(A12) 

Then we have the following bounds: 

IE2n + l,j(S, N)I 

.,;,UN -n-2I3M_l(t)Ej-l(sHvS(s) 

+ xR (S) J exp[ (AV!1T)lJIo(S) J, 

where 

S(S) = f IHn(t)lldt I, 

R (S) = f IFn(t)lldt I, 

lJIa(S) = f 1¢2(t) - G (t )lldt I, 

v = sup! 1Tlz II/2MJ(z) J, 

(

SUP [ 1TEj_l (z)Mj (z)lz I/2 

XAij_dz)lJ, j= 1, 

v = sup [.1TEj + 1 (Z)Mj.(~IZI/2 
XAlj+ 1 (z)1 J, J - - 1,0. 

IF. Sauter, Z. Phys. 69, 742 (1931). 
2F. W. J. Olver, Asymptotics and Special Functions (Academic, New York, 
1974). 

3Reference 2, p. 218. 
4N. Shawagfeh, Ph.D. thesis, Clarkson College of Technology, 1982 (un
published). 
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We examine derivative analyticity relations (DAR), which were originally proposed by Bronzan 
as an alternative to dispersion relations and in which the dispersion integral is replaced by a 
tangent series of derivatives. We characterize the class off unctions satisfying DAR, and show 
that outside this class the dispersion integral represents a Borel-like sum of tangent series. We 
point out difficulties connected with the application of DAR. 

PACS numbers: 11.20.Fm, 02.30. + g 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ten years ago it was proposed I to replace the dispersion 
relation for the elastic scattering amplitUde F (s,t ) by a "deri
vative analyticity relation" (DAR) which, contrary to the 
dispersion relation, would allow the real part Re F (s,t ) at an 
energy Ii to be calculated by differentiating the imaginary 
part at the same energy, without the need to know the imagi
nary part at all points of the cuts. This idea aroused interest 
for practical reasons, promising to simplify theoretical cal
culations and also to reduce the amount of measurements 
required for the complete determination of the scattering 
amplitude. It aroused, on the other hand, critical comments 
regarding the mathematical background. 

If poles and subtraction constants are omitted, the deri
vative analyticity relation can be written in the form I 

Re F (E) = tan (.!!... (a _ 1 + _d_)) 1m F (E) , 
EU 2 dInE E U 

(1.1) 

where a is a real number, E is the laboratory energy of the 
incoming particle, and F(E), the crossing-symmetric for
ward-scattering amplitUde, is considered as a function of the 
real variable E. In the case of nonforward scattering (t # 0, t 
fixed), Ein (1.1) is to be replaced by v = (s - u)l4m, where m 
is the mass of the target particle. The right-hand side of (1.1) 
is an infinite sum of odd derivatives with respect to the loga
rithm of energy; for a = 1 it has the form 

tan (.!!...~)f(x), (1.2) 
2 dx 

where x and fix) stand for In E and 1m F (E )IE, respectively. 
We discuss in the present paper both the questions of 

validity and those of practical applicability of the derivative 
analyticity relations. First of all, Relation (1.1) has sense only 
if the infinite sum on its right-hand side is convergent; we 
therefore derive, in Sec. II (Theorem 1), a necessary and suf
ficient condition of the convergence of (1.2). In the same 
section, in Theorems 2, 3, and 4 we give conditions under 
which an infinitely differentiable function f defined on the 
real axis R I can be extended from some interval Ie R I to the 
corresponding entire function. According to Theorem 2, 
such an entire function exists if(1.2) converges on I. Further 

-) On leave of absence from Institute of Physics, Czechoslovak Academy of 
Sciences, Prague, Czechoslovakia. 

implications of the validity of (1.1) are also derived. In Sec. 
III, we apply the results to high-energy particle scattering. 
We conclude that if (1.1) is valid on some interval I of the 
realaxisthenbothRe F(E )andlm F(E ) and,inthis,alsoF (E ) 
must be extensible to entire functions. As Theorems 2, 3, and 
4 have the form of necessary conditions, there are, on the 
other hand, entire functions for which the series (1.2) is di
vergent. Some examples to illustrate this are also given in 
Sec. III. A criterion2 of the convergence of (1.2) in terms of 
the convergence radius of the Taylor expansion of fix) is 
found incorrect and counterexamples are given. 

In Sec. IV, we derive the integral dispersion relation 
from the derivative one, (1.1). This allows us to investigate in 
detail the essential difference in the validity domains of a 
dispersion relation and the DAR. The dispersion integral is a 
generalized sum of the tangent series (1.2); this generaliza
tion slightly differs from the Borel summation. 

Problems of approximating the true amplitude in terms 
offunctions satisfying DAR are analyzed in Sec. V. We in
troduce two different fits to data, 1m FD and 1m FE, to be 
used in the dispersion-relation approach and in the DAR 
approach, respectively, and derive bounds on the difference 
Re FD - Re FE. It turns out that in some situations these 
bounds may grow in an uncontrollable way due to low-ener
gy contributions. (This fact was already pointed out by G. 
Hohler. 3

) Finally, we give special examples of functions 
showing that neither of the two approaches is secure from 
instabilities, though of different kinds. Section VI contains 
concluding remarks. 

II. ON THE CONVERGENCE OF THE TANGENT SERIES 

The first problem to solve is to find a necessary and 
sufficient condition of the convergence of expression (1.2), 
whichforx = In Eandf(x) = 1m F(E)lEcoincideswiththe 
right-hand side of (1.1) for a = 1. (The case a# 1 will be 
discussed in Sec. IV.) 

The class offunctions for which the tangent series (1.2) 
is convergent for every xEl will be referred to as class d (I) in 
the following. The symbol d will be used for d(R I). We 
prove the following: 

Theorem 1: LetfR I __ R I. The series (1.2) converges at a 
point xER I if and only if the series 

= L f(2" + II(X) (2.1) 
n=O 

is convergent. 
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To prove it, we note that 

tan (3"-. ~)f(X) = f an f(2n - ll(x) , (2.2) 
2 dx n=1 

where 

an = 2rn-(~~)~n_l) IB2nl = ~ (1-2-2n)~(2n). (2.3) 

Here Bn are the Bernoulli numbers and ~ (z) is the Riemann 
zeta function, which satisfies the inequalities4 

I < ~ (2n) <i for n;;d. 

Hence I an J is a bounded sequence. 
Furthermore, it is simple to show that I an J is decreas

ing for sufficiently large n. To see this we note that 
00 

~(x) = L n- X 

n=l 

and, for sufficiently large n, an can be given in the form 

an = (4/1r)(1 + 3 - 2n + &(5 - 2n)) . 

Hence an decreases to 4/1r for n--+oo. The statement of the 
theorem follows now from Abel's convergence test. 5 

Theorem I allows one to investigate the convergence of 
the tangent series (1.2) by considering the properties of fIx) 
and its derivatives at the same point. It is, however, particu
larly useful if it is applied to a whole interval I of the real axis 
R I. To see this we use the following: 

Theorem 2: Let the functionfI--+R I have all derivatives 
at every point of I [i.e., fbelongs to the class C 00(1)]. If the 
series (2.1) converges for every xEl e R 1, then an entire func
tion exists which assumes the values of fIx) on I. 

The theorem follows from Ref. 6, where its generaliza
tion is proved. (The main steps of the proof are given in the 
Appendix.) 

Of course, the same theorem is also valid if (2.1) is re
placed by the sum of all even derivatives, 

(2.4) 

We shall examine the connection between the properties of 
the two series. First we prove 

Theorem 3: Let fIx) be a function regular on a region D 
of the complex plane Crff. If the two sums (2.1) and (2.4) con
verge for some x = xoElJ, then f can be extended to an entire 
function f(f(x) = fIx) on D ) such that~:= 0 f(2n + ll(x) and 
~: = 0 jl2nl converge uniformly on every bounded subset of 
Crff. 

The assumptions of the theorem imply the validity of 
the Taylor expansion of fIx), 

00 I 
fIx) = L I' f (nl(xo)(x - xo)n (2.5) 

n=O n. 

on some neighborhood of Xo' Since (2.5) converges for every 
XE'G', the function fIx) is extensible to an entire function 
fIx). In the following, we shall prove the convergence of 
~:=of(2n+ II(X) only, because the convergence of the other 
series is proved analogously. Note that the statement of the 
theorem is also valid for ~: = 0 f(nl(x). 

Denoting Sn.m = ~Z = 0 f(m + 2k + ll(xo) we find 

M M 00 I L f(2k + ll(x) = L L - Jln + 2k + ll(xo)(x - xo)n 
k = N k = N n = 0 n! 
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00 I 
= '" - (S M n - S N _ 1 n )(x - XO)n . ~ ,. . 

n=O n. 

The sum Sn.m contains only even or only odd derivatives for 
m odd or even, respectively. Take any xECrff, Ix - xol <;R and 
any positive E. Combining the Cauchy convergence tests for 
~jl2k+ II(xo) and for ~f(2kl(xo) we easily find that there ex
ists an No such that 

ISM,n -SN_l,nl<Ee- R 

holds for every M>No, N>No and every n;;;'O, Hence, we 
obtain that relation 

I k~Nf(2k+ II(x) I <Ee-Re1x-x,,1 <E 

is valid for any x, Ix - xol <;R, M> No and N> No. Then, the 
theorem is proved by Cauchy's test. 

The relation between the two sums (2.1) and (2.4) is now 
illustrated by the following theorem: 

Theorem 4: If the series (2.1) converges on some interval 
IeR I, then (2.4) is also convergent on I and both sums can 
be extended to entire functions in the complex plane. 

To prove this, it is sufficient to show the existence of 
some point xoEl such that ~: = 0 jl2nl(xo) converges. The 
theorem will then follow from Theorem 3. 

According to the assumption of Theorem 4, 
~: = 0 jl2n + ll(x) converges for every xEl. Since f (nIECoo, 
there exists an interval (xo,x tl eI and M> 0 such that 
~;: = 0 f(2n + II(x)<;M for every XE(Xo,x tl and for every N> O. 
This is a consequence of the fact that (2.1) defines a finite 
function of the first class according to the Baire classifica
tion.6 Using the identity 

f(2n + I I(x I) - f(2n + II(xo) = f(2n + 21(xo)(x I - xo) 

+ f' f(2n + 31(t )(x 1 - t) dt , 

we conclude that 

I
f f(2n + 21(xo) 1<; 1 I f Jl2n + II(xd 

n=N IXI -xol n=N 

(2.6) 

LetE>O;firstwechoosex1 tomakeM IXI - xol <El2. Then, 
applying the Cauchy tests on (2.1) for x = Xo and x = x I we 
find that the first term on the right-hand side of (2.6) is 
bounded by El2 for N > No and M> No. Then we deduce the 
convergence of ~: = 0 Jl2n + 21(xo) from the Cauchy test. 

The series (2.1) and (2.4) can be extended to the corre
sponding entire functions because the series of the entire 
functions are uniformly convergent on any bounded subset 
of the complex plane (see Theorem 3). 

It is easy to see that the role of (2.1) and (2.4) can be 
interchanged in the theorem. 

If Theorems 1,2, and 4 are applied to an intervalIeR I, 
they can be combined to conclude that if( 1.2) or tan[(1T /2)(d I 
dx)]f'(x) converges for a function fIx) on I then fIx) as well 
as the series (2.1), (2.4), (1.2), and tan[(1T12)(d Idx)]f/(x) are 
all extensible to the corresponding entire functions. The ex
tension of fIx) assumes the values of fIx) on Ibut may differ 
from it outside 1. 
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III. APPLICATION TO HIGH-ENERGY SCATTERING 

Applying these results to the problem of high-energy 
scattering, we choose x = In E and fix) = 1m F(E )IE; the 
normalization ofF (E) is chosen such that the optical theorem 
has the form 1m F (E) = klab (7(E), where oiE) is the symmet
ric total cross section. 

The series (1.2) is often used to represent the scattering 
amplitude in some high-energy interval I C R I . We see from 
the results obtained that this is possible only ifIm F (E) is 
extensible from I to a function entire in In E. This possibility 
cannot be a priori excluded but the practical applicability is 
limited due to the presence of branch points on R I. [One can 
rather think of approximating 1m F (E) with an entire func
tion on I; we briefly comment on this in Sec. V.] 

Furthermore, if we identify, as the relation (1.1) sug
gests, (1.2) with Re F (E)/ E, we see that Re F (E )/ E should 
also be extensible from I to a function which is entire in In(E / 
Eo). Thus, the whole amplitude F(E) = Re F(E) 
+ i 1m F (E) must also be extensible to an entire function. 

This extension, however, must coincide with the physical 
amplitude. Consequently, if (1.2) is convergent on some in
tervall C R I, then the physical amplitude F (E ) should be an 
entire function in the logarithm. 

We conclude that, to meet all the conditions required 
for the convergence of the tangent series, one must choose 
the interval I extraordinarily short not to hit any of the 
branch points on R I. This is hardly interesting from the 
practical point of view. Note also that the physical amplitude 
F (E) which possesses cuts on R I is, in general, different from 
the entire extension, both in the complex plane and on the 
real axis outside I. 

Theorems 1 and 2 do not exclude the possibility of fix) 
being extensible from I to an entire function even when (1.2) 
and, by this, (2.1), is divergent. As an example, we can con
sider the function fix) = eX, for which ~f(2k + II(X) is diver
gent for all real x. Another such function, which in addition 
is bounded on R I, is, e.g., fIx) = cos x. The series (2.1) is 
divergent for it at all real x unless x = k1T. 

Another consequence of our theorems is that if, on an 
interval I, fix) does not assume the values of an entire func
tion, there must be at least one point on I at which (2.1) is 
divergent. In the same interval, there must also be a point at 
which the series (2.4) diverges. We have already mentioned 
that the presence of branch points on the real axis makes the 
extension of 1m F (E) to an entire function difficult. It is 
therefore of interest to investigate the situation in which fIx) 
is holomorphic in a bounded domain only. The problem of 
the convergence of the tangent series under this assumption 
was considered by Heidrich and Kazes. 2 They conclude that 
if the Taylor series of a function f(x)EC 00 , 

fix) = f f Inl(xo) (x - ,xo)n , 
11=0 n. 

has finite radius of convergence, O<R < 00, then the series 
(1.2) diverges at every xER I. However, the statement is incor
rect. One can find counterexamples, for instance, 

f(z) = (1 + a sin2 Z)-I (3.1) 

with a > O. The convergence radius R, 

R = In[(1 + !f+{1)1v1Q] , 
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is finite and tends to infinity with a-G. The series (2.2) con
verges at all z = k1T with k being an integer. 

It is worth noting the difference between the setA CI of 
points at which (1.2) converges and the set B = I - A of 
points at which (1.2) diverges. If an interval J = (a,b) is a 
subset of A, then its endpoints a and b also belong to A. To 
prove this, we assume the contrary. Let aER. One can extend 
f(x)EC '" from J to an entire function j(x). According to 
Theorem 3, ~n f l2n + II(z) uniformly converges on any 
bounded region in the complex plane YJ. Hence, we get 

Ijl2n + ll(a) = lim Ijl2n + 11(X) = I limjl2n + II(X) 
n x __ a n n x __ a 

XEJ XEJ 

= I limJl2n + 11(X) = Ifl2n + II(a) . 
n x-a n 

XEJ 

Thus, the point a belongs to A, and consequently B cannot 
have isolated points. 

Contrary to this, A can contain isolated points. One 
example to illustrate this is given by formula (3.1). We did 
not, however, succeed in finding a function for which the set 
A would have a limit point. 

Let us summarize the discussion into the following for
mal statement: 

Corollary: If fix) is regular on some bounded region D 
containing the interval ICR 1 and is not extensible to an en
tire function, then there exists a subset B of I(BCI) every
where dense in I such that (1.2) diverges on B. Besides this, I 
may contain points of convergence of (1.2). 

IV. LINK TO DISPERSION RELATIONS 

We turn now to some further properties of the function 
fix). First we give a simple bound on fix). 

Theorem 5: If fEd (I), then the entire function jwhich 
extends f to the complex plane obeys the bound 

I j(z) I <Ee izi + C (E); zEYJ (4.1) 

for every E> O. Here, C (E) is a constant that depends on E. 
_ The proof easily follows from the Taylor expansion of 
f(z) and from the fact that jlnJ(z) tends to zero with increas
ing n for every fixed ZEYJ. 

The relation (4.1) shows that functions belonging to 
d(I) are, at most, of the order 1 and of the type 1. These 
limiting values are saturated within d(I). For instance, the 
function fix) = sin x/x satisfies (4.1) and is of the order 1 
and of the type 1. 

The bound (4.1) is valid in the whole complex plane. 
The same bound also holds for any derivative of f We can 
also find constraints on the asymptotic behavior of fix) 
along the real axis from 

Theorem 6: Let f(z) be an entire function. If 
~:: = 0 fl2n + IJ(X) converges for some xER I, then 

00 1 1'" I fI2n+lJ(x)=_ e-t(f(x+t)-f(x-t))dt. 
n =0 2 0 

(4.2) 

Indeed, since f(z) is an entire function we have 
lOOt 2n + I 
-(fix + t) -fix - t)) = I fI2n+lJ(x) __ _ 
2 n = 0 (2n + I)! 
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According to the Hardy theorem (see, e.g., Ref. 7) we can 
multiply this power series by e - , and integrate it term by 
term. Then Eq. (4.2) is easily established. 

Similarly, if f(z) is an entire function, then 

f f I2n )(x) = ~ (00 e- '(fIx + t) + fIx - t)) dt (4.3) 
n=O 2 Jo 

provided that the sum on the left-hand side of (4.3) is conver
gent. 

A simple application of Theorem 6 is the following: 
Corollary: Let/be an interval of R I. If~: =ofl2n + I)(X) 

converges for every xEl, then the relation 

nt/1n)(X) = 100 
e - 'f(x + t) dt (4.4) 

holds for every xEl. Here lis the entire function which coin
cides with fIx) inside /. Similarly, 

00 00 

I f l2n + lJ(x) - I f I2n )(x) 
n=O n=O 

= - 100 
e - 1(x - t) dt; xEl. 

Of course, if/ = R I, then f = }; as follows from Theorem 2. 
If f is replaced by I the equation remains valid for every 
XE~. 

It is straightforward to generalize (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4) to 
relations in which f(z) is replaced by some derivative of gen
eral order. Thus, for instance, besides (4.4) we also have 

ntkf1n)(x) = 100 

e-'flk)(x+t)dt 

under the same assumptions. This gives the following rela
tion for the partial sum: :t> In)(x) = 100 

e - '(I(x + t) -1(k)(X + t)) dt. 

We turn back now to the tangent series (1.2). 
Theorem 7: Let f(z) be an entire function. If the series 

(1.2) converges at a point xER I, then 

tan (!!.- ~)f(x) = (00 a(t)e -, (f(x + t) - fIx - t)) dt , 
2 dx Jo 

(4.5) 

where a(t) = (2I1r)( 1 - e - 2' )-1. Note that the integral in 
(4.5) exists as a consequence of Theorems 1 and 6 and of the 
boundedness of the integrand in any neighborhood of the 
point t = O. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 6. We 
emphasize that the convergence of the integrals (4.2), (4.3), 
and (4.5) does not imply the convergence of the correspond
ing sums [see, for instance, the function fIx) = sin x]. 

The interest of Theorem 7 arises from the fact that we 
can use it to establish a connection between the series (1.2) 
and a dispersion relation. The integral in (4.5) can be given in 
the form 

100 
a(t)e - '(f(x + t) - fIx - t)) dt 

1 f+oo dt 
=- -.-(f(x+t)-f(x-t)) 

21T - 00 smh t 

= ~ f + 00 dt f(t) 
1T - 00 sinh(t - x) 
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= 2e' (00 f(lnE') dE', 
1T Jo E,2 _ e2x 

which resembles the standard dispersion integral. Finally, 
setting x = In E we obtain 

tan (!!.-_d_)f(lnE) = 2E (00 f(lnE') dE' 
2 dIn E 1T Jo E,2 - E2 ' 

(4.6) 

while the dispersion relation for the crossing-even amplitUde 
F(E) reads 

ReF(E) = ReF (E) 2E2 (00 ImF(E') dE' 
p + 1T JEo E'(E'2 - E2) , 

(4.7) 

where Fp (E) denotes the sum of pole terms and the subtrac
tion constant F(O). 

The right-hand side of (4.2) represents the Borel sum of 
the corresponding series. The dispersion integral (4.6) can be 
understood as a generalized sum of the tangent series (1.2) 
but this generalization differs from the Borel summation [be
cause of the extra factors an (2.3)]. 

Putting fIx) = 1m F (E )IE, we find the following formal 
differences between (4.6) and (4.7): 

( i) the physical (or unphysical) threshold is equal to zero 
in (4.6), 

(ii) the tangent series (1.2) can represent only the differ
ence ReF(E) - ReFp(E). 

A deeper difference is, however, associated with the va
lidity domains of the relations (4.6) and (4.7). While the for
mer applies to functions which are entire in In E, the latter 
has a larger domain of validity. For instance, the Holder 
condition is sufficient for the validity of (4.7). Both relations 
assume the same constraint on the asymptotic behavior of 
F (E). Concerning the point (i), let us remark that one can 
formally avoid this difference by considering dispersion rela
tions with the lower integration limit equal to zero. This can 
be achieved, for instance, by replacing the energy variable E 
by the laboratory momentum k of the incoming particle. 8 

In the remainder of this section we shall briefly discuss 
the case a =f 1 [see Eq. (1.1 )]. To establish the convergence of 
the series 

tan(;(a-l + :X))f(X) 

we use the following identity: 

tan(; (a - 1 + :x) )f(X) 

= e - (u - I)x tan(!!.-~) ela - I)x fIx) . 
2 dx 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

The results of Sees. II and III can now be applied to the 
function ela - I)Xf(x). We obtain, in particular, that if the se
ries (4.8) converges on some interval/then fIx) can be ex
tended to an entire function for any a. 

The mapping f(x)--..e la - I)x fIx) changes the inequality 
(4.1), which is valid in the whole complex plane, into 

II(x)l<e1xl-(U-l)ReX + C(E)e-1a-1)Rex. (4.10) 

Comparing (4.10) with (4.1) we see that the bound on 
fIx) is changed unless x lies on the imaginary axis. 
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The general derivative analyticity relation (Ll) is now 
obtained by setting 

fIx) = ImF(E)/Ea. (4.11) 

Then (4.9) becomes 

E a tan ('::'-(a _ 1 + _d_)) 1m F (E) 
2 dInE Ea 

= E tan (.::.- _d_) 1m F (E) 
2 dInE E 

(4.12) 

for every real a. Thus, there is no constraint on the value of 
a. On the other hand, a derivation of (4.6) by expanding fIx) 
given by (4.11) in a Taylor series and integrating term by 
term would require a to lie between 0 and 2 (see Ref. 2); a 
typical integral is S ~ :: e(a - lit (t "/sinh t )dt. In our opinion, 
the choice of an a different from 1 has no practical advan
tage. 

v. COMMENTS ON THE PRACTICAL APPLICABILITY OF 
DAR 

As the class off unctions to which the derivative analy
ticity relations apply is narrow, the true amplitude can only 
be approximated in terms of these functions. Such approxi
mations have been commonly used, in particular, to fit high
energy data.9 

We shall give a qualitative discussion of the differences 
between the DAR approach and the ordinary dispersion re
lations. Let 1m F D (E) be an all-data fit to the imaginary part 
of F (E), to be used in the dispersion relation, and let 
Re F D (E) be the corresponding real part calculated from the 
dispersion relation. Let further 1m FB (E) be a high-energy 
fit in terms of entire functions and Re F B (E) the corre
sponding real part calculated by using (1.1). As 1m F B (E) 
has been obtained by fitting all experimental data above a 
certain energy E I , the difference 

..1 (E) = ImFB(E) - ImFD(E) 

will be small at all energies between EI and the highest ex
perimental point E2 > E I' Outside this interval, however, 
1m F B (E) can be considerably different from 1m F D (E ). 
This difference, in turn, will affect the predicted values of the 
real part. 

Introducing 

8(E) = ReFB(E) - ReFD(E) 

we represent 8(E) in the following form: 

8(E) = 8 1(E) + 82(E) + 83(E) , 

where 

8 (E)=2E
2 (Eo ImFB(E') dE' 

I 1T Jo E'(E,2 _ E2) , 

8 (E)=2E
2 (E, ..1 (E') dE' 

2 1T JEo E'(E'2 _ E2) , 

8 (E)_2E
2 (= ..1 (E') dE' 

3 1T JE, E'(E,2_E 2) , 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Eo being the lowest branch point of the true scattering ampli
tudeF(E). 

Let us discuss now the relative importance of the three 
terms on the right-hand side of(5.2). If ..1 (E ):;60 for E above 
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E I' 83(E) may play an essential role. Yet, since the conven
tional fits to 1m F D (E) have the form of entire functions in 
In E, we can consider 1m F B (E) to be equal to 1m F D (E) for 
all E> EI and, by this, dispense with 83(E) in (5.2). 

As we see from (5.3) 8 1(E) is infinite unless 
1m FB (0) = 0.1 Fortunately, the last relation is easily 
proved. Inserting (4.11) with a = 1 to (4.1) we find that for 
every positive € and E sufficiently small the inequality 

IlmFB(E)I<€ + C(€)E 

holds. Hence, we get 

lim ImFB(E) = O. 
E-.D 

The conventional parametrizations satisfy the following 
bound for 0 < E < Eo: 

IlmFB(E)I<CEYln" E, O<r<l, n = 0,1,2, .... 

Then we find 

181(E)I<2C n! _1_ + & (_1_). 
1Ty"+1 E2 

(5.6) 

Hence, small values of r allow 81 (E) to grow faster than large 
values of r. From this point of view, it is desirable to use such 
parametrizations of FB (E) which nearly saturate the Frois
sart bound. There are reasons to believe that one can meet 
this requirement by choosing EI large enough, such that 
only terms with large values of the exponent r may be used in 
the parametrization. For instance, this has been carried out 
by Hohler et aU for pion-proton scattering with E 1= 10 
GeV. 

The term 82(E) can be estimated in the following way. 
Assuming that 1..1 (E)/ E 1 <D on the interval (Eo,E I)' where 
D is a constant, we obtain from (5.4) 

182(E)I«2D/1T)(E1 -Eo) + d(lIE). (5.7) 

While the bound on 82(E ) exhibits a moderate growth with 
increasing E 1, that on 8 1(E) may grow in an uncontrollable 
way for E 1 small enough, due to small values of the exponent 
r coming into play. 

This situation can be illustrated by an example given by 
Bujak and Dumbrajs,1O who added the term 

(5.8) 

to the parametrization ofIm F (E ), choosing Ie 1 so small that 
no sensible change in the fit to 1m F (E) was produced. The 
exponent a was taken from the interval 

(5.9) 

to preserve the convergence of the series (2.2) and also not to 
violate the Froissart bound. Because of this term, the real 
part acquires the term 

- cEa cot (a1T12) , (5.10) 

which becomes arbitrarily large at a sufficiently near to zero. 
In this way, a negligible change (5.8) ofIm F (E) may cause an 
uncontrollable change (5.2) ofRe F(E), if a is given with an 
experimental error. 

Of course, this is no argument against DAR them
selves. It only says that DAR should not be applied to a 
function which, being determined from error-affected data, 
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lies near to the border of d(I). Here, the "distance from the 
border" is measured by the distance of a from the value of 0 
beyond which, according to (5.9), DAR do not apply. 

Similar problems can also arise in the ordinary disper
sion relation. To give an example, let us consider a function 
defined by 

tpa(E)=eE(E-a)a(b-Et; b>a>Eo , a>O 

if EE(a,b ) and by 

tpa(E) = 0 (5.11) 

elsewhere. When this function is added to 1m F D (E), it will 
produce no sensible change of the fit provided that either lei 
or b - a are chosen sufficiently small. [In the latter case, 
tp a (E) is different from zero only between two neighboring 
energy values at which measurements are carried out.] At 
any positive a, the function rp a (E ) satisfies the Holder condi
tion and the dispersion integral is well defined. Because of 
tpa(E), the real part ReFD(E) acquires a term of the form 

J (E) = 2E2 e fb (E' - a)a(b - ET dE' . (5.12) 
a rr Ja E,2 _ E 2 

We shall consider the limit of Ja (E) for a tending to zero. If 
E equals a or b, the leading term of Ja (E) is 

ca 1 (5.13) 
rra 

or 

eb 
(5.14) 

rra 

respectively. Then, the addition of rp a (E ) to 1m F D (E) intro
duces an uncontrollable change of the real part. If E differs 
from a and b, the limit is equal to 

lim Ja(E) = eE In 1 (E+a)(E-b) I. (5.15) 
a-.()+ rr (E - a)(E + b ) 

The change in Re F D (E) is now finite, but it is arbitrarily 
large near E = a and E = b, no matter how small lei has 
been chosen. 

Of course, the function rp a (E ) with a = 0 is not suitable 
for a dispersion relation, because it does not satisfy the 
Holder condition. But even if a remains positive it can ap
proach zero arbitrarily close without spoiling the quality of 
the fit to 1m F D (E). On the other hand, the change in 
Re F D (E) becomes arbitrarily large with a-o, as follows 
from (5.13), (5.14), and (5.15), provided that E is sufficiently 
close to a or b. 

In this sense, the role of the function rp a (E ) in the ordi
nary dispersion relations is quite analogous to that of the 
term (5.8) in the derivative analyticity relation. Both (5.8) 
and (5.11) can easily approach the border of the applicability 
domain of the respective relation, by choosing a sufficiently 
close to zero. The main difference is that, while (5.11) is 
"pathological" at first sight, the term (5.8) belongs to func
tions which are commonly used to describe experimental 
data. The main merit of the ordinary dispersion relation re
mains that they are valid for a much wider class offunctions 
and that the low-energy contribution can be properly taken 
into account. It is only convention which prevents one from 
using functions of the type (5.11) in practical applications of 
dispersion relations. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

We have investigated the class offunctions for which 
the tangent series (1.2) is convergent. According to Theorem 
I, (1.2) converges if and only if the infinite sum (2.1) con
verges at the same point. [The sum (2.1) is easier to handle 
and, moreover, it reveals the connection of the problem of 
convergence with entire functions.] 

Then, we apply this result to an intervall C R I, to show 
that the requirement of the convergence of (1.2) implies a 
number of necessary conditions to be fulfilled: 

(i) the infinite sum (2.1), (2.4), and tan [(rr/2)(d Idx)]f'(x) 
must converge on I, and be extensible from I to entire func
tions; 

(ii) both fix) and (1.2) must be extensible from I to entire 
functions; 

(iii) the entire function which extends fix) to the com
plex plane must obey the bound (4.1). 

How severe these conditions are in practice can be seen 
when they are applied to forward scattering; x = In E, 
f(x) = 1m F (E )IE. If, in addition, the validity of (1.1) is re
quired, both 1m F(E )andRe F(E ) and, by this, the amplitude 
F (E ) itself must be extensible from I to functions entire in 
InE. 

In Sec. IV, we have analyzed the connection of the con
vergence of(l.2) with the existence of the corresponding dis
persion integral. In Theorems 6 and 7, we derive integral 
representations of (2.1), (2.4), and (1.2). In this way, a link 
between DAR and the dispersion relations is established; it 
follows that the essential difference between them consists in 
their respective domains of validity. In this sense, the inte
grals are extensions of the infinite sums to points at which 
the sums are divergent. 

Concerning the practical applicability of DAR, our 
conclusions do not change the results of the analysis made in 
Refs. 8 and 9. The applicability is very limited and the pre
dictive power is much lower than that of the dispersion rela
tion. One can point out several reasons for this: 

(1) the true amplitude does not satisfy DAR, 
(2) the use of DAR requires calculation of higher de

rivatives of curves which are obtained from experimental 
data, 

(3) some of the functions which are widely used to fit 
data lie on the border of the class d(I) and, consequently, 
may lead to predictions which are unstable against experi
mental errors. The example of the function rp u (E ) defined by 
(5.11) shows, on the other hand, that such a danger exists 
also in the case of dispersion relations: but the difference is 
that functions of the type (5.11) are not used in practice to fit 
data. 

In conclusion, we would like to draw the reader's atten
tion to the interesting possibility of applying the derivative 
analyticity relations at asymptotic energy. As was shown in 
Ref. 11, the first term of the infinite sum on the right-hand 
side of (1.1), 

!!...(a-1 +_d_) ImF(E) , 
2 dInE EU 

(6.1) 

correctly gives the leading term of the high-energy behavior 
of Re F (E)I Ea. This asymptotic relation applies to most of 
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functions which can be physically interesting. In this way, 
DAR provide a reasonable approximation at sufficiently 
high energies and it is not excluded that they will serve as a 
starting point for an approximation scheme of high-energy 
scattering. 
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APPENDIX 

For the convenience of the reader we sketch in this Ap
pendix the main points of the proof of Theorem 2. We com
pletely follow Ref. 6, where the details can be found. 

Let I be an open intervall C R I and C '" (I) denotes the 
class off unctions all derivatives of which exist in I. The proof 
is divided into a series of lemmas. First we present two lem
mas on the uniform boundedness of derivatives of fIx). We 
denote 

n '" 
gn(x) = I f l2k+ II(X) , g(x) = I f l2k+ II(x). 

k=O k=O 

Lemma 1: Let Ibe an interval and Fa perfect subset of I. 
Let gn be continuous functions gn:I-R I. If limn~",gn(x) 
exists at every point xEi, then there exists an open interval 
(a,b )CI, (a,b)nF #0 and a number M so that 

Ig(x)I<M, Ign(x)I<M, xE(a,b)nF, 

whereg(x) = limn~",gn(x). 

Lemma 2: Let fEC "'(a,b ) and let I f l2n + II(x) I <M for 
xE(a,b), n = 1, .... Then IfI2nl(x)I<MI for xE(a,b), n = 1, ... , 
where MI = 4M /(b - a) + M (b - a)l4. 

From Lemmas 1 and 2 we conclude that 
IJl2n+ II(X)I<2M and IfI2nl(x)I<2MI on some interval 
(al,b l)· 

We define the function 

f(x,xo) = I f Inl(xo) (x - xo)n 
n=O n! 

Then we can prove 
Lemma 3: Let a function f fulfill the condition 

'" I Ifl2n + II(x)1 converges for every xEi, (AI) 
n=O 
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and let an interval (ao,bo) CIbe given. There exists an inter
val (al,bd, ao<a l < bl <bo so that f(x,xo) is defined for xER I, 
xoE(aJ>bl). Moreover, f(x,xo) is an entire function in x if 
xoE(al,bd and fIx) = f(x,xo) for x,xoE(al,bd· 

It is straightforward to see that one can ensure the va
lidity of (A 1) changing fIx) to f({)x), {) < 1. Of course, it does 
not change the statement of Theorem 2. 

Lemma 4: Function f(x,xtl is defined for x{iil and 
fIx) = f(x,xtl is valid for X,XlEiI. 

Hence f(x,x I) does not depend on x I if X IEiI and we can 
denote f(x,xtl as f(x'!I)' 

If II #1, there exists a countable set Y of intervals Ik 
which are maximal in the following sense: 

fIx) = f(x,h) , xEik · 

Obviously lknls = 0providedk #sand the set Uk Ik (IkEY) 
is dense in I. 

Lemma 5: Let fbe an entire function and hE(O, 1). If 

If(2n+I I(0)1<1, IfI2n+ll(h)I<I, 

n = 0,1, ... , and (AI) hold, then 

I Jl2n + II(x)1 <Mo for xE(O,h ), n = 0,1, ... , 
where Mo = 4e( 1 + e)l3. 

Ifwe assume now, that the set Y contains two intervals 
II = (UI,V I) and 12 = (U 2,V2 ) and introduce the set 

F= (V I,U2 ) - (Uk I k ; IkEYj, VI <U2 

it can be shown that F is perfect and nowhere dense. Using 
Lemma 1 to the functions gn and to the F we can obtain a 
contradiction. Thus, the following statement is valid. 

Lemma 6: Y is a one-element set. 
Since the set Uk Ik is dense in I, we conclude that II = I 

and Theorem 2 is proved. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The relation between Euclidean and Minkowski QFT is 
not trivial for fermions because the fundamental 0(3, 1) spin
ors are real four-component (Majorana) or complex two
component (Weyl), but the corresponding fundamental 0(4) 
spinors are complex four-component (Dirac) or quaternionic 
two-component (see, e.g., Ref. 1). Consequently, D = 4 Eu
clidean superalgebra has as the operator basis four complex 
or two quaternionic supercharges, and, in order to relate 
them with D = 4 Poincare supercharges (two complex or 
four real), one has to explain the cutting by half of the num
ber of fermionic generators. 

In this paper we shall discuss first the superspace rela
tions of D = 4 Euclidean supersymmetry, and further con
sider their correspondence with the superspace realization of 
Poincare supersymmetry. We shall show that only the Eu
clidean superfields satisfying Grassmann analyticity condi
tions (see also Ref. 2) permit the correspondence with Poin
care superfields introduced by Salam and Strathdee.3 These 
Grassmann-analytic superfields can be considered as the re
presentations of non-self-conjugate D = 4 Euclidean super
algebra. As an application of the presented scheme we con
sider Euclidean sypersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, which 
should be formulated in Euclidean space, e.g., for the discus
sion of its topological properties. 

We recall here that the correspondence between Euclid
ean and Minkowski QFT with bosons and fermions was de
scribed first by Osterwalder and Schrader (see, e.g., Refs. 4 
and 5); the Euclidean formulation of gravity with spin or cou
plings is due to Hawking and collaborators (see, e.g., Ref. 6). 
Further the Osterwalder and Schrader approach was ap
plied by NicolaC to the component formulation of <p 3 super
symmetric theory (self-interacting Wess-Zumino chiral 
multiplet); Nicolai also first presented in Ref. 8 remarks on 
the Euclidean superfield formalism with non-self-conjugate 
(non-Hermitian) superfields. Our aim here is to show how 
the choice of non-Hermitian Grassman analytic superfields 
follows from the structure of D = 4 Euclidean superalgebra 
and its superfield representations. However, particular real
ization of Euclidean supersymmetry on field multiplet was 
given by Zumino in Ref. 9 some time ago; the Euclidean 

alOn leave of absence from the Institute for Theoretical Physics, University 
ofWroclaw, ul. Cybulskiego 36, 50-205 Wroc1aw, Poland. 

superfield formulation as derived from D = 4 Euclidean su
peralgebra has not been studied. 

II. EUCLIDEAN NON-SELF-CONJUGATE 0 = 4 
EUCLIDEAN SUPERALGEBRAS 

The lowest-dimensional faithful SO(4) spinor represen
tations is described by two independent SU(2) spinors. We 
choose these two spinors as Grassmann coordinates in D = 4 
Euclidean superspace, and denote them by Ou; and O;u 
(a = 1,2). They transform under SO(4) = SU(2)XSU(2) as 
follows: 

Ou; = [exp(a;+ e;)] u/3;O/3;' 

O;a = [exp(a;- e')] ;u /30i/3' 

where ei
u

13; = e\u 13 = iff;. Three real parameters a/ 
(i = 1,2,3) are expressed in terms of 0(4) rotations al"v 

f}i,v = 0,1,2,3) as follows: 

(1 ) 

a/ = !Eijkajk ± a,D' (2a) 
The parametrization (2a) corresponds to the well-known de
composition of the 0(4) algebra 

(2b) 

We see that under the time reversal operation T changing the 
sign of M io , we getM/-Mi+' 

In order to construct from the SO(4) spinors the vector
like objects, we need also the complex-conjugated spinors 
O;u = Wu )*, Ou; = (Ou;!* with the transformation laws 

Ou; = [exp(a,+ ei)]/i;Op;, 

O;u = [exp(a i - ei
)] ;uI3O;p, 

where ei
/

3
; = (e i

a
13;)* = «/1)* = <uP = - iffi • The real 

O(4)-vector XI" transforms as the mixed (!,!) spinor xu,/3 
= (XU;/3)* due to the relation 

(3) 

XU;/3 = leu;t3X (4) 
2 I" 1"' 

where e~;t3 = (eU;/3)* = ( - iff i ,12). 

The lowest-dimensional self-conjugate (real) D = 4 Eu
clidean supers pace looks as follows: 

S = (xl"'Ou;.8;u,Ou;,O;u)' (5) 

In order to obtain the closed Euclidean supergroup law, one 
can consider only non-self-conjugate Grassmann-analytic 
chiral supers paces 

S + = (xI" ,Ou; ,Oou)' S - = (xI" ,O;u ,O:U), (6) 
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where S = S + IS -. For example, the Euclidean supergroup 
transformation law in S + takes the form: 

O~; = Oa; + ca; + a,+ e"a/3;O/3;, 

0:0 = 0;0 + c;o + a i - <0/30/3;' 

The generators of four complex supertranslations 

Q;a= ~ ~O eI3;a~ 
ao;o + 2 /3; ax I" 

(7) 

(8) 

represents the following non-self-conjugate D = 4 Euclidean 
superalgebra It' +: 

! Q a;,Q/3;] = IQ ;a,Q ;/3] = 0, 

IQ a;,Q ;/3] = e~; /3pp., 

[Qa;,PI"] = [Q;u,pp.] =0, 

[ Q a; M .+ ] = e.it. Q /3; [Q a; M .- ] = ° 
" l /3;' 'I , 

[Q;a,M,.-] =e/u/3Q;/3, [Q;a,M,.+] =0, 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(9c) 

(9d) 

(ge) 

where PI" = a/axl" and M,.± describe SO(4) generators [see 
(4)]. The superalgebra (9) is realized in Grassmann analytic 
superspace S + = (xl"'O a; ,O;a)· The supertranslations of xp. 
are not real [see (7)]; one can assume that the space-time 
coordinates are complex, i.e., xI" -zp. = xp. + iy p.' One gets 
S+_S+ = (Zp.,Oa;.O;o)andPp. =a/aZp. =a/aXp. 
+ i a/ ay 1"' Because we are not restricted by the hermiticity 
of PI"' one can extend also SU(2) X SU(2)-SL(2,c) X SL(2,c) 
~0(4;c), which is obtained in (7) by the complexification of 
the parameters a,.+ ,a,.- . 

The relation (9b) with Qa; and Q;/3 transforming under 
two commuting SL(2,c) groups describes as special cases 
both d = 4 Euclidean and super-Poincare algebra. Indeed, 
putting z,. = x,., zI" = ixo, one gets 

! Q a;,Q ;/3] = UI" a; /3 91", (10) 

where 9 p. = (l/i)a/axp. and uI" = (uoI). In order to obtain 
9 as Minkowski 4-vectors. we should identify the param-

I" . . 

eters of two independent SL(2.c) groups (i.e., QU;=Qu and 
Q;/3 Q /3) and postulate the Majorana condition [Q a 
= (Q a).]. In such a way relation (10) becomes the funda

mental relation defining N = 1 super-Poincare algebra. 
Finally we would like to mention that theD = 4 Euclid

ean formalism also after supersymmetric extension is de
scribed in a compact way by quaternions. Indeed. because 
SU(2)~Sp(I). on the list offundamental spinor representa
tions of orthogonal groups the D = 4 Euclidean spinors are 
described by two-dimensional quaternionic module H ffi H 
(see. e.g .• Ref. 1). Because the squares of quaternion-valued 
Grassmann variables are not zero. the superfield expansion 
in quaternionic supers pace is more complicated than in real 
and complex case. For completeness the short discussion of 
D = 4 Euclidean superspace in quaternionic language is giv
en in the Appendix. 
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III. EUCLIDEAN SELF-CONJUGATE 0 = 4 
SUPERALGEBRA 

It is easy to see that by complex conjugation of (7) we 
obtain the transformations in conjugate superspaces 
S - = (Xp. ,Ou; .0;/3)' generated by conjugated superalgebra 
it' -. In order to obtain the self-conjugate (Hermitian) real
izations of Euclidean supersymmetry, one should consider 
the joint realizations of It' = It' +nlt' - on self-conjugate 
(Hermitian) supers paces or 
S = S +IS - = (xl",Ou;,Oa;.O;a.O;a)'lO An example of such a 
realization is given in Ref. 8. Introducing anticommuting 
Dirac spinors 

CA = (c";). eA = (00

;) (A = 1,00',4), 
c;u e;a 

the transformation laws ofthe Hermitian superspace coordi
nate S = (Xli,O A ,0 !) look as follows: 

x~ = xI" +qp. -!al"Yxy +!(€Arl"ABOB -OArl"ABCB), 

(11 ) 

e ~ = eA + €A + al"y~~~eB' 
whererl"AB and~ ~~ are obtained from (IH2) by using Pauli 
matrix representations of quaternionic imaginary units. The 
generators of supertranslations (we denote here by bar com
plex conjugation) 

-QA= ~ + ~r ABe ~ (12a) 
cA: aOA 2 I" B aXl" ' 

€A: QA = ---!- + ~r ABO a (I2b) 
aOA 2 p. B axp' 

form the complex self-conjugate D = 4 Euclidean superalge
bra 

IQA,QB] = IQA,QB] = 0, 

(QA,QB] = rp' ABPp., 

[Pp.,QA] = [pp.,QA] =0, 

[MI"y,QA] =~~~QB [MI"y,QB] =~~~QB 
supplemented by known ISO(4) Lie algebra. 

(13) 

In order to introduce a conjugation which maps super
spaces H± or S± into each other, one should."supplement 
the Hermitian conjugation with time reversal T, which im
plies 

1'q1'- 1 = -g, 1'011'-1 =02, 1'021'-1 =01, (14) 

A product of Hermitian conjugation and time reversal was 
introduced to Euclidean QFT in Ref. 4 and we shall call it, 
following Ref. 8, the Osterwalder-Schrader (OS) conjuga
tion. In Euclidean supersymmetry OS conjugation replaces 
Hermitian conjugation; in particular OS-self-conjugate Eu
clidean superfields become Hermitian after prolongation to 
Minkowski space and imposing the Majorana conditions. 
For example, complex Grassmann analytic It' + -superfield 

V(x,Oa;,O;u) = c(x) + zPa;(x)Oa; + zP;a(x)O;U 
+ Oa;aa;F(x) + O;uO;uG(x) 

+ Oa;0 a;O;uA ;a(x) 

+ 0 O;ao· A a;(x) + 0 ea;/30 V (x) 
;a a; a; I" ; {3 I" 

+ Oa; oa;O;aO ;aD (x) (15) 
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after taking into consideration the time reversal for super
space coordinates as well as field components is restricted by 
OS self-conjugation as follows: 

C=C·, F=G·, V!-' = V:' D=D·. (16) 

We see therefore that we obtain only doubling of spin~ (in 
general, half-integer spin) field components, which we re
move in the procedure of continuation to Minkowski space 
by imposing the Majorana conditions 

tPu; = tP;u = tPu' Aa; = A;o = Aa' 

The complex scalar superfield does not depend on the 
complex Grassmann coordinates 0 a; ,O;a' i.e., it is Grass
mann-analytic in O;a and Grassmann-anti-analytic in Oa;' 
This superfield can be further restricted hy Euclidean chiral 
conditions to the Euclidean chiral fields </>1(X,Oa;) or 
</>2(X,Op;), which are OS-conjugated to each other and repre
sent faithfully only respective 0(3) subgroups of the full 
group 0(4) = 0(3)xO(3) of Euclidean rotations. In order to 
write down the chirality conditions in <g + it is convenient to 
use the chiral realizations of the superalgebra (9b). For exam
ple, 

Q a· a + a· P 0 a Q ·a a '= -- e!-,' ;p--, '= --, 
aOa; ax!-, aO;a 

(17) 

the covariant derivatives have the form 

D - a D;O _ a O. Jj;a a a; - --, - -- - p;f?!-, --
aOa; ao;u ax!-, 

(18) 

and the chirality condition D a;</> (x!-, ,0 a; ,O;p) = 0 implies 
tP = tP1(xl',0j3)' 

IV. AN EXAMPLE: D = 4 EUCLIDEAN 
SUPERSYMMETRIC YM THEORY 

As an application we shall present the superfield formu
lation of Euclidean D = 4 Yang-Mills theory. The Euclid
ean gauge superfield is described by the <g + -superfield (15) 
with the reality conditions (16) and the components taking 
values in the matrix algebra of the adjoint representation of 
internal symmetry G. The gauge-covariant chiral derivative 
have the standard form (see, e.g., Ref. 11) 

(19) 

and the gauge-covariant chiral field strength superfield is 
defined as follows 

(20) 

If we observe that the following coupling to chiral fields 
tP1,tP2, is OS-self-conjugate, 

.2"int = J d 20a; d 20;a tP1e- vtP2· (21) 

We see that the supergauge freedom depends on the two 
chiral superfield parameters A 1 (x,O a;) and A 2(X,0;a)' and Eu
clidean Wess-Zummino gauge can be defined by putting in 
(15)C= '/Ia; = '/1;0 =F=G=O. 

In such a gauge 

w;a(x 0 ) = _ A ;a _ 2Do;a + 171 e;aP 
, ;a 4·,k,pu k 
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where Fl'v = a!-, Vy - av V!, - [VI-' ,Vv J and 7Jk,pl7 
= - 7Jk,op (k = 1,2,3) denotes fHooft Euclidean self-dual 
tensor, satisfying the relation 

(23) 

The superfield (22) describes only the self-dual part F~t ) 
= ~(Fl'v + €!-'vp.,.FpT ) ofYM field strength, and the super
symmetric extension of the self-dual part ofYM action looks 
as follows: 

Sl+) = j d 4x dO;} dO;2 Tr(W;a W;U) 

= jd 4XTr(lFI+)F(+)+A ei!;uD A· +4D2) 4!-'v I'v ;0" I';P , (24) 

where DI-' is the covariant derivative for adjoint representa
tion. The anti-self-dual sypersymmetrically extended action 
can be obtained by introducing in analogous way the anti
self-dual superfield strength WP; (x,Op;). One gets 

SH = f d 4x Tr UF~~ )F~~) + Aa;e~;PD"A;p + 4D 2). 

(25) 

The Euclidean action is given by S = S 1 +) + S 1 -) and the 
supersymmetrized topological charge is 

Q = S + - S - = f d 4x/"i€l'vp.,.F"yFp.,. 

+A;aeP;u!-,DI-'Ap; -Aa;el' a;PD!-,A;p) 

fd 4 a [ k k = x-- €!-,vp.,-Av(Fp.,-
ax" 

-1CfMA ~A~) + U;aei;aAp;], (26) 

where we used the Grassmann property of A;a,A. P;; and the 
antisymmetry of the internal symmetry generators in the 
adjoint representation. We see that the topological current 
for YM field is extended by a fermionic part, which is even in 
Grassmann variables and vanishes on-shell. 

It should be mentioned that because one can write 
2S I

+) = S + Q, the formula (24) (multiplied by factor 2) 
differs only by the 4-divergence from the complete Euclid
ean action for SS YM theory. 

If we pass to Minkowski field theory, the duality oper
tion [see (23)] will have the purely imaginary eigenvalues 
± i, and F~~ )-F1~) = !(FI'V + i€I'VpTFpr)' The contribu

tion from the topological charge to (24) becomes purely 
imaginary, and the Majorana condition is A ;a = A a = (A a;). 
= A a;. In Minkowski space one should use rather as the SS 

YM action the sum of (24) and (25), because the Minkowski 
fields do not vanish in timelike directions and the meaning of 
Q as the topological charge in Minkowski space is very obs
cure. 

V.REMARKS 

We would like also to add the following. 
(a) However the Euclidean superfield (15) contains com

plex spinors in place of Majorana spinors in corresponding 
Minkowski superfield, the matching of fermionic and bo
sonic degrees of freedom is preserved, due to Grassmann 
analiticity conditions. This conclusion is in consistency with 
the functional description of Euclidean QFT in Ref. 6, be-
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cause complex variable z can be counted twice only if it is 
integrated in functional integral over dz and dZ. 

(b) Our conclusion is that the topological charge in SS 
YM theory is an even Grassmann number. Such a topologi
cal charge has only meaning if we consider the functional 
averages over Grassmann variables via Berezin integration, 
i.e., after quantization offermionic degrees offreedom. 

We suspect that the result found in supergravity that 
the Grassmann contributions to topological charges cancel 
(see, e.g., Ref. 12) is not valid in the Euclidean version of 
supergravity. This problem is under consideration. 

(c) The Hermitian superalgebra (13) is not modified if 
we introduce the following transformations of the four com
plex supercharges ~ : 

(1) noncom pact chiral transformations 

Q' = aQ + {3r5Q, a 2 
- {32 = 1; (27a) 

(2) compact SU(2) transformations 

Q'=aQ+bCQ, laI 2 +lbW=1, (27b) 

where cr ~ C = - rp. [in the representation (1) one should 
choose C = (~' ~,) where e2 = io-2]. 

Ifwe consider the non-self-conjugate superalgebra ~ + 

[see (9)], from the transformations (27a-b) only remains the 
U(l) group described by lal = 1, 

b = 0 (Q~; = eiaQa;,Q ~a = eiaQ;a)' 

The freedom described by transformations (27a-b) has 
been observed firstly in Ref. 9, where the Hermitian realiza
tions were studied. 

(d) The description of D = 4 Euclidean supersymmetry 
by non-self-conjugate superalgebras and Grassman-analytic 
superfields cannot be extended to the Euclidean supersym
metry with cosmological constant, described by the quater
nionic graded supergroup Osp(1,2;H).'3 The superalgebra 
Osp(1,2;H) with 11 bosonic generators of 0(5) Ell 0(2) lie alge
bra [or 0(4, 1) Ell 0(2) if we replace Sp(2;H)~Sp(1,1,H) in the 
quaternionic supergroup'4] and eight fermionic super
charges can be obtained only as the deformation of the Her
mitian Euclidean superalgebra. 

(e) The Euclidean superfield formulation ofSS YM the
ory permits the supersymmetric generalization of D = 4 
quaternionic HP(n) o--model, '3,'5 which is related to the 
ADHM parametrization of SU(2) instanton solutions. The 
compositeness condition of quaternionic as well as complex 
D = 4 Euclidean o--superfields will be discussed elsewhere. 
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APPENDIX 

Four-dimensional Euclidean framework favors the use 
of quaternions because: 
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-four real coordinates xI' are described by real quater
nions q = xp.ep. (see e.g., Ref. 16), where ep. = (eo 1) 
(/1 = 1, ... ,A; i = 1,2,3), and eiej = - oij + Eijkek; 

-fundamental 0(4) spinor representation is described 
by two quaternions ()JJ2,' carrying the representation of 
Sp(l)XSp(l).17 

The quaternion-valued Euclidean Dirac matrices, satis
fying the relation f rp.,rv J = 2op.v' can be chosen as follows: 

(
0 ep.) _ 

rp. = , ep. = (eo 1), ep. = ( - ei,l) ep. 0 
(AI) 

The generators of the covering group Sp(l)XSp(l) ofSO(4) 

~p.v = - H rp.,rv] = (eop.v 0), 
ep.v 

define the group elements of Sp( 1) X Sp( 1) 

(
A+ 0) + ± 

Uta) = exp ap.v~p.v = 0 A _ , A - = exp a i ei· 

(A3) 

The SO(4) transformation laws of xI' and (),,()2 look as 
follows: 

X' = uxV, ()' = U(), (A4) 

where X = xp.rp. and () = (~;). The action of Euclidean 
group of motions ISO(4) is given by the quaternionic formula 
q' = A - qA + + a, where the quaternion a = ap. ep. describe 
four Euclidean translations. 

In order to extend ISO(4) in a supersymmetric way, we 
assume that ()"()2 are Grassmann-valued quaternions 
()r = ()ru ep., with f ()rp. ,()sv J = 0 (r,s = 1,2). We introduce the 
infinitesimal transformations of super Euclidean group as 
follows: 

q' = q + a + ap.v(ep.vx + xep.v) + E2B, - ()2E" 

(A5) 

(); = ()2 + E2 + ap.v ep.v()2' 

where Er = Erp.ep. and ()rp.,Esv form the basis of 16-dimen
sional Grassmann algebra. The transformation laws in qua
ternionic non-self-conjugate superspace H + = (q,B"()2) can 
be described also in complex parametrization, if we intro
duce the Pauli matrix realization of quaternionic imaginary 
units ei = iO-i '8 and describe the Grassmann-valued quater
nions by means of complex Grassmann variables. If we in
troduce complex Grassmann coordinates (()a;,B;/3) and 
(()a;,;jJ) where a, {3 = 1,2, ()a; = (()aJ*, ();/3 = (();jJ)* aEd 
(), = (),; + e2()2;' ()2 = ();, + e2();2' (), = ()j; - e2()2' ()2 = ();, 
- e2B;2' '9 the transformation law (A5) can be written in the 

form given by Eq. (7). 
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In this paper, we develop the cohomology theory of the generalized Lie algebras. Using the 
identification of H!( g,V) with ExtF ( g,h), we discuss some of the extended Lie algebras useful in 
physics, for instance the supersymmetry, quantized field, and su(2) Ell u(l) algebras. Finally, we 
show that for a certain class of representations of some generalized Lie algebras, the cohomology 
is trivial; in so doing, we generalize the result obtained in our earlier investigation. 

PACS numbers: 1l.30.Pb, 02.20.Sv, 02.40. + m 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Supersymmetry, a powerful tool in particle physics, I is 
based on a Z2-graded algebra, also called a superalgebra. 
Recently a class of generalized Lie algebras (GLA) have been 
described2-s which include the superalgebras as special 
cases; it is hoped that they may have a bearing on parastatis
tics3 or provide new possibilities for mixing internal symme
try algebras with the Poincare algebra. 6 It is our hope that 
some of these problems may be answered by cohomology 
theory, which has been of interest to physicists in a number 
of contexts, for instance, in the classification of principal 
bundles (Chern class theory), in the solution offield equa
tions in nonabelian gauge theories (de Rham theory7.8), and 
in the classification of Lie algebra extensions and Lie group 
algebra contraction schemes.9

-
12 

In this paper, we formulate the algebraic cohomology 
of the generalized Lie algebras. Introducing the concept of 
extension of a generalized Lie algebra, we relate it to the 
second-order cohomology group. We then apply the result 
to the various interesting algebras on hand, viz., the super
symmetry algebra, the Weinberg-Salam symmetry algebra 
for weak interactions su(2) Ell u( 1), and the algebra of a quan
tized field, focusing attention on the uniqueness of the exten
sion of the algebra by other elements, and the representation 
dependence of the extensions of these algebras. Finally we 
digress to the computation of the cohomology of the general
ized Lie algebras showing that for a major class of represen
tations of some nilpotent or solvable generalized Lie algebras 
(nilpotent or solvable in the sense of Ref. 12), the cohomo
logy is trivial. This generalizes the result obtained in Ref. 13. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we deve
lop our basic concepts of the generalized Lie algebras and 
formulate the algebraic cohomology of such algebras. In Sec. 
III, we introduce the concept of the extension of a general
ized Lie algebra and state the relation of the second-order 
cohomology group with the set of extension of the algebra by 
an abelian ideal (generalizing the result for Lie algebras in 
Ref. 10). We discuss also, the applications of the above, to the 
physically useful algebras of supersymmetry, su(2) Ell u( 1) and 
the algebra of quantized fields. In Sec. IV, we state a theorem 
on the computation of the nth-order cohomology groups of 
some generalized Lie algebras and point out some salient 
features that arise. 

II. FORMULATION OF THE COHOMOLOGY OF THE 
GENERALIZED LIE ALGEBRAS 

In the present introductory section, we give a resume of 
the concept of the generalized Lie algebra (as formulated by 
Scheunert in Ref. 2) and mention two important features of 
the commutation factors that follow immediately. Next we 
formulate the cohomology of such algebras. 

A. Resume of r graded algebras 

The following definitions are well known from the the
ory of r graded algebras2 and are given below for the sake of 
completeness. 

Definition 1: A vector V is said to be r graded if we are 
given a family (VY)YEr of subspace of V such that Vis the 
direct sum 

(2.1) 

An element of V is said to be homogeneous of degree 
Y E rifit is an element of Vy • A subspace V' of Vis said to be 
r graded if 

V' = Ell (V'nVy). 
yEr 

Definition 2: An algebra S is called r graded if its under
lying vector space is r graded, 

S= Ell Sy 
yE r 

(2.2a) 

and if 

SaS f3 C Sa + f3 Va, /3 E r. (2.2b) 

IfS has a unit element e, it follows that e E So·A subalge
bra S is said to be r graded if it is graded as a subspace of S. 

Definition 3: A commutation factor on r is a mapping €: 

r X r _ K (K being a field) so that 

(1) €(a,/3)€(/3,a) = 1, 

(2) €(a, /3 + y) = E(a, /3 )E(a,y), 

(3) E(a + /3,y) = E(a,y)E( /3,y), 

Va,/3,YEr. 

From (2.3b), 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.3c) 
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E(a,O)E(a, P) = E(a, P) Va, p 
=?E(a,O) = 1 = E(O,a) Va. 

From (2.3a); 

E(a,a)E(a,a) = 1 

=?E(a,a) = ± 1. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Definition 4: Let r be an abelian group, and let E be a 
commutation factor on r. A r graded algebra 

L= Efl Ly 
yE r 

product mapping is denoted by an angle bracket ( ») and is 
called a r graded E Lie algebra (or, simply, a r graded Lie 
algebra) if the following properties are satisfied: 

(1) (A ,B ) = - E(a, P )(B,A) (ESkew symme-
~, ~~ 

(2) E(y,a)(A, (B,C) > + cyclic permutations = ° (2.6b) 

(E Jacobi identity) 

VAELa , BELp, CEL y ' a,/3,YEr. 

From (2.4) and (2.6a), it is evident that for X E L o the 
bracket operation of X with all elements of the algebra in
cluding itself reduces to the well-known commutator. 
Henceforth, if X E Sa' we denote the degree a of X as IX I; 
thus we write IX I = a. 

B. Cohomology of r graded Lie algebras 

Let g be a r graded E Lie algebera over the field IF and V 
be a r graded vector space. Let qy: g _ End Vbe a represen
tation of g in V. We define 

C n( g, V) = (I gn _ V ... ;lis IF linear and 

/(X1'···,xi'···.%;'···,xn) 

= - E(ai,aj)/(Xp···,xj,···,x,,···,xn)) , 

where 

Xi E~i and ~ E~j' 

We further define 

by 

"+1 (i-I) 
an /(X1, .. ·,xn+ 1) = i~1 (- l)i+ IE k~1 ak,ai 

X t,6 (Xi )/(X1, ... ,Xw·,xn+ d 
n+l 

+ I (_I)i+ j 

i<j= I 

(2.7) 

X/( (Xi.%; ), ... ,X" ... ,ij' ... ,xn + I), (2.8) 

where Xi implies that Xi is to be omitted from the arguments 
in! We further define 

COt g, V) = ! IlF - V,fis IF linear and 

acy(x) = t,6(X)/(I)VXEg). 

It follows that 
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a n+ loan = 0. 

Let Z;( g,V) = Kernel an, 

and 

B ; ( g,v) = Image a n - I. 

Finally 

H;( g,V) = Z;( g,V)/B;( g,V) 

(2.9) 

(2. lOa) 

(2. lOb) 

(2.1Oc) 

is defined as the nth-order cohomology group for the repre
sentation qy of g in V. Z; ( g, V) and B ; ( g, V) are called the 
nth-order cocycles and the nth-order coboundaries, respec
tively. 

The groups H; (g, V) have the natural structure of a r 
graded vector space. In contrast to the ungraded case, 
n > dim g does not imply H; ( g, V) is trivial, unless 
E(a,a) = + 1 Va E r. This may be seen as follows. In the 
case E(a,a) = + 1 Va E r, for n > dim g, an/antisymme
tric in all indices is identically zero, as some indices are nec
essarily repeated. When E(a,a) = - 1 for some a, however, 
the argument of degree a may be repeated indefinitely in/, so 
that n could exceed dim g. Hence, H; ( g, V) need not be zero 
automatically when E(a,a) = - 1 for some a. 

For future purposes, we adopt the shorthand notation 
E( - aj ) for E(~:] a/,aj ). Elements of degree zero are ex
cluded from the sum ~~:] ai' for convenience. 

III. rr; ( g, h) AS AN EXTENSION BY AN ABELIAN IDEAL 

Let us consider IF linear mapsl g _ b, g,b being r 
graded Lie algebras which satisfy 

(i)/(X) = lXI, (ii)/(X,Y») = (/(X),f(Y). 

Definition 5: Given a sequence of homomorphisms of 
the graded vector spaces E, F, and G 

f g 

E_F-G, (3.1) 

the sequence is said to be exact at F if Ker g = 1m! A short 
exact sequence of the r graded vector spaces is a sequence of 
the following form 

f g 

O-E-F-G_O, (3.2) 

which is exact atE,F, and G. Inparticular,fis injectiveandg 
is surjective and 1m/ = Ker g is a subspace of F. 

Definition 6: An extension E = (O,a) of g by h is a short 
exact sequence 

() (T 

E:O-b-k_g_O. (3.3) 

Two extensions E and E' are congruent if the diagram 
commutes: 

() 

E: O-b _k -g -0 
(T 

il. LP Li (3.4) 
()' (T' 

E': O-b -k' -g -0, 

ibeing the identity map. It may be shown thatp is an isomor
phism ll

; hence the congruence of extensions is a reflexive, 
symmetric, and transitive property. 
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One of the most obvious extensions of a Lie algebra g by 
an abelian ideal h, is through the semidirect sum k = h®g 
the conditions on hand g being 

(1) h is an ideal in k, 
(2) klh;:::: g, 
(3) If e: h - k is an injective homomorphism and 

IT:k - g is a surjective homomorphism, then Ker IT = 1m O. 
Hence h, k, and g form an exact sequence. 
For instance, the Poincare algebra is an extension of the 

SO(3, 1) algebra by the abelian ideal PI' (formed by the space
time translation generators), through the semi direct sum, 
the sequence 0 - Pit - SO(3,1~1' - SO(3,1) - Oisexact. 
The questions, we attempt to answer in the following are: 

(1) Are there any extensions allowed for a r graded Lie 
algebra other than through the semidirect sum of the algebra 
with the ideal? 

(2) How do we determine them? 
In what follows, we assume that the sequence (3.3) 

splits, i.e., is isomorphic to 
e a 

D-h_h ffi g_g_O. 

This implies 11 that 
(1) IT has a right inverse u with IT·U = Ig; 
(2) e has a left inverse p with p.e = 1u. 

(3.5) 

Let Ext]F ( g,h) be the congruence class of extensions of g 
by h over the field F. Then, we have 

Theorem 1: 

if 

(Im( g,h), Im( g,h) = o. 

(Im( g,h)) is the map pu: g _ h. It does not exist for all ele
ments of g, as the map p does not exist for all elements of k. 

The proof of the theorem follows on the same lines as in 
Refs. 10, 11, and 14 with the commutator bracket ([ ]) being 
replaced by the E Lie bracket. It is given in the Appendix. 

Remark 1: We note that ExtF (g,h) is dependent on the 
representation q; of gin h [(A2)]. One may state a corollary 
to Theorem 1 as follows: 

Corollary 1: The extension of an algebra h by a single 
element set g of degree zero, so that h is an ideal, is unique 
and given by the semidirect sum. 

Proof C 2( g,h) contains the single element zero. This is 
also obvious in the extension; the new element can only com
mute with itself. 

In such a case, the only choice remains in the action of 
the element in g on the elements of h. 

Returning the Poincare algebra as an extension of 
SO(3, 1), we note that H; ( g,h) = 0 for all semisimple g and 
finite-dimensional h. 15 Identifying g with SO(3, 1) and h with 
PI' ' H! (g,h) = 0 V q; and hence the extension of the Lorentz 
group SO(3, 1) by the translation generators is uniquely de
fined and given by the semidirect sum. 

Remark 2: The extension of the r graded Lie algebra by 
the semidirect sum does not presume to throw any light on 
the extension of the corresponding graded Lie group. For 
instance, the extension of the su(2) algebra by u(l) may be 
shown to be unique but the extension of the group SU(2) by 
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U( 1) may be done in two possible ways, the extended groups 
being U(2) and SU(2) ® U(I). They are related by a two-to
one homomorphism. 

In practice, the extensions of the algebra are most sim
ply calculated by setting the commutation relations of the 
elements of g to zero, unless desired otherwise by the condi
tions of the problem under consideration. For the elements 
Xi' Xj of g for which (Xi ~) is zero,j(Xi,xj) is written as a 
linear combination of the elements in hand H ~ ( g,h) is cal
culated by the usual procedure. 

Further examples of extensions of r graded Lie alge
bras are given in what follows. 

A. Graded Poincare algegra 

Having introduced the generators Qa' Q {3 which take a 
boson to a fermion and vice versa, we now consider the prob
lem of extension of the algebra formed by the set g = 1M I'V' 
Qa' Q (3 ); we are given that 1M I'V I = 0, I Qa I = I Q (31 = 1, 
E( 1,1) = - 1. The commutation (anticommutation) rela
tions are as given below: 

[M I'l',M pa] = gl'P Mva + gva MI'P 

The algebra g is to be extended by the abelian ideal h 
formed by the set I PI"(YI')a{3'(YI' P l')a{3 J. PI' are the space
time translation generators, and (y I' )a{3 are the Dirac matri
ces. Considering the split sequence 

0- I (y I' )a{3' PI' (y It P l')a{3 J - ! (y I' )a{3'P I' (Y't' PI')a{3' 

M ,tl' ,Qa,Q{3 J - 1M I'l',Qa,Q{3 J - 0 (3.7) 

we introduce [from (A2)] 

q;(M I'l') Pp = g,tp P" - gyP PI" 

q; (M I'v)yPPp = (Pv,yl' - PI' Yv)' 

q;(Ml'v)Yp =0, q;(Qa)PI' = q;(Q{3)PI' =0, 

q; (Qa)(Y It) {3y = q; (Q (3)(Y I' lay 

= q; (Qa )(YI' pI') {3y = q; (Q (3)(Y I' P I')ay = O. 
(3.8) 

These follow from elementary 4-vector considerations in 
field theory. We note that in h, [PI' ,Pl' ] = 0 [YI" Yv] + 

= 2gl'v I h • 

We now calculate H2 ( g,h). Using Lorentz covariance, _ 'P 

we know that/(Qa,Q{3) should be a Lorentz scalar, so that 

(3.9a) 

I(M I'l' ,Qa ) should be a Lorentz tensor of rank 2 and a Dirac 
spinor. Neither of(y l')a{3' PI' or (YI' pl')a{3 qualify, so that 

I(M I'v,Qa) = I(M I'V,Q(3) = O. (3.9b) 

Using (3.8), (3.9a), and (3.9b), 
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af(M pv,Qa,Q,B) 

So, 

Let 

= q7 (M pv )f(Qa ,Q,B) + ~ iI((u pv Q)a ,Q,B) 

- !if((Qu pv) ,B,Qa) 

= ~i(u pv )aya(r P P P)y/l - !i(u pv )y/l(r P P Play 

- alP p rv - Pv r p )a/l = o. 

I'(Qa,Q/l) = f(Qa,Q/l) - aV(Qa,Q/l) 

= air P PP)a,B 

- q7 (Qa)V(Q/l) - q7 (Q,B)V(Qa) 

+ V([Qa,Q,B] +). 

In h the only choice for V(Qa) and V (Q 13) is zero, as no 
member in h has only one spin or index. Besides 
V([Qa,Q/l] +) = V(O) = O. 

Hence 

I'(Qa ,Q 13) = aIr P P P)a/l (3.10) 

is the only nonzero choice for fallowed by H ~ (g,h) for the 
spin or and tensor transformation properties allowed by q;: 
g -+ h. The only extensions for this Lie algebra are 

(1) [Qa,Q,B] + = (r P P P)a/l' 

(2) [Qa,Q,B] + = O. 

(3.IIa) 

(3. lIb) 

(3.11 b) is meaningless if Qa (Q 13) are given the interpretation 
of annihilation (creation) operators of spino! particles. 

B. Extension of su(2) by u(1) 

We consider the sequence formed by h = !XI,x2,x3l, 
Va,/3EF,g= !U(I)},E(a,/3) = + 1 so that k = {XI,x2,x3' 
utI) l. XI' X2, X3 have the usual su(2) algebra [Xj,xj] = iEijk 
X k , Eijk being antisymmetric in i,j, and k. From consider
ations in (A2) we take 

q;(u(I))Xj = 0, i = 1,2,3 (3.12) 

as [u( 1 ),xj ] is required to be zero in k. 

From Corollory 1, H~( g,h) is zero; hence, the exten
sion of the su(2) Lie algebra by uti) is trivial and accom
plished by the semidirect sum. 

c. The extension of an algebra and quantization 

(a) The abelian Lie algebra g = ! p,q 1 may be extended 
by the set h consisting of the ideal formed by the identity {e 1 
in two possible ways. One may check that H; ( g,h) gives 
f(p,q) = re for rEF assuming q7(p)e = q7 (q)e = O. 

The two possible extensions of g = f p,q 1 by h = ! e 1 
are 

(1) the abelian algebra semidirect sum k = { p,q,e}, 
[p,q] = [p,e] = [q,e] = 0, 

(2) the extended algebra [p,q] = e, [p,e] = [q,e] = O. 
The latter is tantamount to giving a quantization condi

tion if q( p) were given by the interpretations of coordinate 
(momentum), respectively. 

(b) The extension of g = f H 1 by the abelian ideal 
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formed by h = ! p,q 1 assuming degree IH I = 0 yields 

H ~ ( g,h) = 0 (by Corollary 1). 

The extension is trivial; however, one is at liberty to 
choose q7(H)p = q(p), q7 (H) q = - p( q). 

We end up with either the harmonic oscillator or the 
scaled Lie algebra. 

(c) Likewise when the ideal h = ! p,q,e 1 extends 
g = f H l, we end up with a similarly trivial extension as 
H~( g,h) = 0 by Corollary 1. This is independent of the in
ternal algebra of h. 

(d) If IH 1= 1 and E(I,I) = - 1, starting with 
[H,H]+ = 0 in g = fH land h = {p,q}, the choice 

q;(H)p = p( q), q; (H)q = q( - pi, 

nevertheless, gives H; ( g,h) = 0, so that the extension of 
[H,H] + remains unmodified at zero, as for IH I = O. 

(e) Theextensionofg = {H 1 [IH 1= I,E(I,I) = - I]by 
h = ( p,q,e) , [p,q] = e [pi q),e] = Ois nontrivial if the action 
q7 of H on either p, q, or e is zero. If q;(H)e = 0, q7(H) p( q) 
nonzero,thenweendupwithf(H,H) = ae,a E FfEH~( g,h) 
so that (H,H) = e. The number a may be used to set the 
required scale. From the above, one may state another corol
lary to Theorem 2 as follows: 

Corollary 2: The extension of an algebra h by a single 
element set g = f H) of degree a: E(a,a) = - 1 is given by 
the elements X j' for which q7(H)Xj = O. 

In other words,J(H,H) = !,jaj Xj' a j E F, and q7(HlXj 
= O. The proof follows trivially. 

(f) Finally, we consider the extension of the algebra 
g= (b,b+) byh= {a,a+,el theelementsofbothgandh 
being of degree zero. Given [b,b +] = 0 in g, [a,a+] = e, 
[a,e] = [a+ ,e] = 0 in h, and taking q7(b )(a,a+ ,e) 
= 0 = q; (b +)(a,a+ ,e), we have forfE H;( g,h) 

f(b,b) = fIb +,b +) = 0, 

f(b,b +) = ala + a2a+ + a3e, a j E F, i = 1,2,3. 

Physically, we require b, b + to be independent and on par 
with a, a+ for different bosons, created (annihilated) by 
a+ (a) or b +(b). Hence, for quantization, only the reduced 
algebra [b,b +] = a3e is taken, theparametera3 being used to 
set a suitable scale. 

If the elements of g = {b,b + ) had degree 1, 
E(I,I) = - 1, and [b,b]+ = [b +,b +]+ = [b,b +]+ = Oing, 
then the extended algebra would contain nine extra paramo 
eters, three each forf(b,b ),J(b + ,b +), andf(b,b +), 
f E H; ( g,h). The problem under consideration decides the 
choice. 

Quantization is the process of extension that sets 
[b,b +] = e and all other extended brackets 
[b,b]+ = [b +,b +]+ = O. 

It may be further noted that if the algebra formed by 
h = {b,b + ,e I as ideal, the elements of h being of degree 1, 
and if E(I, 1) = - 1 were to be extended by g = f a,a+ I 
X (a ,a +) being of degree zero, then in this reverse extension 
problem, we could extend the algebra only by three indepen
dent parameters, asf(a,a) = f(a+ ,a+) = 0 because of anti
symmetry. 

Remark 4: It is evident, from the above example, that 
the extension of an algebra with elements of degree a, 
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€(a,a) = - 1 may involve many more arbitrary parameters 
than for elements for which €(a,a) = + 1. In the case of 
quantization many of these may be put equal to zero. There 
may exist cases, however, where these extra parameters may 
assume importance. 

IV. COHOMOLOGY OF SOME r GRADED LIE 
ALGEBRAS 

In this section, we generalize the result in Ref. 13 to r 
graded Lie algebras and enumerate some cases where it is 
applicable. 

Theorem 2: Let g be a r graded € Lie algebra over the 
field IF, and Vbe a g module. Assume 3x E g (Ix I = 0) and </>: 
g -+ End V such that the following is true: 3 a basis B for g 
such that \;f XI' X 2, ••• ,x/ E B, Z E V, 

(i) [X,xd = -a(Xi)Xi' i= 1, ... ,1, (4.Ia) 

(ii) the equation 

[ IP(X) + a j Y = Z (4.Ib) 

may be uniquely solved for Yin terms of Z, \;fZ E V, where 
a = ~i a(Xi). Then H;( g, V) = O. 

Proof Let/EZ n
( g,V). Then \;f Xi ESa,.\;f a i Er 

In/(XI,···,xn + 1 ) = 0 
n + 1 A. 

=? I (-I)i+I€(-ai)IP(Xi)/(XI,···,xi,···,xn+l) 
i= 1 

n+1 
+ I (- I)i+J€( - a i )€( - aJ)€(aJ,ai ) 

i<j= I 

X /(Xi,x), ... 'xi, ... 'xj, ... ,xn + I) = 0 (4.2a) 

\;fXi#X, i= I, ... ,n + 1, 

and 

n 

=? IP(X )/(XI,···,xn) + I a(Xi )/(XI,···,xn) 
i= 1 

+ i (-IV€( -ai)IP(X;)/(X, ... 'xi, ... ,xn) 
i= 1 

" - I (- I)i+j€( - a i )€( - aj)€(aj;ai ) 
i<j= 1 

X/(X'(Xi,A})' ... ,Xi' ... ~' ... ,xn). 

[In the second term we used (4.Ia) and Xi has been trans

ferred to its original place.] 
From (4.2b) and (4.1 b), we know that/(XI, ... ,xn) exists 

such that 
( IP(X) + a)/(XI,···,xn) 

n 

= I (_I)i+I€( -a;) 
i= 1 

n 

+ I (- I)i+ j€( - a i )€( - aj,)€(aj,a;) 
i<j= I 

X/(X,(Xi,A} ), ... 'xi, ... ~, ... ,xn). (4.3a) 

Using condition (ii) and (4.3a), we may write 
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n 

/(XI, ... ,xn) = I ( - I)i+ I€( - a;) [ IP (X) + aj-I 
i= 1 

X/(x, ... 'xi, ... ,xn) + i (- I)i+ JEt - ail 
i<j= 1 

X€( - aj)€(aj,ai )[ IP (x) + aj-I 

X/(X,(Xi,A}), ... 'xi""~"")' (4.3b) 

(4.3b) follows from the uniqueness of the solution to (4.1 b). 
From (4.Ia), we also have 

(IP (X) + a) IP (Xi) = IP (Xi )( IP (X) + a - a(Xi))' (4.4) 

where 

a = Ia(Xk ). 

k 

Using (4.4) and (4.3b), it is possible to show that (4.2a) is 
satisfied. Now let/' = / - Jw, so that 

/,(X,···,xn _ 1 ) = /(X,···,xn _ 1 ) - Jw(X,···,xn - 1 ) 

n-I 
= /(X, ... ,xn _ 1 ) - I (- 1)' + I 

i= 1 

n-I 
- I a(Xi )w(XI,···,xn - I ) 

;=1 

n-I 
+ I (-U+j€(-ai)€(-aj)€(aj,ai) 

i< j= I 

Xw(X,(Xi,xj ), ... 'xi> ... 'xj, ... ,xn - I) 

- IP (X )w(XI,···,xn _ 1 ) 

/,(X,···,xn) = /(XI,···,xn) - Jw(XI,···,xn) 
n 

= /(XI,···,xn) + I (- IY€( - ail 
i= 1 

n 

- I (- 1)'+ j€( - a i )€( - aj)€(aj,ai ) 
i<j= 1 

Xw( (Xi,xj ), ... 'xi, ... 'xj, ... ,xn)' (4.5b) 

We now choose 
A 

w(X, ... ,xi> ... ,xn) = 0, (4.6a) 

and 

= /(X,···,xn _ 1 ). (4.6b) 

From (4.Ib) we know that w(XI, ... ,xn _ I) exists uniquely. 
Substituting in (4.5b) and using (4.4), (4.6a), (4.6b), and (4.3b), 
we have 

/,(X,···,xn _ 1 ) = 0, 

/,(XI, ... ,xn) = 0, 

and hence/ = Jw. Thus 

H;(g,V)=O \;fn>O. 

Putting a(X;) = 0 \;fXi and IP(X) = 1 v, IP -I(X) exists 
trivially, and the equation Y = Z is obviously solvable 
uniquely \;fZ E V. We thus have, 

Corollary 3: Let g be a r graded Lie algebra and Vbe a g 
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module. If 3X E g, IX I = 0 so that [X,xi] = 0 V Xi E g, then 
H;( g,V) = 0 V n >0, <p: g --+ End V, <p(X) = Iv. 

This is a generalization of the result obtained in Ref. 13 
to all r graded Lie algebras with a central element and inde
pendent ofthe/orm o/the commutation/actor for the other 
elements. Hence it holds for all kinds of r graded Lie alge
bras discussed in Ref. 3, in particular, the ZN ® ZN 
® ••• ® Z N and the Z2 ® Z2 ® • • • ® Z2 graded algebras, 
with at least one element belonging to the center. 

The theorem has a straightforward application to all 
quantization algebras of the form [a,a+] = e, e being the 
identity element, and a+ (a) being the creation (annihilation) 
operators, respectively, with <p(e) = 1 v' The graded attribute 
of the vector space enables us to deal with the algebras of 
different particles with different commutation factors in one 
package. Hence, if one is considering a system ofbosons and 
fermions with different commutation factors, then for repre
sentations ¢ (e) = 1 v' H;( g, V) = 0 Vn > O. In this connec
tion, we see also the explicit computation of H; ( g, V) for the 
Dirac algebra as reported earlier. t4 

Also, all representations <p of su(2) ffi u(I), <p(u(l)) = I v' 
admit of a trivial cohomology. In particular, this is true for 
the spin or representation of su(2) ffi u( 1), which is the symme
try group for the weak interaction Weinberg-Salam Hamil
tonian. 

Remark 5: The harmonic oscillator algebra and the 
Dirac algebra share the property that the identity element in 
the center Z( g) of the GLA, eE (g,g). If€(a,a) = + 1 
V a E r:e E ( g,.,g,.), then it implies that for <p(e) = 1 v' V is 
necessarily infinite-dimensional. This is because 
tr e = dim V = tr[ <p( g), <p( g)] = 0 for €(a,a) = + 1 
Va Erin V, which implies that either dim V is trivial, or, 
that tr[ <p(e)] is not well defined. If g = h ffi u( 1) h semisimple, 
or €(a,a) = - 1, Va EF: e E ( g,., g,.), then the representa
tion may be finite-dimensional. In the first case, even if 
€(a,a) = 1 for some a E r ert( g, g). So, the above argument 
does not hold. In the second case, for instance, for the Dirac 
algebra, we have dim V = Tr[ <p(e)] = Tr( ¢ (g), ¢ (g). The 
right-hand side is not necessarily zero any longer; hence the 
algebra may be finite-dimensional, as is the Dirac algebra. 

Remark 6: Theorem 2 cannot be applied to semisimple 
groups for adjoint action. For example, we take the SO(3) 
basis {T +' T _, T3J. Identifying T3 with X so that 
[T3,T +] = T +' [T3,T _] = - T _, [T3,T3] = 0, and taking 
<p(T3) to be the adjoint action, [T3, Y] = T3 admits no solu
tion for Y. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In connection with the extension problem, it appears 
that cohomology gives the best idea of all possible extensions 
of the algebras under consideration, through their ideals. 
The list obtained will be exhaustive, notwithstanding the fact 
that most of the extensions are of no immediate interest to 
physicists. The purpose of the relevant section in this paper is 
to focus attention on the uniqueness of some important ex
tensions which have been developed, supersymmetry being 
one very important example. We plan to report more on the 
importance of H;( g,V) for arbitary n in a later paper. 
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

Let the elements ofh be labelled by Xi' i = 1, ... ,/, those 
ofk by Yi' i= 1, ... ,m, and those ofgby Zi' i= l,oo.,n. 

Then as h is an ideal 

(u(Zi),O(.1j)ElmO=O(Xs ) (say), s=l,oo.,/. 

A homomorphism <p: g --+ End h is thus induced so that 
the diagram 

commutes. The 

( PU(Zi ),.1) ) a = <p (Zi).1j .... 

Now the sequence (3.3) is exact, so that 

u[u(ZdU(Z2) - €(IZ 1,IZ2I)U(Z2)U(Zt) - u(Zt,Z2»)] 

= ZtZ 2 - €(I Z tl,IZ 21)Z2Z t - (Zt,Z2) 

=0. 

[.". a is a homomorphism]. 

Hence, 

u(ZdU(Z2) - €(lZtI, IZ 2I)U(ZZ)u(Zt) 

- u( (Zt,Z2») E ker a = 1m O. 

Let 

/(Zt,Z2) = u(ZdU(Z2) 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

- €(lZtl,IZ21)u(Z2)U(Zd- u(Zt,Z2») (A4) 

=>(pu(Zt),PU(Z2) = pu(Zt,Z2») + p/(Zt,Zz), .... 
(A5) 

The bracket of (u(Zt),U(Z2) in k has been redefined by (A4); 
hence from (A), p/(Z t,Z2) defines an extension of the r grad
ed algebra g in k by /(Zt,Z2) which has an image in h. 

!(Zt,Z2) from (A4) is seen to be (1) linear and (2) € anti
symmetric in Zt and Zz. Hence p/belongs to C 2( g,h). Also 

( pu(Z ), ( PU(Z2)' PU(Z3) ) 

= (pu(Zd, pu( (Z2,Z3») + P/(Z2,Z3) 

= [pu( Zt,(Z2,Z3») + p/(Zt,(Z2,Z3») 

+ ¢ (Zt) P!(Z2,Z3)]. (A6) 

(A2) has been used to obtain the last term. Using the 
Jacobi identity, (A2) and (A6), we have 

pu(Zt,(Z2,Z3») + p!(Zt,(Z2,Z3») + ¢ (Zt)P!(Z2,Z3) 

+ €(IZtl + IZ 21,I Z 31)pu(Z3,(Zt,Z2») 

+ €(IZtl + IZ 21,I Z 3I)P/(Z3,(Zt,Z2») 

+ €(IZ tl,IZ 21 + IZ 31)pu(Z2,(Z3,Zt») 

+ €(IZtl + IZ 21,IZ 3I)P/(Z2,(Z3,Zt») 
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+ €lIZ\1 + IZ21,IZ31) ¢ (Z3)P!(Z\,Z2) 

+ E(IZ\I,IZ21 + IZ31) ¢ (Z2)P!(Z3,ZIl = O. 
The u terms drop out because of linearity and the Jacobi 
identity and we are left with 

J 2p!(Z\,Z2,Z3) = O. (A 7) 

Changing to pu(Z) = pu(Z) - p V (Z) so thatp V: g _ b, we 
have 

p/,(Z\,Z2) 

= pu'(ZIlpU'(Z2) - E(IZ\I,IZ21) 
XPU'(Z2) pu(Z\) - p u'( (Z\,Z2») 

= p!(Z\,Z2) - qJ(Z\)pV(Z2) 

+ E(IZ\I,IZ21) qJ (Z2)pV(Z\) 

+ pV(Z\,Z2») + (pV(Z\),pV(Z2)' 

Ifb is graded abelian, (p V(ZIl,p V(Z2) = O. Ifwe start with 
(1m g,Im g) = 0 in b, we have 

p/,(Z\,Z2) = p!(Z\,Z2) - JpV(Z\,Z2)' (A8) 

Thus, once the choice!(Z\,Zz) is made, a different map 
from within g does not define a new cohomology class. 

So far, we have, starting from a member of the con
gruence class of extensions, obtained a member of the coho
mology class of H2 (g,b). To prove the converse, we note 
thatp!(Z\,Zz) E C f( g,b)andiSEantisymmetricinZ\ andZ2 • 

Besides O'!(Z \,Zz) = O. Hence the only choice for!(Z \,Z2) is 
given by (A4). Starting from (A8) and working backwards, it 
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is easy to show that the extensions defined by/, and! are 
related by a linear transformation with g. As the basis of g 
can always be redefined, so can the map 0" in (3.4) and hence 
the extensions!and/' are congruent. This completes the 
proof. 
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Some new exact solutions of the nonlinear field equations for the chiral invariant model of pion 
dynamics are presented here. These solutions are a further generalization of some previous works 
presented by one of the authors (Ray). It is interesting to note that equations in (3.2) obtained by 
Ray (1978) are conformally invariant. Hence from any solution of these equations one can 
immediately generate infinitely many other solutions of these equations simply by replacing (x I, 
X 2) by ( y, z), where y and z are any two mutually conjugate solutions of Laplace's equations. 
Further, a striking similarity in form of these equations with one of the two generalized Lund
Regge equations makes the study of the solutions of these equations more worthwhile with the 
view that the study of the solutions of these equations will eventually lead to the study of the 
solution of a larger class of equations that will include these equations and generalized Lund
Regge equations as special cases. 

PACS numbers: 1l.30.Rd, 1l.10.Lm 

1. INTRODUCTION a¢ ap 
¢I = -I' PI = -I' and soon. 

Under tangential parametrization (Charap, 197W the 
field equations for the Chiral invariant model of the pion 
dynamics take the form (Charap, 1976)2 

O¢ = r;W a¢ ap , 
axi-' axi-' 

0", = r;W a", ap , 
axi-' ax v 

Ox = rt"v ax ap , 
axi-' ax v 

where 

rt"v = 0 for Jl#v, 

= 1 forJl = v#4, 

= - 1 for Jl = v = 4, 

P = In(f;' + ¢ 2 + ~ + X2
), 

111' = const. 

Under the assumptions 

¢ = ¢ (x I, X 2, X 3 _ x 4), 

'" = "'(x I, x 2, X 3 _ x 4), 

x = X(x I, x 2, X 3 _ x 4), 

(1 ) 

(2) 

the set of differential equations in four variables, namely, 
Eqs. (1), reduces to a set of differential equations in two var
iables as follows (Ray, 1978f: 

¢ll + ¢22 = PI¢I + P2¢2' (3a) 

"'ll + "'22 = PI"'I + P2"'2' (3b) 

Xll + X22 = PIXI + PzX2' 

where 

P = In(f;' + ¢ 2 + ",2 + X2), 

111' = const, 

(3c) 

(3d) 

(3e) 

aX ax 
Apart from the physical significance of Eqs. (3) already 

described, Eqs. (3) seem to be of considerable mathematical 
interest as well. This is first because Eqs. (3) are conformally 
invariant, i.e., the form of Eqs. (3) remain invariant under 
transformation (x I, x 2)_( y, z), where y and z are two mutu
ally conjugate solutions of Laplace's equations inx I and x 2. 

Hence from any solution of Eqs. (3) one can immediately 
generate infinitely many other solutions ofEqs. (3) simply by 
replacing (x I, X 2) by (y, z), where y and z are two mutually 
conjugate solutions of Laplace's equations. 

In this context attention should also be drawn to an
other set of coupled equations, namely, the generalized 
Lund-Regge equations, which are4

,5 

(a) Oll ± 022 - 4g(0) + h (o)(,q +A~) = 0, 

(b) All ± ,122 = 2p(0 )(,11 01 + ,12(2)' 

where 

o = 0 (x I, x 2), A = A (x I, x 2), 

ao 
0 1 = -I and so on. 

ax 

(4) 

Particular examples of the generalized Lund-Regge 
equations include a good number of physically interesting 
equations, e.g., equations of two-dimensional Heisenberg 
ferromagnets,6,7 Ginzburg-Pitaevski equations for super
fluids,8.9 stationary wave envelope in nonlinear optics, 10 and 
so on. It is interesting to note that Eqs. (3) are of the same 
form as one of the two generalized Lund-Regge equations, 
namely, (4b). Since a good number of studies of the solutions 
of the generalized equations have been made it is quite possi
ble that a study of the solutions of(3) will eventually lead to 
the study of the solution of a larger class of equations that 
will include (3) and generalized Lund-Regge equations as 
special cases. For all these reasons the study of the solution 
of (3) seems worthwhile. 
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2. SOLUTIONS 

Equation (3) may be rewritten as 

(e ~/3l,hdl + (e ~/31,h2b = 0, 

t/lll + t/l22 = t/l1f31 + t/lz/32' 

XII + X22 = xlf31 + Xz/32' 

where 

f3 = In (f~ + I,h 2 + ~ + X2). 

Case I: Assuming 

f3 = f3 (I,h ), 

one can set 

X= fe~/3 dl,h. 

Then Eq. (5a) with the help ofEq. (7) takes the form 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

(5d) 

(6) 

(7) 

XII +X22 = 0, (8) 

which is the Laplace's equation and standard solutions for X 
are obtainable. Now, one can write 

t/l2 + X2 = a 2, (9a) 

when (5d) reduces to 

f3 = In(f; + I,h 2 + a 2). (9b) 

Then one gets from (9b), (6), and (7), 

a=a(X), (9c) 

and from (9a), 

t/l = a cos (), (9d) 

X = a sin (). (ge) 

One can take 

() = () (X, Y), (10) 

where Y is the solution of the Laplace's equation conjugate 
to X, i.e., XI = Y2 and X2 = - YI • Using (6), (7), (9d), (ge), 
and (10) one may reduce (5b) and (5c) to the following forms: 

laxx - a((}i + (}t) - a x f3x l cos () 

= 12ax (}x + a((}xx + (}yy) - af3x (}x l sin (), (Ila) 

laxx - a((}i + (}t) - a x f3x l sin () 

= - 12ax (}x + a((}xx + (}yy) - af3x(}x l cos (). (lIb) 

(11a) and (lIb) are equivalent to 

a xx - a((}i + (}t) - a x f3x = 0, (12a) 

2ax (}x + a((}xx + (}yy) - af3x(}x = 0. (12b) 

Equation (12) may be rewritten as 

(}i + (}t = 8(X), (13a) 

8(X) = a xx - a x f3x #0, (13b) 
a 

a((}xx + (}yy) + 2ax (}x - af3x(}x = 0. (13c) 

The above equation leads to 

(}y = const = B (say). (14) 

To verify it, let us consider three possibilities separately. 
(i) If (}x #0, (}y = 0, then (14) is automatically satisfied 

withB = 0. 
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(ii) If(}x = 0, (}y #0, the left-hand side of(13a) is afunc
tion of Yonly and the right-hand side is a function of X only. 
Since both are constants. Hence, () y = const and (14) is satis
fied. 

(iii) If()x #0, (}y #0, one can proceed as follows: Differ
entiating (13a) with respect to Y, 

(}x(}Xy + (}y(}yy = 0. 

Eliminating (}yy from (13c) with the use of the above, divid
ing throughout by [() ye ~ (2 In a ~ /3)] and integrating, 
a2(}xe ~/3 I(}y = y(Y), where y(Y) is an unspecified function 
ofY. 

This readily gives () = () (w), where 

w = U + v, 

U= f~dX, 
v-f dY 

- y(Y)' 

Using the above relations, we get from (13a) 

ui vt 1 -+-=-. 
8(X) 8(X) ()~ 

Differentiating the above expression separately with respect 
to u and v, respectively, and comparing the results, 

8(~)u +8(!)u vt =(vt )v. 

Differentiating this successively with respect to u and v, 

[8(1I8)u]u(vt)v =0. 

Hence, 

8( 11 8)u = const, 

or 

Vy = con st. 

That 8( 11 8)u = const is not possible will be shown in Appen
dixA. 

Differentiating [ui/8(X) + vV8(X)] = 11(}~ with 
respect to v and using Vy = const, one can get 

(+) =0, 
() w w 

which gives (}w = const. Hence, (}y = (}w·w y = (}w'Vy 
= const. Thus, in this case of (}x #0, (}y #0 too we see that 

(14) is satisfied. Using (14) in (13c) and afterintegrating once, 
one may get 

(}x =Ae13 la2, where A = const. (15) 

Generalizing (15) and (14), one gets 

()= f ~ dX+BY+C, (16) 

where Band C are also constants. Using (16) in (13a) and 
(13b), 

(axx - a x f3x )/a = A 2e2/3 la4 + B 2, 

or (e ~ fJa x)x = (A 2e13 I a 4 + B 21 eI3 la, which may be rewrit
ten with the use of (9b) and (7) as 

(17) 
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Solution ofEq. (17) gives the dependence of a in terms of t/J. It 
may be pointed out that Eq. (17) is easily solvable with the 
use of a",,,, = ~(a~)a in the particular case B = O. Then all the 
unknown quantities like t/J, X' f/J, f3 become a function of X 
only, which in tum will be a function of (x I, x 2, X 3 - X 4). 

We also get from (9b) and (7), 

(18) 

Thus, we can conclude that Eqs. (18) and (17) give the solu
tion of t/J in terms of X. As eP = t/J x, f3 is also known in terms 
of X. The use of the expression for t/J in Eq. (17) will let us 
determine a in terms of X. Then Eq. (16) gives () in terms of X 
and Y, where Y is conjugate Laplace solution to X. Lastly, X 
is obtained as a solution of Laplace's equation 
XII + X 22 = O. These completely solve the unknown quanti
ties of Eq. (1). 

Another case of interest may be added, when D(X) = O. 
Then () becomes a constant. Since now 
(axx - a x f3x)/a = 0, one finally gets, with the help ofEq. 
(7), a",,,, = O. On integration, we get a in terms of t/J. Using 
this in (18), and on integration, which is easily possible, one 
may get t/J in terms of X, which is a solution of Laplace's 
equation XII + X 22 = O. Now, the unknown quantities of 
Eq. (I) become known. 

Case II: Without loss of generality one can write, from 
Eq. (Sa) 

e- f3f/JI=u2' 

e- f3 f/J2 = - u l · 

Now, we introduce an assumption that 

~ + X2 = (I~ + f/J 2)$"2(U), 

(19a) 

(19b) 

(20a) 

where $" (u) = some unspecified function of u. Then it turns 
out that 

t/J = (I~ + t/J 2)1/2$" (u) cos @, 

X = (I~ + t/J 2)1/2$" (u) sin @, 

@=@(u,t/J), 

f3 = In(f~ + t/J 2) + In(1 + $"2). 

(20b) 

(20c) 

(20d) 

(20e) 

Using (20b), (20c), (2Od), (20e), and (19), one may reduce (Sb) 
and (Sc) to the following forms: 

[<1>",,,,$"<1>4(1 + $"2f + <1>$""(7 - $"@~<1>5(1 + $"2)2 

- <1>$"€J~ - 2<1>$"(7(1 + $"2)(7/(1 + $"2)] cos €J 

= [2<1>$"(7@(7 + $"@"",,<1>5(1 + $"2f + <1>$"€J"" 

+ 2<1> 4$"€J", <1>", (I + $"2)2 

- 2<1>$"€J(7(1 + $"2),,./(1 + $"2)] sin @, (2Ia) 

and 

[<1>",,,,$"<1>4(1 + $"2)2 + <1>$"(7" - $"@~<1>5(1 + $"2f 

- <1>$"€J~ - 2<1>$"(7(1 + $"2)(7/(1 + $"2)] sin €J 

= - [2<1>$"(7@(7 + $"€J",,,, <1> 5(1 + $"2)2 + <1>$"€J(7(7 

+ 2<1> 4$"€J", <P", (1 + $"2)2 

-2<P$"€J,,(1 +$"2)(7/(1 +$"2)] cos€J, 

where 

<1> = (I~ + t/J 2)112. 
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(21b) 

(22) 

(2Ia) and (2Ib) are equivalent to 

<1>",,,, $"<1> 4(1 + $" 2f + <1>$""" - $"e ~ <1> 5(1 + $"2)2 

- <1>$"@~ - 2<1>$",,(1 + $"2),,/(1 + $"2) = 0 

and 

2<1>$""@,, + $"e",,,, <1> 5(1 + $"2)2 + <1>$"eau 

+ 2<1>4$"@",<P",(1 + $"2)2 

- 2<1>$"@Al + $"2),,/(1 + $"2) = 0, 

which may be rewritten with the use of (22) as 

and 

$"2($"2@"),, +(f2 +-1.2)[(12 +t/J 2)€J ] 
$" 4( I + $"2)2 rr 'I' 7r '" if> 

_ 2( I + $"2)" @ = O. 
(1 + $"2)3 " 

Defining 

f ~~ =p 

and 

f dt/J 
f~ + t/J2 = q, 

Eqs. (24) may be reduced to 

€J2 
__ -'-P----::--:- + e 2q = f~ 
$"4(1 + $"2f 

and 

+ $"(1 + $"2)2 

2$",,(1 + $"2)" 

$"(1 + t 2)3 

€Jpp 2(1+$"2)" 
----,.---':..:.-~ + @qq = @ 
t4(1 + $"2)2 (1 + t 2f$"2 p' 

Again defining 

and 

2(1 + $"2)" 
(1 + $"2f$"2 = W(p), 

Eqs. (26) may be reduced to 

U@2 +@2 = V. p q , 

(23a) 

(23b) 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(2Sa) 

(25b) 

(26a) 

(26b) 

(27a) 

(27b) 

(27c) 

(28a) 

(28b) 

From Eq. (28a) one can examine four cases separately. 
However, the following three cases, i.e., (i) ep = €Jq = 0, (ii) 
ep,eo and e q = 0, and (iii) €Jp = 0 and €Jq ,eO, can be 
grouped under one head of@q = const, where the constant 
may even take the value zero. 
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To study the fourth case, i.e., e p #0, e
9 

#0, one can 
proceed as follows. 

Differentiating (28a) with respect to q, 

uepepq + eqeqq = O. 

Eliminating eqg from (28b) with the use of the above, 
dividing throughout by [Ueq ], expressing U and Win 
terms of 5 with the help of (27), and integrating, 

1 e 
(1 + 52)2 . ~ = E(q), 

where E(q) is an unspecified function of q. This readily gives 

e=e(A), 
where 

A =m +n, 

m= J;, 
n = J(1 + 5 2f dp. 

Using the above relations one gets from (28a) 

nZ (U) + m~ = _1_. 
p V V el 

Differentiating the above expression separately with respect 
to nand m, respectively, and comparing the results, one gets 

v( ~n;)" + v( ~)" m~ = (m~)m' 
Differentiating this successively with respect to nand m, one 
can conclude that 

[V(lIV)" ],,(m;)m = O. 

Hence, 

where H = const and Z = 52. With the use of (20e), Eqs. 
(19a) and (19b) may be reduced to 

rpl/(f;, + rp 2) = (1 + 52)0'2 

and 

rpz/(f; +rp2)= -(1 +5 2
)0'1' 

One may define 

J(l + 52) dO' =,. (34) 

Then using (2Sb) and (34), the above two relations may be 
reduced toql = '2 andq2 = - 'I' which indicate that q and, 
are mutually conjugate solutions of Laplace's equation. 

Further, (25b) may be integrated to give 

rp = 17T tan(qfrr + KI7T)' (35) 

where K is a constant and q is a solution of Laplace's equa
tion. Thus, one may conclude that (35) gives the solution of ¢ 
in terms of q, where q is obtained as a solution of Laplace's 
equationqll + q22 = O. ExpressingO'in termsof5 from (33), 
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V(lIVl" = const, 
or, 

mq = const. 

At first let us take, mg = const. Then, differentiating 
[n;(U IV) + m~/V] = lIel with respect to m and using 
mg = const, one gets 

(lIel)A =0, 

which gives e A = const. Hence, e q = e A 'Ag = e A ·mq 
= const. Thus, in the case ep #0, eq #0, we immediately 

find that again the e q = const case is satisfied. 
So, let us proceed to find the solution in the general case 

when 

eq = const. (29) 

Using e q = const in (28b) and after integration once, 
one gets 

e p =E(I+5 2)2, (30) 

where E is a const. Generalizing (29) and (30), one gets 

e = EJ(l + 52) dp +Pq + G, (31) 

wherePand G are also constants. The use of(25) reduces (31) 
to 

e=EJ (1 +()Z dO'+ .!...tan-I(i) +G. (32) 
5 ITT \irr 

Using (31) in (28a), expressing U and V with the help of (27) 
and rearranging, one can get 

5uu - [45/(1 + 52)](5;) 
= E2(1 + 5 2)45 -3 + 5(1 + 52)2(p 2 - I;), 

which with the useof5uv = !(5 ;)s- can easily be integrated to 
give 

(33) 

then' in terms of 5 from (34), and remembering that' is 
obtained as a solution of Laplace's equation'l1 +'22 = 0, 5 
becomes known. With ¢ and 5 known, one gets immediately 
f3 and e from (20e) and (32), respectively. With all these being 
known, solutions of", and X are readily available through 
Eqs. (20b) and (20c), respectively. These completely solve the 
unknown quantities of Eq. (1). That the other possibility of 
the situation e p #0, e g #0, i.e., V(lIVl" = const does not 
give rise to any new case will be shown in Appendix B. 

3. CONCLUSION 

In our case the solutions of our basic equations given by 
(3), can be classified under two broad cases, depending on the 
assumptions being made. 

Case I: Here it was only assumed that f3 is a function of 
the single variable ¢. The entire problem can be solved exact
ly if the solution of a single-variable second-order differen
tial equation could be performed [namely, Eq. (17)]. How
ever, in two special cases, the complete solution could be 
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presented in very simple forms. 
Case II: Here it was assumed that 

til + X2 = (f; + tP 2)t 2((7), where (7 is a new variable. Then 
the problem can be solved completely with (7 being expressed 
in terms of t in the form of an integral equation. However, 
one can easily find the solution of (7 in terms of the usual 
variables like Xl, X 2 if the exact relation of t in terms of (7 

could be established. This is possible in principle. 
It may be noted that, due to the absence of x 3 and x 4 in 

the reduced form (3) of(l), all the constants involved in the 
solutions are functions of (x 3 - X 4). 

APPENDIX A 

With 

8(1I8)u = const = L (say), 

it is evident from 

that 

8( U; ) u = const = M (say) 

and 

(vt)v = Lvt + M. 

From (AI), we get 

8=Ne- Lu, 

where N = const =1= O. 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

In the following it will be shown that the above equa
tions are not satisfied simultaneously and hence 8( 1I8)u 
= const is not permissible. 

Case (i): L =1= 0 

Expanding (A2) and then using (AI), one gets 

(ui)u = M - L (ui). 

Integrating the above expression and with the help of 
u = S(eP /a2) dX, one finally gets 

e2{3/a4 = (lIP)(Q - e- LU ), (A5) 

where P = const=l=O, Q = const. Using (7) and 
u = S(eP /a2) dX, we have 

(A6) 

Using (9b), we have eP = I; + tP 2 + a 2. Eliminating eP 
from the above with the use of (A5), one gets 

tP 2 + I~ 
a 2 = ----------------

[(Q_e- Lu)lp]1I2_1 
(A7) 

Eliminating a 2 from (A 7) with the use of (A6) and then on 
integration, one gets 

tP = Iff tan {Iff J [(Q _ e _ L~~ P ] 112 _ I - Riff}' 
(A8) 

where R = const. Using (A8) in (A 7) 
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~ = l {[ (Q - ; - Lu) f12 - 1 r2 

xcoS{/ff J [(Q_e-L~~/p]1I2_1 -Riff}' (A9) 

Further, considering (A4) and (13b), one gets 

axx - ax/3x 1\T _ Lu 
----- =He , 

a 
which may be written as 

eP(e-{3ax )x -Lu 
------- = Ne . 

a 

With the change of variable from X to u with the help of 
u = S(eP /a2) dX, the above is reduced to 

e
2

{3 ( I ) 1 1\T - Lu _ 0 
-4 - + -He -, 
a a uu a 

which may be rewritten with the use of (A5) as 

(Q-e- LU)(lIaluu + (lIa)PNe- LU =0. (AlO) 

The integration in (A9) may be done easily. Then the 
elimination of lIa from (AlO) with the help of(A9) indicates 
as if the tangent of an angle is expressible in terms of a ration
al function in amalgamation with roots. This is not permissi
ble in a physical situation. 

Case (ii): L = 0 

From (A3) and (A4), respectively, one can get 

(v~lv = M, (All) 

8 = N. (AI2) 

Expanding (A2) and then using (AI2), one gets (ui)u 
= M. On integration and then with the use of 
u = S(eP /a2) dX the above reduces to 

e2f3 /a 4 = Mu + S, 

where S = const. As in (A6), 

(A13) 

tPu = tPxXu = a 2
• (AI4) 

Using (9b), we have eP = I; + tP 2 + a 2. Eliminating eP 
from the above with the use of (A13), one gets 

a 2 = (tP 2 + 1;)I[(Mu + S)1/2 - I]. (AI5) 

Eliminating a 2 from (AI5) with the use of(AI4) and then on 
integration, one gets 

tP = Iff tan {Iff J (Mu + ~~1/2 _ 1 - Jlff}, (AI6) 

where J = const. Using (AI5) and (AI6), 

J.. = J.. [(Mu +S)1/2 _1]112 
a f", 

X cos {Iff J (Mu + ~~1/2 _ I 

Further, considering (AI2) and (13b), 

(axx - ax/3x )la = N, 

which may be reduced as in case (i) to 
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e
2

: (l.-) + N = O. 
a a uu a 

This may further be rewritten with the use of (A13) as 

(Mu + S)(l/aluu + N /a = O. (AI8) 

The integration of(AI7) may be done easily. The elimi
nation of l/a from (AI8) with the help of(A17) indicates if 
the tangent of an angle is expressible in terms of a rational 
function in amalgamation with roots. As in the previous 
case, this is not permissible. 

APPENDIX B 

With 

V(l/V)n = const = r(say), 

it becomes evident from 

that 

V( ~n~)n =const=I (say). 

(BI) 

(B2) 

Expanding (B2) and then using (Bl), (27a), (2Sa), and 

n = I( I + 52f dp, 

one gets 

Sa = ![(r - I)5 5 + (3r - I)5 3 + 3r5 + r5 -I]. 
(B3) 

When r and I are simultaneously zero, (B3) leads to 
5 = const. When r and I are not simultaneously zero one 
can separate the situation into two cases depending on 
whether r =I 0 or r = o. 
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Case (i): r =10 
Dividing (B2) by (Bl), integrating, using (27), and 

n = S(l + 52)2 dp one gets 

r.d·5 3(1 + 5 2 )5ua - 4r.d·5 4 (5u)2 

+ (I + r·d:fi)5 4(1 + 52)3 - r(1 + 52)5 = O. (B4) 

Using (B3) in (B4) one arrives at an equation in 5 which 
is satisfied for discrete values of 5 only. 

Case (ii): r = 0 
From (B 1) one can now write 

V = const = k (say) =10. (BS) 

Using (27b) one can reduce (BS) to 

(1 + 5 2)5uu - 45 (5u)2 + 5(1 + 52)Vi - k) = O. (B6) 

Using (B3), with r = 0, in (B6) one arrives at an equa-
tion in 5 which is satisfied for discrete values of 5 only. 

Thus, for any value of r and I one gets 5 = const. It is 
easy to check from (20e) that 5 = const represents a special 
situation of case I [8 = f3 (1,6 )] and hence need not be consid
ered separately. 
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Analytic expressions have been obtained for the lower and upper bounds to the critical screening 
parameter Ac associated with the ground state of the generalized exponential cosine screened 
Coulomb potential, VIr) = - e-..tr cos(EAr)lremploying the methods of Hulthen and 
Laurikainen and of Hemmer. It is found that the predicted numerical results for the range O';;;E';;; 1 
for the lower bound for Ac are within 0.08% of the exact results, and for the upper bound, within 
0.7% of the exact results. It emerges further that the critical screening parameters for the excited 
s-states can be determined as well in an approximate way. For the static screened Coulomb 
potential, we obtain A ~s = 1.283 664n- 2 

- 0.092 793n- 3
, where n is the principal quantum 

number. The predicted Ac for various quantum states (n = 1 to 9) are in excellent agreement with 
the values obtained numerically by Rogers et al. [Phys. Rev. A 1, 1577 (1970)]' 

PACS numbers: 31.15. + q 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The generalized exponential cosine screened Coulomb 
(GECSC) potential, mathematically expressed as 

V(r) = -Ze2e-..trCOS(EAr)/r, (1.1) 

whereA is the screening parameter, represents a wide class of 
potentials often encountered in plasma physics, 1,2 nuclear,3,4 
and solid state physics.5

-
1O Typical examples of this class of 

potentials are the well-known Yukawa or the static screened 
Coulomb potential (SSCP), 

VSSCP(r) = _ Ze2e-..tr/r, (1.2) 

and the exponential cosine screened Coulomb (ECSC) poten
tial, 

(1.3) 

which have received considerable attention in recent years. 
A number of workers have studied the bound state proper
ties of these potentials using a variety of approximate analyt
ic methods. 11-20 However, all these methods have the com
mon feature that the numerical accuracy of the predicted 
bound state energies decreases rapidly as the screening pa
rameter approaches its critical valueAc ' Particular emphasis 
has been devoted to the calculation of the critical screening 
parameter Ac ' 21-26 the value of A for which the state in ques
tion is just bound. A parameter of special interest is the criti
cal screening parameter for the ground state which is the 
largest value of the screening parameter A beyond which no 
state will be bound by the potential. 

The parameter Ac for the ground state has been deter
mined quite accurately for the SSCP by several analytic tech
niques. 21-24 Hulthen and Laurikainen27 first obtained the ac
curate lower bound to Ac using the Rayleigh-Ritz 
variational method. On the other hand, a method for obtain
ing the upper bound was suggested by Dyson and Lenard28 

based on the requirement of non-negativity of the Yukawa 
Hamiltonian. Although this bound was subsequently im
proved by Piepenbrink,29 the best result was obtained by 

Hemmer30 who invoked an elegant iterative procedure as 
applied to an integral equation. From the third-order itera
tive calculation, he obtains 

A ;s~2 [ 1 + 6 log 2 - ~log 3] 1/3, (1.4) 

where the equality sign corresponding to the upper bound 
gives result accurate to within 1 %. However, no such precise 
bounds to Ac have been derived either for the ECSC potential 
or any other variant of the GECSC potential in (1.1). The 
reported analytic results for Ac in the ground state of the 
ECSC potential fall in the range of about 3% accuracy in 
comparison to the nearly exact results obtained by Singh and 
Varshni26 using numerical methods. Very recently, Lai20 has 
shown that even the Pade approximant method fails to give 
accurate result for Ac for the ECSC potential. 

The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate that 
a very accurate lower as well as upper bound to Ac can be 
obtained for the screened Coulomb potential even when it 
contains in general a non vanishing oscillatory (cosine) term 
as in (1.1). For lower and upper bound calculations, we es
sentially extend the techniques discussed in Refs. 27 and 30, 
respectively. The details of these calculations are presented 
in Secs. II and III, where we also discuss the numerical accu
racy of our predicted lower and upper bounds to A ~s for 
various values of E in comparison to the exact result obtained 
numerically. 26 The accuracy of the present work is found to 
be very good. 

Finally, we discuss the possibility of determining the 
critical screening parameters, A ~s for higher excited s-states. 
It emerges that this can be achieved in a consistent manner 
only for the SSCP potential (i.e., for E = 0). The expression 
thus obtained predicts excellent results for excited states, 
n = 1 to 9. 

II. VARIATIONAL CALCULATION FOR THE LOWER 
BOUND 

We begin with the radial Schr6dinger equation for the s
wave bound states of the GECSC potential (in atomic units) 
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d 2 ( e -Ar ) dJ + 2 E + ~os(e-Ar) x(r) = 0, (2.1) 

where the radial function X (r) = rR (r) satisfies the boundary 
condition 

1'(0) = 1'( 00 ) = o. 
Changing the variable 

x=Ar, 

Eq. (2.1) becomes 

--f + - E + -cos(e-x) xIx) = o. d
2 2( e-

X 
) 

dx A x 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

For A = Ac> the energy eigenvalue E vanishes identically. 
The non-negativity of the energy then leads to the condi
tion29 

2/Ac = (J IN)minimum extremal' (2.5) 

where 

J = i"'X'2 dx, (2.6) 

and 

(2.7) 

To compute the least extremum of the ratio J IN, we follow a 
variational principle using the trial function27 

n 

xix) = (1 - e- X
) I hv e - VX

• (2.8) 
v=o 

Minimization with this trial function yields a linear homo
geneous system of equations for the parameters hv' The low
er bound for the screening parameter is the largest value of 
Ac for which the system determinant of these equations van
ishes. Keeping only two or three variational parameters hv 
we obtain the results given in Table I. They are compared 
with the "exact" numerical values obtained by Singh and 
Varshni26 in Table I for various values of e- between 0 and 1 
covering the variety of screened potentials, SSCP to ECSC. 
For the sake of comparison, we use their parameter 
e = tan - I e- instead of e- in the table. It will be noticed that 
the errors in A !S from the two-parameter calculation are re
duced by a factor between 3 and 7 when three parameters are 

taken into consideration. Except in the neighborhood of 
e = 45°, the discrepancy from the three-parameter calcula
tion is generally less than 0.007%. Even for e = 45° (ECSC 
potential) the present result is much more accurate than pre
vious analytic results. 

III. DETERMINATION OF THE UPPER BOUND 

For this purpose, we extend the work of Hemmer30 

which requires us to convert Eq. (2.1) into a Fredholm inte
gral equation with a symmetric kernel. 

Changing the variable 

x =/3r, (3.1) 

with 

/3 =,,1, {f+7, (3.2) 

and combining the cosine part with the exponential factor in 
the potential, we get from Eq. (2.1) 

/3d 21' + (2E + ~(e - ax + e - bX))X(X) = 0, (3.3) 
dx2 x 

in which 

a = b * = (1 + ie-)I ~ 1 + c2
. (3.4) 

For determining the critical screening parameters, we re
quire to set E = 0 in Eq. (3.3). The eigenfunctions are then 
not square integrable since zero energy belongs to the contin
uous spectrum. However, bounded solutions of Eq. (3.3) 
with E = 0 exist only for a discrete set /3 I' /32'''' correspond
ing to the critical screening parameters, A ~s associated with 
various s-states. To determine these discrete values of /3, we 
recast the Eq. (3.3) into an integral equation incorporating 
the boundary conditions (2.2), 

/31' (x) = x (OC X(Y)(e - ay + e - bY)dy L y 

+ IX(y)(e- ay + e- bY)dy. 

Defining 

( 
2x )112 

xIx) = e - ax + e - bx ¢(x), 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

TABLE I. Calculated values oflower and upper bounds to A ~'for the GECSC potential compared with the exact results of Singh and Varshnj26 for various 
values of E. 

e 
=tan-'E 
(degrees) 

o 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 

it ~s 
Numerical 
results of 
Singh and 
Varshni 

1.19061 
1.183 15 
1.16107 
1.12522 
1.07698 
1.018 17 
0.95091 
0.877 46 
0.80001 
0.72052 
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A ~:\ 
Lower bound 

(two parameter) 

1.19052 
1.13805 
1.16092 
1.12499 
1.07671 
1.017 93 
0.95082 
0.877 42 
0.79923 
0.71674 

A ~\ 

Lower bound A :~ 
(three- Upper bound 

parameter) [Eq. (3.13)] 

1.19058 1.19838 
1.183 12 1.19082 
1.16102 1.16844 
1.125 15 I. 132 11 
1.07690 1.083 27 
1.018 11 1.02579 
0.95089 0.95584 
0.877 44 0.88170 
0.79984 0.80344 
0.71998 0.72257 
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Eq. (3.5) is transformed to a homogeneous Fredholm inte
gral equation 

vtP(x) = L" K (x,y)tP( y)dy, (3.7) 

where the kernel 

is real, symmetric, and continuous, and 

y>x, 

y<x 
(3.8) 

v = f3 /2. (3.9) 

Using the iterated kernels K j + I (x,y) defined as31.32 

Kj+ I (x,y) = LX> Kj(x,t)K (t,y)dt, (3.10) 

one can evaluate the traces 

1) = 100 

Kj(x,x)dx, (3.11 ) 

in closed form for severallow is. 
Since the kernel is continuous, all the iterated kernels 

are continuous. It then follows31 
00 

1) = L yik (j = 2,3,4, ... ), (3.12) 
k=1 

where Vk'S are reciprocals of the eigenvalues of the basic 
kernel. According to Mercer's theorem,31,32 the relation 
(3.12) is fine even for the first-order trace, i.e.,j = 1 provided 
the kernel is positive (or negative) continuous over the entire 
space. It is interesting to note that our kernel in (3.8) is posi
tive continuous over the entire range of the variables only for 
the SSCP, i.e., for E = 0 which means a = b = 1. However, 
for E#O, the signature of the iterated kernel Kj(x,x) may be 
either positive or negative due to presence of the oscillatory 
piece. 

Using (3.2) and (3.9) in (3.12), one then obtains that the 
largest value of Ac is bounded as 

(3.13) 

Clearly, A ~s can be computed in a sequential manner by ob
taining analytic expressions for several orders of 1). The 
calculations are however tedious and lengthy and hence we 
present here only the first three traces: 

TI = 1/.JT+?, (3.14a) 

T2 = [1/(1 + e)][ - 1 + 2(1 - E2)log 2 

- !(1 - e)log(1 + e) + 2E tan-IE], (3.14b) 

T - 1 [4 9 ( 1 - 3e)1 3 
3 - 4.JT+? (1 + e) - 2 1 + e og 

+ 12( 1- e)IOg 2 _ ~(3 _ e)IOg(9 + e) 
l+e 2 l+e 

+ 12( 1 - ~ )log( 2 ) 
1 +f-- .JT+? 

- : {Cl ~3:}Og(~: ~) 
+ 2Ee ~ ~ )tan-

I
(;)} - ~(\ :5: )tan-

1 
E]. 

(3.14c) 
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TABLE II. Critical screening parameters for the ns states of the static 
screened Coulomb potentia!. 

Ours Numerical 
n [Eq. (4.2)] (Rogers et al." ) 

1.19087 1.19061 
2 0.30932 0.310 27 
3 0.13919 0.13945 
4 0.07878 0.07882 
5 0.05061 0.05058 
6 0.03523 0.035 18 
7 0.02593 0.02588 
8 0.01988 0.01983 
9 0.01572 0.Q1567 

"Ref. 33. 

One may easily check that our expressions (3.14) for E = 0 
reproduce the corresponding traces obtained by Hemmer30 

for the Yukawa potential. 
The calculated values of the upper bound for A !S from 

(3.14c) are compared to the exact values in Table I. It is 
found that the percent difference with the exact values is 
always less than 0.7% for O<E< 1. 

IV. CRITICAL SCREENING PARAMETERS FOR THE 
EXCITED LEVELS 

The critical screening parameters for the excited s
states can be computed in an approximate way if one as
sumes on empirical form 

(4.1) 

with unknown parameters a 1 and a 2• Mercer's theorem 
(3.12) for j = 1 and 2 furnishes two equations for these two 
unknown parameters. Solving for these we find for the static 
screened Coulomb potential (E = 0) 

A ~s = 1.283 664n- 2 
- 0.092 793n- 3

• (4.2) 

The screening parameters obtained from (4.2) for n < 10 
compare very well with the numerical results of Rogers et 
a/.33 (see Table II). No other analytical calculation has so far 
reported such accurate results for the critical screening pa
rameters for the excited s-states of the Yukawa potential. 
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This paper presents the kinematical part of a proposal for founding the CS method (for one 
definition, see V. Khare and D. J. Kouri [J. Chem. Phys. 72, 2017 (1980)]) for the quantum 
treatment of molecular collisions on a certain testable physical approximation scheme. That is, let 
the molecules be rigid diatoms A IA2 and B IB2, with internal angular momentum ja and jb' 
respectively; with relative position, momentum, and angular momentum r, p, and I = rXp; and 
with total angular momentum J = ja + jb + 1. Then the motivating conjecture is that, in addition 
to commuting exactly with J, and as a result of dynamical properties not discussed here, the fully 
off-the-energy-shell T (E) operator approximately commutes with either r, r, or J . r = UJ = "the r
helicity." The principal results obtained in the paper are these: First, the definitions of, and 
transformations between, certain complete sets of system basis states in which the r-helicity UJ or 
the p-helicity A. = J . P is diagonal are established by methods similar to those of Jacob and Wick 
[Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 7, 404 (1959)]. Second, it is argued that in several papers in the literature of the 
CS method an explicitly or presumptively incorrect kinematical law was applied to derive the 
matrix elements of T (E) operators for atom-molecule collisions in a basis in which UJ was said to be 
diagonal from the fully on-the-energy-shell matrix elements of a given T (E). It is clear from the 
contexts that the quantities tested for conservation could not have been the r-helicity in a 
quantum-mechanical sense. Thus, there is no foundation to the corresponding assertions in these 
papers that, even if the CS method works fairly well, r-helicity conservation is usually badly 
violated. Third, the Wigner-Mackey theory of induced representations of continuous groups and 
Schur's lemma are applied to determine the limitations (analogous to the Wigner-Eckart theorem 
for single operators invariant under rotations) that commuting with J and with either of the sets of 
operators r, r, or UJ, imposes on the matrix of a T(E) in a basis in which r is diagonal. Fourth, and 
finally, it is shown that the on-the-energy-shell matrix of a T(E) that commutes with J and r has 
the property that its matrix elements are zero unless the angular momentum transfer 
j~ + j~ - ja - jb (prime indicates post-, no prime indicates precollision) is perpendicular in a 
quantum sense to p' - p, a result that corresponds to one obtained for an analogous classical 
atom-molecule collision by V. Khare et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 74, 2275 (1981)]. 

PACS numbers: 34.50.Ez, 03.65.Nk, 02.20. + b 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The mathematics presented in the following chapters is 
addressed to the physical problem of the quantum treatment 
of nonreactive collisions of two simple molecules, or of an 
atom and a molecule. The primary objective is the derivation 
of kinematical structure theorems (analogous to the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem I for scalar operators) for the transi
tion operator (T-operator) of the two-molecule system 
where, besides the usual exact conservation laws, certain ad
ditional conservation laws are presumed satisfied in a colli
sion. The justification for studying the particular augmented 
sets of conservation laws treated below derives from their 
association with the so-called CS method2

-4 for the approxi
mate treatment of molecular collisions. 

tion III contains the derivation of the previously mentioned 
structure theorems, which result if in addition to the usual 
conservation laws, either (A) the vector r, (B) the unit vector 
r, or (C) the r-helicity 0) is assumed conserved by, say, the 
transition operator T(E) [the symbols r, UJ, and T(E) are de
fined below in Fig. I, Eq. (2), and Eq. (42)]. Section IV con
tains some remarks on the momentum space realizations of 
operators that satisfy (A), (B), or (C), and a quantum deriva
tion of a useful structural property of the on -the-energy -shell 
matrix of aT (E) of type (A). Section V summarizes the salient 
points of the paper. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
This introductory section continues with a specification of 
the elementary kinematics of a system of two rigid diatomic 
molecules, and with a brief sketch of the ideas, and some 
relevant aspects, of the CS method. Section II presents a 
treatment of certain complete sets of observables and states 
of the two-molecule system, including sets of states in which 
the so-called "r-helicity" or the "p-helicity" is diagonal. Sec-

a'National Research Council Associate, 1981-1982. 

Let us abstract from the physical problem only those 
aspects that are essential for the purposes here, and consider 
an idealized physical system of two distinguishable, rigid, 
electrically neutral diatoms Al A2 and BI B2. The overall 

FIG. 1. Collision kinematics. 
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center-of-mass (CM) motion of the system will be ignored. 
There are then seven degrees offreedom, as portrayed in Fig. 
1: r a and r b are unit vectors pointing from A I to A 2 and from 
B I to B2 , respectively, and r = rr is the vector from the inter
nal CM of A I A2 to the internal CM of BI B2. Letja andjb be 
the internal "dumbbell" angular momentum vector of A I A z 
and BI B2, respectively (in the atom-diatom case we set 
ja = 0), and let p be the momentum conjugate to r. We define 

1 = rXp, 

Lb =ja +jb' 
J =jab + I, 

(1 ) 

where 1 and J will be called the system's orbital and total 
angular momentum, respectively. We also define certain 
types of helicity for the system: 

(t) = J . r = jab· r, A = J . p = jab· p. 
(2) 

Aa = - ja • p, Ab = jb • P, 
where (t) and A will be termed "the r-helicity" and "the p
helicity" for the system, respectively. The operators (t)a' (t)b 
and Aa.Ab are individual particle r-helicities and p-helicities; 
these quantities are sometimes used,5-8 but we shall make no 
use of them here. 

The dynamics of the system will be assumed controlled 
by a Hamiltonian H of the form (note: fz = 1) 

H=Ho + V, Ho =K +Ha +Hb, 

K= (;~) = - 2~ (+ :~ r_l~l). 
fl = (mA, + mA,)(mB, + mB,)/(mA, + mA, + mB, + mB,), 

(3) 

Ha = haOa • L), Hb = hbOb • h), 

V = V [ra • r, rb • r,(ra Xr)· (rb Xr), r]. 

In Eq. (3), fl is the reduced mass of the system; the potential 
function V, of the Born-Oppenheimer type, is presumed to 
be known at the outset. 

The objective of the theoretical treatment of this system 
is to obtain sufficiently accurate wave functions and S-matri
ces for collisions of AI A2 and BI B2 over a physically inter
esting range of values of total energy E and total angular 
momentum. The attempt to solve the Schrodinger equation 
HIJI = EIJI typically involves expanding IJI in simultaneous 
eigenstates ofj~, jL j~b' /2,]2, andJ3, and leads to an infinite 
set of so-called coupled-channel or close-coupling (CC) ordi
nary differential equations (ODE) in the continuous variable 
r (Ref. 6). For the great majority of pairs of chemical species 
and energies of interest, it does not appear to be physically 
justified merely to truncate these sets to a tractable size. 
Thus, the proliferation of rotational states may easily lead to 
the apparent necessity of coupling 103 channels or more9

; 

these sets cannot be treated in full by any existing computer 
and solution algorithm, nor are they likely to be treated in 
full any time sOOn. 

Kouri,2 Gianturco,3 and Dickinson4 each reviewed the 
state of development of this field in 1979. The directions 
taken by many investigations of this problem have been (1) 
the search for approximate conservation laws for the system 
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that would allow breaking up the large sets of CC equations 
into smaller, approximately independent subsets; and (2) the 
search for scaling laws, or approximate simple regularities, 
among the submatrices of the wave-function matrix or S
matrix for the system. 

The "coupled states" or "centrifugal sudden" (CS) 
method was proposed independently by McGuire and 
Kouri lD and by Packll in 1974. A considerable body ofliter
ature published since those first papers has dealt with ad
vancing the theory of, or reporting numerical applications 
of, the CS method. If the results and costs of accurate CC 
calculations are used as a standard, the CS method has com
piled a respectable record of yielding good results with mar
kedly lower costs (see Refs. 2-4 for details and references). 

The CS method, in its original form, 1D.11 achieved a par
tial decoupling of the full CC equations by presuming an 
approximate conservation law, that of the r-helicity (t) in an 
atom-diatom collision. Secrest 12 later proposed a theoretical 
scheme in which the kinetic energy operator K is modified at 
the outset by replacing its constituent operator /2 with a con
stant operator 7 (7 + 1)1 (I is the identity operator) so that K, 
and thus H, conserve the unit vector r. The initial assump
tion of constant 7 is typically dropped at a later stage of the 
calculation in favor of one or another so-called labeling 
scheme. A formal set of rules for obtaining approximate 
wave functions and S-matrices has been developed (see Refs. 
2 and 13 for details). 

The possible physical relevance of a third level of ap
proximation, that of r conservation in a useful class of molec
ular collisions, may be inferred from a series of papers by 
Khare eta/., 14-17 who observed that in a classical atom-mol
ecule collision that is purely impulsive (in that an entire in
teraction takes place at a single value ofr), the internal angu
lar momentum transfer from atom to molecule is 
perpendicular to the linear momentum transfer (see Sec. IV 
for a proof of a quantum-mechanical version of this result). 
Khare et al. then transformed some S-matrices obtained 
from accurate CC calculations to show the near-perpendicu
larity of these quantities in a number of special cases of colli
sions 15-17 (however, these investigators proposed a different, 
and somewhat formal, explanation of this phenomenon on 
the quantum leveI 14). 

The above remarks are intended to give some idea why 
the particular augmented sets of conservation laws treated in 
Sees. III and IV may be involved with the presently un
known 18 mathematical and physical mechanisms that make 
the CS method work as well as it does. The reader is cau
tioned that the literature of the CS method contains a num
ber of incorrect statements concerning the approximate va
lidity of r-helicity conservation in atom-molecule collisions; 
namely, it has been asserted that, with few exceptions, the r
helicity is not conserved quantum-mechanically, even if a 
variant of the CS method gives good results. We cite the 
following representative cases in this regard: Ref. 19, Chap. 
II B; Ref. 20, Chap. V B; Refs 21 and 22, passim; and the 
summary statement in Ref. 2, p. 346. In each of these cases, 
careful scrutiny of the bases for these negative outcomes 
shows that the authors have inspected certain on-the-ener
gy-shell matrix elements of the T (E) operator in which they 
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employ a kind ofp-helicity rather than r-helicity. Equations 
(24) or (26) of Sec. II, or an equivalent form, must be used to 
transform between r- and p-helicity states, and an on-the
energy-shell T (E) matrix contains insufficient information to 
infer the detailed structure of this operator in a basis in 
which w is diagonal; conversely, as remarked in Sec. IV, it is 
questionable whether there exist any useful general regulari
ties of on-the-energy-shell matrix elements of a T(E) that 
exactly commutes with w, or even commutes with the unit 
vector r. 

The apparent source of the incorrect assertions con
cerning r-helicity conservation in Refs. 2 and 19-22 is a high
ly simplified and, at least in the present context, inadequate 
conception of the relationship between r- and p-helicity. For 
example, the lines following Eq. II 22 of Ref. 22 are an ex
plicit and generally incorrect statement: "Thus, the only dif
ference between the P and R helicities is a change in the sign 
of the initial state label. This sign is a matter of convention 
and cannot affect any observable quantity." Equation (25), 
which is the asymptotic form for large rp and fixed J of a 
transformation amplitUde between r-helicity and p-helicity 
states, yields a result that is plausibly related to this state
ment of Ref. 22 which apparently derives from a classical 
picture of the asymptotic relation between these helicities. 
But even if the factors exp( ± irp) are retained. Equation (25) 
cannot generally be used to carry out the desired trans
formation, since physically, the matrix elements 
( ... w'r' IT (E) I .. • wr) (see Secs. II and IV for the notation) are 
likely to be very small in magnitude, except for a range of 
moderate to small values of both r' and r. For a classical 
straight-line trajectory with impact parameter b we have 
bp;:::; I, so that for fixed b, as p becomes large, 1 becomes large 
as well, and there is then no guarantee that the approxima
tion Eq. (25) will be uniformly valid for the entire region of r', 
r-space for which the magnitUde of T (E) is not small. Thus, 
except possibly for very small J values, one cannot expect 
that Eq. (25) . will be a useful approximation of Eq. (24) in 
transforming T(E) from an wJMr basis to a basis (say) 
( ••• ,.1. 'J'M'p'IT(E)I'" A.JMp).23 Accordingly, the presump
tion of Ref. 22 for transforming beween p- and r-helicity 
states is generally invalid, and the assertions of Refs. 2 and 
19-22 concerning the violation of r-helicity conservation in 
certain cases of molecular collisions are without foundation. 
A more thorough treatment of these latter points will be 
given in a later publication, in connection with a discussion 
of the physics of w, r, and r conservation. 

In summary, the present paper is part of an investiga
tion that followed from the observation that not only is the 
case not proven against approximate conservation of r-heli
city or r in connection with successful uses of the CS method, 
but proper tests for the presence of these seemingly formal 
properties would likely confirm their approximate and use
ful validity in a range of interesting physical cases. 

II. CONSTRUCTION OF SYSTEM EIGENKETS OF r
HELICITY OR OF p-HELICITY 

We shall consider the following complete sets of com
muting observables and the associated sets of basis kets for 
the system of Fig. 1: 
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(i-r) ra, rb, r: Ira rbr), 

(ii-r) i~,i~,i~b,(jabh,r: liaibiab mabr), 

(v-r) i~,i~,i~b,w,j2,J3,r: liaibiabwJMr). 

Corresponding to each of the above bases, moreover, is a 
complementary (dual) basis in which the unSUbscripted sym
bol r is replaced by p and w by A. (however, I remains the 
same). The latter bases will be denoted by (i-p), ... ,(v-p), re
spectively. We shall normalize the (i-r) and (i-p) states such 
that 

( AI AI 'IA A) £2(AI A )£2(AI A )£3( , ) rarbr rarbr = u ra - ra u rb - rb u r - r , (4) 

(r~rbrlrarbP) = 82(r~ - raW(r;' - rb)(21T)-3/2 

Xexp(ir· pl. (5) 

In Eqs. (4) and (5), 8 2 is the Dirac delta function on the unit 
two-sphere S 2. 

In what follows, Edmonds'24 notation 
<ilmli2m2IiIi2im) and 

(
il i2 i3 ) 
m l m2 m3 

will be used for Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and 3i coeffi
cients, respectively, and Brink and Satchler's25 conventions 
for spherical harmonics Y'm (r) and rotation matrices 
iiJ {"'m (a,{J, y) will be followed, with the proviso that all rota
tions and translations are to be understood as point transfor
mations rather than as coordinate transformations. 

The orthonormal bases (ii-r) and (iii-r) may be defined 
by the following well-known unitary transformations: 

and 

liaibiabmab r ) = L <iamaibmbliaibiab mab ) 
mamb 

x J d2ra J d2rb lJam.!'a) 

X lJbmb(rbll'arbr), 

liaibiab IJMr) = L <iabmab lmliab lJM) 
mabm 

(6) 

X J d 2r Y,m(r)liaibiabmab r ). (7) 

In order to construct the bases (iv-r) and (v-r), it is useful 
to associate with each rES 2 a 3 X 3 rotation matrix 

def 

R (r) = R [a(r), (J (r), y(r)] 

def 

= R z [a(r)]Ry [(J(r)]R z [y(r)] , 

such that the 3 X 3 matrix R (r) maps ez into r, that is, such 
that R;3 (r) = (r);. This association cannot be made contin
uous for all rES 2; we need aIr) = ¢ and {J (r) = (J, where (J,¢ 

are the spherical polar coordinates of r, and we choose 
y(r) = 0 [the choice y(r) = - ¢ is sometimes made5.26]. Ac-
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cordingly, for each r=/= ± ez it is meaningful to define unique 
rotation matrices as follows: 

def 

g; ~'m (r) = g; ~'m (r,6,0,0). (8) 

Let us now define certain unitary operators U and Win 
the space of system states, by their (i-r) and (i-p) matrix ele
ments, respectively, as follows: 

(r~ri,r' I U Irarbr) 

= {p [r~ - R (r)ra ] 02 [ri, - R (r)rb ] D3(r' - r), (9) 

and 

(r~r;'p'l Wlr"rbP) 

= 02 [r~ - R (p)ra ]02 [ri, - R (p)rb]D 3(p' - pl. (10) 

Given a basis such that r or, respectively, p, is diagonal, U or 
Wis block diagonal and may be represented in each subspace 
by a product of exponentials26

: 

( ... r'lU I ... r) 

= exp[ - ir,6ez • jab ]exp[ - iOey • Lb ]03(r' - r), (11) 

where jab is understood to be a set of matrices. A similar 
result holds for Win terms of the spherical polar coordinates 
of p, in a basis in which p is diagonal. By means of calcula
tions similar to those of Goldberger and Watson, 26 it can 
now be shown that if ~ is any of the vector operators 
ra, rb, ja' jb' or jab' then for any r-compatible basis we have 

Thus, in particular, 

UUabhUt = w, 

and, similarly, 

WUabhwt =A.. 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

The results ofEqs. (13) and (14) show that the kets of the 
basis (iv-r) or (iv-p) may be defined in terms of (ii-r) and (ii-p) 
kets, respectively, as follows: 

Uaidab wr)(iv) = Uliaibiab wr)(ii), 

I ialbiabA.p)(iv) = WliaibiabA.p)(iii' 

where the kets have been subscripted for clarity, 

(15) 

(16) 

It follows from Eqs. (9) and (15), and from the property 
[Ref. 25, p. 28 and p. 53 (see footnote)] 

Ykq [R (a, p, r)-I • (0,r,6)] = I Ykq, (0,r,6 )g; ~'q(a, p, r), (17) 
q' 

of the spherical harmonics that 

a corresponding result holds in the dual case, 
We define for each fixed i and J, the real, orthogonal 

matrix MjJ (with indices I and w) 

MjJ(/,w) = ([I ]I[J ])1I2(jwl 01 ilJw) , (19) 

where (2x + 1) is abbreviated by [x]. For any fixed 
w = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... , the set of complex-valued functions 
([J]l417')1/2g; ~(U(r)* with domain S2 for all J>lwl and all 
1M I <J, forms a complete orthonormal set off unctions on S 2. 
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Further manipulations of Eqs. (18) and (7) can now be 
made to yield 

I · . . l'J.M.) '" f d 2A I' .. )( [J] )112 Ja lb Jab r = -2 r Ja Jb Jab wr 417' 

xg; ~(U(r)*MJ' J(l,w). ab (20) 

With the use ofEq. (20) it can be shown that the operator w is 
diagonal, and has the correct eigenvalues for a set of basis 
states I ia ib iab wJMr) of type (v-r), if the states are defined 
by 

liaibiab wJMr) = I liaibiab lJMr) Mjao J (l,w). (21) 
I 

Correspondingly, in the dual case we define (v-p) states by 

liaibiabA.JMp) = I liaibiab lJMp)~ahJ(I,J.). (22) 
I 

Together, the orthogonality of the MjJ matrix and Eq. 
(20) entail that 

liaibiah wr) = I liaibiab wJMr)(l2)1/2g; ~",(r). (23) 
JM 417' 

We also observe that, together, Eqs. (5)-(7), (21), and (22) 
imply that 

(j~i;'i~b wJ'M'rVaibiabA.JMp) 

= 0, . 0,.0, . Dj'JOM'M 
JaJu lhlh labiah 

x I MjubJ(I,w)MjabJ(l,J. )il ~2/17'il(rp), 
I 

(24) 

where il is a spherical Bessel function. 27 Equation (24) re
duces for ja = 0 to a formula of Moses. 28 For large rp,il(rp) 
~(rp)-I sin(rp -117'/2), and as a result the sum over I on the 
right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (24) becomes 

(rp) -I [D,vA exp(irp) - ( - 1)1+ junD,v. _ A exp( - irp)] , 
(25) 

which entails the physically reasonable result that for large 
rp and fixedJ, wandA. are, respectively, parallel and antipar
allel to one another for the outgoing and ingoing parts of the 
wave corresponding to the state Vaibiab A.JMp).29 More
over, Eq. (18) and its dual, Eq. (5), and Eq. (6) and its dual, 
imply that 

(j~i;'i~b wrVaibiab A.p) 

= D., D .. D . . (217')-3/2exp(ir· p) 
juju lbJt, labiu;, 

(26) 

The summation on the rhs ofEq. (26) simplifies ifr = + p to 
DWA and if r = - p to ( - 1 Yahow, _ A; these results are in ac
cord with an intuitive picture of the significance of r- and p
helicities, 

III. STRUCTURE OF SYSTEM OPERATORS THAT 
COMMUTE WITH J AND WITH r,;' OR OJ 

Let us consider a certain operator T for the system of 
two rigid rotors; T may be an approximation to the T (E ) 
operator for the system [see Eq. (42), below]. We presume 
that T conserves each component of the total angular mo-
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mentum of the system, that is, that [J,T] = O. Let us sup
pose, moreover, that as a result of some unspecified physical 
considerations, an operator T has been obtained that also 
conserves either (A) r, (B) r, or (C) w. We shall now undertake 
to derive the limitations that these commutation relations 
impose on the matrix structure of Tin the bases (iv-r) and (v
r) described in Sec. II. 

In view of the well-known commutation relations 
among the components of J, r, r, and w, each of the sets (A) 
{JI , J2, J3, r l , r 2, r3 J, (B) {J1,J2, J3, (rh, (rh, (rb J, and (C) 
(JI , J2, J3, w) is a basis for a Lie algebra. In case (A), the 
algebra comprises the set of generators for the overall system 
rotations and for the translations in p-space, and there are 
two fundamental Casimir operators, 30 J. r = rw and 
r·r = r. Note that the operator w generates rotations of the 
system around the axis r. 

The Lie algebra properties of the sets (A), (B), and (C) 
suggest the use of group-theoretical means to analyze the 
problem of describing the possible structures of the matrix of 
the operator T. It is convenient to treat case (A) first, and 
then to specialize the Lie algebra and generalize the operator 
T, to cases (B) and (e). 

Our approach will be based on the theory of induced 
representations of the group associated with the six-dimen
sional Lie algebra of case (A) [the so-called Euclidean group, 
or inhomogeneous rotation group IR(3)] of rigid motions of 
Euclidean three-space E 3 into itself. The earliest application 
of induced representations to noncompact continuous 
groups was performed by Wigner,31 who studied the Poin
care group. Mackey32-34 and others35 greatly generalized the 
theory, and it is Mackey's methods, reduced to an explicit 
coordinate form, that inform the steps to follow; related ma
terial may be found in Refs. 30 and 36-42. 

We introduce coordinates into IR(3) as follows: Let q be 
a point in momentum space; a general operation 
(¢;,(),t/J,p) E IR(3) will consist of a translation followed by ro
tations, such that q is mapped into ql' as follows: 

ql = Rz(¢; )Ry(() )Rz(t/I)(q + pl. (27) 
The specification ofEq. (27) serves to determine the multipli
cation law of group elements in terms of the chosen coordi
nates. 

An infinitesimal left group translation consists of multi
plying (¢;,(),t/J,p) on the left by the group element correspond
ing to the product (in any order) of an infinitesimal transla
tion by 8p and infinitesimal rotations by R x (8f]1)' Ry(8f]2)' 
and Rz(8f]3); we call the result (¢; + A¢;,() 
+ A(),t/J + At/J,p + Ap), where Eq. (27) implies that 

A¢; = Of]3 - cot () (of] I cos ¢; + Of]2 sin ¢; ), 

AB = - of] I sin ¢; + 0112 cos ¢;, 

A t/J = csc () (of] I cos ¢; + Of]2 sin ¢; ), 

Apj = I Rkj (¢;,(),t/I)8Pk· 
k 

The change of in a smooth, complex-valued function 
F(¢;,B,t/I,p) on the group IR(3) under the infinitesimal left 
translation is defined to be 

8F = F(¢; - A¢;,B - AB,t/J - At/I,p - Ap) - F(,p,(),t/I,p) 

- 12: [of]j ~ F - OPj rj F ] , 
J 
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where the last line neglects second-order terms and where 

J 1 = i(cot () cos ¢; ~ + sin ¢; ~ - csc () cos ¢; ~) 
a¢; a() at/J ' 

J .( ().,/,. a a . a ) 2 = 1 cot sm'fJ-- cos¢;-- csc ()sm¢;-
a¢; a() at/J ' 

(28) 

J3 = -i ~, 

rj = i L Rjd¢;,(),t/J) ~. 
k apk 

The operators given by Eq. (28) are Hermitian, and the de
rived group representation is unitary, with respect to 
smooth, square-integrable functions on IR(3) with a measure 
of sin () d¢; d() dt/l d 3p. 

Now we may apply Mackey's construction to the pres
ent case. Note that the subset of elements (O,O,t/J,p) with 
¢; = ° and () = 0, which we call L, forms a (nonabelian) sub
group of IR( 3 ). We consider the special, one-dimensional, 
unitary (with respect to dt/l d 3p ), irreducible representations 
r r,w of this subgroup, defined by 

r"CtJ 
(O,o,t/J,p) ----+ exp( - iwt/l + irp3)' (29) 

where w = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... , and r> 0. Correspondingly, let us 
consider the linear space off unctions F(¢;,(),t/J,p) on IR(3) of 
the special type 

F(¢;,(),t/I,p) = f(¢;,() )exp(iwt/J - irp3)' (30) 

where f(¢;,()) is complex-valued, square integrable, and 
smooth on S2, A calculation shows that the linear space of 
functions of the type ofEq, (30) remains invariant under the 
action of the six operators of Eq. (28). Moreover, one may 
verify that the action of the differential operators ofEq. (28) 
on the functions of the type ofEq. (30) may be construed as 
an action on the functions43 f(¢;,() ) themselves by the opera
tors obtained by the substitutions a / at/J ----+ iw and 
a lap k ----+ - iro k 3 on the rhs ofEq. (28); we call the resulting 
operators Jj(r,w) and rj(r,w), where 

J 1(r,w) = i(cot () cos ¢; ~ + sin ¢;~) + w csc () cos ¢; 
a¢; a() , 

J2(r,w) = i(cot () sin ¢; ~ - cos ¢; ~) + w csc () sin ¢; 
a¢; a() , 

(31) 

J3(r,w) = - i ~, 
J¢; 

r(r,w) = (r sin () cos ¢;, r sin () sin ¢;, r cos ()). 

These six operators are Hermitian, and the associated group 
representation, which we call Ur,w, is unitary with respect to 
square-integrable, complex-valued functions in the coset 
space IR(3)1 L::::S 2 with the measure sin () d() d¢;. The repre
sentation Ur,w is called the representation of the group IR(3) 
induced from the representation given by Eq. (29) of the sub
group L. Note that in Eq. (31) the Casimir operators satisfy 
J . r = rw, and r • r = r. We shall not treat the physically 
uninteresting case of r = O. With this exception, according 
to Mackey32-34 the set of unitary representations U r,w of 
IR(3) are all irreducible, and are inequivalent for distinct 
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pairs (r',w') and (r,w); moreover, except where r is represent
ed by 0, each equivalence class ofUIR's ofIR(3) is realized 
by one ofthe U ',W representations. 

To understand the structure of the unitary, irreducible 
representation (UIR) U'·OJ or IR(3), we can determine how it 
"subduces" UIR's of the subgroup under restriction to (1) 
the subgroup of pure rotations [Le., of elements ofIR(3) with 
p coordinates = 0], and (2) the subgroup of pure translations 
[Le., of elements of IR(3) with t/J = (j = '" = 0]. Let the for
mer subgroup be called K and the latter Q, and, following 
Coleman, 36.37 let U "OJ!K be the representation of K obtained 
by restricting U '.OJ to K. It follows from a theorem of 
Mackey44 that U '.OJ!K is equivalent to the representation of 
K induced from the representation R z ("') ---+ exp( - iw",) of 
this SO(2)-type subgroup of K. An application of the Froben
ius reciprocity theorem32.36.37 then reveals that U r.OJ tK, 
when decomposed into irreducible constituents, is equiva
lent to the following infinite direct sum of representations of 
K::::;SO(3): 

U""''''K~gl'''l a> gl",I+! a> glwl+2 a> •••. (32) 

Note that no J < Iwl appears in Eq. (32), and each J> Iwl 
appears exactly once. Similarly, Mackey's theorem implies 
that44 

U'·OJ!Q= ($ exp[irr.p] d 2r, (33) 
JallrES 2 

where p E Q and where the rhs ofEq. (33) is a direct integral 
over all those indicated (underlined) one-dimensional UIR's 
of Q, such that the character-determining vector r has a fixed 
magnitude r and takes each possible directional value r ex
actlyonce. 

We may now infer the structure of the operator Tin 
case (A) by an application ofSchur's lemma. It is convenient 
to work in the bases (iv-r) or (v-r), such that the Casimir 
operators wand r are diagonal. For fixedia.ib.iab' and for 
given eigenvalues of rand w. the set of kets 

(UaibiabwJMr)IVJ>lwi. VIM I<Jl 
or. equivalently. 

( liaibiab wrr)IVrES 2
] 

provides a linear subspace of states that supports exactly one 
equivalent form of the UIR ur

•
OJ of IR(3). Denote the six 

operators J and r by 5",. a = 1.2 ..... 6. In a (v-r) basis the 5", 
must have matrix elements that satisfy 

(j~ibi~bw'J'M'r'15a ~aibiabwJMr) 

= 0 ... 0 ... o . . 15",,,, (1/r'r)o(r' - r) 
lola fbJb la{,iab 

X < J'M'I/5",(r.w)I/JM), (34) 

here < J'M '1I5a{r,w)IIJM) are the matrices in aJ. Mbasis of 
the generators of the UIR U r.OJ of IR(3); if desired, these 
matrices may be calculated from the r-basis matrix elements 
given in Eq. (31). Now let Tbe a system operator such that 
for each a = 1.2 ..... 6 we have [5a.T] = 0 so that 

0= L « J'M'115a(r',w'lIlJ"M") 
J"M" 

X (J I M"115a(r,w)IIJM)]. (35) 
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Hence. for each set ofvaluesofi~.i;',i~b.Ja.ib.iab' thecorre
sponding rectangular subblock of T-matrix elements inter
twines the two UIR's Ur'·OJ' and U'·OJ of IR(3); by Schur's 
lemma.45 then. these matrix elements of Tmust all be zero if 
r' =/=r or Wi =/=w and if r' = r and Wi = w. then the associated 
square subblock of T must be a constant multiple of the iden
tity matrix. Thus. we have inferred that there must exist 
reduced matrix elements (j~ ii, i~b II r''''11 ia ib Jab) such that 

(j~ i;' i~bw'J'M'r/l T 1 ia ib iab wJMr) 

= t5w,,,,(1/r'r)o(r' - r)OnOM'M 

X (j~ Ji, i~b II r·wllJa ib iab)' (36) 

We emphasize that the reduced matrix elements on the rhs of 
Eq. (36) must be independent of both J and M.46 Similarly. in 
an r basis. Schur's lemma implies that 

(j~ i;' i~bw"f'r'l T lia Jb JabWrr) 
£ £3( I )< ., ., ., IITr"'lli .. ) 

=U",'",U r -r JaibJab . aJbJab' (37) 

where the reduced matrix must be independent of r. It fol
lows from Eq. (23) that the reduced matrices on the rhs of 
Eqs. (36) and (37) must be the same sets of numbers. The 
results of Eqs. (36) and (37) are the desired structure theo
rems for case (A). 

The full set of inequivalent UIR's of the Lie algebra for 
case (B) may be inferred from those of case (A) by specializing 
to r = 1. with w = o. ± 1. ± 2, ...• as before. A similar argu
ment based on Schur's lemma now implies the existence of 
reduced matrices (i~ji,j~br'IIT"'lIjajbjabr) such that 

(j~ ibJ~bw'J'M'r'l T lJa ibiab wJMr) 

= 15", . ., t5n oM 'M (j~ ii, i~br'l/ TWI/iaib iabr), (38) 

or. similarly, 

<i~ i;'i~bw'r'r'l T lia ib Jab wrr) 

= {jo/w 2(r' - r)(j~ibi~br'IITWIVajbiabr). (39) 

The reduced matrix elements on the rhs of Eq. (38) must be 
independent ofJ and M, and those on the rhs ofEq. (39) must 
be independent of r; again. by Eq. (23), these two reduced 
matrices must be the same sets of numbers. 

In case (C) we infer that 

(j~ ib j~bw'J'M 'r'l T Va ib jab wJMr) 

= {j,,/w{jnoM'M<i~;J~br'I\TwJl\Jajbiabr). (40) 

for some reduced matrix T wJ
, which may now be J-depen

dent. Such an operator is nonlocal in r-space. 
Finally, it is clear that the dual case of a system operator 

that commutes with J and with (A') P. (B') p, or (C') A, may be 
treated in a manner that differs formally from the above 
derivation only by suitable changes of symbols and occa
sional algebraic signs. The corresponding results may be of 
some relevance to collision theory. since a quantum approxi
mation of type (B') appears to have a semiclassical realization 
in the form of a simple variant of the eikonal approximation 
(Ref. 26. p. 330; Ref. 47, p. 339): The wave functions [but not 
the T (E) matrix] for a two-body collision are derived within 
the approximate physical constraint that the relative motion 
of the colliding particles takes place on a directed straight 
line. that is. pis conserved.48 
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IV. MOMENTUM SPACE REALIZATIONS OF AN r
CONSERVING OPERATOR 

The complete causal Green's function G ( + I(E) asso
ciated with the dynamical system Eq. (3) is given by49 

G(+I(E) = lim (E - H + i1})-I. (41) 
1]~O+ 

We define a wave operator {} (+ I(E ) and a transition operator 
T (E) by49.50 

{} (+ I(E) = 1+ G (+ I(E)V, 

T(E) = V{}(+I(E). (42) 
If one is willing to calculate both the regular and irregular 
solutions to the CC ODE's, the (v-r) matrix, say, of G (+I(E) 
may be obtained, 51 and hence the (v-r) matrix of T (E) may be 
obtained, so that the properties (A), (B), or (C), of Sec. III 
may be tested for "by inspection" [note that Vas given in Eq. 
(3) commutes with r]. However, the quantities normally ob
tained in treatments of the collisions of two molecules are the 
(regular) wave functions and the scattering amplitudes. Ex
cept for multiplying factors of no interest here, these 
entities may be construed52.53 in the former case as 
mixed-basis matrices of {} (+ I(E ) of the type 
(j~j;'j~b I'J'M'rl{} (+I(E)ljdbjab IJMp), and in the latter 
case as two-sided momentum space matrices49 of T (E), such 
as <j~j/,j~bm~bP'IT(E)ljajbjabmabP)' In both cases, the 
momentum states, which are eigenstates of H o' are on-the
energy-shell; in other words,ja,jb' andp for the {}(+I(E) 
matrix, andja,jb' andp as well asj~,j;', andp' for the T(E) 
matrix, are constrained so that each state's total energy 
( = eigenvalue of Ho) is E. 

A mathematical problem of physical consequence for 
the CS method is that of characterizing such momentum 
space realizations of an operator l' (E) [presumed approxi
mately equal to the exact T (E)] that satisfies the criteria (A), 
(B), or (C) of Sec. III, so that the presence of these approxi
mate conservation laws may be conveniently tested for in 
"exact" solutions of the CC equations. I have been unable to 
obtain useful general results for an operator of type (B) or (C); 
some special results, the derivation and analysis of which 
depend on physical arguments, have been obtained for such 
operators and will be discussed in a separate paper, along 
with the structure of the wave function matrix in all three 
cases. In what follows, we consider only the case of a T(E) 
operator of type (A). 54 

Let us define55 

4 =.Ja = p' - p, q = qq = (p' + p)/2, ~ = j~b - jab' 
(43) 

Then, for any given quantum numbers 
j~,jb,j~b' m~b,ja,jb,Jab' and mab , the matrix 
(j~ jl, j~bm~bP'IT(E)1 ja jb jabmabP) of an operator of type 
(A), taken as a function of 4 and q, must be independent of q, 
since the operators r generate translations in momentum 
space. This fact, combined with the rotational invariance of 
l' (E), implies (see Ref. 56) the existence of reduced matrices 
(j~ JI, j~b IITs (E4 )/Va Jb ja b) such that 

<j~ jl, j~bm~bP'IT(E )lia jb jabmabP) 

= I (- lr~,+1][5 1( J~b, 
S1] - mab -1} 

Jab) y* (A) m s1] 
ab 
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(44) 

The usual circumstance that only on-the-energy-shell 
amplitUdes of the exact T (E) are available would make it 
difficult to establish the q-independence of the matrix of a 
T (E) even if it were nearly of type (A), for given 4, p', and p, 
the only degree offreedom remaining to q is rotation around 
A as an axis. This observation suggests that the amplitUde for 
the internal angular momentum transfer ~ to be along the 
linear momentum transfer 4 may have special properties. 
This amplitude may be obtained by analogy with Eq. (IS); 
using Eqs. (44) and (17), we obtain 

I '@~v(A)( - lr~' ( j~b, 
1]m;.mo. - mab -1} 

x (j~ j/,j~bm~bP'IT(E)lja jb jabmabP) 

= Ysv(ez)(j~j;'J~bIITS(E4 llvajbjab)' (45) 
A 

~here v is the value of ~ • ..1. But Ysviez) 0:: 8vO , and thus, for a 
T(E) of type (A), the angular momentum transfer ~ is (in a 
quantum-mechanical sense) perpendicular to the momen
tum transfer 4. This result appears to be generally false for 
operators of type (B). Hence, we have obtained a necessary 
and partly distinguishing condition for the "type (A)-ness" 
of a candidate operator T (E) in terms of its on-the-energy
shell matrix elements. 

The circumstance that v = 0 for classical atom-mole
cule collisions that take place with a single impulsive (that is, 
concentrated at a single value of r) exchange of momentum 
and angular momentum was previously noted by Khare et 
al. 14

; similar results for more complex classical collisions 
have been given by Hoffman et al.57 Subsequent calculations 
by Khare et al.,15-17 with a selected set of S-matrices ob
tained from accurate CC calculations, showed that in a num
ber of collisions treated, the v = 0 amplitude strongly domi
nated the others; however, what appears to be a completely 
different explanation was advanced by these investigators as 
the cause of this phenomenon on the quantum level. 14 

V.SUMMARY 

The fundamental motivation for the above investiga
tion is the conjecture that the successes of the CS method in 
describing molecular-collision phenomena result from un
derlying physical mechanisms that, in one or another case, 
entail the approximate conservation of, in decreasing order 
of severity, either (A) r, (B) r, or (C) the r-helicity UJ, by the 
T (E) operator in a collision. 

It was noted in Sec. I that previous studies purporting to 
show the invalidity of (C) in atom-molecule collisions were 
based on a generally incorrect law of transformation 
between r- and p-helicity amplitudes; hence, the validity of 
(C), and of (A) and (B), for any particular T (E) is still an open 
question. 

In Sec. II, r- and p-helicity basis states for a two-rigid
rotor system were defined and unitary transformations es
tablished between these and conventional bases. 

In Sec. III, structure theorems, analogous to the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem for scalar operators, were derived 
for case (A) in Eqs. (36) and (37), for case (B) in Eqs. (3S) and 
(39), and for case (C) in Eq. (40). 
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In Sec. IV it was pointed out that certain momentum 
space realizations of a T (E) operator of type (A) depend on 
the initial and final momentum p and p', respectively, only in 
the combination p' - p. It was shown that this property and 
rotational in variance entail at least one testable conservation 
law for a kind of p-helicity, that is, the projection of jab along 
the momentum transfer is conserved in a collision. Finally, it 
was noted in Sec. IV that it is questionable whether such 
clear-cut and generally valid criteria exist to test the on-the
energy-shell matrix of a T (E) operator for the presence of 
properties (B) or (C). 
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It is shown that if along a normal mode of perturbation of a steady state which is far from 
equilibrium, the mixed second variation of the entropy is a constant of motion, this mode is locally 
attractive and the system becomes structurally unstable (in the sense of Adronov and 
Pontriaguin). In general, the existence of such a mode indicates chemical oscillation. In the special 
case that the mode has also a vanishing imaginary part of the frequency, it leads to the formation 
of a dissipative spatial structure. 

PACS numbers: 82.20. - w, OS.70.Ln 

Notation: If 8rp denotes the first variation of a generic 
quantity q; and it is given by 8q; = ~j8Aj8Bj' then 8m q; will 
denote the mixed first differential which is given by the 
expression 

28m q; = I8A t8Bj + 8Aj8B r 
j 

An analogous definition applies for the case of the second 
variation of a quantity (): If 

then 

8 2(} = I8Aj8Bj, 
j 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper open reaction systems with a Fick's law of 
diffusion will be considered. It is assumed that the system 
obeys the laws oflinear thermodynamics of irreversible pro
cesses in a neighborhood of equilibrium. The system is driv
en far from equilibrium (outside the linear domain!) by in
creasing the values of the overall affinity.2 No convective 
effects are considered. The purely periodical normal modes 
of the system around a steady state Xo which lies outside the 
linear thermodynamics domain are characterized by the 
equations 

8m P= 0, 

(1) 

8m 17'~0, 

where P represents the entropy production 

(1 ') 

(Ja == flows, Xa==conjugate thermodynamic forces). Here 
8m P is the entropy production corresponding to the first 
variation of the entropy 8m s along the normal mode, that is, 
the excess entropy production 

8mP=P(8ms) = [IJ8Ja8Xa dV] . 
a mixed 

= J.. If8J~8Xa + {jJa{jX~ dV. 
2 a 

(1" ) 

Here {jm 17' is given by the expression 

(1 ",) 

where "." means complex conjugate. The statement corre
sponding to Eq. (1) is proved in Glansdorff and Prigogine. ! 
The increments of the thermodynamic flows {jJu and the 
thermodynamic forces {jXa should be evaluated along the 
normal mode. 

In this paper we shall prove that the manifold of period
ic motion n, along which {jmP = 0, is locally attractive and 
locally invariant. (Rigorous definitions of these properties 
are given in the next section.) 

This approach provides also a useful method of calcu
lating the frequencies for purely periodic modes without 
evaluating the equation {jmP = ° with the kinetic restric
tions in the increments of the forces and flows. Since n is 
locally attractive, the purely periodic modes "absorb" other 
modes of excitation. Consider, for example, the case in 
which a time-independent normal mode exists, this mere fact 
does not imply that the system will adopt a spatially periodic 
organization unless we prove in addition that this mode is 
locally attractive. 

II. THE MANIFOLD 

The space variable will be denoted r, rE[O, 1] (we assume 
one-dimensional diffusion). The boundary conditions here 
imposed are of the Neumann type although we could also 
develop a theory when Dirichlet boundary conditions are 
imposed. 

The Neumann boundary conditions correspond to zero 
flux at the boundary, that is, 

i. x(l,t) = i. x(O,t) = 0, t>O, (2) 
Jr Jr 

x(r,t) is the concentration vector, and 

dx H2 X= - =cp(x), XE 
dt 
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is the kinetic equation. The generalization of the theory to 
the case of n intermediate species is straightforward; Xo is our 
steady state of interest: 

<p(xo) = 0. (3) 

Here Xo is assumed to lie outside the linear thermodynamics 
domain.3 

J(<p)lxo is the Jacobian matrix of <p at the steady state. 
Assuming a Fick's law of diffusion the problem reads 

du . a2u 
- = u = D --::2 + N(u), (4) 
dt ar 

where D is the diffusion matrix which is assumed to be diag
onal. 

We made in (4) the translation 

u = x - xo, N(u) = <p(u + xo) = <p(x). (5) 

We also impose the following restriction: 

N(u) =J(<p)lx=xou + F(u), (6) 

with 

F(O) =0, aF (0) =0. 
au 

(7) 

For operator a 2/ a,-l can be extended to a self-adjoint opera
tor fj; , fj; has domain 

!2J fj; = closure of the set 

{ u(r)EC2([0'1])~(0)= ~(1)=0} ar ar 
in the second Sobo1ev space H 2([0, 1]). (For the th~ory of So
bolev spaces see, for example, Ref. 4.) Hence, DfJJ: 

H 2([0,1])XH 2([0,1])--+L 2([0,1])XL 2([0,1]), (8) 

and J (<p) I "" ~ill be regarded as a perturbation of D fj;. The 
operator DfJJ + J(<p)lx

o 
= .!£' generates a compact analytic 

semigroup 

!eY'l,>o 
(see Kat04

). From this, it follows (see, for example, Holmes 
and Mardsen5

), that the Neumann problem considered 
above (4) defines a flow Y, on S = !2J ;;;; X!2J.cw , for t;;;.O, 

Y,x(r) = x(r,t). (9) 

Then Y, is a monoparametric family of diffeomorphisms 
representing the evolution of the system. If (aF / au) (0) = 0, 
this flow verifies 

(10) 

where Ds denotes the Frechet derivative of Y, in S. From 
now on, the symbol E denotes the eigenspace of .!£' and 
E [Re a(.!£') = 0] is then the eigenspace associated to the 
purely imaginary eigenvalues of .!£'. 

If the conditions 

(a) dimR E [Re a(.!£') = 0] < 00, 

(11) 

(b) Re a(.!£').;;;0 

are fulfilled, then there exists a center manifold 
n c;;, g; dJ X!2J dJ , (see, for example, Marsden6

) such that the 
following hold true. 
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(a') n contains Xo (or u = 0). 
(b') n is tangent to E [Re a(.!£') = 0] at Xo (or at 

u = O):n = ToE [Re a(.!£') = 0]. 
(c') n is locally invariant: If x(r)Eil, there exists 

T = T(x) such that F,(x)Eil for t in the interval 
O.;;;t.;;;T= T(x), T>O. 

(d') n is locally attractive: There exists an open neigh
borhood U of u = ° such that if Y,(U)EU t;;;.O, then 

lim inf sup IIY,(u(r)) - u(r)11 = ° 
,~oo VEil rE[O,11 

(1111 is simply the Euclidean norm.) A 

Observation: The eigenvalues of fJJ for the Neumann 
problem are 

- n2rf2 =A.n(n = 0,1,2, ... ), 

therefore ifTr J(<p)Ix" = 0, n is contained in the manifold 

ToE [(Tfj; = 0]. 

III. EXCESS OF ENTROPY PRODUCTION ALONG n 
For the normal modes given by 

x - Xo = Mew' + irlJ., 

where A. is the wavelength of the inhomogeneity and 

IIMII/llxoll~l and W = WI + w2i, 

(12) 

we have from the last section that WI = ° along n. If the 
invariants of flows are written around the steady state xo as 

" aJa oJa = tAapOXp, Aap = axp , (13) 

we get along n, 

om P = ~ J(;{jJaOX~ + {jJ~oXa )dV 

= J (£; (Aa
p 

: Apa ) oX~oXp )dV 

= J(;A~pOX~OXp)dV=O (14) 

[defining the symmetric component of Aap:A ~p 
= (Aap + Apa )/2] since the Xa are independent forces, we 

have proven the following theorem. 
Theorem I: A ~p = ° along n. Hence, the tensor Aap is 

purely antisymmetric along n. 
We have also proved the following theorems. 
Theorem II: The number of normal modes of excitation 

along which omP = ° is the number 

dim n = dim E [Re (a(.!£')) = 0]. (15) 

Theorem III: Along n the increment Om 17' is valuated as 

J LAapoX~oXp dV = 017'. (16) 
a,p 

Proof 

Om 17' = - ~ J(;OJaOX~ - oJ~oXa )dV 

= J ~ L (Aa
p ~Apa )(OX~OXp )dV. (17) 

a,p 
In the last equality Eq. (13) has been used. 
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Since, from Theorem I, along n:A ~f3 = 0, we have 

8m 1T = if IAaf38X~8Xf3 dV, (18) 
a,f3 

we can also state the following theorem as a summary. 
Theorem IV: The manifold of modes of excitation along 

which 8m P = 0 is locally attractive and locally invariant 
provided conditions given by Eqs. (6) and (7) are fulfilled. 

If stationary boundary conditions are imposed instead 
of no flux boundary conditions, the existence of a center 
manifold is similarly developed, Consider the Dirichlet 
boundary conditions 

d d 
-x(O,t)= -x(l,t)=O. 
dt dt 

(19) 

It is assumed that x = 0 is the steady state for the problem 
(4), Then the operator V2 can naturally be extended to a self
adjoint operator ;;- defined in the closure in H 2([0,1]) of the 
set 

/u(r)EC 2([0,l))lu(0) = u(l) = OJ. 

Since the eigenvalues of;;- are now An = - nZ r, n> 1, we 
can state that our Dirichlet problem is locally equivalent to 
the restriction of the Neumann problem to the manifold 

u ToE [a(VZ)= -Prj. 
j>1 

In general, the range of validity of relations (1) is restricted to 
the time-independent boundary conditions (d Idt) !-lj = 0 
along the boundary (!-lj is the chemical potential of interme
diate Xj ),j = 1,2, ... ,N for an isothermal system in mechani
cal equilibrium (see Ref. 1). 

In this paper it is assumed that the only thermodynamic 
forces are the T -IA/s(Aj is the affinity of the jth reaction). 
Then, the key relation 

(w~ + w~ )8~S = w I8m P + wz8 m m(O, 

which implies relation (1), can be derived for both Dirichlet 
and Neumann boundary conditions: 

_ I d(8!-lyT-
I
) d8pj = P... I -!-ljf d8nj d8nj' , 

j dt dt T jj' dt dt 
(20) 

where Pj is the local density of intermediate X;,p is the total 
local density, 

a 
!-ljj' = an, !-lj' 

J 

and nj is the mass fraction of the intermediate Xj . 
From the law of conservation of mass, we get 

- I I Vjz!-lj8Jz ~ (8!-lj T - I) 
j z dt 

= _ ~ d(8pt ~(8 .T- I) t dt dt!-lJ ' 
(21) 

Vjz is the stoichiometric coefficient of species X; in the zth 
reaction, M j is the molecular mass of the species X;, and 

Also 

2578 

Az = - IVjz!-ljT- I. 
j 
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p d8n d8n, d - I -T!-ljj' -d J -d J = I8Jz -(8A z T- I)<0.(22) 
jj' t t z dt 

The rhs ofEq. (22) is the response of the excess entropy pro
duction to the changes in the thermodynamic forces. 

Taking mixed differentials in (22), we get for a normal 
mode of frequency W = WI + iwz, 

-(wi +w~)[( + ~(8!-ljT-I)8Pj*)+(~(8!-ljT-I)*8pj)] 
= (wT + w~Ws<O. (23) 

Again from (22) and the definitions of 8P and 81T we get the 
desired relation. Therefore, the independence of relation (1) 
from the boundary conditions, makes the basic Theorems 1-
-!....V valid for the Dirichlet as w~ll as the Neumann problem. If 
tJ denotes he~ the operator :?1J for the Neumann problem or 
the operator /# for the Dirichlet problem, we get the follow
ing theorem. 

Theorem V: Assuming fiJ g X fiJ g can be written as a 
sum of two X -invariant subspaces: §g X fiJ g = VI Ell Vz (VI 
and Vz are X -invariant, therefore also invariant under the 
compact semi group generated by X, that is, e Yt

, t>O) such 
that 8 ~S is a constant of motion along ToVI, and 8m P> 0 
along To Vz, then To VI is locally attractive. 

Our problem (4) then splits into the equations 

XI = X IXI + FI(XI,Xz)} 
, (P F ( ) XIEVI, XzEVz, Xz = oZ zXz + Z XI,XZ 

(24) 

where XI + X2 is the (unique) decomposition of a generic ele
ment of fiJ g X fiJg,Re a(x I) = 0 and Re O'(X 2) < 0, The 
manifold To VI is given by a smooth function Xz = ¢(xJ!, 
where ¢ has the following properties: 

¢(O) = 0 } 
D¢(O) = 0 D = Frechet derivative. 

IID¢(xJ!11 < 1 

(25) 

The restriction of the system (4) to ToVI is 

XI = XXI + F(xJ!, (26) 

Ifxdt) is the solution of(26), then xl(t) + ¢(xl(t)) is the solu
tion of (4) contained in ToVI. 

IV. EXAMPLES 

(a) n for the Lotka-Volterra model with Neuman 
boundary conditions for diffusion. If the kinetic laws corre
sponding to infinite total affinity are given by 

[

dX 
dt = klAx - kzXY [A + X k

'_2X] 
dy X+ yk'_2Y 
- = kzXY - k3Y Y k,_p 
dt 

(27) 

(x is the concentration of species X, Y is the concentration of 
species Y). The steady state isxo = k 3lkz,yo = (k/kz}A. The 
concentration of A is considered constant. We have 

(28) 

(29) 

Considering only the relaxation process for the 0 eigenvalue 
ofVz, we get 
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8m P = [T-IJ [(8JI)x(8Adx + (8J2)x(8A2)x 

+ (8J2)y(8A2)y + (8J3)y(8A3)y ]dV Lixed' (30) 

HereAj indicates the affinity ofthejth reaction and the sub
index x or Y indicates that 8x or 8y is responsible for the 
increment of the quantity in brackets. We shall also assume 
R T = I in an appropriate scale. Then we have 

(8JI)x = k lA8x = (8k IAx)x' (31) 

(8AI)x = (8 In ~t 8x 

(8J2)x = k2YoX = (8k~y)x' 

(8A 2 )x = (8 In ;t ~ 
(8J2)y = k~cPY = (8k~y)y, 

(8A 2 )y = (d In x
y

) 
Y2 y 

(8J3)y = k28y, 

(8A3)y = (8 In -:1:'.) = 8y . 
p y Yo 

8y 

Yo 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

But the relations (31 )-(38) imply 8P =0 (identically zero) for 
any point around the steady state. This implies that the 
manifold of the phase space locally tangenttoE [u(V2) = 0] is 
a locally attractive manifold. (Actually, in this case, 
8P= 8m P= 0.) 

Since 8Pvanishes identically around the steady state we 
cannot calculate the relaxation frequencies from the equa
tion 8mP= O. 

(b) Consider the model introduced by Glansdorff and 
Prigogine I : 

[ 

2X~-;:3X 
B+X~Y+D 

X~E 

(I)] 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
[

dX 2 ] dt : A + x y - Bx - x . 

~ =BX-x2y 
dt 

(39) 

The concentration of species A,B,D,E are considered con
stant; Xo = A, Yo = B I A. Neumann (no flux) boundary con
ditions are applied. 

We assume a Fourier expansion of the arbitrary pertur
bation in eigenfunctions of the operator &J, that is to say, 
x(r,t) - Xo = 1::= oan (t )cos(mTr). The part of the spectrum 
of.Sf' satisfying Re u(.Sf') = 0 could be contained in any of 
the slices To E [u( &J) = - n2,r], n >0 ("E" represents the 
eigenspace with respect to the operator .Sf'). Since 
Re u(.Sf') = 0 if and only if for a fixed n the trace of 
J(cp) - n2,r D vanishes (that is, B-1 - A 2 
- Dxn2,r - Dyn2,r = 0), we get for Dx,Dy>B that the 

only possible local attractor should be contained in 

ToE [o'(.%') = OJ:! 8m P = OJ C ToE [u(V2) = 0]. (40) 

The normal modes, along which 8m = 0, are contained 
in [J = ToE [Re u(.Sf') = 0] = ToE [Re u(J ('11)) = 0], 

J(cp) = [B_-BI ~~2]' (41) 
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The frequencies for which 8m P = 0 satisfy 

Det(J(qJ) - wI) =.1 (J((cp) - wI)) = 0, Re w = 0, (42) 

w is purely imaginary only for Bo = I + A 2: 

W = iW2 = ± iA. (43) 

We shall get back these eigenfrequencies if we solve the equa
tion [8mP = 0] along ToE [u(V2) = 0] for B = Bo: 

8m P = ~ T-JdV[(8J2)x(8A2)!' + (8J2)!'(8A2)x 

+ (8J2)y(8A2); + (8J2);(8A2)y 

+ (8J3)x(8A3)!' + (8J3)!'(8A3)x 

+ (8J4 )x (8A 4 )!' + (8J4 )!'(8A4 )x ] I ToE [o{V') = 0 1 = O. 

A computation analogous to the one done for the Lotka
Volterra system gives 

8m P 17;,£ [o{V') = 0 1 

= -A8x8x* + [A 3/(1 +A 3)]8y8y*I7;'£[o{v'I=Ol = O. (44) 

The restriction of the increments 8x 
ToE [u(V2) = 0] satisfies 

J ( ) [8x I + ~8X2] = J ( ).(8X) = (~X) 
'11 8YI + 18Y2 '11 8y 8y 

(since the restriction of &J is zero) which gives 

[ 

8Y2 = w28YI 1 
8x2 = - w28YI . 

()X I = 0 

This implies from (44) that 

and 8y to 

(45) 

(46) 

8m P Ir.,E[o{V'I=Ol = O¢:?w2 = ±A. (47) 

But this is precisely the result obtained from equation (42) 
using the center manifold theory. The locally attractive 
manifold for this system is then given by the equations 

(48) 

The kinetic laws in both examples obey the conditions 
given by Eqs. (6) and (7), therefore Theorems I-IV apply. 

V. THE LOCALLY UNSTABLE MANIFOLD 

Provided dim E [Re u(.Sf') > 0] < 00, condition (l1)(b) 
could be lifted and the validity of the results regarding the 
center manifold remains unaltered. In this case we introduce 
the new unstable manifold 

M = ToE [Re u(.Sf') > 0]. (49) 

Since along M, WI > 0, we get from 

I d8~S 2 
--- =w18 S=8 P=P[8 S] (50) 2 dt m m m 

and 8 ~S <0, that8m P <0. Here "E [ ... ]" indicates theeigen
space of .Sf' associated with the part of the spectrum of .Sf' 
satisfying the condition in square brackets. 
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We now have the following theorem. 
Theorem Vb5m P < 0 along M if Mis finite dimensional. 
Let us consider again the example (b) of the last section. 

If instead of assuming that the center manifold lies in the 
manifold ToE [Re o1V2) = 0] we now assume that it is con
tained in ToE [Re uV2 < 0] (we recall that HE" denotes eigen
space with respect to 2"), then an unstable manifold exists 
for this problem. To illustrate this point, the following as
sumptions will bemade:D" = Dy = D, and the center mani
fold lies in ToE [uV2 = - r]. The critical value of the con
trol parameter B for which purely periodical modes will 
appear is now 

Bo = 1 + A 2 + 2Dr (A > r D). (51) 

It is therefore clear that the manifold of negative excess en
tropy production is then ToE [uV2 = 0] = M. Since the 
manifold ToE [uV2 < - r] = ToE [u(2") < 0], this manifold 
contains the normal modes along which the excess entropy 
production is positive (the stable manifold.) 

VI. THE STRUCTURAL STABILITY PROBLEM 

The idea of topological equivalence of dynamical sys
tems was introduced through the concept of structural sta
bility by Adronov and Pontriaguin (see Ref. 1). Consider the 
problem 

i = cp(x), xER 2 (52) 

defined on the disk D. The system (52) is called structurally 
stable if given any arbitrary c> 0, there exists 0 > 0 such that 
for any C '-perturbation JL(x) of cp(x) that obeys 

IIJL(x)11 <0, (53) 

I ~Jlj(X)I<o, iJ=I,2, 
aXl 

(54) 

there exists an c-homeomorphism H:D-+D that maps the 
trajectories of cp(x) onto the trajectories of cp(x) + JL(x). H 
obeys 

Ilx - H(x)11 <c. (55) 

From the Adronov and Pontriaguin characterization of 
structurally stable systems follows that problem (52) is struc
turally stable if the singularities of cp(x) are hyperbolic.7 

The following result holds. 
Theorem VII: The system with the kinetics given by (52) 

is structurally unstable if and only if A ~/3 = 0 along a certain 
normal mode (ef. Sec. III). 

Proof A ~/3 = 0 along a normal mode implies that the 
singularity Xo of cp (x) is not hyperbolic, reciprocally, if there 
is a normal mode of perturbation for which w, = 0, then 
A ~/3 = O. Consider again the restriction of the reaction-dif
fusion problem (4) to the manifolds ToE [o1YU) 
= - n2r] = Wn(n = 0,1,2 ... ). These restrictions are two-

dimensional problems of the form (52). The problem (4) is 
structurally unstable if and only if there exists a Wn such 
that the restriction to Wn is structurally unstable. Therefore 
the following theorem holds. 

Theorem VIII: If 0 ~S is a constant of motion of the 
restriction of system (4) to a Wn , then the system is structur
ally unstable. 
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Proof Since (d Idt )o~S = 0, we get P [omS] 
= OmP = 0 but this implies that Wn is locally attractive, so 

the singularity u = 0 is a center, hence the system is structur
ally unstable. 

The system discussed in Sec. IV(b) becomes structurally 
unstable for the following values of the parameter B: 

Bn = I + A 2 + 2n2rD (Dx = Dy). (56) 

The center manifolds become, respectively, 

Wn =ToE[u~ = -n2r] (A>n2rD). 

VII. SPATIALLY PERIODIC CENTER MANIFOLDS 

So far we have not considered the case in which simulta
neously both excesses {j m P and 0 m 1T vanish. Let us first state 
the following theorem. 

Theorem IX: If a locally attractive normal mode obeys 
om 1T = 0, then it is a time-independent mode. 

Proof Since the mode is locally attractive, it must be 
contained in ToE [Re 01 2") = 0] and since {) m 1T = 0, also the 
imaginary part of w in Eq. (12) vanishes, so the mode is time 
independent. 

Obviously the purely spatial modes are all contained in 
the manifold ToE [u 2" = 0]. This implies that the operator 

Un =J(cp)+D(-n2r), n=0,1,2, ... , (57) 

becomes singular for a certain value of n. Equivalently, there 
exists a normal mode contained in Wn such that w = 0 along 
it. This mode is then a spatially periodic attractor along 
which {) ~S becomes (trivially) a constant of motion. The 
existence of a spatial organization indicates that the system 
is structurally unstable. (This is the point of exchange of 
stabilities' .) As an example consider again the system de
fined in Sec. IV(b): since J (cp) is nonsingular, the purely spa
tial mode should be contained in the manifold u ~. 

j;.l 

If we assume that the spatial attractor is contained in 
Wn , then 

B= 1 +A 2+n2rD+A 21n2rD (D=Dx =Dy). 
(58) 

Regarding this familiar example, one can therefore state the 
following theorem. 

Theorem X: If any of the relations (56) or (58) (the last 
ones, only when n> 1) holds, then there exists a C '-perturba
tion of the kinetic equations (52) that will lead to a topologi
cally nonequivalent phase portrait, that is, the homeomor
phism H fails to exist (cf. Sec. V). 

This C '-perturbation could be, for example, a new de
pleting step introduced in the reactor for one of the interme
diates X or Y. 

VIII. FLUCTUATIONS 

The probability of small fluctuations around a far from 
equilibrium steady state was confirmed to obey the relation 

P = probability -exp(!{) 2Ssslk). (59) 

Here P is the probability of fluctuations, {j 2 Sss is the second 
variation of the entropy starting at the steady state, and k is 
the Boltzmann's constant. This is an extrapolation of the 
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Einstein's formula valid for isolated systems at equilibrium. 
(See Nicolis and Babloyantz.8

) 

Let us consider, first, the restriction of our system to the 
manifold ToE [Re a( 2") < 0]. Since along this manifold, we 
have asymptotic stability, we obtain 

J.-!£. {PS = P [8S] > 0, 
2 dt 

and also 

-P >0. d -I 
dt T,,E IRe a1Y) < 0 ) 

(60) 

(61) 

Equation (61) implies the regression of the system to the local 
maximum of the function P (obtained at the steady state) 
along the manifold ToE [Re a(2") < 0]. The relation imply
ing the regression of the system to the local maximum is not 
fulfilled if the manifold ToE [Re a(2") = 0] is nontrivial. 

Consider the case in which ToE [a(2") = 0] is nontri
vial. Clearly, P is constant along this mode since 8 2S and 
8 ~ S are constants of motion. In this case, although along 
T aE [Re a(2") < 0] there is regression to the steady state, 
since ToE [a(2") = 0] is locally attractive, the fluctuations in 

2581 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 25, No.8, August 1984 

H 2([0,1])XH 2([0,1]) grow till the system reaches the local 
maximum in P at T aE [a(2") = 0]. This allows us to give a 
new criteria for structural instability. 

Theorem XI: The following three conditions are equiva
lent: (a) the system is structurally unstable; (b) there exists a 
normal mode along which the regression condition (dP I 
dt ) > 0 is violated; and (c) the locally attractive manifold n is 
nontrivial. 
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